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PREFACE
My attention was first directed to the importance 
of the study of biblical Semantios by a discussion which I 
had with Principal Matthew black and Dr# R# Me**# Wilson in 
Mayf 1961. The work of Professor James Barr entitled The 
Semantics of Biblical Language had just then been published 
and its significance for the Biblical Interpreter and theo­
logian was Immediately recognisable# Careful consideration 
of barr*s book confirmed Dr. Black1s and Dr# ^iiaonfs 
opinion as to its timeliness and valuet it revealed also 
the scope, indeed, the necessity, for further work in this 
field# In order to pursue this as a research project I came 
to St.Mary1* College, and the two scholars who first 
stimulated my interest in the subject became the joint- 
supervisors of my work# To them I ow© a great debt of grati­
tude# It is a pleasure to p^y tribute to Principal Black1© 
reassuring interest and valuable direction throughout the 
preparation of this thesis, and to acknowledge Dr. Wilson*s 
patience, accessibility and careful guidance on many points# 
To be Informed by their scholarly judgments and to be 
supported by their understanding has been an enriching 
experience#
A work on Biblical Semantios might have been expected 
to involve itself fully with discussion of the sclenoe of
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linguistics and the philosophy of language* That thia 
emphasis is not found in this thesis is due to the fact 
that I cannot claim to he adequately equipped to deal with 
such subjects, the examination of which, in any case, 
scarcely belongs to a dissertation prepared within the 
Faculty of Divinity# It has seemed the better course, there­
fore, to gain some acquaintance with the basic principles 
of linguistic semantics, to evaluate Barr#s use of the 
science of linguistics in criticism of recent Biblical 
Theology, and then to establish more positive methods of 
approach to the language of the Hew Testament, by means of 
which the meaning of important theological terr,e is #
elucidated# At least four of the flv-.* words chosen for 
investigation are of such significance in the New Testament 
that it would have been impossible to read, much less to 
assess, the many studies which seek to expound their 
meanings in Christian theology# I have limited to a minimum 
my use of such books# Moreover, it has not been possible 
for me to consult even every modern commentary on, or 
exegetical discussion of the various passages in which the 
selected terms ocour# Time alone would not permit this. In 
any case, a work which establishes a method of investigation 
and proceeds to apply it may reasonably claim the right to 
approach the material afresh and to draw its conclusions 
with some measure of independence# Nevertheless, although I
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have not always sought to find the extent of my agreement 
or disagreement with other writers, at many important 
eritioal points I acknowledge Indebtedness to the viewpoints 
of leading British and Continental commentators*
Since this work entered its final stages, some of 
the opinions offered in it have fonnd confirmation in the 
writings of others# For instance, 5n ft'j# article entitled 
"The Present State of Old Testament Theology" (Expository 
Times * lxxv, December 1963, pp# 70-74) Professor N#*% Portecus 
draws attention to Barr1a failure to recognise that important 
overtones of meaning may belong to many Biblical terras 
as a result of their frequent theological use# J# Dupontfs 
study of the phrase "poor in spirit" in the Hebrew Old 
Testament and in the Qumran Scrolls (in Neutestamentllche 
Aufsatze: Festacrlft fur J# Schmid. Regensburg, 1963) lends 
support to the interpretation of the phrase in the New 
Testament as referring, not simply to the poverty-stricken, 
but to those ho humbly and trustfully submit to the will 
of Ood# One Important book came into my hands too late to 
be taken into p©count in the section on the Old Testament 
use of Ruach. It is Daniel Lyaf study Kuach: To souffle dans 
lfAnolen Testament (Paris, 1962). I may be allowed to say, 
however, that the use of this book would not have altered 
substantially my own presentation and interpretation of 
the evidence#
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INTRODUCTION
In his lecture "The Bible and Current Theories about 
Language", delivered before the Victoria Institute in 1954, 
Professor Malcolm Guthrie of London University made this 
statement!
There can be few subjects receiving scholarly 
attention today that have more direct relevance 
to questions connected with the Bible than the 
study of language. Nevertheless there do not seem 
to have been many attempts to examine the results 
of recent developments in this linguistio field 
which may bear on this Book that claims to be the 
Word of God expressed in the language of men. 1
As his lecture mak^s clear, Dr. Guthrie is interested in 
the relevance to Biblical studies of such general linguistic 
questions as the origins of language, its nature and its 
function. Nevertheless, the more specialised aspects of the 
science of linguistics, and particularly the methods of 
semantic investigation, may also be Included within the 
scope of his comment. There has been a conspicuous lack of 
serious Interest in the discussions and problems of ling­
uistic semantics on the part of those who seek to under-2
stand and interpret the ancient languages of Scripture.
Recently the attention of Biblical scholars has been drawn
T £>r. Guthrie is Professor of Bantu Languages and Head of 
theDepartment of the Languages and Cultures of Africa. His 
lecture was reproduced in The Bible Translator. V, (1954), 
pp.150-159. The quotation is from p.lSd.
2 The blame for this state of affairs does not lie solely 
with the theologians, whose education in Biblical languages
Barrfs book The emantlcs of Biblical Language*1 a volume
which courageously reveals the misleading methods and
erroneous conclusions in exegesis which Ignorance or neglect
of the basic principles of linguistic semantics has allowed
to gain acceptance within the movement for Biblical Theo- 
2logy* Since Barrfs critical study provided the initial
and approach to Biblical texts is directed towards the 
assessing of literary content rather than towards system­
atic description of a language and analysis of its structures 
the linguists, on their part, have failed to Inform the 
theologians, in any appropriate way, of the methods and 
findings of their science, and seem to neglect discussion 
of the special character of the language of a religious 
tradition*
1 Oxford University Press, 1961* See also "Hypostatisation 
of Linguistic Phenomena in Modern Theological Interpretation", 
JSS,VII, (1962) pp*85-94, which carries further the authorfs 
crTticism of the practice of extracting linguistic phen­
omena from the syntactical environment in whioh their ling­
uistic functioning takes places also the more cautious, less 
negative study, Biblical Words for Time (London, SCMs 1962)
in which he treats off the interpretation of these words in 
the writings of J* Marsh, J*A*T. Robinson and Oscar Cullmann*
2 "Biblical Theology" may be understood either as a solely 
descriptive discipline revealing the theology (or theo­
logies) contained in the Bible, or as a kind of dogmatics 
with the Bible as its only source of authority* See 9* 
Ebellng, "The Meaning of Biblical Theology", JTS (NS),VI,1956 
pp*210-25 and P.S* Watson, "The Nature and Punetion of 
Biblical Theology", ET, LXXIII,(1962),pp.196-200* But mueh 
that may be included under the name tries to unite both 
understandings, i*e* to be descriptive and dogmatic at the 
same time* To do this, it proceeds from a contrast drawn 
between Hebrew and Greek thinking to a synthetic view of
the Biblical material in terms of dominant Hebraic thought- 
patterns* It is of the methods of this Intermediate kind 
of Biblical theology that Barr is most orltioal* See also 
"Biblical Theologys Past and Future" by D*H. Wallace, TZ.XIX* 
(1965) pp.88-105.
to this situation by the appearance of Professor James
impetus for our undertaking to make a more positive contri­
bution to Biblical semantics, it is fitting that the main 
themes of his book should be indicated*
CONSIDERATION OF PROFESSOR BARR1S RECENT WORK 
While Barr makes th* object of his attack the popular contemp­
orary school of Biblical Theology, it is not the prevailing 
conclusions of this aohool which he criticises, but the 
inaeoure, if not definitely unsound, linguistic methods and 
assumptions which characterise the writings of some of its 
outstanding exponents* One of the basio presuppositions of 
this Biblical Theology la that a vast difference in views 
of reality existed between the Biblical and Greek worlds, 
the one characterised by "Hebraic” modes of conception, the 
other by "Graeco-Kellenistic"• The differences between 
these are thought to consist of the contrast between 
dynamic and static ways of thinking and expression, the con­
trast between abstract and oonerete, and the contrast in 
the conceptions of time and of man* Barr claims that the 
purpose of his book is not to question the validity of this
contrast, but rather to expose the faulty linguistic basis
1on which it is argued, ©specially by Th.Boman* He and other
1 K g b m  Sgg-SUfe feg-SiS’ (I*i*on,SCK) 1960. Cf.also hi a contribution to Current Issues In New Testament 
Interpretation. ed*W* Klaasen ’and a.>.Snyner* (London,sttte,
196&) entitled "Hebrew and Greek Thought-forms in the New 
Testament"* Barr la aware of the value of thla contrast, but 
observes that its existence and use are not dependent on its 
extension into a contrast of linguistic phehomena*
writers claim that these particular features of Hebrew 
thinking are built into the Hebrew language and that the 
examination of Hebrew as a linguistic phenomenon will 
therefore point directly to the mental patterns behind it. 
Now it is clear that this kind of argument has been devel­
oped with complete disregard of the discipline of linguistic 
semantics. The failure to engage in a comprehensive study 
of the Hebrew verb~system has permitted the claim that 
Hebrew thinking is ’’dynamic* because the verb in Hebrew 
always expresses movement and activity; whereas, in fact, 
there are many statlve. intransitive verbs in Hebrew which 
do not express action, and the forms •yesh* "there is*, and 
l5Zl5 or 1 en* not*, may come near to possessing
the significance of absolute existence or non~exlstence lr. 
certain contexts* The domination of assumed modes of 
thinking over the investigation of linguistic peculiarities 
has caused a sharp distinction to be drawn between the 
"aspectual" system of the Hebrew verb (an index to the 
Hebrew understanding of time) and the "tense" system of the 
Indo*European verb; yet. in Greek, for example, an "aspect* 
system for verbs is strongly represented* Furthermore, can 
it be seriously maintained that the Hebrew language 
discloses the dlstlnctlveness of Israelite theological 
thinking when it is recalled that, structurally. Hebrew is 
no more than a Semitic language and shares many of its 
features with the whole Semitic family of languages?
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The idea of a correlation between language and 
thought has led to a number of abuses at the level of 
vocabulary studies* Among these are (1) the adding of 
significancest where several Hebrew words are found trans­
lating one English term, the significance of each word is 
regarded as an aspect of the total reality in the thought- 
structure, and these various aspects are brought together 
to form, as it were, the reality for theological inter­
pretation*1 Such a procedure ignores the existence of 
synonyms and the theory behind it ignores the phenomenon 
of polysemy, l*e* the fact that one word can have more than 
one sense* Linguistic materiel is being subjected to a 
systemstlsing theological method* (2 ) the dependence on 
etymologiesi the original meaning of a word is regarded as 
a firm guide to subsequent usage and as necessarily present 
in all proper usage $ moreover, it is assumed that an appeal 
to etymology will lead to the right sense in the interpret­
ation of difficult or ambiguous words* In opposition to 
this view, Barr emphasises that etymology is no sure guide 
to the semantic value of words in their current usage, but
1 d .  Jacob .Theology of the Old Testament* (ET, London, 1958)
pp.156-57* Hebrew has four words which may b e roughly trans­
lated "man" - 'adam. vlsh* #enos and geber. Jacob discusses 
the meaning of eaeE* anff*oonc!uaes, "ilHnTia true that ♦adam 
Insists on the human kind, *enos on his feebleness, <lsh on 
hla power and geber on his strength, then we oan say that 
added together they Indicate that man according to the OT is 
a perishable creature, who lives only as the member of a 
group, but that he is also a powerful being, capable of 
choice and dominion"• See Semantics. pp,144ff.
that such value has to he determined from the current usage
Itself and not from derivation. The etymology of a word,
he maintains, is not a statement shout its meaning, hut
about its history, and the historical past of a word is not
a reliable guide to its present meaning. (3) the root
fallacy, whloh assumes that the "root meaning" is a basic
part of the actual semantic value of any word or form which
can he assigned to an identifiable root, and that any word
may he presumed to contain some suggestion of other words
formed from the same root. 1 This prooedure often amounts
to much the same thing as "etymologising", the "root" being
regarded as providing the original meaning or as expressing
the concept or idea. But Barr points out that the "meaning”
of a root is not necessarily part of the meaning of a
derived form, and that two words having tho same root need
not suggest one another, e.g. lehem, "bread" and nllhamah.
"war". The distinction between grammatical variations of a
root form and fresh word-formatIon must be kept in mind.
(4 ) the neglect of context which is, in some measure, the
1 Cf. T'.F. Torrance's interpretation (Royal Priesthood,Kdln- 
burgh,1956) of the "real meaning" of dabar from "backside 
or "hinterground", and its supposed etymological connection 
with deblr.the "backside" (of Tabemaele or Temple), the 
Holy oFTTolies f this leads to the construction that the 
Tabernacle or Temple was built around the significance of 
dabar, the ten debarim. words or ocromandments in the d^blr - 
all llils in spite" oFthe fact that the etymology is quite 
uncertain and that the connection is nowhere made in the OT 
and appears to have been unknown to the LXX translators.
See on this, Barr, Semantics. p.!29ff.
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cause of the preceding abuses * the semantics of words in 
their aotual usages is not investigated! their interpret* 
ation is taken directly from the dictionary and not from 
the texts in which they appear, and the question of what 
the writer meant when he used a particular word is not 
raised* In contrast to this type of procedure Barr main* 
tains, in what is the only really positive solution to the 
problem which his book offers, that a "better way to approaoh 
biblical language in its relation to theology" will be nat 
the level of the larger linguistic complexes, such as the 
sentences11*
It is the sentence (and of course the still larger 
literary complex such as the complete speech or 
poem) which is the linguistic bearer of the usual 
theological statement, and not the word (the 
lexical unit) or the morphological and syntactical 
connection*
The uniqueness of the religious structure of Israel or of 
the Christian preaohing did not oonsiat primarily (if at 
all) in the issuing of new words, new word-oonoepts or of 
new conceptual content for old wordst rather, its newness, 
says Barr, ^consisted in new combinations of words, in which 
it was often possible for the semantic value of the words 
to be changed only slightly or not at all, and for the new 
or distinctive concept to be Indicated by the word*combin* 
ation*"*
1  Quotations from Semantics, p*263*
The failure to realise that distinctive meaning 
belongs to the word-combination or seatenoe (treated in 
context) rather than to individual words is, in Barr's 
opinion, the basic mlsconoeptlon underlying the comtn'otion
n
of the monumental Theoloftlaches Worterbuch zum Neuen Test­
ament, ed* Klttel and Friedrich* In this work, which 
purports to be a dictionary of Greek words* "external 
lexicography" i*e* the listing of word-ocourrenoes and 
meanings, is presupposed or given the briefest treatment, 
whereat "inner lexicography" or "concept-history", stressing 
religious, philosophical and theological usage, is 
emphasised* This, aooord&ng to Barr, is an Improper method­
ology* Lexicography, if it is to be true to its name, 
cannot pass from llnguistlo material to the inner world of 
thought, without making the false assumption that the 
word, rather than the word-eomblnatlon, indicates the 
coneept* The study of the varied semantic value of words In 
their oontexts is subordinated to the search (diotated by 
the theology of the Hellsgeschichte) for "general conoepta" 
whloh may be true in general but never fit all eases of 
particular word-uaage* While Barr commends seme of the 
articles in TWHT and observes that it may be better than 
the principles on whieh it was planned, he nevertheless 
feels that the general conception of the whole must be 
criticised*
Barr has undoubtedly rendered a valuable servloe 
to Blblleal scholarship by exposing the careless linguistic 
methods upon which imposing theological statements have 
been content to rests nevertheless, his seal to warn the 
student of the Bible of the errors into which he may fall 
has allowed him, perhaps to be over-critical of some 
authors and to over-simplify some of the issues* It is not 
our purpose to enter into discussion of all the points raised 
by his booki its reviewers have already offered a conspectus 
of scholarly comment and criticism• * but there are some 
issues which we must touch upon, since discussion of them 
is necessary to the forwarding of the positive approach to 
the interpretation of Biblical terms in which we are 
interested*
1* The value of Etymology* No reasonable person will
question 5arr,s claim that the knowledge of the etymology
of a word - which is a statement concerning its past his tory •
is not an infallible guide to its present meaning: yet no
reasonable person will wish to maintain that the original
or etymological meaning of a word (when it is discoverable)
cannot, in any olrcumstanoes, assist our understanding of
1 6 t the published reviews the following seem to me to be 
the most valuable: B*S» Childs in JBL, LXXX, (Dee*1961) pp*374- 
377, Th.Boman in TLZ, LXXXVII, (Apr*1962) pp*262-65 and in 
SJT.XV, (1962) pp75T9ff| R.M. Wilson in NTS,VIII,(1962) pp. 
^5^-831 G*E* bright in Union oemlnary Quarterly Review, XVII, 
(May,1962) pp.380-83f and L V Alonso«lchokel in Blbllca* XLXIX, 
(1962) pp.217-23.
its use* The pest history of e word may be valuable in 
helping us to grasp the fulness of its present meaning and, 
on occasion, etymology may enable us to understand why the 
author selected certain words in preference to others in 
order to express his thoughts* Bad examples of etymologls* 
ing (and there are many) do not vitiate its careful and 
correct use* Likewise, while there has been a harmful 
overworking of the value of "root-meanings" , there can be 
no doubt that there are many words whose present meanings 
are more clearly understood in the light of the "root* 
meaning1' • In short, there is, a scientific use of etymology, 
helpful in the elucidation of the problems of change, loss 
and addition of meaning*1
2* The Context of leaning* Barr feels that the sei tence or
larger linguistic complex, and not the word, is the level
at which semantic distlnotlveness can be settled* But is
this a sufficient context for Interpretation? It seems to
us that Barr minimises the importance of an historical
perspective in providing an adequate oontext of meaning*
Each word (and particularly any which was to beoome
significant theologically) oame to the Biblloal authors with
1 dn '"Hfcui scientific approach to etymology, see 3* Ullmann, 
Semantics f An Introduction to the Science of Meaning* 
(Blactcweil of Oxford, 1956) chap?. *4 and Qi also ^* xalkiel, 
"The Place of Etymology in Linguistic Research", Bulletin 
of Hispanic otudles* XXXI, (1954) pp*78*90, which contrasts 
scfentlMc etymology with the bisarre conjectures, based on 
seductive affinities of meaning, which characterised an 
earlier era*
li­
lts own particular content and associations which they 
either accepted, modified or rejected* therefore the invest­
igation of its historical and traditional usage is a 
necessary preliminary to discovering the extent of indebt­
edness or uniqueness in its use by a writer at a particular 
time*1 In this connection, the elucidation of the original, 
or earliest discoverable, context of meaning (i.e# in the 
life of ancient Israel or of the early Christian church) 
will provide valuable assistance in understanding the choice 
of a word by a writer and the extent of its development up 
to and within his use#
5# Language Structure and Thought Structure« Throughout
Barr*s book one is constantly aware of his rejection of the
thesis that the baslo lineaments of a culture are traceable
in the vocabulary, grammar and syntax of a language - a
thesis which underlies many attempts to draw distinctions
and parallels between the Oreek and Hebrew views of life*
Barr believes that this whole notion actually rests on an
idealist type of philosophy* and with this philosophic
standpoint the great exponent of the view that language-
structure reflects the peculiar thought of peoples, W# von
Humboldt, was certainly identified# The influence of his
1 6h the process of adequate contextualisation, see J#R# 
Firth, Papers in Linguistics. (Oxford, 1957) ch#3# The most 
recent, thorough discussion of the Importance of context (in 
its widest sense) for the interpretation of language is 
Langage et Contexts by T#Slama-Casaou# (Mouton: The Hague# 
196IJ#
theory is directly present in Th*Boman*s work, and indirect*
ly in the writings of many others whom Barr criticises* For
the attitude of Barr himself to it we may quote:
In this view (that linguistic structure reflects or 
corresponds to the thought structure) there are 
very great difficulties, and though it may be 
possible to maintain it in some greatly modified 
sense, the way in which it is at present used in
theology may well be regarded as wholly outmoded
and a survival from the time before the scientific 
study of language began* *
Although he oounsels theologians to state their position on
the relation between language and thought-structure, Barr
himself does not do so: nor does he state or formulate any
philosophy of language as the support of his own semantic
theories* However, by his definition of "linguistics” (on
page 2, note 1 ) and in his entire discussion, he excludes
the psychological and sociological viewpoints in the science
of language, with result that a mechanistic approach
dominates, concerned with the laws of language and usage,
not with the processes of the mind* But this formalistic
branch of semantios (with which Barr identifies himself) is
2not the only one which merits the name of science* Further
1 Qp,clt* p*33*
2 See Ullmann, op.olt**pp*58ff* H* Kronasservs conception o
semantics in the Handbuch der Semaeiologie (Heidelberg, to which Barr oftsn'T B W ,  M l  g-'brggCTr"ox tens ion tfiin 
Barr*s, including the psychological aspects of meaning, and 
even criticising the formalistic branch of semantics to 
which B* belongs, p*61, sect*34* W* Porsig, Pas Wunder der 
Sprache (Bern, 1950 pp*93-108) reveals the advantages and 
limitations of all the major schools of linguistic thought: 
no one, by itself, (he claims) is entirely or uniquely valid 
and right*
more, the philosophic outlook within which it flourishes
ftis that of Positivism, and as Boman and L*Alonso-Sehokel
have pointed out (in the reviews mentioned), Barr seems
prepared to align himaelf with this standpoint by his
rejection of all suggestions of Idealism, and by hit
(unconscious) reduetlon of philosophic concepts to matters
of loglo and of word-usage*
Though not equipped to comment on the relative
merits of different philosophies of language, we feel
obliged to call attention to four points concerning Barr's
views* (1) The Hul ^ldtisn theory that Unguis tie structure
reflects thought structure is by no means deads it forms the
basis of s significant school of semantios both in Europe
2and in America* Consequently no finality attaches to the
1 Humlboldt's philosophy of language (being, in large measure, 
an application of the Kantian critique of Reason in the 
linguistic sphere) was ineffective in the seoond half of
the 19th century when a positivist interpretation dominated 
in the science of language: when philosophical positivism 
waa overcome in Germany by neo-Kantianism, then Interest 
in Humboldt's work revived* Cf * the remark of R*E* Longacre, 
Language* XXXII* (1956) p*299i "The meehanistio-behaviouristic 
slant given to deacriptJ.ve linguistics by Bloomfield has 
undoubtedly oreated in some quarters s certain prejudioe 
against anything savouring of Idealism, and s predisposition 
towards logical positivism*1* Barr himself is aware that 
the formalistic linguistic method of the late 19th oentury 
waa a consequence of the prevailing posltlvlstio phil­
osophy, Biblical Words for Time, p*94*
2 In Europe, Humboldt's Ideas are baslo to the work of sueh 
distinguished linguists as J* Trier and L* Welsgerber, in 
their exposition of the theory of "semantic fields": see
H* Basillus, nNeo-Humboldtian Kthnolingulstioa", £ord,VTII, 
1952, pr>* 95-106, and S* Ohman, "Theories of the 'Linguistic 
Field'", v;ord*IX«1963»pp*125-34* In America, they underlie
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position on which B»rr takes his standt the Issues are not 
yet closed* (2) His predisposition towards a positivist 
viewpoint will lead to the assumption that "meaning” can 
be turned Into a question of the rules of usage* This 
would have the most serious consequences for Biblical 
theology* But, In fact, the meaning of Biblical terms 
(Indeed of all religious language) oan be grasped only by 
penetrating beyond the words and matten of usage to an
trie apir«"horf hypothesis on the Influence of language on 
thought, for which see B*l>* Thorf. Four Artloles on Meta- 
linguistics.(Washington. 1952) and language. Thought~an? 
Heallty. ed. J.B, Carroll, (New Yoric and 19S6). This
hypothesis has been developed mainly by anthropologists on 
the basis of research In Amerlcan-lndlan languages* (Cf.H* 
Holjer, "Cultural Implications of some Navaho Linguistic 
Categories", Language.XXVXI.1951. pp.111-20.) It has roused 
considerable Interest and has been the subject of searohlng 
debatet see Language In Culture. ed.H.HolJer,(Chicago,1954) 
la n g u a g e  l^oujht arld ^j-turs. ed.P.Henle(Ann Arbor,
1956} especially chaps* \ ana 2#
Linguists arc critical of n&ny of the details of this hypo­
thesis, and not least that it lays too great emphasis on 
languages which have no historical dimension and give no 
scope for studying the role of language in the higher reaches 
of culture and thought* yet they are appreciative of its 
main principle* In reviewing the Holjer volume in Romance 
Philology*X*(1956-57) S* Ullmann says, "It is becoming increas­
ingly clear that there is some kind of reciprocity between 
language and thought* language not only expresses our thoughts, 
but, to some extent, conditions and predetermines them* it 
furnishes the speaker with a ready-made system of categories 
and soale of values and directs his thinking into certain 
channels" p*225# For a statement of modifications in the 
theory (e*g* that language predisposes to, rather than deter­
mines. a certain way of thinking) see J*W, Swanson,"Linguistic 
Relativity and Translation", Philosophy and Phenomenological 
Research,XXII,(Dec•1961),pp#168-92# That vocabulary provides 
some kind of index to cultural emphases seems certain* the 
Issues are more in dispute over grammar and sentence con­
struction* see Henle's contribution to Language* Thought 
SS&. Culture* pp*l-24#
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understanding of the religious experience or perception of
truth which they attempt to express or to which they point*
(3) It is not neoessary to take up the linguistic and
philosophic viewpoints with which Barr seems to identify
himself in order to point out and to avoid the errors of
method made by many Biblical theologians# (4) Ifce rejection
of the Humboldt*Whorf approach involves the rejection of
its corollary, the thesis of "linguistic relativity11, i.e.
that certain items in the linguistic repertoire of one
language are not translatable into some other language with*
1out loss or distortion# Consequently, Barr implies (though 
with some misgiving) that anything can be translated into 
another language without fundamental loss, if linguistic 
laws are strictly and oarefully followed# We are inclined to 
douht this# Because each vord has a history and individual 
development of meaning within a language, the particular 
area of reality whloh it articulates (within a particular 
world«*view) may overlap, but will not exactly oolnclde 
with that expressed by a word in another language# In this 
connection, the problem of the relation of many Creek words
in the Mew Testament to their Hebrew counterparts is of
©fundamental Importance#
T :>ee on this problem, J.W, Swenson, loc.clt.
2 For anolent statements regarding the "untranslatabllity" 
of Hebrew Into Qreek, see R.M# Wilson's review of Barr in 
NTS,VIII, p.282.
4# The Klttel .orterbuch# One may welcome many of Barr*s
criticisms of thle worki the artlolee vary In quality, and
the whole project has deficiences, as Its second editor
admits#1 However, we oannot see how the conception can be
thought Invalid on the grounds Barr seems to Indicate It
Is, via# that a dictionary should not pass from detailed
linguistic material to the Inner world of thought, to
concepts# Can a dictionary (If It Is to be helpful towards
the total understanding of word-meaning) do other than
combine word-hi story and cono apt-hi story? We think It cannot
and the reason Is that, while every word Is Indeed a
semantic marker, various words and combinations of words
In a particular culture and In a particular context will
have adhering to them and around them a field of meaning
which the Interpreter must attempt to penetrate# This la
especially true of terms whloh are theologically significant
It Is therefore true that a dictionary should start at a
linguistic point with an adequate word-history, but It
cannot claim to have completed Its task until It attempts
1 5# Siedrich, "Die Problematlk elnes theologlschen Worter
bucha sum NT", Studla Evangelloa (ed#K#Aland,Berlin, 1959) pp 
485ff# The article endsi wFundamentslly the attempt to con­
struct a theological word-book of the NT has been under­
taken too early, for the presuppositions for such a work In 
the sphere of olasslcal philology, In OT theology. In the 
study of the LXX and of Judaism, have not been determined#
>te have Indeed good editors of the texts, but not the cor­
responding lexicons to illumine the specific character of a 
particular word in a particular period# Hence the word-book 
Is not a summary of what has already been worked out or the 
conclusion of a development, it is only an attempt#"
to enter the field of meaning for which the word is ft 
semantic marker* Semantics is surely concerned with seme* 
thing more than the non-theological when it tries to 
explicate theological terms and contexts* Where else but 
in a theological word-book (as the book avowedly is) would 
one expect to find pointed out and discussed the semantic 
variations Which accompany the appearance of a word within 
different contexts and situations of thought? It is our 
opinion that it is the use made off and the authority 
attributed to the TAUT by scholars whioh Is at fault, rather 
than the work itself*
5* The Language of the New Testament* Consistently with
his general theory, Barr maintains that the Impress of the
Hebraie-Old Testament background on the New Testament is to
be found at the level of the things which the various
authors said and not of the words they used to say them*
These words often retained the same semantic value as they
normally had in the usage of Hellenistic speakers, and this
value was not greatly deepened even when words were
1technically overprinted with a Jewish reference* We do not 
find this position adequate* Apart altogether from meaning, 
the structure and syntax of NT Oreek bear the impress of a 
special Hebraic influence channelled for the most part 
through the Septuagint* Because of the importance of this 
point, it seems proper to devote some attention to it*
I semantics* p#250*
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THE MATURE OP HEW TESTAMENT CREEK 
The recent study *>7 Nigel Turner entitled "The Language of 
the New Testament" 1 will offer an Important point of 
reference for future discussion of this theme and provides 
the foundation for this brief statement#
It is generally agreed among scholars that the 
language of the New Testament writers belongs to what is 
known as Koine (Creek), a kind of average Creek in which 
many dialecta shared (thougi Attic was the foundation), and 
whloh developed with the spread of Hellenistlo Creek 
culture to beeome the "common language11 of the whole Medi­
terranean world# It was not, however, with the rather 
artificial language found in the literature of this period 
that most of the NT writings revealed affinities, but with 
its colloquial forms, ana especially with the language of
the non-literary papyri, ostraoa and Inscriptions discovered
2In Egypt. This language was vigorous and fresh, but lacked 
much of the subtlety of classical Creeks it was characterised
1 PeaWs Commentary, ed.Blaek and Rowley, (Nelson, 1962) pp. 
659-662# Other valuable studies ere "An Introduction to the 
Lexicon of the Creek NT*1 in * Lexicon of the
NT, ed#W#Bauer, trans.W.F. Arndt and TO?7#ingrlch (Chicago 
and CUP, 1967) pp.ix-xxvs B#M#Metzger,"The Language of the
NTM n«fthe (?M h w 1!*' wei-87) vol.7,pp#43-691 and E.u# Colwell,"The Creek Language" in Inter­
preter's Dictionary of the Bible# (Nashville#1962) voT.S# 
pp.479-8,7#",¥uIl, bltllograWes 'are given with theae atudiea.
2 The ohief exponents of this view were A.Deissmann,Grenfell 
and Hunt, and rather leas firmly J#H# Moulton and G.Milllgan, 
in Vocabulary of the Creek Testament# (London, 1914-29).
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by a simplicity of the verb-system, simpler syntax, an
increasing frequency of prepositions and compound verbs
and by a tendency to disregard the miles of concord# Here
it seemed was a type of Greek which was almost exaotly
that of the Hew Testament# Modification of this view has
taken place over the years, in the direction of stressing
the likeness between the language of some NT authors and
1
that of literary Hellenistic Greekf and recently E#K#
Simpson has studied a number of significant NT words on
which the papyri shed no light at all, but whioh receive
clarification from their usage in literary Hellenistio 
2texts# But even this more balanced view has left many 
scholars dissatisfied, and another approach to the problem 
of the nature of NT Greek has been taking shape#
Beginning from the realisation that the New 
Testament is religious literature, this approach seeks 
illumination on its la 3U°«e frcm the only extensive relig­
ious work written in Koine# the 3rd century B#C# Greek 
translation of the Old Testament scriptures, commonly 
called the Septusgint (LXX), The very fact that many of 
the quotations frcm the OT found in the New are f»m this 
version, and not from the Hebrew, proves that this Greek
1 CTTTT# Milligan1 s final preface (1929) to the famous 
Vocabulary of the Greek NT#
2 Words North Weighing In the Greek Hew Testament# (London! 
Tyndaie Press, 1S46}#   •
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version (or versions) was familiar to and influenced at 
least some of the early Christian writers* But the extent 
of the Influence is not limited to quotations* Beoause the 
same general themes characterise both Testaments, the 
vocabularies have a great measure of similarity) and research 
into the syntax of the Oreek of the OT has revealed its 
remarkable likeness to that of the NT*1 On account of 
these similarities, the emphasis in investigation has been 
directed more and more towards the character of LXX Oreek*
On the basis of his researches in this field H*S* Oehman 
claims that, while the Oreek of the OT is undoubtedly Koine*
it differs in many ways from other Koine Oreek in having a
2distinctive Hebraic east* This Hebraic influenoe and 
character is demonstrable at the level of idiom and of 
syntax (in the use of conjunctions, prepositions and pro­
nouns, and in the frequency of the optative mood) and of
3 Mvocabulary) certain Oreek words had to be adapted to OT
1 cf.H.Turner,"The Unique Character of Biblical Oreek”,VT,V, 
(1955) pp.208-13* One is constantly aware of the lack of a 
full study of the syntax of the Oreek OT, though Oehman9s 
work (see below) is helpful) Thackeray*s volume on syntax 
was never written* On NT Oreek syntax we now have Turner*s 
volume, completing Moulton’s Orsmnar of NT Oreek, (E’burgh, 
1963) and A Q m k  araimr of the Re^^eatar!ent~TBlaaa and 
Debrunnor, trans* K*v:* Funk) Chicago and CUP, 1961) •
2 Oehnan, "The Hebraic Character of LXX Oreek", VT, 1,(1951) 
pp* 81-90*
3 Oehman*VT*IV* (1954) pp*337-40 shows that the word "holy” 
(*y/oe ) can be understood in the Oreek OT on some occasions 
only if one is conversant with the Hebrew text* For the 
importance of the study of the LXX and the underlying
ussge and in this way they received a meaning not found in 
classical or ordinary Hellenistic Greek*"1 Gehman admits 
that many of the Semitic idioms in LXX Greek may be due to 
a literalistic rendering of the Hebrew, but goes on to 
suggest that if the translation actually made sense to 
Hellenistic Jews (as one expects), it was beoause it cor­
responded to an already familiar way of expressions there­
fore he is prepared to posit the existence of a special 
Greek with a pronounced Semitic cast used and understood in
religious circles - a Jewish-Oreek which may still have
2been current amonv Jews in Hew Testament times* It is in
terms of this Jewish-Greek, as a probable vernacular and
as it finds literary expression in the LXX, that we should
understand the language of the Hew Testament*
It is not our cone rn here to discuss the relation
of this hypotnesis to the question of Aramaic sources for
the Oospels, but we are ooncerned to affirm that the language
Hebrew for determining the meaning of certain NT words, see
C.H. Dodd, The Bible and the Oreeks. (London,1936) part 1*
1 Oehman, VT,I, (1981) p.87.
2 Oehman loc.olt. and Turner in New Peake. p,660» In the 
introduction to the new volume on Syntax in Moulton's 
Grammar, Turner disousses the Semitie character of Biblioal 
and NT Oreek. He raises the question (without giving a 
definite answer) whether NT Oreek is in fact "a spoken 
Jewish Oreek", the kind of Oreek presumably used by the 
inhabitants of middle Palestine, whose own language was 
Semitic and whose spoken Oreek would be shaped by the pattern 
of their own native ton~ue.
3 On this problem, see V.Black, Aramaic Approach to the 
Oospels and Acts. (2nd ed.OUP, 1984;. ’ftie Oreek of the books
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of the New Testament, apart altogether from the souroe 
materials, reveals in its syntax1 and (more important for 
our work) in its vocabulary a strong semltlo oast, due in 
large measure to its Indebtedness to the Jewish-Biblical 
Greek of the Septuagint* The studies whioh form the main 
part of this thesis are, to some extent, both the test and 
the proof of this affirmation*
The relevance of the foregoing discussion and 
of its conclusions to these word-studles will become 
evident as we attempt to set forth the guiding prinoiples on 
whioh they are base*. * To that endeavour we now turn*
THE PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE W0RD-STUD3E S 
The studies in this thesis are directed towards determining 
the meaning of certain important New Testament words) not 
the meaning whioh they may have (when translated and inter­
preted) for us today, *ut the meaning they had for those 
who used them in the writings which are preserved for us in 
the New Testament* Absolute certainty on this is admittedly 
impossible to obtain, but nevertheless, the attempt to 
establish it must be continued if we are to begin to under­
stand the message of Scripture, and it must proceed by
w l &  Aramaic sources lying behind them will reveal the 
Semitic character to an especial degree*
1 Cf*K*Beyer, ^emltlschg syntax la Neuen Testament, Band 1, 
Tell 1* Satslehre, (Gottingen, I96&T*~
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using none but worthy methods, both linguistic and exeget* 
ical. Let us now indicate what seem to be the most 
important among such methods*
1* We must pay a proper respect to the immediate context 
in which a word appears* By immediate context we mean the 
sentence in which the word occurs, and the larger sur* 
rounding literary complex, the paragraph or pericope*1 This 
must be kept in mind when dealing with each separate occur* 
rence of the word lest we miss any new development in its 
semantic value or erroneously read into it a meaning 
belonging to another occurrence or another authorf the 
latter being *hat Barr calls wIllegitimate totality 
transfer11*2
2, Advancing upon this first principle, we must pay regard 
to what we will call whi, torlcal context"* This involves the 
realisation that each of the theological terms discussed 
possessed special cont it and associations which it had 
developed in the course of its history: these the Biblical 
authors either accepted, modified or rejected* If they 
pursued either of the latter two courses, then the invest* 
igatlon of the word's historical usage is essential to 
discovering the extent of the uniqueness of its meaning in 
their work* if they accepted the content which the word
1 ""'See our approach to etc* in the Synoptic Gospels*
2 Semantics* p.218*
possessed st the time of their writing or that which 
belonged to it st some earlier stage of its development 
then the study of historical use is necessary to discovering 
the place and measure of their indebtedness* Por this reason, 
no study of a word in Hew Testament Greek is adequate with­
out investigation of its use and meaning in the literature 
of Classioal Greek and of the later pre-NT Gr*?ek, especially 
the septusgint*
Within this process of contextualisation in 
history we would Include the attempt to asoertain the original 
or earllest-disocverable llfe-sltuation within which a 
word was used and possessed meanings in our oases, this will 
be found in the institutions and thought of ancient Israel 
or in some aspect of the life and experience of the early 
Christian church* This search may be assisted by a scien­
tific approach to etymologys it may also Shed light on the 
reasons for the choice of a particular word by an authors 
and it will provide a point of referenoe for the tracing of 
semantic development* The Influence of this method under­
lies our attempt to locate the situation or thought-referenoe 
within which our terms (especially the Hebrew words) origin­
ated,?* er* thereafter to pursue as far as possible a chrono­
logical study*
1 Tills has proved to be of significance in the case of 
and bx* / H 10 , which are the common Hebrew equivalents of
fciKcoocruv*? and Xot*/>ov respectively*
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3* From what has already bean said. It la clear that the *
discussion of the semantics of NT words and word-famllies 
requires us to deal with the meaning; of their OT Hebrew 
equivalents. Our earlier statement and conclusions on the 
nature of NT Greek provide the Justification for such a 
procedure♦ That language la a special kind of Jewish- 
Biblical Greek both in its syntax and in the thought-forras 
it expresses, and the LXX translation plays a very signifi­
cant role in locating for us the area of Hebrew meaning 
which has contributed to the value of NT words* Consequently 
in our studies we have given a section to the examination of 
the LXX translators1 use of the term which we discuss* In 
doing so we have found it profitable (especially in the 
AuTyoov complex) to find out and discuss not only the usual 
Hebrew equivalent but also any other Hebrew words which are 
rendered by our Greek term, as well as any other Greek 
words used to translate the main Hebrew equivalent* In this 
way we extend our knowledge of the translators1 under­
standing of both the Greek words they used and the Hebrew
1terms which formed their background*
4* We cannot, however, assume that the Old Testament pro­
vides the only source of Jewish influence on the thought
1 Great care must be exercised in assessing the significance 
of the unusual translations of the Hebrew words* In the
discussion of the )\<Zc<rice<r <9*l words C*H* Bodd hns allowed 
the unusual translation tp dictate the meaning of the whole 
complex: see below p.
and language of the NT* It may be, and in fact, in our 
opinion, ia the main sources but we must remember that the 
Hebrew terms there had their own development of meaning, 
and their later significance may have contributed to, or 
at least may illumine, NT usage* For this reason we have 
included a study of the various relevant Hebrew terms in 
the Qumran literature, which is the source for our under­
standing one strand of Jewish thought Immediately prior to 
and during the birth of Christianity* We have also added 
surveys of the Rabbinic teaohing on the various themes* Ifce 
probable relevance of this teaching for the understanding 
of the NT has already been disclosed by such writers as 
W*D* Davies and David Daube* Extreme caution is required In 
postulating Rabbinic Influence in the NT because of the 
uncertainty in dating the various traditions j but in this 
work we have not tried to indicate precise areas of 
dependence, rather, we have sought to suggest the state of 
Jewish thinking, or, more correctly, the directions in 
which it was moving in relation to the themes we discuss, 
which directions the New Testament writers might share or 
reject*
5* Because of the Hebraic ideas associated with the Greek 
vocabulary of the NT writers, we must reckon with the 
possibility that, while these ideas communicated themselves 
to Jewish minds, they may not have registered with Gentile
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hearers, who would understand the words in their normal 
Hellenistic sense*1 This difference between the meaning 
Intended and the meaning taken may often be exaggerated! 
we must remember that the words were heard (or read), even 
by Qentiles, not In isolation, but In a context within 
whloh, even to them, the Jewish meaning was probably sug­
gested. This is certainly the case with such a dominant 
theological term as biK*./o<ruv^ s but it may not have been 
so with a word like \ 6 r f o v  • However, it must be affirmed 
that our concern is with the meaning given to terms by 
the authors, not with the interpretation or misinterpret­
ation they received by readers#
6# In view of Barr»s criticisms of the T7?NT, the apparent 
likeness of our word-studles to those contained in that 
work requires explanation# In the first place, we reiterate 
our opinion that, while every word is indeed a semantic 
marker, the task of understanding the word requires us to 
penetrate the area or field of meaning for which it is a 
marker or to whloh it points# The understanding of theo­
logical terms - as part of religious language which has its 
own symbolical and experience-governed character - cannot 
be based solely on llngulstlo matters and rules of usages 
in order to be adequate it must seek to enter into the
1 Bauer-Arndt and Oingrich, op#clt## prefaoe p#xxi reminds 
us of this possibility#
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territory of meaning toward* which the worda point, at 
expressions of men9s thought, faith and experience* Though 
there is this considerable agreement with TV/HT in funds* 
mental aprroaoh, we hope that we may fairly claim to have 
avoided the errors of practice which characterise some of 
its articles* We have tried throughout to allow context its 
rightful place in matters of interpretation! to discuss, 
even if the degree of detail differs, all the occasions on 
which a word appears, and not only those whioh will fit a 
neat pattern or theological scheme* We have sought to avoid 
a false emphasis on etymology as well as the error of inter* 
pretlng a word primarily from its most pregnant sense! and 
we have tried not to allow theological presuppositions to 
dominate exegesis* Moreover, by treating the data hist* 
orloally, we have permitted (as not all the T"NT articles 
do) each Biblical writer his own voice, without attempting 
to assemble them into a harmonising ohorus* The danger of 
a too great concern for theological synthesis Is that some 
aspects of meaning which, though significant, do not conform 
are totally neglected or inadequately presented. Finally, 
we have not allowed the oft-made distinction between Oreek 
and Hebrew thinking to obtrude itself unnecessarily upon 
our arguments or to prejudice our use of evidenoe*
In short, we hope that our work is not open to the 
criticism of being "a aeries of theological essays on the
doc urin*s associated at certain points with the words 
1studied • fte hare not set out to write theology, not even 
Biblical theology* we are investigating words and their 
meanings, the understanding of whioh must form a necessary
preliminary to the adequate statement of Biblical theology
2or theologies* Our task is descriptive, not dogmatiof it 
is with great cost to both undertakings that they have been 
too readily combined in some reoent work*
THE SELECTION OF ffORDS FOR STUDY 
A study whleh is concerned with methods of approach to a 
certain task must limit the illustrative material presented.
We have selected a number cf words from the vocabulary of 
New Testament soterlology* The oholoe was not made with any 
presuppositions as to the extent of their Indebtedness to 
either Oreek or Hebrew thought, but rather in an attempt 
to represent the variety of the New Testament expression 
and understanding of one theme* The terms rX*<rTVj^ iov and
1 Tills is Barrfs verdict on T*’NT, Semantics* p*262*
2 On this theme see the series of artloles on Biblical Hermen- 
eutlos in JBL, LXXVXI (1956) and especially that by Krister 
Stendahl, "Implications of Form-critlclsm and Tradition* 
criticism fdr Biblical Interpretation”* In thle he says,
The task of Blblloal studies, even of Biblical theology, 
is to describe* to relive and rel*><*, in the terms and pre­
suppositions of the period of the texts, what they meant 
to their authors and their contemporaries” (p.38)* but the 
task of relating this to the present belongs (according to 
Stendahl) to systematic theology and the principles of how 
to do it are called "hermeneutics" (p.38)*
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AoT/iov reveal two understandings of the place of Chris t and 
of his death in bringing about the possibility of salvation* 
The study of discloses the Pauline understanding
of the nature of the salvation procured and the character 
of the "saved” life* The use of rflovros is discussed 
becausef to a considerable extent, it represents John1 a 
equivalent of Paul1 a biK<*io<rov^  • <e end with the examln* 
atlon of the word twcG/a* , which , within the complexity of 
its meanings, expresses the New Testament understanding 
of the power of Ood in the life of Jesus and in the life 
of his followers*
This selection will make possible, we believe, 
the fulfilment of our aim - to illumine some aspects of a 
significant NT theme and to Illustrate the distinctive ways 
of expressing its meaning which are characteristic of 
different NT writers* Only as this discipline la rigorously 
pursued and its scope extended do we have the necessary 
preparation for making any valid statement in Biblical 
theology*
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THE INTERPRETATION OF <i\/<ric€<re#<i AND RELATED WORDS 
In the Septuagint and In the New Testament 
with special reference to Romans 3:26#
-31-
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The terms "propitiation11 and "expiation* are ao closely 
related that they are often regarded as interchangeable in 
religious contexts* This is due also to the fact that 
when (as is often the case) Interest is centred on the 
means by which "expiation" or "propitiation" is achieved, 
no difference in the actions involved can be discovered* 
Nevertheless, it is of some importance that the distinction 
between the meanings of the two words should be made* It 
is a distinction which lies in the realm of thought and 
intention. "Propitiation" is primarily and directly 
orientated towards the deity or offended person* The purpose 
which underlies it is that of making the deity favourable, 
of causing his attitude to be changed from anger and 
displeasure to good-will and favour* Presumably there 
may also be inoluded within the idea of propitiation (thou&i 
in a somewhat weakened sense) such action as is designed 
to maintain the favourable inclination, after conciliation 
of wrath has been effected. "Expiation" is also concerned 
with the relations of the subject of the action with the 
deity or person, but here the initial thought is less 
directly and immediately oriented towards the deity* There 
is an intermediate concern* Expiation is directed towards 
that which has caused the break-down in relationship! it 
deals with sin and guilt! it is concerned ?ith the perform­
ance of compensatory rites or with making reparation in some
- 3 2 -
way for the offence*1 By dealing with the cause of dis­
pleasure (often at the comm nd of the offended party) the 
subject of the expiatory action Is made more acceptable 
and the way Is opened for the restoration of good relations* 
Since, as we have said, this distinction Is not 
always (indeed not often) apparent from the actual action 
carried out, It follows that, If we are to draw It with 
reference to a specific occasion or act, we must try to 
penetrate to the motive whioh prompted and the purpose 
which carried through the action, v’e must try to detect, 
either from the context or from our understanding of the 
situation Itself In so far as we can enter Into It, whether 
on the one hand It was to deal with sins, to make adequate 
reparation for the wrong done so that reconciliation might 
proceed, or whether on the other hand, the primary con­
cern was to appease wrath by direct means, to render and 
retain the deity favourably-inclined* Considerations of 
a purely grammatical kind (e*g* the voice of verbs, the 
cases which follow verbs and the nature of their objects, l*e* 
thing or person) may be guides to Interpretation, but they 
do not exhaust the evidence which must be taken Into account* 
The fact that C.H* Dodd limits his discussion of 
etc* in he LXX to matters of grammatical usage and trana-
I CfTT. Barr, HDB, (new ed. Edinburgh, 1963) p.810, "The 
difference is inHEKe directing of the verbal action towards 
a person or an offence"*
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lation equivalence partly explains its Inadequacy# This we
hope to show in the following sections#
It is generally agreed that* in the overwhelming
majority of those passages in pagan writers where rXo«n«£o-0<*i
and its cognates are used* the word means "propitiation*1 or 
„ 2"appeasement • Dodd admits this* but claims that LXX 
usage is so completely different that practically no vestige 
of this meaning remains# "Hellenistic Judaism* as repre­
sented by the LXX* does not regard the cultus as a means 
of pacifying the displeasure of the Deity* but as a means 
of delivering man from sin# In so far as Dodd is con­
cerned to prove that Ideas of celestial bribery and of 
capricious, vindictive anger on the part of Yahweh are 
absent from the Old Testament* his work commands grateful 
agreement# Nevertheless* this must not be taken to mean 
that all ideas of divine wrath are foreign to the Old 
Testament# In aotual fact the idea of the "wrath of God" is
I— TKT’Eiscussion referred to is in JTS* XXXII (1931) pp#352 
360# It was reprinted without alteration in The Bible and 
The Greeks# (London*1936) pp#82-96# We quote from the former
2 The use of e^ t\<*<rK<£<r9<*t to mean "expiate* is probable 
in the late Men Tyrannua inscription (Ditt#Syll#3rd ed#l042) 
The context of Plato Leg#862c suggests (pace Dodd) that
the verb is used to mean "propitiate”; so 3uehsel* T'.NT. 
vol#3* p#317# According to Moulton and Milligan* VG^* 
(London, 1929) sub * the word group in Hellenistic
Greek* as in Classical* refers to "placating • They inter­
pret ^(TKOyu^i as "render propitious to oneself with acc 
of the person* and go on to note "a similar use of the 
compound 4|iXoc<rKoyu*i * which extends to the LXX"#
3 Dodd* JTS* XXXII* p.369#
very deeply embedded there, but it is s responsible snger,
a holy reaction caused only, but Inevitably, by sin and
wrong-doing# That this thought is present in many, if not
all, of those passages in which the LXX uses ix*<rK£<r&*i and
related words is the thesis of Leon Morris1 study of the
term in The Apostolic Preaching: of the Cross#* He claims that
the averting of anger seems to represent a stubborn 
substratum of meaning from which all the usages 
can be naturally explained, even those with God as 
subject, for while the OT is emphatic about the 
reality and seriousness of the wrath of God, the 
removal of that wrath is due in the last resort 
to God himself# 2
Although on some occasions Morris* exegesis appears to be
3forced in order to comply with his thesis, it seems
that, in general, he has convincingly demonstrated the
truth of his claim# In the majority of cases where
K£<r0*i and related words appear, the context contains
clear reference to the anger of God* many, in fact, express
4the desire that God should turn from his wrath, thus demon­
strating that the terms are related to the purpose of 
rendering God favourable# The fact that Dodd has omitted 
all discussion of contexts from his study has m^ant negleot 
of this element in interpretation#
1 London, 1955# 2 Morris, op.clt# >p*155#
3 E#g# his view that divine wrath is expressed in 2 Kings 5:18, 
Ps# 25*11 and 65*3 is based on wholly subjective criteria* 
in the second and third of these Instances it depends on 
the authors judgment as to what may constitute signs of 
the wrath of God#
This, however, is not the only criticism whioh 
may he made of Dodd9a article* His first main point is as 
follows!
here the LXX translators do not render 1^3and its 
derivatives by word*of the tkotQccl class, they 
render it by words whioh give the meaning "to sanct­
ify", "purify" persons or objects of ritual, or "to 
cancel", "purge away", "forgive" sins* We should 
therefore expeot to find that they regard the 
c\\*<rKef d*i class as conveying similar Ideas* 1
Three observations on this argument seem pertinent* (1) The ' 
meanings of the words translating 1 9 3  (other than )
vary so greatly (between "sanctify" and cancel") that they 
cannot offer a precise guide to the meaning of the 
group* (1 1 ) Ifce method of argumentation is itself open to 
dangers* It may be true that and cf i\*<rKOyu<M mean 
nearly the same thing! but it does not necessarily follow 
that every other Hebrew word rendered by i%L\<*<nce<rB<<i is 
closely related in meaning to 1^3 , or that every other
Oreek word whioh translates must bear a similar signif­
icance to <L!i\Jc<rK£<r6ou etc* Considerations of context must 
be given their proper place in every interpretation* More­
over, some aspects of meaning which belong to the semantic 
breadth of a term may require translation by a word signif­
icantly different from that used to render the main sense 
of the term* At most, translation variants (If they possess 
a single theme of meaning) may provide a guide to the sense 
I Op*cit* *p»355»
of the regular translation terms# (ill) Prom the arrange­
ment of his material, Dodd would appear to be making the 
meaning of translation-variants the basis on which to 
build the meaning of the regular translation word 
K*<r0<*i • it would be more satisfactory if the meaning of 
the latter had been established first and confirmation then 
sought from the variant translations*
The second point in Dodd*s article is that, in 
almost all oases where ic\oc<rK£<r0<*i etc* do not render ^ 0 3  
and its derivatives, ” they render words which fall into 
one or other of two classes: (1 ) with human subject, "to 
cleanse from sin or defilement", fto expiate1j (ii) with 
divine subject, *to be gracious*, *to have mercy*, *to 
forgive*"1 Hence it is implied that the meaning of iX<£<r- 
, both here and generally, is not "propitiate”* As 
well as being exposed to the seoond and the third of the 
criticisms listed above, this section seems to be dominated 
by the assumption that if we know or can discover the 
meaning of a Hebrew word, then we know the exact meaning 
of the Oreek word which renders it in the LXX* But is trans­
lation a process of mechanically inserting equivalents? We 
are in search of the meaning of the Oreek words of the 
(Xi<TK£<r0«a class: the Hebrew words they render in the
LXX are always Important guides to this meaning, but they 
1 6p,clt*,p*556#
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are not the only factor to be considered in finding it# The 
LXX translators may have had good reasons for using words 
of this group even when they seem to us to be strange 
renderings of the Hebrew# The ideas expressed in the con­
text, rather than the single Hebrew term, may have influ­
enced their method of translation# For instance, why was
n'bdb nifT nnx’xbl at 2 Kings 24*4 translated oOk“ t • r s r t :
470<lVj<T£v kJtfios , when nbd could have been
rendered adequately and more simply by or
The context here (also at Dan.9:19 and Lam#3:42, where the 
construction is similar) undoubtedly implies the divine 
x rath and therefore suggests the idea of propitiation: it 
may be that the passive of the verb is an attempt to 
express this theme# The same may be said of Ex#32:14 where 
rnrr OnjM ("the Lord repented") is rendered by IX^rO^ 
\<6p 10s • By the intercession of Moses (not by sacrifice) 
the fierceness of the divine wrath (v#1 2) was turned away 
from Israel, and that is surely the propitiatory theme# 
Despite the Hebrew, the LXX again demonstrates the char­
acter of the context as propitiatory by rendering Q n i ’l 
by iK*<r9*7 f a word to which the propitiatory idea belonged* 
There are cases, however, in which uncertainty does not 
prevail# Then tV«<<nc<= <rO*i (with human subject and God as 
object) translates nbn , a verb meaning "appease" or 
"pacify", both context and language show that the notion of
propitiation la being expressed by the Greek verb* This
occurs three times, Zoch*7i2,8t22 and Mal*ls9, and Dodd
admits that they are "unmistakable examples of the ordinary, , 1 
classical and Hellenistic sense of i f i propitiate"*
But he will not allow them to alter his thesis* He explains 
(or explains away) their presence by the argument that 
contemptuous tones or permitted pagan usage in the passage 
allows the words to be used in this exceptional sense* It 
is significant that no comrentator on these passages and 
no other discussion of the words in question finds it 
necessary to put forward any such apology for their pre­
sence* Quite obviously, the Hebrew word (usually rendered 
by ke?crQoa ), the grammatical construction and the oontext, 
all suggest the thought of "propitiation" and this is con­
veyed by the use of if1\<*crk:<£<r£<*(*
More interesting is the single occasion (Ps* 106i 
30) where <Lf i renders a verb which means
"pray" or "intercede"* The incident referred to in the 
Psalm Is described in Hum*25 and Dodd acknowledges that
_ 2
that story "one of propitiation in the orudest sense •
He suggests that it is possible that the translator had the 
Numbers passage In mind ( “lOD appears at Nuqu2&tl3) and 
that he meant us to understand, "Phineas stood up and 
placated (the Lord)"* but he does not in fact think that 
1 0p*c1T** p*366 2 Ibid*
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this is the case, and adds "• • it would be a curiosity of 
translation if a sense of VJ£<tk£<rQ<*i f whloh is elsewhere 
carefully avoided • • were gratuitously introduced in this 
single passage, where there is nothing in the Hebrew to 
suggest It*"1 Can the matter be disposed of so easily? In 
the first place, although there is nothing in the verb bbe 
to suggest "propitiation”, we must reckon with the possib­
ility that the LXX translator may have had a reason for 
introducing the idea* Secondly, is this sense of \<<<r~ 
K£<r0<*i so carefully avoided elsewhere and introduced only 
here? What about the three passages, 2eoh*7:2, 8:22 and 
Mal#ls9? Thirdly, the fact that bbe is rendered by i$L\«<r<<To 
and not h~r ^ne of the usual terms 4o^e<r0<*t , 7^ >o<r£u^ £<r0oC( ,
seems to be best accounted for by the suggestion that the 
translator of the Psalm had the Numbers passage in mind or 
knew its content - a passage which Dodd admits to be propit­
iatory in character* Furthermore, from this acknowledged 
"propitiatory” narrative Dodd quotes v*ll but nowhere does 
he mention v*13 whloh speaks thus of Phineas, ifoXcarcv t £
6ec2> <<otoo ire.p\ ’Ijptx+jX 9 the Hebrew
being “7?37I and e^iXxtr^To being used without an object, as 
in Ps*l06:30* On Dodd*s own admission, therefore, €ff\*<r*cTo 
bears the meaning "propitiate” or "make propitiation” in 
Num.25i13| the same is true, we submit, at Ps*106:30 and
alto in Kcclua#45:13 where the Incident of Phineaa it again 
referred to in the words k%i\<<r<<To ir^ u too #
On one occasion, XSam#6t3, the LXX has e£i\*<r- 
Gy<rc'r<<i where the Hebrew haa ^113# Perhaps this trans­
lation rests on a misunderstanding of the Hebrew or on a 
different (now lost) reading, but does it shed no light on the 
meaning of the Oreek word, as both Dodd and Morris claim? Tfte 
sentence, as it stands, in Oreek is coherent and makes 
good sense# The context is as follow?! the Philistines have 
been smitten with plague because the Ark of God is in their 
midst! they want to send it back, but their diviners warn 
them that they should not send it baok empty, but with a 
guilt-oftering, for then (they say) "You will be healed, 
and (M#T#) it will be known to you why his hand does not 
turn away from you"# The Greek renders "You will be healed
K<*t i\accr6^ <feT<<L ^ u ? v  /a*) O o k  ij\o<rr^ j X ^ / 0 *
Since the Immediate object of the Philistines1 concern is 
the getting rid of the plague (the manifestation of divine 
displeasure) it would seem that the thought of propitiating 
a deity la present in their minds# This la corroborated by 
v .5 which interprets the offering as "• • giving glory to 
the God of Israel in the hope that he will lighten his 
hand from off you##" It seema to ua that the Greek haa 
taken up the propitiatory significance of the action and 
expressed it in their rendering, which (we submit) may be
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translated "• • and propitiation will be made for you lest 
hit hand turn not away from you"*
The occurrence of eftV«x.<rK£<r8<*i as the translation
. 1 of Eju/X at Hab*lsll is of some interest* The passage
is very diffioult to construe and various emendations of
Dii/X have been proposed* Since the discovery of the“ T
Qumran Habakkuk commentary It is certain that the most 
satisfactory of these Is the reading Du/1lf though the 
mention of ( p ) o v X  jri in the Pesher (Col*4*10-ll) seems to 
imply acquaintance with the reading • Mow this latter
reading ( p if$ X Y ) may have been in the text very early, and 
the LXX translators (if they found it) were in diffic­
ulties about its interpretation* One possible reason for 
their interpreting it as they did ( ) may be
offered* Ihe faot that the word belonged to the realm of 
guilt and guilt-offerings may have suggested the praotice 
(witnessed to in Num.31) of purification for an unclean 
army* At Num*31*S0 l O D  is used of this ritual and the LXX 
renders it as usual by ef i\<*<rK£<x ©<<i , ?hat kind of prac­
tice was this? in the Numbers pc.3f.age it was not expiatory 
for sins, because the slaughter of the Mldianltes took place
1 ""'iVimos 8 114 we find - "those who swear by no^xof Samaria"* 
This means either a Samaritan goddess (cf*2 Kings 17i30) or 
the aullt and sin of worshipping the calf as Bethel (cf*Hos* 
10*8) tfhe LXX renders Ot 0|UVUOVT£5 KoCTeC Tbu i\oC4~jlkoC) !Lol>f-J<dLp. , 
which H*S.Cripps, Commentary on Amos .(London* 1929) p*316 
interprets, "By propitiation or samaria".
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at the command of God: rather it waa the giving of tribute
to Ood aa a thank-offering, but also as a means of r ain-
taining the divine favour toward* Israel and her armies.
Consequently the offering may be regarded as in some sense 
1propitiatory. If recollection of this practice influenced 
the LXX translation in its rendering of Hab. 1:11, then the 
word k.%i\<<r«L£* &<<i (used absolutely) may bear the meaning 
’’carry out propitiatory rites". This, however, is hypothet­
ical: the passage is uncertain.
On the basis of our investigation cf those 
occasions an which the X^<<<ru:£<r£<<t words do not render 103 
and its derivatives, it would seem that Dodd's claim that 
there is in them no notion of propitiation requires 
revision. He arrives at this conclusion by faulty semantic 
investigation. In the case of Ps. 106:30 (and Num. 26) he 
does not notice what is in contradiction to his thesis. He 
underestimates the clear evidence of Zech. 7:2,8:22 and Mai. 
1:0. In understanding the unexpected appearances of the 
Oreek word, we must not be governed always and solely by 
the meaning of the Hebrew word which lies behind the trans­
lation. The theme of a context may offer guidance on its 
true interpretation. In any case, we should consider the 
Oreek as worthy of Investigation in its own right, and there­
fore explore possible reasons for which, and possible meanings 
with which, the LXX translators used this particular word.
I flt. ft.B. Oray, l.umbers. (ICC, Edinburgh, 1903), ad loc.
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’o turn now to the usual words rendered by our terms#
In 03 out of the 106 occasions where it is used in the LXX 
€^ L\o{<rK£<rGoci renders 1 0 3  and other Hebrew roots only 11 
times# This fact shows that the translators regarded the 
two words as very closely related in meaning# Dodd 
examines this translation of 303 and concludesi "• • the 
LXX translators did not regard 193(when used as a religious 
term) as conveying the sense of propitiating the deity, 
but the sense of performing an act whereby guilt or defile­
ment is removed” The consistency with which 
renders 303 justifies some investigation of that word in 
the OT, and to that we now turn, with the expectation that 
it will provide significant guidance on the meaning of 
4^ c\<*<rtc6<r Gact ^
Much controversy has raged through the years about 
the essential meaning of the root "103 . The main 
division has been between those who advocate the view 
that it means nto cover' (Arab# kaphara) and those who 
claim that the original significance is 11 to wipe away*
(Babyl# kuppuru). Investigations into this matter are 
interesting and of value, but there are two reasons why we
1 5p7 ctt # # p#369#
2 This is not in conflict with our earlier criticism of Dodd 
for Interpreting solely from the Hebrew# In doing so he 
failed todo justice to the unexpectedness of some appear­
ances of 4 £ i V - £ < r K e c r • Here it is a matter of doing 
justice to a consistent practice in the translation#
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do not stop here to review the literature and opinions on 
this question. First, on the general level, it is easy 
to overestimate the importance of etymology and to assume 
that onoe the root-idea has been discovered it may be 
applied fully in almost any context in which the word 
appears# This is to Ignore the semantic principle that 
worda, in the course of time, change in meaning through 
being oonventionalised and formalised, as well as through 
being applied to new situations# When we are seeking to 
establish the meaning of a word, knowledge of its root- 
value may be helpful, but it is the usage which is 
ultimately decisive#1 Secondly, and with particular refer­
ence to the root 193, the significant difference between 
the two root-meanlngs suggested is not great, and both 
ideas may well be present to th^ word# Moreover, the 
establishment of the root-meaning does not materially 
assist us in understanding the motive for the action, i#e# 
whether It was expiatory or propitiatory# While it is true 
that the meaning "sever" would most natu ally refer to the 
covering of the face of the angry or wronged person (i#e# 
propitiation), it could also connote the covering of the 
sin, in the sense of making it without further effect on .
T BT7"?r.F#Moore (Enc#Blb#Vol#4,col#4220)"By a fault of method 
which has been fruitful of error in the study of the OT, 
the investigation has frequently set out from etymological 
assumptions instead of from the plain facts of usage# See 
also J#Barrfs strictures on this method in The Semantics 
of Biblical Imng^age# chapter 6#
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the person who committed the fault or on the wronged
person (i*e* expiation)* On the other hand* if Hwipe away”
1
or "remove" is the original significance, this too may
mean the removal of wrath (propitiation) or of the eause2
of wrath, the sin (expiation)*
Ihe usage of lO D  in the OT divides naturally into
two seotions according as atonement is viewed as coming
fcy cult*Q action or by non-cultlo means* By far the most
common is the use in connection with the cult, but the
other group is logically of greater significance for our
purpose, since it enables us to see what the verb meant
in ordinary usage and to arrive at that idea whioh made it
specially fitted for use in connection with the cult* For
3it does seem probable, as Korris suggests, that in the 
case of 1D J a word familiar in connection with ordinary 
affairs was adapted to, and its meaning conventionalised 
within, cultio use* That the non*cultlc use is fundamental 
was noticed by S*h, Langdon, who said, "Before examining the 
Hebrew cult term it will be much more logioal to examine
those passages in which the word is not used in rituals•
6More recently, Herrmann has adopted this procedure, but
1 S*rf*Langdon«KT»XXII (1910*11) p*381* In recent years the 
interpretation ^ipe", "wipe clean" has been gaining accept* 
ance: see 0*K.Driver,JTS, XXXIV, (1933) pp.34ff.
2 With Th*Vrlesen*Outllne of OT Theology (Oxford,1958) p*287*
3 Op* clt** p. 142. 4 ET, XXII (1910*11) p.323.
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Dodd seems to miss its importance* In his discussion of 
*\<<<r vcccr©^ i to translate i o d he says of 0en*32i20 and 
Prov*16il4 (where the verb appears with a personal object)
’’This use* • does not strictly belong to our present 
subject* since t\^<r ia not here a religious
nlterm*" Presumably here is not a religious term either 
and its meaning irrelevant* But it may well be that it is 
precisely where the term is not religious and not a con* 
ventlonalised cult-word that we can discern its basic 
meaning* Now 0en*32i20 is listed by KB as an example of the 
oldest usage of the verb* belonging to the E stratum* There 
Jacob thinks that his present to Esau will appease his 
wrath* ^ The LXX renders very literally*
«Vo<<rOyu.ott “To Tf/Oo<FvoTTov ^ o T o O  T o t's s  ,  T h e  CO U *
text of the phrase.nakes it clear that the gift was primar­
ily a means of turning away Esau#s wrath* a price paid fcr 
reconciliation* and only secondarily a partial paying off 
of Jacob1s debt* The idea of propitiation is undoubtedly 
present and dominant in the term* Another E example is 
Ex*32x30* where Noses says to the people* "You have sinned 
a great sins and now I will go up to the Lord Tb?,K
dDJlX'Wn iSle* ^ben he prays* his method of making atonement . 
is by offering his own life for the peoplefs (v*32). Again 
the thought of propitiation is present and the LXX expressed 
I 6p*cit*,p»35S*
It by c^ t\<<<rco^ oci t the turning away of the divine wrath 
at any cost, even that of hie own life* la hoses9 concern, 
as well as the offering of an equivalent to make amends 
for the people9a sin* An instructive example for the 
understanding of iod Is 2Sam,21tl-14# a passage whioh 
concerns a famine in Israel, the cause of whioh is traced 
to Saul9s treatment of the Gibeonltes* David asks them, 
"'/That shall I do for you? Therewith shall I make atonement?
n IOX7 (LXX cv Tfvi *, ) that you may bless
the heritage of the Lord" (v*3) Eventually, seven descend­
ants of Saul were delivered to be hanged* Onoe more, the 
Idea of propitiating anger seems strong in the passage: the 
favour of the Gibeonites had to be won, even st the prioe 
of the destruction of life*
Leon Morris examines the entire non-eultle use 
of I03and affirms that the idea of providing a "ransom"
( 1 D D )  in money or in life in order to turn away wrath Is 
so strongly present in it that the verb should be inter-
1
prated as a denominative, l*e* "to give or pay a kopher"*
Seme of his arguments may be rather forced (e.g. on Ps*65s
3 and Dan*9:24) but adequate grounds are given for doubting
the legltlmaey of the claim that all ideas of propitiating
wrath are absent from XQ3 and from e|i\<*crK£crQ<*c which so
frequently translates it* Such ideas are present
1 bp. oft * * P* 148 * BDB agree that is denominative. Cf.
aIso Ex.io112-16*
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in the non-cultle usage of the verb in the passagee ment­
ioned abovef and also in Prov* 16il4 and possibly Jer*18i23* 
The former verse reads, r,The wrath of a king is as a 
messenger of death, but & wise man will appease it (Heb.
i l J l p D ' ’ LXX )"t in the latter Jeremiah prays
against his enemies* ^ j o b p  tiJJvtsn? tuiV'b^ 193Jrbx:*## 
deal with them in the time of thine anger”* Here "expiation11 
would be meaningless* The willingness to be propitiated 
lies in the free resolution of God, and the meaning inclines 
towards M forgive” - a point recognised by the LXX when 
they render lp3Ji“bxby Jj»r) i$UJu3(TrjS •
When we eome to the eultio use of 3 9 3  , we 
find Morris claiming that the relationship established 
between the noun 193 and the vert 1 9 3  provides the key to 
the understanding of the terms* He maintains that the 
general sweep of the sacrificial system suggests that an 
offering of a propitiatory oharaoter is being madet the 
193 is offered primarily to turn away wrath*^ It seems to 
us that here Morris over-reaches himself* Too muoh is 
built on the hypothesis of the denominative oharaoter of the 
verb and insufficient consideration is given to the con­
ventionalising of the term within the cult* Even if (as we 
would maintain) ideas of propitiation were present in the 
original usage of the word in non-cultlc connections, it 
T OpYcit** p.151•
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does not follow that they were always present there, nor 
that they were necessarily present in the thought of later 
cultic usage. 1 It seems to us that in many of the eultie
appearances of 1 9 3  we cannot distinguish whether ideas of
2propitiation or expiation are foremost, and we should 
therefore be content to render the word in terms of "atone* 
ment", reconciliation"f "forgiveness", i.e. words which 
include aspects of both.^ This is notably the case with 
the frequent occurrence of the word in Leviticus and 
Ezekiel. It would appear that, while the ritual of sac­
rifice etc. was performed as a means of expiation, the 
whole action was regarded as propitiatory, in that the 
consequences due to sin In the divine anger were averted. 4
T~5eT5.B. a ray, Sacrifice In the Old T.ateunant. (Oxford, 
1925) chapter 5, pp. 67*81.
2 Commenting on passages like Num. 16x46, 25x9*11 J. Barr, 
(HDB. 2nd ed. p.262) draws attention to the apotropaic 
sense and ,Tthe awareness that the anger of Ood follows 
closely on the offence done and will not be turned away 
until proper expiation is made. In such oases it may be 
that no absolute distinction can be made between expiation 
and propitiation as the general purpose of the action
as a whole".
3 This is true of the use of 1 9 D  in the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
There it generally means "to make atonement", e.g. 1QH. 4x37, 
17x12 Cod atones for (not expiates) slnx 1QM 2x5 uses
lf)Dbin a context where the idea of propitiation is pre­
sent. Most significant is the development at Qumran of a 
doctrine of vicarious atonement. IQS 5x6ff:9x3ff attribute 
atoning efficacy to the life and the sufferings of the 
community. IQS 8x4*10 applies the language of atonement to 
the inner council of the community. At other places in IQS 
and CD the individual makes atonement for sin by a renewed 
and complete obedience to the Law.
4 See note 2 above.
The idee of propitiation is witnessed to In other 
words and actions In the OT* For Instance, Saul's words 
to David (1 Sam.26:19} "If It la the Lord who has stirred 
you up against me, may he aooept an offering", are 
clearly an expression of a propitiatory purpose. The Incite­
ment was caused by an angry Qodi it was not a question of 
aln. Again, In Job 4218 the frlenda of Job are comnmded 
by Ood to offer a burnt-offaring, and "my servant Job shall 
pray for you, for I will accept his prayer not to deal with 
you according to your folly". That the prayer of Joh i& 
such as to turn away divine wrath from his detractors 
illustrates the thought of propitiation. Furthermore* in 
those parts of the oult which are not associated with "I9D 
there la more than a hint of propitiation. Lev. 1-3 provides 
the data for the burnt-, gift- and thank-offerings. The use
of the word i 93, so frequent In the sin- and guilt-offering
1ritual, does not appear here i these offerings are said to 
be performed nifT? riR’] m b  i.e. to prowlde a rest-giving
or soothing smell, an odour that quiets Yahweh'a anger,
2 .or plaoates him, 0en.8i21. Most scholars would admit that 
the literal sensa of this expression suggests "propitiation", 
but they think that such ideas passed out of currency at an
1 The one exception la Lev.l:4. This may be an Introductory 
formula to the whole aaerlflolal oult and probably means 
"atonement" in the general sense of renewing the relation 
with Ood, Cf.Vrlesen, op.clt.. pp.286-87.
2 Cf.Es.6t 13 where ''•non "Jl'nin pist mean "I soothe my fury".
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early date, and that the phrase oane to mean to the 
Hebrews what it meant to the Oreek translators when they
» \ J t / Mrendered it coco^ rocs i*s* a smell of sweetness, of
pleasure*, presumably Yahweh9s pleasure in the due die* 
charge of his service* This may be true and n m  ("Tl^  
may have lost Its original force, but it seems to us that 
the entire motivation of these offerings was still, to 
some extent, propitiatory* They were not made to atone 
for sines they were gifts offered to renew and maintain 
the relation between Ood and faithful men as one of favour 
and good-will* ,ve would submit that a purpose of that kind 
belongs to the realm of ideas covered by the term Hpro­
pitiation* (even though It be with a weakened force), 
rather than to the realm of "expiation"•
Sufficient evidence haa now been brought forward 
to demonatrate that the Idea of propitiation la not abaent 
from the Old Testament. It belongs to the earlieat non*
T T 7 7  O.B. Oray, op.olt..PP.77-80. J. Barr, HDB.Snd ed. 
p. 310.
2 X note that Vrleaen aaya of the burnt- and gift-offerlngs, 
"Theae offerings were aacrlfieed particularly to propit­
iate Yahweh. Just for lnstanee aa preaenta were used to 
please'the king" , op.olt..p.290. The ehelem-offerlng he 
regarda aa a shared sacramental repeat to strengthen the 
relation between Y. and the faithful. L.Koehler (OT Theology. 
LondonI 1957i p.187) also observes that the idea contained 
in the term "eweet eavour" la that tha offering appeases 
Ood's wrath. On the basis of the uee of nn’J m  at Lev.dt 
31 Koehler includes the sin-offering (of whloh iod is used) 
among these soothing sacrifices. This is the only occasion 
on whleh the phrase is applied to this offering, and 
Vrlesen (op.olt.. p.283.nl) regards it (probably oorreotly) 
aa a eeeonSfryText.
eultlo use of but we would not go to far as Morris
in claiming that It belongs to the entire eultio use of 
the word as well* It seems to us more likely that the 
term became formalised In meaning within the sacrificial 
system and signified then* as now* n a tenement”# v<hen it 
was used in this sense we cannot easily decide whether the 
emphasis lay on expiation or propitiations both ideas were 
probably present# Nevertheless* on the positive side* we 
have pointed to some passages where the thought of propit­
iation by the cult is clear* and we have suggested that the 
idea (with a weakened force ) also belongs to those parts 
of the saorlflelal system which were not directly 
conoerned with sins*
Before leaving this discussion of the OT idea 
of sacrifice* it is necessary for us to assess the results 
of our discoveries for the interpretation of l§i\*<rK£<r6ou • 
’© begin by recalling Dodd*o claim that ’’the LXX translators 
did not regard 19D (when used as a religious term) as 
conveying the sense of propitiating the dlety. .nl It seems 
to us that the distinction to be drawn in the use of 1<DD 
should not be between the religious and the non-religious*
but between eultio and non-cultic us#* In the latter ideas 
of propitiation are definitely present, end „e ~*y prcsuae
that the LXX translators conscious[y retained and, expressed
1 Dodd, OP.clt..p.380.
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them when they used the word <L%t\Xr»ce<r whioh had, as 
its regular meaning in Classical and Koine Oreek, the sense 
"to placate" or "to propitiate". In oultio eontexts the 
issue la leas olear, hut It would appear logiosl to assume 
that just as the Hebrew texts continued to use 193 in a 
formalised sense whioh Included ideas of expiation and 
propitiation within the one sot of atonement, ao the LXX 
translators ohoao to retain the same word, (\<&<n«£.<r6o<i etc., 
whioh probably gathered to itself (from association with 
the Hebrew term) a meaning which la peculiar to Biblical 
Oreek. At an sarller stage in this study we suggested that, 
with referenoe to the meaning of 'i\*VKe<r9<« as it renders 
words other than 199, Dodd's arguments against the idea of 
propitiation ara not persuasivet now, with reference to the 
appearance of the word-group to translate 193, we must 
present a similar Judgment} hla ease against the preaenee 
of all thought of propitiation is not conclusive.
The New Testament Usage 
The Verb ‘i\oc<nc<£.<re^< and related words are not frequently 
found in the New Testament. The prayer of the publican at 
Luke 18:13 la o ©eos >o« k^.ecpT<^>\o , Here the
divine wrath is not expi sssed, but the holy reaction of Ood 
to sin is implied. The publican's approach uo "od la direct} 
there la no idea of the expiating of sins} his plea la that 
Ood may be gracious or favourable to him, and, although
-E4-
mercy or forgiveness is the oontent of the desired attitude 
(of* the later OT use of "l?3)» a slight traoe of the ideas 
connected with propitiation lingers in the backgrounds Ood 
is to be favourably-disposed or propitious* In Heb.9I5 To
means "the meroy-seat"• This is the familiar 
LXX rendering of ^7^*3* the lid of the Ark or meroy seat, 
where the oultie act of 1 0 ? was carried out# Since thia 
word belongs to the oultie terminology it is impossible to 
decide definitely whether the emphasis lies on the purpose 
of expiation or propitiation! both are inoluded in the ore 
sacrificial set of "atenement*• The rfmerey seat” is the 
place of atonement and reconciliation# In Luke 18s 13 and 
ieb#8sl2 -‘tWos tcroj^aci tu<s o^jtuW (quoting Jer#
38s34,£V#31s34 ti nbd\:)the favourable or propitious 
attitude of God is one of mercy and forgiveness#
c V ^The noun fV^^uos occurs only in the First Epistle 
of John, at 2 s2 and 4i 10# The first passage assures us 
that "If any man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father 
Jesus Christ the righteous k <L ocotos *\<*ryuos co-rev ttc/il 
-n3v ijjuLtZyt "i while the second is concerned with
the love of Gods "Herein is love, not that we loved God, but 
that he loved us k<*V ofTrccrT^ tVev tov ore*/ <*otov/ »Vo«r^ uov 
TiIV "• Dodd rejects the traditional
rendering "propitiation" in favour of "sin-offering", "a 
divinely supplied means of cancelling guilt and purifying
the sinner.wl Nevertheless there are signs that the 
meaning "propitiation" should be retained* In the ease of
1 John 2*2, the immediate context (whioh Dodd admits else - 
where might make it possible that the sense "propitiation"
ois in place) refers to an Advocate, and as orris says*
. if we sinners need an advocate with God, then 
obviously we are in no good case) our misdeeds 
prevail against us, we are about to feel the hos­
tility of God to all that is sinful* Under these 
circumstances we may well speak of Christ turning 
away the wrath of God, and thus »\ocoyu«£s is a 
natural word in the context 3
In the LXX rV<«rMos is used frequently of the Day of Atone­
ment in which ideas of expiation and propitiation overlap, 
and is found In Dan9s9 (Theod*) with the meaning "for­
giveness”* It is clearly used in a propitiatory sense at
2 Face *3*33, where it is applied to the offering made by 
Onias to deliver Hellodorus from further chastisement* It 
would appear that the LXX does not use the word in the 
simple sense "expiation" (either means or activity)* it
ft itmeans "atonement", "forgiveness or propitiation , and 
always within the context of the divine wrath. Only the 
first and third of these meanings are suitable in 1 John 2 s 
2 and 4s10. If the proper rendering Is "atonement" it
1 Op .elt.. p.360.
2 The Johannlne Epistles. MNTC, (London,1946) p.26.
3 Op.olt..pp.178-9. The MSB renders the word by "remedy for 
the derilement of sins". This is a theologies1 interpre­
tation and not a translation of the Oreek word.
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should be remembered that the idea of propitiation belongs 
to the total meaning of that term* In oultle usage* If, on 
the other hand, "propitiation" is aooepted, we rightly 
emphasise the personal nature of the breaoh with Ood 
caused by sin, and we have "one of those resounding para* 
doxes which mean so much for the understanding of the 
Christian view of sacrifice" , 1 namely that, from Oodfs love 
comes the means of averting the consequenees of sin# In 
this oonneotlon, the words of Emil Brunner are worth 
recording, "The revelation of the divine mystery of love 
in the midst of the reality of wrath is the "propitiation” 
i^Ko(<r/uos )"*S
The word occurs in Heb*2sl7, but the
context provides no referenoe to the wrath of Ood* The 
verb is followed by the accusative of sin * c is To -
u*£creoa t<<s o^yjTiats Too \pcoCf - and it **» urged that this 
Indicates that "to expiate" is the meaning of the term here* 
Morris again prefers the traditional rendering and trans­
lates "to make propitiation with regard to the sins of the 
people", pointing out that there are occasions when other 
verbs appear with an aceuaatlve construction, though they' 
are usually followed by a preposition (e*g*
1 " 'Wtfrrlt# cp.olt..p«179.
2 Tfca Madlator (-T. London,1944) p.520. Cf.LXX Ps. 77:38.
3 Op.clt..p.176.
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In support of his th-sis ho marshals tho following 
arguments * (i) th© fact that Christ is said to be "a 
merciful High Priest" implies the possibility-of God punishing 
in wrath; (ii) the phrase tk ir/>o$ tov Geo* directs the mind 
to the Godward rather than the manward aspect of atonement 
and the former* when expressed by is lively to
include ideas of propitiation; (iii) the accusative of sin 
after the verb, when it occurs, seems to imply the thought 
of propitiation; (iv) the variant reading Toyi 
(attested by A,5,33,623,913, Athan,Chrys,bentley) arose 
because the acousative was felt to be a difficult construct­
ion after 9 and this would indicate that
"expiate" was not the accepted meaning of the verb in
those circles in which the variant arose. Although Sirach 
5*6 and 3^*19 (which Morris does not mention) might support 
the third argument, one is left with the impression that 
Morris is here making a virtue out of necessity. The passage
moves in the realm of cultic ideas and terminology, and, on
that account, it is doubtful whether it is correot to inter­
pret the verb exclusively in terms of propitiation, la it 
not more likely that the general cultic usage of the verb 
to suggest "atonement" is uppermost here, a usage which
aincludes ideas of forgiveness,A as well as of expiation and 
propitiation?
T - T K I T  ‘seen, to b« the simplest rendering of ef i\c*rKc<re*«. 
with the aco. of sin in Dan. 9i24 and Sirach.
7!e come now to the much-debated word r\*a~r*iyptov
in Homans 3s25* Since this term appears in a critical
section in the most important of the Epistles, it demands
careful and comprehensive examination. Dodd9a comment says:
Here it is unnecessary for our present purpose to 
decide whether i o v  is an adjeotlve In the
accusative singular masculine or a neuter sub­
stantive. In any case, the meaning conveyed (in 
accordance with LXX usage, which is constantly 
determinative for Paul) is that of expiation, not 
that of propitiation. 1
Now we agree that the meaning of iVocctkcct6*a etc. in 
Biblical Oreek will be the best guide to Paul*s use of the 
related word here, but on the basis of the preceding dis­
cussion we cannot agree with the affirmation that the LXX 
uses the words solely with the meaning ,f expis ti on" • The 
matter is not so simple. The idea of propitiation is 
unmistakably present when <\*<rK£<r0<<i translates nbn 
(^eoh.7i2,8s22)Mal.l*9), often where it renders 1031n non- 
cultlc contexts, and once each where it is found in the 
place of bSf) (Ps.106130) end of 3niJ(l Sam.6:3). The idea 
of propitiation cannot be dismissed simply on the basis of 
LXX usage. But are there any other guides to the meaning? 
The immediate context of the word does not offer any help 
and we must consider the Pauline theme which has been 
expressed in the Epistle up to this verse* Now it cannot be 
denied that the opening chapters of Homans have a single,
I Op.oit*. p.360*
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dominating purpose, namely, to demonstrate that all men 
lie under the condemnation and wrath of Ood, i*he o/>y^  Geou 
is introduced at Is 18 as being f,continually revealed from 
heaven upon all impiety and unrighteousness of men", and 
it is never out of sight as Paul builds up his argument that 
Oentlles and ohosen people alike are sinners and therefore 
under condemnation, and ends with that powerful catena of 
OT passages which leaves "no man living sinless before Ood”, 
But now, Paul declares, a new factor has entered the 
situation* The effect of the law had been to show that 
men are blameworthy before Oodi now, quite apart from the 
law, there is a righteousness of Ood revealed, a right­
eousness leading to the Justification of the sinner through 
the work of Christ , ov ir/JoeGero o Geos i©v Sii TTiV'r-
££05 £-V To o£{ixoCTL 1 C-lS dvoei^iv a\U oC*G <5u\yS tt&JToV I
In such a context it would seem probable that the meaning 
of the term we are discussing includes at least an element 
of "propitiation"* Other expressions in vs*21-6 may be held 
to deal with the aspect of Judgment on sinnersi there is 
nothing but this word to express the necessity of turning 
away the divine wrath*
The word itself directs the mind to the LXX use of
c / . 1i\<»c<rT/*jyoio\/to translate the Heb* JinbD or "mercy seat",
the gold slab on top of the Ark in the Koly of Holies, which
1 In 20 of the 27 times is found it renders
was regarded as the apeoial location of God's presence and 
which was sprinkled with blood on the Day of Atonement. Dr. 
T.v;. Mans on accepts this connection, and regards It as being 
reinforced by the fact that W ou rryp iov Is often used 
of places. He concludes that the word In Kom5s25 means 
either "an expiatory place or object" or more probably
In Jewlsh-Chrlstlan usage "the place where God shows mercy2
to man". The whole background of Paul's expression lies 
(Manson thinks) In the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement 
when the mercy of God was supremely manifested at the 
mercy-seat. This Is an attractive Interpretation, but It 
has not won universal assent. Leon Morris has submitted 
It to careful Investigation and claims that, while It Is 
difficult to give final proof either way, "It Is to be 
contended that the balance of probability Is strongly In 
the direction of seeing In fVxcrr^ /Diov In Rom.3 a general 
reference to the removal of the wrath of God, rather than a 
specific reference either to the mercy-seat or to the Day 
of Atonement ceremonies. He prefers to translate It as 
"means of propitiation". His arguments are cogent and may 
be summarised! (1 ) iX<<crr^iov meaning "mercy-seat" Is used
 1 As well as «rnf>3, ^crT/^piovrenders n 7TV a part of
the great altar, 8 times In Esek. It ls^  used for the altar 
(Hesychius,Cyril), Noah's ark (Symmachus), even for a 
church and a monastery.
2 JTS. vol. XLVI (1945) p.4.
3- "The Meaning ofiwr^io^ln Kom.3125", NTS.vol.II (1955­
56) pp.33-43. Quotation from p.43.
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always with the definite article (cf.Heb#9:8 ), save once,
(Ex*25216), and there the addition of ttr.e^has the effect 
of removing *iXat<rT^ /)iov from the realm of the general (any 
propitiating thing) to the particular (a speclfio object): 
(11) the appearances of iXocd'-n^ rov which Manaon regards aa 
referring to places are not eonclusively so; they refer 
rather to the propitiatory nature and purpose of the 
object (sanctuary, church or ark): (ill) the suggestion 
that Rom#3:21ff should be Interpreted in terms of the Day 
of Atonement ritual, with chaps.1-3 representing an "elab­
orate confession of sin for all mankind" (Manaon) is not 
convincing; the epistle of the Romans does not tiove in the 
sphere of Levltlcal symbolism, and a single unexplained
reference to one part of the Tabernacle furnishings is 
1
unlikely; moreover, the opening chapters of the letter
are clearly a condemnation, not a confession of sin: (iv) it
is doubtful whether the tt^ o Ikv irpokQcTo is strong enough to
admit of Manaon9s emphasis "to set forth publlcly"g and it
la questionable whether the oCoto0 is to be stressed in the
phrase ev -no *otoC in the interests of a contrast
with the mercy seat, whloh waa sprinkled with the blood
of sacrifices: (v) it is harsh and complicated to make
n T T I i  Delssmann, Bible Studies# (Edinburgh, 1901), p#132#
2 Moulton and Milligan (V3T. p.536) prefer the meaning 
"offered" or "provided"# delssmann (op.olt#.) and Sanday and 
Headlaa (Roms.na * ICC*6th ed#Efburgh, I66^,p#87) accept the 
rendering un%h forth publicly"#
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Christ at one and the same time, priest, victim and place 
of sprinkling* In the light of Morris9 examination some 
uncertainty must still attach to Mansonfs interpretation 
of f\<*<rrvj/0fov' as the "meroy-seat" or "place where mercy is 
shown to man", and to his affirmation that the early 
chapters of Homans and especially 3s21ff are to be under­
stood in the light of the Day of Atonement ceremonies*1
2 3The form and grammatical function of the word
i\<«rr*if>fov do not assist us much towards an interpretation*
There remains, however, one other eeourrenoe of the
term (as an adjective) in a passage not denoting a
oultlc object* It ia 4 Maccabees 17i22 where the death of
the seven brothers is referred to thuss £><nre/> c
yeyovoT-^s Tys Too ^Gvoos i^ L o ^ T ^ o C S  • Kou Too oOyuoCros
eocrcy4to%/ ekCfvcov' k<V Too »\<«rTy^>too jCotcov wj
7T^ovo« tov \<rpcc^ \ 'Tyao«<*«o 6 Sic<ro<r£V # :ere the thought
1 i?*b, Davies, PHJ* p*241 will not endorse Manson9s detailed 
application of TKS ritual to Rom*l-3, but does accept the 
view that the background of 3s25 is the Day of Atonement*
2 J*Jeremias (ZNV?* vol.XLII, 1949,p*197 n8 ) regards it as 
formed after the analogy of (ror^prov (Dapkopfer).
Tijp'ov and KotGJc/i<Ttov , and so as meaning "Suhnopfer ,
3 The adjectival form does occur occasionally and the view 
that the word in 3s25 stands relatively with oV must be 
accepted as a possibility! the meaning will be that Christ 
is the "propitiatory" agent or object* The use as a noun is 
more eommon* But if Paul had wanted a masculine noun, then
i\c<<ttvjs was available! therefore it is more likely that 
the word is a neuter noun*
4 The reading of X  too ‘V*<rr*|p«ou toC 0<*v<*t©o possibly 
seoondary* 4 Maccabees is usually regarded more as a
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of the passage requires that the word be given a propit*
iatory significance. With regard to this very incident
2 Maccabees speaks in the following ways
We are suffering for our own sins, and though our 
living Sod is angry for a little in order to rebuke 
and chasten us, he will again be reconciled ( 
<*AWy^<r£T*i ) to his own servants. • • I like my 
brothers give up body and soul for our, fathers* 
laws, calling on God to show favour f>Xcu>s 
yevecrGou ) to our nation soon. ... and to let the 
Almighty*s wrath, Justly fallen on the whole of 
our nation, end in me and in my brothers. (7:33,37,38)
The propitiatory character of the )\*<rTi^ oios 0«cv*tos here 
in turning away wrath strongly suggests that same signif­
icance for iWnr^piov in Kom.3:25. This is as far as most 
writers draw out the parallel, but the similarities 
between the two passages, (most of which are noticed by 
Morris in the discussion cited) are such as to invite 
comment. (1) Both contexts declare that the wrath of God 
is active. (11) Both refer to blood being shed and life 
surrendered, (ill) The death in both eases deals with sin. 
(lv) 4 Maccabees regards the deaths as a substitute-ransom 
(iv-r/^oxov ) which gains deliveranoe, and Rom.3 declares 
that the death of Christ effects a liberating redemption, 
(v) Both passages Interpret death as being vicarious. Here 
we may draw attention to 4 Mac.6:28*9: tVo* ycvoC Tio Zgvzl
* V t  /  * \  .doo aCpKtxrSeis oOjtcov' b ikvj * KacQ^woi/
Heilenlstlc-Greek document than a Hebrew work, but its 
community of thought in respect of this incident with the 
earlier books of Macoabees makes the expression worthy of 
consideration.
**6 «F •
/  '  f V ?  V '  ' ' i  » ^ V j '  _ '  ’ v /  ^
7 T O f ^ < T o v  T b  e y u o v  d U jJL o C  k < * x  d C v T i * p o ) ( o V  ^ jC o T c jv  A « ^ > £  I ^ v  £ . ^ j \ !  .
Of the event Buchsel says, ''Only through substitutionary
suffering, througi personal self•offering, is the community
atoned" . 1 (vi) In both cases, it is Ood who provides the
means of atonement or propitiation. This is dear when
4 Mace, says *7 0£t^ TT/jovoroc (divine providenoe).. &«<£<t4o<t£v ,
Now in Horn.3 the word irp o l& ^ ro (usually rendered "set
2
forth") may be interpreted as "provided**, since the noun 
T/ooGeris and the verb appear several times in the NT in 
contexts where the idea of divine purpose or intention is 
clearly present. The remarkable community of thought 
between 4 Kacc.l7t22 and Homans 3t21ff oreates a strong
1 fpresumption that iX*crr^ ofcv in the latter is used, as in the 
former, with a "propitiatory" significance. Morris thinks 
that it is not necessary to assume the dependence of the 
Homans verses on 4 Msec., but as long ago as 1925, Hastings 
Rashdall regarded it as "highly probable" that the 4 Mace, 
passage was the source of Paulfs thought and expression. 4 We
wish to oonclude this study with a discussion of this
possibility.
1 SucKsel, TWKT, vol.3. p.323.
2 So Moulton and Milligan, VOT. p.536.
3 Cf. Hom.8t28.9tll} ph.1:9,11. Patristic exegesis supports 
this interpretation. The double accusative construction is
a difficulty, but the related word -tt/ j o o /m ' S o  has that con* 
struction at Rom.8t29 and Sph.lt5.
4 The Idea of Atonement in Christian Theology, (London,1925) 
p. 132. .......  . ...
V?e must deal firat with the question of the
dating of the two works. There is wide agreement that Paul
composed the letter to th© Romans during his three-month
stay in Greece, probably at Corinth, mentioned at Acts 20*2f.
The date of this visit cannot be fixed with certainty, but
it took place in winter, some time between late 56 and
early 59 A.D., and probably Just after the completion of
the Corinthian correspondence. A definite date for 4 Mace.
cannot be provided. The faot that the Temple and its
services appear in the book to be still in existence plaoes
it before 70 A.D. The most recent commentator on the work,
II. Hadas, claims that the title given to Apollonius (n^cr^yos
4>o»v»u'ys K<^ L KAikiCls reflects the state of
affairs at the time of writing and not during the Maccabean
periodt if so, the date of composition must have been
between 20 and 54 A.D., for it was only in those years that
Cilicia was associated with Syria for administrative pur- 
1
poses. Hadas himself suggests that, since there are
references to a state of peace being enjoyed by the nation,
the work belongs to the middle or end of Caligula»s reign
2(37-41 A.D.) before the persecution linked with his name.
1 The Third and Fourth Books of Maccabees. ed.v. Hadas. (Jew- 
lsh ApoorypKal Literature Serle.'t «ew Yor^ 1953.)
2 Many commentator.nplace the work about (hla tine. Joaohim 
Jerenlaa, Helllsenaraber In Je.u Umwelt (Oottlngen, 1968) date. 
It to c.36 A.b. A. pupont-sommer. Lo Euatrlene ilvre dea 
y&cohabeea. (Pari., 1939) put. It nearly a century later.
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There is therefore no impediment on the basis of date to 
the suggestion of dependence. The probability that 4 Maoc. 
waa written in Alexandria and ia strongly tinged with Greek 
philoaophical ideaa doea not neoeasarily militate against 
direct literary influence.
Whether or not we posit literary dependence, we
must investigate the nature and likelihood of the shared
ideaa. It ia quite clear that 4 Macc. is one of the finest
expressions of the glory of martyrdom* Around this theme
there had grown up in Judaism a theology within which the
sufferings of righteous men and the deaths of martyrs were
regarded (!) as being examples of supreme obedience to the
demands of God, (ii) as having atoning significance and (iii)
as creating merit which availed for others. Such views
about the value of suffering were very old in Judaism, and
found clear expression in the Rabbinic writings which con*
tain many reports of martyrdoms to which vicarious atoning
1
power is ascribed. The same ideas are hinted at in such
works as the Assumption of Moses, the Psalms of Solomon,
parts of the Testament of the Twelve Patrlarohs, and are
clearly put forward in the works commemorative of the
Maccabees. If we are to olaim that the language and thought
of this Jewish belief were present in Rom.3 we must seek
1 "Cf. Gen# R.44 on v.16j Exod. R.36.4. Moses, David, Ksekiel, 
Job, Jonah and Isaac were thought of as suffaring 
vicariously for the sins of the people.
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to discover whether ot not they are witnessed to elsewhere 
in Paul* In this connection, it is noteworthy that reoent 
scholarship has been asserting the influence of the 
righteous-martyr theology on NT Christology and soterlo- 
logy* C*K. 3arrett allows it prominence in his discussion 
of Mark 10*45)* it is present to the thought of E.Sohweiser
when he interprets Jesus9 life and death in terms of the
2
’’Suffering Righteous’* of Wisdom 5-4) H*J* Sohoeps asserts 
that it foreshadows Pauline soteriology,3 and tf*D* Davies 
regards it as a pattern of thought familiar to the Apostle 
and use* by him* Davies indicates that the idea of the 
righteous obedience of the martyr appears at Rom*5*13-18 
and Phil*2*8, that the notion of the atoning significance 
of suffering underlies Rom*6s6-8,17-19, that the theme of 
the merits of the righteous is basic to Rom*6 and suggested 
in 9*5 and 11*28*4 Since this theology of the martyrs - a 
well defined element in the religious milieu out of whleh
1 New" Testament Studies for T*S* Manson, (Manchester, 1969) 
p*l-18.
2 Particularly in his book Lordship and Disclpleship (SCMt 
London, 1960). Also NTS, v o l  *
religious History (KTs London, 1961) p*128* He thinks that 
the "Binding of Isaac" is the ultimate pattern of thought 
behind Paul9s theology of Atonement* This belongs to the 
same general theme, but references to it in Paul are hard 
to establish*
4 PRJ, pp*266-75* He notes that the terms "redemption", "just­
ification" and "atonement" are the conceptions most often 
found In Rabbinic literature to describe the effects of 
the merits of the rl^iteous*
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Paul came - seems to have oontributed to Paulfs soterlo*
logy and to Romans in particular. It seems reasonable
that we ahould Interpret Rom.3:21ff in terms of the atoning
value of the death of the righteous martyr and especially
the Maocabean statement of that theme,3* rather than in
terms of the Levltlo&l ritual and the Day of Atonement# As
to the method by whioh the value or validity of the death
is made available in his theology Paul leaves us in no
doubtt it is 7T|<TT£U>S (’I^ (Tou ty)f<TToc; )# This is his
2unique Christian contribution to the theme#
r~he possibility of a eommunlty of ideas between 
Homans and 4 Kaccabees leads to a further point# Indloatlons 
derived from the latter suggest that the book was not a
3mere literary exercise, but an address given to an audience 
on a set occasion (k*T<* tootov k^ i/jov ltlo). I r our 
text does not reeord the actual address, it is probably a 
later revision and extension of it# But for what occasion 
was the address composed? Do we know of any festival at 
which the seven martyrs ,rere remembered? In an article in
1 This point of view has been advanced Recently by E#Lohse, 
Martyrer und lottesknecht# (FRLANT 46, Gottingen, 1956#
2 It la interesting that K,Eultanann (Theploffl. of tfte 
trans#London, 1952. vol#l pp#46*7) and E#Kasemann (Z F .XLIII 
1960*1, pp#150-64) and othera who regard Rom#3»26 as a 
pre-Pauline tradition concerning the death of J ana, claim 
that he added to it the all-important words fc>fi TTiCTT^ cjS •
3 Cf. the use of the 2nd person throughout, and especially 
1:10 and 12*
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The Hlbbert Journal for 1917, B*v?* Becon examined with great
acuteness the leading features of the Feast of the Dedi­
cation with special reference to 4 Maccabees#1 It Is well- 
known that this festival, beginning on Chlsleu 25 and 
known as the Feast of Hannukkah or ’£yK<«vi* , ("Illumination" 
or more probably "renewal") oommemorated the rededlcatlon 
of the Temple In 165 B#C#, but Bacon claims that the 
remembrance of the seven martyrs who prepared the way for
Its recovery from Antloohus was a significant feature of the
2festival for a long time after Its inauguration# This part 
of the festival*s content and purpose was largely for­
gotten by Fharlsalo Judaism, probably beoause of the 
unworthy record of the successors of the Maocabaeans In the 
Sadducean prlest-noblllty) but Hellenistic Judaism made up
1 "'tte festival of Lives given for the Nation In Jewish and 
Christian Faith", Vol# XV, pp#256-278#
2 For one thing, the kindling of the seven lamps suggests a 
recollection of the seven martyrs# Then, fe Mac# (whloh alno 
remembers the martyrdom) gives directions for the due obser­
vance of the Feast of Dedication (oh# 1-2)# The possibility 
that Hannukkah derived from a pre-existing (pagan) feast
an Interest In renewal and revival makes it a fitting 
festival for the remembrance of the men whose faithfulness 
won them resurrection# Ike later plyyut Jioi* ’J ~pix 
commemorating the seven brothers and their mother Is de­
signed for the sabbath of Hannukkah (L#zuns. Die Oottes- 
dlenstllchen Vortrage Berlin 1852, p.124)# J# ^reudent’hal, 
blpyiavTuy Josephus beigelegte Schrlft (Breslau, 1869) 
suggesYecf Vnat 4 ¥ao# presents a sermon (or expansion of a 
sermon) given during the Hannukkah festival# Cf # H#Qres*mann, 
Tower of Babel# p#75 n#30# The Ninth of Ab was another 
occasion on which the Macoabees were remembered, see J# 
Obermann, "The Sepulchre of the Maocabean Martyrs", JBL, 
vol* L, 1931, p .260-265#
for the Ingratitude of the Palestinian synagogue and pre­
served the Books of Maccabees, glorying in the memory of 
the great deliverers. At a later date there was even a
cult of the martyrs1 graves at Antioch in which Christiana
1
for a time shared. It is therefore probable that 4 Macc. 
(or part of it) ief in Bacon1 s phrase, "a Memorial Day 
Address” composed for and repeated on the occasion of the 
Feast of Dedication.
How if the 4 Mace, statement concerning the 
martyrdom of the seven brothers Influenced Paul's thought 
and 1 . ;\tage in ft car-.3 und if, as seems likely, the remem­
brance of their deaths was associated with the Feast of 
Dedication, then we may be able to find more convincing 
traces of the influence of the Jewish Festal calendar on
Paul's correspondence with Corinth and Home than those
2suggested by T.»*. Manson. It may be recalled that -anson 
claimed that 1 Corinthians was written around the Passover 
season and that that ritual was present in Paul's thought 
(cf.ch.5*7ff) | that 2 Cc~Inthians 1-9 (written in the 
autumn) contains themes associated with Tabernacles (ch.5)
1 6f. y.ramznel, "£um judlschen Mfirtyrerkult”, TLZ,Vol. 
LXXVIXI, 1953, pp.!39ff. and H.A. Flschel, r,PropKet and 
Martyr”, JQR. n.s. XXXVII (1947) pp.265ff and 363ff.
2 JTSfVol. XLVI (1946) pplff. Mans on do^s not give the 
precise year in which he thinks the correspondence took 
place. Uncertainty prevails on this matter, but, in any 
case, neither Manson'a argument nor that which I will pre­
sent require any apeelal yean any one of those suggested 
(54-59) oan sustain the position. hat la necessary la 
that Homans should have been written soon after the
and the New Year (the giving of the Taw compared with the 
promulgation of the aospel). He goec on to auggect that 
the thought of Romans, particularly In chapter d, was 
partially inspired by the ritual of the Day of Atonement 
of the same year. But would that not place the writing 
of Romans too olose to the completion of the Corinthian 
correspondence, since the Day of Atonement falls less than 
two weeks after the festival of the New Year? It seems to 
us that it is more probable that if the occurrence of a 
festival turned Paul's mind to a certain theme in his 
writing of Romans, that festival was the Feast of Dedi­
cation. It began on Chlsleu 25 (i.e. two and a half months 
after the New Year) and thus took plaoe in the winter, and 
Paul is generally regarded as having written Romans in the 
winter season (Acts 20|2ff). The epistle, as we have seen, 
tears traces of the influence of the martyr-theology: now 
one of the supreme expressions of that theology (4 race.) 
was associated with the death of the seven Maccabae&n heroes 
and they were commemorated at the Feast of Dedication. Was 
the language and thought of propitiator?, atoning death 
given to Paul, as he wrote Romans, by the remembrance of 
the Maocabaean martyrdom at the Feast of Hannukksh? V?e 
cannot of course prove this hypothesis, but it is a 
fascinating idea that the sequence of Jewish festivals
Corinthian correspondence and in the winter season. Both 
these points are widely accepted.
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may have influenced, at certain poi fcs, Paul*a present­
ation of the Gospel*
* /In the course of this study of 6tc*
and their Biblioal background a number of significant 
principles for che interpretation of the meaning of words 
has become clear* In the first plaoe, the oareful invest­
igation of context has appeared of primary importance* That 
Dodd has negleoted this is the chief fault of his works he 
misses the frequent references to the divine wrath which 
suggest the idea of propitiation in words of the tV*<TK£crO-c< 
class* oecondly, his dependence solely on the meaning of the 
Hebrew word for the interpretation of the Greek word whioh 
renders or corresponds to it allows him to overlook the 
faot that the choice of the particular Greek word may have 
its own significance in the translator's work* In assessing 
the meaning of Greek terms, the Greek of the LXX merits 
some consideration in its own right* It Is necessary to 
ask why and with what meaning the LXX uses a particular 
word, especially when it appears to be a strange rendering 
of the Hebrew* With reference to the wcMs studied, their 
translation may have teen designed to keep alive the Idea 
of propitiation* At one point (in discussing Ps* 106)30)
Dodd has negleoted a crucial example of the use of e§iA<*<r- 
K£cr0«*i which would be prejudicial to his own thesis*
Again, his distinction between the religious and non-
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religlous use of if Inadequate * Here we have con­
sidered it right to investigate the history of meaning and have 
suggested that the root probably developed from an original 
non-oultie usage to the conventionalised meaning within 
the cultus* In this we have profited by Morris1 study 
and we have found evidence for the idea of propitiation 
in early, non-oultie usage* Morris, however, se ms to have 
allowed his exegesis of some cultic passages to be 
governed by the thesis he wishes to sustain and his inter­
pretations (in terms solely of propitiation) are, in places, 
rather forced* To us it has seemed the better course to 
allow for the presence of ideas of both expiation and pro­
pitiation within the oultie system of atonement*
The claims which our background study permits
« f __us to make regarding the meaning of fX«c<rK:<£<*-©<*« have been 
fully taken into account in our treatment of the important 
Romans passage* v'e have also gone further and sought to 
discover not only the theme whioh is being expressed, but 
also the general background of thought in Paul's mind* This, 
we submit, is not the cultio ritual of the Day of Atonement
\ t(which causes us to reject the view that means
"merey-seatn) but lies rather in the 4 Macoabees passage 
v/hich contains the only non-oultic occurrence of the word, 
and that in a passage with striking resemblances to Paul's 
language and thought* This hypothesis has enabled us to
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^ /interpret fX^ crr^ /)iov in Romms 5 In term* of the atoning 
and propitiatory suffering of the righteous martyr# Since 
the character of contemporary events is significant in 
gauging the orientation of a writer's thought, it is 
perhaps of more than a little interest that the probable 
chronology of the Pauline writings makes it possible to 
suggest that the thought of the Epistle to the Homans was 
influenced by the themes of the Feast at which the seven 
Maocabaean martyrs (in whose honour 4 Maccabees was com­
posed) were commemorated*
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The group of wo^ds associated with the term X^ iyoov (ransom)
In the Or^ek of the >:ew Testament is the usual, but not the 
1exclusive, means of expressing the id^a of redemption* The 
following survey of the linguistic usage of the Xot^ov - 
words is an attempt to penetrate the meaning which the terms 
had for the writers of the New Testament documents and, as 
such, is a necessary preliminary to any statement or inter­
pretation of the Christian doctrine of Redemption*
I* Classical 3r*ek Usage 
The word Xv/t^ on/ and its derivatives go back to the verb Xo^ is/ 
which has the general meaning "to loose”. Among the varied 
extensions of its use, this verb, when applied to persons, 
commonly means "to release, to set free from bonds, danger 
or difficulty”. It developed a particular usage with 
reference to the freeing of prisoners when a ransom was 
supplied as the condition of release, and so came to 
signify to release on receipt of a ransom, to hold to 
ransom (act*)” and ,?to secure release by payment of a 
ransom (mid*)1'2 Now the suffix - T/sov (contracted from 
- t^p/on/ ) denotes, basically, the instrument or means by 
which the action of the verb is accomplished, so that \v/y>o* 
will signify the means of releasing”: or if rebrunner is 
correct in suggesting a stage at which the suffix denoted
1 o^ yo^o^ lo 6 and express the same idea*
2 Cf* ^S,X^o2c, for examples of this from Homer onwards*
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payment,1 it will mean "the price of releasing • This is 
the basic significance of the word according to Liddell and 
Scott who go on to list the various senses in which it 19 
used: (a) ransom (almost always in the plural; in the sing, 
at ftiod.Sic.20,84 and Plut.Mo~al.2,295c) or ransom money 
e.g. Iliad 24 (title and herod.5,77 tJW X t bexecvyy/ , and 
useP v ith such verbs as ibovoct and Q& voci
in Thucydides, Plato end Demosthenes. It would appear to 
be as a special application of this sense that the word (In 
the plural) is used in inscriptions and papyri to mean "the 
sum paid" for the manumission of slav s (p.0xy.48b,49 and 
722:1st cent.A.D.) or for the redemption of a pledge (p.Bad. 
3,4:2nd cent.B.C.).^
(b) the means of expiation or atonement (infrequently): cf.
1 esch.Choeph.48 (reading Canter*s emendation for Xoy^ov )
Tt y^ /i Ao-^ >ov Trt<rovTos iribai; ( ' hat expiation is
there for blood once shed to earth”), also possibly Lucian
3Dial.Deorum 4,2.
(c) the general sense of recompense (very rare): Pindar,
.  /  /  V  /  . AIsth.8,1 X01-pot and 01.7,77 aut^ •
T A.ftebrun er.Orlechische *ortbildungslehre. (Heidelberg, 
1917) pp.!76ff. &o also T.Chantralne. La brmation des 
Noms en grec anclen, (Paris, 1933), p.dSB.
2 See A.Deissmann Light from the Ancient £ast. (Trans.of 4th 
Oerman ed., London, i§27) pp.i27-S?‘fe for details.
3 P.Steinleitner, Die Belcht 1m Zusammonhange mlt der sale- 
ralen hechtspflege Tn der Antlke. (Lejpslg,l9l3) pp.35fF.. 
Interprets xd-r^ ov in an expiatory sense in two late inscrip­
tions from Lydia.
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The process of word-formation whloh began with 
Xot^ov continued and cr a ted a new verb Xor^oo/ , XvJT^ oo<r0^ t 
meaning "to release for, or by, & ransom"# It seems that 
throughout the whole history of profane Greek literature 
this verb maintained unbrokenly the sense of "to ransom"#
In the active (according to Liddell and Scott) it conveys 
the meaning "to release on receipt of a ransom", or "to 
hold to ransom", of which "to redeem a pledge" (p#0xy#530, 
14:2nd Cent.A.D#) is a special application: in the middle
the sense is "to release by payment of a ransom"; and in the 
passive, "to be ransomed"# The suggestion that in this verb 
and especially in the middle voice the XuT^ov.idea may be
ft m 1neglected and the meaning regarded merely as to deliver" „
cannot be validated from Classical Greek sources# The 
only three passages where the active or middle form appears 
(apart from inscriptions and papyri) are Plato Theat# 165e, 
Poly.18,6,1 and Plut#Clmon 9 and all these expressly
2 v /intimate a price paid in the exchange# The noun Xo^o^is 
la rare in non-Biblical Greek and the lexicons cite only 
three occurrences: Plut#Aratus 11 in whloh we read of 
Aratus giving 26 talents to his fellow-citizens who wanted 
money for (among other purposes) the ransoming of prisoners
1 &o Th.Zahn, R&merbrlef* (1 ed#Leipzig,1910) pp#179-181#
2 LS observe that in a 3rd cent.B.C# papyrus (Kleph.19,8) 
the passive of la used in the sense of "to be released
from obligation"#
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( o<> Te *cc<X Xo-r/x-ocw o^ XX*.©cXcjtvov )t a 1st cent papyrus
(Teb. 120,41) uses the word in the senae of "redemption of a 
pledge"i and pap.Oxy.1130,20 (5th cent.A.D.) to mean
"release or discharge from an obligation”•
*> /The compound verb ^ttoXut^ogo oocur& occasionally 
in th active voice, though t^toXot^ oGo-G^ c (mid.) and the 
corresponding noun <JnroX01^ ^ 0-15 are very rare# The way in
which the active is used may be seen from the following 
examples 1 Epist.(Phil.) ap.Demos. 12,3, p.159 ’Au<f'\oxpv... 
(JbXXo^cov tJl*s ec^ T oc 5 ijJoty *c<*& cmfrejs cJ7re\oi^)vo<r^ tvcXocv —
, / M , x
-ro v  hold to ransom" ) |  PI.Laws 11,919a u s  €x.fy>o 0 S ..
<i-rroXoT^)u3cr^ Tujv »<y>o-n<Tuiv Xo-r^v (" to release on receipt 
of ransom"); Polyb. 22,21,8 kocl do)(V©0 ^lO^oXoy^-
*/ t \ o / r >\ > v ^©cvtos orr^o y u V o o tfo s  Ajytv o^ ot^ v a^roXv-n^ oauw (probably
"to put to ransom", of .Polyb.2,6,6 "to restore for a ramson"); 
Luolan says of Aohllles, y ^ /* « C T u j\ /  o X i y o ^  Tov kxropos V<L*yov 
«< T r o X o y u > « r ^ s  (f,to release on receiving a ranaom"). Only two 
very late passages are cited by the lexicographers for the 
middle voice, Pantaenus, Stratagemsta 5,40 and Julian, Imp. 
Orat.VI (Teubner,vol.l,p.253), where the meaning seems to be 
"to release by payment of ransom" • Xot/>oOct0^  2 jn piut. 
Pompey 24,4 the passive is used b* ic*! 8oy*T^ A/toviou
k«u -iroXXciv/ ^pyj/uocr^ \/ dffieXoya0*7 - and appears to mean "was
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T \uT/jtocris is related to the middle voice of the vexb, i.e.
release by paying ranaom-money#
2 For details see B.B. Barfield, ’’The New Testament Termin­
ology of Redemption, PTR, XV, 1917, pp.211-212.
released for a great sum" (i.e* the passive of the middle 
sense)* It la significant that In eaoh of these oases the 
price of release Is mentioned and the verb plainly bears
the meaning "to ransom"•
;  /The noun ^itoXot/x-jctis is also a rare ord* but 
slnoe It is an Important one for our purposes (being the 
characteristic New Testament word for "redemption") it 
requires careful examination* In Pompey 24*2 Plutarch (in
/  c  ^  c  Vspeaking of the pirates) says* <r<^ u*rcov/ ikow o^ 7roo/oa
v /  * /  } /  >' r *  -* P  /  ,
K - C l  t T o X f c O * /  £ ^ » X ^ x l X c J T c O \ /  < 3 < 7 It> X v jy 3 tO V 6 / S  O V 6 l b O i  * ) ^ v  T + J $  r  U > / U * < 0 * /
where iroXo-ipKoveis means "holding to ransom" * 
l*e* the action of the active voice* In Jos*Antiq* 12*2*3 -
TTXeioVcov/ 'bs It TeT^^ofio^ "rsOs^ v Tcov T^s cKTTo XoT/>Jj<3~<eo*>s ycv/vy-
i  ^ f  .cr<^<rBo<.t o^yxev<o\/, t«:oto6 (0f Arlstaeus paying the
soldiers for their prisoners) - the meaning Is "the price of 
release"* without it being quite clear whether the emphasis 
lies on the receiving or the paying of the ransom* In the 
Epistle of Arlsteas the word oo curs twloe (12*33) with ref­
erence to the release of prisoners of war* and the ransom 
price is stated In section 22 as being 20 drachmae per 
person* We read in Dlod* Fragm.37*6*3 (with reference to a 
slave who had agreed! ri*;h his masters for the purchase of 
his freedom) that Scaevola t^n/ <£ttoXot >^<ti\/ ... oWcrr^ o^ uw-cv
where again "release through ransom" is probably meant* with 
the emphasis on the action of the middle voice of the verb* 
that is* on paying* The word Is found in another record of
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manumission9 namely a 2nd or 1st century B.C* Inscription 
from Cos (Paton and Hicks, no*29) dealing with the liber­
ation of a slave* Here it is suggested by Deissxnann1 and
oZahn that deliverance0 is the meaning, slnoe the term
<?arcXcu0 o^co<ri5 describes the same tran^^tien elsewhere in
s 4the inscription* B*B* Yarfield and Leon Morris 9 on the
other handf claim that c^ TroXo"r^ vocr«s is a more precise
definition of the kind of liberation involved, l*e* a liber- 
( * 
atlon by the paying of a ransom. Another occurrence of the
word which may occasion some hesitation in Interpretation
is Philo Probus 114i this passage tells of a captive
Laconian boy who "Judged death a happier lot than his
present valueless life, and despairing of ransoming (ohro-
yvoos cJ'foXot^ ct.v; )f gladly put an end to himself” • One
might argue that here the meaning is simply "deliverance" I
but the context9 with its reference to slavery9 suggests
that the idea of paying a ransom price is not far from the
surface of the statement*
As has been mentioned above9 there is some
> /uncertainty as to whether the noun oCrroXoiykocns expresses 
the action of the aotive or of the middle voice of the verb 
from which it is formed, that ls9 whether the meaning is 
"holding to ransom" or "paying a ransom"* Both Morris and 
T Op.ctfc* p*327 n*6 and p*321 2 Op.olt. p*180 n*51*
3 Op.olt. p*214#
4 The Apostolic Preaching of the Proas* (London,1955) p*25*
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.'arfleld, while admitting the difficulty in choosing, 
prefer to Interpret it in the sense of the middle I but T.K. 
Abbott1 examines the passages and claims that "as far as 
usage goes, it would s<em that if we are to attaoh to ro- 
XoTy(Ko<ns the idea of ransom, the word will mean "holding 
to ransom" or "release on receipt of a ransom", not the 
"payment of ransom" "• ’hlle this may be true of some of 
the passages (e.g. Plut.Pomp.24,2) it cannot stand for all, 
and the passage from Philo is dearly against it. In fact,
Othe noun may take the sense of either voice* With ref* 
erence to Abbott9s point concerning the rightness of 
attaching the idea of "ransom" to «*iro f £t would
seem that the application of it, la generally corrects in 
most places where the word occurs9 the price of releaso is 
clearly stated* and where it is not expressed* the context 
suggests it* the only possible exception being the Cos 
inscription* So also with the other nouns| the context 
repeatedly makes explicit the notion of price* and thus 
gives precision to the meaning of the verb* Zn fact* our 
survey has shown that* throughout the use of the •
words and all their derivatives in Creek literature* there 
is a remarkable consistency in the retention and expression 
of the ransom idea*0
1 fepheslans and Colosslans* ICC* (Edinburgh* 1897)* p*12.
2 So Zahn* op.clt* pp.179*181*
3 The only exoeption whloh LS note among all the derived
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II* The Old Testament Background 
Behind the use of the Xot/<>ov -words In the LXX of the Old 
Testament there lie, in the main, two Hebrew roots, bxA and 
n iz>  ^ i other significant roots similarly translated are 
lOO(though only in the noun form 103) and pi0* If we 
are to understand the use and meaning of the LXX terms for 
"redemption” we must examine the use of these Hebrew roots*
The actions described in the Pentateuoh by the
verb bx\ are closely associated with the sphere of family
2relationships* Ihe word expresses the action of standing
up for” a relative (i) where blood has been shed, i*e* the
avenger of blood ( bxx ) who makes good the family honour
(Nurr*35| Deut*19:6,12) Jos*20:3,5,9; 2Sam*14ill),(ii) where
the family name is in danger of dying out, i*e* the process
of levlrate marriage (Ruth 3s13), (ill) when land has
fallen into the possession of strangers, i.e* bxx means
"reclaim”, (Lev.25:26,33), (iv) when a member of the family
has become a slave, i.e* bxA means "buy baok" (Lev*25i48ff)•
TormTTs eK\u-r/>o3o*s<*L * deliver,Schol. on Hosier 0d*4,35* The 
text "we must look to Zeus henceforth to keep us safe from 
harm" is explained as meaning that they would have to/hope 
"that after these things he (Zeus) may deliver <L*\oT/Ko<r*9Toa 
us from the impending distress". There is no suggestion of 
ransoming here*
1 Of its 99 occurrences in the OT the verb Xot^oo*/ , Xjt/>o3<t8<*c 
represents bxx 43 times and nis 43 times* The nouns fresi 
these Hebrew roots are rendered 12 times by ,
2 Cf. the study of the terms bxx and n~i<2> in J*J* Stamm, 
ErlSaen und Vergeben lm AT* (Bern, 1940)*
assumed that the basic idea inherent in the root bxx is "to
act as kinsman"* l*e* to do one’s duty within the family
group by recovering what had been lost* Recently A*R*
Jchnfton has suggested that all the aotiona required must
stem from one ooxnmon underlying principle and that the
basio idea in question is that of "prot e c t i o n " "It is the
function of the bxix to "protect" the life or vitality of
both the individual and the kin-group and thus preserve
their standing in society by keeping intact their essential
2unity or integrity"* Whatever be the primary meaning of 
the root* its association with the action of reclaiming 
property led to its being used to express the process of 
redeeming (by adding one-fifth to the valuation) by the 
original owner of something he had sanctified to the uord 
(Lev• 27 s 13 * 15 * 19 etc.)*
The verb bx\ occurs 40 times with Yahweh as the*“  T'
subject* In this use* we may think of Yahweh as the great
1 '"Wie Primary Meaning of /bxx "*VT*Suppl*l* 1963*pp*67-77*
R*de Vaux* Ancient Israels its liTe and institution (Eng* 
trans* London*' 1961 j* p.£l agrees that the fundamental meaning 
of the root la "to protect"*
2 Johnson* op*clt* p*71. He reduoes the two stems bxx# redeem 
and bxx • defile to one* having the general meaning "to 
cover"* The covering with a mantle (Ruth 3s9) symbolises the 
action of the kinsmans but "cover" may also develop towards 
the meaning "coat over, stain* defile"* This* Johnson* calls 
"sesMmtlc polarisation" whereby* from one origin* bxx came 
to be used (1 ) of protecting from harm and degradation* and 
(1 1) of suffering and causing degradation*
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From its association with these actions it is generally
Kinsman or Protector of his people9 who would succour them 
in times of distress and rescue them in times of disaster* 
Thus the word is frequently used of the deliverance from 
Egypt (e.g. Ex.6<6)15)13) Ps.77<15*78<35*106<10) and of the 
resoue from Babylon (e.g. Is.43<l*44<2?,i?3)48<20)52:3*9)63<9 
Hos.13<14 metaphorical*Mic.4<10). Moreover* Yahweh is 
spoken of 13 times in Isaiah 40*66 as bxil and the people 
referred to as "the redeemed ( D 7b?XX) of the Lord" (Ps.107 
2)Is.35<9)51)10 etc.) ^hen used to desoribe Yahweh*s action 
b x \  is not confined to occasions of national liberation) 
it is used of individual deliverance from evil (Oen.48*16*
Ps.69<18)119<154)103<4) and of the constant "redemption” of 
the saints (Prov.23<ll).
It may be said that when bxv is used of Yahweh 
it means "to set free* to liberate* to emancipate" end the 
idea of "ransom" has fallen into the background* if not 
entirely disappeared. Yahweh did not pay to the Egyptian 
or Babylonian oppressors any prloe for the release of his 
people. Nevertheless many writers wish to retain this idea 
and point out that the deliverances effected by Yahweh are 
not effortless performances) the cost in terms of his 
strength and power Is frequently stressed (e.g. Ex.6<6)Ps.77< 
15)) For Instance* B.7. estcott says1 . the idea of the 
exertion of a mighty force* the idea that the redemption 
oests much* Is everywhere present. The force may be repre- 
I . omrrencary on Hebrews (3rd ed.London*1903) p.296.
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sented by divine might, or love, or self-sacrifice, which 
become finally identical”• However it seema a very 
doubtful claim that the idea of the exertion and expend­
iture of divine power keeps alive in b x x  the notion of 
ransom price* An apologetic interest seer,.3 to dominate 
this interpretation and the significance of the difference 
in meaning is altogether missed in the attempt to make the 
usage conform to a presupposition* This we shall try to 
explain after we have looked at the root m o  •
If the verb b x x  has its roots in the realm of 
family or civil law, rns> appears to be related to the sphere 
of commercial transaction, in which there is no obligation 
arising from ties of kinship* The word means "to take a 
thing or a person out of the possession or ownership of 
another into on©1s own possession and ownership by giving 
a ransom as an equivalent or substitute for it”* Examples 
of this may be found in the "redemption" of the first-born 
(Ex*13sl2fffNum*18s15-17), the "redemption” at five shekels 
each of the Israelites who were in excess of the numbers of 
Levites whom Ood accepted instead of the first-born (Kum*3: 
40ff •) In accordance with this usage, the word is applied 
to the redemption of a a lave-concubines Ex*21*8 "If she 
does not please her master*.• then he shall let her be 
redeemed ( ) ”i*e* presumably by her father* The
view that this means ”he shall release her" appears to be
•8*7-
contradicted by the statement that, if this or other 
methods of giving freedom are not employed, "she shall go 
out for nothing, without money” (v#ll)# The idea of pay­
ment for her freedom (by another) la present in the text#1 
Like bx\ , the verb n 'X<3 is used frequently (3d 
times) with Yahweh as subject# The deliverance from 
‘ gypt is so expressed at 28am#7s23; Eeut#7s8,9#26,13:5,15s 
15,24:18; 1 Chron#17t21 and Ps#78*42# Yahweh9s act in 
"redeeming" from the Exile is not often represented by this 
verb, though it does occur (Is#35:l0,51:11)t sometimes it 
refers to Israelvs deliverance without mention of a specific 
occasion (Deut*21s8;Keh#ltl0fHos#7il3;Zeeh#10s8)# Moreover 
the deliverance expressed by m o  may be from iniquity or 
trouble (Ps#25;22,130:8) and frequently it refers, not to 
the nation but to the individual (e#g# 2Sam#4:9|lKings 1x29 
and often in Ps#) Of this use of m 9 (as with bxx) we may
T  T  “  "T"
fairly say that ”dellveranoe” is the dominant theme and
that the idea of ransom falls into the background# To
stress the costliness of the deliverance in terms of
Yahweh9s strength and activity in order to keep alive the
notion of ransom price (cf#Neh#l:10)2Sam«7:23) seems
to be an undue straining of evidenoe, dictated probably by
apologetic interests# Wherever there is need to emphasise
the exercise of Yahweh9s power in saving his people, it is
1 D#¥# Stalker, New Peakes Exodus,para# 194b and de Vaux, op#
oit#p#86 interpret the verb in the sense of paying a price.
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stated explicitly in the context* e have no right to read 
it into every occurrence of the verb in order to make the 
word retain a presumed original and single sense* The 
meanings of words are seldom static and unchanging and 
semantic development is often influenced by the events of
history* It seems very probable that the words SxX
and 9 which had a close association with the idea of
releasing slaves and of reclaiming persons and things
were taken up into the vocabulary of Israel9s writers as 
the most suitable terms to describe the liberation from 
slavery of those whom Egypt and Babylon had conquered, and
the reclaiming by Yahweh into his rightful ownership of
2
"the people of his possession"• This semantic development
1 nketKer this was the only or original use of the words 
may be open to question, for and are found in
early material with the straightforward sense of "deliver", 
Hos*13sl4, Mic*4s10,(ten*48s16 (J or E)* The ransom-ldea may 
then not be Inherent in the words, but be dependent on 
their particular use in social and legal codes*
2 In his book The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism* (London, 
1956) pp*268ff, ttr* Vp.vid "TSaube" points to this development
as being that of the concept of redemption, although, for 
him, concept history is traced in word-study* Primitive 
soolal laws (like those in the Pentateuch) governing the 
recovery of persona and property determined (in his opinion) 
the way in which the Exodus was thought of and desorlbed*
And the narratives of the Exodus influenced both the 
further history of the soolal laws by giving them their 
foundation (cf•Deut*16il?ff) and the direction which the 
ideas about 9od9s intervention on behalf of his people and 
man in general were to take* Daubs himself interprets the 
Hebrew words in terms of the basic idea of "recovery" and 
•ays (p*279) "Deliverance by God is frecovery9 , The notion 
goes back to ancient social legislation* It was transferred 
to the Kxodus which, in turn, gave a new Impetus to the 
soolal laws* It was applied to later deeds of God for his
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doe. no more then extend end emphasise whet wee already
the esrentlel theme of bxX end h t © in their epeeielieed
use, namely the idee of being brought into freedom*
The noun 1 3 D  means "a ransom" end in its Biblioel
usage it refers to the price paid to redeem a forfeited
life*1 The first occurrence is typical* Ex*£l:£8f* a
man whose ox haa gored another man and whose life is
therefore forfeit (in accordance with the ruling "The ox
shall be atoned and the owner put to death") may redeem
his life by paying a 1 3 D  , a ransom laid upon him. At Ex.
30|£, the half-shekel la the "ranaom-prlee" for the life
whloh would be forfeited in the plague. Likewise at Job
33t£4, the “Io b  delivers a man from going down into the Pit*
and at Job 36*18 the severity of Job's sufferings forms a
ransom whieh will be accepted by Ood in lieu of his life.
In Prov.6*34-6 ~t 0 b may mean either "compensation" for the
outrage committed, or a "ransom" for the life of the
adulterer. At Prov.l3*8 a man's wealth is thought of as
’the ransom of his life", i.e. as the means of securing
people. It was alao applied to the rescue by Ood of the 
faithful individual and to his final salvation of his own 
et the end of days. In the New Testament it is applied to 
the redemption through Jesus." See alao the same author's 
studies in Biblical (Cambridge, 1947) pp.39ff.
1 The only occasions when this meaning is not compelled 
by the context are at 1 Samuel 1£*3 and Amos 5tl£, both 
of whloh ooeurrsnoes probably refer to bribes.
him against oppression.1 Xt seems to us that from this 
11-'- can traoe a development from the use of I3i>aa 
almost a legal terminus technique - the ransom exacted - 
towards a more general sense, retaining the suggestion of 
"exchange", but oonnotlng mainly the means by which some 
particular freedom might be gained. Here Xs.43t3 is 
important, because it is the only occasion where “I 9 3 ia 
used in connection with Yahweh's deliveranoe of his people.
I have given 1 gypt for thy ransom ( ^ T93 ), Ethiopia and 
Seba in exchange for thee ( )". Xt is obvious that
this is a rhetorical flourish, a metaphorical use of the 
term, but some idea of an exchange to obtain freedom is 
present. Xt may be that Cyras la to be compensated for 
the emanoipatlon of Israel by the conquest of theae African
gnations which were not part of the Babylonian empire.
Of some interest in oonnection with the uee of 
the \oyov -words is the Hebrew root P13. The root means 
"tear away, break off", aa in 0en.27i40 ?!dv j
"thou shalt break off his yoke from your nook". Semantic 
development appears to have led in two directional (1) to
1 Prev.felJlB suggests an even wider eonnotatlon for the 
word. "The wicked is a ransom for the righteous" cannot be 
interpreted in terms of substl$*” on» w ® ..involve the unwarranted assumption that the righteous oulc 
have suffered if the evil had not been accepted on their 
behalf. The vivid metaphor almply means that the wieked are 
punished while the righteous are delivered.
2 Cf.J.Skinner, Isaiah (Cambridge Bible, 1898) ad loo. 
and D.R. Jones, Kaw Peaks. Isaiah para.451b, p.620.
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the meaning "break up, crush" and (ii) towards "break away, 
breav free, rescue”* At Pa* 7*2 we read ”••• lest like a 
lion they rend me, b^io ")’>«] i.e* crushing
me with no-one to deliver"* Ps*136*24 and Lam*5*8 both 
have the root with the meaning "to snatch from”, i.e. to 
rescue or deliver* In the course of Daniel’s words to 
Nebuchadnezzar (eh.4) we find at v.24 (EV, 27) npix'f 
p i  p which means "Break off your sins hy practising right* 
ecusnest"# It is improbable that the verb ia uaed here in 
the derived sense (common in Aramaic) of "redeem"* tins 
might be atoned for or expiated, but they could hardly be 
spoken of as "redeemed"* The importance of these cases 
of p i o  for our study lies in the LXX rendering of them, 
and that we shall discuss l&ter*
III* ilia Words in the septuaglnt
/
In the LXX of the Old Testament books the noun Xuy>ov ,
usualiy in the plural, occurs 19 times* It renders 1D D
1
six times (Ex.21:30,30*12* Num.35:31,32* Prov.6:36,13*8) , 
the participial noun d i 7~10 seven times (NUm*3*45,48*49,51f 
18*16* Ex*21*50| Lev* 19,20)t nbx'X five times (Lev#
25*24,26,51,52*27.3!) and I ’flp « "price" once (Is.45*13).
In the 16 passages of this list whloh belong to legal sections 
of the Old Testament* in the v^rse from Isaiah, 
provides, in accordance with its use in Oreelq the required 
1 n  18*43*3 7 is rendered by .
meaning, "ransoo-price"• On the other hand, the Hebrew
word in the two Proverbs passages is capable of a looser 
interpretation , and it is Just possible that there the 
connotation of the Greek term is correspondingly widened#
The adjective Xot >^u>tos (Lev#?5:31,32) and the compound 
noun €K\o-ryocj<ns (Kum.3:49), though not occurring in the 
New Testament, witness to the retention of the ransom- 
idea in the meaning of the word-group in the Pentateuch#
The noun >ot/>u><t.s occurs 8 times, representing the roots 
bx'Xand Hit), each four times.1 In four of th«se occur­
rences, in the Pentateuch, it is employed in the straight­
forward literal sense of Ma process of ransoming or 
redeeming by payment", as the contexts make clear (Lev.25:
29 bis,48jNum.18:16)• Outside the Pentateuch, however, 
the notion of price is not obvious. At Ps#49:7 bw 'D ] 
is translated "Tydjj Xot^s^cjs s the presence of
v /suggests that, for the translator, Xot o^oo-is by itself did 
not necessarily include the idea of payment# Again et Ps# 
Illi9 and 130;7, whore the XoiyOto<r.s is the gift of Yahwah, 
the implication of a ransom-price is hardly to be found.
The aame is true of Is.6514, "The day of vengeance (ok/Twrro- 
bo<r,s ) was in ay heart and the year of my redemption 
(\ur/0ui<r,s ) is come": this year is the same as that of
Yahweh1s favour (61:2) in giving to Israel victory and 
1 At Jucfges 1:16 it appears as a mistranslation of tr.O Jlbl.
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salvation* The noun denoting the agent, , occurs
twice, applied to God and translating (Pa*19*«14,78*58)
with the meaning ’deliverer”or possibly ’protector”, but 
without any suggestion of his paying a price for his 
people9s release*
re turn now to the use in the LXX of the verb 
\oTyOoGv 9 V n r y o o u c - Q f It occurs 99 times in the Old 
Testament books* "here there is a Hebrew base, it repre­
sents b*X forty-five times, forty-three times and pl®>
four times*1 re have already surveyed the use and meaning 
of these Hebrew verbs and have drawn attention to the 
significant distinction between the meaning of word* 
derived from them when used in the legal codes of the 
Pentateuch, and when used of Yahweh delivering his people*
The tame distinction applied to o^iyDo'o , for, of the 45 
times it renders b'X\ , eighteen (all with a human subject) 
connote the paying of a ransom price and these are all 
confined to two chapters of Leviticus (25 and 27): on the 
other hand, twenty-seven refer to Oodfs deliverance of 
Israel and of individuals and these are found mainly in 
Peutero-Isaiah and Psalms* Likewise, of the ^3 times the 
word Vot^oo translates i7!^, ten (all in the Pentateuch) 
refer to ransoming by the provision of a substitute, while 
thirty-three refer to God9s deliverance of his people and
1 Several other verbs are translated by it, but each only 
once«
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these are found in Deuteronomy, Psalms and occasionally in 
the prophets# It seems fair to claim that, when associated 
with the idea of the divine deliverance, the word \uyou> 
developed towards the general meaning "to release," to 
"deliver", with a weakening of the emphasis on the price 
involved#
In view of the fact that some scholars insist 
that the idea of paying a ransom in the costly exertion of 
divine power adheres to Xo'Tyoou , when used of Yahweh's 
acts of deliverance, it seems to us worthwhile to look at 
(i) the other Greek word which translate bxXand rns>
— r  T V
and (ii) the other Hebrew words rendered by ocj # By
doing so we may at one and the same time broaden the basis
of our inquiry and more adequately gauge the meaning which
the Hebrew and Greek words had for the translators#
(i) The verb renders rn$ at Job 33*28, thus preserving
the right meaning of the Hebrew verb here (cf# v#30), and
represents at Is#lt27 ( <ru3&^ <rc-roci y od^ otXuio-ii.
Pkj<zct9«t appears for bxX at 3en#48H6
("The angel who has redeemed me from evil") and eleven times 
in Isaiah 40-66# The same verb renders m s  at Job 5*20.6*23*
T T  W
Hoa.13*14jPa.69*18 (where bx-X appears in the same verso 
translated by Xu-r^ >oto ) and Is#50i2# At Job 19*26 ^kXociv 
renders bxA • These various Greek verbs quite clearly 
bear no suggestion of the ransom idea* they express simply
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the concept of rescuing or releasing (by Yahweh). Since 
the LXX translators could thus often render the verbs bx\ 
and n~?<D(with Yahweh as subjeot) by words so clearly denoting 
deliverance,1 it is not improbable that, as we have already 
suggested, this aspect of the meaning of is
dominant when it is used of Yahweh9s action and to trans­
late the same verbs.
(11) Something similar may be said concerning the use of 
XoTyoou3 to represent Hebrew roots other than n"70and BmX . 
Admittedly these (with the exception of O l2> which we shall 
examine later) are translated by only once each,
but even such rarities may be instructive* \o-y>ou> trans­
lates the Piel of * "protect, to set in security" at
Ps. 59:1: it renders the Fiel part, ayuiO * "rescue,deliver" 
in Dan.6:£8: and it represents "tear away, save or
deliver" at Pa.144:10. At Ex. 15:16 LXX (A) uses e\oT/3to<ru> 
(all other texts have 0< T+j CTu> ) for 11 , where the idea
of purohase may be present. At Ex.13:13 a confusion has 
resulted in being rendered by \uyoui * even the error
of translation in Ps.32:7 reveals that has been
drawn into the meaning "deliver" - "Songs of deliverance
1 The unity of meaning in the translation variants is quite 
important. The variants do not prove that Xo-r^oo means 
"deliver", but they may offer further confirmation of 
whet has already been proved likely. Dodd9a use of variant 
translations of “120 (see above ) appears to be
offered as the thesis to whioh the meaning of i\£<ri<e<r8*<.i 
is eonformedi and there is no clear unity of meaning in 
the variants of the word.
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( ubo ’in ) encompass me’ appears as t*o cSLyo£\\io^ t<* oo 
\v-rfi^<roci t It would be unwise to build too much on
these isolated instances, but they do at least reveal that 
the LXX translators could occasionally use the verb Xot^oco 
in the sense of "deliver" , when neither the Hebrew orig­
inal nor the context suggested the presence of the idea 
of a ransom price•
The use of Xo-r^oo to translate p“)J2> is of 
interest, ffe have pointed out that the root means "to 
tear away11, with a development towards "to break off" and 
’’to rescue", Xt was used in the Targums as the equivalent 
of S*A and XUP "to redeem, deliver, save" (e.g. Is.45sl7), 
and it has this meaning in Syriao, where purkana means 
’salvation". Now at Gen.27t40 it is translated simply by 
ckXucd f but at Ps.l36s24 and La».5:8 it is translated by 
XoTyOoo where the meaning of the Hebrew is clearly "to 
rescue or deliver' • At Ps. 7:2 the meaning of pl.^ > is 
probably "crushing (me)", but the LXX has /uy o^ Tt>s Xot^ o<j- 
yu/voo yuyXe (rifovTos *, where again \^y>ou> i® obviously 
drawn into the sphere of meaning of "rescue or deliver", 
and the idea of a ransom is not suggested by the Hebrew.
A rather different situation obtains at Lan.4:24(27) where 
the verb u  employed in the phrase "Break off ( p!9) your 
sin by practising righteousness" and the LXX renders it by
T The LXX reading has led many scholars to suggest that the 
original Hebrew was b ’-sra ]1 \'J pi.5> ]'X1 • no one to
snatch (me away), no one to help.
. There le no Justification In the context for
this rendering, but it does reflect the use and under­
standing of the root p-?s> in Aramaic in the sense "to 
redeem”, although it is hard to conceive what ”to redeem 
sins” could mean* It seems quite unjustifiable to claim, 
as Warfield1 and ^orris^ do, that the "acts of righteous­
ness" are the purchase-price of the deliverance, A few
verses later (Dan*4:34, LXX only) there occurs the only
> v / ,Instance of the use of : "at the end of the
seven years the time of my ^oXo-y^cns came, and my sins
and ignorance were fulfilled in the sight of the 3od of
heaven”• Both Morris and Warfield claim that the word
here must refer back to \uy>co<roa in v*24 which bears
(according to them) a ransom-price content, and, although
they admit that the emphasis lies on the deliverance
achieved, they wish to retain for the noun some suggestion
of price, in terms of the "acts of righteousness" • In our
view, this is a case of special pleading* The "breaking
off" of the king1 s sins, which the LXX renders by XJr^ cjoodc
(• redeem) caused a delay in the coming of the foreordained
Judgment (v*27-9)i later, he experienced for seven years
the retribution for his sins and pride, after which time
came his deliverance from the full penalty of his error*
We can see no Justification in the context for closely
T Op.clfr* pp*218-219* 2 Op*clt* p*17*
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conneetlng and ^TroXuT^cacns j the former
refers to the possibility of avoiding the punishment for 
sins, the latter to the deliverance which followed after
the full penalty has been exacted? nor do we find present
the idea of ransoming by the payment of a price*1
The verb ^t o Xot^ olo occurs twice in the LXXf at 
Hx*21s8 and Zeph*3sl* The Exodus passage is a legal one 
in which the idea of purchasing freedom is present , in the 
r n o n i  S "he shall let her be redeemed"• This is trans-
t  *. :
lated X0-7^0 coere* 9 which probably means "he shall
release her on receipt of a ransom"* At Zeph*3:l(3) the 
phrase k*! c^oXeXoT^cy^v^ ^ ttoXis ) renders the
Hebrew nbxXJl nxilO * The meaning of the latter is
* T  T  T  '  '  T  :
"rebellious and defiled", the partioiple being from the 
second root (aoeording to A*H* Johnson, the same basic 
root) bx,\ • to stain, defile* The Oreek translator has 
rendered the form in terms of bx X « to protect, reclaim, 
redeem* There is nothing in the context which necessarily 
suggests that the Idea of payment adheres to the Oreek 
verb*
Our survey of the \^ t/>ov group of words in Classloal Oreek 
revealed that the words consistently retained, by reason 
of the precision of their contexts, the idea of ransoming 
by the payment of a price* It would appear that the same 
T— So'ftTao Buchsel ln-CTT. Vol.4, p.354.
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cannot b© said with any certainty of their use in the LXX# 
Concerning the noun Xut^on/ itself we may still say that it 
bears* almost always* the sense of a price or compensation 
given for the reclamation of a person or thing* but may 
be metaphorically employed on one or two occasions# Five 
times out of eight the term also bears the meaning
"ransoming”• It is significant, however* that sixteen of 
the nineteen times Xoyjov'is used* and four of the five 
times XuTyDvoo-is means "ransoming”* are to be found in the 
legal sections of the Pentateuch# The verb Xut^oco bears 
the sense "release by paying a ransom-prioe" only in the 
legal codes (accounting for about one-third of all the 
times it is used)* but seems to mean "deliver* rescue" 
(without the presence of the ransom idea) elsewhere in the 
Old Testament# This opinion is in harmony with what was 
discovered about the semantic development of the verbs 
b^X and m o  * and is supported (on occasion) by the fact— 1- T 1- w
that Vjtjcocj can translate other Hebrew words which 
connote rescuing or delivering# The single instance of 
tJirtAoTyOiocns should not be interpreted as having any 
"ransom” significance# The verb kvo\o-rpo*j± is used once 
(in a legal section) to mean "redeem with money"* and once 
(Zeph#3sl) where this meaning would be Inapplicable# It
seems to us that from all this we must conclude that
within Diblical Oreek almost all the \St/>o v words devel-
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oped their wider sense of "deliver" (without implying a 
ranaom-prlce) because of their use to translate the Hebrew 
words, especially the roots SmX and H “?2) $ associated 
with the activity of Yahweh in rescuing his people from 
bondage and reclaiming them for his own* Here the word- 
complex evolves in the direction of stressing the central 
theme of release, rather than the means of achieving it* In 
the vocabulary of social and legal transaction, however, the 
words retain the idea of payment and price*1 This explioit 
association of the ransom idea with the \oyoV*words in 
a certain type of context, and the senantlo development 
traced in the LXX translation will be of significance when 
we come to explain and interpret the use of the word- 
complex in the language of the Hew Testament*
IV. The Usage of the Dead Sea Scrolls
The development of meaning which we have suggested for the
verbs b x \  and HIO reeeives confirmation, in the case of
nif> , from the usage of the Dead Sea Scrolls* The root
bx\ oceurs only once in the discovered doouments, and that
in a passage reconstructed by Sehechter: CD 14:6 nb £j*&)
b[xi]x* The context makes the suggested reading probable:
1 It is perhaps significant that the examples of late Oreek 
usage cited by Delssmann (op.olt*) and Moulton and Milligan 
VOT* ad loe* as guides to the meaning of \oyo* in the NT 
are almost all from legal transactions, which state or 
imply the theme of purehase* Commerce and the slave-market 
were the spheres in which this connotation was kept alive*
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it concerns the use made of contributions of money by 
members of the community for the support of the poor and 
needy* "the man who has been stricken (with leprosy)* he 
that has been taken prisoner by a foreign people* the 
virgin who has no kinsman, and the orphan of whom no-one 
takes care"# This is an example of the use of the root in 
its basic sense "to protect* to act as kinsman".
The root H I D  appears more frequently. The 
verb is used four times in the Hymns of Thanksgiving with 
the meaning "to release or deliver", (1) Col,2,32 ..J"ll^ !07 
| rax (n)jT,iOMf^ offl the assembly of the seekers of 
smooth things thou hast released the soul of the poor",
(2) Col,2.35 "TO ’U/OJ ioJ17wthou hast delivered my
soul out of the hand of the mighty". Here the author gives 
thanks that he has been saved from association with false 
worshippers (Pharisees or Sadduoeea) who sought to impose 
deceit and folly, (3) At Col, 17,20 the word "soul" is 
probably to be added after the verb[~]ni£)J J j i p i y  [••* while 
(4). Col,3,19 records the author1© thanks to $odt "thou hast 
released my soul from the pit* Jinu;0 ’U/9J njV 10. If this
passage refers to aotual death*1 then we have the root H19
♦
used in connection with the ultimate deliverance and entry
into immortal life. At 4Qpsr on ?s,37 the verses 14 and 15
are made to r*fer to the wicked men of Ephraim and Manaeseh
1 K,B, Jaurin* The Question of Immortality in the Qumran 
•Hodayot1"* JSb*111*1958,pp.344ff* suggests that it ia 
a vivid expression for release from great trouble.
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who seek to assail the priest and the men of his counsel,
but (the commentary goes on) MGod will deliver them out of
their hand, tl"I’D □ bxi • Finally, the verb appears at
CD 16#8# "A8 to that which he (Voses) said, fTh«t **h!eh has
gone out of thy lips thou shalt observe and do1 (Deut#23,23),
ev?ry binding oath with which a man will have pledged
himself, to carry out a principle of the Law, let him not
redeem it (iniO1 bx1) even at the price of death" f that
means that a man must keep the vow which pledges him to
obey a commandment even at the cost of his life. Here the
idea is similar to the Old Testament "redemption of a
pledge" and the suggestion of price (here an insufficient
price) is contained in the phrase JUD "l’no “IV, "to the
price of death"• As In the OT legal passages the ransom
content in m O i s  provided by the clear expression of
price in the context#
The noun J1T7D, "deliverance or redemption”, is
found several times in the v*ar Scroll# Col#l#12 declares
that the struggle between the Sons of Light and the powers
of Darkness will be a time of great distress for the "neople
of the redemption of God, bx jiiif) nv"# Because of the
eschatological outlook of this document, it seems probable
that this phrase means the "people who will be delivered by
Ood”, rather than a characterisation of the people from
1 S^chechter. Documents of Jewish Sectaries (Cambridge, 1910) 
reads *9R5 it voidT.
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their past experience. This view 19 supported by the occur­
rence of the phrase b ’oblV J111 £)"eternal deliverance" (In 
v.12 also) to refer to the hoped-for triumph of the 
community over the powers of evil. Col.14.5 uses the same 
phrase "the people of the redemption" In the prayer of 
Thanksgiving over the enemy dead: "Blessed bevthe God of
Israel who keeps the nromise of safety to the people of 
his redemption ( lJiiio O^)". The reference here may be 
either to the future certainty of ultimate triumph or to 
the actual battle Just completed.1 In any ease, the meaning 
In these passages Is clearly "salvation, redemption0 with­
out any suggestion of the payment of a razisom-price. Col. 11. 
9 declares that God has taught his people how to make the 
Lords of Belial, the seven nations of nothingness, fall 
Into the hands of "the poor of thy redemption ( nimnf) jr^X)"
end the word «n n2> probably bears a future reference. Again, 
Col.13.14 proclaims " ho Is like thee In power, 0 God of 
Israel and with the poor Is the hand of thy might. hat 
angel or prince Is like the help of thy redemption, X^OI 
£.rOJ1l]-|D JTIT^O 1UJ1 . Col.15.1 returns to the
thought of 1.12* the struggle "will be a period of trib­
ulation for Israel and of declaration of wars *11
nations, and the portion of God (will be destined) for
I flfcie latter seems more likely In view of v.1-0, "Thou hast 
kept thy soul (life) of thy redemption (HDJine) ujDJ w)w
I.e. thy redeemed ones, the community#
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eternal redemption ( D^obi^ bx, bllXJ), and all the0 i "
wicked nations for extermination"• Col.17.6 refers to the 
party or portion of Godfs redemption ( IJIIljb] b“M\) to 
whom he aends eternal aid by the might of the angel he haa 
glorified: and 18.11 speaks of the appearing of the "eter­
nal redemption (in the future) tpobiV J i l l ? ) * , which God la 
granting by the hand of hi a mercy to his people in their 
victory over the enemies. None of these occurrences 
possesses a ransom significance.^
A number of interesting points emerge from this 
survey: (i) the use of the root bxx seems to have been 
avoided in the Dead Sea Scrolls, while (ii) m f )  appears 
frequently to express general deliverance or release;
(ill) the noun JlllD is often used, especially in the hr 
Scroll, of the hoped-for eschatologica! deliverance;
(iv) it is clearly implied that the people of the covenant- 
community are those who have experienced "deliverance" 
from the nnworthy worship of others and who will enjoy the 
final "deliverance" by God.
v /V. The Use of the Xuyov -words in Philo
Because of the contemporaneity of Philo1s writings with
some of the New Testament documents, it seems proper to
investigate separately his use of the -words, rather
i fke root i1“7£) occurs once in the Oration of b oses 4.2 in 
connection with the duties of the Year of Release or 
Redemption.
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than include it in the survey of Classical Oreek usage. At 
Sac,114 Philo quotes Ex.13,13 "Every firstling of an ass 
you shall redeem (Xu-yuocpy ) with a lamb" * the "ass" he 
Interprets as "labour" and the "sheep” as "progress"* and 
then continues* "If you cannot gain progress in exchange 
for labour* let the labour go as well* for the word "ransom" 
(\oy>£<ry ) suggests this* namely that you shall free (£.\eo- 
0 £^ >o<rbtt ) your soul from the oare that has no end and 
accomplishes nothing", Philo goes on to ask (117) what is 
the meaning of the Levites being the ransom for the first­
born* and he offers a variety of explanations. The first 
is that if nature forwards efforts for progress in base 
subjects* then the biblical words suggest the doing of 
homage to Ood "with those firstlings and honours which 
are the ransom (\oyoc ) of your souls* for they rescue it 
t <*w<*XX*<nro ) from cruel taskmasters and redeem it Into 
liberty ( 4f<*i^ orba os <£\eo&<£/>u*v )"# The second inter­
pretation is that Levi* Israel1 a first son* means the 
Sanctified Reason and was accepted by Ood rather than 
Reuben* Jacobi first son* who represents natural ability. 
This sanctification of Reason, Philo says (121) is the 
"primary meaning of the price which the soul that craves 
liberty pays for its deliverance and ransom (
4Xeo0<Ljolies <£</><<£y^<Lv/^s X j another
explanation of the redemption of the first-born is offered
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in terms of the saving Influence of good men in s com­
munity: "every wise man Is a ransom (XJx/>o\/ ) for a fool 
whose existence could not endure for an honr, did not the 
wise provide for his preservation by compassion and fore­
thought1’ • This process of saving by the merits of the 
good Is perpetual: "the cities of the Levltes were
V ^  v \ransomed for ever ( Xot o^cotx* <W thxvtos Lev*25:32) because 
the worshipper of God has reaped eternal freedom ( *>/ 
cXeoQeyOiiv' it Is quite clear rora this whole section
that Philo finds the Xurpov-words In his Biblical texts 
and quotes them In his work with the ransom significance 
ihlch their oontexts In legal codes required: but when he
proceeds to explain the meaning of the passages the strict 
ransom sense Is missing and the Idea of freedom )
becomes dominant* Consequently the word Xoyjox/ becomes a 
metaphorical or allegorical description of the means by 
which some particular freedom is achieved, rather than a 
literal term denoting "price paid"* A clear example of 
this is £pec*Leg*l*77 where Philo says that the first- 
fruit contributions to the Temple revenue are Xot^ <*, since 
’they are expected to gain rel?ase from slavery, healing 
of diseases, to secure freedom and preservation from 
dangers"• Here the idea of equivalence is not present in 
the way it Is in the passages which either quote OT legal 
usages (Spec*Leg*2 *116,121,122 etc*) or manifestly use the
  ■
words In the sense of the payment of money to purchase 
freedom (Speo.Leg.l.l35;2.9SJ3.146#150i Heres 4 4). Phllofa 
own interpretation of the terms is found again at Heres 124 
where he illustrates the truth that Ood "takes" from us, by 
pointing to the ransoming of the Levites, and adds "this 
is the correct name, for nothing ao well redeems to freedom 
( iiod^ ei-roCL 6is iot>/ ) as to take refuge with God and
become his suppliant". The half shekel of Hx.30:12 he 
interprets as "given for the ransom of the soul when God 
frees with a mighty hand from the cruel and bitter tyranny 
of passion"• As with Philofs thought, so with his use of 
language: it is impossible to find strict consistency. He
quotes the Blblloal texts, but he must Interpret them, and 
this he does, in his allegorioal fashion, without retaining 
in any recognisable form the common Greek idea of ransom- 
payment•
The noun ooroXuTyOocns appears twice. In the course 
of the story about a Spartan boy who was brought into 
captivity (Probua,114) Philo says, "He Judged death a 
happier lot than his present valueless life and despairing 
of ransoming ( iwoyvois iiroXoT^ cje-iv ) gladly put an end to 
himself". Simple deliverance may be meant here, but the 
context, referring to slavery and freezes, suggests that 
the idea of paying a ransom (the only method of gaining 
freedom from slavery) may also be present in the statement.
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In extolling the glory of th* number 10 (Congr.109) Philo 
states that "ten" in Abraham1 s plea for Sodom was TeXcoV^ ioc 
<k"rroXoTyaco<tis , Kow the Genesis story shows elearly that 
ten was the minimum number of righteous men for whose sake 
God would spare the city! that they were a ransom is 
nowhere implied# Consequently we may interpret Philo*s 
phrase to mean "the final possibility (or condition) of 
deliverance” • The verb appears once, in the course
of an allegory on Jacob and Laban (Leg#All#3#21) ootos 
(^ tto\ot^ oGtc^ l ioockkov' KotL iTotdCjs/ <bi*voio<. f "thus the under* 
standing is delivered from vices and passions by stripping 
from the soul all voices belonging to the body and senses". 
Here the correct translation is "deliver”, as in the Loeb 
edition: there is no need to try to extract the idea of
ransoming from the text#
By way of summary, we may say that our study of the 
Xvjyjov -words in Philo reveals (i) a metaphorical usage 
which may properly be understood in the sense of "means 
of achieving freedom”t (ii) a use in Biblical quotations 
which usually connotes "ransom" or "the process of 
ransoming"; (iii) is used once of "ransoming"
{probably) and onco of means of deliverance”) (iv) the 
single occurrence of T^roXu-i^ oca bears the meaning 
"to deliver, to free"#
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VI# Redemption In Judaism? Rabbinic and other sources
The use of bxx. and m 0 in the Habbinlc literature la 
worthy of some attention as showing the meanings attaching 
to the roots in post-Biblical Hebrew. b x x  la used quite 
frequently for the "redemption" of property (e#g# of 
fields and houses, Arak#9.1-4) and of things dedicated to 
the Lord (Arak#7#3-5)• It Is used also of "avenger of 
blood" (Mak#2#7 cf#Num#35:19ff)• This is in harmony with 
what we noticed concerning the use of the words in the 
Pentateuch# As in the Old Testament, so in the Rabbinic 
literature, we find the root Sxx used often of the divine 
deliverance from Egypt, the Exodus*1 Tractate Pesahim 
(Feast of the Passover) is naturally rich in such examples 
(of#10#5-6) but none of them requires the suggestion of a 
ransom-prlce in terms of the exertion of Yahwehfs porter*
The word is also applied to the hoped-for future deliver­
ance when Israel1a afflictions will be ended# An example of 
this is the Seventh of the Eighteen Benedictions, a prayer 
whose historical origin may be in the Haecabaean age: 2
Look upon our afflictions and plead our cause and 
r deem us ( ijbxx-7) speedily for thy namefs sake, 
for Thou art a mighty redeemer (^ jix, pTfl PX!X|# 3
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, the Redeemer of Israel ( bxix)
1 since there stand behind bxxideas of duty derived from 
family kinship, it is probable that this root, rather than
ni£>, became popular to describe 0odfs deliverance, because 
it suggests relationship, chosenness and the covenant*
2 So J#H# Herts, The Authorised Dally Prayer Book.(19S9)p*140
3 Of Interest l a  the addition for Chanukkah and Purlm to 
the 18th Benediction (which probably also goes back to the
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Commenting on this passage, Leon Morris1 suggesta that the 
idea of coat in the expenditure of mighty power may be 
discerned, but adds "it must be admitted that this use of 
the term tended to be conventionalised, so that it is not 
always possible to insist upon this". The noun b x i \  is 
frequently used by the Kabbis to describe the coming 
Messiah, the great hedeemer of the glorious future. It 
seems to me possible that this application of the noun 
derived from the use of b x \  in connection with the Kxodus 
deliverance, and that consequently the Messiah was naturally
oregarded as a Moaes-like deliverer.
The root ni£) is regularly used for the
"redemption" of persons and things, e.g. standing corn
(Peah 4.7), dough (Hallah 3.5), dedicated produce (Terum.
6.5; Pea.2.5), captive slaves (Ketub.1.2,4:3.1), persona
from Gentile ownership (Git.4.9). This is the usage we
expect in legal and cultic transactions originating in the
Pentateuch. It is significant, however, that the root
vp.ceafeapen age) "We thank thee for the miracles, for the 
redemption ( 1& T 9 U) for the mighty deeds and saving seta
and for the wars Thou didst wage for our forefathers in 
days of old, at this season". Here the Maccabaean deliver­
ance la regarded as a "redemption", the word used being 
derived from P“12> , which we already noMoed in Daniel, a 
book of probable Maccabaean origin.
1 Op.clt. p.2 0.
2 For a survey of the Messiah-Second Moses motif see Moisei 
l^otrime de l*aIllance par R^Paselles et alii, (Paris,lWFV~ 
Sections i-xTTT Traces of the idea may be found at 
several places in NT Chriatology.
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Is never used in the ^ishnah to describe the deliveranee 
of Israel in the Sxodua or In the future* In view of the
fact that in the Old Testament (and particularly in Deutero-
Isalah) the use of Sx\ for 3odfs deliverance of his people 
is far more common than the use of 7110 f one may suggest 
that the notions of relationship and of recovery which 
are implicit in bx\ are probably the leading themes in 
the Jewish understanding of "redemption" * 1
The noun is used by the Rabbis as a technical
term for a ’fine" or "indemnity"* It is the "ransom-price" 
which the owner of an ox which killed a man must pay to 
the deceased1* relatives (i*e* the dead man9* value) B*Kara* 
4 .5:5.3* Here the fine is treated as an atonement for one9* 
own offence# but the term was capable of bearing a wider 
reference* The idea of the vicarious pcwer of a kopher 
underlies the recurring expression ’May I be an atonement 
for you"f by which a man declares his readiness to suffer 
on behalf of others (cf* Negaim 2*1 ...1J110D MX)*
At this point in our study it seems pertinent
2to draw attention to the connection in Jewish thought 
between suffering (particularly death) and atonement* Trad-
1 ~e noted that Hi) is the characteristic word at Oumran* 
Was this a protest against the common practioe?
2 It appears to have been within Palestinian Judaism that 
the idea of the atoning power of suffering developed* Philo 
and Josephus do not seem to know its therefore it Is 
unlikely that we should seek its origin in Hellenistic 
Judaism* For textsf see Rabbinic Anthology ed* Montefiore 
and Loewe, chapter 8 *
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itionally, atonement was regarded as coming through the 
cult and the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement, but after 
the destruction of the Temple and the cessation of sacri­
fice it was considered as being accomplished by the life 
of obedience, through suffering and particularly through 
death#1 liile the idea that a man^ death atones for his 
own sins is not traceable in pre-Christian Judaism, the
otheme of a representative atoning power is pre-Christian.
This vicarious atonement was won by the d^ath of the 
righteous. Thus Test# Benjamin 3.8 reads: "In thee shall 
be fulfilled the propheoy of heaven (Is#53) that a blame­
less one shall be delivered up for lawless men and a sin­
less shall die for ungodly men”. The old Jewish tradition 
concerning the Binding (Akedah) of Isaac, which some 
scholars regard as having been influential on the Pauline
4doctrine of the Atonement, reveals also the represent­
ative valu* of suffering# The whole theme may have owed
1 See A# Buchler, Studies in Sin and Atonement (London,1920) 
pp# 175-189: G.F# Moore, Judaism (Oxford* 1^27? Vol#I pp.546- 
552: S* Schechter, Some Aspects' of Rabbinic Theology (London, 
1909) pp.307-311#
2 See R#H# Charles, Testament of the.Twelve Patriarchs#(A# and 
C# Black, 1908) p*202. and S.tohae# Martyrer und flottes- 
knecht (FRLANT,46: Gottingen*1955) Tell 1: Suhnetod im Spat- 
Judentum#
3 The form quoted is probably pre-Christian: the Christian 
additions are absent from the Armenian version.
4 H«J*Schoepa, Paul: The Theology of the Apostle in the light 
of Jewish Religious History (Lutterworth, 1961) eV** 3^2*
Vermes makes a full study of the theme in Scripture and 
Tradition in Judaism (Leiden, 1961) pp#193-SS’t»
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much to the content of Isaiah 53 and its interpretation*
According to Pesik*27,174b it is to be learned from 2 Sam
21*14 where after the deaths of Saul and Jonathan Ood is
said to have been entreated for the land (Heb* IJIV LXX
)# Examples of this doctrine are found in the
traditions concerning the tfaccabean martyrs, especially
in the passages already quoted (p*63f. ), namely 2 Mac* 7*37
(dated either 38-34 B*C* or 41-44 A*D*)s 4 Mac* 6.28 (from
the third or fourth decade of 1st century A*D#)
Be merciful to thy people and let my punishment 
be sufficient for their sake* Make my blood an 
expiation for them and take my life as a 
substitute (i>/Ti,v/)o)(pv' ) for theirs :
and 4 Mac *17*21-2 which thus sums up the achievement of the
seven brothers!
They having become as a ransom(?) for the sins of 
the nation ( ( V t t c / )  ^ m t V ^ u x p ^  y c y o v o - r * s  r ^ s  t o o  
c8voos ikjuot/oTtUs ), through the blood of these 
righteous ones and their propitiatory death, the 
divine providence rescued Israel which had been 
lll-usrd.
No dearer or more profonnd statement of vicarious atonement 
can be found in Judaism and it may well be of some signif­
icance (as suggested elsewhere in this work) for the 
understanding of the New Testament statements concerning 
the death of Jesus*
v /To return to the use of Aoyoo in Judaism:
Sirach uses the verb five times - 48*20 'The Holy One 
delivered (4\o7y>o<n*To) them (the people of Jerusalem) by
  '
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the hand of Isaiah". 49.10 "The twelve prophets... delivered 
(c \ot/>cj(Tocto )* Jacob by the confidence of hope". It la 
significant that the Hebrew verb in these two places la V U 1 
"to save, to d e l i v e r " I n  a confused addition to 50.24 
(which is associated with the promise to Phinehas) we 
read "May he deliver us in his time, ^  otot©o
X o t s " .  The concluding prayer of ben Siraoh 
includes among its thanksgivings to Ood (51.2) "Thou didst 
deliver my body from destruction (£\o^0cj<no r©
)H and without Hebrew parallel, "Thou didst 
deliver me according to the abundance of thy mercy and the 
greatness of thy name ( € . X o T / 0u !> < ri^  ^  k < < t * <  t< o  v X ^ & o s  ^ X ^ o o s  
6voyuL.cTos <roo The idea of ransom is not present In 
the Oreek of ben Slraohs in his usage Xo-r^ ou> connotes 
release or deliverance.
At 1 Mac.4i11 Judas Maccabaeus, in rallying his
followers, recalls the deliverance of the Red Sea and bids
his men cry to heaven for the help of Ood, that "all the
Gentiles may know that there is one who redeemeth (delivers)
Israel and saveth hor, (oXo-y>ooyx^vos *<*<- Tt*/ M<rpot*j\)n m
The context, as well as the parallel provided to Xo-r^ oC -
aa<l>/os by , suggests that the ransom idea is not
present heret the verb simply means "deliver, rescue".
T vs! A and Lat.vers.read the plural, but the singular 
suggests the one volume whioh the works of the twelve 
latter prophets formed.
2 K.Smend, Die Welshelt des Jesuw ftlriafr. (Serlin, 1900).
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It la claimed by Morris that the essential 
ransom significance la alivo in the usage of Josephus, 
where the noun \o t j^ov appears for the "ransom" paid for 
prisoners in time of war (Ant«12:28,33,46| 141107,371; 16;
186; Bell* Jud,1:274,384)." That significance Is certainly 
present, but it is the context rather than the word itself 
which makes this clear* In a context dealing with the 
freeing of pri a oners by oayment, the word \orp <»/ and any 
derived word could have no other meaning but "ransom”.
Morris also assumes the ransom idea in Enoch 98*
10, " herefore do not hope to live, ye sinners, but ye shall 
depart and die, for ye know no ransom", of* Ps. 49:7-9*2 
Since there is no clear expression of price in the passage, 
it may be sufficiently precise to Interpret the word as
"means of deliverance” from the doom of death*
In the use of the Xoiyoov/ -words, and of their
Hebrew equivalents, in Jewish writings, the emphasis in
meaning lies upon the theme of deliverance, except where 
the idea of payment is clearly Implied or expressed in 
the context*
VII* The New Testament usage 
Before we proceed to the discussion of the New Testament
V /passages in which the XoTpoy/ -words are found, we may recall 
two points from our earlier discussions* The conclusion 
1 Morris, op.clt*. p*21 2 Ibid*
we reached as to the special Jewish-Biblical character of 
New Testament Greek is of significance for the interpre­
tation of this word-complex# If the papyrological finds 
of Egypt (which are predominantly fragments of legal 
and commercial transactions) were the clue to 7 3rsek,
then Deissmann would have been correct in his contention
> . / \ / that «7<TToXoTyou><ris f Xot^ oov etc# are to be interpreted in
terms of the manumission of slaves, with emphasis on the 
idea of payment in order to gain freedom#1 But if Blblleal 
Greek provides a better source from which to investigate 
the words» then our survey of the LXX and Jewish usage 
reveals that the Interpretation of their meaning is neither 
so straightforward nor so simple: themes and ideas other
than those related to commerce and the slave-market 
provide the background of meaning, the most important of 
these being the theme of Israel*s deliverance# The second 
point io ^elated to the first# Since the New Testament 
writers were using this peoullar Biblical Greek, we must 
allow for the possibility (though we must not exaggerate 
it) that the 1st century readers of the documents inter­
preted the XJiyOcV -words along the lines of the familiar 
Greek of the market-place# Such a procedure would Involve 
a significant narrowing of the referenoe of the terms and 
would Influence the theological understanding of redemption# 
1 ~e£ssinaxm, op#clt»# pp# 319ff#
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• lie *
Bearing these two points in mind9 let us turn to the eon* 
sideration of the Kew Testament passages* The noun 
occurs three times in the Kew Testaments Luke 1:68 9 2:38 
and Heb*9sl2* There can be no doubt that when Zechariah 
exclaimed "Blessed be the Lord God of Israel for he has
visited and redeemed (oroM-jtnLv' Xut^o c w  ) his people9 and
/has raised up a horn of salvation ( c u t *^>i**s ) for u* 
from the house of David” 9 and when Anna spoke about Jesus 
"to all who were looking for the deliveranoe (Xv4y)o<n\/ ) 
of Jerusalem” 9 the word is being used in the sense of the 
long-awaited intervention by God to save and deliver his 
people into freedom and blessing*1 The same is true of the 
remark in the Emma us-road story (Lk*24:21)9 "We had hoped
a >  / ■» C /that he was the one to deliver Israel (<*ot©s <^ rn o u*e\\uw 
\oTfoo<r9e£L y\a^<K^\)n # in these cases there is no idea of 
ransoming or purchasings the usage is in accord with that 
of nif> nd in the OT and Jewish sources to describe
T -r “  ■*"
God's deliverance of his people*
The third instance of V j-t^ uxti-s is Heb*9si2*
Christ is portrayed as a High Priest who "not through the 
blood of goats and calves9 but through his own blood9 
entered in9 once for all9 to the holy place9 having ob­
tained eternal redemption f Vrycoviv QjpSfx€*/os 
The sphere of thought is obviously the ritual of the Day of 
1 fhe if SB renders the word by "liberation"*
Atonement In which, year by year, the High Priest made 
atonement for the alna of the people* It is Important to 
note that In the OT the sacrifices of that ceremony were 
never regarded as redemptive In the sense of being a 
ransom for the life of the people* Even the scapegoat, 
on which the people9s sins were placed (but which is not 
alluded to in Hebrews) was not strictly a ransom, but a 
substitute, a divinely selected means of getting rid of 
Israel9s sin* The death of the animals whose blood was 
presented within the Holy of Holies made atonement ( if)3) 
for the priest, his house and the assembly of Israel*1 In 
view of this, one might wish to translate Keb*9sl2 as 
Christ secured "eternal atonement"* That, however, would
be a sense strange to \\£ryou><ns # though we may recall
that i O D  meaning "ransom" and "means of deliverance" is 
sometimes rendered by *2 it is likely that we must
choose \ * tween Interpreting \orp^<ris as "deliverance" 
through Christ9s death or as "redemption" at the price of 
his sacrifice* If we choose the latter (as Barfield and 
Morris do)" we must assume that the author of Hebrews, if 
he Is being consistent, thought of the sacrifices of the 
Day of Atonement and of sacrifices for sin in general in 
terms of a ransom interpretation of OT sacrifice which not
1 Throughout Lev* 16 the LXX oonslatently us**s t^*\o«n<4a'6«ct ir^i*
92 '2 Above p* 3 In the works olted*
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evan Lev.171111 would support, and whloh la not approved In
Omodern discussion# On the other hand, if we leave aside 
the notion of ransom and Interpret \orp^<T's st "deliverance" 
then we need say no more than that the death of the Vlotim 
(l#e# Christ) was the way or means of bringing deliverance 
from sin and Into a renewed relationship with God#5 This 
interpretation would preserve adequately the parallel 
between the significance of Christ9s death and the death of 
the animals, both in the OT sacrifice in general and in 
the Day of Atonement ritual in particular#
Returning to the NT use of tjooo # we find 
that, in addition to Lk#24s21, the verb oocurs at Titus 2s
14 and I Pet#1:18. The passage in Titus says of Jesus, "Ho
geve himself for us (oweyo ) in order that he might
redeem us (&< ) from all iniquity and
purify for himself a people for his possession ( \<*c>v Te^c-
/ „oo<r»ov , \ The verse recalls Ps#130s8 He shall redeem
Israel from all his iniquities1* where \o-ryjoo connotes
1 "The life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given 
it for you upon the altar to mako atonement ( "1£>D ) for 
your souls s for it is the blood that makes atonement by 
reason of the life (that is in it)", RSV translation#
2 If we cannot allow that this was the view of sacrifice 
held by the writer and if we still wish to interpret U tjouxt.s 
as redemption at the price of Christ9a bloodf then we are 
forced to admit a measure of inaccuracy in the parallels 
drawn between Atonement ceremonies and the work of Christ#
3 The sacrifices of the Day of Atonement took place within 
the Covenant relationship#
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"deliverance" • If we stress the Indebtedness to the lang­
uage of LXX Pa*130 we may render the verb as "deliver", 
with the NEB* The fact that the release is made possible 
by the self-oblation of Christ would, on one theory of OT 
sacrlfloe, make the idea of ransom possibles but on the 
more generally approved understanding of the nature of 
sacrifice, the verse will be interpreted of "deliverance" 
by means of the death of Christ* In other words, the 
death of Christ is regarded as the divinely appointed 
means of reclaiming men from sin, but the rationale of its 
acceptability is not made dear* The remaining passage,
1 Pet*l:18-19, oontains the idea of purchase* "You know 
that you were redeemed ( O^tc ) from the futility
of your traditional ways, not with perishable things like 
gold and silver, but with the precious blood of Christ" •
The realm of thought is that of the Passover and Exodus s 
bat the notion of a price paid for the deliverance is 
clearly implied in the context and it would be difficult
1to miss a reference to the normal process of redemption*
The RSV translates the verb "ransom" and the NEB speaks of
1 #*^ f* Seare, The First Epistle of Peter* (Blackwell,1947) p.
78, finds in the passage reference to the cost of redemp­
tion but draws attention to the fact that the author "does 
not use for this the genitive of price, which would be the 
normal way of indicating the amount of the ransom, but the 
dative, which is not used at all of price (at least not 
without a preposition) and seems therefore better taken as 
Instrumental* E*0* Selwyn, The First Epistle of Peter.
[ London. 1M£), p*144 claims that tfie use of She dative for 
rodemption-prlce is an Indication of LXX background*
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"freedom bought"* Hero is a case in which, if *he suggest­
ion of the Kxodus and Passover lamb were missed by the 
reader who knew little of Judaism, the current use of the 
tord for the ransoming of slaves would convey the idea of 
deliverance from slavery into freedom by the payment of a 
redemption price*1
The noun i* found once, referring to
Moses, in the speech of Stephen, Acts 7:35* The context is 
the New-Moses Chrlstologleal statement in which Jesus is 
both likened to and contrasted with loses, as the greater 
to the lesser* Moses was sent to his brethren, like Jesus: 
he was rejected by Israel9s leaders, as was Jesus; but he 
was sent by Ood to be a ruler and redeemer ( c^ xpv/T*. 
\ut/»cot^  ) as also was Jesus (of *5:31 and Lk*24:21)« The 
term clearly denotes Moses9 function as the chosen 
deliverer of God9 a people from the bondage of Egypt: there
la no *n»<restion of hit paying a price in the action* The 
background of this usage is firmly in the LXX (cf*Ps*19:14)*
The special feature of the NT usage is the
, x /comparative frequency of the compound noun ©oroXor^ voo-is.
We have noted that it is a rare word in non-Blbllcal Creek 
and it appears only once (Dan*4:34) in the LXX and that in 
a passage for which there la no corresponding Hebrew in the 
tfas«oretic text* While the non-Blbllcal texts give some 
T c77T*C* Selwyn, op*clt** pp* 144-45*
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support to the view that iiroXoT/3u> <n s implies the payment 
of a price for redemption, the single LXX instance of the 
word does not seem to require that sense: "deliverance"
is a quite satisfactory translation at Pan.4:34. Now this 
rare word occurs seven times in the letters of Paul, twice 
in the Epistle tc the Hebrews and once in Lukefs gospel. It 
is obviously an Important term In the NT salvation vocab­
ulary and merits careful study. The structure of the word 
might be taken to suggest the thought of a "ransoming away"
( k r o  • away from) with emphasis on the effects rather than 
on the process of redemption.1 This, however, would be to 
place an nndue dependence upon word-form as the basis of 
interpretation: investigation of each occurrence in Its
context must be the guide to the measure of truth in the 
claim.
In praising the heroes of faith Heb.11:36 says:
"Jomen received their dead by resurrection: some were
tortured oo iy)o<r%6§o^ ul£v©l t^toXo-t/joow , that they might
have a better resurrection", i.e. to the life of the Age
to Come. The reference is most probably to the Maccabaean
martyrs under Antlochun ~piphanes and therefore the correct
interpretation of ^w o Xot/ju^t/s will be deliverance" or
"release". The lives of the martyrs would havo been spared
1 Mis Is what Chrysostom/meant in his comment on Rom#3i23: 
"and he said not simply \u-ijoo»cis but o^ TToXu (Ti S go 
that we come not again into the same bondage'# The result 
of the deliverance, our being removed from bondage. Is 
what interests Chrysostom.
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if they had agreed to forswear their faith: the only means
of deliverance . as apostasy, and this they rejected. At 
Heb.9:15 the author speaks of a death (Christ1*) as having 
tak n place <s.«s -iwoVo'Tdiocw tlv chl ic ^ -v y
feov i,e, for the redemption of transgressions commit
ted under the first covenant# The expression "redemption
of, or from, transgressions" is nnusualj the meaning of
-^n-oXoyjuiCT.s I* very close to that of ty tx r * *n v.22: in
fact, the idea of atonement would appear to be very suitable
here, as in v.lS#1 lien we retain the common translation
"redemption* we are involved in the same dilemma as faced
me in our discussion of v#12# Is the death of Christ
regarded as the price paid for deliverance, or as the means
(divinely appointed) by which atoning deliverance is brought
about? Nothing in the passage points to or requires the
first interpretation. It seems to us that the occurrences
of \v^ t^u <tis and in connection with Christ98
blood and death ought not to be interpreted in terms of the
paying of a ransom price for redemption without careful
consideration of their contexts which will, in fact, give
clear indication (as at 1 Pet.1:18) where this idea is to be
found, and withoti* ^seasment of the theory of sacrifice
1 it may not be without significance that in the Hebrew vers 
ion of the NT (by Salkinson-Oinsbnrg) sis is
translated as » the only case in which any of the
-words, withihe exception of Nek,10*45. is rendered 
by the root 10D , the usual Hebrew word for to atone" •
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which such a view necessitates. Moreover, since the ninth 
chapter of Hebrews offers more than one interpretation of 
the purpose of Christfs sacrifice (of.vs.26 and 28) we are 
not obliged to construe evidence to suit a ransom theology 
as if that were the only understanding the writer had of 
the death of Christ.1
, v /There are three occurrences of rfiroxo-r^ ucris in
passages of an esohatological character:
(i) Luke 21128 Now when these things begin to take 
plaoe, look up and raise your heads because your 
redemption ( *) <*ffoXoTyOu><ris i^ov ) draws near.
(11) Rom.8s23 . . .  but ourselves also, which have the 
first-fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves 
groan within ourselves, waiting for our adoption, 
to wit, the redemption of our body.
(ill) Eph. 4:30 Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God in 
whom you were sealed unto the day of redemption
( > c / . \ / i<L IS *))AG.AoC'J ^TToXOTVJOCf<1 O S  ) .
The Lucan passage clearly refers to the deliverance of
the saints at the coming of the Son of Man. Horn.8:23
implies that acceptance into Godfs family ( u«o©£<ri*. )
synonymous with the "redemption of body" and that this
desire for adoption and freedom is at one with a universal
longing, expressed in v.21 "The creation will be set free
from its bondage to decay and obtain the glorious liberty
1 d.SpicQ.L+Bpitre aux Hebreux (Paris, 1952) vol.l,p.306 
admits that one may understand Heb.9:12,15 in terms of the 
typology of liberation from the Egyptian slavery, the type 
of all spiritual deliverance. The aocent, he says, is on 
the idea of liberation rather than on prloe. But cf.vol.2 
p.267 on 9:12 "le sang est le prlx du raohat".
of tho children of God (cUoBc^i-c ) « m The content of this 
desire is paralleled by the hope of Christianas their 
adoption is the entering into the glorious liberty and the 
redemption of their bodies is the setting free from decay 
at the Resurrection (of*l 15:46-9). If this is the 
correct interpretation 4ro\oTfi-z<ri& clearly means "liber­
ation" or "deliverance from all the ills to which the 
flesh is heir*"1 Eph*4s30 refers to the day of final 
dellveranoe, the future consummation of faith and Christ­
ian living, with emancipation from the power of evil in 
all its forms* There is no idea of price attaching to 
H se occurrences of t^toXo-^ oo<ti-s # we find it dlffloult 
to accept the view of Warfield (followed by Morris) which 
keeps alive the notion of ransom in these passages by inter­
preting them as referring to the ultimate effeots of the 
ransoming wrought by Jesus in his death, and not to some 
new or different ransoming* "There is no specifically 
eschatologlcal sense of iiroVrijctaO’is f there is only an
esohatologioal application of the ransoming which has been
..2wrought by Christ9s gift of himself1 It is true that, in 
Christian faith, final redemption is related to the work of 
Calvary, but the relation is to be seen in terms of the 
oommon theme of deliverance, not in terms of one particular
1 Sanday and Headlam, Commentary on Romans. ICC, (E9burgh, 
1895) p*209*
2 Warfield, op*clt*. pp*239-40 n*71.
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explanation of Christ's liberating death. Warfield is 
guilty of assuiuing that he can Import into his interpretat-
ological) the ideas whioh he thinks are central to its 
meaning in a different (atonement) context.
We come now to Eph.l:7t "In him (Christ) we have
forgiveness of our trespasses", with whioh we may consider
Col.ltl4 "In when we have redemption, the forgiveness of
sins". Typical of many comments made on Eph.lt? is that
by P.F.Bruce in his recent commentary!
The word Implies that our former existence was one 
of slavery from whioh we required to be ransomed. The 
ransom price is expressly mentioned (as it is not 
in the best-authenticated texts of the parallel 
passage in Col.ltl4)t it was a price of Immeasurable 
costliness, nothing less than the blood of Christ.
If, even under the shadowy economy of the Levitleal 
ritual, sacrificial blood was accepted for the 
worshipper's atonement "by reason of the life" (Lev.
17til), then the price at whioh our emancipation 
was purchased was the infinitely more acceptable 
life of the Inoamate Son. • 1
* - /The elalm that ^ ttoXot/Ouxxis possesses a content is
here based on the interpretation of oC ^ clto* as "at the 
price of his blood"• Confidence in this interpretation may, 
however, be shaken by consideration of the following pointst 
(i) the preposition may mean simply rough" or "by
means of" (instrumental)) neither in classical, Koine, nor
ion of the meaning of ^woXor^ocns in one context (eschat-
:pheslar.s. (Pickering and Inglis* London,
LXX Greek is it used to express oosti (11) even In s con­
text of sacrificial ideas, the shedding of blood is hardly 
to be regarded as the price paid for the release from sins}1 
neither In OT thought nor in modern discussion is sacrifice 
Interpreted in terms of ransom} even if we seek the 
rationale of sacrifice in Lev*17ill (which bruce quotes) 
we are probably in the realm of substitutionary ideas, but 
not those of z?nsom* Moreover, in the verse under discus­
sion, the apparent explanation of "redemption through his 
blood” by the phrase "the forgiveness of sins" suggests 
that the author is Interested in the releasing nature and . 
effects of the atoning death rather than in a theory 
concerning Its ransom significance* At Col*ltl4 the ncun 
c^ 7To\oTyOcocr«s / ithout the addition of <^otoCj )
is again virtually equated with "the forgiveness of sins"* 
The verse follows the statement that "He (God) has 
delivered us ( ) from the dominion of darkness
and transferred us to the Kingdom of his beloved Son”. It
1 The use of "blood" in the NT probably Implies more than 
death! it has the active connotation of life as well, based 
possibly on the view of the llfe-force set free in sacrifice 
In order that it may be effective for the benefit of 
others, whether to expiate sins or to communioate the 
divine blessing to men* Cf*W*D* Davies, PRJ (2 ed*ondon, 
1956) p*234} V.Taylor, Jesus and his Sacrifice« (London, 
1937), p*54 and W*0*E# Oesierler* Sacrifices in Ancient 
Israel* (London, 1937), p*224* For the view that nblood" 
means only death, see J.behm, T-’HT Vol*l p*173 and Leon 
Morris, JTS (n.s*) III, Oct* 1952, pp*216-227 and 
.’ao i.poatollc Preaching. of the Cross. (London, 1035)
p p .io e fr. ...........
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seeir.s te us that the two terms, redemption and forgiveness, 
carry on the theme of that verse: ^oXo-t^o-is ±n the
emancipation or rescue from the powers of darkness, and 
«tye*ts is the oharaoter of the deliverance, namely a 
freeing from sin. raking the contexts into account, we do 
not think it correct to assume that the idea of ransom is 
expressed or implied in the use of the word oftroXo-r/oo<ris 
at Eph*li7 and Col. Iil4#
At Sph. 1114 we have the strange phrase "• • the 
Holy Spirit, which is the guarantee of our inheritance 
iT7oXor/oo<r.v' TCGjOnro\~)<reuzs ", yhe HSV interprets this
as Muntil we acquire possession of it”, thus referring
/
7i^ 5lto^ <tis to cu: oossesslon of the inheritance. The
NEB offers a better rendering ’until God has redeemed vho t
m /is His own , the word connoting our lives as
3ody s possession. The future reference contained in the 
phrase i '‘alls Hon.8:23 and it is probable that chrotansttaO’is 
is to be understood here, as there, of the final deliver­
ance from evil into the fulness of the life to come#
At 1 Cor.1 ISO Paul demonstrates the tru-1 character 
of wisdom. The revelation of divine wisdom lies in what the 
intellectual world would call folly, viz# the Cross of
1 The precise definition of the redemption or deliverance 
as being the forgiveness of sins may have been made to 
counter some dcctriaii of the Coloasian false teachers, such 
as the possibility of an escape into immortality without a 
corresponding change in character, cf# C.F.D# Woule in 
Colossians and Philemon (Cambridge, 1957) ad loc#
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Christ. This wisdom is not composed of intellectual know­
ledge tout of 'righteousness, sanctification and redemption 
<$TTo\oy)Lo<ris )*1 it may be possible to regard these as 
the three consequences of the death of Christ, i.e. a 
setting Msht of man with Ood, sanctification through 
union with him and redemption as the deliverance from sin.
On the other hand, one may interpret them of the progress 
in Christian living, i.e. the initial Justification or 
setting right, the process of sanctification and the final 
deliverance into the life to eome. hiehever view we adopt 
it is important to notice that there is nothing here which 
obliges ua to see in <Jtto>o 7^ou3<t«6 a reference to a 
specific ransom ^r**erstanding of Christ's death. If we are 
prepared to interpret NT language in terms of Biblical 
Oreek usage, it would appear wise not to read a ranaom- 
theology ef the Atonement out of the mere occurrence of the
> v /words t^roXoTyococris etc., unless there ia in association 
with them something whioh clearly Implies (as in 1 ?et.l*18) 
a price paid. The less precise meaning "deliverance" and 
"deliver" is well established in the LXX r.nd other sources.
The context surrounding the appearance of </tto-
\0yuxr.5 at Rom.3t24 presents many problem for the
exegete, not the least important of which is the interpre-
T ~ T T  seems best to take the three terms as explanatory of 
"wisdom" rather than co-ordinate with itt so Robertson ana 
Plummer, Corinthians. ICC (Efburgh* 1915) p.27, and J. 
Moffatt, 1 Corinthians. MNTC (London, 1938) on 1*30.
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tatlon of A o c r T + i ^ i o v  at v.25* In the study of this
word presented In this work, we have suggested the posslbll- 
lty of Interpreting It In terms of the atoning and propitiatory 
value of the deaths of the Kaccabaean martyrs, rather than 
in terms of the Levitical ritual of the Day of atonement.
e would not claim that this is a final interpretation of 
the word, but it does seem to us that the Pauline under­
standing of the death of Christ may very well owe something 
to the Jewish idea of the ©toning power of the death of 
the righteous, and particularly of the righteous martyr# If 
this is the case, does it help us in our attempt to explain 
c?<TTb X o -T ^ o o io -is  a t  v , 2 4  : cbi<°uoujLJLeMOL w  T y  < a > t o o  » tc
b lU  oWroXk*-^)cO<5,<LOS I 'v js  <£\/ )^0i<TTu3 ')/^ < T o5  o v  "n jd o ^ 0 6 T o  o
k / 7
© c o s  /Vo^ cTT^ yOiov The summary statement on the death of
the seven brothers which effected the release of Israel (4
Mac .17:22) refers to it as <o«'rr<y ix/ri^o^ov f and the death
of !]**£«* la similarly described at 6s29* Some translators
of these passages render the word by '"ransom", and this
would support the claim that in Rom*3 (still
assuming the influence of the Maccabees pas ~^e) means
"deliverance by the payment of a ransom price • But is <Am-
\ ^ o )(o \ / accurately translated by "ransom"? The reference
concerning Eleasar suggests that a more correct rendering
is "substitute"1 l#e# "Take my life as a substitute for
1 Cf# Buehsel, T ’NT. vol# 3, p#323 on the event; "Only 
through substitufVonary suffering, through personal self­
offering, is the community atoned •
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theirsM. ray we interpret oC^-rf^uyov ,#0 T^s Too e0v/ous 
ku*pT\4L% in the same way? It would be senseless to regard 
the phrase as meaning "a substitute for the sins of the 
people*, but may not H.W. Kobinson be right in explaining 
it as "a substitute for the life forfeited by the sin of 
the ^^ '■'rle". The people1* sin deserved the penalty of
death, but the seven brothers became their institute# Now
> / .if this is the correct interpretation of the otx/Ttvpuxcw' 
which brought about the divine deliverance of Israel, then 
(still assuming the influence of 4 Mec. on Romans 3) the 
i7ro\oT^ u3<r»s will connote, at most, deliverance through 
the substitutionary death of Christ, the emphasis being 
all the time on -^ '^ration•
If the hypothesis of the influence of the 
accounts of the Maccabaean martyrs on Romans 3 does not 
commend itself, what view is to be taken of the meaning of 
T^o\o-ry>uia-/* ? T.N. ranson speaks of "es*nelpatlon" and
p"restoration to true ownership * ^.H. Dodd sees it as a
—  tsPhor taken from the Institution of slavery (that of 
Justification being taken from the law-courts and that of 
"expiation by blood" from tho ^crifioial ritual ).^  This
1 fee "Cross of the Servant, (LondonX 1926) pp* 58ff.
2 New Peaket Romans oara. 819a, p.943.
3 Romans. MNTC (London 1932) p.56. "9od takes the part., 
of theHenefaotor who secures freedom for the slave* . Dodc 
stresses the effects of the action i.e. the emancipation, 
not the transactional element.
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la t ter Interpretation may recall I>eis«raannf8 emphasis on 
the indebtedness of Paul to the language associated with 
the manumission of slaves, and it must be admitted that 
this meaning (involving the notion of payment, without 
which manumission was not granted) would readily come to 
the minds of readers familiar with current usage of the 
term* If, on the other hand, we stress the 1 lical char­
acter of Paul's Oreek, we will emphasise the image of 
Israel's deliverance from captivity by the power of Ood, 
their recovery into Ood's rightful ownerrhfe, without the 
idea of payment. The two approaches do not lead to 
opposing interpretations. The central idea is that of 
liberation effect toy Christ's deaths in him we have free­
dom from the state of slavery in whioh our sins put us. It 
is doubtful if Paul Intended to imply the precise theory
of release by ransom when ha used the word <*To\o*r^ >io<ns #
> /vsard Xo-t^ ov occurs once in the New Teat-
1 nament. 1 Tim.2:6 speaks of Christ as he who gave himself 
ivr/Xot^ oon/ utt<s/> iTocv/Tcw r # ; noun V>y©v/ in BiMlcal
Greek means "the ransom paid to gain freedo " or "the 
means by which release la achieved"* the preposition here
emphasises the notion of aubstitution and Leon Morris claims
„ 2 that It is a "substitute-ransom which is signified. In
1 the"""only known examples of the word outside Scripture ar-* 
much later.
2 Morris, The Aooatollo Preaching, p.48.
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view of our discussion up to this r>oint, we may find it
difficult to assume such precision of meaning* The verse
closely resembles Mark 10:45 and the words may be a
citation or a reminiscence of a primitive creedal formula*
To the consideration of the Markan verse we now turn* Our
understanding of 1 rim.2:6 may be clarified by it*
Mark 10:45: The Son of Man came not to be ministered
unto but to minister, and to give his life a
ransom for r Voyov £vt! ttoW ov )#
The problems of this verse fall nnder three heads: (1) the 
genuineness of the saying, (11) its meaning and (ill) its 
background of interpretation*
(1) The authenticity of the saying has been assailed (a) on
the grounds that the critical words about ransom are absent
from the parallel passage in Uu*.o 22:26-7: Luke, however,
is reporting a similar« not the same, incident as Mark; and
his v*27 may be an independent saying altogether, whereas
Mk*10:45 is integral to its context and has Semitic form
and structure: (b) because it looks like an addition due
to Pauline Influence: we would observe however that Paul
nevei sea and that the oategory of redemption is not
so common in his teaching as one might think; moreover, we
ought to remember that, as V.Taylor Justly says, ' Paulinism
was rooted in primitive Christianity”j2 (o) because the
1 nkB renders "Christ sacrificed himself to win freedom for 
all mankind"*
sus*1® i i9?ourj?f *?e * theme
• 134«*
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v /Xoyov' Idea la absent from the Gospels elsewhere and Is 
out of harmony with Its context: but the unusualness of the
theme In the Gospels may mean no more than that It Is not 
the central point In Jesus1 teaching about his death; and 
the claim that the Idea of sacrificing life Itself on 
behalf of others Is out of harmony with the theme of ser­
vice Indicates a very strange logic; self-sacrifice Is 
Indeed the crown of service to others. It Is certainly 
true that we cannot prove beyond all doubt the authenticity 
of any word which tradition has ascribed to Jesus, but 
there Is no sufficient reason, In our view, to doubt that 
Jesus could and did refer to his death. In the terms of this 
saying at Mark 10:45.
(11) What do these terms mean? In both Biblical and 
non-31bllcal usage the prevailing notion behind the word 
Xot^ ov Is that of the price paid as a ransom for whloh
liberation Is achieved, something given In order to gain
■> \or regain freedom. The word Is seldom used with otvn # and 
this preposition, bearing here its most common meaning, 
’'Instead of” or "In place of”, stresses the substitutionary
character of the Xo-yoov' iv-ri ttoXV^n/ depends on Xoy>o\/
aux d^veloppements de Paul, ou Yc.a-t-il condense7 an un mot 
la theoloxle de Paul pour la preter a Je'sus?" and he Replies 
"La premiere hypothese est la seule vraisemblable”, Evanglle 
selon Saint Marc (6th ed. Paris, 1942) p.283.
1 That the substitutionary emphasis belongs to the phrase 
\6 T/oov can be demonstrated from Jos .Ant. 14.107
which describes the attempt made (In 54 B.C.) by the priest
not on SooVoa ). The use of iroVVuw (a non-Pauline Idiom 
In connection with the efficacy of Christ1a death) con­
trasts the sacrifice of the one with the others for whom 
it is made and therefore is here tantamount to "all”* It 
is scarcely possible to inquire into the meaning of Xot^ov' 
in this verse without taking it in conjunction with *vtc 
7ToX\c3v t these two words giro to the term a definite 
substitutionary content. For a proper understanding of the 
phrase, however, we must seek the background of thought to 
which the verse points.
(Hi) Almost all commentators on Mark 10i45 have assumed
that its background of thought is to be found in the groat
Suffering Servant passage, Is.52*13-53!12. Recently C.K.
Barrett has subjected this claim to careful scrutiny.1 He
concludes from his study of the language that "it would
be difficult Indeed, on the basis of it (i.e. language)
to claim that Mark9s words point clearly to Isaiah 53
rather than to any other part of the OT and Jewish liter­
©ature • One of the strongest points in favour of his ease
Eleazar to buy off Crassus* "He gave him ft bar of gold Vipov/ 
ky/ri wJ.y/-rcjy/ • i.e. in the hope that he would take it instead 
of all the other things he might have taken. *?hat was 
offered was given as a substitute, not exacted as a 
ransom price.
1 New Testament Essays for T.W. Manson (Manchesterf1959) pp. 
1-18. cr. also r.b."Hooker, Jesus and the Servant. (London, 
1959) pp.74ff.
2 Barrett, op.clt. p.7.
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it that the term \oyov and faaham (Is*53:10) which it is 
generally thought to represent, are not equivalents: Voyov' 
and its cognate words never represent 9 asham, and 1asham 
is never rendered by any of the ^ o v /  -.vordsf in fact the 
ideas represented by the two words are quite different*1 W* 
find Barrett9s examination of the linguistio evidence fori .
the dependence of the saying on Isaiah entirely convincing, 
but we must add that even if the language of the lotion 
does not recall the exact words of Isaiah 53, the ideas 
expressed in the Suffering Servant passage are certainly 
echoed in the Markan verse* It would be unwise to claim 
that there is nothing common to the Servant song and Mark 
10:45 because the words used are not the same* It is our 
opinion that the general background of thought of the 
Markan loglon is to be found in a theme at once wider 
than that of the Servant, yet including it, namely, the
Jewish theme of the suffering righteous, described in
2Wisdom 2*5 and earlier in many Psalms* The various strands
1 fearrett (op.olt*) claims that Wipov Involves the idea
of equivalence, while the 9asham does not, since it was not a 
compensation* This is, in general, true: the act of restit­
ution was distinguished from the 9 a sham sacrifice (Lev*5: 
14*26)* But at Num*5:7-8 9 a sham is used for "restitution 
of what is wrongly possessed", a sense found nowhere else*
In interpreting the word, however, the habitual meaning 
is the one with which to deal, rather than the unusual*
2 E*Schweitser has appealed to this theme as providing the 
pattern of Jesus9 life in Lordship y d  Dlsclpleshlp. (SCMt
London,1960) and in NTS, vol*S C1956—5^J pp*87-99. He does
not accept Mk*10:45 as an authentic word of Jesus*
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of this theme - righteousness, obedience, suffering, vin­
dication, exaltation - are present in the picture of the 
Isalanlo Servant, with a significant additions the suffer­
ings of the Servant (Israel or a remnant within Israel) 
are vicarious* Now the expression of this dimension of 
suffering within the Servant Songs probably contributed 
to the development, within our general theme, of the idea 
of the representative, atoning value of the suffering and 
death of the righteous, and particularly of martyrs# At 
an earlier stage of this work we have given some examples 
of this idea and drawn attention to the profound statement
of it in connection with the Maccabaean martyrdoms, 2 Mac#
17s37j 4 Mac. 6*28 and 17121-22# There the lives of the 
seven brothers are regarded as the substitute for the 
lives forfeited by the sin of the nations their self­
sacrifice would form a moans of atonement for Israel a?
2a whole and would win mercy and deliverance#
If then the background of Mk#10s4£ is to be
found in the Jewish belief in the atoning suffering of the 
righteous, how are we to understand the word ? in
the first place, it is not the tasham of Is#63sl0, although 
its effects may be the same* Secondly, it cannot be inter-
1 Above, pp# 63f#,  114#
2 It is perhaps noteworthy that the language of these v 
passages is echoed in Mk#10s45 / * b o 0 t+jv
Kpiix+ys S / X o y o V  •
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preted as "ransom” In the strict tense of the word, for the 
sacrifice of the righteous which gained deliverance for 
others was not a price paid, but a representative action 
accepted as having atoning value# Yet the word oannot 
be rendered here simply by "means of deliverance1* because, 
by its relation to the OT kopher and the later kappa rah, 
as well as by the words kvrl lroXVuW , a precise means 
is indicated, namely, substitutionary atonement# Bearing 
in mind both its context and the background of thought 
suggested, we would submit that the most adequate under-
V / H M 1standing of Xut^ov Is "atoning substitute"#
Jesus took upon himself the redemptive mission 
given by Ood to his people# He accomplished it and led it 
to its goal, in his life as well as in his death. Fpr he 
lived as the righteous remnant, as a substitute for the 
whole nation, revealing in himself what Israel should have 
been# In bringing this mission to its final and complete 
accomplishment, he laid down his life, trusting that Ood 
would be well-pleased to see His regal claims fulfilled 
in the one great action of obedient servioe, ^hich was 
Jesus9 life and death, and would grant to the whole 
nation deliverance and renewal#
1 J#frowning, "Jesus and Martyrdom”, JTS, XIV, (1963) pp# 
279-93, brings Mk# 10*45 and other NT passages into re­
lation with the Jewish doctrine of atonement through 
martyrdom# He thinks that this category of Jewish theo­
logy was adopted by the early Church to expound the 
meaning of Jesus9 death because Jesus used it himself#
- 139-
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VIII. Concluding Summary 
This study of the vJijoo v -words and the conclusions reached 
exemplify clearly the importance of giving due consider­
ation to the Biblical character of New ie&tament Greek. If 
we Interpret the words on the basis of the meaning which 
they had in Classical Oreek and in the language of the non- 
llterary papyri, then the emphasis will lie on the element 
of payment and price. Many scholars have thus Interpreted 
them, and thereby laid the foundation for the ransom theory 
of the Atonement with its inevitable difficulties, e.g. to 
whom was the prloe paid? If we come to the interpretation 
of the terms with an understanding of their use and devel­
opment of meaning in Biblical Oreek (and of their Hebrew 
equivalents), our conoluslons will be different. Outside 
the legal portions of the Old Testament, the relevant 
words have weakened in meaning into the less precise idea 
of "deliverance” and means of release", without reference 
to ransom-payment. It is this looser and more general 
sense of \oT^©cy*ou etc. which la most evident in the 
Oreek version and is taken over by the Hew Test aent writers 
in their use of the verb and cognate nouns. Only when the 
context expresses or clearly implies a payment made to gain 
freedom (aa at 1 Pet. Itl8) will it be wise to Interpret the 
terms in the strlet sense of ransom. The Hew Testament 
authors emphasise the idea of freedom and deliverance (after
the pattern of the great deliverances of Israel) and do 
not intend to convey by the use of the \ jrp ov word-complex 
a particular theory concerning the saorifioe and death of 
Jesus* The nearest approach to this is .ark 10*45: but
there the meaning of V^yov is largely governed by the 
words ttoX\u>v/ which possess a clear substitutionary
eannotation*
In this study9 then, we discover s^ne of those 
principles on which a sound approach to Biblical semantics 
may be based* First of all, there is the importance for 
interpretation of the Immediate linguistic context, and of 
what we referred to earlier as the "historical context", l*e* 
the special content and associations which the word 
gathered in the course of its history* Secondly we may see 
the value of attempting to discover the actual llfe-sltuation 
or thought-reference within which the word was predom­
inantly used and possessed meaning* Then - and this is 
probably very significant - we realise that \uy>©v and its 
Hebraic counterparts are Important theological terms, 
relating to Ood's action in saving his people. We cannot 
fully understand these words without penetrating beyond 
matters of usage to the whole field of meaning to which they 
point, l*e* to the experience of Israel recollected, 
described by the prophets, and then providing the language 
with which Godfs new freemen oould refer to their deliver­
ance in Christ*
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I. HplX and related words In the Old Testament*
It may be regarded as an obstacle to any attempt to define 
the meaning of n p i ^  and related words in the OT that the 
original significance of the root sdq appears to be irret­
rievably lost* Nevertheless, the fact that a root-meaning 
is unknown does not hinder interpretation on the basis of 
usage; and, as a matter of semantic principle, usage 
remains ultimately decisive for meaning, even when the 
etymological significance of a word can be established 
with certainty*
The use and meaning of the root outside the Hebrew language*
1* A very ancient example of the use of sdq has been fonnd
in the 14th century Ugaritic epic of Keret (line 12), where
it refers to right relationship, *att* sdqh meaning
"legitimate, rightful or proper wife”, and being parallel
1mtrht ysrh, "legal spouse”* A similar Judicial sense 
is attested in the Tel el-Amarna tablets (No*287*32f•) 
where Abdi-Hiba, though corresponding in Accadian, makes 
use of the cognate Canaanite term saduk in order to affirm 
that he has dealt in the right way with the Cushites: ga-du- 
ulc a-na la-a-sl / as-sum amelutl Va-si-wj ("I am in the 
right with regard to the Kasi people*"2 )• 2. Another early
1 C.h.Tordon, Ugaritic Literature (Home, 1949) p*67 and J. 
Grav. The Legacy of Canaan, (Leiden, 1957), Supp*VT, no*5, 
pp. 94ff. At'TPexT 32*fe Gordon reads (a)dq kttn ’ thou shalt 
admit the right"•
2 Cf* J*A• Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna Tafeln (Leipzig,1908-15)and
example (c# 12th century) appears, but with a rather dif­
ferent meaning, In the Phoenician epigraphie texts of 
Byblus# The Inscription of Yehimelek contains a plea that
his life should be prolonged on the ground that he is "a
righteous and upright king ( 1W 1 *|bi07 piY -jbo)"1 The 
term apparently connotes the quality of his rule, rather 
than its legitimacy# In this connection, we must take 
account of the early application of the root to divine beings 
The ancient traditions of Jerusalem speak of Melchizedek 
(Gen#14:18) and of Adonizedek (Jos#10:lj cf. Jud#l:5-7). On 
the analogy of other early names of this type it is sug­
gested that the Zedek-part should be construed as a divine 
name embodying the ideal which the term implies, the name 
thus meaning "My King or My Lord is Z(S)edekf:# On the 
other hand, it is possible that it should be construed like 
the name Jehozadak ( Yahu is righteous"), to give the
S.A';S7 Mercer, Tel el-Amama Tablets« (Toronto, 1939) ad loo#
C#J# Mullo Weir. (Documents from 6T~Times, ed# D #w# Thomas# 
(London, 1958, p#3&) and T#^ # Albright (Ancient Near East, ed 
J#b# Pritchard, Princeton and Oxford, 1958, p#~§7i) punctuate 
the passage differently: ’Behold, 0 King, my Lord, I am 
in the right# With reference to the Cushites###” The 
meaning of saduk# however, is scarcely affected# Weir and 
Albright1s interpretation makes the word refer to Abdi- 
Hibafs innocence of charges of disloyalty in the annexation 
of land, while the older interpretation refers it to his 
treatment of the Cushites#
1 Cf. M# Dunand, RB, XXXIX (1930) p.321# He finds sd£ in 
a similar context and with the same connotation in the Yehaw- 
melek inscription, 1:9, which is dated some five centuries 
later# See also A.Dupont-Sommer, Semltlca# III, (1950) 
pp# 35-44#
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meaning "My (The) Lord or king is righteous”# Likewise the
Ugarltle name Sdk-11 may mean ”Sdk is (my) Ood” or ”11 (HI)
is righteous”# In either case, its use in personal names
suggests the very early association of sdq with deity,
probably with reference to the quality of governing, though
the (Judicial) interpretation "My Lord or King is the
right one” is not impossible# 3# lhe root appears in
Arabic with a variety of meanings* it may denote what is
right or what is firm and stable and therefore substantial#
And when a date is called tsdq it must simply mean that
it is "as it should be", a "right" date#
On the basis of these illustrations of early
usage it is difficult to assert with definiteness a single
primary meaning of the root# Probably the most we can say
is that they suggest that the fundamental idea of sdq
available to us is that of conformity to a norm which
1remains to be defined in each particular case#
The Old Testament Usage 
Bearing in mind, then, the fact that the root sdq was not 
a creation of Biblical Hebrew but had undergone earlier 
semantic development, we turn to the OT usage# Beginning 
with occurrences which are not directly religious and theo­
logical, we find that the term pT* is used in the construct 
state with "balances”, ’’weights” etc# (Lev#19*36f £zek#45:10)
1 ct# 5# Kautsechj Die Derlvate des St* mines tsdq 1m altt. 
Sprachgebrauch, (Tubingen, TS5TT1  -------------
and adjectivally with "measure1’ (Deut#25*15 )# and clearly 
connotes conformity to proper standards# The balances etc# 
are to be as they should be# i#e# "correct”# or in common
„ iEnglish speech# "ngnt • The sacrifices of Deut#33*19 and 
Psalms 4*5j 51*19 are the "correct” sacrifices# those whioh 
conform to the ritual regulations# The same idea is found 
in 0en#38*28 where the obligatory standard is established 
customary law# vixen Judah says of Tamar# "She is more 
righteous ( ) than I"# he Is referring# not to ethioal
uprightness# but rather to thd strength of her case in 
terms of the levirate marriage law* with reference to a 
particular act and a particular convention# Judah can say# 
"She ia tin the right1 as against me"# This may be properly 
called a forensic or judicial meaning# without necessarily 
implying that a law-suit is actually brought before a 
judge# If# however# this action were to take place# the 
person who is "righteous" is the person who is "in the
right" and in whose favour the judge would make his
2decision# cf# Exod#23*7#J These examples of the concrete 
meaning of the root are in accord with its use in the Tel 
el-Amarna and ras-Shamra texts and support our contention
1 Hie’"only case where the Niphfal of the verb is used - "the 
holy place (UOC )#Dan#8*14. should
probably be interpreted along these lines# i#e# "the holy 
place shall be put right, or restored#"
2 Cf# ?’#R# Smith# The Propheta of Israel, (2nd ed#London# 
1897) p.71# "Righteous Is to the Hebrew not so muoh a 
moral quality as a legal status#"
that adq basically connotes conformity to a norm, but not
an absolute ethical norm by which all behaviour may be
measured, nor an ideal standard of "rightness" for objects#
The norm was conceived to be furnished by the objective
standard of the thing itself: and in cases where the term
is applied to persons, the rightness or righteousness of
conduct depends on the actual circumstances and the demands
which arise from them, and not on some universal standard#*
osddlq is somebody or something that is as he or 
if should be| the meaning of the word is " real".
"pure", 1 true", that which agrees with the end 
to which it has been created, that which inwardly, 
fundamentally, corresponds to its external appear­
ance, and therefore actually fulfils the function 
for which (he) it exists# 2
It might indeed be claimed that adq is a formal term, the
content of which can only be characterised with reference
to the partioular situation within which it ia applied# In
this, it is similar to the English use of the word "Just”
or "right"# For instance, Tamar is the "righteous" one in
clreumstanoes which refer to the levirate marriage custom:
at 1 Sam#24:17 David is more righteous ( p 1!^ ) than Saul
with reference to the duty of non-violence to the Lord1 a
anointed: and at Lzek#!©:^?; Samaria and Sodom are more "in
1 Cf# 1# Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament. (Eng#tr#by 
J#A# Baker, London, I96i) pp.&46-4l, and 8# von Had, Theo- 
logla des Alton Testaments (Munich, 1957) Band l,pp#368ff#
2 Th#C# Vrlesen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology. (Eng# 
tr# Oxford, 1958) p#32^#........  ...
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the right" (KSV) at judgment than Jerusalem, because the 
number of their sins is less*
It is not only convention or law, however, which 
is regarded as the norm by which the measure of "rightness" 
may be judgedt there is, In Israel9s thought, a wider, and 
perhaps more basic, idea of what constituted the norm* At 
the heart of the Israelite understanding of life lies the 
consciousness of a community relation*1 As is the case also 
in other tribal societies, the Israelite possessed a strong 
awareness of an allegiance to the family, tribal, and 
later the national unit* He regarded himself less as an 
individual with individual rights than as a member of a 
group, under obligation to fulfil the demands and laws 
which make for the well-being and good-ordering of the 
particular social unit* Actions and behaviour which cor­
respond to or are true to the claims arising out of the
social relation (between two or more persons) may be
2
referred to as p i *  . The community relation itself, so to
1 Cf.J. Pedersen.Israel. I-II (London,1926). ‘The sociolog­
ical studies of M.E’eber (Kellglonssotloloado. IIIi Das 
antlke Judentum) confirm his view. See TC.n. Fahlgren,
Seda lea. (Uppsala, 1932) pp. 78ff.
2 H. Cromer, Bib11soh-theologlsohes 'orterbuch der neutest.
Orazltat (7th ed.Ootha. 1^93T p.2^3 : "Jedee Verhlltnis 
brlngt Festlmmte Anapruehe an den Verhalten mit sloh, und 
die Befrledlgung dleaer Anspruche, welche sloh aus dem Ver- 
haltnla ertceben und bel weloher alleln das Verhaltnls 
bestehen kann, wird mit unserem Begriff ( pi*) bezelchnet". 
Cf. E,«, Achtemeier, 1DB vol.* p.80 " p i%  is a ooneept of 
relationship and he who is righteous has fulfilled the demands 
laid upon him by the relationship in which he stands."
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speak# becomes the norm* that whloh obeys its demands and
othus preserves soolety la reoognised aa . But one
community relationship stands supreme above all others In
the Israelite consciousness, that of the Covenant relation
which Yahweh established with the people of hla choice* The
importance of thia relationship for the interpretation of
the meaning of personal and community righteousness and cf
the righteousness of Yahweh la emphasised by all recent OT
theologians, and will be evident in thle discussion. The
covenant idea la an explanation or Interpretation of events
within Israel's history» to characterise them and their
significance men drew upon eategorlee and terms with whloh
they were familiar*3 It la therefore not surprising that
the use of ado aa applied to Yahweh and to the oonvenant-
people should reflect the notions which were associated with
the term epart frcm that particular relationship. Cons*
equently Elchrodt can say«
In the ease of Yahweh, his righteousness implies the 
same kind of right conduct which in Israel upholds
1 Because the obligations to and within a community depend 
on social milieu, a change from one social pattern to 
another Influences the oharaoter of the obligations and 
reaulta in a changing standard of "rightness, in law and 
conduct*
2 In exceptional elroumstanoea, the individual might, out of 
loyalty to hit understanding of the divine purpose, stand 
over against the community, oeaelng to identify himself 
with ita assumed •
3 The whole idea and ita formulation reflect the form of 
ancient suseralnty treaties between kings and peoples (cf. 
O.E. Mendenhall, Law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient
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1
the law by means of Judicial procedure: the Justice
appropriate to Israel on her side is determined 
by her position as the covenant people, in virtue 
of which she can count on the intervention of the 
divine assistance in any danger which threatens 
that position# 1
We must now examine the two elements suggested In this
statement: the root sdc as used of Yahweh and of the people#
1# The application of sdq to Yahweh#
The lnfluenoe on Hebrew usage of sdq as a title or quali­
tative description of Canaanlte deities is impossible to 
assess# Some think that Sedeq plays an aotlve and personal 
role in certain Psalms (85:11,12,14) 89:15: 97:2) and that 
this name refers either to a primitive god become Yahweh fs 
servant or to the hypostatlsation of the attribute of one 
great god - both possibilities Implying Canaanlte Influence# 
Whether this is so or not is difficult to say, but It does 
seem probable, remembering the early use of the word as 
descriptive of the king, that its appearance with reference 
to a god or gods reflects the early connection of the idea 
of kingship with the gods, a connection so close that the 
gods assumed the functions of the true king# This assoc­
iation (king and god) was part of IsraelU inheritance and 
there is good reason to believe that the characterisation
Kear,",lSasf. Pittsburgh, 1955, reprinted from Biblical Archaeo- 
loglsTrTviI, 1954). The name JV14 in use to describe 
a relation of mutual obligations and demands#
1 Eichrodt, op.olt## pp#241-42#
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of Yahweh's kingship as sdq reflects the meaning of the 
term as applied to the Judgments, activity and character 
of the true king.1
The work of A.R. Johnson and others has been of 
Immense value in demonstrating the Importance of the pos­
ition of the king In Israel's thought and religious ritual. 
In him the nation, as a psychical whole, found Its focus: 
on him It depended for Its right-ordering and well-being 
(n'ibti/), since it was his concern to see that the life of 
the total society and all relations within It were "as they 
should be". I.e. were such as to maintain and promote 
national unity and prosperity. This Is the of the
society: in bringing it about, the king Is himself ,
both with reference to the manner of his performing his 
functions, as well as to his personal character. Among the 
functions of the king, there la one which Is of Importance 
for an adequate understanding of the "righteousness" of 
Yahweh, namely, the king's Judicial activity. That the 
functions of the Judge devolved upon the king Is obvious 
when we remember that his concern for the right ordering 
of the community's life necessitated his restraining indi­
viduals from doing "what was right In their own eyes,"R
1 CF.TTk. Johnson, Sacral . In^shlp In Ancient Israel. 
(Cardiff, 1955) pp.l^ T ,
2 Cf. Jud.l7:6 "In those days there was no king In Israel, 
every man did what was right in his own eyes".
thus breaking the coheaivenesa of the nation# To this end# 
he was the one supremely devoted to seeing that the 
sanctions of the group# particularly the nation1s laws, 
were uniformly observed throughout the different strata of 
society# In the event of a dispute# one might go to him# 
in his Judicial capacity# for a ruling or Judgment ( j d o v OJi 
the pronouncement# however# was not a matter of the impart­
ial application of a formal standard of justice# but of 
rightly satisfying the claims brought before him# As arbiter 
he "declared in the right" ( him who was "in the
right* ( )# and condemned him who was "in the wrong"
(^un*)f cf# Deut#16*18; 26*lj Lev#19tl5# the norm being 
provided by the situation, considered from the point of 
view of the general welfare of the community# Now this 
endeavour to promote the n of the community# to oreate 
a state of affairs in which every relationship was "as it 
should be"# appears to be the correct point of departure 
for the understanding of the peculiar eharacter of justice 
in Israel and in the ancient Near East generally# For one 
section of the community# however# things were almost 
always not "as they should be"# the section variously known 
as the "poor"# the "needy" or the "weak"# and among whom
1 The root has had a development in many ways parallel
to that of • The Hiphll means "to decide against one"#
"to condemn"# In view of its associations the root came to 
have the general ethical meaning "wicked"# Probably the 
meaning of sdq is, in certain cases# best gauged by the 
meaning of # whloh is its opposite#
were numbered the widow and orphan* Theae were the down­
trodden who had no means of redress* their only hope lay 
with the upholder of f by whose righteous Judgments
they were not only declared "In the right", but were 
assisted and protected* Now It Is Interesting to observe 
that this characteristic of Judlolal righteousness - the 
special concern for the depressed - was not new In Israel* 
The great law-code of Hammurabi (1700 B*G*) affirms this 
royal responsibility In Its prologue (I.27ff, V #15f) and 
epilogue (rev*XXIV*59f•)* and It Is attested as the Ideal 
of Canaanlte kingship by the Xeret epic, In which the 
klngfs son thus chides his father*
Thou hast let thy hand fall slack*
Thou dost not Judge the cause of the widow 
Or adjudicate in the cause of the feeble,
Or drive away such as oppress the poor;
Thou dost not feed the orphans before thee 
Or the widow behind thy back* 1
An early Israelite Illustration of this royal duty towards
the oppressed Is found at 2 Sam*15tl-6* Noteworthy among
the many occurrences of the theme Is Psalm 72*l-2f 12~14,
a "royal" psalm In which the basic thought Is that of
the king watching over the rights of all his subjects and
ensuring thatf according to their need9 the weaker members
of society enjoy his protection* This does not mean that
there was one law for the rich and another for the poorf or
1 Cf• <57h. Gordon, Ugarltlc Literature. p*82 •
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that the weak received preferential treatment* (cf* Deut*l: 
16f•; ^ev*19:15)* The fact of the matter simply waa that 
these unfortunates were not receiving equal treatment: they 
had their right taken away from them: consequentlyf that
balance on which the right order of the community rested 
required redress in their favour* This bias in favour of 
the poor and needy in the meaning of the word is
the beginning of the development by which it came to denote 
"mercy”* "benevolence" and "almsgiving" in post-31blical 
Hebrew and in Aram&lo*
Such was the meaning and oharaoter of the "right­
eousness” of the king* Prom it we return to the discussion 
of the "righteousness” of Yahweh* King of Israel and of all 
nations| and there the same ideas are substantially 
reflected* If the king was responsible for the right 
ordering of Israel1s life by seeing that laws were obeyed 
and well-being enjoyed* how much more was this the concern 
of Yahweh* from whan these laws drew their existence and 
importance* and on whom the nation ultimately depended for 
its creation and continuance* Accordingly* not only is the 
norm by which the nation1 s may be determined pro­
vided by the Covenant and its responsibilities* but in fact 
these are regarded* in some measure* 2n Israel's thought*
TTSis^was recognised by the LXX which translates 
occasionally by (Kzek*lfi:19*21; Ps#33:5) and o-
(T>an*4t27).
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1as normative for Yahweh's nj£lX« In other words# when both 
sides# Yahweh and his people# are fulfilling their oblig­
ations to one another# things are "ideally" as they should 
be* It seems that it is by some such line of thought as 
this that sdq develops towards the meaning "victory" or 
"triumph"• This took place at a very early stage# since 
in the oldest Hebrew text in the Bible# the Song of 
Deborah (c# 12th century) we read of nirp /iip“ix(LXX Si«c*io- 
<rJvo<s) Jud* 5:11# with reference to victory in battle# Then 
Israel's life waa threatened from outside by enemies# Yah­
weh oould be expeeted to Intervene on her behalf out of 
his loyalty to the covenant: that the relationship should
be maintained was# in this case# his responsibility and 
the nation's success in warfare was consequently the proof 
of his idiom remains in the later period# as
at 1 Sam#12*7 and Kleah 6:16# where the mr?*' Ji ip i 'Xjm. j be 
interpreted as the "righteous or saving acts" which Yahweh 
performed for hie people out of faithfulness to his covenant# 
The "righteousness" of Yahweh reflects more
clearly the oharaoter of the king's "righteousness" in its
ofrequent reference to his Judlolal function* As judge, It
1 Achtemeler, op.olt* p.82, "Yahweh'e righteousness Is his 
fulfilment of the domenda of the relationship whloh exists 
between him end his people Israel, his fulfilment of the 
covenant which he has made with his chosen nation".
2 The court-roosn scenes In Deutero-Isalah where Y. appears 
as Judge and aa spokesman for Israel's ease. Illustrate
this* At 41:21ff. Y. Is proclaimed as P ’l? ("In the right") 
where the question Is ""ho has the power to control the
Is Yahweh1 who supremely distinguishes between those who 
are Min the right" and those who are "in the wrong" ; he 
condemns the latter and "puts in the right" (Hiphll of pf*
• "acquit" or "declare to be in the right") the fcrmer*2 
Just as the righteous judgment of the king took on a 
special character when it was directed towards the poor 
and needy, so with the "righteousness" of Yahweh* He not 
only "puts in the right" the weak and oppressed, but it is 
to him supremely that they look for help (of* Ps*10*14f 72i
12)* In establishing In the land, Yahweh will have a
particular concern for the cause of the poor and outcast, 
the widow and orphan (cf* Amos 2j6-7j 5112-15j Mlc*3:2 and 
Is*5s7)t already in the thought of the 8th century prophets 
the "righteousness of Yahweh" implies an element of deliv­
erance* But it is not only the weak and oppressed for Whom 
the righteous judgment of Yahweh means deliverance. It means 
the same for any humble, trusting man who pleads his cause
events of history?" Israel1 s history is proof of Y*s. power 
and he wins the ease and is declared "in the right". At 
Kxod*9t27, after the early plagues, Pharaoh admits " " f l x v n  
("I have sinned, I have mistaken the situation"), Y. is in 
the right ( P" 7?) and I and my people are in the wrong
i*e* Y. has won his case, since he was able both 
to demonstrate his power and to protect his own people*
1 In Ps*£0s6)75s8 Elohlm Is called ahophet* and in Ps*82 
the ’elohlm (divine beings subservient to *•) seem to possess 
judlolal functions, though they are in fact dispensing 
false Justice* We may say, with certainty, that Justice was 
commonly postulated as one of the cheracteristics of the 
gods of the Ancient East*
2 Cf*0en*18:25; Ex*23l7| 1 Kings 8i32j Hos.14:8-9* Ps*7i7-ll* 
Jer*11:20; Zeph*3t5 and Esra 9H6*
against the wicked and who is pronounced "in the right”* His 
opponent is condemned and punished* while he is declared 
righteous (pTi^n) and delivered* This is the character of 
Yahweh1 s ripl*.
( t  t  *
The conception underlying this use of the tern is 
that a righteous God must distinguish in his 
dealings between the wloked man* who heither fears 
Cod nor deals justly with men* and the righteous 
man* who though he be not perfect but is indeed 
. often confessedly e sinner* y#t relatively speaking 
livea uprightly and trusts in Cod* (Cf *Noah*0en.6:9)
The righteousness of Ccd in this aspect of it 
involving the deliveranoe of the upright is often 
spoken of in parallelism with salvation* but 
without losing sight of the baeis of such salvation 
in the discriminating righteousness of Cod* 1
Thus* within the action of the divine righteousness there 
is a place for deliverance and for condemnation* a place 
for salvation and for punishment* This characterisation 
of the content ©f the fHtP towards the nation had its
origin* like all Israel9s theological statements* in exper­
ience and in reflective Interpretation of events* As we 
have seen* national victories in war were demonstrations 
of Yahweh9s loyalty to the "right” relationship of the 
Covenant and were therefore termed flTfl* «n ipi^* Tima after 
time did this faithfulness effect the nation9 s deliveranoe 
(1 Sam*12:7* Mic.6:5)* but* at other times* that faith­
fulness might mean the very opposite* condemnation and the 
resulting captivity (cf.Is.10:22)* At Lam.1:18* the cit7  
T'^TT.Tarton* Calatlans* ICC, (Edinbisrgh* 1921) p*462*
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of Jerusalem, defeated, located and destroyed. Is made to
exclaim, not "The Lord Is unjust", but "The Lord is in the
right ( p’!*)' I have rebelled against his word", nils
point received fine expression long ago from 3.A. Smith:
History, to Israel, was Qod's supreme tribunal...
%en the decision of history went against the 
nation, when they were threatened with expulsion 
from their land and with extinction aa a people, 
that Just meant that the Supreme Judge of men wae 
giving Hie sentence against them. Israel had 
broken the terms of the covenant. They had lost 
their right| they were no longer righteous. 1
Host remarkable Is the fact that this might well have been,
indeed should have been, the state of affairs In the time of
Peutero-lealah. But Instead of the oxpeoted condemnation,
the righteousness of Sod in his propheoy almost exoluslvely
means deliverance and salvation. The great new factor here
la that strict Justice was not adhered to, so far as the
action of Yahweh was oonoerned: and the prophet's theology
waa bora in Interpreting events. Israel was not "In the
right"I the had failed on her side of the covenant, and
she knew it, yet she was being delivered (46«12-13): the
people had no "right" whose vindication could be hoped for,
yot historical happenings could only mean that Yahweh was
giving sentence In their favour (84»17). In Isaiah's
theology the explanation is found, not on the basis of a
Just claim having been won by Israel through her suffering,
I r a r  Smith, Book of Isaiah. Expositor's Bible, 
(London, 1888»eo) V ol.2 , p .218.
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but In the character of Yahwdh himself* The nation had paid 
the heavy penalty for her ein and rebellion (40:2)* a new 
beginning is being offered to her by Yahweh because of hie 
steadfast adherence In love and mercy to the purpose He had 
in his choloe of Israel* And that purpose - to perfect a 
fellowship - which is exhibited in the figure and in the 
activity of the Servant, Is concerned, not only with Israel, 
but with all nations*1 In order that it may be advanced, 
Yahweh’a righteousness (according to the prophet’s Inter­
pretation) is such as will, through faithfulness and love, 
give sentence in favour of those whose right it is not*
Hearken to me, you stubborn of heart.
Ye who are far from righteousness ( ^RT?)
I bring near my righteousness (
It is not far off, and my salvation will
not tarry* 46: 12-13* cf*51:3-d*
A righteous ( 3od and a Saviour,
There is none beside me* 43:21*
The word has become, in Deutero-Isalah's handling of
it, fundamentally soterlologioal, close in meaning to
"salvation"* In the words of A*B* Davidson, "Salvation is,
so to speak, the clothing, the manifestation of Jehovah’s
orighteousness • In His saving activity, Yahweh*s right­
eousness la illustrated and embodied.
1 cr. . Eichrodt, op.olt.. p.247, "The maintenance of the 
fellowship now becomes llie justification of the ungodly". 
This theme is very clearly represented In the Tumran 
literature, of. IQS 11: iff. and 9ff. and 1QH.4i33«34.
2 Theology of the Old Testament. (Edinburgh 1904) p.397.
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This confidence in Yahweh1 s purpose was taught 
by Isaiah to the nation* In the book of Psalms It haa 
beeome the possession of the individual believer who can 
reekon himself among those whom Yahweh will accept in that 
righteousness of His which comes close to mercy, Ps*35:24ff* 
37t6# 31 tl and 71i2* The universallsm of Isaiah, 
however, appears to have been generally replaced by a narrower 
and more distributive view of Justice, often in terms of 
rewards and punishments in accordance with the standards 
of the law*
Before leaving this discussion of the " righteous ness1 
of Yahweh, two further points may be briefly noticed*
The first is the association of "righteousness” with 
the Messiah* This is not surprising in view of the 
application of the term to the king, whose activity will 
be taken up by the Messiah on a wider and more perfect 
plane* The words p l.r j end land also fora part
of the typical style of all Messianic oracles (Is* 9 and 11, 
£eeh* 9) and of the Servant songs (Is*42 and 53ill)* Moreover, 
Jeremiah creates for the Messiah the name Yahweh Tsldqenu. 
which is not only in opposition to the name of the reigning 
monarch, Zedekiah, but also summarises, for the prophet, 
the whole work of the Messiah, Jer*23*5-6*
The second point is of a more general nature*
Throughout our discussion of the "righteousness” of Yahweh,
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wa have assumed that it refleets the ideas associated with
the "righteousness" of the king# In their origin# this is
probably true# but we must also reokon with the possibility#
indeed the probability# that the ideas of kingly and all
human righteousness were# in turn# coloured by their having
been associated with the Divine# In short# the development
of the meaning and content of the sdq words is not just
in one direotion# from the human level to the divine: it
comes back from ita association with the divine to be used
1on the human level with added signifloanee# For example# 
the character of kingly "righteousness" is reflected (so 
we have claimed) in the OT description of Yahweh'§ right­
eousness and justices but in Psalm 72# a great Psalm of 
kingship# we have this plea made to Yahweh# "Give the king 
thy justice# and thy righteousness ( to the royal
son" • The character of kingly righteousness oust now be a 
reflection of the rlghtoousnosa of Yahweh# The king will 
defend the poor and needy (v#4) because this is the true 
nature of Yahweh9a judgments# In more general terms# thi* 
means that the oharaoter of human righteousness in obed­
ience to Yahweh must be in accordance with the revealed
ft 'character cf Yahweh himself. With thla we cftrae t o  the
second main strand of our discussion.
1 Tills kind of 3-fold development mey be quite oetnmon. D. 
Daube has revealed it In the case of go'el. studies In 
Biblical law, pp.39-62, especially p.63.
2 The righteousness whloh Y. has demonstrated is a right­
eousness bent on salvatloni It le this kind of right-
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2* The application of ado to Xaraol and to tho Individual. 
Sonic polnta relating to thla theme have already become 
clear. 1. The character of human Judicial righteousness In 
the judge and particularly In the king tends towards 
"assistance" and "deliveranoe". 2. The root Is used to 
denote the "righteousness" of the plaintiff, where it bears 
the meaning "In the right" or "having a just oauae"< the 
standard or norm la supplied within the situation or from 
the law with reference to whioh tho olalm la made. 3. By 
virtue of her position as the covenant people. Israel 
assumed the righteousness of her oause before Yahweh and 
therefore oounted on his intervention on her behalf when 
danger threatened that position. Yahweh must honour the 
"right" relationship which he had inaugurated and. in order 
that it might remain as it should be. must grant his people 
victory in battle. Jud. Sill.
So long as danger to the ol&lma of Israel within 
the eovenant relationship was reckoned only in terms of a 
threat from outside enemies, so long oould the "right­
eousness" of Yahweh be regarded in terms of viotory and 
success, with the oomlng of the prophetic ago. however. 
Israel was made aware not only of the possibility of tho
eousness’ and uot strict Justice (in the sense of equality 
of rights before an impartial law) whioh must bo reflooted 
in the judgments of Yahweh*s people. Wo might even claim 
that the common OT ethical pattern or formula operates 
in this oonneotlon alsot "As Yahweh la righteous. • • so 
be yo righteous...."
rights of the covenant people being endangered from within 
(by social and political schism breaking up the national 
unity) but also of the question of the legitimacy of her 
pretensions* Was Israel "in the right" simply because she 
could regard herself as the chosen people? The way was now 
open for a new approach to the matter of Yahweh’s right­
eousness with reference to the inward life of his people*
The terminology of sdq was consequently taken up to char­
acterise both the conditions for, and the effects and purpose 
of ^Yahweh* a aotlon in maintaining the covenant* If Yahweh 
was to be faithful to this relationship and declare Israel 
"in the right" (with all that that meant to her In terms of 
success and well-being), then Israel must be "in the right", 
she must have a "righteous" cause, she must possess 'right­
eousness (Hos*10|12, Is* 28*16f), and the quality and 
character of that "righteousness" would be determined by 
the character of Yahweh’a "righteousness" within the 
covenant* Here again we can tee the effect upon the content 
of the term of its association with the Divine*
With regard to the prophetic emphaaie on the 
necessity of righteousness within Israel, it is often urged 
by historians of Israel*s religion that this is the ethl- 
clslng of her faith* While this is not untrue, it la of 
interest only aa we understand the reasons for it and the 
character of it. The term sdq* when applied to Israel,
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retained the Idea of being "In the right” or posaeaalng 
that status, hut the norm or standard by which the "right­
ness” was judged waa the covenant relation and ita demandst 
In other words, the content of the term was supplied from 
the situation and the standard. How when corruption and 
oppression flourished, (as In the time of the 8th century 
prophets), the right-ordering of the community was impossible 
and the purpose of the covenant was threatened and 
contradicted! therefore that whloh would put Israel "In the 
right" before Yahweh was quite clearly ethleal and moral 
reform of eueh a kind as would embody the prlnoiples of 
right oommunlty-order (justice, equality, sincerity etc.) 
and so contribute to the malntenanoe of the oovenant. Thus 
It would be of more value to emphasise (1) the fact that the 
olroumstanees In whloh the prophets spoke provided. Indeed 
demanded, speeiflo ethloal content for a familiar judicial 
term, and (11) that that content was directly conoerned with 
social balance as a covenant requirement reflecting Yahweh*s 
righteousness, than to suggest that the prophets sthloised 
Israel's (non-ethioal?) religion. In short, we may regard 
the prophetle teaching as essentially a recalling of Israel 
to the covenant and to the standards and way of life whloh 
should characterise national and Individual existence under 
the covenant*
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The specific content of »dq again depends on
the situation with reference to whioh it is applied when
it is used in the Psalius to denote a class, in opposition
to "evil-doers" ( ]i* or "the wicked" (Tryvtn).
These latter have been variously Identified as apostate
Jews, foreign enemies, soroer-ra and false accusers, but
it seems unwise to look for a single explanation according
1to one formula* Their identity probably varies within the
Psalms and with it the identity of the "righteous", whose
character is to be gauged by contrast* On many occasions,
however, the "righteous" are those who, in humility and
faithfulness, trust in Yahweh, despite persecution and
oppression, those who seek to live uprightly and without
pride of heart ( |t’dx ,’JX), depending on Yahweh for
protection* His "righteousness” is their only refuge and
source of pardon* Their "righteousness" is not ethleal
perfection, but that simple 3od-fearing obedience of the
faithful who plead with Yahweh for a favourable decision,
not always in order to be "justified" against an adversary,
but often, in an absolute manner, to be accepted and saved*
The Torah-liturgy of approaoh sums it upj
'ho shall ascend the hill of the Lord?
And who shall stand in his holy placet 
He who has clean hands and a pure heart, 
ho does not lift up his soul to what is false,
T T S T a .k, Johnson, "The Psalms", in The Old Teatament and 
Modern Study, ed. H.a. Kowley, (Oxford, 1951) pp. 197fr.
And does not swear deceitfully*
He will receive blessing from the Lord,
And vindication ( np-is ) from the God 
of his salvation* Ps* 24:3-5*
In conclusion, we turn again to Deutero-Isaiah, and 
to the final chapters of the book* In Deutero-Isalah 
we discovered that the "righteousness" of Yahweh was 
developing towards a justification of the ungodly, a sal­
vation which is unmerited* Consequently, there could be no 
affirmation of Israel1s righteousness before Yahweh* She 
possessed no "just" case: she had no "righteous" claim on
Yahweh1s mercy: Justice in her legal transactions was
absent: she was indeed far from righteousness,1 (46:12 and
cf*48:lb,18)* Yet in merolful faithfulness to his covenant 
purpose Yahweh has "declared her to he in the right” • Her
only righteousness before the nations is the knowledge
2and experience of this salvation* The unmerited vindic­
ation, the new beginning in grace, brings with it, however, 
the demand that righteousness In keeping with the covenant 
should be the character of Israel*s subsequent life# That
1 The Suffering Servant, the ideal Israel, la "righteous" 
and will make many to be accounted righteous, I*e* pro­
cure a right relation to Y* for many, 53:11* "Righteous­
ness" attends Cyrus (42:1) in the sense of "success or 
victory", since he was the Instrument to demonstrate to 
the world Yahweh*s righteous purpose regarding Israel.
2 Cf* Acht^meier, op.clt.*p*85: "Yahweh will fulfil the 
demand* of the covenant relationship* He will maintain hia 
righteousness. He will do so by justifying Israel, by 
Imputing righteousness to her who has no righteousness,
by delivering her who has no right to he delivered (46:12­
13). And this will be Israel’s righteousness before all 
the world, that God helps her (50:9 of.52:13 - 53:12).*.
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requirement finds expression in chapters 56-59 of the bookf 
beginning with the exhortation* ’’Keep Justice and do right­
eousness ( Now* that righteousness means (as in
the earlier prophets) social justice* sincere worship and 
upright conduct (56*9 - 56*9)* it means* in short* the 
conditions for the right-ordering of the nation9s life 
within the covenant* When these qualities are present* there 
will be national recovery and covenant harmony*
Your righteousness shall go before you*
And the glory of the Lord shall be your rearward*
Then you shall call and the Lord will answer*
You shall cry* and He will say "Here I am". (58*8-9)*
Pinally* in the thrilling vision of restoration presented
by the closing chapters of the book* this will have been
achieved* "Righteousness" will be the government of the
community (60*17)* the people shall be righteous and
flourish (60*21)* their righteousness will be known to all
nations (62*2)* and all this will be to the glory of Yahweh
who chose them* who* in faithfulness and merey* "Justified"
them when they were not "righteous"; and to when* now* they
have responded with devotion and sincerity*
By way of summaxyon the "righteousness" of Israel*
we draw attention to a passage in Deut*6*20ff* from
a book which writes history in terms of the covenant* The
question is asked* "What is the meaning of the testimonies
Despite "her failure to do the right* despite her lack of 
faith* Yahweh* • • will decide in her favour* Deutero- 
Xsaiah9* plea is that Israel but faithfully accept such 
deliverance*
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and statutes and ordinances which the Lord commanded?'* In 
the answer, their meaning is related to the Exodus, the 
event of election* "We were slaves in Egypt* * and we were 
brought out* * * and the Lord commanded us to do all these 
statutes, to fear the Lord our God, for our good always, 
that he might preserve us alive, as at this day”* In short, 
the law is meaningless outside the relationship, outside 
the covenant* "And", the passage goes on, "it will be 
for us, if we are careful to do all these commandments 
before the uord ourGod, as he has commanded us" (of* Deut*
24113)• In other words, the vitality of the community and 
its right internal ordering, its right attitude to Yat*~Mh, 
and the personal righteousness of its members - these all 
lie in acceptance of Yahweh9s election and in obedience 
to the law, which is divine guidance within the covenant 
relationship*
Observations on the Semantics of the sdq-worda*
At the beginning of this study, we asserted as a basic 
semantic principle that usage must be the ultimately 
decisive guide to meaning* In the oourse of the work - which 
may be regarded aa an exercise in historical semantics - a 
number of other signifleant points for the interpretation 
of Biblical terms have become clear*
1* First, the obvious, but nonetheless important, fact that
i
the sdq-worda do not appear in Biblical Hebrew aa new words*
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The root had a previous history and the worda derived from 
It had developed meanings. Our review of Ancient Near 
Eastern usage revealed the association with deity, the 
forensic or Judielal sense ("in the right") and the qual­
itative or descriptive use ("righteous king"). Ai for the 
original significance of the root, we can only suggest that 
it lay somewhere in the notion of conformity to a norm, a 
norm which required to be defined In each particular case. 
The use of root gdq in the OT clearly takes up and builds 
upon these earlier associations and meanings.
2. Although the Blblloal Hebrew use of sdq was founded on 
the earlier usage whioh it inherited, yet the word was 
given a characteristic content by the particular ideas 
with which it became associated in the Blblloal literature. 
Chief among these is the application to the Covenant 
relation and to the oharaoter and action of Yahweh revealed 
in that Covenant. The dominance of the oovenant-idea in 
the development of the meaning of adq-worda has been 
obvious at every stage. Yahweh1 s "righteousness", as 
covenant faithfulness, meant "victory" for Israel over her 
enemies: Israel’s "righteousness" meant faithfulness to the
covenant relation and, in particular, obedience to those 
obligations and laws of the covenant which provided 
principles for the right-ordering of the nation’s life, in 
its manward and Godward aspects: the oharaoter of community
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and personal "righteousness" depended on the elroumstanoes 
out of whieh the demand arose* but It was always regarded 
as having its ultimate sanction in the obligations of the 
Covenant* and* finally* it was because of the constancy of 
Yahweh to the covenant (in the experience of Israel) that 
Deutero*Isaiah found it possible to express by the use of 
sdq something almost synonymous with "salvation"* It would 
be true to say that it was its incorporation into the 
terminology of the covenant that secured the speolal
religious character of rip’ll in the OT* In more linguistic
M .,1 M terms* it is the "emotive force or the "predominant
thought-trends" 2 of the covenant idea which provided the
dynamic for the semantic expansion and development of
the word*
5* The suggested three-fold development in the history of 
the sdq-words may be of guidance in the understanding and 
interpretation of other religious and theological terms*
This development takes the word from an association 
with man and his life to association with Cod* and back 
again to man* with a richer content and oolour drawn frcm 
its relation to deity* We have noticed this with reference 
to the character of the discriminating "righteousness" of 
the king* The "righteousness" of Yahweh first reflects the
1 The Term belongs to H. Sperber* :infjjflirung in die 3edeutungs- 
lehre* (2nd ed* Leipzig* 1950)*
2 The term is from J* Sohwleterlng* quoted in S* Ullmann* 
Principles of Semantics« (2nd ed* Oxford* 1957) pp*197-98*
Ancient Near Eastern ideal of kingly righteousness in its 
concern for the oppressed) then the word "righteousness" 
comes back to ita association with the king in the form 
of a standard or demand to be fulfilled* In other words, 
Yahweh9s npiV reflects the character of human n p 1^, but 
also provides the norm for that human n p i Y # This type of 
development may be discoverable in other terms in the OT*
4* We must comment on the semantio change in adq-words 
within the OT* The idea of oonformity to a norm seems to 
be the basic significance of sdq which most satisfactorily 
accounts for its various developments* To say this, however 
does not mean that that sense was always recognisable er 
even present in the words at every stage of development*
The primary meaning may be the key to understanding the 
dlreotlon of the semantio development, but usage, whioh 
brought the word into association with particular ideas 
and situations, must be the guide to meaning at any point* 
Now the OT usage of n pi* does suggest that the word oould, 
particularly with reference to Yahweh, take on the meaning 
of "that In which Yahweh9a righteousness resulted", namely 
"deliverance", "salvation" and "victory"* When the word 
developed one of these meanings, it did not necessarily 
lose the other meanings which it already possessed* The 
literature of the OT attests the retention of old meanings 
while new ones were developed* Linguistic study has 
recognised this type of phenomenon, and S* Ullmann puts it
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thus t "• • a word may retain its previous sense or senses 
and at the same time acquire one or several new senses*” 1
/.*\r‘undt was also aware of this and so distinguished
*  « 2 between "partial and total changes of meaning", the latter
being the cases In which a new meaning entirely supersedes
the old, which therefore completely falls out of use* tfe
may claim that np“f V underwent the partial semantic change
In the OT* In the ease of the of Yahweh, It changed
from being descriptive of judicial activity to what the
"righteousness” effected or was expected to effects and In
ethleal contexts, It could change from meaning "the status
of being In the right” to connote the character of actions
and life necessary to aohleve that status within the
covenant relation, the Idea of the covenant being the
dynamic which caused the change* Nevertheless the earlier
meanings of the term did not fall out of use as soon as
the developments took place* One may note words of the
philosopher and linguist V?,u* Urbans
The fact that a sign (i*e* a linguistic sign or 
word) can Intend one thing without ceasing to 
Intend another, that, Indeed, the very oondition 
of its being an expressive sign for the second 
Is that it is also a sign for the first, is 
precisely what makes language an Instrument of 
knowing* 3
l ulima mi, op*clt** p*174s see also p*117.
2* Volkerpsychologle* I, Die Sprache, (Leipzig, 1900) and 
see ullmann* QP*cit** p*175*
3 Language and Keallty* (London, 1939) pp* 112ff*
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In connection with a formal term like H 9 it is very 
Important to remember that the sense or meaning of terms 
is frequently fluid or vaguet it is not delimited by any 
clear-out lines* except in the case of scientific concepts: 
it is essentially open* asking for supplementation* "Un 
concept est toujours ouvertj 11 •attend9 de nouvelles 
determinations de sens"**
5* In discussing npix as a descriptive or ethical term* 
we have seen that the particular circumstances in whloh the 
word is applied provide its content* This was the case with 
the prophetic demand for "righteousness" in Israel and with 
the olass of "righteous" in the Psalms* whose identity has 
to be gauged from their opposite* the "wicked"* Thus a 
different situation* even a different social milieu* will 
affect the oontent and oharaoter of n p i *  when the 
term describes conduct*. The relativity of ethical rules 
in the OT should be recognised*
6* The suggestion that the specific content of basically 
formal terms requires to be supplied from the context of 
life in which they are used a>ey be helpful for the 
interpretation of words such as iSDU/io and Tl’OJl* which 
belong both to the judicial terminology of Israel and also to 
the language of the Covenant*
T H* telacroix* Le Langage et. la Penseeu(?arls* 1924)* 
p* 204*
II, A ikooos and related wordi in Oreek Usage*
c /  1Because of its recognised connection with ***kvoju ("sheer 
or "indicate") it seems probable that the original con­
notation of the word was "way indicated" or "that
which is customary"* "lien we first meet it in Oreek 
literature, the word refers to a mythical divine being, "the 
virgin A >*07 , daughter of Zeus, who is honoured among the
gods" (Hesiod, v?orks end Days, 256)* This suggests that at 
an early stage of Oreek thought the "established custom" was 
regarded as the divinely appointed or divinely recognised 
way of things* This is  confirmed by Hesiod's remark that 
"Unhappy is that city which the divine virgin has fled..", 
because its affairs will be in chaos, and a.1*6 by iovfa*
Ant*450-67 which points out that, in the case of a dispute 
between human and divine right, ^ * 7  will be on the side 
of the eternal laws of Zeus and against human Vcytoi # it 
was Solon who "demythologised" the concept: for him
("Justioe") is no longer a divine being, yet is more than a 
human device: It is a law, the law of the universe, which
is independent of man and cannot be evaded by him* Conse­
quently, we may say that was the norm (Invested with
divine sanction) for human conduct, chiefly for the oonduct 
of men towards one another, and, as such, was logically
T C 7 T T 7  Bolsacq, Dlctlonalra BtTOologlage._de la Urngue 
Oreoqu*. (H.ldalberg. 1950) and J.b « Hofmann, ^tymologlaehea 
"drterfeuch flea 3rlaohlaohon. (wunchen, 1049)*
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regarded as "right" t that which is customary and conforms 
to the divinely recognised order is "the right”; With its 
implicit Juristic reference9 the word came to mean also 
"Judgment" (Homer, Hesiod, ere#} After Homer, the forensic 
reference became increasingly prominent and the word was 
frequently used of "proceedings instituted to determine 
legal rights" , 1 a "lawsuit" or "trial", and even of the
M #1objects or consequ'*noes of legal action, i.e. satisfaction 
or "penalty”# v?ith this sense, is used three times
in the New Testament, Acts 28t4, 2 Thess.l*9 and Jude 7#
A person whoce conduct conforms to the standard
/ c /dik*? , is kiKooos t he does what is right, according to the 
traditions of society (Hom#Ody#6#119f• f 9.174«*6)t he renders 
to others their rights and exacts his own# The word may 
be thus employed with the broad sense "right" (Hom.0dy.18. 
413, Thuc.3#40, Plat.0org.507b, Arist.NE.5.1129a)* or in a 
more specific sense, "Just" (Hes.0p.270ff, Herondas 2186- 
y v t o ^  £ t <l )f rendering to each
what he has the right to claim acoording to soolal rule. 
t o  2 > i£ c * io v  (which is more frequently used than ittctioau#*} )  
is defined by Aristotle as "that which is legal and fair"
( To yU£V To NfcyjnyuoV l£<*c 7b l<ToV N 1129S, 1 . 3 4 , ) ,
clearly distinguishing the two parts of justice, vis.
legality and equality. It is also defined as "that which is
1 in Herodotus, stands for the "decision of a
Judg4",conforming to a norm.
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due from one man to another" (Thuc*3.54; Dem.572.14) and 
this either aa one1a duty or rights or penal deserts* 
Although In the older Oreek literature (e#g* Korn*0dy*6.120 
and 13*2Q9f, Hymn to Demeter, 386-9) to be >^ioc<x<o&
Included the dlaoharge of obllgationa to the goda as well
N <■ /aa to men, and t© bi*<*«ov waa regarded aa hawing the 
sanction of divine authority, yet, in the later olaaaleal 
writers, when Vojuos had become the source and basis of 
equality and had taken over the religious significance of 
S ikm the predominant reference in W » o t  was to the
T
mutual relations of men. 1 Thus, in moral philosophy, the 
term indicates the possession of social and political 
virtue* Though *bit<<*<©s is frequently used in a non-moral 
sense, there is usually a reference to a standard (either 
in the nature of the thing Itself or outside it) or a 
demand requiring to be satisfied, as wh^n the word means 
''exaot” (as applied to numbers), "fitting", "suitable", 
"correct" or "genuine" (Hdt*2,149, Xen.»em*IV.4*5 and Aesch* 
Agam.1604)•
The noun belongs to the third stage
in word-format ion, following ^ *^7 and Vticesiios j it is 
found first at Herod.1*96* Being the character of the
cbiK*'o& (who is now the man who conforms to v©y^ o* ), the
1 Thai justice could not be understood without referenoe to 
religion is an idea still clear in Plato when he relates 
V*c*ros ana od’ios (0org*~07b, tfep.i, 331a)* In Euthy.l2c- 
ef o<r»ov is defined as part of 'h i V o o o v  •
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term early bears the sense of the "prescribed behaviour of 
the oltisen towards society"; in other words, it is a 
social virtue*1 V’ith his usual disregard of precise 
formulation, Plato represents as the state of
any agent (whether person or association) in which each of 
the component elements does its own work or performs its 
proper function# In the city, this means the harmony of the 
various classes: in the Individual, It consists in a certain
relation between the different tendencies (the passionate, 
the rational and the appetitive)# For Plato it Is not so 
definite a thing as the virtues of G u t y o 9 uJt y &c c  
and <^ ov*7<ris f but rather that which makes possible the 
realisation of these: o nv<sw <£*ci>/ois
«/ » / » / / / i'
Co<rrc £>/Y<£Ve<r 8bu t £yy<wo|*<L\/ots y<e tfcjTAy/o io<V 7r
&>/ cuZj Rep.iv, 433b# Aristotle devotes a whole book
c /of his treatise on Ethics to § and describes
two kinds: (i) as a particular virtue, the
opposite of f and meaning the "assigning to a
man his due": this may be sub-divided into two aspects, a
distributive f ^ v a ^ j r r ) and a corrective
HE.5: 1130bff (11) aa co-extenslve with the
whole of virtue (sle Plato), not as a particular virtue# It
is in fact the highest expression of virtue, *7 T<s:X<£'^  f
the realised o{ ipcrJ] in man, dealing with his fellow-
I  Cf . ' l S e  fragment of Theognis quoted by Aristotle, i v ' b l
vy  GO\\*j 4<m f Diehl# 124#
men* At the performance of all one'a soolal duties, It la 
essentially ■*/»«>* ct^ov ( h e .  5.1129b and 1130b). For Aris­
totle, '&iK°«o<rov'7 ia less idealistic than it is for Platot 
it is realised in concrete relations and these may subsist 
In any society. The Judicial notion belonging to b 
as a particular virtue continues in the definition given 
by Aristotle In Rhet.l.l366bi scti “bt 'btKoootfVjv^  ynW 
%<.' t-c oioTwv Ikon-rot c^ oovi , *•*'■ (*Ji ® vo^os . Kb re the 
underlying idea la that of a judge awarding to each M s  due, 
and, In fact, ^iko<iow^ occasionally refers to "juatiee" 
aa the business of the Judge, Plat.0org.464b-o. In a few 
Instances the word osn mean "correctness", but these are 
mostly translations of the Hebrew p^^te.g. "sacrifices of 
p-»s") and are found in the Septuagint.
The verb oncouoo cones from the adj. and
being causative in form should (by analogy) mean ’to make 
'bucof.os or %****©* *. in olaasieal Greek, however, it never 
has exactly this force. In a famous fragnent of Pindar (169,
3), quoted by Plato (Gorg.484b), it has the sense of "to set
M _ / /right" or possibly to reoognlse as right" ( Vo^os # . .
to |g>»otioT^ To>/ )* hut this meaning is unusual• Its
ordinary uses fall under two main heads % (1) with an
impersonal object, It denotes "to hold or deem a thing to
be right or suitable",1 even "to decide" or "claim aa a
1 Cf#""TJioL» : verba in -oco, derived from adja. expressing 
a value judgment, commonly mean "to deem or account.#*. .
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rightn that a thing should b© done. This us© is very 
common in Classical writers and in Philo and Josephus*
(ii) Applied to persons, 'biK<x*oLO is widely used to mean 
"to do one right or Justice”f "to treat justly" (i#e# as 
the opposite of ), and this chiefly In malam
partem for "to pass sentence on”, "to condemn and punish"# 
In the passive, the verb is used in the sense of "to have 
right or justice done to one" (cf. Arist#NR 5#1136a)# The
use of the word in the Hermetic tractate "On Regeneration
\ \ f(C#Ker,13:9) calls for speeial attention: X ^ ,s Y */9,r<£t° 5
'fbe 7tCjs t^v •.. <£&* *■<*(£> O+ip-t'' , & t^vov/
> c / * fotkiKiocs oSTTOsj<r+js m «xhe writer is describing the way in
which the divine nature is implanted in man, who is thus
"reborn" or "deified"# At each stage of the process, one of
the vices natural to humanity is replaced by a god-given
virtue (©#3 . ignorance is replaced by knowledge)# Among
these changes is the substitution of 2>i*c*io<rov^  for f
but instead ox expressing the former by the relevant abstract
noun, the writer uses the verb: consequently the meaning
is quite simply, "Vie have been mad© righteous, now that
unrighteousness is away"# If the phrase connotes ethical
change, the author may here betray acquaintance with Pauline
language as interpreted by Creek commentators#
1 Cf# C#h# Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks p#59# It is 
possible that this 'jPractaie of the liermetioa was influenced 
by Christian thinking and expressions#
 ■
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The noun means an "act of right" or
"amendment of wrong", and alao a "plea or claim of right"*
It ia used frequently in the papyri of legal deeds or 
evidence", and appears in Philo, Josephus and the LXX with 
the meaning "legal statute", "ordinance" or "demand".
AiKo*tuj<r.s is employed with the general sense of putting 
into action that which is Vnc**ov (right) t it is Judicial 
"setting right" or "doing Justice” to someone, especially 
of condemnation or pnnishment* It may also be used of a 
"plea or demand of right", i.e. a "Just claim", and even 
of "a Judging what is right"*
At this stage of our study we may observe some points of 
similarity and of contrast between the Greek etc*
and the Hebrew sdq-words *
1* The idea of conformity to a norm and a general forensic 
reference are common to the meaning and development of the 
concept "righteousness" in both languages*
2* The relation of "custom" to "right" in early Greek thought 
is parallel to the early sense of in the right", a
status which was frequently established with reference to 
convention or social law. The Greek idea, however, may have 
had overtones not possessed by the Hebrew*
3* In both Greek and Hebrew usage the word for "righteous­
ness" belongs to the terminology of relationships in
o  /community. In Greek, ojkociogw^ is generally associated
with the mutual obligations of men In human society, with­
out reference (except In early writers) to divine sanction:
In the Hebrew tradition, on the other hand, the behaviour 
of man within community is governed by the consciousness 
of the covenant relation, and therefore has reference 
ultimately to the demands of Ood and oonformlty to the 
divine will. This relation of pf* to Ood and his law, 
rather than to social oustoms or abstract principles, 
emphasises the lnwardnesa of "righteousness" In the thought 
of the Hebrew people,
4. ihere Is nothing In Oreek thought lastingly oomparable 
to the Idea of the "righteousness of Ood", and consequently 
no development of the meaning of towards "victory" 
or "salvation". This significance was added to the Oreek word 
when the LXX translators used It to render HiiT -nipix ,
5. The particular actions whioh provide the oontent for 
np~ix are often those which the Oreek mind would recognise
as , In the sense of social virtue. Corruption,
false dealing and oppression (as condemned by the prophets) 
would be described In Oreek as . But the criterion by
whioh they are adjudged as such in Hebrew thought Is 
primarily the divine demand within the covenant relation, 
rather than, as In Oreek thought, what was socially Just 
or fair#
6. Throughout most of ita development the Oreek bi*c^ /o<ro^
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tended towards the more precise and narrow sense of 
"Justice", the giving of what was due to each# Arlstotlefs 
division of l'o<ro^ (as one among the virtues) into
two aspects, and  ^^9 simply a
systematisation of current thought on the matter# The
i toic definition is on the same lines - (mf/^
t Ty* £^<tt(o (Stobaeua, Fd#2#102)# Consequently
there is nothing parallel to the development in Hebrew 
from the idea of strict justice towards "deliverance" and 
"assistance" as the characteristic of the Judge and of Cod 
as supreme judge of men#
7# Plato1 s profound treatment of oucoootfov^  as "a state
of being" seems to have had little effect on current usage 
of the term and little Influence on the immediately
succeeding philosophical thought# Aristotle means something
tdifferent when he writes of d>ikr^ «o<rov^  as perfect virtue, 
containing all other virtues, and displayed in society# But 
even this idea of "bxaoodov*; differs from the Hebrew »"ip“T*'# 
The latter ia distinguished radically from Plato1 s theoret­
ical and intellectual "Justice" by being a concrete, 
experienced thing: np*r*happens and can be recognised in the 
affairs of men# And frcm Aristotle it differs in that ita 
content is determined by something more than social duty: 
n pf* is determined by the demands of Cod made known with­
in the covenant relation#
c /ftppended note on 3# : hrenk*© study of bi^»o<rov^
Two points mad© by O# Schrenk In the course of his study 
of "biKc^iotfov'iy and related words are worthy cf some 
comment* The first Is found on p*14 of the Higlish trans­
lation of the tv?WT article:*1’
• « • Plato himself, though expressly treating 
of justice as a political virtue, finds the root 
of the matter in the human soul, where the 
individual Is truly himself, with all his powers 
in order and harmony (Kep*4*433c ff.) A»^.os 
thus comes to signify an Innate quality 0 1 human 
nature, of which man avail "nlmsel.f in his* 
activities• Joseohus not only regards it as 
belonging to the sphere of virtue, but goes the
who are 
• Ant*7:
This interpretation of Plato seems strange* Schrenk ia 
referring to the famoua passage on the ”three parts’’ of the 
soul* Now, in the first place, for Plato the soul is not 
the location of "the root” of ^»K^to<rov^ # \mt affords an 
illustration of the scheme he has already propounded for 
justice in the state# Having found what makes a city dis­
play justice, he could apply the result to the individual, 
provided he had a similar structure to that of the oity
with its three classes: and with the help of Pythagorean
£teaching Plato claims just that* Secondly, Plato does not 
say that the ordering principle or harmonising power,
1 Righteousness. Bible Key words, (London, 1951)#
2 Cf* N#«# Murphy, An Interpretation of Plato1a Republic, 
(Oxford, 1951) p#14#
length of speaking7of his heroes as men 
’’naturally” ( t^V ) righteous, e*g
-------  (Italics mine)
<rov*7 f la ’In the soul": he declares that the three 
springe of action (reason, spirite^ness and appetite) are 
’'In the soul", while bncettofovy connotes personal control 
of them through respect for the principles of rationality 
(5.441d-e, 443d). Thirdly, biK^to^Jvy ±n Plato is not 
really a quality (innate or otherwise) but a state or 
method of living* As for the two Josephus references 
given by Schrenk to support his contention, it is quite
r / v \ /clear from the contexts that oik^ ios Tys/ means
"just-natured" or "just, by disposition and character1 (of*
£ng« ’’good-natured") and not "innately just or righteous” •
The second point is found on p.27 and refers back to what
was quoted above from p. 14.
The fundamental idea among the Greeks is that
h i* * 'ofo^ , like all other virtues, is
natural to man* Cf. Arist.NE.VI, xili, 1144b, 27*
The passage in Aristotle speaks of "certain moral qualities
[ y Q y )  aa being •natural1 (<j>o<r<SL ) : yy <bi*o<<oi
CTo^ yOoV* *OL Kou. GLVbpCiOi, Kate TckXXoC <Lypj+<t>/ <£,’o0*JS kxC yCveTys
(from the moment of birth)", but it goes on, "true moral 
excellence ) cannot be produced without practical
wisdom", which, for Aristotle, is the ordering principle. 
Concerning Sehrenk9s statement two things must be said:
(1) Assuming that Aristotle means by "innate ^ iKotiO (To v*y " 
(but note that he does not use the noun, but the adj.) 
what Schrenk seems to think he means, that idea is not
oh&raoterlatle of Plato, as shown above# It is erroneous
to elaim that the idea la "fundamental among the Greeks"•
It is unwise to elass together too readily the varieties
of thought expressed within the Creek tradition#
(ii) Slnoe Schrenk quotes Aristotle, we must enquire what
is meant by the statement and plaoe it within the context
of Aristotle1a thought# An earlier and fuller discussion
of "innate virtue" is found in 2#1103a ff. There It is
clearly stated (against the aristocratic view that virtue
is a gift of nature) that moral virtues ( */9'k*7 ) comes as
the result of habit {i0o%) and do not arise in ua by
nature, slnoe nothing that exists by nature can form a
habit contrary to nature, and habit may engender vice aa
well aa virtue# They do not come by nature (A# says) nor
are they contrary to nature: we are adapted by nature to
receive them# Aristotle la here elaimlng that we have a
natural capacity for, or disposition towards, the virtues,
which are only possessed by the exeroise of them# In short
ho come a Just by doing just acts# !Then we oome to Bk#5
Aristotle studies this natural capacity under the name
"natural virtue"Thus, in the passage quoted by Schrenk,
Aristotle is not speaking of innate b«t«rf»o<rov^  all, but
of innate oapaeity to be fciKod.os (and he does use the adj#)#
T This is confirmed in one of/the most reoent commentaries 
on the Ethics of Aristotle, L'Sthlque k Nlcomague par K#A, 
Gauthier et J#f# Jolif, (Louvain,1959) Tome 2, p#108, 
note 2#
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It is one thing to say ”1 am born possessing ♦righteousness*" 
but quite another to say ”1 am born able to become, or 
even disposed to become, righteous*”.
The reason for this lengthy and critical note is 
as follows: by these statements, particularly the second, 
Schrenk implies a contrast between what he ©alls (erron­
eously) the "fundamental Oreek idea” that Wo<»o«rov-^  is 
innate in man, and Paul (standing within the Hebrew tra­
dition) for whom 2>»ko<io<rov^  is bestowed on man; cf* p#46 
of the article* That is an entirely unjustifiable contrast# 
The meaning of and when regarded as
innate (as by Aristotle, in the sense of innate capacity) 
is quite different from what Paul means by bi^od-Jv^ ss a 
gift. There is no place in the Pauline corpus where b»K*/o$ 
or a oognate word could be translated or interpreted in 
terms of the philosophical idea of ’disposition toward* 
'biicotiotf’oV'vj n i nor is it likely that in Aristotle 'bixotio<ruv^  
could be interpreted in terms of the Pauline theological 
"righteousness"• Tiat may be explored and contrasted is 
the different semantic value of the word in the two usages, 
not statements about (abstracted from context)
taken as if the word had only one meaning for both Paul 
and Aristotle#
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III# The Septuagint
In the LXX the terms bucooos , ^»^io<rov^ and
appear aa the regular translations of p 7"7* , P7 ^
and p*7* i out of a possible 476 occurrences of the root
/ 1462 are represented by the b»v«*ios words* Such consist* 
ency on the part of the translators argues that, in their 
usage, the amount of semantic overlap between the two groups
r /of words was regarded as very great: hiKooos etc* would 
appear to have been the most satisfactory words available 
to render the meaning of the Hebrew pi ^  for the ireek- 
speaking readers of the OT# Nevertheless, the Hebrew root 
was occasionally translated differently and sometimes <b»ur<*«os 
etc# represent other Hebrew words#
We begin with a brief mention of the most significant 
cases in which the words do not translate p7*#
The NlphUl of the verb ( p ^ * 7 ) is used with the "temple"
as subject in r>an#8il4# This we found necessary to translate 
as !fthe temple will be put right, or restored to what it 
should be"* Instead of rendering the Hebrew verb by 
Q T«*t (aa it would normally be) the LXX and Theodotion 
have UccG«/o,<rGy<rcv*a • This aupporta our interpretation of
the Hebrew; but the translator, realising that that sense 
could not be elicited from <bitco<iio8^(r<£T*cc departs from the 
usual rendering of p7*and interprets according to the 
1 fee word Sik*j never translates any part of the root p*7’*#
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sense required in context# Father than to suppose that the 
translator did not understand the Hebrew usage and gave an 
alternative, it seems safer to assume that he was aware 
that the right sense could not be extracted from the normal 
Oreek rendering# At Job 4:17, the Qal of p “?*is repre­
sented by dvotc and at 22:3 by a^u.eyixTr-ros £?Voct •
In most of the eases where npl^ia not rendered by 'bticotioiTov^ 
the words cVce* and eViyoiro^ appear# How It will be 
reoalled that in our OT discussion we noticed that the n j> ix  
of the judge and of Yahweh tended away from the mere giving
of justice towards the idea of "assistance", "protection"
2and "help" offered to the weak and oppressed# Therefore 
it is not surprising that this notion waa introduced from 
time to time by the LXX translators, especially since the 
usual rendering of npiYby would not convey the
idea of "merciful action", because, as we have pointed out, 
the Oreek term retained the flavour of "strict Justice" 
throughout Its entire usage# Both human npi^and Divine 
TipiYard represented by , <Lvc^o<rov^ : the former
1 H#E# Snaith, Distinctive Ideas of the OT (London, 1944) p. 
166 includes In fckis category Can#2415 and Is#65i5, but 
while k«*<9oy>os appears in the LXX, the verbe are not p -1* : 
in Gen# it la npjand in Is# u^p#
2 Cf# J# Skinner, HDB# (5th ed.Edinburgh, 1906) vol#4 p#274 on 
Righteousness: rnTKe idea#### Inoludea a large-hearted con­
struction of the claims of humanity! it is, aa has been 
said, the humanitarian virtue par excellence#" In post- 
Biblical Hebrew and In the Targuma and Talmud flpT* moat 
frequently means "an act of benevolence" going beyond legal 
obligations (contrasted with "[^"strict justice") andwa-msgiving"#
at Dan*4:24(27), Esek* 18:19,21: and the latter at 
Pa•23:5, 32:5 and 102:6* It must be admitted, however, 
that the tranalation haa altered the meaning of
the Hebrew on two occasions, Deut.6:25 and 24:13* Both 
paaaagea atate that obedience to the lcwe of Yahweh will 
be np7X for the people or for the Individual* It aeema 
probable that the Hebrew means that obedience is the way 
to rlghteouaneaa and the right-ordering of the community,1 
but the rendering <LVc^ yuo<rJv^  muat refer to the ’’merciful 
action” of Yahweh whioh Israel will experience if they are 
obedient to Yahweh1 a commands* Although the LXX thus trans-
v  » /late* npTS by s\cos and 9 it deserves notice
that never appears for the Hebrew word, though this
la clearly the area of meaning to which the root fre­
quently approaches in Deutero-Iaaiah and Psalms*
More important for our purpose is the use of 
^4c(ios etc* to render Hebrew words other than those from 
root p"7'* « -e may note the following caaea* Aikoo©s ±8 found
for ( l y j *  ), "straightforward", "upright" ("uprightness")
-  /in Job lilf in Prov*3s32, 11:3, 14:9, 21:2,18, and 
once for ' t J 'u J 'n  (a ’’uprightness") at 1 Chron*29:17* The 
fact that this tranalation la almost oonflned to Job and 
Proverbs is interesting* Both translators (if in fact there 
was not only one) of these books are sensitive to Greek
1 5**'* tSriver, Deuteronomy* ICC (Edinburgh, 1896) p*96 Implies
that both verses bear tnis sense*
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stylo and usage and their work bears traces of familiarity 
with Hellenistic Alexandrian cultural* in fact they show 
the early stages of that Hellenisation of the OT which
greached its oeak with Philo. In view of this, it seems 
likely that their use of c)t^ ios for ivj'_ betrays the Oreek 
idea of co<.os as the description of the ’Virtuous" man.
Aiko<ios translates "innocent", with reference
to persons (Job 9:23j 17:8) and in the phrase o<yu.oc.
‘bjvcotiov ("innocent blood", which is usually <*9<L©v/ )
at Prov.6:17 (AS), Joel 4:19 and Jonah 1:14. 'fhe noun 
S»iCo<.o<rov^  appears for ]*’p V  0en.20:S.
Of interest is the translation by ©Kooofov^ 0f
the Aramaic ("purity" or "blaaelessness" before &©d)
at Dan.6:23 (22). The Hebrew verb TId t is twice rendered 
b y  % i* c o i ,o o  i 5  (t) r.ic&h 0:11 -  v u /o  \ j r x b i  n ^ r x r i  here 
th e  1XX h e  a &  sv  o u o w .o ^ ,  h e  RSV
renders the Hebrew by "Shall I acquit with wicked scales?". 
Since the reading n S T X j] means "Shall I be pure?" and makes
1 Cf. ^erleman, Studies in the Septuagint, Job (Lund, 1946) 
and Proverbs (Lund« 1966 )i Batch, a says In P_^3.1eel ^reek. 
(Oxford, 1889) and H.B. Sv/ete, Introduction to the b¥Tn 
Oreek (Cambridge 1900).
2 This does not mean that the tranalatora violently distorted 
the OT material*. The content of Job and Proverbs was less 
characteristically Israelite from the beginning and there­
fore a measure of assimilation to Oreek ethical ideas was 
easier.
3 0. Schrenk, op«cit..p.2 includes Ps.51(50 )i6 among the 
cases of nor being translated by # in fact
there renders^ pi! , and %?3fJ?l appears as
(v/ £& &aC( CT€. #
poor sense, it seems likely that the pointing should be 
altered to (pi«l) o r to HDTXil (Hiphil). If the
Hiphil was the reading the translator had before him, then the 
meaning la "Shall I oause to be, or declare to be, pure 
(righteous)” and that is adequately repreaented (when turned 
into the passive) by # ? l e l  means
’cleanse", but in later Hebrew ia often used with the sense
, f. „ 1to acquit" or to pronounce righteous.# Knowledge of this 
meaning may well have influenced the translator in his 
rendering. (11) at Pa.73 (72): 13 ’a p  VT?r p n  §. 
rendered by yu<*T*<os <rb»Kotio<roc n jv  jjjov * ^
Hebrew clearly means "I have cleansed (i.e# kept clean) my 
heart in vain", but the Oreek will not easily yield that 
sense# Here again the translator waa perhaps Influenced 
(wrongly) by the developing declaratory meaning of the Piel
and chose S/Koooo to convey that sense, rather than
some part of the vert icocG ocfffc . if this is not the
c /case, we have here the only instance of cxot/oo in the 
LXX with the meaning "to cleanse1’, "make pure or righteous"#
The Hebrew word "73n la translated by o«*ov^
pon nine occasionsSince this term meant an act of kind-
TTfTTBerak# 19ai jor. Sot#8,22c,41* Midr.Ps.143.1,266b etc. 
See SB.III, p#134 on Hon.3:4 for examples# Koehler-Baum- 
gartnerfs Lexicon (sub fOT) understands the verb here as 
Kiphil, and render it "fur rein erklaren"
2 Oen.19:19, 20:13, 21:23, 24:27, 32:10f Ex.15:13, 34:7*
Prov.20:28 and Is. 63:7. ,
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nees or loyalty (between persona)" or "the steadfast loyal 
love" (of Yahweh to his people), we are confronted with a 
meaning Which lies outside the scope of what Sticteorovn 
connoted to the Greek mind# Perhaps we may find in this 
translation a recognition of the fact that lAn was not con­
ceived of entirely as a spontaneous feeling, but in terms 
of ’what is to be expected" or ' what 5s right or Just" 
within a relationship: was always governed by the
objective fact of relation, and therefore the rendering 
S’KcttocTov^  may be a more adequate means of oommunic&tlng
■*/. ithat ides than the word cXeos • Another covenant word
whioh and render la 'Hi?* (usually
translated )# Some of these occur'enoss (there
are 10 in all) refer to the faithfulness or constancy of
Yahweh: one means "security" (ls#39:8); *hile in two places
(Esek#18:8 and Zeeh#7:9) L?2>yp("Judgment of truth or
faithfulness") becomes IjstKooov # in these two cases
the forensic reference is dominant in the Greek term: as it
is when <b:«c*updUv«,j translates Itself, Is#61:8,
&al#2:17. ,
. The verb is used twice to render a form of
D.T~I , at Is#l:17 and teic.7:9# V I  properly means "to
contend" and especially "to conduct legal proceedings". It
is used in a favourable and in an unfavourable sense, but
1 Vlie translation of "?bq by ht«o<to<rJvy may be evidence of 
the growing legalism of the period in which the LXX was 
written, see Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, p.65#
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In the two passages where it is translated it bears
the sense ”vindicatfe *# Again ^»*ccx.oco appears once (Fzek*
21 i 13f Kt and LXX,18) to render |niL the Pual of ]Qa 
(”to test, try”) and the meaning seems to be9 ”it has been 
tested, trial has been made”# Apart from these instances 
Sikouou) translates the verb p i s
We now look at the way in which ot*o is used
to render the various parts of the verb p“l*, The Hlphfil 
p ' l x n ,  in which the declaratory and forensic connotation 
is most dominant, is without exception translated by the 
aotlve of "bitfouoco* Snaith claims that ”the forensic sense 
does not appear to have been as obvious to the LXX trans­
lator of Proverbs 17*15 as it is to the modems, for there the
<- /Oreek rendering (of the Hlphfil participle) is o;urc«ov 
kp#v$tv 9 i.e. the actual verb 1 Judge1 ia inserted in order 
to make clear the forensic sense."^ But surely the reason for 
this is simply the desire for symmetry in style# The 
translator wanted a verb which could be used in both halves 
of the sentence and n^c«t«ouV could not be so used. Occas­
ionally the active of is used to translate the Piel
of p“J*, meaning ”make appear righteous”. For example, at
1 Snaith, QPtClt,.p.166 and Schrenk, op.clt..p,S8 claim 
that at 1 .am T?t7 ^ IK*CtOO renders ^ 010. Of the LXX mss, only 
A (generally regarded as unreliable) gives o . All
others give (fat. gir ”judge”) which renders
tfOWten times ini Sam., while towis nowhere else in the OT 
translated by biK<x.ooj •
2 Snaith, op.clt,,p#166.
Jer#3:ll, where the idea Is that of making one1a self 
appear innocent or righteous In comparison with another 
who is more guilty, and at *xek#16:51, wh*re the meaning 
is "to make another person appear righteous" by being bad 
oneself* In so far as the meanings made necessary by the 
Hebrew are close to the Hiphfil idea of "putting in the 
right", it is safe to say that an underlying forensic Idea 
is present in them and in the translation by bi*«*iow #
More Interesting is the use of the middle and 
passive of )*■<*■ ou> to translate the Qal of p1*, meaning 
"to appear righteous", "to be in the right", even "to be 
righteous"#1 An Important example is found In Ps#143 (LXX 
142)i2# The Hebrew readai
p i* 1 xb 'D voynx xiin tx i
and the LXX I k<*c eiWvtfnjs <l \s u^okTiv yu.<st#< o^j\oj
G o o } otc ou bivcoticv cn/cjttiov g o o tTots « . .rxe AoV
translates, "Enter not into Judgment with thy servant, for
no man living is righteous before thee#" (Cf#Gal.2:16, Horn#
3:20)# Other instances are Gen#38:26j Ps#19(18):9 (Heb# and
LXX,10)* Ps.51(50)14 (Heb. and LXX, 6), Is#43:9,26j 45:251
also Job 10:15 (Aquil#) Job 22:3 (Sym.) and Job 15:14 (Aquil#
and Theod.)# Moreover it Is possible that the passive of
1 In j5E. LXXIII, (1954) p#87 E.J# Ooodspeed pointed out that 
nEdwar3HLobinson,s Oreek Lexicon of the HT (current about a 
century ago) savs of the middle of this verb j "to
make onself upright", hence "to be upright, righteous"#
He claims that this usage has been ignored by later lexico­
graphers#
was used in this way to translate the Pal of p‘7* 
in passages of the Apocrypha, of which the original Hebrew
1 ~ c 7is no longer extant* How this use of the passive of oitoouoo
where the Hebrew means ’’appear righteous, be righteous etc*"
2is important# Does it mean, as some scholars assert, that 
Sjicouoovdoa has lost its forensio or judicial sense? In 
answering this, we must recognise the fact that the Qal 
of pi* which it renders generally possesses a forensic 
significance# Far example, in the verse from Pa#143, the 
Hebrew does not mean ”no one shall be righteous in himself” 
but "no one shall be righteous before 3od. i.e# in the 
right at the divine tribunal,”5 *he idea of the confirm­
ation of man’s "in the right-nessM at some court of appeal 
(even that offered by the demands of convention, 3en#38t26) 
is present also at Is#4319,26 and 45t25# In Psalm 51 the 
suggestion of Yahweh’s being "in the right” in passing
4sentence is expressed* Now if we ean assume that the Oreek 
translators knew the force of the Qal of pi * , we may go on
1 See N.sJ. 'ateon, "Some observations on the use of Ai^iota 
in the Septuagint , JBL. LXXIX, (1960) pp. 255-66, especially 
pp. 262ff.
2 Snaith, loo.clt..and N.J. Lagrange, Spttre_aux Rpmalns. 
(Paris, 1931J pTl27.
3 Skinner, op.olt..p.273 "Righteousness... is apt to be 
looked on as in Itself controvertible and incomplete until 
it has been confirmed by what Is equivalent to a Judicial 
sentence."
4 At Ps.IPilO the Heb.says "The Ordinances of the Lord are 
righteous ( 'Ip1¥ ) and the LXX has ^ >cW<*.i£/4.«v<k. . This 
strange translation, where would have been enough, 
may have been adopted for metrical reasons or for the sake
on to suggest that they found its particular shade of 
meaning ("to be in the right”) best rendered by this passive 
form of the Oreek verb. Nevertheless, we must add that it 
does not follow that the passive of <bi*<*«ou> always and 
necessarily bore that specific nuance in Biblical Oreek.
Once it had been used to translate "be righteous' in 
contexts where there was emphasis on the confirmation of 
rightness, it could easily be transferred to render "be
1
righteous" when that particular emphasis was not present.
From this discussion of LXX usage it will be
obvious that the <bu<o<.©s -words underwent considerable
expansion and change of meaning through being consistently
used to render the Hebrew root p>~lX . 1. In the first place
os and i^vcocco<Tov-vj became words associates with Ood,
both in the general ser.se that He did what was right, and
more particularly in the sense that he discriminated in
his attitude towards and in his dealings with the righteous
and the sinner. It was otherwise in Classioal Oreek usage,
where etc. were not terms used of the Divine, except
at a very early date. 2. In classical usage the idea of
conformity to a standard was present in the term, but the
standard was predominantly that of social obligation, the
of symmetry, to retain an adj. and participle In 
both parts of the verse.
1 N.M. Batson, op.clt..p.265 draws attention to some passages 
In Tobit and Ecelus. (behind which may lie the Qal of p 1*) 
which use the passive of ou in the sense "be right­
eous", where no idea of "being in the right” is present.
In these cases, biWos +- the verb "to be" might have been 
a more satisfactory rendering*
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to convention ia present in the OT, the convention is
regarded as supported by divine authority, andf in general,
the standard is the divine will expressed in the demands
of the covenant law* Among the Greeks this sense of divine
requirement was weak, but, through being used as the means
of translating the Hebrew n p “i^ , the word in
Biblical Greek gained this new dimension of reference*
3. Through being drawn into the covenant terminology the
word 'bixeciofovy was supplied, from time to time, with a
content which is related to "mercy" (when translating “J n^)
and to "loyalty" and "trustworthiness" (when translating
J'11?*)* verb W<*«ocj is not found with its secular
Greek meanings in the LXX. Its meaning there is entirely
in terms of the Hebrew roots it renders. When it translates
pw*, and even when it translates other roots, the forensic
idea is almost always present. The only possible exceptions
we have fonnd are in Ps* 19*9 and 73*13*
IV* The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.
In the Apocryphal books is used as In the LXX,
except that there are no examples of the meanings "in the
right" and "innocent".1 In the Psalms of Solomon ^i^'os ,
I— TEelneaning "righteous" (applied to man and God, as well 
as to actions) Is found at Tob*3*2, 14*9; Wisd* 2*10, 3*lj 
Sir.10*23* The meaning "Just" occurs at Wisd. 12*15, 2 Mac* 
9*18. The use of the neuter In the sense "just", that 
which is right, onefs rights or deserts is frequent, 1 *ac* 
7*12, 11*33| 2 Mac.11*14, 13*23*
demand to be a good citizen* lien the idea of conformity
when applied to men, designates the "upright" who trust 
In God and keep hit law, as distinct from sinners (2*38,
3:4-8, and 15*8)# ’^hen applied to God and his Judg­
ments, it designates Him as righteously discriminating 
between the righteous and the sinner (2:12,19,36,33* 5:1;
6:8; 9:4 and 10:6)# It is applied to the Messiah in a 
similar sense (17:35)# The use of Si^iovov^ in Pa•Sol. 
corresponds to these two uses of ‘biKouos * The "right­
eousness" of men is their «rood conduct in obedience to the 
law, which makes them acceptable to God (1:2; 5:20; 9*9 - 
o TToicOV ^ItCotiOCfov^v/ CotOTcO T TotfoC kOySiCO •
and 14:1)# The "righteousness1* of God is manifested in his 
discrimination between the righteous ( W o /01 ) and the
wicked, saving the saints and punishing the sinners (2:16)#
The Messiah possesses a similar discriminating righteousness, 
including also personal freedom from sin (17: 41,42)• In 
the Apocryphal books S»K<*»o<rov^  appears to have all the
m *1usages of the same word In the LXX. It la the "righteousness 
and "right conduct' on the part of man that makes him 
acceptable to Ood, though that "righteousness" Is conceived 
of In a more external, legalistic way than In the prophets, 
of.Tob.l2i9j 14111} Wlad.lilC. There are Instances of the 
term being applied to Ood to denote hit "righteousness" In 
discriminating between the good and the evil among men, 
saving the one and punishing the other, cf. ried.SJl8} 12«16.
15:3* where knowledge of Ood oonstltutes righteousness: ife 
yiyO ircftfToc <r9o</{ <S<£ oXotcXrjpo-S <bi<oi»o<Tov«7 <at^>6\/bu (5o v j
To Kya^ ros c^ Qo/v/octriocs. in this statement the author
describes in terras of one aot or moral attitude the content 
of "righteousness"* that which makes a man acceptable to . 
God and secures immortality*1
In Sirach ?>/ko<«o c> means (i) Hto do justice to* 
and "to punish" (the sinner)* 42:2: and (ii) "to recognise 
or declare to be right or righteous"* 7:6j10:29j 13:22*
The verb frequently appears in the passive with the meaning 
"to be declared innocent" or "acquit" or even possibly 
"to accept" (18:22)* The Ps* Sol* never use the verb in 
the sense of "to justify (man)" but exclusively in the 
sense "to recognise as just or righteous" and with reference 
to man1® recognition of the righteousness of Ood and his 
judgments (2:16| 3:3*5* 4:9| 8:7* 27*31 and 9:3).
v* Philo Judaeus 
The writings of Philo reveal a lively Interest in W^.oouv^ 
as one of the cardinal virtues. Linked with >^/>ov^ (ne f<ru><f/3o-
and sometimes £ocr£^ £<<* , the virtue of
1 Rere“ nd at ?lsd.l4:7 and 1 ?:ac.2:52, W c*«o <i\jv/v it Uie<i 
with such special emphasis on the idea that "righteousness" 
is the basis of acceptance with Ood and consequent sal* 
vation* that the word is almost equivalent to "acceptance
with Ood" or "condition of salvation"*
2 The same idea is often expressed in Rabbinic literature 
by p 77^ ?n or pi7*(bab.Ber.l9a* 3if*Deut*307 on 32U* ate*I
One unusual description of appears at ,risdo«
(which is obviously "Justiee" rather than "right* 
eousness") receives excessive praise* It gives rest to the 
soul and relieves it of the sorrows which arise out of 
our misdirected activity, since it makes us indifferent to 
those twin causes of vexation, wealth and glory, and is a 
sovereign remedy against wickedness. (Deter.121-23)♦ The
* f CT / • *4righteous man ( ° a k <*»os ) is ’the foundation ( )
on which mankind rests" (Migr.l21)i therefore, "let us 
pray that there may constantly remain for the healing of 
our maladies the righteous mind in the soul, and in the 
human race, the righteous man" (Migr.124). The effect of 
bitcodiotrov^  in the soul is not only healing, but also 
peace (Deter*122) and Joy (Leg*All*lIlf247), with righteous 
reasoning (Si*c*ios Xoyujyxos ) and asceticism (^e*er.l21f *) •
Philo takes over from Pythagorean!sm the idea
 ^ „ • that equality ( ) is the "mother of Justiee (Speo#
IV, 231, Plant.122, Heres 163)* Being so derived
is the ordering prineiple in the human soul and in life*
The ultimate origin of justice, however, aa of all virtues,
is God (Spec.Leg#I,277) and Philo applies bu:<*«os to God
e.g. Somn.II, 194. Hie only occasions on which he speaks of
the "righteousness or Justice of God1 are (i) Immrt. 79
where it is listed (in Stoic fashion) among the other
virtues, and (ii) Mos.II, 237, "God can distinguish by
infallible and absolutely unerring tests the finest differ-
ences (In matters of judgment) and thereby shows his truth 
and justice (177005 o<\*)d£\ot$ *<*<• ^iKodoffo^s ) '
Although the words are parallel to Rom*3i25ff the terms 
do not have their Pauline meaning! they refer rather to 
God* a impartiality and ability to judge truly* Indeed much 
of Philofs usage possesses a legal reference: e*g* Spec.IV,143, 
the Lawgiver Moses left nothing out whioh can give possession
/ e /of justice, whole and complete (*npos... ^ A5-roo<ri*6V b>*o*io<rov^ s }  
Faith, for Philo, is a § a species of
the virtue of justice towards Ood, juat as in Oreek philo­
sophy fear and holiness are regarded as justice towards the 
gods* "nothing is so Just or righteous ( Vkroc»©v ) as to 
put on Ood alone a trust whioh is pure and unalloyed” (Heres 
94)* The patriarchs who displayed this merit (especially 
Abraham and Noah) were counted righteous* Thus Hellenistic 
ethios are blended with the OT description of the godly 
man as "the righteous" ( p 1-?^)* The virtue of faith, 
however, is for Philo a work or product ( ) of %nc°oo-
1 and ideas of merit are certainly present*
Everyone who rests from sin and unrighteous acts 
. and rests on what is noble and lives in fellow* 
ship with righteousness finds favour with God.
But that means more than that he is found well-pleasing, for
The righteous man, exploring the nature of 
existence, makes the surprising find that
1 In one place only (Spec*Leg*IV,lQl) fciic*a©dU*ott appears 
to mean "righteous acts”*
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all things are a grace of God, and that creation 
has no gifts of grace to bestow. . • since 
gr&ce belongs to God alone. Leg.All.lII, 77-78.
The noun appears twice in Philo* at Deter*68
where it means "legal statutes”, and at Dec.109 where it
seems to connote "acts of justice .
VI. The Dead Sea Scroll*
Apart from numerous occurrences in the many small fragments 
discovered at umran, the root p f X  appears more than 120 
times in the four main documents associated with the Sect, 
the Manual of Discipline (14S), the Damascus Document (CD), 
the Thanksgiving Hymns (1 Ji) and the War Scroll (lQM)# Such 
frequent use of the term is not surprising in the writings 
of a community whose original leader or founder was called 
the "Teacher of Righteousness" ( p“** rniD), whose member*
ftcould refer to themselves as the son* of righteousness
( p7^ M3.), whose expectations were fastened on 3odf*
vindicating righteousness, and whose mission was to
praotlse truth, righteousness and Justice in the land" (wx
y i x .1 u o ^ o i  nplXJ) 1 1.5) 5.4 and 8.7#
The title "Moreh Sedeq or "Moreh Has-sedeq may
mean either (i) "righteous teacher"1 or (11) "teaoher of
righteousness"• In the latter ease, pi* could refer either
to (1) moral uprightness and standards of conduct, or to
1— iEe" genitive of the noun In the construct case admits of 
Interpretation as a aubjaotlve genitive.
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-(ii) deliverance, salvation, as in Deutero-Isaiah* Now it
is true that the Moreh Sedeq taught his followers and
disciples the way of salvation and redemption, as well as
inculcating moral righteousness, and consequently many
scholars have accepted the last-mentioned interpretation*
Nevertheless, it may be that the correct understanding of
the title lies along a different path. The Hebrew root
appears to have had as its original connotation the idea of
legitimacy or rightfulness, that against which no case can
be made out, and this notion lingered in the various derived
forms throughout much of the OT usage* It seems probable,
therefore, that the name Moreh Sedeq means f,the right
teacher”, i*e* the legitimate one, in contradistinction
to a teacher (or priest) with falsely assumed rights. This
interpretation is consonant with the names given to his
opponents (”the man of mockery”, ’’the man of deception”)
but it is no more than a suggestion: the title is ambiguous
and one cannot be dogmatic in its explanation*1 ‘The desig-
T Among those scholars who take the view suggested are J*L, 
Teicher, JJS. XX, (1951) p.97, F.K. Cross, The iinclent 
Library or^umran. (London, 1968) p.85 and J.T. Klllk, Ten 
Years of Discovery In the Wilderness of Judaea.(London. 1359 
p.76. ff.' y.M. Kone'ytnan, MS, W 7  IT S ^ p .Tsi "The term  
sedeq refers not to the moral content of his Instruction but 
to the legitimacy of his status and the authenticity of hie 
leadership, to the "rightness" of his office rather than to 
the uprightness of hla exhortations". A parallel Is offered 
in rru/ra (4Q Patriarchal Slesainga 1.5) which means
the "right,true or legitimate Messiah”. J. felngreen, "The 
Title Moreh Sedek", JSS, VI, (1961) pp.162-74, discusses the 
use of the two words in Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew and
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nation of tho Community aa p “l^ £’.ID-(1C?1 1.8, 13 * 10 f IQS 3.20) 
may mean that they were the "disciples of the right one”, 
i.e* of the right teacher, or that they were a company 
devoted to the ideal of true righteousness, who thus prepare 
the victory of 0odfs righteousness#1
The «lumran writings frequently reiterate the 
prophetic emphasis on the righteousness of God. He is right­
eous in all his deeds (1QH 1*6)t His guidance (1QH 9.33) 
and His counsel (IQS 1*13) are righteous: His acts of meroy
and unmerited benevolence are called Ip l X d ^ S  1*21,10.23 
11*3): at 1QM 18*8 He is designated bx"God of right­
eousness", in that he has redeemed his people by keeping 
the covenant unto them and opening for them the gates of 
salvation*^ As well as being the activity of Ood, "right­
eousness” is also his character. This finds expression
concludes that (189) p “»*has the effect of an adj. and is to 
be interpreted as ’’true” in the sense cf genuine* "It 
expresses the Idea of one publicly recognised in his title 
to office and in the exercise of his accredited functions*
In this association the noun p 1* has no moral content at 
all: it is part of a conventional title and convoys the idea
of legitimey"• He explains m?D as designating judicial 
authority* The man who bore the title was the spiritual, 
judicial and political leader of his community, but no 
conclusions can be drawn from the fact that it was applied 
to the head of the Qumran community with regard to his 
character and qualities* These must be deduced from other 
sources" (p*174)*
1 i  [ 2*11 ** H i iW lU T  *? i t f t  M  tfh M M
of righteousness". p “7* r.ere is not a human ethical ideal: 
the members were not chosen in virtue of their own right­
eousness* The term refers to 0odfs rigiteous Judgment, 
dividing between the ungodly and those devoted to the 
truth, cf* 1QH 7*12*
2 Cf* B* Jongeling, be Houleau de la Ouerre dee Mss* de 
£xmran* (Assen, 1962) p*3^d* r -
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particularly in the Hymns of Thanksgiving. "Thy righteous­
ness endureth for ever’ (1QH 8.2) j ’’there is none righteous 
beside thee" (1QH 12.19, 16.9) in the sense that Sod has 
the right on his side to such an extent that none can 
measure himself up alongside Him.1
How can a man return an answer to any righteous 
judgment j
Unto thee, Thou God of knowledge, are all the 
deeds of righteousness ( npiy) 14H 1.26
and again at 12.31!
Neither is it possible to give an answer to the 
judgment
For Thou art righteous and there is none beside thee.
and even more significantly at 1QH 9.15ft
None is Justified2 in thy Judgment ( b)2 pu*1 
hdis [owjoa)
And none [m y stand ini thy assise 
[Against thy strength] none may measure himself 
up in power.
Now the declaration that righteousness belongs to Ood alone 
causes a corresponding emphasis on the frailty and sinful-
3ness of man, and this also is a striking feature of Hodayot.
The author declares that he has no works of righteousness
(m p i ^ ]’X), 7.17s he declares "I know that none can be
righteous (verb) apart from thee”, i.e. without Oodfs will
T cr. S. Holm-d'ielsen, hodayot: Psalms from umran.(Aarhus 
1960) p. 207. •
2 The Hiphil of the verb is used at 1QHI 11.14 in the sense 
of "vindication": God has shown how Just the Judgments
of his faithfulness are for the sons of men. See J. 
Carmignac, n^gie de la Guerre (Paris, 1958) p*166.
3 See J.P. Hyatt, "The View of Man in the Qumran Hodayot", 
NTS, II, (1955-56) pp.276-84.
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and help, (16*11)) he goes on to beseech Ood Mby that spirit 
which thou has given me, to fulfil thy mercy towards (thy 
servant)* • • and to cleanse me with thy holy spirit"* This 
note of what we may call "evangelical piety" is sounded all 
through the Hymns* The awareness of the weakness of unaided 
human tuuure forms the background for the assertion of trust 
in the mercy of Ood and in his spirit to guide and direct 
all life and conduct* Two passages give typical expression 
to this, deeply spiritual thema«
I know that righteousness is not unto man (ixb
np-ix wuxb)
, Neither unto the son of man the perfect way*
1*0 the Most High Ood belong all the deeds of 
righteousness,
And the way of man cannot be made firm
Except by the spirit which Ood has formed for him,
To perfect a way for the children of men,
That they may know all his deeds by his mighty power,
And the multitude of His mercies
Over all the children of his good pleasure*
And as for me, trembling and quaking laid hold on me 
And all my bones shook* • •
"Then I remembered ray guilt and the wickedness of 
my forefathers*
But I remembered the strength of thy hand and the 
multitude of thy mercies 
I was restored and stood upright*f*
I leaned on thy compassion and thy abundant mercies,
For thou atonest for sin and (purifieat) from guilt 
through thy righteousness. 1QH 4*30ff*
and at 1QH 7.28ff.t
ho is there that is righteous before thee.
when thou bringest him to judgment (pfijX1 "O 
PD’job)
None is able to withstand thy wrath.
But all the children of thy truth
Thou leadest into forgiveness in thy presence,
To cleanse them frcm their sins In the abundance 
of thy goodness,1 
And by the multitude of thy mercies to set them 
in thy presence for ever#
The acknowledgement of sinfulness and the confidence in
God1a forgiving mercy which is expressed in these verses
comes close to the Pauline doctrine of Justification by
■ . - 2 . faith, but, as M# Black has pointed out, 'such religious
sentiments do not only anticipate the Gospels as praepar-
atlo evangelical they are a continuation of Isalmenfrommig-
keit, the sense of profound trust in Godfs mercy in the
Psalms, and in the prophets, especially attributed to
the Hasidlra11#
The deep spiritual insights characteristic of the
Hodayot find expression in a significant passage in
the Manual of IHsclpline, ll#3ff and 10ff#
Ky justification ( belongs to 3od,
- The perfection of my wav and the uprightness 
of my heart are in his hand;
Through his righteous acts ( 1 SI l shall
my sins be blotted out# • • •
As for me I belong to an evil humanity 
And to the company of wicked flesh# 
ine iniquitiesay transgressions, iry sin.##
Belong to ••• the things that move in darkness#
1 Cf. Iftt 11#30 "Gladden the soul of thy servant with thy 
truth and cleanse him in tiiy righteousness ( i l D J i p i X l )1 
also 13.17 "Only by thy goodness can a man deal rightly 
or be righteous (vy’K “p 1 p1)''•
2 M#Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins. (Edinburgh 1961)
p#128#
3 "Justification1 Is the usual rendering of the word here, 
but probably it would be more correct to render ’the 
Judgment, which, in fact, Justifies"# The sentence which 
is given by God is one which "Justifies1' man#
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For a man9s way is not his own.
A man cannot direct his steps (cf•Jer.10:23)
But to God belongs Justification ( vovo)
And from his hand comes perfection of way. • •
As for me, if I stumble, Godfs meroies shall 
come to my help for ever,
If I fall because of the sin of the flesh O w l  
My justification ( 'uousfo) shall be established
through God9s righteousness ( o x Jipisi.) f0r ever..... 
Tith righteousness and truth (Uiox Jipn^x) He 
has judged and justified me ( )
And in his great goodness he will atone pSD**) for 
all my Iniquities,
In his righteousness ( lJip“iYl) he will cleanse at 
from the impurity of man 
And from the sin of the children of men
On this last verse Millar Burrows remarks, In this verse 
we seem to have not only Justification but sanctification”2 
and adds, "The point of prime importance here is that while 
man has no righteousness of his own, there is a righteous­
ness which God, in his own righteousness, freely confers.
The meaning of the righteousness of God in Hom.iii.21-26 
Is thus illustrated and shown to be rooted In pre-Christian 
Judaism."3
The language of the passage quoted from the 
Manual is Interesting. The act of justification clearly has
a forensic reference adhering to it in the use of the noun
/ /
102>v/0(usually translated In the LXX by or V p i f i S) and
1 leak1 is probably used, as in Paul, for the seat of 
wickedness, rather than for the physical body. The change 
In man1a nature is not in the ontological but in the moral 
realm. See "*•&• Daviesi Paul and the Dead Sea Scrolls: Flesh 
and Spirit, In The Scrolls and the New Testament, ed K. 
Stendahl (London, 19$S )• ~~
2 Cited by W.H. Brownlee, 3AS0R. Supp.Stud.10-12 p.45.
3 The Dead Sea scrolls. (New York, 1955) p.334.
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the verb » That in which Justification is grounded is
• fl pi X .1 Ithoujh no two roots W V  pi* re in
close relationship, the former is constantly applied to the
actual justifying judgment^ (the verb undoes not mean
"to make righteous") and the latter to the attitude or
character of Ood’s righteousness*
He turning to the thought of the passage from IQS,
we can see that the justification and cleansing of the
sinner lies in the grace and mercy of Ood: it is accepted
by man unworthily but joyfully* The whole atmosphere is
one of deep faith and trust, even though the writer does
not speculate on his own faith and its value* The faith
Is here placed In God (as in Psalms), but in other parts
of the Scrolls there is expressed a faith or confidence
in the Law and in the specific revelation brought by the Sect#
^ith this we come to the passage in the Habakkuk commentary
(8*Iff) on the famous text, Hab.2:4*
Its interpretation concerns all those who practise 
the law in the house of Judah whom Ood will 
deliver from the house of Judgment because of 
their suffering and their fidelity to (or faith 
in) the Teacher of righteousness.
1 HHT'noun npix is used- together with at 1 5
1*5,5# 4; 8#2 for the ideal or way of life to which the sectfs 
members must devote themselves# This clearly meam
ethical uprightness and general standards of conduct# Te 
shall see that for Paul also bi*oxio6*ov^  , While referring 
specifically to Ood’s righteousness and salvation- did 
connote the ethical righteousness of the believer’s life#
2 In **^1#kijg#</u>ju^fc or feiKociovts would seem to correspond 
to TO WOhere#
*hether we translate "fidelity to" or ’’faith in"1 
the Teacher, the passage is significant in that it shows 
that Paul*s famous text had already been used to refer to 
the relationship of persons to an historic.authoritative 
teachor.
By way of conclusion to this brief study of 
"righteousness" in the Scrolls, we may say that the new 
materials from rumran reveal that the issue of Justification 
and the means whereby Ood accepts the sinner were 
matters of lively concern within pre-Christian sectarian 
Judaism#2
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1 "Fidelity" is the most natural way to render the word 
In Hab. and in the pesher. Burrows (loc.cit..) thinks
that fidelity is meant, but also confidence in the Teacher 
and a belief about him# He claims that the same three 
elements are included also in what Paul means by ’ faith" 
in Christ, but that the belief about Christ which is 
necessary for salvation goes much further than what was 
believed about the Teacher of righteousness - and the 
extra is the belief in the redemptive work of Christ. 
Hecently however, claims are being made for some kind of 
redemptive function for the founder of the Sect# These 
are based on the identification of the speaker in the 
Hymns with thJs figure (the Teacher)# The language used 
may indeed suggest a pre-Christian Jewish martyr-cult#
On this sec# US# Black, op.clt#. pp# 160-61*
2 For a study of the relations of Pauline doctrine to the 
contents of the lanual. see Sherman E# Johnson. ’’Paul and 
the S.anuftl of Discipline." HTK, XLVIII, (1955^. ppTlPT-ffC.
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VII • The Rabbinic Literature.
By way of introduction to the study of the terminology and
thought of later Judaism on "righteousness” w© may take
notice of the Rabbinical treatment of Deut. 33:21, where,
with reference to Gad, the Blessing of doses says s
He ohose the best of the land for himself, 
for there a commander^ portion was reserved!
And he came to the heads of the people (?),
V’ith Israel he executed the commands and
Just decrees of the Lord. (RSV).
r .  bxVu/*1 - r*uou/o? nWv n l r r  s ip ix  . . .
” T » ' * t  r  ! • T T  ▼ 5 "  * ‘
It seems probable that the passage refers to the events of 
Num.32 when Reuben and Sad chose fertile land on the east 
side of Jordan and prepared to settle there: at the command
of Yahweh (made known throu#i Moses) they agreed to cross
Jordan, win land for their fellow-tribes from the Canaanites
1and then return to their chosen territory. ith this in 
mind, we may interpret nTfP Jipvy either as (1 ) the "justice” 
of Yahweh, i#e. his "just" action for Israel in the dis­
possession of the Canaanites, or more probably as (ii) his 
”just decision,or command", i.e. the obligation placed on 
Gad to continue fighting before settling down. The LXX 
appears to have overlooked the construct state in the phrase 
and so translates . kyaiaW
 ~.l© suitability of this context to the content of the
blessing suggests that v.21b need not be placed after v.4 
(referring to Moses), as some scholars think. id.Num.XIII, 
19 gives Num.32 as the reference against which to explain 
Moses9 blessing of Gad.
cOtaaO j+.eric • The Rabbinic Interpretation of the
verse regards Moses as the subject (possibly because he 
was burled in or near the territory of Gad and had walked 
faithfully before Yahweh) but their rendering of the words 
nux niiT JiplX is instructive* Slfre Deut*o55 expounds 
the phrase in terms of the blessings or benefits which 
Moses (after the manner of Yahweh himself )had shown to 
the people, especially his concern for the poor (cf* Deut. 
15s7ff)* This shows clearly the influence of the common 
interpretation of nplX as "act of charity”, "benevolence” 
"almsgiving”* The Fragment Targum (ed* M* Ginsburger, pp.68 
and 90) renders it literally, 1 1 ^  7^\ 1 XJTOT"He carried 
out the righteousness of Yahweh"* Both the Pseudo-Jonathan 
Targum and Targum Onkelos give a somewhat extended version) 
the former (ed. Ginsburger, p*364) has ii* Aj hip jon boo 
and the latter (ed. A. Berlinner, p*238)/UV \\ tnp JOT
'SSn Cix iniril : both of these mean ”he wrought right­
eousness before the Lord".
It is significant that il?rr JipiX could be inter­
preted in Jewish commentary as "righteousness before God" 
and A* Oepke has made this the basic point in an argument 
to prove that B e o Z  at Kom*l*17 (assuming Paul’s
i
knowledge of Rabbinic exegesis) means "the righteousness of 
man in the eyes of God"*1 Apart from other considerations,
1 **/\, iur«tio<Tv4v»7 ©do 3 bei '-'aulua In n«»er Selouchtung"
TLZ, LXXVIII, (1953) pp. 257-264.
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this thesis may be questioned on the basis of the frequency 
4th which the Rabbis rendered/7 Jipi* as 1 XJiiDTbefore Ood*"
To substantiate his claim Oepke would have to show that this 
was a common practice# Hut in Judges 5ill and 1 Sara#12t7 
A  JijDn^and Jl’pi^ar© rendered in T. Jonathan by ' V I  XJ11D1 
i*e# righteousness of Ood#1 In fact the interpretation of 
Deut#33x21 may be unique and may be due to the association 
of the verse with the figure of #oses whom Rabbinic exegesia 
always wished to exalt#
In this passage we find i i p i X  rendered by a 
part of the root hot( k d t  )# This root is found in the OT 
(*ic#6tllj Pa* 73113, LXX ^i^<ou j Pg*119:9,UXX $
and Job 25x4, LXX i-wok-*©*^ ) usually with the meaning
"cleanse"# In discussing Mie*6xll we pointed out that In 
later Jewish writing the Piel of the verb was used with the 
sense "acquit, pronounce righteous", a verdict Which Ood 
might give at the Day of Atonement (Pesik# Kab#40#169a), 
at death (bab#wrub#19a) or at the last Judgment, on the
grounds of a preponderance of good works («id.Ps*143xl,
k 2 266b| Targ#Ps#51i4(6)# Jastrowfs dictionary lists the
various meanings Whioh the verb mif^ ht liavex (i) Qal - "to
1 A.# Sperber, The aible in Aramaici Vol#2 The Targum 
Jonathan to the former prophet©7 0 eiden, 1959)# At these 
two places he notes no variants in the other Targumira# I have 
not been able to cheek the rendering of A  Jlp“7* at any 
other places#
2 Dictionary of the ^rgnmlm* the Talmud Babll and Yeru- 
shalmi and 'thel'idrashie Jterature, (London and New York, 
1903)#
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be acquitted”, ”be In the right”; occasional y ’to be
worthy or privileged” and "to benefit another by one,s
merit": (ii) Piel - "to acquit”, ”to transfer divine
favour”, and,in a more theological sense "to lead to
righteousness”, ”to convert”, ”to make purer and better”
(of* Aboth 5:18). The noun possesses four main senses
(i) acquittal, favourable judgment; (ii) doing good,
blessing:1 (ill) the protecting and atoning influence of
good conduct, merit; and (iv) advantage, privilege, benefit#
Both in the verb and in the noun the pattern of thought
indicated by the development of meaning would seem to be as
follows: in order to win the favour of God, right oonduct
is essential; onefa own righteousness may be supplemented
by the merit achieved by others, which thus becomes a
source of benefit or advantage to them* Whether or not
othis is the chronological order of development, it is at 
least logical, and the ideas mentioned certainly belong 
to Rabbinic thought* While remembering that many Rabbinical 
conclusions are mere homiletic application of texts illus­
trating the exegetioal dexterity of their authors, rather 
than fixed dogmas of the synagogue, we may say, with 
confidence that, because of thsir telief in the justice of
1 Ii 17 probably under this head that the word ]13T in the
Targumim to Deut* 33:21 would come*
2 Rabbinic theology is never systematic, and chronological 
development would be extremely hard to assess*
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God, the Rabbis assumed that the actions of a man form an 
Important factor In the scheme of his salvation, whether 
for 300d or evil* Hence we find the declaration that man is 
Judged according to the dominant character of his Intentions 
anc deeds (KId*40d)* If the majority of these are' righteous 
then he Is accounted a "righteous" man ( ), but if they
are otherwise, or if even a few partake of the nature of 
gross crimes and immoralities, he is adjudged 3Wi(cf. 5 if re 
51b)* It Is important to notice the emphasis laid on 
"intention" ( 71 1*13 ). e are guilty of a shallow under­
standing of Jewish ethics and religion if we underestimate 
the seriousness of the demand for the direction of a man’s 
heart and mind towards God, both in worship and In action#
The intention to do a good act has value, whether or not 
the action is carried out, since there is present the desire 
to obey: it is the intention to do wrong which makes the
wrong act really bad#1 Now, in intending and carrying out 
the good act, It Is necessary (according to Jewish teaching) 
to repress the "evil Impulse" ( XG77 "IX*1 ) which incites to 
sin* The chief means of doing this was by the study of the 
Torah which was the divinely-given remedy for the evil 
nature of man, the power before which it had to yield* The 
patriarchs were accounted perfectly righteous partly because 
they completely repressed the evil inclination (bab#3*B. 16b-
1 Cf/^W# tfanson, Ethics and the Gospels (London, 1960) pp# 
39-41. “  ~
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17a) and obeyed the good inclination. 1 On the basis of
such ideas concerning huiaan achievement in righteousness,
it would be true to say that iiabbinic theology, far from
encouraging self-righteousness, warns each man to regard
himself as partly good and partly evil, and oounsels him
to seek to determine his own rank by adding, by means of
discipline and obedience, to the sum of his own good deeds.
According to Jewish teaching, every good act
is a , a divine command carried out, and every act
of obedience earns merit ( JIIDH for the doer in the sight
of God. 2 The spiritual element, however,is not ignored.
The good deed should be done without ulterior motive, should
be performed for its own sake ( noitfb) or for God’s sake.
He who makes use of the crown of the Law is 
rooted out of the world. Do the words of the Law 
for the doing’s sake and apeak of them for their 
own sake. Make them not a crown with which to 
exalt thyself, or a hoe with which to we^d (Ned. 62a)
Calculations of reward and penalty are declared to be con­
trary to God’s intention, Peut.R.6 ): these will be the 
necessary consequences of the good or evil deed and need 
not be a matter of calculating concern. But even this causal 
relation la placed within the circumference of God’s graoe.
I— An early reference to liwn "ivf'good inclination" ) at Test. 
Asher 1.6 says, "If the soul takes pleasure in the good 
impulse, all ita actions are in righteousness ? •
2 According to some of the habbis, the Torah had been given 
in order that Israel might have the opportunity of gaining 
merit by her obedienoe to it (;>:&kkoth 5.16).
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v?hen strict justice operates, each is judged according to 
his own merits acquired by his own righteousness, but the 
meroy of Cod permits a man to be Judged by the sum total 
of all the goodness which exists in the world, in an age, 
in a family (cf* 0en*18:22ff)• In other words, merits not 
only benefit the person who acquired them, but also his 
contemporaries, and, in addition, his ancestors and his
1posterity, although they have no claim to the advantage.
The idea that the good deeds of the pious are stored up as
treasure in heaven is found in 2 3ar*24 and in the Testaments
2of the XII Patriarchs, but the first discussion of the 
topic appears in a conversation between two Kabbis of the
31st century 3*C*, Shemiah and Abtalion* The problem which 
exercised their minds was, "’hat merits did the Israelites 
possess that God divided the sea before them?" Shemiah saysi 
"Sufficient is the faith with which Abraham their father
believed in Me that I should divide the sea unto them, as
i
it is said Und he believed in Cod and He counted it unto
him (at the sea) for doing charity (with his children)1 Oen*
15.6"* k. Abtalion saysi "orthy is the faith, they (the
Israelites themselves) believed in Me so that I shall divide
T T T ^ T  Schechter, Sono Aspects of dabblnlcj^eology,. 
(London, 1909) pp. 170ff. and a . "amorateln. -no ^ocFrlne 
of yerlts In the Old Rabbinical Literature (London, 1920).
2 T. Levi 13.5} T. Napth.8.5. Cf. M«tt.6: 19-20.
3 Cf. I'amomteln, oo.olt.. pp. 37ff.
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the sea before them, as It Is said, ’And the people
1believed’, Exod* 4:31* Two comments may be made on this 
discussion* It is significant that, at the head of an histor­
ical review of the doctrine, we find emphasis laid, not on 
works and external ceremonies, but on the merit of faith 
to produce an event of national importance* Secondly, the 
difference between the two views expressed - self-acquired 
merit or imputed merit - is important, and throughout the 
1st century the Kabbis were divided on this issue* It is 
obvious that a doctrine which permits the merit of one 
person to benefit another Is open to the abuse of fostering 
moral laxity, and we know from the NT and from Jewish
sources that many in Israel were tempted to rely on the
2merit of their father Abraham for their salvation* The 
Kabbis, however, were aware of this and protested against 
it, many of them (e*g. Abtalion) recognising only self­
acquired merit* Hillel tried to take a mediating position, 
but in time it was the view of Shemaiah (i.e* that the merit 
of the righteous availed for others) which became generally 
accepted* The reason for this may well have been that the 
tragic development of Jewish history In the late 1st and 
early 2nd centuries A*D# made it natural to appeal to the
1 Mekilta Beshallah 4. The arbitrary choice of a text to 
confirm an Interpretation and the two-fold value of ]OX "to 
believe a fact" and "to have faith" resemble Paul’s methods.
2 Matt# 3:9* John 8:33,39. Baba Metzia 7*1*
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merits of the faithful in past ages that these might help
Israel to victory in her plight.
In conclusion,three points should be noticed
concerning this doctrine of merits, The first is to draw
attention to Schechter’s affirmation that the idea i t
imputed righteousness (and of imputed sin ) "never attained
such significance either in Jewish theology or in the
, oJewish conscience as it is generally assumed. r The origin 
of the doctrine of merits through obedience is ancient, but, 
the idea of their availability for others is a later devel­
opment. Secondly, the basis of the doctrine lies, not in the 
notion of God’s Justice as exacting, calculating and measur­
ing, but in the idea of the solidarity of all members of the 
community (and race), past, present and future. Thirdly, 
and most important, the doctrine is rooted in the conception 
of the mercy of God.
The attitude of God to men was one of mercy and 
loving kindnessj therefore mercy mus'; characterise the actions 
of men, since human righteousness must reflect the right­
eousness of God. Consequently, the righteousness of men 
( n pi*) waa almost exclusively interpreted as being "charity" 
"acts of benevolence" and ’almsgiving”. To act thus was to 
fulfil the Law and therefore to acquire merit. Indeed the
T Thl'aTTdea originated from the words of the Second Command­
ment s "visiting the iniquities of the fathers upon the 
children".
2 Schechter, op.olt., p.170,
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merit of charity ia such that it enables even a sinner to 
see the Shekinah1 snd to be saved in the judgment. Right­
eousness in a man's inner life is expressed in gemllut 
hasidim, i.e. philanthropy (Lev.R.27). Merit could be 
acquired also by repentance and observances, viz. the 
keeping of the Sabbath, circumcision, sacrifice and tithes. 
YJlthin Judaism, however, these could be Included in the 
merits of faith and of ‘forah, since they were all con­
cerned with carrying out the will of Ood. The word Torah 
meant to every Jew all that a man holds dear and holy. The 
entire history of the Jewish people was the framework with­
in which the Torah could developi therefore to those who 
study and spread, deepen and enlarge the ideals laid down 
in it, there is granted life-lengthening merit, even greater
than that of the fathers. But Rabbinio Judaism acknowledged
2 r the merit of faith also# ' There is no need f said Elieser
of Kodllm, "to provide for tomorrow, to gather wealth. Have
faith In Ood and he will not forsake you. Because of the
merit of faith, miracles happened, the Shekinah rested on
Israel and salvation will come to Israel. The merit of faith,
especially of faithful works, was regarded aa even moro
T— Tobit 12(9. Mid.Cant.R.
2 Mamorsteln, op.clt.. pp.l75ff., ,and J. Bonairven, Be 
Judaisms Palestinian au temps de Jeaus-Chrlst (Paris, 1934­
35) vol.2 p.48.
3 Mekilta Vay. 3) bab. Sotah 48b) Bxod. R. 25.4.
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these merits, Mamorstein claims, are based on three general
principles Which are the bases of Judaism# n’*e mean Faith^
Torks and Love# • •• The Torah teaches faith which a Jew has
to believe, and leads us to works by which this belief can
be kept fresh and alive# Faith must Inspire man to action
and work must express this faith# The olimax of both joined
together is loving kindness or charity, n p “?y The same
view is expressed by Paul Demannt
Faith, to a Jew, is primarily a submission to the 
Cod who commands and a trust In the Cod who promises, 
rather than a source of contemplation# ••• The 
problem of the relation between "faith" and "works" 
does not arise in Judaism# From the very nature of 
the Torah, whioh is its centre, Jewish faith can 
only fully exist when it is embodied in the 
"works" of the Law. 2
The righteousness which achieves merit in the 
eyes of Cod is a duty or obligation, not a privilege# It is 
the fruit of discipline and obedience# Nevertheless, self­
righteousness is not a keynote of Israelfs confession, as 
one of the prayers in the Morning Liturgy of the Jewish 
Prayer Book - the depository of Israel's piety - makes clears
Lord of all the worlds, not because of our 
righteous deeds (Jiipiy) do we lay our suppli­
cations before thee, but because of thine 
abundant mercies### 3
1 Kamorstein, op.clt## p#184#
2 The Jewish Faith (Sng# Trans# London, 1961) p#69#
3 The Authorised Dally Prayer Book* with Commentary, ed# J.H, 
Hertz, (London, ] p# W . --------
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helpful than the merits of the fathers XIIXV JIOT # flow an
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VIII • The b/UoCios -words in the New Testament 
Part 1. ' The Synoptic Gospels#
'e proceed now to She discussion of
and &i#c*t«©co in the usage of the New Testament, and we 
begin with the Synoptic Gospels# In the study of the word- 
complex there, the methods and findings of Form-critical 
analysis are used In order to discover the context In terms 
of which the meaning of the words may most adequately be 
assessed# At one level, that context will be the sentence 
or group of sentences which comprised the original kernel 
or main point of the perlcope, as created or remembered 
by the Church in its mission* The insights of Form-criticism 
may also assist us in discovering whether or not the preach­
ing of the Church has caused, by reason of a particular 
situation or outlook, some alteration in, or addition to 
the meaning-in-use of the term# This would appear to be a 
legitimate application of Form-criticiam, since it is 
essentially a literary uethods too often it has departed 
from Its own principles by elevating itself to the level of 
a definitive historical method# Moreover, in our discussion, 
we have sought to remember that the particular themes or 
the apologetic interests which characterise an evangelist’s 
work may be of importance in determining the meaning with 
which he uses a certain word: the context of meaning is
thus extended further# It only remains to say that we have
Attempted, as far as possible, to treat separately the 
occurrences of the words in the various types of Oospel 
material, the kerygmatic, the parainetio and the eschat- 
ological*1
A# ‘biKocios with the possible meaning "innocent”*
At &att*27t4 Judas returns to the ohief priests and elders 
the fee of betrayal with the words 4jyu<yTo\/ ot^ot
kOooV ("I have sinned in betraying innocent blood") for 
which there is attested (0 it, sa, bo, Orlg*) an alter­
native reading ol^ec Sikr^ iov/ ♦ In the LXX oOj**c <<0u>©n/ trans­
lates very frequently the phrase ’pJ with the sense 
"a victim of unjust violence”, but is also
found rendering the same Hebrew words at Prov*6:17, Joel 
4sl9, Jonah 1:19, while "bn<<*«os s ’pJof persona, at Job 
9123, 17:8. Since there is no suggestion of positive rlght- 
eousness special to these texts, it is legitimate to infer
1 The study owes much to A. Descamps, Les Juatea et la 
Justice dans les evanglles et le chrigti&nT3me~primitlf. 
(Louvain, 1?56 J alikough I 3ffer from M m  at several points• 
ihe linguistic discussions of p"1* and bii<o*«oo in C*R, Doddvs 
The Bible and PP* and in T ’NT (Eng* trp.nc,
a!xffEeousnes a i A ible ^ ey Words series) are fundamental to our 
understanking the NT terms, and that part of t^eir work is 
constantly assumed here, even though I nmy differ from the 
writers on points of exegetlcal interpretation*
2 There is a second alternative,^ *bno/oo (ay*)* It is 
possible that the use of b/ic-oos here with the def.art* (of* 
Acts 3:14) suggests the Interpretation of Jesus aa "the 
righteous one or "the righteoua-suffaring one" par 
excellence*
3 The distinction between "righteous" and "innocent" may at 
times be rather fine* \?Then a man is , deolared in the
right by Ood, and therefore righteous, one would expect
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1
the OT and in Matthew) could hear the unusual meaning of
o"innocent"# There may, however, be other cases in which 
i^krfios has this connotation# In Matthew's account of the 
trial of Jesus there are two events reoorded which are 
without parallels in the Markan and Lucan versions# The 
wife of Pilate advises her h u s b a n d , <to'l *c«*t To
<cxr£i\fo (Mt# 27*19)s and Pilate himself, after washing 
his hands, says, <i0<Los ojxt odrro too ot\j*.oCToz Too t^tco^ ioo
T o o  T o o  3  (Mt#27*24) «  Tfhile it would be unwise to claim that 
all suggestion of Jesus' moral goodness and saintliness is 
absent from the word %>ikooos here, nevertheless it is pro­
bable that the idea of innocence is important# Pilate9i 
words occur in the trial context, and it is surely the 
task of Judicial proceedings to declare culpability or 
innocence, rather than to assess the measure of a prisoner's 
goodness# To are obviously in touch with the Hebrew-based 
meaning of , "in the right", etoich, with special
reference to Jesus, may be extended to connote innocence.
his juridical innocence of human charge* to be recognised#
But this does not necessarily happen#
1 Neither LS nor Bauer list it as a possible meaning#
2 0ea#20*5(LXX) render* **9? cv Wc*<©drov*; Again
there is no positive righteousness associated with Abira- 
elech'a action: it is the idea of lnnocenoe whioh la
expressed in the word .
3 Nestle prefers the reading without too t>iK*«oof though
the words are found in X •
—ooer
Moreover, if the Sitz in Leben of these legendary additions
to the trial narrative may serve as a pointer to the
meaning of bi**tos f it is plausible to suggest that it lies
in an apologetic assertion of the early Churoh that the
innocence of Jesus was recognised even by pagans, while the
1Jews were blind to it*
A more interesting case is that presented by the 
words of the centurion at the Cross, in Luke 2 3*4 7* ovtcjs o 
tos ootos Siscos ^  $ where both Matthew and Mark
have u'0* 0eoo# .Thy is this alteration made? *?het is the
/meaning of ? Let us first assume, with some of the
2champions of the Proto-Luke hypothesis, that the reason
for Luke^ substituting‘buooos for oVos 9coo is his use of
his non-Markan Passion source* Mow examination of Luke9s
Passion narrative'5 reveals a special desire to demonstrate
the legal guiltlessness of Jesus* It is declared three
times by Pilate (23*4,14,22), once by Herod (23*15) and by
one of the dying thieves (23*41)* A11 of these are without
1 cf* f^NT, II, p*189* "Verm das Veib des Pllatus Mt*27*19 
Jesus als den bezelohnet, so mag wohl beldes mlt-
klingen* er 1st unsohuldig und im Sinne der Tugendauf- 
fassung ein Cerechter, wenn sie dies nieht als loob^ 'fooo-oc 
sagt, Oder Mt* ersahlend judalslert* Dem entspricht Mt*27s 
24 <k0<Los**« lm tfunde des Pllatus*”
£ E#g* V. Taylor, cehind the Third gospel. (Oxford, 1926) *
pp* 52-59*
3 This theme is taken into account by 0*L* Kilpatrick, "A 
Theme of the Lucan Passion story and Luke 23*47 , JTS,
XLIII, (1942) pp*34-36* TBith Kilpatrickfs dismissal of the 
Proto-Luke hypothesis we are not conoerned here*
parsllels in Mark and Matthew, and consequently may be
claimed to belong to the non-Markan source. If this is what
Luke is following, then it would seem legitimate to suggest
that ooos in v*47 means "innocent”*1 If, on the other
hand, we assume that Luke is deliberately altering the
Markan reading, there must have been a reason for his doing
so* Some suggest, on the basis of -isdom 2:16 that the two
terms are almost equivalent > ui'os Oe©3 being there used in
the Biblical sense of "a faithful person loved by Ood" and
'biKotios of a person justified in Oodvs sight and therefore
righteous* But if that is how Luke understood the Markan
phrase, why should he change uVos 8<so0 at all, since
{• "in the right") really lessens, rather than Increases, the
measure of acceptability with Ood suggested* If it is argued
that Luke understood utos OtoG as akin to the Hellenistio
Q£o$ , and feared the connotation whioh this would
have among Oentiles, then we must still ask why he changed
it to & Lies , a word which, if It mown* "morally upright",
does nothing to clarify tho right interpretation of
hut rathor weakens it. On the whole, it seems preferable
to suggest that, if Luke was deliberately altering the
Markan aouree, the use of with the meaning "innooent"
I— The" !?SV so translates. Cf. T ’MT,II, p,189J "Ebenso wird 
das wort dea Hauptmanna unter dem Kreus Lk. 23147 nioht 
andera ala das des Herodes f't.6s20... im landlauflgen Sinn 
elnen "Helligen" melnen. Im ersten Palle 1st damlt auoh 
"unsohuldig" gemeint."
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makes the change more significant and harmonises it with 
Luke's special theme. It may he permitted us to sayf however, 
that we incline to the view that Luke was following a non- 
tfarkan source at this pointt rather than altering Mark.
Indeedf Mark may have originated the change.1 ,ifhat ia of 
importance for our purpose is that, on either supposition,
"innocont" (absolutely "in the right") ia the most satis-
<- /factory rendering of oikouos .
B. i^KtfCios etc. of those who wait for or prepare for the 
coming of the Christ.
According to Luke 1*6 the parents of John the Baptist were 
8 o^ uc^ OT<£y?Ot € S e C \lTioV ToO 06©O , Tcy5£vJcyA6A/©l £\/ IMS'* IS
Tans s*toX«os <bncoiic^ uo«r»v' Too Koyjioo u^.^ u.'n'Tot . There
r /is no difficulty in interpreting here* these are
the faithful and obedient ones (cf. the "righteous" in the 
Psalms) Who, reason of their piety and devotion, are
g
worthy to be the parents of the Forerunner." A similar 
connotation is evident at v.17 where it is stated that the 
tasks of the Fore-runner will include, intfr-rf&^otZ ••• <*it£i0€?s 
cv , i.e. "to return the rebellious to the
wisdom of the righteous", whose righteousness consists in
1 On the Lucan Passion narrative, see H* Sohurmann, "uellen- 
icritische Untersuchung des lukaniaohen AhendnjLhlsberleh€es 
;>T xxii.'TSfi' TFurister, 19^-58) end NTS, Vf (T959-dQ}
p p ? i w SSt b t  ~
2 Cf. O.’.H. Lampe, Luke (New Peeke, p.824)i "Here the 
narrative la moving wholly within the sphere of the piety of 
the old Covenant and the language la correspondingly 
Spptuaglntal"•
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obedience and preparedness for the fulfilment of the 
promises made to Israel* Of Simeon, Luke writes, o
*■> /   ^ ^ / j j
o 6 t o 5  W i o s  € o \ * y $ ^ S  , iy30<r^>e-)(0yu.<£\/os T W ^ t f V y T i V  Too
2**25* ’hatev^r be the origin of the Lucan Infancy stories, 
it is not too much to claim that at least a part of the 
use to which Luke put them was to demonstrate that the 
signs of the fulfilment of Israelts hopes were manifested 
to and recognised by the pious Jews who were ,i*e*
faithful to God and approved to him in spirit and life*
In the same category we may place the description of Joseph 
of rinathea,<M f^i <iy<*8 0 s  k*u "bMcooos ... os *^>©<5‘<£(&4c€'To 
Tyv bctriXm*#* t o o  8<soo (Lk*23i50)* Matthew associates him 
with the disciples, but for Mark and Luke, the spirit of 
his hopes and the character of his devotion are sufficient 
to account for his deed of kindness*1
The Gospel of Matthew applies the ten# <buc<*ios to
one only of the forebears of Jesus* It says of Joseph, at
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\*9p<*. iiroVoovc * In the lldit of the
context, which concerns the discovery of tfaryfs pregnancy
before she had married Joseph, what sense does Su&uos bear?
Are we to understand it aa suggesting Joseph1s kindly and
1 “If might be argued that Wk«<<o s  here oonnotes Innocence 
of involvement in the death of Jesus, for it is followed by 
the statement ”He was not associated with them (the Sanhed- 
rin) in their plan and action”* but this is an unlikely 
interpretation*
forgiving spirit in planning to send Mary away quietly, 
instead of exposing her to public shame, as he might have 
done (cf* Deut. 22Jl3ff.). This view is based on the (very 
doubtful) interpretation of (LXX 1 Sanu24:17-18)
as meaning "indulgent" or "forgiving"* A seeond interpre­
tation seems much more probable* Let us give equal value 
to the two descriptive phrases bi<o<eos and SeWv f and 
le‘; us realise that the intention of Joseph was "to put 
a ay Mary" whether or puhlioly* In that he was buc<*«os,
'in-the-right" with reference to the Deuteronamic code on 
matters of chastity: but the fact that he wished to do this
\<9y0o<. depend on jx^ 8<s\uw %6iyyu.«cri ou • therefore
in obeying the law which Instructed him to put away his 
wife-to-be, Joseph was bucooos , but because of his desire 
not to expose her shame, he planned to send her away #
Concerning the death of John the baptist we read 
at art 6 t 2 0 : o ‘iWob^s e^o/tclro Tov lu>X/v^ \/ o^ utov
ShCpuov <iyiov (while Matt*1416 puts it,
TOV oxXoV t ore (is tt^ o ^ ryv/ rfuToy o’xov/ ). ?he epithet &/*os 
is never used of men in Hellenistic texts, but in the LXX 
It is applied to Israelites and especially to priests who 
were consecrated to the service of Cod, ^hie Implies that 
bucotios here bears the meaning "pious", i«e* obedient tro 
the will and the law of God, similar to the use of 
in the Psalms*
- 2 2 9 *
I
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In the course of a fcatthe&n passage which deals with the 
opposition of leading Jews to Jesus9 we find this statement 
concerning John the Baptist: uyu.2s cv
obcO ^KoCiOCVjV^Sf Ketl OUlC €TTiC’ Teo(To<.T6 (XOTcO * cA **>£ TfcVuivoa
* • £ .  « d  t t ^ v * t  € i r i W o < T o t w  * c o t <2> A . H .  McNeile inter­
prets the phrase <b* o£J!> ^ ikouo -^ov^s as "with the path of 
ri#iteouaness", i.e* with the message of righteousness,
and compares for this meaning of & 0 5 Matt.22sl6, Acts 16t
1 ,17j 18:25• This requires a Tory unusual sense for ev and
it finds its only parallel (and a very doubtful one) in
Biblical Oreek at 1 Cor. 4 : 2 1 ,  e p x z r Q ' * ' -  ev # McNeils
however does emphasise that the "righteousness” is that
which John sought to exact from others and not his own
personal righteousness in obedience and saintliness. W#
?ichaelis claims that this latter is the oorreot senses
Johannes kam auf dem rechten Wege9 dh. im Auftrage 
Gottea. Doch spricht der sonstige Spraohgebraueh bei 
Mt. dafur, dass %i«.c.o<rov^  als "die dem Lilian Oottea 
entsprechende Lebensgerechtigkeit” zu fassen ist.
Auch dann ist aber wohl nicht an die Forderung eines 
solchen Lebenswandels gedacht, die der Titufer an 
seine Horer gerichtet h&tte. 2
Consideration of the wider context suggests that what
Miohaelis thinks unlikely is9 in fact, the real meaning of
the term here. The conditions for entry into the Kingdom
clearly are (from the context) repentance and belief. These
** Vs Gospel according to St.Matthew. (London, 1915). p.308.
2 T *WT. V, p.90.
w<»re the demands of John’s baptism, and the link between 
vs* 23-27 and vs* 28-32 is, in fact, the theme of John’s 
baptism, its authority and its signs. This is corroborated 
by the parallel passage in Mike 7;29-30.j k«(1 mis 6 X*os 
A<oo<r**s KotV o i TcXoov©a cbitc<*KOVe*v Tov 8«ov e^r^s To
j^dlty 1 <5yUo< lu)«tV*Ol/ • ol $>0^i<ToCiOt ot VOjuli*cOi 'T~jV jiouV^ v/
Too 0eoO 'V)dci’*j<To£V CIS £*CoTOvJS , yU^j |^ TTT/<r 040'TC'S utT ^ToCi
How if there is an underlying reference to John’s baptism
i /in Matthew, then biK<*<oro\Ay must refer to the righteousness
which John demanded from those who heard his message, a
righteousness which did not differ from that whioh Jesus
2
desired of those who heard him* It is a righteousness 
which begins with faith and repentance, and continues in a
3 *life in accordance with the divine will*
Since we have been discussing John’s baptism it 
would seem right to Introduce here consideration of the 
words of Jesus in accepting that baptism: otyes ootcjs
yiy) “njocmw cct\ <Jo<r^c TTxtfocv biK^iofov^v Ma~t.3:15.
Matthew alone introduces into the na r tive of Jesus’
1 r *"rL,c. . rer, Das Urchristentum: 1 Johannes der . 
Taufer, (Gottingen, 1932) p* 103, n.T^clalmT^that
TiT~fn fact "baptism” as the way to esohatological well-being*
2 So also SB,I,p• 866ff, G* Sohrenk, TflKT.II. p*201 and 0* 
bornkamm, Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew (London, 
1963) p* 28 note'1•
3 This interpretation of *biK*<to0\jv*7 does not exclude its 
application to John himself: he embodied this righteousness, 
cf. G. Strecker, Der >eg der Gereohtlgkelt (Gottingen,1962) 
p. 187.
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baptlsm the dialogue with Johnf and its presence may reflect 
an attempt to solve the difficulty (in the mind of the 
early Church) concerning the suitability of Jesus’ accept­
ance of water-baptism from his inferior. Now it is clear 
from Johnfs words. "I need to be baptised by you. and do you 
come to me?% that he recognises the personal superiority 
of Jesus i with that recognition given, it would have been 
sufficient for Jesus to have said (or to have been made 
to say).<3c{>£6 j but the evangelist goes on to indioate
expressly the motive for his submission to John’s baptism J
tt v — / * « i V  ^ e /
OOTuiS yby? T^ OdTToV (tffrIV ^yUiv/ TTX»^cOCVl T T O .
Rxegetes usually interpret this passage as meaning that 
Jesus either (a) acknowledges that "every divine ordinance" 
including baptism, must be observed, or (b) recognises 
that baptism is his duty to the will of Ood and therefore 
must be carried out. Concerning these views some points
may be raised, (i) If means "divine ordinance1
c /it contradicts tfatthoan usage} rty was not used,
a word which, elsewhere in the NT. means 'ordinance” or
"righteous act"? (11) ttiU the vert ttX^ oCv/ ©an be used
1 Tfce question of the relation between Jesus’ sinlessness 
and his baptism exercised the minds of the early Christians. 
Cf. The Gospel of the Ebionitea and The Gospel of the 
Hebrews, preserved in Epiphanius and Jerome respectively.
2 E.g. Loley. Lagrange, Klostermann, Monteflore. hcNeile.
3 E.g. Schrenk (op.cit.,) and A. Schlatter.
4 For the reiteration of this criticism and for the claim
that such an understanding of 4&t«*to<r6vy makes baptism a 
purely formal act. a ceremony which is fulfilled merely
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in the sense of ”conform to' or ’’fulfil (and thus obey) a 
command”, it does not appear in Matthew with this meanings 
it is always used by him to point to the completion or 
fulfilment of the Old Covenant in the new realities of the 
Kingdom * (iii) If "biK<*io<rov*7 Is used in the aense of 7?w  o 
y  "bfecctiovtas in explanation *b)) oan it be claimed, with 
any Justification, that in submitting to baptism by John 
Jesus obeyed all ( ) the will of Ood? If not,ooT<os
must be given a wider connotation to mean "in ways like this’' J 
that is to say, accepting baptism is an example of the 
attitude of faithfulness to the divine will which he will 
always show* On this Interpretation of oofos( and with ir/>crrov 
1<t t l  including a future reference) the view that Jesus la 
here fulfilling all duty to Ood can be defended, but the 
strange character of the expression invites further 
investigation*
1- recently Oscar Cullmann has suggested that,in
submitting to John*a baptism, Jesus was undertaking the
role of the Suffering Servant who takes upon himself the
sin of his people* Others came to be baptised for their own
sins, but Jeaus was baptised for the sins of all others in
the baptism of his death, of which there is anticipatory
because it is commanded, see 0* Barth, Tradition and Inter­
pretation in Matthew, p* 138*
1 baptism In the Mew Testament* (ST, London, 1950)* pp.18*19•
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notice In this phrase, There?%re~ for Cullman, ti' \ + ) p Z < r * i
* c / *TToWtfv oncodofuv-iiv meant to ©ffeot or acquire righteous-
nets for all”, an echo of Is,42tl, "Re will bring forth
Justice ( vswd/^»Vis) to the nations"• In spite of the 
possibility that Ia,42*l may lie behind v#17 ("in whom I 
am well pleased") is this not a forced interpretation of 
this peculiarly &atthean expression? It is unusual and non- 
Niatthean for ttX^ouv to mean "effect, acquire, win", and 
7w<ruy/ ‘biKodioa’av'.jv meaning "righteousness for all" is a 
Pauline for^ of expression, Cullmann’s exegesis seems to 
be dominated by the Suffering Servant motir and to disregard 
completely Matthean usage. Is there another interpretation
of the phrase more oonsonant with Matthew*s use of ttX ^ ocj
c /and o<rov^  . it has been suggested above that the state­
ment "John came ev 6%<o >^iKocio<rJv/ijs " oonnotes the demands 
of righteousness placed on John* a hearers both in and sub­
sequent to baptism, the righteousness of life in accordance 
with the will of Ood and therefore in obedience to his law- 
the law which, according to !'att,6*17 Jesus came “ttX*^ oo<t*u 
i.e, to realise and to establish as the will of Ood, "ith 
this in mind, it seems natural to interpret the phrase under 
discussion in the following way* by submitting ( outos ) 
to John*s baptism (Which was, for John* a hearers the way 
of entry into a life of renewal in obedienoe to God*s laws) 
Jesus acknowledges the validity (for himself and others) of
the total demand of righteousness In accordance with the 
law: John understood and proclaimed the righteousness
v/hleh Is truly the will of Ood and both Jesus and He ( ) 
must establish It, must realise it as a complete ( *ir«2<r*v ) 
righteousness of spirit, obedience and life* In other words, 
Jesus aligns himself with John9* understanding of the 
meaning of true righteousness, the righteousness of the 
Kingdom: In being baptised he takes upon himself the demand
of this righteousness, thus humbly yet powerfully estab­
lishing Its authority* It seems that to Interpret
in soae such way as this is consonant with Matthew9# 
special use of the word*1 To that we now turn*
C. in ratthow*
The term appears five times in the Sermon on the
f ount* of these the first Is in the B e a t i t u d e , ol
TT£./VCOVT£s K*a % l\p l2 v r < L S  T i j \ / "bjKtfiO <To V/^\/ OTi o iU T o i T*<r ©*J -
<TovT*a (5:6)* Probably Luke has preserved the more orig­
inal form of the Beatitude, referring to the physical hunger
1 0* Ifcrecker, op*clt*« p*179* considers that the passage
cornea from a redactor and that means no more than
"right conduct" as it should be carried out by disciples*
9# Barth, op*olt** pp*140-41, suggests that iwrav 7>ucono 
refers to tne whole will of Ood which Jesus fulfils In that 
he, as the &easlab-Judge of the world, humbles himself and 
eu*er* i n t o  the ranks of sinners, acts for sinners (cf* 0# 
Jornkarmn, TBlat XVII, 1938, pp*4<ff.) K* Stendahl (New 
Peake, p*77SJ speaks of Jesus fulfilling ’’the plan 
of Ood, whioh, in Matthew, has righteousness as its ultimate 
goal"* These two views may be incorporated in the total 
theological meaning of the passage, but they stand at some 
distance from its actual language* .
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of the poort "Blessed are ye that hunger, for ye shall be 
filled" • In Israel the "poor” constituted not only a social 
class, but also a religious type (Luke 1*53* 6*20)t they 
were the poor saints of Ood who lived a life of simple 
piety and to whom the Kingdom belongs beeause they are of 
it {Luke 6*201*1 Aa in the first Beatitude, here again 
Matthew expands the Lucan form in the interests of clar- 
lfloation: the spiritual character of the hunger is stressed*
The righteousness after whloh the poor seek la the doing of 
Ood*s will and the obeying of Ood*s law: these things are
the very g-^1 and purpose of righteous living* A ikcocxtov^ 
is more than goodness"* it is the righteousness of obed. 
lence which Ood desires and approves* It seems that the 
common interpretation of hi*c<*io<rov^  here aa "divine (esohat.
ologieal) salvation", "the vindicating righteousness of
2Ood in action7 is not correct* This interpretation derives
1 T*^* Tina on, Sayings of Jesus (kondon. 1949) p*47 points out 
that at Ps.Sol.l6*7 1rtho saints and ’the pool' stand In 
synonymous parallelism. This use goes baok to the Seleuold 
rule In Palestine waen the poor remained faithful to their 
religion and the Law. "The Kingdom of Ood belongs to these 
simple devoted souls, because they belong to it, having 
accepted c*odfs will as the only rule of their lives. Aa they 
submit themselves to the obligations of the Kingdom,, so they 
become heirs of its privileges".
2 0. Schrenk (rtjghteousness* p.35) also suggests that there
is no need to think of the fudging and saving righteousness of
Ood, in a forensic esohatologioal sense. 0. Barth (op.olt*
pp. 123-24 appears, at first, to want to hold together the 
two meanings* they long ’that Ood will pronounce upon them
In the judgment the verdict 1 righteous** they long for the 
rightness of disposition which is acceptable .to Ood". Yet, 
in a note, he criticises Schrenk*s view that S. is right­
ness of disposition, because (he says) it is said that the
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from Isaiah (LXX)* but in KatfthM ^ik^ o<tuv^ never bears
this meaning:1 moreover, the gospels do not suggest that
the saving action of God comes as a response to human
desire, however intense: the attitude of fear and vigilance
is more often enjoined upon man as his proper disposition.
Those who interpret io<rJv/>7 of the divine activity or
righteous verdict at 6:6, do not insist on that meaning
at ? * 10 3 yucrfko^oioi ol <Wbicoyyu6Voi C\/£K€.v b)^ io(rov^ S , OTt
<*otOw <£<ttc yj \c\oc TuW ouyo^vuw , a beatitude for
whioh there ts no definite Lucan parallel. It occurs in the
3rd person plural (and general) Beatitudes of Matthew,
before the transition (v.ll) to the 2nd person plural,
"Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you".
Since the theme common to the two beatitudes is persecution,
it is likely that the future persecution of "you" (i.e.
disciples) should be regarded as part of, or at least in
line with, the past and continuing ( b<£%>»cay^ *>/©i ) general
persecution &<iKev # Those who have been, and
r*ighioousness is bestowed, and therefore cannot mean any­
thing else but that God pronounces them righteous in the 
judgment. But is this necessarily the oase? Surely the 
true righteousness of disposition through obedience leads 
to divine gift also (Is.66:l, Prov.21:21). This Is, in fact, 
what G. Strecker (op.clt.. p.167) claims. He reviews both 
Interpretations of z\ieUrord, but decides for human right­
eousness. The desire for this righteousness is not passive 
waiting, but active obedience: and its full realisation is
the gift of God. (pp. 157-68.)
1 Streoker, op.clt.. p.156 "Jedoch ware dieses Verstandnis
von i^keoo<rov*7~ im Zusammenhang singular, so daas der Gedanke 
der menschlichen Oerechtigkeit wahrscheinlicher auch hler 
im Vordergrund steht."
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still are, persecuted for righteousness1 sake must refer 
to the saints who were down-trodden and despised because 
of their faithfulness to the will and law of God, with 
perhaps an echo of the ancient prophets and martyrs who 
suffered persecution for their obedience (cf* v*12)*^ The 
meaning of here is not otherwise than at 5:6,
vis* the true righteousness of obedience to the word and 
will of God, a righteousness which brought upon those 
who sought to possess it rejection and persecution*
The next occurrence of v*j is at v*20 in
the same ohapter, "I tell you, unless your righteousness 
('biic^ iod-ov^  ) exceeds that of the scribes and . harisees, 
you will nev*r enter the kingdom of heaven*” The context is 
important for the interpretation of the word here* Jesus 
claims that his purpose is H o  fulfil the law and the
pprophets’ not to destroy them, and he gc^a on to say,
boever relaxes one of the least of these 
commandments and tcache3 men so, shall be called 
least in the kingdom of heavens but he who does
them and teaches them shall be called great
in the kingdom of heaven*
If the disciples are to enter that kingdom, their ’’right­
eousness” must exceed that of the scribes. In this context 
Siko<.o<to>m7 must bear the same meaning as elsewhere in the 
chapter: it is the righteousness of obedience, carrying out
1 On tKls possibility, see £• Stendahl, Matthew (Kew Peakefe 
Commentary) p* 775-6*
2 i*e# to bring to actualisation, to establish as the will
of God• Cf. 0* Barth, op.clt** p*69*
the will of Ood aa expressed in the law - that law which 
Jesus is truly establishing, whereas it had been perverted 
through casuistry by the scribes and Pharisees** *e come . 
n o  - c  * a t t . 6  8 l  -  t ^ o c %e Tyv b i K o o o j*.*)
TTo|£i>/ ^jL7y)0(TQ<EV T u W  icj'TTcOV TTfoS T o  ©€.*. V«U cO JTols .  I t
is well-knovm that in later Hebrew, both Biblical and 
Rabbinical, n p i x  could mean 'benevolence” and was trans­
lated by eVctj/Acxrov^  (e*g. ,f^an*4i27)» Therefore it is some­
- /times suggested that ci*©oo<rov^  in 6si is synonymous with
in v*2, both being derived from the one Hebrew
2terr and both meaning “almsgiving” or ’‘benevolence" • This
c /would be an unusual use of 6i«c*io<rov^  in the Serm on on the
Mount and in Matthew1 a gospel as a wholes it would also
make "aims" in v*2 almost redundant* It seems preferable to
regard v.l as an Introductory statement to what follows on
5the danger of hypocrisy in almsgiving, prayer and fasting
(note the three occurrences of otocv in vs* 2,6,16*) TToklJv
Woooo-ov^v will then mean something like ’•to practise
piety and on<c*io<rov^  will refer, aa elsewhere, to that
ri^iteousness of life which corresponds to the will of Ood
and of which the observances of sincere devotion are part**
T welRieeTpecial-M tradition here may have originated in a 
Judeo-rhristian, anti-Phsrisaic milieu.
2 So C.K* Dodd, The Bible and the Oreekg. p.46, n*l*
3 So Schrenk, op*clt* * p*36 and 0* Barth, op*clt», p.139*
4 Thus Bornkamm, op.olt.. p*30 calls it "the all-embracing 
notion for the piety of the disciples as a whole”•
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The last ooourrence of the word in Matthew is 
at 6:33 - be tt^ ton/ Tvjv kr*\. r^ >/ bno*»o-
<5ov^ v o^ utoo t kou TclZtoc hvxs/t^ ir^ >a(TT<L&y<r<LT*i ujui\j (there 
Luke haa t^v alone). Luke probably understands
by >^*<rtX€i«c the Kingdom under its eaehatologleal aspect: but 
for Matthew the y^ <*^ X<su* is not the purely esohatological 
kingdom, but the kingdom as a present possibility in those 
who believe and acknowledge the sovereignty of God1 and he 
cannot think of the kingdom without also thinking of the 
righteousness whioh obtains in it ( <*utoo ) # The presence of 
b>t<<*io<njv*7 in our text suggests that admission to the king­
dom really depends on seeking to fulfil that righteousness: 
the word therefore denotes "rightness of life" before God, 
conduct in agreement with his will, at the heart of which
plies the disposition of obedience and devotion# This is 
the righteousness which will bring the disciples wholly 
und r the sway of the kingship of God#
From the preceding discussion we can see that 
there is consistency in the 5’atthean usage of bt*©oo<rov/^  #
It refers to uprightness of life, behaviour that is 
pleasing to God and in obedience to his will and lav/# The 
single instance of the noun in Luke (1:75) is not otherwise# 
The Benedlctus conforms completely to and expresses, In the
1 Only if was purely eschatological would bi*. 
refer to the "righteousness" of God in saving activity#
2 Only If interpreted in this way will 6:33 harmonise with 
the whole attitude of Matthew’s gospel#
exnotional language of liturgy, the hope of the Old Covenant 
(both nationalistic and spiritual), "• • . that we, being 
delivered from the hand of our enemies, might serve him 
) without fear, k\j cxtiot^ tc Sik<*io<tov*j <kvu>‘u«©v 
pCotoo Trefoils T«<?s »jyucLv/ • The sssociatior, of the
c /  ^ /two words, o <tiot*js and oik^ io<tov^ is suggestive of the
Greek distinction between moral and religious virtue,1 but 
that distinction will scarcely hold here. In the OT(LXX) 
\<*TyO€.oco means "to aerve God" both In worship and in life, 
including the observance of the divine demands. This Is its 
meaning in Luke, Those who thus serve God are characterised 
by o<ri©T4js and £>ik<*io<tov*j , the latter meaning that "right­
eousness* of obedience which seeks to fulfil God*s will.
This sense of the word is not unexpected in a hymn which is 
so full of the thoughc and language of pious Judaism as is 
the Benedictus. Having thus found a consistent use of
to refer to activ obedience to the will and law 
of God, we must now turn to the ooourrencee of fct*«*«os in 
the Synoptics to see if they corroborate this finding.
. hue olios b n d  "bitfoooo in the ynoptlc Gospels.
/ome of the occurrences of o'^«os we have already dealt
with as meaning "innocent". We may note In passing that at
Matt.20:4,7 and Luke 12:57 the neuter adjective ( ^ ^ ioV )
1 The word cxt.^ t^s is not common in Biblical Greek, being 
found only four times in the OT and five times In isdom.
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or noun ( t ©  ^ iko«ov ) beers the meaning "that which is
„  1 fair and Just” in a legal sense* At Watt.5!45 the Father
in heaven la described as one who tov *fltov <xlnnou —
T c X X c i  <£TTt 7TO V ^ O O S  KoCc < i ^ 0 O O S  K x X  ^ O C ) (€ l  €TTc S lK T o i^ o O S
v > ~ /k*c eibi«<oos # The context of this affirmation is the 
exhortation to the disciples to pray for those who persecute 
them! their attitude should not be vindictive but bene­
volent, for thus shall they be the children of their Father 
who does not discriminate in giving his gifts* The point 
is not that Ood is indifferent to moral worth, but that 
his impartiality is due to his merciful kindness* The tra­
ditional Jewish distinction is upheld here, viz. that 
between the righteous or upright in Oodfs sight and the 
unri<*ht*ousj but the orthodox idea that, by virtue of their 
superiority, the righteous have priviliges over sinners is 
absent* Those who are regarded as i ^ o i  should be treated 
with mercy and patience by men, as by Ood*
A more significant case of oik^ ios appears at
t ij _ /  /Mark Pil7 (Matt*9fl5, Luke 5i32)i OOK *j\Qov ‘b)«o*iOOS
ckAX* iyu^ToXoos (Luke adds a s  jxctow©»«*v )# ith mo*^ t
commentators we interpret k<*\cVv>u of the ©all to the Kingdom
2or to repentance, rather than of the invitation of a host* 
rany exegetes regard this saying as an ironical statement 
T FTTTristotle NS.3* 1129a*
2 Controversy in the early church regarding table-fellowship 
may have led to the preservation of the saying and may have 
influenced the narrative*
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of Jesus and interpret the as those who think they are
righteous, but who, in fact, are not.1 It seems that the 
chief consideration on which this view is based is that of 
context. The utterance of Jesus comes at the end of a 
narrative in which the scribes and Pharisees (or the scribes 
of the Pharisees) have apparently challenged the friendship 
of Jesus with sinners and publicans, this being but one of 
a series of such clashes in the relevant chapter of each 
evangelist. It is assumed then that Jesus is hinting at the 
insincerity of their claims to righteousness. But is this
the most likely interpretation of the saying? Ye may
observe that (i) by giving this meaning to f the
parallelism with the preceding "proverbial" utterance is
» / . *» Hlost s ou xr^yovt<ls means those who are well , not those 
who think they are well", (ii) we do not find in the Oospels 
any other occasion on which by itself is used in
an ironical sensef we do have (Mt. 23*28)
utroK^ .\/e,<r8^ i "bn<«iOL (Luke 20|20) and oL Tr«Tro>SoTta
id o r o is on i^u-wioi (Luk.l8i9). Consequently, some
commentators regard (rightly, It seems) the utteranoe as
2having a straightforward meaning. Jesus does not call the
1 E.g. S. Klostermann, as Karkus orange H u m . (2nd ed.Tubingen,
1926), HcNeile, op.clt.. Hoskyns and PaveyT The Kiddle cf
the Mew Testament (London, 1947) and V, Taylor. The Postal 
according to sfcTMark (London, 1952) p.207.
2 E.g. Lolsy, Lagrange, and Schlatter. Stendahl, Matthew 
(in New Peake) p.782 does not exclude the possibility that 
"Jesus recognises his opponents as In some sense acceptable 
to Ood, only pleading for a place also for the despised".
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righteous, because he considers them to be really such, and 
therefore not needing repentance# The are those
who truly live or seek to live in accordance with God*s 
law and will* they are not the object of his mission*
"The ordinary standards are recognised and the zeal of the 
•righteous* is acknowledged"*1 This view preserves the 
parallelism of the two utterances and is consistent with 
the Gospel usage# Moreover, it is strengthened when we refer 
to Luke 15*7 (which eohoes the language of the verse Just 
discussed) ’There is Joy in heaven over one s inner repenting 
more than over ninety-nine Just persons ( do
not need repentance"• Without allegorising the parable, we 
may say that the ninety-nine still belong to the flock* 
they did not go astray: there is no suggestion of irony*
they are the faithful and obedient to the demands of Ood#
The love of God seeks the one who has wandered# Now this 
parable was put forth by Jesus, like the utterance we have 
been discussing, as an answer to the challenge of the scribes 
and Pharisees to Jesus* friendship with sinners* This creates 
a strong possibility that <biu«<«oi should be understood in 
the same straightforward sense in b6th places# If, however, 
we interpret ^ ucooot at Mark 2*17 and parallels, to mean 
the "zealously righteous”, how are we to answer the argument 
based on the context? It should be reTTiembered that Mark 2*
1 Schrenk, op*clt* * p*22#
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13-17 la an Apothegm or pronouncement-story* The emphasis 
and Importance lies with the utterance of Jesus * the nar­
rative serves aa frameworkf and it may be that the anti- 
Pharisaic tendency on the part of the evangelist1 has left 
its mark on this story, with result that it should not be
allowed to influence too strongly the interpretation of the
2dominical saying* " It would seem that, if we take the 
utterance by itself (as an original loglon, or at least as 
being true to the spirit of Jesus), then the word ^ I K o O O l  
will bear the usual sense of the faithful and obedient 
ones of Israels the saying may be rooted in some demon­
stration of Jesus1 concern for publicans and outcasts* If, 
on the other hand, we integrate the saying closely with the 
oontroversy-narrative as it now stands, then it is possible
/ <zthat may have an Ironical connotation* This is
one occasion in which a saying of Jesus may have had its 
meaning altered In the use made of it by an evangelist*
In the course of the Matthean account of the 
invective against the scribes and Pharisees, Jesus crit­
icises them thus (23*28) t vjjucis Gs Tois
1 mis tendency in the (Jospels reflects the later contro­
versy between Church and synagoguef not all the Pharisees 
were unscrupulous and hypocritical, and indeed probably 
few were*
2 I.e* if we regard 17b as original, and not, with Bultmann 
and Dibelius, as a doctrinal expansion*
3 Matthew1 s redactional addition lU os &c\u o<j Go<tUsj may
suggest that this is how Matt* meant the word to be Inter­
preted, if the quotation implies criticism of Israelfs 
religion*
o k ^ O io T T o ia  ^iMTouot^ "hi CO’TC. jUe<TTOi urToV ^KTC uiS  fcxi.
xvoyu/^ s • Consistently with Matthean thought, tho last 
part of tho verso suggests that sincerity and obodionco to 
tho law are the marks of the righteous: these qualities
the Pharisees lack, although they wish to be regarded as 
having thorn# Again, tho parable of tho Pharisee and tho 
Publican at prayer is directed tr^os toos ircTr01801* s
C(j>* £otvi‘Tols OTc )Cp£l  <c^OO0fcA/OO^T*3 TOOS V.O(tToOS
(Luke 18:9)# The words TreiroiSorots c^’e^ovoU should bo 
taken literally# They do not mean "considered themselves 
to be righteous", but "believed in themselves" or "relied 
on themselves" (cf# Luke 11:22; 2 Cor.1:9): c o n s e q u e n t l y  on.
should be rendered as "because" rather than "that". The 
achievements in piety and morality on the part of the scribes 
ministered to their self-esteem rather than to a humble 
trust in Cod, and caused them utterly to despise those 
who did not acknowledge their standard or who failed to 
live up to it. The publican, the sinner by any standard,
KoLTtj^*) ••• ^ £ b < K * i c ^ i £ V O S  £»S "Toy/ OiuoV o iu  TOU “ TTiy' CXO VO V/ #
VJhat is the meaning of "justified" here? Does it refer to 
forgiveness or, as Schrenk suggests, to judicial absolution, 
as in Paul, but without the reference to the Cross?1 The 
latter is closer to the right understending# The attitude 
of the publican before Cod comprises confession of sin and 
1 Schrenk, op.cit#.p#60.
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appealing trust in God1* mercy* This is the attitude 
which is alone acceptable to God: those who possess it are
"in the right" with him: those who do not possess it# how­
ever ^ood their record may be, are not Justified, are not
2accepted as righteous*
Once more in a context concerning condemnation 
of the Pharisees, Luke puts the following words on the lips 
of Jesus: "You are those who Justify themselves (ol %wm*+
oovtc* £<*uToo* ) before men, but God knows your hearts: 
for what is exalted among men is an abomination in the 
sight of God"* (161!5) This saying of Jesus is only very 
artificially connected with what precedes it on the topic 
of the love of wealth: the saying is concerned with pride,
rather than with wealth, and the Pharisees, in any .
were not specially lovers of wealth* f*% Manson makes the 
attractive suggestion^ that if the Sadduoees were the 
object of the criticism, it would fit better with the wider 
context, and would give a word*play within the saying: "You 
are the people who, by taking the name ’Sadducee1 (connected
1 e may recall the quality of the piety of the Psalms 
(Psalmenfrommlgkeit) and of the ^umran Hodayot • a humble 
trust in God’s forgiveness and mercy as the only source of 
acceptance* With these expressions of faith, this parable 
is in some measure an anticipation of the essential spirit
of the Pauline doctrine of Justification* Cf* T*^* Hanson,
On Paul and John (London, 1963) p.55 "This parable of the 
Pharisee and the Publican la the connecting link between 
Jesus and Paul in the matter of Justification*"
2 T o ckcW  Is used in an exclusive sense, like Heb* |l?
3 The Sayings of Jesus* p.295*
with sdq) make public claim to be the party of righteous­
ness’* * but Ood looks deeper and sees that the name does not 
possess the reality within* It is the failure to possess 
reel righteousness through obedience and humility that is 
criticised] they merely made themselves out to be righteous 
and expected others to pass a favourable verdict on their 
conduct* Likerise, at Luke 10*29, the young lawyer (after 
receiving Jesus1 answer to his question about eternal life) 
wishes to "Justify himself tov ) and asks,
"And who is my neighbour?" The Hithpael of p7* is translated 
at Oen*44sl6 by the middle of ^1 ^ 1 0 0 meaning "to make one­
self out to be in the right" or to clear oneself of a 
charge"* It is possible that the active voice with the 
reflexive pronoun here (and at 16*15) bears the same con­
notation* The yonng lawyer wants to vindicate his manner 
of life, to put himself in the right for not having done 
his obvious duty, and so he asks "Who is my neighbour?” # A 
less significant example of may be treated hers.
The introduction to the story about the paying of tribute- 
money records that the authors of the question about its
«. / < \ c / olocality were spies, Lrrrok^<voymtuoos €.<*uroos on«*»oos
(Luke 20*20)* Matthew and Mark claim that they were Pharisees
(or disciples of the Pharisees) and Herodlans* The meaning
is obvious* their pretence was to uprightness and sincerity,
with perhaps a suggestion of their scrupulous, but hypo-
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critical, concern to obey the standards of Judaism# These 
"negative” examples of the use o f e t c #  do not suggest 
any other standard of "righteousness" than that of sin* 
cerity and obedience to the law of Ood, as expressing the 
divine will - the very heart and substance of Israel9s 
faith and religion#
S« 'biKottos etc# in esehatologlcal contexts# *
v?e come now to those occasions on which the words we are 
discussing appear in esehatologlcal contexts# The verb is 
used once only in this type of material# "I say unto you, 
that every idle word (/^ /*°<*) that men shall apeak, they 
shall gi^e an account of it in the day of judgment, e* yy>
TljV Xoyu>v <foo *V•*<«<»to XotL ku. TioV Xoyuoy ( J o o
• A . /Mt#12i37# The change from to xoyos and the unexpected
use of the 2nd singular suggest that the verse comes from a
different context# It is probably a proverbial quotation#
That does not mean, however, that the esehatologlcal
reference does not belong to the saying, for SB has drawn
attention to Rabbinical evidence for the belief that the
record of a man, as kept in heaven, included his words, even
1his harmless utterances, as well as his acts# The saying 
seems to point to the belief that the words of men are at 
least part of the basis on which final aoceptanoe with Ood, 
final Justification, is adjudged#
I— SB; T7 p#639f•
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In the interpretation of the Parable of the
Tares we meet this statementt "Then will the righteous
(ol ) shine like the sun in the kingdom of their
father"• (Matt* 13*45) Now it seems olear from the eontext
. / f v that the oi«c*.©i here are the direct opposite of t*
<TKc/v'^o«.^<< v.o£i. t o u s  TToiooN/xods T^ js/ owojjli© w  # whom the angels 
cast into the lake of fire* These two expressions depend on 
LXX Zeph* 1*3 (to which the parable and its interpretation* 
as a whole* owe their inspiration) and are equivalent to 
fcj'yunnvTX inibu/DE)71* first of these two words should
• T  » T  v  -
probably be interpreted as "stumbling-blocks" or "oauses of 
offence" for whioh would be a satisfactory equi­
valent* and the "evil ones appear as <x ttoioo^tvss
v z / i . /
o(vc>j-x>otv/ Therefore the oiKonai f being contrasted with 
all such* will be those who are not stumbling-blocks and 
who obediently served Ood and kept the law* The verse may 
reflect LXX Dan# 12*3 which promises that* in the Kesurrection* 
the ot ffovievrcs 2 (LXX and Theod#3) c»c\^ u>//oo<n (Theod*)uj* 
y  \a.jxTTf<DT*is ToO OTCyoto^odTos • hese words seem, oh the basis 
of Dan#ll*33*35 to refer to teachers and martyred teachers*
Is there* then* in the Lucan verse a hint of the function
1 L fheITebrew* as it stands* is diffioult to construe mean­
ingfully*
2 ol Oovi€*r<£* represents Is there an under­
lying word-play in the original tradition between
(Aram, l’b o b o )  « *bn<x«oi and Jl i b^Oto(Aram* ibwOtt )•X* ? * * T * * *
3 In Theod*^ iKollOl appears of the
2 5 1
and fate of the disciples? This is no more than a spec­
ulation# At y #49 of the same chapter the angels have charge
' \ 3 / _ - /of separating Toos ttov^oos 6k ^ l c v o\j tcov/ oiwc«*o«-ov # The 
eschatological ideas are the same* oc are those who
are acceptable to Ood by life and service# If the Sits ia 
Leben of the parable in the teaching ministry of Christ is
the vexed question of who belongs to the kingdom of Ood,
c /the meaning of cftfoooi is not altered#
In the Matthean parable of the Last Judgment 
we find the ‘bucoooi (Matt#25137) raising the question of 
their service* and at v#46 entering into "eternal life”#
/ \ V'hether or not t w v t* (v#32) means "all people" or "all 
Oentiles"f it is clear that the bftfoctoi among them are those 
who performed the service of kindness to others* (i.e. either 
to the brethren of Christ generally* or to the disciples as 
united with Jesus in the solidarity of the "Son of Man"). 
Kindness to the poor and suffering finds wide recognition in 
Jewish writings as a means of meriting salvation#1 The 
hiKocioi are those who have inoluded this virtue in their 
obedience to the will and commands of Ood# The distinction
 ^ /  ^ c /between or tton/vj^ oi and oi*#aoi is one of the themes
of the eschatological narratives* the various scenes give 
characterisations of the two classes#
1 cr# ¥ed#40a. The best Rabbinic thought placed "performance 
of kindnesses" on a higher level than mere almsgiving* cf. 
Sukk. 49bf Aboth 1.2* ' On three things the world stands* on 
Torah* the worship and the performance of kindnesses".
F« c\«c*ios In association with prophet and martyr •
Four occurrences of in this type of context are
found in Matthew. In speaking of the privilege of disciples 
in knowing the mysteries of the Kingdom of Ood, Jesus adds 
(Matt*13117) "Many prophets and righteous men ( woXVot tt^ - 
h/kwiot ) longed to see what you see, and did 
not see itf and to hear what you hear, but did not hear it.” 
Luke1 s version of the saying has ttc\Xo\. \Ul
In view of the fact that "righteousness” is a leading theme 
in Matthew9s gospel, it is suggested by many that he has 
altered the ^ucan version* But Luke has the logion in a 
rather different context, and elsewhere links the Psalms of 
whioh king David was regarded as author with the prophets, 
24:44* Ai«oi<oi suits the Matthean context and so may well 
be more original here* >7ho are these t Although
the oollocatlon "prophets/righteous does not appear in the 
OT, we may be certain that they are the "saints” of Biblical 
history, who remained faithful in their time to the law and 
to Ood, and who desired the fulfilment of the kingdom* 
LTiether a semi-definite class is referred to here we shall 
see as we dlsouss the other passages*
In one of the Woes on th© Pharisees, in which 
they are accused of possessing the same spirit as their 
forefathers who slew the prophets, it is claimed that they 
hypocritically oJrtoboyucu/ rods ' h a v ^o^tcjx/
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\ /Tod yu.v«7yu£i<* Tcov t^*o*tuW (Matt .S3:29) • They do this to
make amends for their ancestors1 misdeedsf but they are
just as ready to persecute anyone who challenges insincerity*
It seems certain that we have here more than a reference
.. C 7 IIto the saintly J the ci^ioi are those who were pious”, 
but who were persecuted, even to the death, because of their 
stand for righteousnessf They are, in fact, the martyrs of 
the OT - and probably those of the Maccabaean period as 
well - from Abel ( o bito*ios v.35) to Zeohariah, i.e. from 
the beginning of the OT canon to its end:* their 06^ *
’biwcwiov ("Innocent blood") was poured out on the earth 
and will be visited on those who continue to contribute to 
the cup of Israel1 s iniquity* Abel and his successors are 
the "saints", the godly of Israel, but more specifically, 
those who sealed their testimony of obedience and faithful­
ness with their lifefs blood*
Before we look at the last occasion on which 
i t / ) and *b/«o<ios are associated, it would sees worth­
while to investigate another point in the V oe we have been 
discussing* The words of Jesus (Matt*23*34: in Luke 11:49 
the words are attributed to "the wisdom of God" ) bear a 
forward-looking reference: bjxA* ir/>o^t^s
u*cl <so<f>ous y/>^ j^ utcis * The fate of the emissaries quite
clearly resembles that of the disciples (10:17,23) and Luke 
1 He probably the martyr Zechariah of 2 Ohron* 24*20-22*
actually says that those sent are "prophets and apostles'. 
Consequently we may claim that the language has been 
coloured by the experience(of the early Church, and the 
list of emissaries may reflect contemporary oondltlons In 
the Jewlsh-Chrlstlan community. From this point cf view.
It Is possible that we have here a reference to two 
aotlvltles within the Christian mission, that of preaching 
and that of teaohlng ), the former
being suggested by and the latter by and
t» 1more partioularly by y/»oy*yuofTcis , the usual word for scribes
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In the K *  atthew msy hare In mind the order of
In the church, who were no less unpopular with orthodox 
Judaism than those who wproclaimed” the Gospel# In connect­
ion with this suggestion that the here are the
11 teachers1' In the Judeo-Chrlstlan community, one recalls
Matthew9s statement at 13*52 (M) s ’'Therefore every y ^ ^ r c o s
. gwho has boon mads a disciple of, or ao has been instructed
in ( uote^T«o6£is ) the kingdom of heaven is like s man who
Is a householder, who brlngeth forth out of his treasure
things new and old”. Is it too much to suggest that the
Christian "scribe" is a teacher bringing forth out of the
treasure of Israel's faith and scripture the old truths
1 "Thai"'they are Christian officials or teaohers Is aoeepted 
by a.D. Kilpatrick, The Origins, of .the agigel aoooi*l.ng_to 
St.Matthew, (Oxford, 1946; pp.liorr, 1?3. and Wrecker,
op,clt•TPPo 37-8 a
2 The 'iftotjjLj^ocTcos at 8*19 seems to be a disciple, for v,21 
speaks of ctc^os be t&v ^0^T(3v •
and their new meanings in the light of the kingdom?
Bearing in mind then the possibility that pro­
phets and teachers are mentioned together (reflecting the 
situation of the early church) we turn to Matt*10:41* At 
the conclusion of the Mlsslon-oharge to the disciples, Jesus 
declares:
He that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that 
receiveth me receiveth him that sent me (Q). He 
that receiveth a prophet shall receive a prophet1 a 
reward? and he that receiveth a righteous man 
( bu<ot<os ) in the name of a righteous man shall 
receive a righteous man1© reward (M)*
In the context of a mission charge, it nay be that Matthew 
is suggesting the distinction of preaching and teaehlhg 
functions* Can we suggest that 'biuooos may be an archaic 
term for "teacher" )? it would give greater
sense to the passage. The person who receives a prophet in 
the name of a prophet will receive the reward of hearing 
the proclamation of Cod’s messagef he that receiveth a 
righteous man (teacher?) in the name of a righteous man 
will receive the reward of being instructed in the under­
standing of the message* This is put forward merely as a 
suggestion. If the may be thought of as "teachers ,
then -TTfo^yToti kcZl (13:17) may include an oblique
reference to the order of those who followed (both logically
1 1 Tt Ta~doubtful if "to receive a prophet’s or a righteous 
man’s reward" means "to be accounted or rewarded as if one 
were a prophet or righteous man"* A genitive orlglnls seesB 
to be a better explanation*
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and temporally) the prophets In the post-exilic period, i.e. 
the scribes or teachers of the law. Did not they also, when 
faithful, seek to see the kingdom? But perhaps this is too 
much to build on the tentative suggestion made above.
«  /G. An unusual use of the verb oik^ o o  .
We conclude this discussion by making reference to the 
unusual use of tbs verb in a verse already mentioned,
(Luke 7 f 29) t
hen they heard this all the people and the xtax- 
collectors Justified God ( G.'b IKoOt^ OOoW TOV/ 0£OV/ )
having been baptised with the baptism of John, 
but the Pharisees and the lawyers rejected the 
purpose of ^od for themselves, not having been 
baptised by him.
It is clear from the antithetic form of the saying that 
chfio*uo<T*>/ t o\/ 6co\/ must be approximately opposite to 
"rejected the purpose of God". Is there any usage in 
Biblical Greek which would make this possible? Te have 
pointed out earlier in this work that the Psalms of 
Solomon never use >^ik<*ioo for "to Justify (man)" but only 
for "to recognise the Justice of God" (?s.Sol.2f16,3i5, 
4:9,8*7,27). This is also a common meaning of hlo41q or 
^lddaq in Rabbinic writings.1 Thus ^ i«©*»oo here may most 
suitably mean "to recognise and acknowledge the righteous­
ness of God”.2 In submitting to the conditions of baptism,
I— Cf.baE.Ber.19a, Sifre Deut.307 on 3214, and Sif.Lev.
on 10:3.
2 So also Lampe, Duke (New Peake) p.831.
the people acknov#ledged that Ood’s Judgment on them, 
expressed In Johnfs preaching, was a Just Judgment. A 
similar sense may be applied to the verb in the enigmatic
y > A / C I t  ^V  ^ •/sayin< at &tt#lltl9i k<*c e c i ^  <ro4>i«<. <^o tov c^yov 
oCuTiJs , Whioh lAike renders by Tcov TckVuW  (7135)*
Whether *j is Jesus himself, or the wisdom of Ood of
which he is the manifestation, the context requires the 
saying to mean that this wisdom is recognised as righteous, 
i#e* proved to be in the right and accepted by Ood, by 
reason of the things it does, particularly in seeking 
sinners* uke eh&nges the wording probably to suggest, on 
the basis of v*29, that the action of "wisdom" is aeknow- 
lodged as right by all her children, her true children,
vl Stmeaning by these the publicans and sinners who Justified 
Ood by accepting John’s baptism#1
From the preceding discussion it is clear that 
the meaning of ^ ik©nos and related words in the Synoptic 
Gospels must be interpreted within the framework of thought 
of the Old Testament, the witness to Israel’s religious 
faith* "Righteous" and "righteousness' stand squarely 
within the faith of Judaism, at its purest and hipest, as 
a religion of obedience and devotion to the will of Ood. The 
content of the terms owes much to the use and meaning of 
the ‘bi*<*«os •words in the Septuaglnt*
1 ^A*' Schlatter, Per Evangelist Matthaus, (Stuttgart, 1957} 
p.374-5, interprets the verb in Mt# 11 *19 as ’’condemn*’* This 
is a Hellenistic use and is rot found in the NT*
A'e have now completed the neoessary preliminaries to an 
Investigation of the meaning of etc- in Paul**
writings* Vie have become familiar with the varied use of 
the term H p l X  and related words in the OT and the frequency 
of their translation in the LXX by t we have
reviewed the use and meaning of the word in Classical Oreek 
and drawn attention to the points of similarity and contrast 
between secular Oreek usage and that of Biblical Oreek and 
of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha* We then traced the use 
of the root ia the Qumran scrolls, paying attention to
the anticipations of Pauline doctrine contained there* We 
•ketohed briefly the development of the meaning of n p “7¥
and associated ideas in Rabbinic thought* finally, we
_ /surveyed the use of the *words in the Synoptic
Oospels and discovered that their meaning consistently 
reflects the OT and Jewish understanding of "righteousness" 
as trust in the power and mercy of Cod and obedience to the 
Law as the expression of the divine will. Now we turn to 
Paul, bringing with us the fruits of our background study 
in an effort to find out where the roots of his use of 
i^icooocro lie* How far does the OT idea of -T and par­
ticularly the LXX usage explain hit usage? To what extent 
are the expressions of the evangelical piety of the Qumran 
community the clue to his understanding of "righteousness"?
Part 2* Paul*
How far, if at all, haa he introduced new elements, \Vhether 
from secular Oreek thought and usage or through his own 
Christian conceptions? By keeping the mind open to this 
possibility we avoid the error of claiming, as Hatch 
did, that a word uniformly used in the LXX as the trans­
lation of a Hebrew word ' must be held to have in Biblical 
Oreek the same meaning as that Hebrew word’1 • Ahls is some­
times, Indeed often, the case, but by no means necessarily so# 
For one thing, considerations of context must be given their 
rightful place in the interpretation of meaning* and, 
secondly, with reference to the bi^.ofov^ complex,
we must remember that the Hebrew word itself reveals con­
siderable variety of meaning (as our study of its semantic
change has made clear) and this has to be reckoned with
/ 2even in its uniform translation by oi^iofov^,
Our brief survey of the Kabbinic teaching on
righteousness and related themes will have demonstrated to
the reader the intensity of the desire, on the part of the
individual Israelite, to win, both in life and especially
at tho final Judgment, the approbation of Ood# The path to
this end was obedience to the precepts of the Torah, the
inclusive expression of the whole Jewish religion# Within
j ""Essays In Biblical Creeks (Oxford, 1889) p#36#
2 This must not be done by adding together the significances 
of np*i^ and then attributing them all to j.
Barr, semantics« p#144ff has warned against this procedure#
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Judalsm, the Law defined the demands of the Covenant and 
was therefore the test of Israel1a faithfulness to the 
Covenant. According to an anoient midrash, the Israelite 
who broke the Law violated the Covenant between the com­
munity of which he was a member and Cod. On the other hand, 
by faithfully observing the precepts of the law, the 
Israelite renewed, aa it were, the Covenant and accomplished 
in himself Israel*s mission to and for mankind. Now the 
role of the Covenant and the Torah was not confined to 
oertaln moments of lifo* it covered its whole extent. There* 
fore it was logical "to multiply the prescriptions so as to 
enclose the whole life of the individual, the family, the 
community, the whole people, in a network of ot drvances, 
in order to make every moment, every action, a fulfilment 
of the Law, a mltzvah» and thus to eonseerate, aa it should 
be, the whole life of Israel and the Israelite, from birth 
to death. nl These prescriptiona, operative in the spheres 
of worship and of morality,2 had been drawn from the 
written Torah, from the oral Torah, i.e. the living and 
authentic tradition of Cod*a people, and, thirdly, from the 
ha la chi o tradition which found in the Torah, and in other 
sources of tradition, practical interpretations and obligatory
1 ? *$emann, *1110 Jewish Pa 1th, p.71.
2 Between these two spheres there is no clearly drawn 
frontier. In each it is a matter of carrying out the will 
of Cod. To a people dedicated to the service of Md, wor­
ship concerns morals and morals relate to worship.
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rules of conduct, believed to go back to Moses and Sinai, 
and deriving thence their authority and binding force# This 
legal activity could easily lead to a rigorous spirit or 
to a casuistry of the opposite tendency, although in the 
Rabbinical literature itself both these deviations were 
severely criticised. As we have pointed out, the doctrine 
kawannah or religious intention played an important 
part in all Jewish spirituality,1 and tradition always set 
before the Israelite the highest and most disinterested 
motives for his actions and observances, viz. the fulfillirg 
of the Law for its own sake, because it is God’s will, and
faithfulness to the engagement accepted by Israel at the
2inauguration of the Covenant# Besides this quest for a 
pure and disinterested fidelity, Rabbinic tradition was 
familiar with the idea of merit ( 7 3T ) defined by Pemann
as "simply the accomplished mltzvah which endures and, 
while It hastens the oomlng of the Kingdom, also purifies 
and Sanctifies the one who has performed It, and constitutes 
a ground of reward In him.
1 ‘ fif. 'CKapter X of the Hahblnlo Anthology (Monteflore and 
Loewe) pp. 272ff., alao T.7. Manaon. sthloa' and the Oospel . 
pp. 39ff•
2 "The precepts of the Law must toe carried out In orler to 
attain the purpose of Israel's election, *hioh Is to hallow 
the Name, to glorify Ood and bear witness to him before the 
world, to hasten the coming of the kingdom of Ood.,.", P. 
Demann, op.olt., pp. 72-73.
3 Demann. op.cit.. p.73. Notice that the doctrine of right­
eousness and the "teaching on merits la almost exclusively 
related to the Judgment and the eschatological era.
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We may fairly claim that the direction* of 
thought outlined here formed part of Paul*a inheritance aa 
a Jew, within the mainstream of Phariaaio Judaism* Yet in
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position which amounts to a fundamental rethinking and re­
statement of the conception of "righteousness"* The attitude 
of Peter at Antioch on the question of eating with Oentlles 
led Paul to accuse him in public of inconsistency* His 
report of his words on that occasion merges into an expos­
ition of the Gospel, Z t l & f t . <f>o<rei ’looWoc o o k :  £§ 
cQtfuW  iy u ^ T o X o i^  <£^ot<ls b e  ore oo SiKi<*iooTc*t <iv©^oiros
three times (a fourth appears in the next verse), the third
being in a quotation from LXX Ps*143(2)t2* In our study
of LXX usage we had occasion to comment on the use of the
middle and passive of the verb to render the Qal of p 1 * and
meaning "to appear righteous, to be in the right, even to be
righteous", and one of the examples cited was Ps* 143:2.
Some Interpreters of Paul have emphasised this oft-neglected
meaning of f *>ut they have suggested (some-
1 For arguments which make Galatians the earliest letter, 
see G.s. Duncan, Galatians* (MNTC, London, 1934) pp* xxiiff* 
Most scholars date ft closer to the Corinthian and Roman 
letters*
his Epistle to the Galatians1 there is set forth a doctrinal
iy ulj 'TTiVt&cjS )^0»crrou l*j<Tob t *Co6C X/>,crino^
f
bxi[<3T<LO<J«j*€'s/ , Wol Cue 'TTiCTt^OS ^ k T T o O  K X l OotC
/ / ^  Q
V o u O J  OTC fef 4/>Yu)V VbuOvJ Ol) *b »««*< G^(T€.ToCt ' 7 1 J.
In these verses we have the middle/passive of ‘bfKouou used
times implicitly, sometimes expiJcitly) that this rendering 
,fto be righteous” demands a revision of the current under­
standing of Paul, since "to be righteous” is a qualitative 
term. The error of this view lies in its last mentioned
assumption. The Qal of rendered by the middle and
c / M passive of and translated as "to be righteous is not
qualitative, but retains its forensic significance. The 
"righteousness" is a matter of being ”ln the right” before 
God, i.e. at the divine tribunal, not of being righteous 
in oneself. Therefore, whether we render the word *bn<:<xc- 
ooo-Goa as "be in the right, be righteous" or, more con­
ventionally, as "to be justified”, the word has forensic 
significance. Righteousness here Is a status rather than a 
character or content of life.1 In opposition to Jewish 
teaching, Paul asserts that the declaration of "righteous­
ness" is not based on a man1 a achievement of obedience to 
the Law, but on his trust in Christ.
Now if there Is implicit in the verb the idea of 
judicial pronouncement, we must ask the questions when, in 
the Pauline scheme, does the pronouncement take placet 
According to Jewish teaching, and particularly the Rabbinic 
teaching, the Judicial act was postponed to the Last Judg­
ments then, and perhaps only then, ^ould a man be pronounced 
righteous on the basis of his keeping the Law and his merit
T tESF" <jov»7 And cognate words ax*, used also of thi
character of the ChrlstlAn life will bo soon later.
achieved. The use of the future tense at Oal. 2H6 and Rom.
3 *20 would be taken by the Jews as pointing to this future 
judgment* Did Paul understand it in that way? The use of 
the future tense here is not decisive, since it falls within 
a quotation, and other strands of the Apostlefs teaching 
imply that the judicial act belongs to the time of this 
life. What is a matter of hope for the Jew is, for Paul, a 
present possibility and reality. When * man Is united by 
faith to Christ in his death and new life, when he is thus 
found in Him who is adjudged supremely "The Righteous Ohe"
ftin Godfs sight, then he toe is declared in the right and 
set within the sphere of 3odfs righteousness. The deolar- 
atlon of the believer^ "in the rightness" or "righteous­
ness” is the primary consequence of his being in Christ.
On that relationship all else depends. Paul, of oourse, 
continued to assoolate justification with the Last Judgment 
when the final consummation of the believer1s aoqulttal 
takes place. To that aspeot of his thought we will return.
Among the passages which witness to Paulfs derivation 
of "righteousness” or "justification" from the 
idea of "being in Christ" we may citet (i) Gal.2tl7 -el hs 
^jtouvtcs €* fy»<rt o  i.e. "if, while seeking
to be justified (be righteous) in Christ•••", ev X/anTTo 
being the sphere within whioh, as it were, the declaration 
of righteousness takes placet (11) 2 Cor. 5s21, "Him who knew
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no sin he made to he sin for ue iv«< ycv/toyuc 0<* ‘bik'ooo-
Qeoo i\/ *6jtu> »# Paul will not say that ^od made 
Chrlat to be sinful or a sinner, but uses the noun ^yT»/#c 
a ’’sin1 (probably with the LXX meaning "sin-offering”): for 
the sake of parallelism in construction he uses the norm 
'bi«o«o<rov^  to describe believers, but what he means is that 
through identification with Christ (in his death and resur­
rection) we are given the status of "being in the right 
before Ood"# Once more, "in Christ" is the sphere of our 
Justification# (ill) Korn.6:8-7 "We know that our old self 
was crucified with Him so that the sinful body might be 
destroyed and we might no longer be enslaved to sin# Por 
he who has died is freed from sin (  <*xro t *}s
)" . The death of Christ brings "Justification” 
from sin, and the believer who dies with Christ, appropriates 
for himself the "Justification" or "Atonement" achieved by 
the death of the Righteous One (or Righteous Martyr2)# The 
real point of his argument", says Schrenk, "is conformity, 
through faith, with Christ’s death, which holds the secret
Xof Justification"# (iv) The idea is again set forth in Phil#
1 1 W  Tast sentence is a Rabbinic cliche (e#g. Sif#Num#112 on 
15:31) associated with the doctrine of Atonement through 
martyrdom: see K#0# Kuhn, ZNW, XXX (1931) pp#305ff# This 
parallel may reveal how "Justification1 and "atonement" are 
brought together#
2 R#Scroggs, RTS, X, (1963) pp#104ff# has stressed the idea 
of the atoning value of the righteous martyr’s death in 
explanation of this verse#
3 Schrenk, op#clt## p#65# Cf# C#X# Barrett, 'The Kplstle to 
the womans (London, 1957) p#125#
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3:8-9: ’’All this I count as dross in order that I may win
Christ and be found in him s^ -ov bi«<**o«-oVijv t^v' £*c
Vo^ uOO,<iX\* lT/<rTtu)S o^tcTToo , T^v v^c CkoO 3iK o d o s J N/
<sV\ TvJ , that I may know him and the power of his resur­
rection* e. In these verses, according to Sehrenk, ’’the 
juridical is combined with the mystical"Paul describes
i  ^  %his present attitude ( ^you^oa ) and continuing ideals: to
be found in Christ, not possessing the relative righteous­
ness which may be attained when the Law is the standard, 
but that Which comes through faith in Christ, the righteous­
ness proceeding from Cod and accorded to faith* In view of
the ethical content suggested in the first io<rov^  f many
commentators feel obliged to understand the second occur­
rence in the same way* On the contrary, the second 
should be interpreted as ’’the status of being in the right”, 
of being acceptable to Cod, and that because it comes from
n 2 „Cod and in response to Faith • wow this righteousness" or 
"Justified status" is related to, if not actually dependent 
on Paul*s being "found In Christ"* Notice, however, that
' §• cithis ia not a purely esehatologlcal hope of Justification •
1 Sehrenk, op.clt*. p.51.
2 Of this righteousness which proceeds from Ood and Is 
according to faith. P.vf. Beare writes: "It is not a higher 
kind of moral attainment, but is basically a right relat- 
lonshin with Ood. whioh Ood himself creates through 
Christ, and opens freely to all who believe in Christ. It 
is always and only the gift of Ood and not in any degree the 
achievement of man." (Spistle to the Phlllppjana.
London, 1959, p.120).
By reason of his faith, Paul already possesses this M right­
eousness' through being in Christs his aim is to retain 
the status in ever-deepening relationship to Christ, till 
the union finds Its consummation in the final kingdom. There 
are two other pasaagea in Galatians where ^t«o«orov^ may be 
felated to the idea of union with Chriat, namely 2:21 and 
3:21. The former follows the classical statement of the theme 
of identification (”I am crucified with Christs it la no 
longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me") and reads,
y*y) b i i  V o /u o o  } <>c fy )i<T T os ^ccyDeciv o<tt/o<*\ /€v  ,
The order of the verses suggests that faith in the atoning 
death, which means Mdying and rising with Christ”, brings a 
man into the status of ”righteousness” before God. At 3:21
5 / / r c * /  O stwe read, <& y*/> Vo^os o bovo^ev/os , ovtu>s
<£k voja.00 &y/ *}>/ sj %n<o<io(rijv^  . "righteousness is here 
related to "being made alive ’• No law waa given which could
0 ooffcot thla, but the verb \ COO'TToiyj O"ot(. may be a hint at the 
prooess of dying and rising (into new life) with Christ by 
faith. This union does make alive and puts men "in the 
right” with God.
The association of okoocxtov^ and union with 
Chriat” seems to be confirmed by the relationship whloh Paul 
affirms (both in the contexts surrounding these verses in 
Gal. and elsewhere) between Christ's death (and, by Impli­
cation, the believer's identification with it) and freedom
from condemnation under the law. k t Qal. 2*19, he says, "X, 
through the Law, died to the lawf that I might live to God." 
How the necessity of abandoning the Law (ooncelved of as a 
legalistic system, not as centralised and summed up In 
love, Horn. 13:8, 10f Sal* 5:14, nor as the will of ®od made 
known to men, Horn# 2:13) was made evident to Paul by law, 
he does not here state, but It is probable that the explan­
ation lies in the kind of experience under the law described 
in Rom.7# There Paul tells how the law had taught him his 
own inability to meet its requirements and also its own 
liability to make him righteous, thus leading him finally 
to abandon it and seek salvation in Christ* It is of signif­
icance that in Gal*2 Paul speaks of this abandonment as 
"dying to law" and then goes on, as if to explain this, by 
referring to "crucifixion with Christ1' and entering new 
life through this death# This is elucidated by 0al.3:10ff. 
Inability to fulfil the demands of the law brings man under 
a curse, for Scripture haa said "Cursed ) he
everyone who does not abide by all the things written in the 
book of the law to do them" (Deut. 27s26f Oa 1.3:10). Fr-’*dom 
from the oppression of this curse can be attained only 
through doathi "the law is binding on a person only during 
his life" (Rom.Vil) is a principle well known in Habbinic 
teaching (bab.Shab. 30a, 151b). By his death Jesus not only 
broke the tyranny of the law, but also Identified himself
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with nan's plight by becoming himself 1th iw t^ tos , by
virtue of the method of his execution (Deut. 21:23, 3*1.3:
13). It follows then that those who are united with him in
this death are alao freed from the law.
So, my brethren, you have died to the law 
through the body of Christ. ... Mow we are 
discharged from the law, dead to that whloh 
held us oaptlvd, so that we serve, not under 
the old written code, but In the new life 
of the Spirit. Ran. 7: 4,6.
This union with Christ in his death la sealed and symbolised
by baptism and la the entry into a new status and Into a new
life of freedom and power.
We were hurled with him by baptism Into death, 
so that aa Christ was raised from the dead 
by the glory of the Father, we too mlgit walk
in newness of life. (Rom.6:4, cf. 8:11).
This risen life with Christ Is lived, not under the reign 
of law (for Ita power has been broken through our identi­
fication with Chriat In his death), but under graoe which 
reigns tbrougi righteousness to eternal life" (Rom.SsPl). 
Thus with the possibility of new life there Is given the 
possibility of righteousness before Ood as the oharaoter of 
that life.1
• Now It may be objected at this point that Paul 
does not generally state that "righteousness" or "justlfl-
I “In order to bring this sketeh of one aspect of Paul's 
thought to Its conclusion, we have been led to anticipate 
the second main sente of rlghteouaneas In the Apostle a 
writing. the "righteousness" whloh characterise* the life 
of the Christian, This will be taken up at a later stage 
In our discussion*
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cation” depends upon t!belng in Christ”, but declares that 
the status was obtained through faith (Phil#3:9, Aom#3:28 
4:5 etc)# But what does ”faith” mean for Paul? It is not 
an intellectual assent to dogmatic statements, but ”a Joy* 
ful self-committal of the whole personality to Cod”f1 which 
is the origin of an intensely personal relation with Christ# 
’’Faith1 always implies, for Paul, its object, Christ, and 
oohnotes relationship with him# In fact, as Cal# 2:20 shows, 
it is faith which is the pre-condition and basis of Paulfs 
dying and rising into new life with Christ, of his ’being
2 rtin Christ” • In the words of ^# Schrenk, ’Faith is the means 
whereby the individual is drawn into participation in the 
consequences of the saving event”#^  Our understanding of 
Paul9s message is seriously weakened, if not distorted, 
unless we give to ’’faith” its full significance in the 
expression ’’Justification by faith”#4 V^ hen the word ”faith” 
is understood as ”a being ur ited with Christ” In his death
1 C#A • aT  Scott, Christianity according to St#Paul. (Cambridge
1927) p#133#
2 This is not to deny the social connotation of the phrase 
ev 9 but the fellowship of the Christian with Christ
is an important aspect of Paul9s thought# Cf# Davies,
Paul and Rabbinic Judaism# pp#86*87#
3 op#clt## p#46#
4 We must guard against the error of turning "faith” into a
Christian virtue (or good work) or of making it a part
of the process of Justification# See on this T#W# Manson,
On Paul and John, p#63# .
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and new life, with all that that means in terms of surrender 
and sacrifice, then it is indeed the source of our accept­
ability with God , *he means of justification and righteous­
ness. Any lessor idea of "faith” is In danger of making 
"justification by faith” a semi-magical process without 
theological depth. It may be that to make the dootrine a 
part of the ?.ld*r Pauline theme of union with Christ is to 
give it a secondary position within Paul's theological 
system* But may that not, in fact, be its proper place? It 
is not the essential pivot of his the6logy. The centre of 
his thought lioa In the twin conceptions of ’dying and 
rising with Christ" and of undergoing a New Exodus in him 
and of so being incorporated into a new Israel, the com­
munity of the Spirit. This is not to deny the truth of 
1 justification by faith" nor its tremendous significance 
in Christian theology, but is simply to put the doctrine in 
the place where it may be seen in true perspective in its 
relation to Pauline teaohing as a whole#1
tt i tThe uae of the phrase righteousness by faith 
in Paul (rather than statements indicating its logical 
derivation from the "in Chrlat" theme) possibly originated 
in its being required in those OT passages whioh he oltes 
in support of the dootrine. In his controversy with those 
who insisted on the centrality of the Torah - legslistleally 
1 Cf. .".15. Davies, op.olt.. pp. 222-223.
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interpreted - and the necessity for universal obedience to 
it, Paul had to find support for his position* The only 
kind of support that would carry conviction to his opponents 
was scriptural, and so he appealed to two passages, Gen* 15:6 
and Hab* 2 :4 , and argued from them that faith, rather than 
works of obedience to the Law, was, according to Scripture 
itself, th« means of salvation* Both these verses are used 
in Galatians and require some discussion* Gal. 3:6 - 
CrTKTTcoffeV Tti 0eu> k.\oyMr8*7 ctfoTio £>»«<*io<3"Jvv^>/ i there­
fore it is men of faith (and that may include Gentiles 
also, vs* 8-9) who are the sons of Abraham and inherit the 
blessing*1 It is probable that Paul has in mind here an 
argument available to or used by his opponents to the 
effect that it was clear from Gen*12 and 17:10-14 that 
no-one c* >~la r?r*iv*ir^t v in tf\e blessings of Godfs covenant 
with Abraham and so in the Messianic salvation (which is 
Inseparably associated with it) unless he was circumcised, 
i*e* was fulfilling the obligations of the law* Paulfs 
quotation, however, is meant to show that before there was 
any mention of c i r c u m c * . Abraham1* fai-h was the means 
of his pleasing God and inheriting the blessing* "hat is 
meant here by ? The quotation is the LXX rendering
1 Prom"the Jewish point of view the faith of Abraham was 
not faith in Paulfs sense, but an act of fidelity and 
therefore a good work, acquiring merit, cf* 1 Mac* 2:51. But 
Judaism has no place for the rigid distinction between faith 
and works: faith can only fully exist when it is embodied
in works*
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of Tipi* ii) m w n’l niiTIL ]Oxni where n p iX clearly means
an act of trust and obedience which ia ’right", "aa it
ahould be", and, a a auoh, approved by Sod, The Targvunio
rendering of the verse is interesting - lDlb D’b flliJni
(Onkelos and Pa, Jonathan) - and reveala clearly that the
1
act of fidelity was understood aa a source of merit. Now
Paul cannot mean by "merit", but there is
nothing in the word itself, nor in Voyi^ &nui e ls which can
be claimed aa deciding between (i) "it was attributed to
him aa right conduct", i.e. he was regarded as having acted
righteously, in the right way, and (li) "it was reckoned
to him aa a ground of acceptance with Sod". If a strong
recollection of the Hebrew npTXls uppermost, we should
probably decide for the former, but that would not
altogether exclude the second, since the "right action1'
waa the type of conduct or attitude of mind which Sod
desires and which is plensllg to him. It would appear that
Paul is filling the word (which he conveniently found in Sen.)
with hla own special content, drawing it into his vocabulary
of "Justification" and thus stressing its forensic aspect.
The emphasis is, however, not laid on the word VdK^iofov^
in the verse: the operative term is "faith".
1 habbinle sources also magnify the faith of Abraham. -■» 
Shemaiah (1st cent. B.C.) claimed that "Abraham received 
possession of this world and the world to come by the 
merit of Faith", quoting (Jen. 18:6 (Mekh. Ex. 14:31. There 
were other views too, but in Palestinian and Diaspora Judaism 
A. remained the great pattern and symbol of faith or 
fidelity to Ood.
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The second of the OT passages used by Paul Is 
Hab* 2:4 and Introduced at 3al*3:ll - o t *. ev vo^to oubeis
'bl^ oUOUT-CC
one Is In the r ig h t or righteous before Ood on the basis of 
law, for (it Is written) fHe who is righteous by faith shall 
live"* There seems to be no doubt that this is how the 
Hab* verse must be rendered here: the sequence of thought
and argument demands it, although it contradicts the Hebrew 
and the LXX rendering* The Hebrew text has The righteous
man ( will live by his faithfulness”,1 and the LXX
) /MThe righteous will live by my faithfulness (c* ^ Oo )"#
Paul understands wkttis as *faith” and not "faithfulness” and
/ p *
links it with to get the meaning he requires*" o
'biKotios is the "righteous man”, the man who is in the right 
before Ood and therefore acceptable to hi®: he possesses
the status iu  irt cratas , and such a man ^ < r t T t those 
who are of the works of the law stand under the curse, 3.10*
1 The interpretation of the verse in the Habakkuk pesher 
from Qumran (8*1) has been already discussed* p.209f.
2 Cf* A* Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, (KT, 
London 1931) p.208* Q*^ >* Ttanoan. op.cltY* p*94«»95 interprets
thus and adds, ”It must be remembered 1 >mt for him (Paul) 
the true meaning of any passage was to be found, not within 
the narrow limits of its historical context, but in its 
relation to the eternal truths of divine revelation”• The 
use made by Paul of biKpootfuv^  and wiV tis in a different 
sense from that originally meant in the quotations raises
an interesting semantic problem* It may be said, however, 
that oolleotiona of OT quotations probably had been formed 
with the purpose of facilitating discussion with the Jews 
and demonstrating the truth of Christianity* Paul may have 
used some of these, and this would explain his method of 
quoting and interpreting Scripture to prove a point.
Tu> 6<lu> o v  ,o*n, 6  iu iTid’ T e o s  ^ € » » f,n o
Before turning to the Epistle to the Romans we may comment 
on some passages from the Corinthian correspondence# 1 Cor#
1130 - too (Ood) bi oyue«s eOTe ev Xpy<rr£> ’L)<r©o , os
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Here again bi*<*io<iov*7 is brought into association with the 
death of Christ and life in himf for the context makes it 
clear that it is supremely in the Cross that Ood has 
revealed that true wisdom which cannot be attained by philo­
sophical enquiry, a wisdom whioh is composed of righteous­
ness, sanctification and redemption#1 It seems probable 
that these terms refer to three aspects of "deliverance in 
Christ", and therefore %itc<*io<s\jv«7 is best interpreted (as * 
in Galatians) as "justification", the status of being in
the right before God, achieved for man by Christ in his
odeath and possessed by those who are in Christ# The for­
ensic connotation of bitco/tofsjvy is undoubtedly present in
/ „2 Cor# 3:9 where it is contrasted with ct^ y ^ is, "condemn­
ation" : "If there was glory in the dispensation of condemn­
ation (l#e# in the Mosaic law) then the dispensation of 
justification (i#e# which pronounces righteous) abounds
1 To "treat "righteousness, sanctification and redemption" as 
explanatory of Srisdom" seems the most satisfactory pro­
cedure, see W#D» Davies, op#olt## p#154#
2 So Schrenk, op.clt## p#43 and C#S#C. illiams, 1 Corlnthlam 
(Hew Peake p#95cV. ^ven if the terms are interpreted o t the 
stages of progress in Christian living, our view of the 
meaning of o<t6\»^  need not be altered#
far more in glory” - a statement whloh Paul makes part of 
the comparison between the Kxodus of the Old Israel and 
the New Ixodus In Christ. We may add here a note on 1 Cor.
6 1llf "You were washed, you were sanctified, you were 
Justified ( ) in the name of the lord Jesus
Christ and in the Spirit of our God”. It seems likely that 
the three v*rba -efer to three aspects of the significance 
of baptism "in the name of Christ", The believer was washed, 
and sanctified, i.e. separated to a life of holiness, and 
he was deolared "righteous" before God. Some commentators 
regard this occurrence of the verb bitcooovo as meaning "made 
righteous"* that is to say, they interpret it as referring 
to the character of the Christian life. This seems doubtful, 
for Paul does not appear to use the verb at any time in 
this sense. By "Justification", i.e. by undergoing that 
union with Christ in his death and resurreotion which was 
symbolised and sealed in baptism, the Corinthian believers 
were put right with Oodt that, of course, was the initial 
step in a process of becoming or being made righteous, the 
beginning of a salvation-process to be consummated at the 
2nd.
When we turr to the Epistle to the Homans the 
first appearance of the verb S ik^ ioo occurs, somewhat sur­
prisingly perhaps, in the statement - oO ov c*wy>o*-r*i
VojuOO <blio(iO(. TTWyok (7^ ) CK- TrOKpoa N^u.O«J blKo'lcJ-
&vjVoVTo<C .
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2 113* The context makes it clear that Paul, respecting the 
obligations of the Law for Jews, is claiming that the Jews 
will be judged by that law, and that the test will be, not 
knowledge of its provisions, but obedience to them* Com­
plete conformity to Oodfs will as expressed in the Torah 
may, in theory at any rate, put a man in a right relation 
with Ood* By obedience, the Jew may be justified* but, in 
actual fact, this merit of obedience does not exist, for not 
one of them renders this total obedience* Their failure to 
keep the commands, however, does not release Ood from the 
obligations to keep his promises* He remains faithful to his 
Covenant, even when Israel defaults, and Ps* 51*6 proves It*
OTIiOS 2 v  €V To?S X o y o is  <foO Viu^<T<£»S “Tco
£*£ , "that thou mayeet be in the rl$it (the Qal
of p~TX referring to the victorious litigant) in thy words,”
Horn* 3*4* But this (Paul continues) does not mean that ^
0c o o  <b /K c * io < ro v ^ s / tfo v w r-r^  criv  9 that 4,manfs
wickedness demonstrates more clearly the righteousness of Ood” 
l*e* his fidelity and rightness in Judging, for then the wrath
of Ood against the sinner would be unjust* ^11 men, Jews
and Oreeka alike, are the power cf sin and laoking in
righteousness, but, since law brings the knowledge of sin, 
obviously 1 no one <bi«o^ (0 9^ (rcT^ t €x/ott«ov oIjtoo (Ps* 143*2) 
yyov/ vJjjloo ", Aa in Oal* 2*16 this quotation has a for­
ensic reference and means "no one is In the right before
God, no one can be Justified, on the basis of works of law". 
The law which demands righteousness cannot create It. There 
is only one remedy - the Gospel.
The great passage which follows, 3:21ff, will 
be taken up at a later stage in our discussion. The theme 
of the superiority of faith to works is resumed in 3127 
and continues through chapter 4. There is no room for 
boasting, for the self-confidence which claims its duty 
dones \oyi^ oyue©ot yo<./o <bi*octoo<r8©a "iri<rT£c ^ cotton/
<spytov Vo/aou (3:28). Faith is the sole means of becoming 
accepted, of being in the right before God, and Scripture 
itself illustrates this in the case of Abraham. If he waa 
Justified on the basis of works, then he had grounds for 
boastings but, in fact, he had no such grounds, for it waa 
faith which was counted to Abraham aa righteousness ( *Aft>.
TdOff^V/ “TLo 9 c o  fctCC £V.OyiC,0*7 ) ,  tom .
/ r /4*3. The content of the terms TnffTis and a»u:^ io<rov^  here 
comes from Paul** own theological standpoint, rather than 
from the Hebrew words translated by them in the LXX. The 
argument goes o m  "To one who does not work, but trusts 
him who Justifies ( t o v  ‘biuiocioovT* ) the ungodly (tov )
his faith is reckoned as righteousness. So also David 
pronounces a blessing upon the man to whom God reckons right 
eousness apart from works t •Blessed are those whos* iniquit 
ies are forgiven and whose sin is coveredi blessed Is the
man whose sin the Lord will not count’8 (4*5-8)* The v*5 
presupposes the conclusion already arrived at* faith and 
the performance of works are opposed to each other as the 
basis of justification, and Abraham is among those who 
simply trust in Ood* This faith "is counted as righteous­
ness ", which means that Ood justifies the man who has it, 
pronouncing over him the verdict of approval* The three 
words <biurc*«oCw-r* t w  are a striking allusion to the
OT, describing Ood as doing what the OT forbids, Ex* 23*7,
Prov* 17*15, Is* 5:23* These passages Indicate that 
possesses its forensic connotation, "to justify", to give 
the statxis of being in the right, and they show that Paul is 
declaring a great paradox in the divine action* The NEB 
rendering "him who acquits the guilty" seems to overstate 
the paradox, and P*«* Beare is right in questioning the 
accuracy of the translation at this point** "To acquit the 
guilty" seems to go further than the literal sense "Justify 
the impious" permits, especially since the quotation from 
Ps. 32:1 makes it clear that ’bitcanoov hare is tantamount to 
"to forgive".3 The ' counting of righteousness’’ becomes equl- 
X NTS."VlII, (1961-62) p.91, in a review of the NEB.
2 "For Paul. In ell oases where man Is concerned, the meaning 
'acquit' Is exoluded. For 'acquit* means to pronounce guilt­
less or Innocent: and It Is of the very essence of Paul’s 
argument that no man Is guiltless before Ood", T.Vf. Mansnn,
On Paul and John, p.64.
3 Y’.A. Stevens made much of this for his understanding of 
"Justification", AJT. 1, (1897) pp.443-60. Cf. also C.K. B a m  
op.clt., p.89 and P.J. Leenhardt, Epistle to the Homans. 
(ffTToAdon, 1961) p.116.
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valent to tho vnot-counting of sin”# And Is "to forgive" 
the same action as "to acquit”, even though the result be 
the same? Versea llff declare that Abraham1s circumcision 
did not confer righteousness on him and was not a token that 
he was henceforth under obligation to keep the law in order 
to be justified* it confirmed by a visible sign the fact 
that he had been justified by faith# Likewise the promise 
of Gen#22*17ff, though made after Abraham had been circum­
cised, was not therefore dependent on his observing the 
law, but rather ("through” or "in the context of”, slo
Barrett) ^ uc*iovov^s 7T^ t4u >s , that ia, ”the righteousness 
(or justification) whioh cornea by faith”. Very noticeable 
e is the use Paul makes of the word , He takes
it from the LXX of 0en#15*6, but puts upon it a meaning that 
is not the same, or la an extension of that which It held 
in its original context#1 In this he would appear to be 
applying Rabbinical exegetloal methods which tolerated the
practice c£ Interpreting words without reference to their
2contextual meaning*
In the fifth chapter of Romans "Justification” 
la again associated with faith and with tho death of Christ*
1 C77T*h* Ropes, JBL, XXII (1903) p*225, "The term in these 
passages goes in ••• as moral excellence; it comes out, s^ter 
Paul has used it, with his peculiar stamp upon it*”
2 We have seen this in Mek#Seshallah, 4, see p#1f * Cf* i&ulfa 
use of the principle gezerah ahawa* in Rom# 4, on which see 
Barrett- op.clt** p#85# ftie principle states that when the 
same word occurs in two Biblical passages, eaeh may be used 
to illuminate the other#
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Si nee we are justified by faith (b Ko(io6<.>/Tas 
7r/<rrcu>s ) we have peaee with God. •.. S^ince 
we are Justified in his blood ibn<o<it*i0£vT*s £< tZ 
o<iyu.oLTc o/utoO ), much more shall we be saved by 
him from the wrath of God# (5:1, 9)#
Two conclusions are thus drawn from the fact of Justifi­
cation: we have peace, nowf and, in the future, we shall be
saved# The Justification, the setting of us right with God, 
haa been effected (lit.) in his blood". The cv may be 
instrumental (!,by means of11) or, reflecting a Hebrew idiom, 
may mean "at the cost of”,1 but. in either ease, the sac­
rificial and atoning death of Christ is declared to be the 
means of the present Justification, which itself guarantee* 
deliverance at the final Judgment. VTiero the Epistle to 
the Galatians developed the doctrine of ?frighteousness" 
before God without directly mentioning forgiveness and the 
atoning death of Christ, Romans clearly associates Just­
ification with the atoning sacrifice. In both epistlea, 
however, the idea of identification with Chriat is implicit, 
hoever, In faith, (and it is possible only In faith) applies 
the atoning sacrifice of Christ to himself (as having taken 
place for him along with others) is included among those 
for whom it m s  offered; consequently, he has a part in the
forgiveness which has been thus obtained and which is the
n 2 _ "favourable verdict involved in Justification. The Adam-
1 A i V  "is Barrett1 s suggestion (op.olt.» p. 107) and atreanea 
the sacrificial reference in "blood •
2 Cf. Schweitzer, op.olt.. p.218.
Christ typology affirms the character of this verdict# To
-yuyo KyOiyu.* CVOS (LlS \CoLT* IC£><J^~C # To X 0^ 1 CtC VoXVwOV
*7ro<ya*TrT<^ iTv^ v btKoc«{o^ <x (6 * 16), "Judgment , proceeding 
from one act of transgression, led to condemnation, but the 
gift of grace, following on many trespasses, leads to Just­
ification” • The word requires different trans­
lations elsewhere (1:32, 2:26, 5:18, 8:4) but in using it 
here Paul may be governed by rhetorical considerationst l it 
chimes with *<*-»** y o . * Thera is no doubt, however, that he 
means "Justification” or even "acquittal”, the opposite of 
"condemnation”. The use of the samo word in v.18, with the
meaning "a righteous act” is probably again dictated by the
/stylistic necessity of finding a word to chime with -
TiTcjjuoc ("act of transgression"). Tien is employed
with this sense, it can no longer be used (in the same 
sentence) to mean "justification": consequently Paul ohooses
c /for this purpose the word which he uses elsewhere
2 > / o ^only at 4:26. Ihe words && >^i«<och-jow are Important.
They refer back to v.17, "those who receive <r<r<£i*v...
T i>enhardt, op.cit. p. 147 speaks of "a studied effect of 
alliteration."
2 "Christ was delivered u p  for our trespasses and was raised 
buc*uoaw J^ykcjv ". It seems best to translate 
prospectively, "with a view to..”. According to v.17 Afs. 
Justification is the result of faith in Ood who quieken:th 
the dead. We need not make fine distinctions as to what ia 
achieved by Chriatfa death and what by his Keaurrecti-r. 
two events are inseparable In the NT. The Crucified, ia what 
he ia only because he waa raised, end Paul can say that we 
are justified by hi* death and that he was raiaed for our 
Jus Uif1cation.
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T\js *buy>CXS T ^ S  CT^  S . .  £\/ ^>oiO(\€otf*Oo 0*iV ^»«C  Tou
cvos ’U^ou ^O'^oo # {yjow Mthe gift of righteousness" ms 
mean the conferment of righteousness upon manf or the gift 
which proceeda from Oodfa righteousness. In either oase, 
the gift ia the meana by which man can share in the blessing 
of victorious living, that eternal life which ia his already 
in germ. In a more vutlmia fashion, v.21 asserts the same 
view. "Because grace reigns, righteousness I i< o£ I o 6~o )
becomes possible and righteousness leads to eternal life".
A>K<*»o<fov*7 here includes both the forgiveness of sins, 
which is the means of initial acceptance with Ood, and the 
righteousness of life (following Justification) which pro­
gresses towards eternal life. The meaning of this verse 
confirms the likelihood that (in
v.17) should be understood esohatologically, as well as of 
the Christian life. "For Paul, justification looks forward
to the perfecting through which alone it receives its ideal
„ 1and its final manifestation • This theme is also suggested 
by v.19 "through the obedlenoe of o n e k'-ov.ttfT^ e^ ovr-a 
ot ttoXXoi %  The words are both logical and esehatolog- 
icali they refer to succeeding generations of believers as 
well as to the final aoqulttal at the Last Judgment. At Boa.
8133 ‘&hc*o%oV probably refers to Sod1 s declaring a person
j  0 ^ \righteous at tho H i p w H  as it does in 3al. s .s  ytu
1 Schrenk, op.oit*. p.73.
'TTV^oyu Ti Cu. Iti <Treu>s <L\irt'b«* %\Kotio<rJ\s«] s i'rr<£ic^ cxoyu€0od# On 
the latter verse, 3#S# Duncan comments, "Though the believer 
is ’accepted as righteous9 here and now he relies on Christ 
to complete the good work that has been begun in him and to 
’make him righteous’ so that he can be accepted on the day 
of judgment#”1
e now come to the second main use of SiKoootfov^ , 
but before we engage on that discussion there is an important 
matter to be investigated# Often in the course of our 
discussion of <bn«*»offov^ We have used the phrase "being in
the right before Ood”, an explanation dependent on the 
aeaning of the Hebrew Tipix # .hat exactly does that 
phrase mean? In what does the ’in-the-rightness" consist?
V/0 have mentioned the faot that K G o o d s p o e d  defends the 
renaming Mto make righteous as the interpretation of 
*bitcoc«oo In so far as this implies a qualitative
righteousness, righteousness of character, we have suggested 
that it is an incorrect interpretation of the Hebrew word# 
Others have explained the word as 1 to declare to be righteous" 
a person who, in fact, is not righteous - a sort of fictitious 
righteousness# bultmann claims that the Justified man is 
actually made rijhteous, but it is a forensic righteousnesst 
he has righteousness in the verdict of the law-court.’ C.H.
1 op.olt., p.158 2 JBL. LXXIII, (1954) p.87f.
3 Theology of the Kew Testament, I, (London, 1959) p.272.
The' s e c t i o n  pp.970-85 la a moat valuable discussion of the 
term#
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Dodd puts the emphasis on vindication, hut speaks also of the
1righteousness of the forgiven or converted man j while, long
ago, J.H. Ropes suggested that In Paul’s thought the sinner Is 
vindicated as against the sin which wrongly oppresses him* 
as against this sin, which Is his accuser In court, his Is 
the righteous cause. This last Interpretation nay be true 
of the statement of the doctrine of Justification by faith 
In Romans, where It Is brought Into association with the 
atonement and forgiveness, hut it will soaroely hold for 
Oalstlana. Realising that the aot of Justification (expressed 
with the Hebrew p i *  In the foro round of thought) create* 
a status rather than a character, Bultmann rightly Insists 
OT* tb© Idea of an actual but forensic righteousness, not a 
quality but a relationship based on the forgiveness of sins 
and the experience of dying and rising with Christ by faith. 
This divine verdict, however, must have consequences for 
ethical conduct(as Dodd and bultmann fully realise), as 
the Justified man seeks, through obedience to the will of
3
Ood and the "law of Christ", to become a "righteous" man.
,'e turn now to this use ©f to char­
acterise the life of the Christian man between the time of
1 ‘TpIsTle to the Romane (*»TC, London, 1938) pp.ISff, and
51-57
2 JBL, XXII, (1903 ) pp.811-827.
3 Cf. T.'ff. Vanson. On Paul and John, p.64, "There le no such 
thing In Hebrew or Christian thought as a salvation which 
does net take Immediate effect In the creation of a new 
moral achievement here and now."
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his acceptance on the basis of faith and his final acquittal
at the last Judgment. 'Phis application of the word-complex
agrees with the classical Greek use of 'bi«.t(otf'ov*y to
describe man9s moral life. It will be remembered, however,
that in our discussion of the difference between the
Biblical Greek and Classical Greek usages of the word we
pointed out that, while the idea of conformity to a norm is
present to both, the norm itself is very different* In Greek
thought the norm was regarded as being the citizen9s duty
to the state or community* in Hebrew thinking the norm was
conceived of as being the will of God within the Covenant
community. hhile Paul is not unaware of the aooial side of
e Ch istian9* life and his responsibilities as a oitizen,
these are brought within the framework of God9a will for
his whole life rithin the new oommunity.1 :thical standards
have their source in the will of T*od and the "law of Christ”.
Obedience must be the character of Christian living, and for
Paul obedience could never be opposed to faith, but followed
on faith. It is possible to make too much of the contrast
between Pauline Christianity as a religion of liberty and
Judaism as a religion of obedience, to do so Is to forget
(i) the Importance for Paul of the ethioal teaching of Jesus
I 7it&In the Pauline doctrine of "Justification” the cove­
nant relationship (i.e. New Covenant in Christ) is assumed, 
though b»*<*toW0V47 is not directly associated with the
. ?.J. Aohtemeier, (XDB, IV, p.91ff) makes the
concept of the covenant (broken, restored, accepted) basic 
to his entire explanation of o<rov^  in the KT.
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and the demand to attempt to conform to the ch&raoter of 
Christ, and (ii) that the doctrine of * justification by 
faith", if isolated and regarded as the essential pivot of 
Paul1 s thought, can lead to antinomianism, a danger of which 
the Apo?tle himself was well aware. We do disservice to him 
and his thought if we do not view the doctrine in its proper 
perspective and its proper context, which is, the union of 
the believer, by and in faith, with Christ in his death and 
new life# To die with Christ is to be free from subservience 
to the Law# Faith alone makes possible or creates this 
relationship of identification within which a man is accepted 
by Ood# The life to follow must be the new life” in Christ, 
liv :1 in the power and freedom of the Spirit; but it is 
also a life of discipline, obedience and of righteousness 
well-pleasing to Ged# This meaning of is found
in Rom#6 where Paul counsels the oman Christians both to * 
offer their members to God as owx*. (v#13) and to
» C  /be slaves of obedience os oti<«cioCuv*yV (vs# 16*18) which will 
lead to sanctif5cation# Here the translation "Justification” 
would be entirely out of place; what is meant is "rigiteous- 
ness of life”, whloh is to be the aim of there who, by 
faith, are accepted by God and who must, through the power 
of the Spirit, enter the service of righteousness# This lii o  
of faith, though a life of freedom from observances, is a 
life under the rule of God# "For the kingdom of God is not
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eating and drinking* but righteousness )f
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit", Horn* 14:17, It is true thal
"righteousness" and "peace" usually describe the objective
relation with Ood, but ”JoyfI here is certainly subjective
and probably determines the sense of the other two words.
"Righteousness" must therefore be "righteous living’1 (which
springs, from the objective relation of "righteousness”) and
"peace" will mean a peaceful state of mind and affairs (and
that too arises only from a relation of peace with Ood).
At  ^Cor.6:7 Paul commends the character of his ministry and
life by listing virtues he has shown, and he adds,^*. tJ v
ott\cov Tcj\/ c^^ ic3\/ ©^ >t<rT£^ ov : this rr.ay
be a comprehensive description of the qualities mentioned
1as the instruments and armour of ethical uprightness. At . 
6*14, W*io<rov*7 is contrasted with civoyui*. t "righteousness" 
and pagan "iniquity" have nothing in common any more than 
have light and darkness or Christ and the prince of demons| 
in other words, the Christian life bears the stamp of upright­
ness as opposed to pagan vice.
In Phil, lill Paul expresses the hope that, in 
view of the day of Christ, the Philippian Christians may be
/ V / V \pure and blane3 kayaTTov/ to\/ ‘bi-c
'U^<5*ou )^>i«“roO els tfou, J^TjoiiVov Qgou "• Is the 'OI»6
b;kr^ io<rov^ s a genitive of origin or of quality? cat com- 
1 Cf. the claim of false apostles at lltl?.
mentators take it as the latter* Paul desires that the
Philippian* should be embodiment* of ”righteousness"• ?*»*•
Beare argue* that is the fruit springing from
justification :
h e  thought is not that righteousness 1* itself the 
harvest, but that it is the right relationship with God 
which produce* the harvest*. The Christian oharaoter 
developed in all ita clearness and purity is the end 
product of the grace by which we were 1 justifiedf* 1
hile no one would wish to deny the truth of this statement,
it seems that it reads too much into Paul9* words at this
point. The idea is true to Pauline theology, but it is
2doubtful if it is expressed here*
3In the ethical or hortatory section of Bphesiana,
Paul outlines contrasting ways of living* ut off your old 
nature which belongs to your fonaer way of life and is corrupt
through deceitful works.. • • put on the new v3 ture,W k<*ivov
ToV Kocri ©£©>/ k'Tl (T 0C\/T"tfC €V K<XC O^OT^Tt
T^s $ 4.22*24* The Christian man is formed after
the image of God * a new man - in righteousness and holiness 
which are ’of the truth” in contrast to the deceitfulness 
and corruption of their foraov life. The, contrast is con­
tinue? (now between light and darkness) and 5:9 demands,
1 1VT. beare, op.cit* * on 1:11*
2 The understanding that ’righteousness” as fruit comes, 
not naturally, hut only through Christ and from a rpvt1^  to 
himfis always implicit in Paul*
3 It is assumed that Kph*, if not written by Paul,contains 
Pai x?!ne th ought* k t 2 Tim.6 :16 means ”godly 
behaviour” and 6 t^ s £>. <ttc4>.cvos (4*8 ) may be *the crown of
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" a  lk as ohildren of tho lightf for tho fruit of light Is
found cv "n^v-jj o£y#dQcjrovy k«ic <KW*y ufoo. <*VySeio£# -'hoso
three terms refer to th* ethical quality of life and perhaps
represent obligations to the self, the neighbour and to
Ood. same Idea Is implied in t^s at
6*14, which means the power regulating the life of the 
Christian, without special reference to "’justification by 
faith".
There has been some discussion among exegetes
^out the correct interpretation of biKotio^ov^ in Hom.8 H 0*
e l be Xp  icrros es/ O j^ iv t To V e x p o '/ "bi^c orri<*v % T o  he,
'b)u.«io the setting in antithesis of
"the body (of man) dead because cf sin” may suggest that
/■*
weojKOL here refers to the spirit of man quiokened by the 
presence of Christ for the attainment (!>«<£ • "for the sake 
of, so that”) of ethical righteousness or obedience (thus
1 2 »Lietamann1 and Lagrange )| but that interpretation would
require cu b»K*ioffuv^ >/ rather than *z>'oc % . Henee the reference
must be to the Spirit of Cod (as in the whole context) 
whioh the use of §->7 itself mlgit suggest. The Spirit is 
at work, giving life to a man because of justification, becaua
good life" (Schrenk) or ''acquittal at the last Judgment''• At 
1 Tim.6 *ll and 2 Tim 2122 'b»t<otioffv5v^ is included as one among
other marks of Christian behaviour.
1 H. Lietsmarm, n lo Homer. (4 ed. Tubingen, 19 ' *oc
2 V-J. Lagrange, T'p?tre aux lomalna (Paris, 1931) p. 199.
he has been rightly related to Ood, In whose gift the 
. pirit lies# The NHB renders the verse "The Spirit is life 
itself, because you have been Justified", and T*W# Hanson 
speaks of "life which comes from Ood because we are now 
right with him".^ "Almsgiving" or "benevolence" mi^it 
be suggested as the meaning of Si«c#a©d\jvy in the quot­
ations from Ps*112:9 and T!os* 10112 at 2 Cor. 9:9f* because th 
context is concerned with the "collection": but, in view of 
the fact that v .8 speaks of every good work”, ^ >»*<*io<rovy 
is ^ore likely to mean the general righteousness of life, 
of which charity is an expression#
Because of the assumed divergence in doctrine 
between Paul and James, it vi.il! be valuable to refer at 
this point to the use of i^uoootfuv-7 in the latter, (i) Ch.
OyOyy#yo iv^oos <b)*c«Kio<fov-jv ©coo ovk. £.y»y<x^c-iv»a . this 
must be a reference to the works of righteousness suoh aa 
Ood may approve and which cannot be promoted by wrath and 
■ir" ♦ ( i f )  5 :1 8 ,  K*y0TTos cv
/  ^ * 9 /(prreyoCT^ i Tois TTotou^v # llie same uncertainty
prevails here as at Phil. 1:11 concerning the interpretation
of the genitive, but it seems best to take ft as a genitive
of apposition or content, and to understand the term as
connoting a righteousness which is the harvest of a life
1 Homans * in New Peake, p.946. Cf. K.Barth, The Epi.stU 
the "onans (ST, London, 1933) p.286 '. • because of the right­
eousness wfeii oh has been established in Him*.
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devoted to the will of God# (iii) At 2 i 2 3  James uses Gen#
15:6 to prove that Abraham was righteous in Godfs sight 
on the basis of what he did, vis. his offering of Isaac#
His faith was accompanied by and demonstrated by works. The 
difforene * between this and Pauline teaching may be quite 
small when it is remembered that (a) in the context of 
James1 thought, "faith" connotes mere credal orthodoxy 
rather than that personal trust which unites a man to Christ, 
and (b) that "works” means,not the detailed observance of 
la in the Babbinic sense, but Christian action, practical 
love and service, and these, according to Paul are the 
characteristics of Christian living# Nevertheless, it must 
be jranted that Paul could not have agreed with James9 
contention that Abraham was Justified on the ground of his 
action (albeit cf sacrificial obedience) which accompanied 
and authenticated his faith# But, on the other hand# both 
would have been at ono in desiring "faith” whioh produces 
the right kind of obedience#^
Te eo ' ' * o the phrase "biur-ciotfov^  8<eoo and 
especially to ^om#l*17 and 3:21ff. Very familiar is the 
"text” of the letter to the Homans; 'I am not ashamed of
1 The polemic of James is directed against a doctrine of 
"faith without works” which is different from what Paul 
meant by "faith apart from works of the law”. 'as the 
former a developrvort from the latter, comparable with the 
Corinthian libertinism? Cf. A, Schlatter, Der Brlei des 
Jakobus, (2 Auf# Stuttgart, 1956) p.51ff.
the Oospel of Christ, for it is the power of God unto sal­
vation1 for everyone who believes (or, has faith), the Jew 
TI: at luic then the Genii' . toe: “bKociotfov^  0coC o/ ©<utO>
Ai7t>^X.OTrr<tT4»ci £<c TTvtfTcos <sls TncTT/v # K'oiSuis yiy/OoiWToa > o
%ncotios ttkit^os <^T€-r«ct # Exegetes and theologians have
long argued whether >^1*0*100*0 &<z.o0 here neans a divine 
attribute, i#e, Ood is righteous, or the gift of righteous­
ness whioh Ood grants to the believer and as a result of 
whioh Ood oan proclaim the believer ripiteous , This debate 
1ms been complicated and perpetuated by confessional dif­
ferences and loyalties, Hie Homan t edition has been inclined 
to insist on righteousness as an effectual gift which 
transformed the nature of the believer : the Reformed tra­
dition has tended to emphasise righteousness as an attribute 
of 3o& in virtue of which he makes a declaration in favour 
of the believer, who remains, in himself, what he was before. 
The basic error holding these views irreconcilably apart lies 
in tho stptie modes of thought followed in mediaeval theology 
and insufficiently discarded by Reformed theology, With the 
increasing study of the LXX and the Hebraic background of 
Paul1 s vocabulary, however, it has become clear to both 
Protestant and Hom»n Catholic exegetes that the "rigjiteous-
“I Judaism had developed the idea that the Torah is power 
(Mek, Ex, 15,13,44a; S, Hum, 6,24; Pesikta 147b), (JonS^mientl 
in the life of the Jew, the Torah, the revelation of the will 
of Sod became a power of salvation unto bliss eternal, Paul 
may be countering that position here.
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ness of Ood” is essentially a term involving action. For
example, the Jesuit scholar S. Lyonnet, writing on the
meaning of lustitia Del in Rom, 1*17 emphasises those OT
passages in Isaiah and the Psalms Where HITT npiv is para*
llei to salvation”: after quoting several of these, he
asks, "Can we doubt that Paul is indebted for the meaning
of this expression to these texts, so clear and having
W1similar contexts?” The error of other opinions he attri­
butes to the persistence of ideas of vindictive or distrib­
utive justice, or to dogmatic preoccupations. Many scholars 
agree with the interpretation of W#oo<rov*7 0eoo in terms 
of ‘salvation”. Leenhardt, for example, emphasises
Ps. 98:2 in particular, and speaks of ’the revelation of the 
saving righteousness of Ood", and in a fuller Interpretation, 
"The preaching of the Gospel Is the power of God for sal­
vation, because it reveals the nerey of God operating to 
make salvation available to man, in other words, what Paul 
calls the righteousness of GodnS Now, if one stresses the 
importance of Isaiah and the Psalm9 for the understanding 
of Korn. 1*17 and assumes Paulfs knowledge of the phrase 
niiT JipiX, then one must credit the Apostle with aware­
ness of the distinction between "righteousness” and "sal­
vation” which pertains to the Is. passages and is implied
1 VeVSuin Domini, XXV (1947),p.29.
2 Leenhardt, op.clt.,p.54.
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in Remans# *he two idee* ar© admittedly very close, but the
words are not strictly synonymous. "Salvation" is 
the situation or state of affairs ushered in as a result of 
Yahweh1 s righteous decision for Israel or his righteous 
verdict upon them. Leenhardt neglects this distinction, 
although he rightly stresses the Hebrew background of Paul1* 
thought. C#H# Dodd makes a fairer Judgment: "Ri^iteousness
is not primarily an attribute of God or of his people, but 
an activity whereby the right is asserted" , 1 i.e# It is Godfs 
doing of the right and his seeing right done# This righteous­
ness issues in Godfs vindication of those whom It is fitting 
he should vindicate, and even (in the case of Pauline theo- 
lory) of those who have no claim whatever to his action on
their behalf# In the Romans passage under discussion, it
, / s©ems that oi«ociocvy^ is not parallel to Cu>T«j^ t«c but to the
phrss© "bov/o^yucis 8<ooo €\s ^ o d *s  action whlo'
results in salvation.
Attempts have been made throughout the history 
of exegesis to interpret 8*o3 here of the "right­
eousness" given by God to man, which has its root In faith.
oThis is how Lagrange understands It, and R#P# Scott says 
that "Paul means by righteousness that condition of
1 ^d33T op.oit., p.12. The action reveals that, on his ^ide, 
God is fairafuT to his people even when they have broken
the covenant relationship. This JLs probably part cf 
reference within btK*/o<rL\/*7 0€oG •
2 Tagrange, op.olt.» ad loo# 1:17#
„ 1soul which Ood requires • V’e have already mentioned the 
attempt by A. Oepke to.revive this interpretation on the 
basis of the claim that the Rabbinic explanation of /t /lp“F¥ 
at t'eut. 33*21 (with which Paul is assumed to have been
oacquainted) is ghteousness of man in the eyes of Ood’ * 
Oepkets argument is seriously affected by our discovery 
that this Rabbinic rendering of 1 J l p l *  was not common and 
may, in the discussion of Peut.33:21, have been dictated 
by special circumstances. Again the confirmation of his 
p'-'ndht in est.ran. C :1C , cbrovryns oOv ivo Toc<f^s Jfeac'**
Uflct teaX\y9yT£ ry Too 040u (i.e. ”righteoueness
before God,f) must take seriously the likelihood of post­
* Tan influence at this point, as well aa the possib­
ility that Too Vo^ too between t o o  and Bgoo (attested by <c A a
b1 ) may be original. Oepke,s interpretation of Rom. 1:17 
brings the meaning of biKotioffov^  6coo very close to that of 
Phil. 3:9 where t >^/ L*. dtoo is regarded aa refer­
ring to the righteousness of the Christian life which has
its source In God. Eut is that what is meant in Hom.l:17? 
re have pointed out earlier that Phil. 3:9 seems most satis­
factorily Interpreted in terms of the status being right­
eous before God, i.e. justification, and that, we think, is 
part of the meaning of % n<c<iocfo8400 ir r * • 17. In ot *
1 The Epistle to the Romans. (London, 1947) p.31.
2 TLZ. 1953, pp. 257-64.
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words, we consider that Paul has in mind both G©dfs vindi­
cating Judgment (in loyalty to his covenant) and the status 
(implied) which this gives to man#
Y’e begin with the wore ‘salvation"• This term, 
in / belongs to the framework of eschatological
thinking, but, in Christian teaching f the salvation which 
will be fully revealed at the last time has been anticipated 
in the present through the death and resurrection of the 
Messiah* Consequently the Gospel is not merely an announce­
ment that salvation will take place in the future, but a
• •. . \
divine activity and power leading to salvation now, Paul
knows, however, that salvation presupposes righteousness.
It was a common-plaoe of Jewish theology. On Oodfs side,
salvation begins in the operation of his own righteousness,
i.e. his action in doing right and in seeing right done* in
Feutero-lsaiah that action rr^ ens his vindicating verdict on
behalf of those who do not deserve it, but to whom he commits
himself in mercy and love. On man** side, salvation requires
that he be xound righteous before God, that in the divine
Judgment he should secure a favourable verdict. Thue before
salvation can be completed, righteousness must be manifested!
God the righteous judge must give righteouB Judgment, and
man must secure a favourable verdict. Wow Paul declares that
i Cf. A# Nygren, Commentary on Romans. (E.T, L,ondcn. 
pp. 75-76.
I
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this righteousness of Sod (not "salvation", for that Is
what the "righteousness" leads to) Is now being revealed
( -^n-oKotX^ TrTtT^ i ). This la the preliminary manifestation
of that divine’ righteousness" which, In orthodox Jewish
thought, could be vindicated only at the Last Judgment.
Paul, the Christian, la convinced that this 
judgment (and in some measure Its conse­
quences) has been anticipated through Jesus Christ, and 
that In the paradox of grace, Sod has manifested his 
righteousness by establishing man’s. 1
Therefore, in the Cospel, there is revealed both the right­
eous action and judgment of Sod (which proves Hia right­
eousness) and the possibility of the status of ''righteousness" 
for man in the eyes of Sod. Moreover, this Is bolng
, /  e /revealed tti<tt€.os €.is ttkttiv # Various interpretation* of
this formula are put forward, hut, if what Paul says in the 
firat half of v#17 is to harmonise with what he quotes in 
the second part, it la necessary that 7n<rT£,os should 
modify %u<©<(o<rov*7 9eoG # The righteousness revealed in the 
Gospel is based on "faith" and obtained "by faith" and it is
revealed unto all who have faith, i#e# ek *rnew f for it
is written, o ^  ^uc«<ios j^<s*eT#a # as In Gal#
3 the context demands that this be interpreted "he who is
l# 2
righteous on the basis of faith shall live1 . This agrees
1 c.l* 3arrett, op#clt## p#30#
2 So Beza, Lagrange, Goguel, Kuhl, Cerfaux, Barrett, Nygren, 
Schweitzer, Sohoeps, Contra: Zahn, Dodd, Sanday and Keadlam, 
Michael, Lyonnet, Schrenk, Leenhardt,Schlatter, Lightfoot 
and E#E* Ellis,
Son deasein n'est pas en effet^d'etablir comment 
le Juste vivra, mals bien plutot de quelle espeoe 
de justice l'homme doit etre revetu pour pouToir 
vivret est-ce celle de la foi ou oelle dea 
oeuvres? 1
The word may suggest both the inheriting of sal­
vation at the end and the oourse of Christian living.
Having pointed out that ‘bKoootf’ov.? 0«oG at 3t5
must mean exclusively the "righteousness of Ood in judgment , 
we come to the great passage. 3t21ff, in the study of whioh 
the strands of our discussion may be brought together. This 
passage is one of the turning-points of the epistle. The lav 
has been proved ineffectual in bestowing righteousness on 
mam all. without distinction, stand under condemnation, 
guilty before Oodivuvi^* xoais voyuoo 8eo0
G p t ^ T a U  t l A t f f T o p w  Jjl&  U T T O  T o O  V C y - t O U  T ^ J * /  T ^ o o
8eo0 'Sli TriS-Ttos ’Iwffoo Ymcttoo gas Toos
As the passage prooeeds, the two aspects of 'i»«oitocovj 8<soo 
are set fortht Cod's righteousness has been manifested 
apart from law. and the action shows "that he is righteous 
in himself" and that "he Justifies" (26) i Ood's righteous­
ness ineludes the quality of "being in the right or right-
T "La"citation d'Hab.2t4 et les huit premiers ohapitres 
de l'dpitre aux Romains". NTS. VI, (1959-60) pp.52ff. The 
article gives the details of the works of those authors 
referred to in the preceding note.
2 The parallel in thought and expression with ltl7 is closetcorresponds to w^oKotX.oirTfi-rwi ;. 'Six. lit s' re os to 
iritf'resjs t and «t*irx.vT^ s too* it. to £,s wtVr«v ,
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with the Intention of the Apostle I as A. Feuillet puts iti
ecus"1 and the activity of doing right, of putting a person 
in the right, bestowing a status which is also called "right­
eousness". Moreover, it is a "righteousness" of God which 
is "through faith in Jesus Christ" and "for all who have 
faith" • "Faith" is the sole means by which a man can enter 
into the relationship with God or status before God which 
is rightly called %i*c«u©«\*v«7 BgoZ $ for it is the gift of 
his grace. Man de~* net deserve it, for "all have sinned" 
but are also " ^ n c o t i o u ^ i e v o t  t o o  1 T { *  t ^ s
ciiroXoTyoo^ dcos "Tyjs Yp\<TT(Z l^ oou ” $ which does not mean 
that they were made ethically virtuous or righteous, nor 
that they were treated aa if they were righteous though they 
were not* it means "they were put in the clear (in God1 a 
court) and given the status of *not guilty*"• This verdict 
is made possible because Christ died and his atoning death 
dealt with sin and thereby made it possible for God to 
righteously forgive# Here again, justification and atonement 
are brought together: justification rests on the propitiator*
sacrifice which reoonollea ( oio\/ )• The wrath of ^od
against sin required his righteous judgment upon it so that 
his cwr> righteousness might be maintained and that he might 
Justify, might put in the right, those who have faith in
1 a v/ell as "righteousness" of personal character and aoti^r 
we ought also to remember that God9s righteousness includes 
the idea of his loyalty to the covenant-people. His action 
proves his "in-the-right-ness” (with reference to covenant® 
faithfulness) over against manfs "unrighteousness"#
Christ ( <£}<, To <S1V«*C 'b/«*Cio\/ U*CL l^tCoiiouvT^ t ToV ivc
tthttscos 'l^ o^o )# The death of Christ further manifested
the righteousness of God, because, In the past, God had
merely overlooked menfs sins)1 now, In the Cross, they were
being dealt with by decisive action.
The Cross anticipates the results of the Last 
Judgment) the Judge of all the earth Is seen to
do right, and, since he chooses to bear himself,
In the person of his Son, the affliction ante­
cedent to the Age to Come, he Is able righteously 
to justify those who believe# 2
And that faith, as chapters 5 and 6 make abundantly clear,
Is the means of uniting the believer with Christ In his
atoning death and resurrection life, In which surrender Is
the locus of "justification"#
Finally, at hom* 10)3, Paul speaks of his fellow-
Jews ) o6/VOOOVT<SS yi/3 Too 0€OO iOfUV^V t 1£j\/ felW
£ b»tC£*ioTov*7>/ X fifc.J ^TOOVTCS GTvj&U. ~fCj Toe? 6coo
O o )( u t t€ ctoc.v' * i(L\o  s y^y> V c y u o o  Xp ^ t o s  <£.Is <rov^>/ t t k s /t I
t<Z Ti(TTejovn # Some commentators regard t*^ too &€ou 
"biKodto(tJv^ n/ aa the ethical or qualitative righteousness whloh 
is granted to the believer by Ood. The passage then means) 
the Jews sought that righteousness which they thought was 
achieved by obedlenoe to the law, because they did not under-
1 This”"interpretation of provides a better link with
what precedes and follows in Paul1 a argument. If he had 
meant "pardon” or "forgiveness" the word o<4>«<ns was 
available#
2 Barrett, op.olt.. p.80.
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stand the righteousness whioh oomes from God as a gift, and 
therefore they failed to submit themselves to Godfs right­
eousness. This interpretation seems to involve a weakening 
of the force of the last clause. Unless the second Wooo- 
<rov«7 d co j means "Christ, as the embodiment of the divine 
righteousness" (as Leenhardt suggests ) we must surely see
2it as a reference to the way of acceptance or'dained by God#
In the light of this, it la likely that the first 
connotes, not a quality, but the way of being Justified 
which God has appointed. Thia the Jews did not understand, 
and so continued to try to establish their own way of accept­
ance, viz# obedience to the Law# This way (Paul deolarea) 
is not valid, because (i) Christ is the end ( t<6os ) of the 
Law, so that "righteousness" (the status of being righteous
. 3or acceptable) nay be available to all who have faith, and 
(ii) the law itself proclaimed that "ftiith" (the object of 
which is Christ) and not law, is the way to righteousness, 
as the case of Abraham proved (Gen. 13:6)#
Apart from Paul*s writings the phrase Si«#cio<rov^  
d&oo occurs at James 1:20 and 2 Pet. 111. In the former, it
1 op.clt## p#266.
2 S. Lyonnet, op.clt#. p*118, " V 1**40<rov^  8<loG denotes the 
saving initiatives of God"•
3 If t <£\o s  is interpreted as "purpose, intention, 
fulfilment", then Sitc««o<rov^ v must mean by bringing 
about righteousness ,1 Justification*,for the believer".
means, as y»© have already mentioned, "what is right in Godfs 
eyes, right conduct of which he may approve”. In the second 
passage, the word is used in an indeterminate way in the 
formula, "to those who have obtained a faith of equal
^ i 'l our : i^KeOotfov^  Too 0€oO a^ aiov K«Cc 0L)Tl^ O$
* l^ foo X^ itfToo " here biK<xio(Tov^  : < r* : c be " the dis­
tributive Justice of God which apportions to each man his 
due (so Bultmann) or "Ood^ just government of the Christian 
community, giving equal privileges to all •
This discussion of Pauline usage makes clear the following 
points* „
,  /1* The verb ©iv*<*ioco does not seem to be used in the pistle 
nor, in fact, in any of the Kew Testament documents, in 
either of the senses normally attaching to it in non- 
Jewish and non-Christian Greek writers: it does not mean
"to deem right" nor "to treat justly, to do a person right".
(a) Its use in the active form is essentially that of the 
SiuToooo , t5 on of the .ebr p 1“7^7I
and means "to cause to be in the right", "to put someone in 
the right" by giving judgment in his favour.
(b) In the middle and passive forms, it reflects the LXX 
rendering of the Qal of p i X Mto be in the right, righteous",
again before the bar of judgment*
Consequently, we may say that it is primarily and predom-
1 Schrenk, op.clt., p.35.
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lnantly a forensic term* a word of the law-court* describing 
a relation to* or a status before Ood* the judge of all men#
It is not a case of Ood ’making righteous” a person who is 
not so: by his sovereign will* He ”puts in the right” or
"treats aa in the right" the person who is in the relation­
ship of faith (i.e# trust, surrender* identification) to 
Jesus Christ, in whom (and supremely in his death and resur­
rection) the righteousness of Ood in covonant-faithfulness 
to men has been manifested#
2# The words \ i k «* i© s  and W o ( i O ^  also possess a wide
area of meaning essentially strange to Oreek usage* but
c /related to the Hebrew npl^and the LXX # hen
the word refers to that upon which salvation is baaed**bx6*co-
<5u>/*] is a forensic term: it is 1 the status of being in
the right” graciously given by Ood# In the words of Bultmann*
It does not mean the ethical quality of a person#
It does not mean any quality at all, but a 
relationship# That is* it not some­
thing a person has as his own J rather it is 
something he has in the verdict of the ”forum”••#• 
to Which he is accountable# He has it in the 
opinion adjudicated to him by another# 2
hen applied to Ood* refers to his being ”in the
right” by reason of his loyalty to the oovenant* and to his
1 cY. If#St#J# Thackeray* The Relation of St»,Paul to contemp- 
prary Jewish thought. (London, 1&65) p.87.
2 h# B&ltinaim* op»clt#, p#272. B# points out that for Paul* 
in common with Jewish thought, was a forensic
term: while the hope of ’’being justified* remained* for the 
Jew* a matter of eschatology* for Paul it is also a 
present reality#
1
action in "sotting men right", bestowing a ’righteous" 
status, an action which leads to their salvation*
In a manner akin to Greek usage, both *b«*<ouos and ‘W<*io*ov^ 
are used in an ethical or qualitative sense* This is the 
case when they refer to that "righteousness" which must 
characterise Christian living in obedience to the will of 
Cod and the law of Christ* " h i l e m a y  thus be 
regarded as a virtue, there is an important difference 
between Christian "righteousness” and Creek "justice"* The 
difference lies in the standard with reference to which 
conduct is assessed as "righteous"• For the Creek ' & i k o « o -  
was thought of predominantly in terms of what was 
good within and for the community or the statej it was the 
proper fulfilment of a manfs duties as a citizen* On the 
other hand, in Paul, while social justice was Included in 
man*s (as In the prophets), this was plaoed
within the context of something greater* "righteousness" is 
essentially related to the demands of the will of Cod* This 
is the insight of OT teaching and religion, and Paul retains 
it, adding his own Christian interpretation* The will of 
Cod for the new community of the Covenant has been made known 
in the life and teaching of Jesus Christ* Obedience to this 
is the "righteousness" of life which Cod expects and which 
will lead to the consummation of the favourable verdict, 
in the mercy of Cod, at the Last Day*
•005-
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We may claim then with confidence that Paulfs 
use of the os group of words is rooted in Bibllcal-
Oreek usage, rather than in that of Classical Greek writers. 
The meaning of his terms refleots the Hebrew root p*"!^  
which was consistently rendered in the LXX by ©to.
Acknowledgement of this fact has provided us with an 
essential clue to the interpretation of Paulfs language of 
"justification”• Now we may ask whether the faith which waa 
expressed in the language to whioh Paul was Indebted also 
provided him with the doctrine he set forth in those 
(borrowed) terms: in other words, does the OT provide the
substructure of Paulfs doctrine of "justification by faith”?
In some measure, it does. Not only do we find in the OT the 
declaration of 0odfs "righteousness" in his oharaoter as 
faithful and in-the-right with reference to the covenant- 
relationship, but we also find in the prophets and espec­
ially in the Psalms that "the righteous", those who are "in 
the right", are those who have a profound trust in the 
divine mercy and seek to do his will. Is not this a fore­
taste of the essential spirit of Paulfs doctrinet That this 
kind of piety continued as one strand of Jewish religion 
is proved by the contents of the -umran scrolls, in the Manual 
of riscipline, and especially the Hodayot. In our discussion 
of these,  ^referred to their expressions of human weakness 
and of the justification (i.e. the Judging as righteous
iOf>vLfO) of the sinner by faith in Cod1 a forgiving meroy, 
which justification was grounded in Codfs righteousness 
(nplX)* The new materials therefore show that the question 
of the means whereby Ood accepts the sinner was not forgotten, 
but remained an issue about which people were concerned, at 
least in sectarian circles* V?e also drew attention to the 
fact (which we here reiterate) that, while these Qumran 
ideas certainly provide anticipations of the Pauline 
doctrine of justlfleatlo sola fide, they are also a con­
tinuation of the Psalmenfrommlgkelt*
Out of the OT and pre-Christian sectarian Judaism 
came the framework of Paulfs doctrine and the materials of 
his thinking as he faced a degenerate, legalistic religion, 
but the special content which his doctrine possesses was 
his own* Two factors provided it* First, he was writing at 
a particular moment in the life of the Church* the doctrine 
of "justification by faith" was crystallised in opposition 
to the thesis of contemporary Judaism that acceptance with 
Ood was based on merit achieved by works of the Law* At a 
result of the controversy, the doctrine gained a precise 
statement and a pronounced negative reference, "not by 
works"• The second factor contributing to the uniqueness 
of the Pauline doctrine is vastly more important. Paul 
writes from the standpoint of belief in Jesus as the Messiah* 
He begins with the Cross and Resurrection and, from this
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centre* rethinks the entire realm of theology and religion* 
including the doctrine of the means of justification# The 
sola fide of Jewish evangelical piety becomes sola fide 
Christl# Paith gains its characteristic Christian connot­
ation - trust in an Identification with Christ in his 
saving act - and justification its reference both to God*s 
supremely righteous act and to man* a acceptability as "in 
the right” in Christ alone# Greatly indebted though Paul is 
to the best in Jewish thought* it is his understanding of 
the Chrlst-event and the influenoe of that understanding 
on his theology that makes his dootrine of justification 
something different from* and an advance upon the deep 
spiritual insights of the Old Testament and of Qumran piety#^ 
We cannot olalm to have understood the Pauline doctrine when 
we have located anticipations of it in the religious faith 
of Judaism#
I see on this S# Schuls* "Zur Rechtfertigung aus Onaden in 
Qumran und bel Paulus"* ZTK# LVI* (1969) pp# 156-86* and 
W# Orundmann* "Der Lehrer Aer Gereohtigkeit von Qumran und 
die Frage nach der Olaubensgerechtigkeit in der Theologie 
des Apostels Paulus* Revue de Qumran. II* (1969-60) pp# 237­
691 ,!Die Besonderhelt des Paulus ilegt nioht in besonderen
Begrlffen und Gedanken* auoh nicht in lhrer neuen Anordnung 
in elnem neuen theologischen System* sondern in ihrer 
strengen Bezogenheit auf den Christus Jesus* dem Paulus 
begegnet 1st und der fortan seln Leben in Zeit und Ewlgkelt 
bestimmt# Paulus kennt in dem gekreuzlgten und auferstandenen 
Jesus den verheissenen Messlas* der in Qumran erwartet 
wird* aber unbekannt gelieben 1st1 (p#259)#
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THE OLD TESTAMENT USAGE 
In the Old Testament there are two words which, in English 
versions, are frequently rendered by "life": these are trfl0
and U/f>J • The latter is regularly traru ted in the Septu- 
agint by but never by {019 while tTfQ and related
words are almost always rendered by and cognate words. 1
Since the primary concern of this study is the investigation 
of the Greek word , our attention will therefore be
directed towards the understanding of the use and meaning 
of U ':n  . Nevertheless it would be unwise to ignore 
completely the word ^31 , since kn ’ge of its meaning
may help Uf towards a more precise understanding of •
rhile being aware of danger of imposing a 
false uniformity on Hebrew thought by offering, a general 
meaning for this much-discussed term, we may, with some 
assurance, say that w 91 connotes the vitality which 
animates the body and is associated with the activity of 
breathing2 (the "breath-soul": Gen.2:7f 35:18, 1 Kings 17:22) 
and with the presence of blood (theMblood-soul" 1 Gen.9:4,
Deut. 12:23, Lev. 17:11, 14). Being the vital element in a
1 J0iTa^few occasions appears in the LXX where rTfl
or stands in the M.T. These will be dealt with later*
2 "There is no reason to doubt that the primary meaning of 
nephesh was "breath", like that of the Arabic nafsun • soul 
(naf a sun * breath), though there is but one instance in the 
OT in which "breath" is tho meet; natural rendering (Job 41: 
19,20)." H.W. Robinson, Hebrew Psychology, in The People and 
The Book, ed. A,S. Peake (Oxford, 1925) p.356. '
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man9 s being alive* k/OJ frequently assumes the slightly 
wider meaning of "a man9s life” as a physical entity (e#g# 
Gen#12:13j 19:19*20) t "to spare or save a \uZ>J" means "to 
spare or save a life#"1 A further development of meaning 
takes place when the vitality or "allve-ness” is partic­
ularised and indicates certain living beings# Then U9J 
means "individual person”, "someone” (plural « "persons" 
or "people") or denotes "self" or the p ^sonal pronoun#
As examples of the former we may quote G©n#12:6* "Abram 
brought to Canaan J^ni -iwV wsarnlXi.e# each person
they had gotten in Harah"* and also Rx.l 5* "All the off­
. 2spring of Jacob were seventy ^9) or persons: of the latter*
’WDJat Gen# 27:4 * "I"* at °7:19 "thou" and at 23:8
\
tJDWOl* "you"#3 In a third main group of usages the
v : : —
psychical relation of vj9J| becomes prominent* although (as
H#W# Robinson reminds us4) for the Hebrews "psychical"
includes much that we should call "physiologioal" since they
did not distinguish the two# Here W9] denotes the organ
of self-expressions^ it is the seat of appetites such as
1 Also Gen#19:17j 37:21? 44:30* 2 Kings 1:13* ?s#6:4* etc#
ft Also x#12:4*15*16*19f Lev#4:2*27| 311*2,4*15*17 ( W9J* 
anyone* a person)#
3 Also Is#44:20?47:14* 51:23* Psalm 3:2* etc#
4 Robinson, op#clt#, p#356#
5 Cf# Th.Vriesen* An Outline of Old Testament Theology. 
p#202* " U/9J Is tiie motor impulse in a man*s life* 
physically as ell as psychically".
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hunger (Lam.lsll) and thirst (ls.29:8), of emotions and 
passions, such as love (Gen.44i30), disgust (Num.21i5), 
hatred (2 Sam.5:8), anger, wrath and sorrow. It may be, 
however, that In these eases U/9J retains the suggestion of 
the "whole being", since an Intense desire or emotion may 
express the attitude or response of the whole person at a * 
particular moment. Thus, we may olalm that VDJ $ while 
basically denoting the essential elemen* of vitality (ident­
ified with "breath" and/or "blood"), develops an objective 
and a subjective aspects objectively, it is applied to a 
man in his being alive and active, that vhloh makes the 
difference between a living body and a corpse, and then, 
with Increased definiteness, denotes that which constitutes 
a living human body a person; Subjectively, i t  indicates 
the centra of internal activities (physical and emotional) 
and so becomes idanitlfed, to some extent, with the source 
and spring of human personality.
The word to which we give greater attention is 
D ^ Q  • This plural form has bean variously explained, 
but, slnoe form contributes little to the understanding of 
meaning, we have merely added a note at the end of this 
section on the problems connected with this plural, as far 
as usage is concerned, we may begin with the application 
of the term to ordinary physical existence (e J in relation 
to its antithesis, physical death (Jcr.21t8, Jos.
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2:13), (b) in relation to time only, representing the
oontlnuanee of the existence of a peraon in possession of
his various activities: thus we read of "the days of onefs
life" (T)eut. 4:9, 1 am.7:13), the years of oneTs life" (Gen,
23:1, Ex. 6:16), and "the days of the years of oneYs life"
(Gen.26:7| 47:9), and (c) in relation to actions and events
which occur during a lifetime or are the results of manfs
energies and activities, e.g. valorous deeds (Jud. 16:30),
marriage (Lev. 18:18), praising God (Ps, 104:33) and even
enjoyments (Sec. 3:12). .
Although the Old Testament does not present a 
unified or systematic account of the nature and purpose of 
human life, there are sufficient suggestions in the use of 
to justify the olalm that, in Israelite *aith, "life* 
is something more than the continuance of mere physical 
existence.1 There is a clear recognition of the distinct 
character and dignity of man1a life. It is true that, like 
man, the animals were created by God and that each, like 
man, was n*n v^/93(Gen.l:21,24; 2|7), but into man alone 
did "God breathe the breath of life, D^H JlOii/J" 2 man1 a 
life is, in a specially direct way, the gift of God, The
1 "Life is experlenoed as something that essentially 
transcends purely material existence and that therefore 
represents something ^numinous1 for the ancient Hebrews",
O.A. Piper, Interpreters1 Dictionary of the Bible,
Vol.3, p.125.
2 Man1s rank above the animals is stated by Gen.l and 
presupposed by Gen.2 in that Adam gives to the animals their 
names.
high place given to man by God in His wodd-order la 
reflected in the character and oontent of the life man may 
enjoy#
, Life to be worthy of the name must not be mere 
existence* but exuberant* joyous life to which the possess­
ion of goods* family and wealth contribute# When the 
Israelites say* "Let the king live* ’H1" (l Kings 1:25*
2 Sam# 16:16) their desire is not exhausted by his being 
granted continuance of earthly life: they desire that he
should be rloh and great* strong in himself and for his 
people (of# Ps#72:15)# "May the king live for ever" they 
also say (1 Kings 1:31* Dan#2:4) for life shows its strength 
in not perishing* and long life was a sign of honour (Prov# 
3:16)#* Blessing, honour* life and Joy are expressions 
which are closely oonneeted* especially in the Wisdom 
literature (cf# Prov# 21:21* 22:4#)•
Manfs life* however* consists not simply in 
the abundance of the good things he possesses: it consists
rather in what he is by virtue of his goals and ideals.
Again the Fisdom literature is Important# The pessimistic 
outlook which characterises the Book of Ecclesiastes focuses 
attention on enjoyment* but the book of Proverbs inculcates 
something vastly different. Thero the ideal is the good life, 
the life of righteousness# "In the paths of righteousness
1 See <t# Pedersen* Israel: ltg JLfe and Culture I-II 
(London* 1926) pp# lSSFf. ~
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is life" (Prov. 12:28, 11:19, 10:16); wisdom Is the source 
and means of life (3*2, 8:35); Instruction is life, 0**0 
(4:22) and the fear of the Lord leads to life (19:23). In 
the same pregnant sense we read of "the way of life" (6:23, 
10:17) and "the fountain of life” (13:14, 14:27. 16:22), both 
of rhich are often equated with obedience, righteousness 
and wisdom.
The spirit of these passages, and indeed their
vocabulary, is Deuteronomic. VJe recall the utterance of
Deut.8:3: "Man lives { n ) by everything which proceeds
from the mouth of the Lord", and Deut.30:15-16:
See, I have set before you this day life ( 'O'*.00) 
and good, death and evil. If you obey the command­
ments of the Lord your 3od which I command you this 
day, by loving the Lord your God, by walking in 
his ways and by keeping his commandments and his 
statutes and his ordinances, then you shall 1 1 vs 
( JJ*’ Q ) and multiply, and the Lord your God 
will bless you:
and Deut.30:20 "• • loving the Lord your God, obeying his
voice and cleaving to him, that is your life ( ^"'O) and
the length of your days". The Holiness code expresses the
same point of view: Lev. 18:5 (quoted at Neh. 9:29 and
developed at Esek.18:21) "You shall keep my statutes and
ordinances, by doing which a man shall live ( HTl)". The
choice between life and death confronts man: by hearkening
to the word and will of God he will live.^ Heal life is
1 Bt)B remark (p.311) that iVO often has "the pregnant 
sense of fulness of life in the divine favour".
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obedience and righteousness#
Ala zeltllch-leibliches Leben hat as seine Eigentlich- 
kelt, wenn es lang und gluokllch 1st# Und dlese 
■ oglichkeit ist insoweit in die Hand des Mensohen 
gelegt, als er sich eln langes und gluckliches Leben 
duroh selnen Gehorsam unter Gottes Gesetz oder die 
Gebote der Weiaheit erwlrbt oder dureh seinen 
Ungehorsam den Tod, so dass fur ihn die Wahl zwlsohen 
dem Wag des Lebens und dem Weg des Todes besteht (Ps, 
16:11, Prov.6:23, 10;17, 14:12). 1
Amos presents the same challenge to Israel: "Seek the Lord
and live" (5:4,6) where the word "live* means more than
physical survival in the midst of disaster (though not
survival in the hereafter) and approaches the idea of
living in fellowship and right relation v ith God, The
"seeking of the Lord" which makes this life possible means
seeking good and not evil, loving good, establishing Justice
and fairness where Injustice and dishonesty existed (vs,14
and 15), In the well-known but difficult verse in Habakkuk
2:4 ("by his faithfulness, i.e. loyalty to Yahweh and his
oovenant, the righteous nan shall live") the verb H ’fl
seems to connote continuance of life in the time of the
nf tionfs judgment by the Chaldean invasion,
We turn now to comment on the idea of life In
its fulness through consciousness of fellowship with God,
The Psalms have many expressions of this theme. For instance,
Ps.16:10-11: "Thou dost not giv me up to Sheol or let thy
godly one see the Pit. Thou dost show me the path of life
IK. BuTtmann, T THT, vol.2, p.853.
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( D * •’ n ni'M )j in thy presence there is fulness of Joy
and in thy right hand are pleasures for evermore#" Opinions
differ as to the interpretation of those verses# Against
the view that the writer believes in a full life after
death it is pointed out that "death" and similar terms
frequently connote diminished vitality or deep affliction:
to be "restored to life" or "delivered from Sheol" will
mean to be "re-established in vigour and well-being"# If
this is the case* the Psalmist9s total meaning will be
that Yahweh delivers him from the present affliction
(which brought him near to death) and will enable him to
live to a ripe old age# On the other hand the view is still
maintained that the Psalmist means that* when he dies* he
will not descend to Sheol but will live a full life with
Yahweh# Even if this latter interpretation is rejected* the
Psalm clearly declares that communion with Ood is the
supreme good* and that is a central element in the final
1
Biblical view of life after death# This element finds
expression In Ps# 73:23ff#
I am continually with thee:
Thou dost hold my right hand*
Thou dost guide me with thy counsel 
And afterward thou wilt receive me to (in) glory# 
hom have I in heaven but thee?
And there is nothing on earth I desire beside thee:
My heart and my flesh may fall*
But Yahweh is the strength of my heart 
And my portion for ever#
T ForHEhis succinct comment (as for that on Ps#73) I am 
dependent on 0#W# Anderson9* commentary on Psalms in the 
new edition of Peake9s Commentary on the Bible#
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The Hebrew does not suggest life beyond death aa strongly 
as the English versions, and some think that only blessing 
and deliverance in thia life are being referred to, but 
(a) "afterward" seems to be parallel to "their end" (v.17), 
the ultimate fate of the wicked: (b) the verb npb 
("receive") may well be used in the special sense of God 
taking a man hence:1 and (o) the context of the passage 
describes an experience of Yahweh*s presence which is ful­
ness of life in spite of present affliction and injustice,
2and which the Psalmist considers unbreakable. G. von Rad 
has rightly warned against seeing in expressions of this 
kind any dramatio religious breakthrough (Durchbruoh) in 
Israel9s thought security and Joy come only from a sense 
of Yahweh9s presence, tnd what we have in these sta^e^^nts 
of personal faith Is a special emphasis on the unlimited 
extension of this life-fellowship (Lebensgemelnschaft), 
even beyond death.* This, however, does not indicate a 
general belief in a resurrection after death: the possibil­
ity of life beyond death depends on a personal relatlon-
T The idea of "rapture” was current in Israel and in ancient 
Babylon. It is Illustrated in the taking of Elijah (2 Kings 
2:1) and of Enoch (Gen.5:24): cf. alao Ps. 49:15.
2 J. Pedersen. "Wisdom and Immortality" VT, Suppl. Ill, 
(1955) p.245, "The approaches to a belief“Tn an Individual 
resurrection found in the OT are due to a demand for the 
aocompllshment of justice".
3 Theologle des Alten Testaments. Band I (Munich, 1957), 
p. 404. ' '........ .
4 Cf. W. Eichrodt, Theologle des Alten Testaments. Band III, 
(Leipzig, 1939) P.16S# .........
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ship of special* almost exceptional* intimacy with 
Yahweh#1 This personal casting of oneself upon Yahweh 
in life* which brings the faithful over the threshold of 
death, undergoes a profound change in apocalyptic thought 
with its expectation of a collective resurrection of the
p
faithful (Is#26:19* "thy dead shall live* T D ’!") caused by 
the vivifying "dews" of God* and later of a more general 
resurrection* of some to eternal damnation* some to eter­
nal life* ClSi^ ,:ni) Dan#12i2° - the first and only time 
in the OT canon when these words appear# The old reserve 
towards ideas of a life after death* caused by distrust for 
the dying and rising gods of mythology (cf# Ezek#8il4)* has 
been overcome now In Israel* and it Is possible to state in
4a new form the victory of life over death for the faithful#
Ho picture is drawn of the conditions of this coming time:
1 The significance of this is increased if we regard the "I"
of the Lament-psalms as the king* hlgh-prlest or orophet#
For the view that there is no belief in Immortality or 
resurrection in these Psalms see C# Barth* Die Errettung
vom Tode in den lndlvlduellen Klage- und Panklledern Aee 
AT (Basel# 19477; Ps#^S probably came from wisdom circles#
2 This passage is oontalned in the so-called Apocalypse of 
Isaiah whioh almost all scholars consider as post-exilic#
Some have dated it in the Haccabean period* others in the 
4th cent# B#C#
3 It is now almost universally agreed among scholars that
the book of Daniel* as we now have it* was written in the
time of Antloohus Eplphanes* 175-163 3#C#
4 For a study of the development of the doctrine of resur­
rection* see H# Blrkeland* "The Belief in the Resurrection 
of the Dead in the OT”* ST*III* (1950) pp#60-78. He makes a 
distinction between the possibility of a life beyond
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the form of the expression tibi^ T:rR makes it olear
T *• *
that it connotes "life of the remotest time (forwards)”,1
the life of perpetuity, i.e. continuing life as contrasted
with continuing abhorrence and corruption*
By way of conclusion to this part of our study
we may reiterate what is perhaps the most significant
aspect of the Hebrew understanding of "life”, namely, its
being derived from Ood* /Tierever there is life, it is His
gift* ”He breathed into man the breath of life” (0en*2i7):
obedienoe in righteousness to his will is the means of
entering into the experience of his gift in its reality and
fulness* The life after death is also a gift from Ood - the
gift of His fellowship, unbroken and unbreakable, or of
his resurreoting power* That life in all its aspects
death, dependent on a miracle by Ood (as expressed in the 
Psalms and Suffering Servant songs), the belief in the 
restoration of the people, and the actual belief in an 
esohatologlcal resurrection* The last development was due, 
not to association with agricultural and fertility relig­
ions, but to Iranian Influence on Israelite belief, when 
the two religions met* "There is no plain evidence of any 
belief in a (relatively) general resurrection of the dead 
in the OT before the Perslan-^ellenistlc time* Before that 
time only the belief in some exceptional wonders is test­
ified* Still moret before the Persian-Hellenistlc, we find 
no speolal attention paid to the resurrection of the body, 
even in the few exceptional cases mentioned” (p.75. Cf* 
also H*J* Kraus, HOP* Dritte Auflage, Band 1,(1951) p.694.
1 The phrase is from E* Jenni, "Das ffort folam im AT”, ZAW 
LXIV, (1952) pp.244ff. Cf* J. Barr, BlblloaTTTorda for Tl5e. 
pp.69ff and 117ff* ffe cannot translate as "life of the agert 
since the sense of "age” or "period” for bbiv is of very 
late origin In Hebrew, and probably does not ocour in the 
OT, exoept possibly, though doubtfully, at Ecoles* 3til*
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should be so dependent on God need not surprise us, for the 
God of the Old Testament Is the Living God, active, 
personal and concerned with the world. Oaths are sworn by 
the living God, e.g. "as truly as Yahweh lives": praise
is offered to the living God (Pa. 18:47, 42:3, 84:3); and 
in the literature of the period of the latf^ kings the 
expression "the living God" occurs repeatedly.^ Alive 
Himself, this God is the fountain of life (Ps. 36:10), its 
inexhaustible source, life here and now, life after death, 
are given to man by Him.
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Supplementary note on the form tl V Q  , Some regard O*?0 
as example oj^  f^^^plurar oY mystery or majesty, denoting 
what escapes man1* rrraswing. GK-Cowley lists it among the 
plurals Which intensively focus the characteristics 
Inherent in the idee of the stem, so that D ’*n meanr "tVe 
ab**-«et iaea 0f the qualities of the living being". 
Brockelmann1* comparative grammar suggests that CP?0 is 
an abstract noun expressed by the plural of the related 
concrete or adjectival form ( Ti), and explains it in terms 
of the ^imitive tendency to attribute vitality to various 
parts of the body and not to one dingle source.5 F.C, 
Burkitt ha* suggested that the plural form must be inter­
preted as temporal, not as er^essing an abstract idea.
word is plural", he says, because the Hebrews 
regarded life as consisting of successive instants or 
moments or days or years. A manfs hayylm i the period 
during which he is alive" • liile not denying the fact that
1 The emphasis on God1a being alive probably developed as 
an antithesis to Canaanite belief in dying and rising 
deities. Cf. Vriezen, op.clt.. p.171.
2 Paragraph 124 a-d.
3 Grundrlss der verglelchenden Grammatlk der aemltlschen 
Sprachen, tSerlln, 1908^13) vol.£, ppT59-60. .
4 ZHW,XII, (1911) pp.228-30.
the Hebrews were concerned about length of life, It seems 
unlikely that we can read off so much about their under­
standing of life from the mere existence of this plural 
form* Still others see the word as an intensive plural 
denoting diversity in unity, Q ^ O  expressing life in its 
many modes and manifestations* It is impossible to 
explain with certainty the fora of the word as we have it 
(and it is plural in other Semitic languages) but it may be 
helpful to interpret along the following lines. . The word 
’0 (adj.) means "living", "a living being" and its plural 
is O ^ n  "living beings". That which all these living 
beings share, the one ch&raoterlstie common to each and to 
all of them, is "life" or "existence", and t ‘ 9 comes to 
be expressed by the same word ( ).
Aether this is so or not (and it is not our task to 
explain the form, but to discuss use and meaning) it soon 
becomes clear that the word D ’10 represents the state of
being alive, with emphasis, on the character and quality of 
the process, whereas emphasis aa *he personal
vitality of the being who lives.
II. The Classical Creek Usage of f a y  •
The noun f o y gfpcara only three times in the Homeric poems 
and on each occasion bears the sense "property" or "a 
man’s substance": the ^ 7  jKTttctos (od.14.96,208) was the 
"boundless store" of Odysseus which Penelope’s suitors had
* v 1 \not jut ^nsumed, and f a y  iroW y (Od. 16.429) waa the 
"abundant substance" of the pirate Eupeithes. This sense 
*he word, though rare, is fornd also in Herod.8tl06 and 
in Aristotle HA. 608b21. After Homer, the ~*oun usually 
and frequently means "the physical life or existence" of 
living orsranisms (animals, men and plants), and, as such, 
is the opposite of "death". "Life" is not regarded as a 
thing, but as the "alive-ness* by which all living beings 
are characterised: consequently is scarcely ever used
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in the plural# Very occasionally the word connotes "way of 
life"*1 The only examples of this which Liddell and Scott
O /  ^ > /give are Herod#4*112 )o y v CyjoV r^v # which clearly
means "they lived the same kind, or way, of life (as the
Amazons") and Herod#4*114 where connotes "the
life such as we live".
From the earliest literature onwards th verb
is used of animal lire, "to live": cf#
<f>Jos i)c\io.o Iliad 24#558J To M^.6V K'Oiw'OV/ £.( v/a'L
<£>*o>//-r«a k<*L To is 4>oTo S^ 1st* K ~ "'T# ,4stotle
seems to suggest sane kind of difference between "existence"
and "life", using (SN 1170b) t*o oV«*l for the former and
t o  for the 1 er# This may be explicable in terme
of his definition of "life" found earlier in the same work,
(1170a): "Life is defined in the case of animals by the
capacity for sensation, in the case of man, by the
capacity for sensation and thought"# The second main use
of o^oo (as equivalent to ^/oo ) means "to pass one1 a
li ** As examples we may reit to 0d# 15.491 ^oe«s b'
oCy^ ©ov and Soph. -1.599 yiiov jx o x B y p o v .
Liddell and Scott draw attention to an uncommon
use of the verb, with the pregnant sense "to live fully
or in the fullest sense". For instance, Xen. Memor. 3.3.11
speaks of "excellent principles ( k^xXmtt* )*?>■ t y v
1 liiis sense belongs generally to />»os . Cf. T 7TT. II,
p.836, ,f M beseichnet die l'ebenswelse, den C^iarakter, 
und ist mit nahe verwandt*1#
£tti<tt^ uc©oc * where there Is undoubtedly the suggestion 
of higher living: this may also be present in Isoc. Paneg.27
which mentions the foundation of a city'br^v e&<
i.e. in which we may be able to (really) live. Again, Dio 
Cassius relatea how bimilis waa promoted by Trajan to the 
command cf the guards, but finding the post wearisome, 
resigned and spent the last seven years of h! life 
privately: hia epitaph la - E^»\is yu.lv 4vT*30ad Ke?r<»a §
j*)oO S yul>/ CT*7 To<Tod , "2)1 6TV) £TTT<* (£ > 9 . 1 9 . )  i . e .  " h e r O
lies Similis, having lived so many years, but having really 
lived seven years". Menander also appears to have made use 
of the word in a similar sense (if a fragment from the 
TTXok/ov ha8 bee* ! htly completed by Seneca, who quotes 
it), "It Is but a small part of life ( ) wherein wo
roally live ( )*\ The verb >^»oo does not sees to
have developed any comparable fhighf sense.
It is frequently assumed, particularly in discussions 
of NT usage,1 that the ethical and qualitative idea
nly associated with />»os in Classical Greek waa 
transferred In the sacred literature to , but was not
o /present in the Classical use of . This assumption
is not strictly aecurate. A frequent use cf /4*os suggests
that as well as meaning "manner of living" It could also
mean "period or term of life", e.g.lyuov o^x<f>ittoXcuov
T ;;.g. Tr cult on and Milligan, Vocabulary of the Greek 
Testament. p.274.
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13.'54; S)^ yx.y£.>/ rlstoph.^'ax 439; y4.ov WrtlfeTv
Isoc.6.45; />»oV VeXeuvw ?i# Leg.870e, Xaoc.4.84; >^. TsAeTv/
Soph.Ant.1114| Sik ^loo Arip.Pol.1272a37 (- through one’s 
life). This may be the basic meaning of the word. Its 
ethical conrotation depends on the context and particularly 
on adjectives qualifying it, e.g. os TcXa?©* (mature 
life, Ar.EN 1098ftl8), ^.os (ibid. I K  3 },o c-cri t©v
voCv y4. (1178a) and uy»cQos yfi>.(0d*15 *491) etc.^ But the same 
may be aaid of ^->7 . Arist.EN 1170a23 mentions
f a y  KotV "bxL^Gcc^cy/y i.e. vicious and corrupt life 1 and a 
notable passage from Plato (Rep.521a) says, "If you can 
discover a better way of life (/^ >os ) than holding office 
for your future rulers, a well-governed city becomes a 
possibility: for only in such a state will those rule
who are really rich, not in gold, but in that wealth whioh 
makes happiness, namely a wise and virtuous life 
ky<*&ys t<c Kotc €^4/)OVos )" • Again a qualitative suggestion 
is present in fa y *  a phrase by which Plato (Leg.
713c) recalls tho Life of the Golden Age. This use of f a y  
may be infrequent in classical literature, but it never­
theless does show that an ethical and qualitative con­
notation was not associated solely with the word *
1 It would seem that in fact never refers to the
character of life without a qualifying adjective.
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XIX* The Usage of the Septuagint*
There is not much of significance to report here* Of the 
149 appearances of the noun D ^ Q  in the Old Testament,
130 are translated by and 10 by the verb t f v  , In
three of the remaining nine all reference to "life” is 
missing in the LXX, and the other six use terms related to 
^u>*7 * For instanoe at Prov.31:12 tT?n ' n 1 is rendered by yi*os,
although at that point A 3 0  have the literal form
T+js . At Prov.4il0 D ’?n Jiiw/C"years of life” ) becomes
oSoi fctoyj ^  in connection with thesd verses it is of
interest to note that in Proverbs the "term of life” is 
rendered by >^»os , the common word in Classical literature 
for "lifetime”* In faot the use of the noun (trans­
lating Heb* D T )  and the verb belongs almost exclus-
olvely to Job and Proverbs in the Canon - books whose Greek
ttranslators were sensitive to Greek style and usage* On 
two occasions the noun D^vQ (and on two occasions also the 
verb 1 i* translated by y^x.4? *the usual word for
At Ps*64:l **0 "preserve my life”, is rendered by c^cVou
1 The presence of ob&i is due either to a misreading of the 
Heb* or to the presence of ohobs in the following verse.
2 The words are found also in Sirach, Wisdom and 2,3,4 *ac- 
cabees* "Jedenfalls hat LXX als Ubersetsung die alte Unter- 
scheldung swischen als der vita qua vivimus und ft>'os als 
der vita quam vivimus wenigstens insofern aufrechter- 
halten, als />ios 11 mal im buohe Hiob und 2 mal in Prov*
led*rgabe von G ’p^im Slnne von Lebensdauer 1st**” T^NT,
XX, p*853*
3 Cf* G. Gerleman, studies in the septuagint: Job (Lund,
1946) and Proverbs (Lund, I986T*-
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• an<* 33:30 D 7:nn OlX, ii translated
with ^>->\.t hut in B, S. with $«»*J . In Ps.74:19 and in Job
33:88 the verb D ’H  ie rendered by while at Job.38:
39 the phraae D ’1 ’31) /Til (whloh must mean the "living
souls of young lions" or "appetites of young lions") is 
translated by <hy>»<kovtcW. These readings refleet the 
interpretation of D 1-’n in terms of the life of a person 
(i.e. 'l'SJJ ) rather than of general aliveness".
"hen we Inquire what other words are translated 
by ^ in the LXX there la nothing of Importance to record. 
Once (Job 7:1) It renders O ’D 7: twice (Prov.23:3| 27:27) 
it represents ^ni? , a translation which recalls the ancient
classical use of faJj to mean tubstanoe, cr means of sus­
taining life". At Prov. 18: 4 noon lipioappearc in the LXX 
as “rr^ y^  t for ndn ” 7f)b n*p>(uaually rendered at "reap 
the fruit of steadfast love*) the LXX haa t/o^ ^ oltc cis 
Koyrrrov (Hoe. 10:12). It would be difficult to explain
aatlafaotorlly these varied Septuaglntal readings, assuming 
they are not due to simple error, but we s*y spare ourselves 
the attempt by reaaon of the Infrequency of their occurrence 
and the ooneequent unlikelihood of their having affected
a fthe background of the NT term : the word generally cor­
responds to the Hebrew tJ’-’Q , even when the latter 
possoaaes the full and pregnant sense of "real life" aohleved 
through obedlenoe and fellowship with God.
At Is,26:19 the phrase l 101 ("thy dead
■hall live”) la translated In the LXX by ol vcktpoi 
dovToa , the verb ckt\GT^jj,i being speeially associated 
with resurrection into life. The later translators •
Aquila, Symmaehus and Theodotion - all render here
by ^yovTou # in the important "resurrection11 passage 
(Dan. 12!2) the first mention of the "eternal life" of the 
pious is rendered in the LXX as <zls .aoviov f the
only place in the canonical OT scriptures where this con­
junction of noun and adjective occurs. The adjective 
> /<*novios first appears in Plato, and from that period 
onwards it is used to mean "enduring for an indefinitely 
long time, perpetual, eternal"! bearing this meaning, it 
would appear to be a satisfactory rendering of the 
Hebrew tjbi^ #*
IV. The Inter-Testamental Literature 
v^ lien we pass to the Apocryphal and Pseudeplgraphloal writings 
(both Hellenistic and Palestinian) we find most of the 
uses of already noticed still present. The word Is very 
frequently used to mean "period, span or days of life", and 
the oontlnuanoe of life is considered as good (Tob.8H7).?
The ideas associated with the word are basioally those of
1 S ee  l>.^1^*for remarks on the meaning of
2 fov » like £>»©* , map he used to mean "a man’s living",
Sir. 4tIf 31:26?). both words can bear this meaning in 
Classical Oreek.
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the Old Testament* The commands of God are the commands of 
life (Bar*3i9), while length of days and life are assoc­
iated with the learning of wisdom (bar*3*14)* Life (with 
stress on the physical aspect) is regarded as a recompense 
for righteousnessi "They that do alms and righteousness 
shall he filled with life" (Tob*12:9), and "The righteous 
shall remain In the fruitful earth as God has given them 
spirit and life and grace' tSib*0r*4t45* of* Kxiooh *J9).
In this literature, however, there comes into 
greater prominence what we may call the conception of 
esehatologlcal life* In the pre-Christian Psalms of Solomon 
we read (3sl6), "they that fear the Lord shall rise to life 
eternal ( &>/o<<rT*7<rov-r*u <s\s ^0 7* ) an(j their life
( *1 shall be in the light of the Lord and shall
oosmi to an end no more” s 13 s9 "the life ( ^ *7 ) of the 
righteous shall be forever ( to\/ ) hut sinners
shall be taken away into destruction's and 1417 "the saints 
of the Lord shall inherit life (*>^ ovoyu^ <roa<ri ) in
gladness • Slav* Snoch 50t2 declares that those who spend 
their days in patience and meekness will inherit eternal 
life (or the endless age to come)": of*65s6* Slb*Or*proem* 
84-5 states that "those who reverence the true and ever­
lasting God inherit life throughout the aeonlan time,
l rftie two passages 3il6 and 13s9 suggest a contact with Dan* 
12 :2 and point to the idea expressed there* Some other 
passages of the Psalms (e*g* 9i9) may refer to eschatolog- 
ical life, but their interpretation is unoertaln*
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dwelling in the fertile garden of Paradise", and Ap#Bar.42f 
7 (lat cent.A.D.) that "corruption shall take those who 
belong to it, and life those who belong to it". In Fourth 
Ka5ra vlt* and vlvere are the usual words to express 
participation in salvation (7:21,48,82,112,137).
Considerable interest attaches to the eschato­
logical outlook of the ^Ethiopian) Book of Enooh. At 37*4 
Enoch claims that "the lot of eternal life"1 has been given 
to him by the Lord of Spirits, and In his third Similitude 
he declares that "the righteous will be In the light of the 
sun and the elect in the light of eternal life* there will 
be no end to tho days of their life" (58:3, of.91:10, 103:4). 
The blessed righteous and elect dwell in a garden (60:8), 
called the "Garden of life" (61:12), located, according to 
70:3-4, between the North and West, and, according to 7713, 
at the furthest extremity of the quarter of the earth called
p .North* Moat of these passages are found in the Similitudes 
section of Enoch and the fact that no fragments of these 
chapters have been found at Qumran creates a strong impres­
sion that they may be of later (even poat-Chrlstlan) origin. 
But oh.77 (whloh locates the garden of righteousness in the
1 At Enoch 10:10 <<iov.oa is used of long life, where an 
ultimate termination la expected (after 500 years).
2 A full study of these geographical details has been made 
by P. Grelot, "La Geographle Mjrthlque dfHenoch et sea Souroes 
Orlentales" and J.T. Mllik, "Henooh au pays des aromates",
RB, LXV, (1958), pp#33ff and 70ff. Grelot offers the concentrl 
oTrcle explanation of 70:3.
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North) has been discovered in Aramaic fragments which con­
tain the words X V V t y  d[“n*>] b"the paradise of righteousness"1 
end a strong case oan be made for the antiquity of ch.70-1*8 
We have therefore probably two pre-Christian Jewish 
passages in 1 Enoch testifying to the belief that the 
righteous and elect live eternally in a paradise 1 in the 
North".3
The Helleniatio-Jewlsh books of Maccabees frequently 
express the certainty of a life beyond death* As he 
dies, the second of the seven martyred brothers says,
"The King of the Universe will raise us up to everlasting 
life because we have died for his laws (  o  k* T o o  i£ o < r^ L i.o o
f a < T t \ £ O S  <JtTO0o<a/oVT<*S y V jfx o is UTT^yO TcOV o tU T a U  VoyutOV 6,1 S
fa y *  * ) y ^  )"f 2 Mac*7*91 at v*14 the
4 I ) /fourth brother exclaims to the tyrant, <t<m jj.es/ y<y o*v*<rT*<ris 
eis fay's ook. iffTdt t and at v*36 the youngest of the 
martyrs claims that "our brothers are under the covenant
1 See Mlllk, QPtClt.. p*76*
2 M.Black, JTS (n*s*),XIX (1952) pp*4-10 claims that these 
chaps* represent an older Son of Man-Enoch tradition,
Integral to 1 Enoch, "out of which the Similitudes have 
grown, by a rewriting of the Enoch legend in support of a 
doctrine of a supernatural Messiah, foreign to the orig­
inal conception of 1 Enoch"*
3 MlIlk (op*olt**p»77 n*l) offers as a reason for the
popularity In ’at- ran of the Enoch writings the fact that in
them the question "Where is Paradise?" is answered, namely
in the North* He goes on to suggest that the north-south
orientation of the Qumran graves (the head at the South­
end) was governed by the wish that at the general Resur-
reotlon the Covenanters would rise to faoe North and then
proceed towards the Paradise*
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of Ood for everlasting life (<icv/*oo otto ^ k S ^ v O^ oG
4 Mac. 1513 says of the mother of the martyrs, "She loved 
religion ( £ o < r ) v.hich preaervea to eternal life . 
according to 0od*« premise ( if* <rojoo<roc\/ os <*uov«©v 
koct*. 9cov )"• The idea of the -'estoration of life and 
breath (or apirit) to the dead la expreaaed at 2 Mao.7t23 
and 14S46.
The formulation of ideaa of thla kind may bo 
regarded aa the reaponae to the tragic loss of Hebrev man­
hood in the Maecabean persecutions* It ia a response, how­
ever, which, whatever foreign influences contributed to it, 
la true to essential OT religious insights in Its emphasis 
upon the lasting worth of righteous living. The preserv­
ation of this theme aa the basis of the future hope may be 
seen in such passages as Ps.Sol.l3i9t "The life of the 
righteous shall endure for ever"! vrisdem 3i2-4, "In the 
eyes of the foolish they (the righteous) seem to have 
died, and their departure was reckoned as a misery, • • but 
they are in peace. For even if they were punished according 
to the view of men, their hope was full of immortality
y / % as it( (/.Gem.*\oc )" and, in summary, 1)15 righteousness is 
immortal i <£0<>w<*t©s )!fl cf* A poo. bar* 1413.
lien we ask if the Intertestamental writings
offer any explanation of the enduring life* we can only find
1 'Flie continuance of life as a result of righteousness 
recalls the teaching of Ps.73.
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hints in such passages as 3lav»Enooh 3018 and 'iadorn 2: 23­
24 ("God created man for incorruption, ctt’ f and
v /made him an Image of his own proper essence, t^ s coia*
,i,bio/T^ 'Tos ”) whloh imply an original issnortal feature
in rrsan whlehf in the oase of the righteous, is the pledge
1
of immortality*
V • Philo Judaeus
In the writings of Philo the term is used in the general
sense of the "life” of animals and men: Spec, Leg.Ill, 198,
201| Virt.143* Kut*2231 Congr.33f Som*I, 20* Ood Is the
author of life ( 0<los ) t opif*30j Aet*106>
He is the eternal fount of life (Fug*198): the divine
breath makes alive (Leg.All.I, 32.)•
The term is used in the more particular sense
of Hmortal life” as opposed to 9*n/*tos j of* Heres 209
where and are plainly antithetical* hereae
death is an evil, life is a good - to yxcv‘ */*9ov/ k*£ *7 ip&rJj
icTTi *i - Fug*58* That ”life” may vary in quality and
worth is shown by Fug*55:
Skepsls (or consideration)^ told me that some people 
are dead while living ( {«Svtcs ) and some alive 
( {io(n. ) while dead| she told me that bad people, 
prolonging their days to extreme old age are dead 
men, deprived of the life in association with 
virtue ( Ton/ juct\d^ osT^ s £*ov ), while good people,
I 'The ^death which entered the world by the envy of the 
devil” (v*25) refers to spiritual death, not physical* Both 
the righteous and the evil experience the latter: the evil 
must endure the former, while the righteous enter life*
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even If cut off from their partnership with the 
body, live for eve^ ( €.^<lC ) and are granted
liranortality ( ©^owi-roo yu.©^><*-s <ltti\oc^ vtols )t
The importance of the quality and oharaoter of "life" is 
underlined as this passage continues. On T)eut.4:4, "Ye 
that did cleave unto the Lord your Ood are alive ( )
all of you at this day", Philo commentsi "only those who 
have taken refuge in Ood an 1 become his suppliants does 
'Coses recognise as living ( )f accounting the rest
to be dead men", and he adds that "alive today” permits him 
to postulate immortality, slnoe "today" is the limitless 
endless age (57). This real life (^ ) was
obtainable from the "tree of life" (i.e. wisdom) but was 
not accepted by man who chose instead misery. (Leg.All,iil 
52). hat was this Y
?e must here take notice of this distinction made 
by Philo between the life of the body and the life of 
the soul or of reason. There are two kinds of mem those 
who live by reason, the divine in-breathing, and those who 
live by blood and the pleasure of the fleshs (Heres 56).
The blood-life or life of sensation (ev^ i/xos 
^  ) is opposed to the life of mind and reason (90ff#),
The former finds its material, so to speak, in the physical 
organisation,1 and is irrational! only the subordination of 
it to the divine element, whioh is reason, can produce life 
1 Tbls life is elsewhere (Abr.) called
that la true life. An attempted blend of Platonic, Stoic 
and Aristotelian conceptions enables Philo to claim that 
life in accordance with reason (which is the divinely 
inbreathed gift) is the real life of mam ovtcos f a  means
voGv Deter.84. Since reason, however, enables 
us to be indifferent to the so-called bodily and external 
interests and to be superior to the allurements of passion, 
it is the fountain of all virtue! hence to live rationally 
is to live virtuously )# For Philo the most generic
,  / 2virtue is called goodness ( <<y<e©T.js ) t this parts itself 
into the four cardinal virtues - prudence, fortitude, 
temperance and justice. To these Philo sometimes adds piety 
(o jv i fc e io c ) and holiness f ov«ot%* ), two qualities Which 
the Jew could not dispense with, but whioh, by their 
inclusive character, could not be olassed under any of the 
other virtues. Occasionally, and in accordance with the 
genius of the Hebrew mind, piety (including Justice and
1 Among the descriptions of manfs life (^^) found in Philo 
are <*\ott©s &<£o^ os (Praem.35), t **1 Gob*yu.«ov (Exsec.
122), k*©*/>os ( 3 p e o . L e g . 4 ) , ( F u g .61) , *7 Jjpcrys (Heres 
292). A'os is used with many descriptive adjectives also,e.g.
ot\-jQv)-s, £%c*Vbovos , j(ttos , f yoc\^ j>/os and even
Ao<*v<xt©s . In fact Philo does not seen to distinguish A.os 
and $00*7 •
2 This is represented by the river which watered Paradise 
and flows out of the Wisdom of Ood. It is therefore, in a 
sense, identical with the sacred Logos, in conformity with 
which it has been made. As the river Is said to have parted 
into four great streams or dominions, so goodness divides 
into the four great virtues. Cf.J.Drummond, Philo Judasu.q 
(London, 1888), vol.2, p.316. For much of this paragrajJh
I am Indebted to this work, especially pp.314~16.
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philanthropy) assumes the leading plaoe and all the other 
▼irtues follow in its train* It requires us to love ^od as 
benefactor*1 to fear him as Lord* to serve him and keep his 
commandments* To do this is real life* Commenting on Lev*
IB11-5* 'You shall keep my statutes and ordinances* by doing 
which a man shall live”* Philo says (Cong.87)*"^ Tpos
©<£lW 7T^ 0i'ir<*TOO'/TO5 Cfl'Tt ToCiS ToO 0COO ICotc
'TpOtf'T^ ^<r«V , &<XT<£. 0<*Vo£T©S <£**7 T<< Tu)\/ «:9«£a^ n/ £fl-( T ~ jSbeO jjL fiL T oC ft
We may fairly claim* then* that for Philo* life 
according to reason* the life of virtue and the life of 
piety and holiness are essentially the same in character 
and manifestation* As their source and support is one* namely
pthe Logos, so also do they ahare In one fulfilment, namely
y / 3otBoc>/«rioCt The rational soul or mind is incorruptible and 
immortal!4 created man* inspired by the divine m eo/**. # whioh
1 T'he element of love in manfs approach to Ood is strongly 
emphasised by Philo* ’This is the most noble definition of 
endless life ( **©*v*cros fo o* )fto be possessed by a love of 
Ood with which flesh and body have no concern” (Kug*58'*
2 The Logos* as Ood’s Thought or Reason* is "imaged” in 
human reason* and "each rule of conduct which we can treat 
as an injunction of reason* is Itself a Logos* one of those 
innumerable thoughts or laws into Whioh the universal thought 
may* through self-reflection* be resolved' (Drummond* op*clt* 
p*273) The universal Logos finds partial expression in 
various Logoi, identified with divine ethical ideas* by 
which the soul ought to be governed*
3 Throughout his writings Fhilo speaks of immortality 
rather than of resurrection of the body* References to the 
latter doctrine in the traditional literature were understood 
as figurative means of referring to immortality* Cf. H.A.
Wolfson* Philo. (Harvard U.P. 1947) vol.l, p*404.
4 Prob. 46 and Congr. 97*
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is the essence of the power of this rational principle, does 
not differ, when placed in the paradise of virtues (~den), 
from the tree that brings forth deathless life (Plant 44 J, 1 
since both are imperishable* The life of the body is, as 
we have already pointed out, in opposition to the life of 
the mind, but the eternal possibilities in the latter are 
illustrated by Gig*14 which speaks of those who study to 
die to the life in the body (to* <r^^oc-ru>v /2>.o>/ ) in 
order that a higher existence, immortal and incorporeal, 
may be their portion (t*tu> iycv^ro I <*4>0*y>-n2> £u>*Js
)# Reason leads to virtue whioh is the path to 
immortal life* Plant*371 the plants of life, immortality 
and knowledge will not grow in the barren soul, but in the 
reasonable soul (Xoyi*^ fa x jy ) whose path towards virtue 
has, as its end, life and imrortality (^ ^
* V ^ ^ t? \ \ > «. / ■»/ \ / .
o o o s  o c o t h j S  k o c « -  oityoc>/x < r T o  t c a o s )  # The God,
who loves to give, plants in the soul a kind of paradise 
of virtues and of the deeds which accord with them, which 
brings it to perfect bliss* The life of virtue is, for the 
Jew, essentially the life of piety and holiness, and the 
fruit of these is imperishable life: Opif. 155 kod
ocstot-^ s tb\/ *7 i0xv*ros tt^ jiy/0<£.Toa ' Death with
the pious is preferable to life with the impious, for 
i0<*v/*ros I# the reward of those who die thus, but
1. 6  jxk'j y«*yO Tyv © t o o  7Tvtoyu<*Ti
ToZ) *T'y>/ o iO £ \J  oJTOv/ VCoCToC t^OOo V'TOS btv'yO O  •
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for those who live thusf it&«os 8*v*t©s waits. Post, 39#
Sine© this piety will manifest Itself In obedience to the 
commands of Ood, It Is not surprising that Philo suggests 
that righteous conduct here and now has within it the 
seeds of immortal life.1 Commenting jn the promise of the 
Fifth commandment (" • • that thy days may be long upon the 
land,") he says (Spec.Leg.il, 262), 'It offers deathlessness 
given by a prolonged vitality and agelong life (
TToXo^ oViOo k.cL )^«ovJ fx<**poi\coVos ) which thou
wilt keep nourishing, even while in the body, if thou live 
with a soul purged olean of all impurity (ov <^ltU ^o<ros
I* U.<£«otQoCjt>ixlyJyj Td\C|<2 ko^So^OO’t i  jitSjV ) M#
We have already drawn attention to the fact that 
reason, virtue and piety are united in their source, the 
Divine Logos. Now we may end this section by commenting on 
a passage which suggests that the same Logos is the ultimate 
source of the eternal life promised as their reward. In 
expounding the meaning of the "cities of refuge" in which 
suppliants might save their lives, Philo declares (Fug.78)
"Is not life eternal to take refuge with Him who is? (
V I  )  /  * V '  » i I / .  Oyudv c<tc otiov.os aj to ov k v t * |  )c The explanation
1 Cf. P.von Hugel, Sternal Life ( dinburgh, 1913) p,52, writin 
of Philo, points out tViat, since Cod is the fount of reason,
a reasonable life is a life of Cod, and adds "Indeed this 
divine life, even as a man can begin to live it here by a 
holy life, and still more as, after such a life, he will 
live it in the Beyond, is sometimes characterised as 
strictly eternal".
2 This is the only occurrence of  ^o/iOViOS in Philo.
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of this follows! the six oitles correspond to six divine 
powers* but the chief of them 1s the divine Logos* ’’The 
swiftest runner (fleeing from involuntary faults) must 
urge his breathless course to the highest divine Logos*
the fountain of wisdom* that he may draw thence* Instead
»• ' /of death, eternal life” ( )  (Fug.94). Thus the 
various aspects of the Phi Ionic teaching on immortality* like 
most of his characteristic teachings* find their synthesis 
in his comprehensive doctrine of the Logos*
VI* The Hermetic Literature
In the Hermetic writings - which illustrate a type of
religious thought akin to some aspects of Johannine thought1 «
we find the word used in the sense of life as a
comprehensive and meaningful activity! Corp*Her*XI914* ^>*7
£ttl i'vuxns vt>o s and 1*6 where is regarded
as the union ( £vu3<r«s ) of and Xoyos * the offspring
or linage cf voos (i.e* Ood)* The two-fold significance
of this is explained as follows by C.H. Dodd!
The creative Word is the offspring of the eternal 
Mind* just as artioulate thought and speeoh in us 
are the offspring of the human mind! not that these 
are to be thought of* in either case* as separate 
entitles) life* as a concrete activity* depends on 
their unity. For a mind not expressing Itself is 
not really alive* and speeoh which is not the 
expressed thought of a permanent rational personality*
•339.
T The writings were produced in Egypt for the most part 
in the seoond and third centuries A*D*
is vox et p r M t o m  nlhll. Similarly, thia living 
universe is such only as it is the expression of 
the eternal Mind* 1
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At 1,9 (Poimandres) the Primal Ood (Nous ) is 
described as being $-*7 (of•XIII, 18-*19) and Dodd
suggests the influence of OT symbolism from Ps«36S9, "^ith
thee is the fountain of lifef in thy light shall we see
olight • Philo also draws attention to the presence of
these two ideas at the beginning of the Creation story 
(Opif*30) and so jointly witnesses to the fact that the 
doctrine that the union of "light” and "life" give* the most 
satisfactory account of Ood in his creative aspect was 
well established in the Christian era, where Jewish and
Hellenistic thought met in an Egyptian environment* The
archetypal man ( &/©/>votto* ) shares the same
attributes* He was originally of the substance of the 
Father (i*e* life and light) and became "from life and 
light, soul and mind) from life, soul and from light, mind
( o €< 5 C^UTOS Cyo/CTO Voov,
3k«U€jJ <£«s , C»c \fooV ) 9 If17# In
T The Bible and the Creeks. p*119* Cf. Corpus Hermetlcum. 
ed* Nock et yestugiere^ Oaris, 1945) vol. 1Vp*18, " N o u s  et 
Logos dlvins exlstant a la fols et dans le monde archetype 
et dans ohaoun de nous, et oomportant les memes relations 
dans les deux cas, on expllque les rapports de filiation 
de Logos a Nous en Dleu par la dependence du Logos i 
l»egard de l9Xntelleot en nous"* See XII, 8*9 and XVIII,14 
on the presence of Father Nous in us*
2 pie Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel. (Cambridge, 1953) 
p.19. ......  .
3 There is here probably an echo of 0en*2i7. The doctrine 
of both writers is that the life which is in Ood is manifested
Tractate XII the world la described aa irWuyiUe r y  (15)
and there we find the remarkable statement, "As heaven, 
water, earth and air are parts of the world, ao life and 
immortality* • • are parts of Ood (toVireyO -r©0 ko^ou jxl^y
> N A \ / \ , \ / /
£<TTl OOj>ol'40S KcCl Uc>CJy3 K’oCC Y 7  oOjToX/ "lydoTTov/
4.<rn <0goo> k<*c Aeoo/otcriCc ,21)” whioh Dodd interprets 
as meaning that nas Ood is manifestly the cause of physical 
life in the world, ao we can look to Him for life ever­
lasting” #1 To describe the life after death, the usual 
word in the Hermetio literature is , but is
used for the divine life into whioh man may enter either 
here and now or after death* The 21st chapter of Tractate I 
suggests that the way for an individual to regain the 
inraortality whioh belongs to Essential Man is to know his 
origin#
The Ood and Father of whoa man came is life and 
light# If therefore you hear, that you are of light 
and life, and believe ( witfTao** ) that you are 
of these, you will enter into life again ( «»*s 
fa y y /  i r i W  )^uy>^<rdts )#
In other words, to know Ood and onefs origin in the eternal
Ood is to be immortal#^ The passage into life is described
as an asoent (ivo'bo* ) corresponding to man9s prlaal Fall,
in man as the "soul”# Cf#Phllo Leg#All#I,32# The Hermetio 
author adds that the light - whioh is the other aspect of 
the divine nature - appears in man as "mind”#
1 Dodd, op*cit»# p#18#
2 Cf# C#Her*IV,5| also Philo Spec#Leg#I,345#
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On this journey men Is purified from hie pa a ei one and at 
laet experleneea communion with Ood, Thus we read in
Polmandres 32, "X believe and testify! I enter into light
,  / i ,  *and life. Blessed art Thou, 0 Father, (ttkttsoo
tcoci cl ttJlt€yo )0 The spiritual
and mystical awareness of the truth is at the same time
an entrance into life and light, a union with God, and it
apparently takes plaoe in this life,
is used of ordinary physloal life where
/ 2the name of Adam9s wife is called , life, "Life”
allured man to love her and so brought him low by affording 
Indulgence for his love of material nature. Here b a y is 
clearly not the transcendental life which la an aspect of 
God! rather it is physloal existence,
Ihe writings of Philo represent what may be 
called an early Jewish gnostlelslng type of thought which 
uses pagan religious thought to elucidate the Jewish 
scriptures. The Hermetic writings, on the other hand, 
represent a fuller and more developed Gnosticism where the 
Jewish sorlptures become the handmaid of philosophy. It
1 This " faith" is hardly distinguishable from the yvi<r.5 
through which one attains immortality,
2 The name Eve in Hebrew n?n resembles the word for 
"life”) "the man oalled his"wife n in  because she was
3 tax , the mother of all living", Gen.3:20, The LXX 
renders the name by Z<o*^  , Speculation on the name was
lively! is sent to help and support Adam, in the
Apocryphon of John* of, also Philo Heres 53,
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becomes clear from our brief discussions of these works 
(leaving aside the developed Onostie systems of Basilides 
and Valentinus) that they represent life as possible on two 
levels, that of ordinary animal exlstenoe, the merely 
physical plane, and that of mind (cf.C*Her*XIlf 1-3), of 
awareness of onefs true nature and origin, whioh is know* 
ledge* All men possess the divine element of the potential 
life, but only some aohieve salvation and # This
is attained, not by the redemption and transformation of 
the whole man, but by the release of the divine nature whioh 
is fettered within the lower levels of exlstenoe, a release 
whioh is made possible by the imparting of yv<2><rts # Dr* F* 
J'uasner sums the matter up well when he says that 
"Onostie redemption does not bring life as a divine gift 
but is the drawing back again of the separated sparks of life 
into transcendent heavenly unity (Lebensausammenhang) in 
which they are freed from cosmic f o r c e s " T h e  question 
whether in the concept of Xdfe in the Fourth Oospel 'the 
transcendental form of the Onostie myth comes to the fore 
must be answered in the negative, although there are many 
formal and terminological points of contaot between John 
and Gnosis**®
1 Kusan«r, -  Die Anaohauung r o a lm vlerten Kvan
gellum. (Munohen,1952) p.186#, SeePodd. op«cjlt«. Part 1. 
chap*7, p*97ff* A Feuillet, l- tudes Johannlques(Bruges.
1962) pp*176ff also criticises tnose who interpret the 
Johannine teaching in terms of Hellenistic mystiolsm*
2 Mussner, loc.clt*
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VII. The Kabbinic Literature 
It has been pointed out that the phrase "eternal life", TO 
ubi'i) first appears at Dan.l2:2 to describe the reward
r
of the righteous, and that the san\e idea finds expression 
in various works of Palestinian Judaism. v.'hen we turn to 
the writings of Kabbinie Judaism we find the phrase xtobv TO 
appearing in the Targumim where the OT speaks simply of 
"life". At Lev.l8t5 the K.T. says of the commandments and 
judgements of Yahweh - D nl "ni nnxn tun’x iwx- to
which both Pseudo-Jonathan and T.Onkeloe add xob^
T  : T . -  . W
the former continuing "and his portion shall be with the 
just". Again at Deut. 33*6, for the M.T. Jib’"bxi ’(V
Ps. Jonathan reads xobiii y/1 ’(V1 and Onkelos xob^/ fl  vr
t i t  "  -  :  • ;
adding Nand not die the second death1 • Heref and at Esek.
20s 11,13,21 where Ps. Jonathan translates the 'rn of the 
w#T. by "111 i n 11 , it seesui clear that the meaning
intended is "eternal life”. Judaism has found reference to 
the idea of a future life where the OT appears to have con­
fined its hope to the blessing of longevity and well-being 
through obedience to Ood.
In the Talmud x ^ b ^  TG i® used occasionally in 
antithesis to nvu) T U  ntemporary or ephemeral life". The 
earliest example of this seems to be the criticism by 
Elleser (90-100 A.D.) at b.Bes.ISb of those who put aside 
the eternal life ( t j b ) y  TO TOT1?) and occupy themselves
with the transitory life ( 7'7n3- pp&lV )« The seme
contrast Is Imputed to Simeon ben Jochai (c,150 A,D#) at 
b,Shab«33b and to Simeon ben Gamaliel (e,140 A,D#) in jer, 
Moed qat. 82b, Here the emphasis lies on the duration of 
the life (and perhaps also on the quality) and we might 
even translate as "everlasting life".
Along with the use of tibiv as tho correl­
ative of '*0 » there arose a different usage whioh
distinguished two trfobiv f "this Age" and "the Age to 
come". The dootrine of the two ages is found in developed 
form in 4th Ezra (100 A,D«) but there appear to be references 
to it in the Book of Enoch, in chapters 48 and 711 and 
it is implied in the language of Paul, the Synoptic Gospels 
and Hebrews, The general distinction between the two ages
has often been described and here we need only refer to the
1 2treatment of the subject in Straok-Blllerbeok, Bonslrven 
and G,F, Moore, while drawing attention to three signif­
icant points. First, the dootrine evidently arose in 
apocalyptic circles. Secondly, while it was undoubtedly 
well-known to the Kabbls, references to it are scarce and 
not always certain in rabbinic sayings before the end of 
the first Christian century. If the addition to a saying 
i Sb , v o1,4, pp,799ff•
1954 au temp* de J^W-Chrlst. (Paris,
3 Judaism, (Oxford, 1927-30), vol,2.
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of Klllel given in P*Aboth 2*7 is genuine, then Hillel 
would be the earliest witness to the use of the expression* 
The passage reads t "He who aequlres for himself the words 
of the law aoquires for himself the life of the Age to 
Qome ( ODi^n ibnij})". a second witness is found
in Johanan ben faecal (c*80 A*D*) who deolares that Cod 
revealed to Abraham "this age (nrn nbi^n)" but not "the
• “  r  r
ago to ecne ( obi'sin )", 0«n.H.44. Za Toa.Poah 4*18
p.24 the proselyte king Xonobasus of Adlabene (c.SO A .D.) 
la made to aayi "My father gathered treasure in this age 
(n-m Dbi^a): I  hare gathered treasure for (or unto) the
V  —  T  T
Age to come obi^b)", The currency of the expression
is thus well established from the end of the first oentury 
A.D.1 Thirdly, in the rather confused disoussions of 
Jewish theology concerning the Age to oome two lines of 
thought are presents (1) the Age to come is conceived of 
as eternally existent i it always is, in the heavens and we 
awake to It at death^ (1 Enoch 71s 15, P*Aboth 4*16) and then 
experience judgment (b.3er*28b): (il) the Age to oome is 
said to come into being after the Messianic age and the 
general resurrections the Age to oome follows these events*
1 fffTS* Dalman, Words of Jesus* (Edinburgh, 1902), p*151*
2 Cf* W*D* Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism. p*316. SB, 
Moore and Bonsirven have also pointed this out, as has J.B# 
Prey, "La Vie de lfau-dela dans les conceptions julves au 
temps de J^sus-Christ", Blbllca. XIII, (1932) pp*135ff*
• 546*
The examples of this usage are legion and need not be 
given at this point• * It seems that SB wish to find too 
neat a system in the Rabbinic doctrine when they Interpret 
these two views as referring to a first and a second phase
oof the world-to-come. In the teaching of Judaism on the 
'olam ha-ba there is neither uniformity nor oareful system, 
v'e must reckon not only with differences of emphasis in the 
earlier and later rabbis, but also with the continuance 
of apocalyptlo ideas (Enoch 71) as distinct from Rabbinic 
conceptions. Moreover, the presence of the two views of 
the Age to oome is not inconsistent with what we found in 
the OT where there is an expectation of immediate entry 
into everlasting life after death (Psalms) as well as of 
its delay till after the Resurrection (Is. and Dan.). In 
fact these two strands of thought probably form the basis 
of all the strange variety of statement by which Apocalyptic 
and Rabbinic Judaism expressed their confident hope in the 
reality of life in the Age to come.
Aa one would expect within Judaism, the condition 
of entry into the life of the Age to come is associated 
with the Torah and obedience. We have already referred to 
P. Aboth 2.7 ("He who acquires for himself the words of Torah
1 Lf.T .  Rabbinic Anthology, ed. C. Monteflore and H.
Loewe, (London, l33>3j chapter 31. Reference is made on 
p.xlvii and 581 to the variety of opinion on the whole 
theme.
2 SB, vol.4, pp.819ff.
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aequiree for himaelf the life of the Age to come" ) and a 
late gloaa to Aboth 6,7 affirms that "flreat is the Torah, 
for to those who practise it it gives life in this world 
and in the world to oome". Likewise Slfre Lev,5,85d (on 
18*5) i "fKeep it1, that means to keep and to do it (the 
Law) &x*d fa man shall live* in the Age thich is coming*’•
In comparing the Torah to water, Sifre Deut, par,47-8 
(p.110) saysi "As w^ter brings life to the world, so the 
Torah brings life to the world, , • The words of Torah 
give to man life (Prov,25*25)", The Meoh,Exod,13,3 ("Torah 
in which is the life of the Age to come") attributed to 
R,Ishmael, c,135, and Pesiq, 102b ("The words of Torah whioh 
are life in this age and of the age to oome"i both beer 
witness to the same theme. The b,Berak, 28b reoords that 
when Elleser (c,90 A,D,) was sick, his disoiples came to 
him and asked "Teach us the paths of life that by them we 
may acquire the life of the Age to oome ( 11 n5 ] m  H3TJ1 
*171 )n and he answered, "Be solicitous for the
honour of your colleagues, keep your children from medit­
ation (philosophy) and set them between the knees of the 
scholars, and when you pray, know before whom you are 
standing, and in this way you will win the future world.” 
Consideration for others, concern for the welfare of chil­
dren, knowledge of and reverence for God mark the pat<v*ay 
towards the sharing in the life of the Age to come.
- 348-
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Thlle the phrase "the life of the Age to come" 
is common in the latter Jewish literature, the simple term 
"life" is occasionally used with the same meaning. It 
should be notioed, however, that It is only when t h * anti­
thesis "Ilfe-death" is implied or expressed that the term 
is left without qualification.* This use of "life” to 
denote everlasting life beyond the grave Is paralleled in 
Ps. Sol.14.6 and 2 Mae.7:9,14.
3y way of summary, we may distinguish within 
Judaism three main forms of expression: (i) "life" as 
contrasted with "death”; (ii) "eternal life ( Xtobl/ ,rfl )" 
as contrasted with the transitory life of timej and (iii) 
the "life of the age to cone” contrasted with the "life of 
this age". In all three uses there is reference to life 
beyond the grave.
VIII. The Dead Sea Scrolls 
The use of the word D T Q  and related words In the 
Qumran documents is as follows:
(a) The Manual of Discipline, IQS l.lt Jlj 77nb D 7u[. trans­
lated as "... to live according to the rule of the Commun­
ity". IQS 2.3: The priest1e blessing of the righteous:
"May He (Cod) bless thee with every good, keep thee from 
every evil, illumine thy heart with life-giving wisdom
1 6i*. Kalman, op.olt.. pp.159-60 and the examples quoted
there. *
( D ^ n  biv/l) and deign to grant thee the knowledge of 
eternity ( trobi^ ^ 1 1 )  and lift up hia face of mercy 
towards thee for eternal bliss (tD’obi^ oibi^b)" 1QS 3,1* 
Tioevcr does not enter the oovenant "has not held fast to the 
restorer of his life ( m  l ’Ulob p m  *b)", IQS 3,6-7: "It li 
through the spirit of Ood*s true counsel concerning the 
ways of man that all his iniquities will be atoned so that 
he may look upon the life-giving light (E^nT! n x i  V' inb)", 
IQS 4,7t those who walk acoordlng to the spirit of truth 
will be rewarded by ”, , all everlasting blessings, ever­
lasting Joy in eternal life (riXJ ^ni jinovL/) nd
perfect glory with fulness of splendour in eternal light 
(trob/^ i i x i  ~nn J i m  h i d  S'bDi)”1
(b) The 77ar Scroll, 1QM 12,3: "The loving kindnesses of thy 
blessings and thy coveneant of peaoe thou hast inscribed 
for them (the elect) in a charter (record) of life ( n n i n  
tr ’n u in i  nob)" cf.sxod.32.4.
(o) Tho Thanksgiving Kyir.ro. 1QH 2.17(f), 5.6, 8.29(f),9.6 
and 9.11 use tP'fl of the "life of a person". 1QH 7.151 
''Thou hast estahliahod nine heart. . • in thy truth, to 
guide tny etepa in the paths of righteousness, ao that I 
nay walk in thy presence in the borders of tl ,in"« lr'H 8.6
1 over against the "Joy in eternal life" is sot "destruction 
in tho fire of dark regions", v,13.
2 This reading assumes that in the one line, the eradicated
tT’flJ should bo a dittography of tho first word.
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gives thanks that Ood has caused the Psalmist to dwell in 
a place where grow "trees of life’* at the secret well-spring* 
It is possible that the trees should be interpreted 
symbolically of the new life of the Covenant which has its 
secret origin in the revelation of Ood,1 but it is more 
probable that they should be understood as an allegory of 
the saints themselves, the members of the Sect* This 
plantation of truth has its fruit protected by Ood, but the . 
other trees will not be fruitful, since they do not acknow­
ledge (or put faith in) the "fountain of Life" (vs* 12,14)* 
This fountain may be the same as the well spring mentioned 
in v*6 (i.e. the secret of the Covenanters1 life) or it
may refer to the Teacher of Righteousness, as Dupont-
2Somrcer has suggested*
(d) The Damascus Document* CD 3* 18-20 speaks thus of the 
faithful* "Ood in his wonderful mysteries forgave them 
their trespass and pardoned their sin* He built them a 
sure house in Israel* • • They who hold fast to it shall 
possess eternal life and all the glory of Adam ( D-f^WOn 
tl-iN:-IIILDbDI n^J_2Tlb 11) •" CT> 4.PI describes lust as 
marrying two women, "each of them being alive ( tixr7n.l)",
i.e. in their lifetimes*
1 im Uolm-Neilsen, Hodayot Psalms from Qumran* (Aarhus,1960) 
p.148*
2 "Le Livre des Hymnes d^couvert pres de la Mer Morte",
Semitlea* VII, 1987), p*62.
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From this list it is clear that some of the uses 
of 13 T Q  found in the OT reappear in the Qumran documents • 
The use of the word for a man’s life or lifetime is commonj 
and its use in association with "light" and "wisdom" 
recalls passages from the Sapiential literature, and 
connotes that light and wisdom by which men truly live. It 
is remarkable that, unlike the Rabbinic literature, there 
appears to be no direct association of the Torah and "life* 
although the Torah played a very significant part in the 
life of the Sect. Nevertheless, obedience to Cod and the 
entry into the Covenant, which will be its result, con­
stitute the path to real* life and ensure Incorporation in 
the Book of life. To those who have entered this path, the 
elect of Cod, belongs the reward of flYJ 77n, CD 3.20,1?S 4.7, 
?flth this phrase, we turn to the question of the 
sect’s expectation of immortality. Opinions differ on this 
problem and we cannot enter into It in detail here, but 
some exposition of it is essential to our argument. A 
passage of importance in this connection Is 1QH 3.19-23:
I give thanks unto thee, 0 Lord,
For thou hast delivered my soul from the pit;
And from Sheol Abaddon thou hast brought me up to the 
summit of the world (to an everlasting height).
I walked on a plain without bounds:
And I knew that there is hope for him whom thou hast 
fashioned from dust for the communion of eternity.
The perverse spirit thou hast cleansed from 
a great transgression,
To take its place with the host of the holy ones 
(the angels?)
And to enter into fellowship with the company 
of the eons of heaven*
For thou hast appointed to man eternal lot (deatiny) 
with the spirits that have knowledge,
To praise thy name together with them
And to recount thy wonders before all thy works,
Yith this passage in mind, ft, Black suggests that "there is
no doubt that, as contrasted with Sadduoaean doctrine, the
Zadokites did belive in a doctrine of Immortal or eternal
„ 1life • He thinks that the immortality included both body 
and soul, thus differing from Dupont-Sommer, who claims 
that the passage teaohes the immortality of the soul alone,
in harmony with Josephus9 account (B,J, II, 8*11) of the
oEssence9 hope of the Immortality of the soul, H,B, Laurin 
has taken issue with Black9s Interpretation and asserts 
that the passage refers to a deliverance from present dis­
tress and suffering into security. He compares the passage 
with (1) IQS 6,7-35 which refers to the restored Israel 
and to those who are associated with "angels of the presence", 
but on the earthly sphere, and with (ii) lQSb 4,24b-28 
where "the holy dwelling place" in which the priests will 
share the lot with the "angels of the presence" is located 
(by Laurin) in the restored Kingdom, How this latter passage
1 'ike Scrolls and Christian Origins. (Edinburgh. 1961) t>t>. 
136-5. Also, " oTogicaY"'5 one ® piTons In th® §SS", SKA, 
XVIII-XIX, (1953-54) p.82.
2 The Dead Sea Scrolls, (Oxford, 1952) p,72, Cf, J, van der 
Ploeg, wLfimmortaTite de l9homme d9apris les Textes de la 
Mer Morte", VT,II, (1952) pp. 171-75,
3 ’The Question of Immortality in the Oumran 9Hodayot,M,
JSS, III, (1958) pp, 344ff•
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may be interpreted as referring to the dwelling-place of 
Ood in heaven, 1 rather than to the sanctuary of a restored 
Jerusalem* If this is so, the sectfs doctrine of immortality 
is the same as that of Luke 20i35ff where, in the resur­
rection of the dead, men and women become IfiyycXoi in 
heaven* Laurin, however, concludes that the Thanksgiving 
Hymns do not conceive of immortality for the righteous, 
either in the body or in the soul*
As we would expect, they used the timeless expressions 
of the Biblical Psalms but "this is Implicit in 
any real fellowship with God" (H*?# Robinson, Inspir­
ation and Revelation in the Old Testament. 19467
p.nfl). W a y  eau^it fee apTrTf ~ r ^ He“!7almlat
when thev looked for fellowship with Ood to last
"forever , yet they remained bound to the belief 
that one day they would die and that would be the
end of it* 2
Doubtless both views will continue to attract adherents, 
but if we look beyond the Thanksgiving Hymns and especially 
to the two passages in which the words n*] "fl appear (CD 
3*20 and IQS 4*7) It seems diffioult to deny that the 
sectarians did possess the hope of eternal life* F* Notacher 
claims that the words for ,,eternal,, should not be under­
stood esohatologically In this connection, but merely of
1 :'!arlier in this stud7 we drew attention to the likelihood 
that the Qumran covenanters located this paradise of Ood
in the North, following the Snooh tradition Which was 
popular among them* The north-south orientation of the 
graves at Qumran may be explained on this hypothesis* If 
it is correct, then we would have irrefutable evidence 
for the sectfs belief in life after death.
2 Laurin, op*olt**p*355*
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long duration: but, while It la true that this la a
common meaning of , It doea not exhaust Ita reference
It may alao connote Infinite prolongation when aaaoclated
2with that which Ood eatabllahea or gives* Moreover, It la 
probable that we ahould take the phraao Cl^ J to mean 
life without ceaaatlon by death, alnce, In the two passages 
where It appears, the context la clearly eschatological*
"All the glory of Adam" (and that probably Included orig­
inal deathleaaneaa) will be restored, the splendour and 
Joy of the Beginning will be renewed, In fact, the state 
of things before the Fall will be restored, and the new 
obedient mankind will be given life for a thousand gener­
ations (CD* 7*5-6) - an expreaslon which, aa Black aaya,
_ 3"practically means eternal life •
IX* The Meaning and Use of o^ iqvios #
Before entering upon the detailed discussion of and
<rfh-ovios In the New Testament, one Important point
requires some Investigation* It concerns the meaning of the
> /adjective oOuWios . The word first appears In Plato with 
the meaning "perpetual, enduring for an Indefinitely long 
time" (Rep.363d), "everlasting" (Tlm.37,38cJLeg,X,904a). 
Throughout Classical and later Oreek usage It retains this
1 zur theolo;lachon Termlnologle der umran-Texte. (Bonn, 
1956), p.i$7.
2 Cf.J• Barr, biblical orda for Time, p.70.
3 The Scrolls and Christian Origins, p.139.
sense, cf. Diod.Sic.I,1.5. The LXX uses it to translate 
only lub IV and cognates which modify such words as 
(Gen. 17*1; 1 Chr.16:17), Vo^ .«yu.os (Ex.27:21; Num. 10:8) and
where it is clear that the adjective retains its classical 
meaning. The phrase ^idv.os , so frequent in the NT, 
occurs only at Dan.12:2, and, as suggested earlier, there 
is no deviation here from previous, usage: indefinite dur­
ation is increased to infinite, as a suitable description 
of that which is divine in origin. Our review of the Inter* 
testamental literature disclosed that os i8 found
at 4 riac.l5:d and Fs. Sol.3:16, with similar phrases at 
2 Mac.7:9 and 1 Enoch 15:4.6. In these passages also the 
adjective bears the essentially durative connotation. That 
there may be a vague qualitative suggestion in the word is 
probable, but Moulton and Milligan claim that "in general 
the word depicts that of which the horizon is not in view, 
whether the horizon be at an infinite distance, or whether 
it lies no farther than the span of a Caesar1 s life" : 1 this 
view clearly emphasises the idea of duration in the word.
Now it is well-known that in the discussion of 
the NT use of ^0^ 7 06covios it is generally assumed that the 
adjective refers to the "Age to come” and that the phrase 
means ”the life of the Age to come", explicable in terms of 
the Jewish doctrine of the Two ages. Many years ago E.D.
1 Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, ad loc.
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Burton disputed this* and maintained (1 ) that the force 
of the adjective Is always purely temporal and quantitative, 
and (1 1 ) that "it has no association with o oSros or 
o jucWcov xiov : it came Into existence before these terms 
were in use and its kinship of meaning is not with them, 
but with the *Ou>v of Plato, meaning ffor ever1"* Hear the 
preceding paragraph of this section is ample proof that 
the main stream of the usage of «dcovios (early and 
Hellenistic-Jewish) does connote duration* Should we then 
interpret fa y «^ iovios in the NT in a temporal manner (I*e* 
"eternal" « enduring for an indefinitely long time) or are 
the many commentators correct who, while not denying 
temporal value to the term, claim that it bears, in 
addition, a qualitative reference associated with ,rthe age 
to come", and if so, what is the new factor supporting 
this interpretation?
In the first place, we must try, even at the
risk of some repetition, to assess the approximate date at
which the idea of the two ages entered Jewish thought in
order to discover whether or not the NT documents were
written when such Ideas were common*• The doctrine of the
two ages is clearly developed in 4th Ezra (c.100 A*D*) and
the variation of view In this book as to the time of the
beginning of the New Age (cf*6i7-10 and 7*29) suggests
TTaTaTans, ICC, (Edinburgh, 1921) pp*344 and 432* The 
quotation given is from p*432*
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that speculation on the idea of the two ages had been for 
some time a feature of Jewish thought. C.H. Dodd draws 
attention to apparent references to the two ages in Enooh 
48:17 and 71:1b#1 Both these passages are in the Similitudes 
section of Enoch and because of the great uncertainty 
attaching to the dating of this part (many soholars 
regarding it as post-Christian), it would be unwise to 
build upon it any argument for the early appearance of the 
two-ages doctrine. At a number of points in the Apocalypse 
of Baruch a contrast is made between "this age (Syr# xiob^ 
X J H 8 )" and "the age that is promised to the pious (xfcb^ 
]inb JlDboi), 14:13: the "age to come" appears alongside 
"this age" (lb:7fj 44:15) and "that endless age" beside 
"this passing age" (48:50). All these passages, however, 
come from those parts of the Apocalypse which R#H. Charles 
dates in the poriod after the destruction of Jerusalem, i.e. 
after 70 A#D. Somewhat earlier than this, but still in the 
first century A#D#f the Slavonic Enoch mentions "the future 
age" or "the endless age" at 56:4 and 61:2. In discussing 
Kabbinic usage we drew attention to words attributed to 
H#Hillel (a contemporary of Herod the Great) at P. Aboth 
2.7: "He who aoquires for himself the words of the law
acquires for himself the life of the age to ooma (obivn 
x i n ) " .  If genuine, this would be the first Rabbinic
1 Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Go«pel» p.145#
2 Quoted from Dalman, "ords of Jesus, p. 149.
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reference to the dootrine, but the authenticity of the 
ascription is doubted by some* The earliest certain witness 
to the use of the phrases "this age" and "the age to com a" 
is Johanan ben Zaccai (c#30 A#D#) in 3en.R«44# From this 
extra-biblical material we may conclude that definite 
statements concerning the doctrine of the two ages are latet 
the expressions are current by the end of the first Christ­
ian century, but rare and questionable before that time*
On the other hand, we must reckon with the possibility that 
the Idea was current before it found clear expression#
On this matter, however, we must admit NT 
evidence and there it seems clear that the thfme of the two 
Ages was known to Paul# The expression "this age, o 
o o t o s  occurs 7 times in the unquestionably genuine letters 
(Rom#1 2:2, 1 Cor#l:2 0j 2 :6 (bis), 2:8,3:18 and 2 Cor#4:4)# In 
3al#l:4 there occurs the expression "this present evil age" 
(o«c*otr o 6v£<ttu>s Tibv^os )# Only in Ephesians, among the 
letters ascribed to Paul, do the two phrases ’’this age1' and 
"the coming age" occur together (1:21)# It may be that in 
the making of this distinction, the influence of Paulfs 
training in Rabbinic ideas is manifest# The distinction is 
suggested also at Mt#l2:32, Mark 10:30, Duk#16:8 and 16:30# 
The distinction between "this age” and "the age 
to come" was known to the NT writers, although there is 
little evidence of its expression in the extra-biblical
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literature of that period* Now we must go on to aak 
whether it ia likely that the word <*i‘cov'tos was taken over 
by the NT writers to describe aspects, and in particular 
the "life", of the coming age* We recall that ftbi y in the 
OT was regularly rendered by tos when both the Hebrew
and the Oreek terms connoted "indefinite, or infinite 
duration": therefore when Db?V came to bear the meaning
of «<?uW (a "definite period of time"),* it would be easy 
for the adjective «tfovc©s to be retained with the corres­
ponding change in meaning, l*e* "of the age", although one 
must admit that there was nothing in the world to make 
definite its reference to the "age to come" rather than to 
"this age"* We may go one step further* On analysing 
certain statements in the lospels concerning ^*7 ^tov.os , we 
are confronted with a very close parallelism between them 
and passages in Jewish writings whioh include the phrase 
X i n  obivn ^n* For instance, Mt,19:16, Mark 10:17, Imke
■y T T • • —■ — • ' w
18:18 and 10:26 pose the question as to the means of having
or inheriting ^>^7 rfitcvto* * This recalls b*Berak*28b
where we are told that when Elieser (c*90 A.D* ) was ill
1 On this semantic development Dalman, optoite*,pp, 152-3 
says: ’’Contact with Oreek modes of thought, moreover• 
Introduced the idea of the , l*e* "lifetime", the age"
and "the temporary" into the cirole of Jewish thought, 
either directly or through the medium of the Syrians* And 
when a term corresponding to was wanted, it would be
readily remembered that the Aramaic ft by ip was equivalent to 
the 3reek <l\<> "for* ever", an:’ thence to
attribute to this ftby the special meanings of the Greek 
cA. icj V « Thus ft by became "age •
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his disciples came and asked "Teach us the paths of life 
that by them we may acquire the life of the Age to come" * 
and in view of the answer of Jesus, we may refer to Sifre 
Lev.5.85d (on 18:5) which declares that the keeping of the 
law assures man of life in the age which ia coming. The 
dating of these Rabbinic statements is notoriously difficult 
and creates great uncertainty as to their usefulness for 
the elucidation of NT sayings, but the likeness of the ldeaa 
expressed suggests a strong possibility that »os
here means "the life of the Age to come", oimiiarly, some 
passages in John's gospel (if we may anticipate our later 
discussion) seem to contain references to the Jewish doc­
trine: e.g. Jn.5:39 "Ye search the scriptures because in 
them ye think ye have rfioviov ", where cor­
responds to , the technical term for Biblical study
and exposition, and where the total meaning recalls 
P#Aboth 6.7 "Great is Torah for it gives to them that 
practise It life in this age and in the Age to come": also 
Jn.4:36 and Tos.Fe&h 4.18, p.24.1 Passages such as these 
in the Gospel reveal the essential Jewishness of John's 
thought on o^ iiovios .
It would appear to be legitimate and right to 
interpret {0*7 ^fovios to mean "life of the Age to oons"# To 
do b o  does not mean that the idea of duration is missing#
1 C.II. ftodd, op.clt.«p.!46 mentions other passages#
The future Age is brought in and established by Ood's 
action, and in so far as it is His Age it is enduring and 
eternal# Those who experience it share in "life" which is 
infinitely prolonged# In other words, fioi; <*iu>vios in the 
NT, while stressing the qualitative, has inherent in it 
a temporal reference#
, v #/X# The Use of Vo*? otiovios in the Row Testament
Part 1# Paul#
In many passages Paul uses ( ^ 7  in the straightforward tense
of "physical life", "existence" as opposed to ’death": Rom#
8:38, Phil. 1:20, 1 Cor#3:22# He uses it also of a man's
"life" or "lifetime": 1 Cor#15:19 (cf 1 Tim#4:8)# The verb is
used to mean "be alive" (i.e. not dead) at Eooul4:8, 2 Cor#
1:8, 1 Thea#4:15| to "live a lifetime" at Kom#7:l,2,3f 1 Cor#
7:39; and to "get a living at 1 Cor.9:14# Ood is the living
Ood (Kom.9:26, 2 Cor.3:3 and 6:16, 1 Thes.l:9). At Rom#12:l
the Christiana are exhorted to present their bodies as BocrCc
to Ood, and that means "vital" offerings, with all
their powers and faculties alive to the sense and will of
Ood#* The word f a y  is also frequently used in the sense of
a future reward or blessing which Ood will bestow* This may
be called the eschatological usage, and in this sense the
noun is generally qualified by #oto>/i©s. Thus at Hom#2:7
1 Cf. 2.0. Lelwyn, The First Epistle of Peter> (London, 1948) 
p#159, on the participle ol1 useA as an adjective. The 
description of Christ as at 1 Pot#2:4 Mans that
he la alive and life-giving#
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f a ) <*iu>vi©s is the reward of perseverance in well-doing 
and of the quest for glory and immortality* in Roa*5*21 
it is the goal or aim of the reign of grace through Christ, 
and at Rom*6*22 it expresses the ultimate result ( r c \os ) 
of freedom from sin and servitude to Cod, and is described 
as the gift of Cod, in oontrast to the wages of sin* At 
Gal«6*8 the apostle designates by f a y  < * i \ o v c o s  the harvest 
reaped too Tweo^ros by him who sows cis t© irvzfaot # 
These passages suggest that there is a connection between 
f a y  e&AVios and that human experience of which it is the 
oulminatlon* It is not something added on at death or judg­
ment, but is organically related to the quality of the 
life itself* fa y <*r<ov.os jnay Indeed follow Judgment at the 
end of the Age, but it may be introduced before that* "One 
■an9 s act of righteousness led to acquittal and life ( eU 
& iKocio<rw fa * js  ) for all men" (Hom*5*18), and that "life" 
is, as Sanday and Headlam aay, "both the Immediate and 
ultimate result of that state of things into which the 
Christian enters when he is declared righteous or receives 
the sentence of absolution"* 1 In 1 Tim*6*12 we have a 
reference to the "eternal life" into which Timothy was 
called at baptism* cf* also Rom*5*17*
Although Paul regards fay  «<iovios as predominantly 
esehatologloal, there can be no doubt that he sees "life",
1 voman3# ICC, (5th ed* Edinburgh* 1902) p*142*
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even this "eternal life", as a present possession of the 
believer# It is the direct result of the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirtt and may even be termed the actual and active 
presence of the Spirit in the human personality. "The law 
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus (i.e. the life-giving 
spirit) has made me free from the law of sin and of death" 
(Kora.8:2)i the mind of the Spirit is life and peaoe (Horn# 
816 and cf#8 :1 0). To have onefa attitude determined by the 
Spirit not only will issue in life, but also has in itself 
already the germs of life# The new life of the believer la 
associated also with participation in the death and resur­
rection of Jesus through baptism#
We were buried therefore with him by baptism into
death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead by 
the glory of the Father, we too might walk in new­
ness of life (cv k-on/ot^ tc fa y * ). Eor if we have 
been united with him in a death like his, we shall 
certainly be united with him in a resurrection like 
his# ••• If we have died with Chriat we believe 
that we shall alao live with him. (Kom.6:4f•,8)•
It Is clear that v.4 represents the new life aa a present 
possibility. Burial with Christ prepares the believer for 
participation in the potentiality of new life which Hi§ 
resurrection disclosed, so that after the act of belief a 
new life opens before him. But is the union with Chriatfs 
resurrection In v.5 present or future? C.K# 3arrett Inter­
prets it as futuristic, as in v.8;1 on the other hand, F#J# 
Leehhardt regards it as present:
1 Commentary on womans. p.123.
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Is the future verb chronological or logioal? Is It 
an allusion to the general resurrection, or to the 
present participation of the believer in the life 
of the Risen Lord which should flow logically from 
his participation in the death of the Crucified?
The second meaning is preferable both because of 
the indissoluble unity constituted by the Cross 
and Resurrection and also because of the parallel 
thought in Col.2 112, where ideas of death and 
resurrection are associated with baptism. 1
Furthermore, at v.ll, Paul alludes to the new life of the
believer in such a way as to make it clear that it is a
being-raised in the life of the Risen Lord* the Christian
omust consider himself alivt* to Cod in Christ Jesus." In 
one or two passages the life of the believer is ropresented 
as the very of the risen (exalted) Christ. Thus 2 Cor.
4:10-111 ”alwaya carrying in the body the death of Jesus, 
so that the life of Jesus may also be manifested in our 
bodies. For while we live, we are always being given up to 
death for Jesus9 sake, so that the life of Jesus may be 
manifested in our mortal flesh”• The life of the Christian 
minister or witness (and of Paul in particular) constantly 
re-enacts the life of Christ. Again Col.3:l-4* "You have
1 Leenhardt, Solatia to the Kenans ( T, London, 1961) ad loc« 
Barrett admits tha€' the future In v.6 might be a purely 
"logical” future, but this (he thinks) would not agree with 
the undoubtedly temporal reference in the future at v.8. He 
adds that Paul is always cautious of expressions which
might suggest that the Christian haa already reaehed his 
goal. H.Koestsr. NTS. VIII, (1962) p.329 n.2 claims that in 
the genuine Pauline letters "the resurrection of the 
believer remains a future expectation”. But Rom. 61 Iff sug­
gests clearly that we are now risen with Christ and have 
entered into the new life.
2 V .8 of the chapter suggests * future hope pointing to the 
final reaurrection ( <ro^ Vayudv/ ocorCp )i but we should not
bean raised with Christ# • • You have died and your life 
is hid with Christ in Ood# When Christ who is our life 
{ij ^*7 ij}u.ov) shall appear, you also will appear with him 
in glory'4, 1 brings together the present character of the 
believer1s life - a resurrection life - and the continuing 
source of that life, which is Christ himself# The difficult 
passage at Kom.5il0, "Having been reconciled, 
cv rCj tfcoibo ", suggests the same thought: "the recon­
ciled share the life of Christ and to share this divine life
«* Pis to be saved indeed”• Being raised with Christ, the 
reconciled man enters the new life which is the only means 
of salvation in the Judgment. In claiming that entry into 
real life is possible for man on earth, Paul is consistent 
with his expressed view of the original divine purpose
for man# Godfs original design was to give man life# The
* > \commandment of Ood was intended to bring life ( +) cvtoXvj 
^ Rom#7:10) though its purpose was unfulfilled:
and Paul is even prepared to say: <sl vojxos o
U^30TTO|4yj^‘cCKJ OVTcJS Vo^ jlOO o^ V +jV  "bltCtXlO COnAj J
if a law had been given which could make alive, then right­
eousness would Indeed have sprung from the law" 0al#3:21#
make an oversharp distinction between that verse and the 
neighbouring verses, since the formula "with Christ" may 
be interpreted sacramentally (Col#2) as well as esohat- 
ologically.
1 This passage, and Eph#2:6 use the past tense of the Resur­
rection of Christians, but Koester (see above) is doubtful
of the authenticity of both letters#
2 T#W# Manson, Romans, in Hew Peake# p#944, para. 820b#
In other words* the possession of life Is the ideal for 
humanity* but the law could not give it. But the power of 
the Spirit enables the believer to receive Ko<«v/</tms 
(Horn.6:4). By participating in the death and resurrection 
of Christ the man of faith receives the trensformation of 
life now* in humility and hope* and *lso the entry into 
the life eternal.
Part 2. The Synoptic Gospels.
In discussing the significance of the adjective <*»ov«os 
we touched on most of the examples of the use of 
0<uov'os in the Synoptic gospels. It was suggested that 
the Synoptic use of the phrase represents the Jewish \an 
XSn aSi^n* the Life of the Age to come. Thus Jesus
r — T T
promises (Mk.10:30) that the faithful disciple will receive 
"in the world to come* life everlasting". Here we are deal­
ing with a future good belonging to a future age* and 
having the enduring quality of divine life. The use of
by Itself la infrequent* but nonetheless significant.
In Mark 9*43-47 (vs#43*45) la synonymous with ^ -
Too 9c.ou (47).* Now in the teaching of Jesus* entrance 
into the Kingdom of God is the great end to be sought and 
is made possible by dlsclpleshlp. That this "chief end" is
1 A strong possibility that Mk.9.41ff is an original word 
of Christ is created by the fact that the section has a 
clear poetic character when rendered into Aramaic: see M.
Blaok. An Aramlc Approach to the Bospels and Acts. (2nd
ed. oxford1; 1854) pp.'IST-Sg;  K----------- L
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also referred to in his teaching as "life" suggests that 
when John ehooses this latter concept to describe the 
supreme good, he is not inventing something new, but is 
interpreting something which lies In the primitive tra­
ditions the roots of his leading theme are in the teaohlng 
of Jesua. 1 Moreover, (if we may anticipate a little) Johnfs 
characteristic emphasis on the present possibility of 
"life” is also explicable in terms of the equation with 
the Kingdom”, for, however much "the Kingdom” bore a 
future referenoe, it was in a real sense inaugurated in 
the coming of Christ and membership of it was s present 
possibility for his disciples. 2
At Kt.l9:17 is synonymous with <*^vios
in v.16, while at Mt.7sl4 "the gate is narrow and the way 
hard that leads sis r^ jy/ Juyip ” suggests that dlaelpllned 
aooeptanee of the demands of dlsclpleship is the 
true path into the experience of full life, both present 
and future.
1 On this see T.W. Mans on, On Paul and John (London, 1963) 
p.llOff. He shows how the different terns for the content 
of salvation - kingdom, justification, life - oonnote 
essentially the same thing and how the means of reaching
it la also constant, within the difference of terminology.
" Taatever the form of words that is used, two factors 
remain constant from the Synoptlos to Johns that the thing 
that is to be attained is something that belongs to God - 
He gives it or it is found in his presenoe - and the attain­
ment of it always depends on some relation of the indiv­
idual to Christ (111).
2 For a recent study of John1 a teaching on eteraa} life 
and ita sources in the Synoptics, see A. Feuillet, -tudes 
Johannlques. chap.vi.
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Part 3# The Fourth Gospel#
Without attempting to treat the problem of the background 
of Johannine thought, we may fairly claim, on the basis 
of the survey just completed, that the background of the 
phrase 0^*7 ^v.os is predominantly Jewiah-Hellenistic 
rather than Graeoo-Hellenistic#1 At the level of term­
inology, the Fourth Gospel9s preference for oCjovios 
betrays the Jewish affiliation of its language: the Greek
phrase is found only in LXX Dan.l2t2,Ps#Sol#3:16, Philo 
Fug#78 and 4 Mac.15:3 (cf# 2 Mac.7:9): and as we nave hinted 
already the use and meaning of the term may also suggest 
association with the Jewish doctrine of the Age to oome#
To the discussion of this in greater detail we now turn#
In the fourth verse of the Prologue we find the 
affirmation: (i.e# the Logos)
To Tov hile it is true that the ideas
represented by and are characteristic of Hellenistic
religion and philosophical thought (e#g# C#Her#I and XIII) 
it would seem that the closest parallels to this statement 
are found in the OT and Jewish thought# The words of Pa.36 
(35): 10 spring to mind immediately and probably Influenced 
John: To^ oi ool h* Tu> gov opo^e&o*. # The
Sapiential literature declares that "lsdom is •••
1 We use these terms to try to designate emphases within 
Hellenistic thought, which Itself oannot be simply con­
trasted with Jewish# Influences operated both ways to 
create the mixed thought of Hellenism#
^tos ciibioo (,visd.7:26), that "he who finds wisdom finds 
life” (Prov.8:36, LXX <A yuoo e^oboi H *  ) and
that through i adorn one may possess <*©<*'/ot<r/oc (wisd.8:13,17 
Kow in Jewish thought the identification of Wisdom with 
Torah is certainly pre-Christian (cf.Sirach 24) and there­
fore we may he justified in suggesting that the attributing 
of the qualities of "isdom (namely "life" and "light") to 
Torah is not a late creation, even though many of the 
expressions of it are relatively late.* The contrast 
between the Torah and the Incarnate Word appears to be one 
of the governing ideas of the Fourth gospel and it la a 
major part of the evangelist9s intention to show that the 
revelation in Christ offered in reality what Judaism was 
meant to offer, but failed to provide, namely a genuine 
knowledge of Ood bringing life to men.
The Law as such is not for John a way to the 
knowledge of Ood9s wil. ... It claims to be9 but 
is not, the divine Wisdom, the light of the 
world, the life of men. 2
But the Life was the light: for the life was the creative
life-giving energy of the Logos, and the Logos revealed
the knowledge of Ood. Hence the life was the l i g h t of men
T  STTre Deut.11:2 2 par.48: "As water is life for the world, 
so also the words of Torah are life for the world": Deut.R. 
7.3 comments on Canticles 1:3 ("Thy name is as ointment 
poured forth"): "This is said to refer to Torah, 9As oil
is life for the world, so the words of the Torah are life 
for the world) as oil is light for the world, so also are 
the words of Torah light for the world9".
2 C.H. Dodd, op.clt.. p.86.
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which gave them true knowledge and, by lte shining, wrought 
judgment. Christ possessed and manifested life, true life 
in dependenoe upon the Father and therefore eterml, and
that life la available to men througi him. "Thou hast
given to the Son power over all flesh that he might give
»/ r / / \ /(iv/-c . • • oto(T+q aorist)y^>/ iuavi©\/ to all when thou hast
given him" (17s2, cf. 1 Jn.2:26). The Good Shepherd parable
reiterates the themes 10s 10 cyJo ^XOov ivy, k*<-
Trs^ xrdov/ syujow ) v. Syo <aI>to!s (my sheep)
otlJtviov cx> yo».^ c^ iroXcJVTbdi <£i<s, *To>/ e?oT>\/<<. . The purpose of
the mission of Jesus is to give to men life or eternal llfes
it is stated unequivocally at 10*28,and elsewhere under
symbolic language. The gift is received by faith. It is
necessary for the Son of van to be lifted up (
in crucifixion and in glory) 1 w*c x*s o in ctt<£ooov 4v/ otarC? cy^q
^ 7* o<^ v»ov 3s 15. The following verse (16) again connects
the possession of with ttmttis , as does 3*36s "He who
believes on the Son has ( ) sternal life* he who does
not obey the Son shall not aee life (ook o^fjer^ ^
the wrath of God abides on him". The same theme is found
in 6:24 s "Verily I say nnto you, He that heareth my words and
belleveth on him that sent me has (exec ) eternal life* he
does not come into judgment, but has passed (fxc-T* )
I G^oCv in John has a two-fold relation, to auffering and 
to exaltation. The verbal play is stronger in Syriac and 
Palestinian AraMlc, alnoe in those languages n p i r x means "to 
be lifted up" and also "to be crucified •
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* * 0  • Sc/*® /from death to life", and at 2 0:3 1, yay^ rfTr-rw*. f. kocL
h/*C TTi<rr6oovT<ts {^7 ^ €X7 T<£ to ovojuotTi *oto6 i cf.6 l
40,47; 7i38 and 11*25. Concerning these verses a number of 
Important points should be noted*
(I) As we have se?n is synonymous withy?>*<r»\€«* rot* Bcou
In Mark 9:45*47 and both are In contrast to y<sew<* * Mow
aiiJzviOs is first mentioned in John, at 3:15, after the 
only reference in the Oospel to the Kingdom of Ood (3 : 3 , 5 ) .
In fact, the concept of "life" or "eternal life" replaces 
that of the Kingdom in the Fourth Gospel.
(II) ‘'"hat is characteristic of the Fourth Oospel is its 
declaration of the possibility of the present possession 
of life eternal. "He who believes. • has eternal life".1 
This emphasis accords with the esohatology of the whole 
Oospel which is essentially a realised esohatology. Judgment 
has oome in Christ i those who are related to him by faith 
possess now eternal life. This profound reinterpretation
of the primitive Christian esohatology may have had its
roots in the Synoptic tradition which was aware that somehow
the Kingdom had come with Christ: it is consistent with
the Pauline doctrine that "life", the sharing in the risen
life of Christ, Is possible now for the Justified man.
1 ilnoe ttkttcoo is only onoe in Jn.followed by £v (3:15), 
C#K# Barrett, The Oospel aocording to John (London, 1955) p.11 
thinks it probable that ds/ o<0 t& ^nVTff \>e construed with 
ot. , if this were so at this point (and it seems 
doubtful; X  reads £»* ) it would be unique, for the pasia^ei 
quoted above demonstrate that *oov»©s i£ the result
of belief in Christ.
dll) Jn#B:24 la very similar to the Pauline doetrlne of 
justification# The believer does not oome into judgment but 
leaves the courtroom acquitted# John, however, connects 
faith and the possession of life directly, without "right­
eousness” as a middle term, so that we may fairly claim that 
for John the entry into eternal life through faith expresses 
what the Pauline soteriology expressed by the forensic
metaphor of "Justification by faith" - a Justification which,
<■ /as our earlier study of enc«*iofue^  revealed, is explicable 
in terms of the experience of dying with Christ and rising 
with him into newness of life#
(iv) But what does <*icov*os mean for John? Is it "ever­
lasting life", with the idea of duration paramount? ”e have 
already pointed out that the use of ^07 o<7«i>v«os in the 
Synoptics almost always refers to the "life of the Age to 
come": this appears to be the case in Johnvs gospel also#
The Jewish doctrine is very probably referred to in 5139: 
"You search the Scriptures (kpeu>/*y/ 3 W H ,  the technical 
term for Biblical study and exposition), for you think that 
in them you have eternal life, and it is they which bear 
witness to me# Yet you refuse to come to me that you may
A \ j /  -have life ( »*** y^  view that such study
was the way to the life of the Age to come is a coramon-place 
of Kabbinle teaching: e#g# Aboth 2:7 (Hlllel) "if a man has 
gained a good name he has gained something for himself: if
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he has gained for himaelf the words of the Law, he has 
gained for himaelf the life of the Age to come ( iaQ lb
KlJ] tibi^n)" and Aboth 6*7 "Torah... gives to them that
r T 1 praotise it life in this Age and in the Age to oome”. The
referenoe within this utterance concerning f a y  ooovtos , and
oalso in 4s36 and 12125 , to Jewish dootrine creates a strong 
possibility that J6hn means by the expression "the life of 
the Age to come”.
(v) Assuming this to be the case, how oan John elalm that 
the "life of the Age to come" is a present possibility for 
those who have faith in Christ, that in Him *«'iJv<os la 
present? In the first place, the replacing of the Synoptic 
"kingdom of God" by "eternal life" may have enabled John to 
posit presentness of "life", since the Synoptics were aware 
of the Kingdom9a presence in the coming of Christ. Secondly, 
the fact that "John writes within and for, and from the
• m3standpoint of, the post-resurrection Church" may have 
Influenced him in his declaration that what was eonmonly 
regarded as a future bleasing has become a present faot.
The future had new been realised in Christ and in the Resur­
rection. Hla risen, exalted life was the life of th * promised 
Age to come, available now, and all who came in faith to
1 Adolf Sehlatter, Per Evangelist Johannes. (Stuttgart, 1948) 
ad loc. draws attention to a number of other passages 
expressing the same claim for Torahi Jer.Berak.6a,Mechil.
Ex.13t3«
2 Cf. C.H. Dodd, op.clt.. p.146. 3 Barrett, op.clt.. p.179.
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Chriat might share in it# A third and fruitful line of 
approach to this problem oan be developed from consideration 
of the type of dualism with which John works# That there 
is a dualism in John1 a thought between two worlds - between 
that of Ood, light and salvation and that of Satan, darkness 
and corruption - is undeniably clear and has been illumined 
by the writings of the Qumran sect# but in John the two 
worlds are not distinguished aocording to a horizontal line 
(as in Judaism), the present world and the world to come, 
but rather in a vertical line, the world above and the world 
below (8:23), a celestial and a terrestrial (3:12,31)# The 
temporal, successive idea of the two ages was, in John, 
in process of dissolution# It was no longer neoessary, or 
even possible, to safeguard the otherness of Cod, as Judaism 
had done, by declaring that at some future time the Kingdom 
would descend from heaven with power# Already it was pos­
sible for a new existence (still <**u>9cv/ ) to possess a man 
so that he might see and enter the kingdom of Cod# xhe two 
worlds coexist and overlap# Humiliation and glory, hiddenness 
and revealedneas, this Age and the Age to come, are no longer 
conceived of as in temporal succession, but coexistent 
aspects of the one act of revelation in Christ#* It Is in
1 ci1. C#K# Barrett, "The Place of Eschatology In the Fourth 
Gospel", HT. LIX, (1947-48) pp#302-5# Also tfussner, Z A h : 
Die Ansohauung votn *Lebent 1m vlerten Evangellum. p#56 and 
L'^vangile de Jean. ed# F#M. Braun (Paris, 19587 p#184#
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the perspective of this kind of dualism that we must plaoe 
the Johannlne idea of "life" if we are really to understand 
It. "Life” is the characteristic of the world aboves it 
belongs to God, while to the world below belongs corruption 
and death. God has sent his Son, the Logos, the bearer of 
Life, to save men and give them life, and the incarnation 
is the appearing of the divine life. The esohatological 
(divine) life is thus present in the "now” of the Christ- 
event. But paradoxically, it is the death of Christ which 
is the necessary preliminary to the gifts the death of 
Christ delivers man from the dominion cf this world, and, 
when that is accomplished, man can receive the gift of life 
through faith and the Sacraments. This, however, is to 
anticipate our discussion.
Thus far we have been treating only the present
reality of in the faithful. There are also in John1a
Gospel statements which reflect the usual late-Jewiah and
Christian esohatology. Bultmann and other oommentators
ascribe these to Church redaction. Such an authoritarian
attitude seems unjustified and unnecessary, a solution of
a Johannlne problem by "textual surgery • Let us examine
the statements in context.
He who hears my words and believes on him that 
sent me has eternal llfes he does not come into 
judgment, but has passed from death to life. (24)
Here we have the statement of realised esohatology.
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The hour la coining and now la whan tha daad will 
hear tha voice of tha Son or Ood and thoaa who 
hear will liva ( ^<r©o<nv ) t 28.
The imagery haa taken on an apocalyptio ring. With v.27
the pattern of thought ehangea and v.28 continues!
Tha hour ia ooming when all who are in tha tomba 
will hear his voice and coma forth, those who 
have dona good to tha resurrection of life ( cU  
e6/-i<rT<x<riv’ >js ) and those who have dona evil 
to tha resurrection of judgement. (28-29). 1
This view is not antithetical to tha other? both a^e in an 
organio relation. The evangelist agrees with the popular 
Christian a <ohatology that tha believer will enter into 
eternal life at tha resurrection* and although this truth 
is of leas Importance to John than tha fact that tha . 
believer may already possess eternal life, it nevertheless 
remained part of his thought and found expression here. - The 
point of unity is formed by the Johannine Christology.
Christ ia the {uioTOnov on both levels. The present and con­
tinuing "life" is his gift* the recovery of life after the 
death of the body and the end of the world is his gift; it
is the consummation of t the final fulfilment of the
2saying work of Christ.
In Johannine thought the f a y  *te&y«os is mediated 
through faith and through the Sacraments. Several of the
1 Cr. the dramatisation of this saying at 11*25.
2 The "inaugurated” and "to be consummated" aspects of the 
Kingdom of Cod and of entry into it in the Synoptic Gospels 
are united in the doctrine of the person an d  work of 
Christ.
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statements emphasising the importanoe of faith have been 
recorded above# To these we may add 6:40,47) 7:38 and 11:25, 
all of which clearly relate "faith" to the possession of
h n /"eternal life # The characteristic construction of -mcrTeucj
in this connection is os ^tov ('l^ obGv/) i.e#7! j 'OXn
and this denotes not simply "to give credence to a message"
7r»<rTouo -f- dat.) but" to have a firm reliance upon Christ
and to recognise as valid the claims made for his person,
as the revelation of Cod#"1 To accept these is to enter into
salvation, or, in the Johannine terminology, into life#
"This is eternal life, that they know thee, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent" (17:3)# Life
is the age-old quest of mankind and the age-old design of
God for man# Only in Christ can it be found, who is himself
the Way, the Truth and the Life (cf# 1 Jn#5*ll)# Then a man
thus admits "who Jesus is" and, in so doing, submits to
His Judgment upon his search for life, that is to begin to
possess the life which Is life indeed# It is new life bora
out of the death of the old# "Verily, I say unto you,
unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it
remains alone) but if it dies, it bears much fruit# He who
loves his life ( )  loses it, but he who hates his life
in this world will keep it for eternal life (the life of
1 ('jy. "• Bultmann, Faith (Bible Key words: ET from T TTP:
London 1961) pp#98ff. Also C#H# Dodd, op.clt#. pp#182-84#
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the Age to come)", 12124-25# In the death and the resur­
rection of Chriat is the real gift of lifet in death and 
resurrection with Christ is the true life acquired by man#1 
?e have already alluded to the idea that 
o^’cov.os is mediated also by the Sacraments# The connection 
with Baptism seems to be implicit in 3i3-5, "unless a man 
is born # # . unless a man is born of water and
the Spirit, he cannot see the Kingdom of Ood"# Apart from 
these two verses John uses ^ov.os instead of
T o O  QcoC 9 therefore we may Justifiably olalm that the 
entry into "eternal life" is conditional upon rebirth, or 
regeneration through baptism and endowment with the Spirit# 
The possibility of rebirth (as vs# 13-15 makes dear) lies
in the descent in love of the Son of man and his "elevation"
2on the Cross| the possibility becomes an actuality for 
those who have faith#
The association of "life" with the Eucharist is 
found in 6:52ff• The argument of the chapter (from v#22) 
develops the theme of the "bread of life" in three stages#
(i) Man must labour ( £ / > y ), not for the bread 
which perishes, but for the bread which abides unto eternal 
life { ^/v/oo^ <£»s <*. ), whioh the Son of f*an will
give# The word stirs up the question of the
1 taul states the same truth in terms of m
2 1 Jn#5s6ff brings together the baptism and death of Jesus 
and the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lordfs Supper#
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place of works In religion, but Jesus declares that faith 
alone la necessary (29)* The request for a sign leads to 
a recalling of the manna story, and from this point Jesus
Identifies the bread which comes down from heaven with
• #
himself, who, as Son of Man, has come down from heaven: 6: 
33,35 - ’ The bread of Ood Is he that comes down from 
heaven and gives life to the world ( £ , W S  ToJ KOJyutO }
and eyut o Jy>Tbs t j$, "* In this section 0 con­
trast appears to be drawn between the Torah and the true 
bread of God, In Rabbinic teaching bread is a common symbol 
of the Torah* This tradition can be traced back to the time 
of Eliezer ben Hyrcanus and Joshua ben Chananlah (c.90 A*B.)
A proselyte ( ^X) asked the meaning of Deut*10:18,
"The Lord loveth the stranger ( ) in giving him
bread and raiment ( tjrib)" : R. Joshua inter­
preted thus: Bread means the Torah, as it is
written. "Come, eat of my bread (i.e. the bread of 
wisdom) Prov*9:5, end raiment means the scholarfs 
robe| if a man gets Torah, he gets the scholar1s 
robe* len*R* 70*5*
R* Berechiah on Prov*25:21
If thy enemy hunger, feed him with bread, l*e*
with the bread of Torahj if he thirst, give him 
water to drink, the water of Torah* *eslq* 80b*
Consequently it was natural to think of Torah as ♦'he bread
of Moses and a simple step to identify it with manna*^ But
1 bo&i, op*clt*. p*336, "The equation of manna with 
in Philo aImost necessarily implies that in some circles it 
was taken to be a symbol of Torah*1’ In late Rabbinic 
tradition the second giving of manna is a fixed 
feature of Jewish eschatologioal expectation* Thus another 
level of meaning in the story is that the Jews are asking 
Jesus to establish his Messianic claims by the sign of 
renewing the gift of manna*
the Torah waa not able to give eternal life, although it 
promised it: only Jesus gave <*.l^veos to those who oame
to him in faith#
(ii) The second section (41-51) makes the significant
addition that the bread which Jesus will supply is his flesh,
and his flesh is given for the life of the world#
I am the living bread which oame down from heaven: 
if anyone eats of this bread he will live for ever#
And the bread which I shall give is my flesh (given)
for the life of the world# (51)#
This is a plain reference to the sacrificial death and
points forward to the allusion to the Eucharist in the
fine! section#
(iii) vs. 52-59. The addition of "blood" comes at v#53: 
"unless ye eat the flesh of the Son of Wan and drink his
. j  »/ (p  ^ ^blood, you have no life in you (oo« €x*T* <£</ )
He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood y
and I will raise him up at the last day"# The summary is
at v#57: "he who eats me V  eyuL The flesh and
blood of Christ are truly food and drink to those who 
receive them, because, by means of them, a reciprocal in­
dwelling of Christ and the believer is established, and 
through this union with Christ, by mutual indwelling, man 
experiences and enjoys eternal life#
The whole discourese is illumined by the reference 
to the Spirit in the verse which follows. The flesh of which 
Jesus has spoken is the vehicle of the life-giving Spirit
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to those who believe (63) as are the words which he has 
spoken ( ^jj<oLToi u. iycb XcWX^Kc* v^ Tv/ Trvco^uod £crri
€<tt»v ): since they are of the Spirit they generate life*
for real life is essentially irvco^ros # The words of 
Moses were unable to perform this* although they promised 
it - "The words of the Law ( miji non) which I have given 
you are life for you ( tin tr*n)"f Mechil.Ex.l5:26:cf.'lal.3*21. 
Jesus alone has the words of eternal life ( ToC 
oo’c^ Vioo 6x.€»s )*6166* for they are alive and convey life
to those who hear and believe (cf.5:24 and 12:50). There 
is no opposition between the life-giving flesh and the life* 
giving words: each has its life-giving quality* not in itself
but in its witness to the living Christ* and in its being 
the vehicle of the Spirit to bring men into communion with 
the Christ.*
At 7:38 the Spirit is mentioned under the image 
of living water ( ^3v ). in order to retain the
parallelism of the saying and in view of the context* it 
seems preferable to interpret the verse as follows: "If any­
one thirst* let him come to me| and let him drink who 
believes on me: as the Scripture says* f0ut of the midst of
him (i»e. out of the midst of Me* the Christ) shall flow
privers of living water • If we interpret thus* the saying
1 if. bodd* op.cit.. p.342 note 3.
2 The punctuation of this verse remain? in dispute: scholars 
are almost evenly divided ir. opinion. Dodd* Bultmarm and 
Jeremias prefer the reading adopted above* while Barrett
is clearly connected with what follows* It is from Christ, 
(for John, the glorified Christ), that the Spirit proceeds* 
The er-*me image occurs in the conversation with the Samar­
itan woman at 4:14 - "The water whioh I shall give to him 
(who drinks) will be in him a spring of water welling up 
to eternal life"* "Living water" as a metaphor for the 
quickening energies of God appears in the OT (Ezek*47:9, 
Zeoh*14:8, Jer.2:13), and in the Rabbinic literature the 
metaphor of water is used both for the Torah* and the Holy 
Spirit* Till© it would be unwise to deny that John la 
here again suggesting the contrast between the life-giving 
power of Christ and the failure of the Torah to provide it, 
yet he aeeoa to wish to emphasise by the metaphor the 
reference to the Roly Spirit* SB, II, 434ff* draws attention
and Xii^iifoot retain the customary interpretation, that the 
believers themselves give life* In & valuable discussion 
Hoskyns and Davey (The Fourth GoaPel* London, 1940, p.365f.) 
suggest that both meanings are Jonannine* Jesus is the 
donor of Life (2:1-11,19:34, lJn*5:6-8) and those who believe 
are the creative source of new life to others (4:10-14): 
but the subsidiary (l*e* the second) meaning presses upon 
the primary in the authorfs mind* See also the discussions 
on this verse In RB, LXV, (1958) pp*523-546, LXVI (1959) pp. 
369-386, LXVII (lSSo) pp.224-45: also K*0. Kuhn in NTS, IV,
(1957-58) pp. 63-65.
1 See Adolf Schlatter. Per Evangelist Johannes, ad loo* To 
the reference at Gen*26:l9 to ros the
Targum says r?#T the
words of the law likened to a well of living water • Some 
other references on the same theme are given by C*H# Dodd, 
op.clt* *p*83*
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to the uae of "water” and ”living water” as a symbol of 
the Holy Spirit, and especially to 3en*R*70*8 where the 
water-drawing of Tabernacles Is Interpreted as drawing 
the Holy Spirit i and the setting of the Johannlne saying 
la the Feast of Tabemaoles. *he " living water” la the gift 
of Holy Spirit which Is the source of eternal life to men*
We have already discussed the presentness of 
"eternal life” In response to faith* Now, to end with, we 
turn our attention to the Johannlne understanding of the 
content and oharaoter of this life* Two categories pre­
dominate! that of joy (IStil, 16t20-24, 17s13 and 1 Jn*lt4) 
and more especially that of love ( ) m The divine
eternal life was manifested In Jesus (1 Jn.l:2} and offered 
to men In him* Its availability Is grounded In Oodfs self­
giving love (3116), and as the life of Jesus Illustrates 
this comprehending and sacrlflolal love, so also will the 
lives of his disciples(ISs12ff*)• The words of T*## Manson 
on this theme serve well as the conclusion of our study;
The vitality of Ood overflows Into the world! It 
Is creative life and what It creates la a fellow­
ship of love! *fle know that we have passed out of 
death Into life, beoause we love the brethren” (1 Jn* 
3H4)*
The new life shows Its divine quality by the way It 
becomes creative In the love of the brethren* Sal­
vation for John Is life - life that Is eternal, 
continually creative, continually spending Itself 
In love yet never diminished, the klrd of life
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6 b 6 -
that age doe* not weary nor the year? condemn. It 
la a life of fellowship • with God who gives ltf 
with Christ who mediates itf with the brethren 
who share It* 1
XI. Summary*
'e have now completed our examination of the Johannlne use 
of e*»c£vios and of the various symbols by whioh it is 
explained* It ia apparent that, while the terminology and 
thought of the evangelist resemble those of Greek phil­
osophy, the roots of his theme are to be found in Jewish 
teaching* In his treatment of ’'eternal life” as the content 
of salvation John is true to the Jewish-Synoptic-Pauline 
tradition! he builds upon it, emphasising in his unique way, 
the present reality of the "life of the Age to come” in the 
experience of the believer* This is explicable in terms of 
the revised dualism (vertical rather than horizontal) with 
which he works, and by means of which he can declare that 
the life of the realm above, real life. Interpenetrates and 
overlaps this world* This is the life of the incarnate, 
crucified and glorified Christ, shared by those who, through 
faith and obedience, oome to him and submit to his judgment 
and so are renewed in their being* It Is mediated and main­
tained by the Sacraments which, like the words of Christ, 
are the vehicles of the Spirit to create com union between 
Christ and his people, a relationship whioh Is to be con­
summated at the general resurrection*
1 6n Paul and John, p.113, 115*
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I* The Old Testament Use of O'H ,
The Hebrew word whioh most nearly corresponds to the Oreek 
TrvcOjk*. is n il , This tarm, ordinarily translated "spirit", 
ha* aa Its primary sense (like , derived from tnov
"to breathe") "air in motion", and therefore "wind" or •
"breath"* Tiile there may be divergence of opinion aa to 
whioh of these two meanings came first, it is not oorreot 
to elaim (as aome seholars have done1) that the meaning 
"breath" did not appear until after tho Exile. According to 
C, Virolleaud, n?“) aigniflea "vital breath" (of animals) in
Otho Ras Shamra texts, and that meaning ia Implied in 
several OT passages whioh certainly pre-date the Exile* In 
Ex* I618 and 2 Sam* 22tl6 (« Pa* 18tl6) "the ruach of the
nostrils of Yahweh" signifies the "wind" and ruaoh must be
„ # 3understood as "breath • On the basis of these poetical 
passages, whioh witness to the primitive belief that the 
wind is the breath of Ood, one is tempted to claim that 
the original meaning of 0 *11 is "breath", emerging from nose
1 E*V?*Tburfcon, Spirit* Soul and Flesh. (Chicago, 1918) t>,61j 
J* Hempel, Oott und Mensoh im At* (2 ed* Stuttgart, 1936), p* 
1051 H*W* Robinson, ^feebrew Psychology" (in The People and 
the Book* ed. A.S. Peake, p*360) and Ins pi ra 1 1on and - ^vel- 
atlon 7n the Old Testament* (Oxford, 19467 p.WT .
2 Syria * XVIII, (1937), p.86. Cf. A.R. Johnson, The Vitality 
of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel, (Cardiff.
i w b t p.w ; —  -------------------------------------------------
S Cf* Hos•13115} Is.11:4, 30<26, where the "breath" of Ood 
signifies the "wind".
or mouth, and that the meaning has been extended to "wind", 
this being regarded as the ’’breath” of a powerful being.
Speculation on primitive ideas and original 
meanings is not significantly fruitful for our study* we 
are eonoerned with the range of meaning of 0]! to be found 
within the literature of the OT. Of the 378 occurrences of 
nil f about one-third,^ spread throughout the Whole 
period of the OT, denote ’wind” or are closely associated 
with that idea. Among the latter are those passages 
(mostly poetical) mentioned above in whioh the 0*0 (’’breath” 
of Yahweh signifies the ’’wind”. Of the many occasions on 
whlefc n il must Itself be translated ’’wind”, we may mention 
a few which demonstrate the conviction that the wind is 
under Yahweh1 s control and is one medium through whioh he 
exerts his power. Yahweh brings forth the winds from his 
treasure, Ps. 135*7; Jer.l0*13* he makes them his messengers, 
Ps. 104*4* he created the wind and regulates its force, Amos. 
4*13; Job 28*25* he sends a wind to assuage the Flood, Gen. 
8*1 (P); In the J story of the Exodus, the wind is the agent 
in bringing the plague of locusts (Ex. 10*13b, 19) and in 
causing the sea to recede before Israel (14*21). lien Q-H 
means ”wind”, the notion of strength or violence is gener­
ally present, e.g. Prov.27:16, Ps. 55*8, Is. 7*2, Ezek. 1*4, 
17*10, 19*12* only occasionally is there no sense of paver
1 H.^. obinson (Inspiration and Revelation, p.74) reckons
the number at 131.
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and force, eg. Ps. 78:39, Zeoh. 5)9, Qen. 3)8.
The proportion of oases where the idea of strength 
and violence is intended in all uses of ruaeh
(wind) is three to one. M s  is counting all the
twenty-two cases (nine in Eoclesiates and seven 
in Job) where the meaning is "vanity, breath, 
emptiness". Apart from these cases, the proportion 
is fifteen to one. 1
As well as being powerful, the wind is invisible, mysterious 
and impalpable) it knows no limits, yet no-one knows its 
origin. To this extent, any mysterious, unpredictable power 
is akin to the wind. It is not surprising, therefore, to 
find that exceptional displays of power in men are asorlbed 
to the action of the ruaoh of Yahweh) the same character­
istics • strength and mystery • belonged to these pro­
digious exploits as to the energies of the wind.
This brings us to the second main use of nil ,
viz. to denote supernatural influences acting upon men, and
2very occasionally on inanimate objects) we may call this
the "inspirational" or "charismatic" connotation of ruaoh
Yahweh (or Elohim). In the historically earliest sources,
the ruaoh (in this sense) acted in an intermittent fashion)
it fell unexpectedly on certain individuals, particularly
T T X  Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, p, 
182. There is a derived use of ruaoh meaning ^a point of 
the compass", e.g. "Come from the Tour winds.." This is 
found ten times in Ezekiel, four in Jeremiah, three in Dan., 
two in Zeoh. and onoe in 1 Chron. We may be confident that 
this i r  a post-exilic use of the word.
2 H#V7. Robinson, op.olt..p.74 reckons that this use accounts
for 134 of the total occurrences of the word.
thr> early prophets and the warriors who saved Israel.1 **lien 
the spirit ( Q-n ) "was upon” Othniel (Jud. 3HO) and upon 
Jephthah (11*29), when it "put on" ( H J l b )  Gideon (6:34) and 
"rushed upon" ( HD^) Saul (1 Sam. 11*6), these men, obscure 
in themselves, became heroic and won unexpeoted victories 
over the enemies of Israel, ’^hen it "pushed" ( ) Samson
(Jud. 13*26) or 'rushed upon” him (14*6), he slew a lion with 
his hands, killed thirty men (14*19), troVe his bonds like 
flax and slew a thousand Philistines (16*14ff). Two obser­
vations may be made here* first, the coming of the spirit 
( D n ) of the Lord on a man was a direct irruption of 
divine power, violent and overwhelming, but it was temporary, 
given to him to deal with a crisis, and not as a permanent 
endowment* secondly, these crises were moments of supreme 
importance both for the safety and for the faith of the 
nations it was the action of the spirit in energising the 
victorious chiefs which restored the confidence of the 
people in the power of God and the reality of the Covenant.
Ces gestes ... ne sont pas seulement des gestes
mervellleux, ce sont tous les gestes de libe'ration.
Exploits Isolds de heros locaux, ils font partie
dfune meme histolre, ils marquent les etapes de la
1 i!he "spirit" does not appear to have been ascribed to the 
kings in their ruling functions* their decisions were 
based on oraoles (2 Sam. 14:17, 20f 1 Kings 3*11,12). 1 Sam. 
16*13-14 and 2 Sam. 23*2 attribute the "spirit" to Pavidt the 
second pse^age comes from a poem which has similarities to 
some of the Alsdom writings end may be a late composition, 
but 1 Sam. 16* 13-14 suggests a connection between the 
anointing of the king end the bestowal of the spirit, and so 
supports the view that the gift was virtually limited to 
leaders of the people.
r r^he progressive qui oonduisit Israel a lf 
independance* C’est ce mouvement de liberation 
qui fait leur unite* L’intervention, a oea 
dlfferentes etapes, de lvesprit de Y. soullgne 
lvun des axes de Inaction divine dans lfAT.
Lfesprit de Dieu est a la souree de la com- 
rnunaute nationals d’Israel* 1
The ecstasies and oracles of the early prophets were also
attributed to the action of the "spirit of Yahweh" ( n*)l
mrr). Indeed, the "spirit" was so charaoteristio of the
prophet that he could be called Q lin u)TX(Hos* 9:7). In ths
days of Samuel, the strange actions and outbursts of the
nebilm were ascribed to the effects of spirit•possession
(1 Sam* 10:6ff, 19:20ff)* Their ecstasy was infectious! on
meeting a company of such men, Saul, seized by the "spirit"
whioh 'rushes on” him { nb^), was transformed Into another
man and began to prophesy (1 Sam* 10:9f*) Strange, violent
and extravagant actions resulted from the possession (1 Sam*
19:19-24, 1 Kings 18:12, 2 Kings 2:16). According to Num. Ill
26ff*, Yahweh took some of the spirit that was on Mcses and
put it upon the seventy elders and they prophesied: they
did not continue, and Moses expressed the wish that all the
Lord’s people were prophets, that the Lord would put his
spirit upon them* Examples of oracles attributed to the
action of the spirit are later and less numerous* According
to Num.24:2, Baalam spoke one when the spirit "was upon him"*
The onset of the spirit upon these early prophets
T jY  fluillet, Themes Blbllquea, (Paris, 1950) p.233*
is the same as that on the warriors of Israels it was a
strange, violent and temporary endowment which produced
abnormal experiences it was not an abiding gift*
Vhile the action of the "spirit'1 is not absent
from the activities of the great prophets, the claim to
spirit-possession is very infrequent in their writings# The
pre-exilic prophets never (with the possible exception of
Flcah 3:8, if the words ‘'the ruach of iahreh" are not a
later interpolation) speak of "being possessed by the spirit"
in order to justify or authenticate their inspiration# It
may be that opposition to the irrational and extravagant
frenzies provoked by the spirit in the early prophets
1accounts for the suppression of the idea# Possession of the
word of Ood, the knowledge that "Thus salth the Lord#.#"
2now qualifies the prophet for his ministry#
After the Kxile, the "spirit" reappoara as an 
essential element in the inspiration of the prophets# Thus 
Ezekiel speaks and acts under the control of the "spirit"
(2:2, 3 i24, 11:5 etc#) and it is to the "spirit" that he 
attributes his reception of the divine message and his power
1 See S# Kowinckel, "The Spirit and the Word in the pre- 
exilic reforming prophets", JBL, LXXX, (1934) pp# 199-227#
2 We ought not, however, to differentiate too radically 
between "spirit of Yahweh" and "word of Yahweh", Ps. 33:6 
(and possibly 3en#l) brings together the creative breath
and the,creative word# On this see P# van Imschoot. "Lfesprit 
de Yahve, source de vie dans lfAT", RB, XLIV, (1935) pp# 
481-501#
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to rroelaim it* Several of the post-exilic texts which
review Israel1s history present that history as the result
of the nation1s attitude to the "spirit of God" manifesting
itself through the prophets. For instance, in the great
prayer of repentance in Neh* 9 we read*
Thou didst w a n  them by the spirit ( 51(1*111 ) 
through the prophets, yet they would not’ 1 
give ear: therefore thou didst give them
into the hands of the people of the lands (v.30 )•
In a similar context of ideas, Zechariah declarest
They made their hearts like adamant lest they
should hear the law and the words which the 
Lord of hosts had sent by his spirit through
the former prophets* (7*12).
Ihe continuing inspiration of prophets demonstrates that 
the action and power of the "spirit" were not solely 
explosive and spasmodic phenomena* Many texts describe it 
as e ^--rmanent endowment to enable a man to fulfil certain 
functions* The "spirit" v.as on Moses (Kum* 11*17, 25) and 
was transmitted to his successor, Joshua (Num* 27*18, Teut. 
34:9). k part of the "spirit" of Moses rested on ( Q-l J ) the 
seventy elders chosen to assist him in judging the peoples 
the "spirit" rested or settled on Elisha (2 Kings 2*15) who 
had inheritod it from Elijah (2 Kings 2»9): it fill.d ( )
the artisans who were commissioned to fashion the 
furniture of the cult (Ex. 28*3, 31:3, 35:31) s and it was in 
Joseph, conferring upon him wisdom for the good government 
of Egypt (Gen* 41:38-40). hile such endowments cannot be
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regarded aa instances of explosive power momentarily
bursting Upon individuals, they, nonetheless, refer to the
powerful expression of orod’s presence In a man, an except-
1ional heightening of natural gifts already possessed*
The past history of Israel was not regarded as 
the only soene of the spirit’s action* The future would 
experience outpourings even more wonderful* The future age 
would be characterised by abundant fruitfulness, judgment 
and righteousness in the social order - all of which would 
be the results of the Spirit from on high (Is* 32:l5ff. )j 
the "shoot from the stem of Jesse", the Messianic king, 
would be endowed with the spirit whioh would direct all 
his activities (Ia* 11 tiff)* This la not an outburst 
on the oocaalon of his accession, but part of his nermanent
pequipment - ' ein aittlicher und roligloser Charakter Y
Likewise, the spirit was expected to rest upon the Servant
of Yahweh: Is* 42:1 "I have put my aplrlt upon him, and he
shall bring forth justice (i*e* true religion) to the
* The One and tha Many In the Israelite Con-
ceptlon of Ood* (2nd ed. Cardiff, 1961) pp*15ff. interprets 
the^pfrit acting upon man aa an "extension of Yahweh’a 
personality"* "God", he says, "is thought of in terms sim­
ilar to those of man as possessing an indefinable extension 
of the Personality which enables him to exercise a myster­
ious influence upon mankind* In its creative aspect this 
appears aa ’blessing’: In its destructive aspect it makes 
Itself felt as a ’curse1* (p*16)* Other extensions of Y’s 
personality inelude his Name, the Tord, the Angel, the Ark*
2 0* Gerleman . Die Religion in Oesohlchte und Geaenwart* 
(3te Auflage, T&bingen, l95^ J sub "Seiai Im XTV" p.1270*
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nations": and the prophet-messenger of Is*61 would declare
"The Spirit of the Lord Ood is upon me, because the Lord 
has anointed me to bring good tidings to the afflicted! he 
has sent me to bind up the broken-hearted, to proclaim 
liberty to the captives* • " (v*lff*)* The endowment with 
"spirit" was not conceived as the prerogative of special 
individuals: in the future age, all the people were to be
the recipients of the gift* "I will pour my spirit upon 
all flesh.." (Joel 3:1 MT): I will pour my spirit upon
your descendants and my blessing on your offspring" (Is.44: 
3). When this spirit was spread abroad in the hearts of the 
people9 it would bring forth obedience, deliveranoe and 
regeneration (Ezek.36:26ff.)• This aspect of the spirit9* 
activity, as the source of regenerating power within the 
community, appears to have been confined to the Messianic
era* Only once is morel renewal by the spirit desired by an
individual for hixaself: in Ps* 51:12-14 (MT) we read:
Create in me a clean heart, 0 Ood, and put a new
and right spirit within me ( 11 0 J n i“?).
Cast ; A not away from thy presence and take not 
thy hoi j spirit from me 1 ^ 7 8  Q*Tll
Restore to me the joy of thy salvation and uphold 
me with a willing spirit (nVTJ n*11)*
In this prayer v»12 desires stability or steadfastness of
the disposition and personality, and v.14 a spirit that is
ready and willing to respond obediently to Ood9s demands.1
1 A spirit like that described in Ex*35:21. V I J  means also 
"nobfe or princely" and the LXX has y^*/u.ovi<ov ’T i but that 
nuance is not likely to be present here*
"ithin the context of such a prayer for self-renewal It 
aeema probable that the Mini fcg if nil  will have son#
ethical content* It must be parallel to the preceding 
petition, "Cast me not away from thy presence", and we 
would submit that It means the Inward sense of the presence 
and power of the holy God, which both purifies and Inspires 
to Obedient and righteous living, In short, the Inward 
power which makes for holiness*1 Occasionally n il refers 
to the spirit which guides and Instructs towards righteous­
ness; Ps. 143:10 "Teach me to do thy will. ... Let thy good 
spirit lead me on a level path", and Neh. 9:20 (referring to
1 ClV H.J. Kraus, Blbllscher Commentar. Psalmon I (Neukirchen 
1960) ad loc.t " l u n p  nil isV In Ps.51 dTe aofctesmaoht, die 
den Menschen aussondert, reinigt und ihn lm Innersten dazu 
antreibt, Jahwes tfillen gehorsam zu erfullen, Fz. 36:27."
This Is the usual interpretation of the phrase: cf. A. "eiser, 
The Psaltrs (Eng.Trans.London, 1962) ad loc: and M. Butten- 
wieser, The Psalms. (Chicago, 1938) p.191 calls the /1 
"the power of tihe good within man"* T.r. tfanson, On Paul 
and John. (London, 1903) p.34 speaks of the holy spirit 
here as being "the moral and religious consciousness that 
tells man when he sins" or even as "the better self". But 
this is to neglect the positive and active role of the 
Spirit9s presence which P.anson himself suggests when he 
uses the phrase "a power that inspires man to holy and right­
eous life" (p.34).
In a book devoted to the study of the Psalm (Psalm Fifty- 
One, Leiden, 1962) E.R. Dalglish puts forward^ new"inter- 
pretation (pp. 157ff). Because the gift of the Spirit was 
reserved for special individuals in Israel, the Psalmist 
must be a select personage: he had the holy spirit resident
within him, and the only official who had permanent pos­
session of the Spirit of Y. was the king, for the anointing 
with oil was the sacrament of the bestowal of the spirit. 
Therefore, the "spirit of holiness" means "royal inviolab­
ility" rather than moral power* the notion of holiness 
must be understood as sacredness rather than as having purely 
ethical import, to interpret /p /7thus of status rather 
than of character seems to do less than justice to the
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Israel’s past) "Thou didst give thy good spirit to instruct 
them”* This aspect of the Spiritfs activity is parallel 
to the work of ’wisdom" in the Sapiential books (cf* Job 
32S8).1
Apart from Ps*51*13 the only occurrence of the 
phrase "the holy spirit" (lit. "spirit of holiness") is in 
Is*63:10-ll.
But they rebel" * iafl grieved his holy spirit ( n n  
iv4/7/D;: therefore he was turned to be their 
enemy and himself fought against them*
Then he remembered the days of oldf Moses and 
his people (saying)
Tiere is he that brought up from the sea the 
shepherds of his people?
There is he who put in the midst of them his 
holy spirit?
The "holy spirit" here is the active, directing presence of
Ood in Israel1a life, "holy" because it is the presence of
the holy Ood who requires his people to be holy and obed-
context (despite Dalglish’s attempts to prove otherwise)* 
Moreover, the gift of the spirit to the king (even if 
linked with anointing) was not simply a mark of his pos­
ition: it was essentially related to his oharacter* The
few references we have to the gift of the spirit to ^a^id 
and to Saul prove that the endowment of power for leader­
ship came to them because they were of upright and obed­
ient character, because they possessed the quality which 
was necessary for kingship over God’s people*
1 In the Sapiential literature, apart from the Book of 
’isdcm, the "spirit" plays an insignificant role. In < isdom, 
however, many passages suggest that "wisdom", like "spirit", 
is a divine power active in Creation (9:2,9) and assists 
the righteous man to fulfil God’s will (9*11 and 10:5); 
again, it appears to be, like "spirit", a orineiple of 
moral life, communicated to the righteous. On the close 
relation between "wisdom" and "spirit" see P. van Imschoot, 
"Sagesse et Esprit C-.r l’AT", KB, XLVII, (193is) pp.23-49.
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lent to his will* Now this directing presence was embodied 
in the prophetic ministry which was inspired by the spirit 
(cf. :eh. 9 : ■ j 0 , ^eoh. 7:12). Therefore, at v.l : the "grieving 
of his holy spirit" means the rejection of the prophetic 
instruction by which God sought to guide his people 
towards righteousness,1 and in v.ll the words ’’who put in 
the midst of them his holy spirit” are to be understood of 
the spirit resting upon Mosea, tho agent of lodfs warning 
and instruction, cf. Num. Ill17.2
V’e may say then that "holy spirit", both in Ps.
51 and Is. 63 has as its essential background the divine 
demand, God** holy will. Within Israeli national life, this 
standard was revealed and proclaimed in the (ethical) 
instruction and theology of the prophets, which, according 
to Is. 63, the people rejectedi in the life of the individ­
ual (Ps. 51) this directing presence of God is the inner 
awareness of the divine demand, which is itself the inspir­
ation and power for holy living.
The ruaoh Yahweh then is essentially the divine
presence experienced in terms of power for action, whether
T The verb "vex" or "grieve" (13^ ) almost always 
personal object: this suggests a degree of personification in
the term holy spirit" which is preserved in the inter­
pretation we have adopted.
2 "This spirit is a national endowment, residing in the 
community: it is the spirit of prophecy, resting on Moses, 
but manifesting its presence also through other organs of 
revelation", J. Skinner, Isaiah 40-66. (Cambridge, 1898) p.201
3 "The Egyptians are men ) and not God ( bx ) and their
horses are flesh ( ) and not spirit ( n-71 )" says the
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it be prophetic utterance, heroic exploit or righteous 
living: the ruach is not an agent with its own existence
and actions,*1, A*n* Johnson specks of it as an extension of 
Yahweh^ personality, by which he exercises influence on
mankind,2 and Hanson calls it "the power through which Ood
M 3 ~works and manifests himself in the world”* In short, the
ruach is Ood in his presence to, and action within the
world, the divine creative, energising and renewing power
in the lives of men and communities*
The Spirit of Ood is hardly considered another 
distinct from Himj it is Ood exercising power, 
communicating himself, or operating* This power 
may be simply vital power, physical life? or it 
may be intellectual, moral and religious life*
These are all communicated by the Spirit or
H O  of Ood* 4
book of Isaiah 31:3. The juxtaposition of bx and Q-H 
designates that whioh is strong, lasting and immortal, ^ith- 
out actually saying that Ood is Hspirit”, Isaiahfs thougnt 
certainly moves in that direction* In his eyes. Yahweh 
”represses all that can be called el and ruach * Duhm,
Das Buoh Jesala. (3te auf. Oottingen, 1914) p*205.
1 That the Hebrews did sometimes represent the ruaeh as a 
concrete entity, separable in some way from Yahweh (e.g. Pa. 
104:30 "when Thou sendest forth thy spirit, . .”) does not 
conflict with this judgment. The thought of the Hebrew was 
imaginative: he expressed himself in the language of
pictures drawn from sense impressions, and that language 
remained poor in abstract terms, being dominated by concrete 
images* New the "spirit" like the "word” is rather more 
exterior to a person and more separable than hands, arms 
and mouth: breath, like speech, acts when it has gone forth
from a living being* Consequently, the ruach of Y. could, in 
a sense, be represented as an entity acting ~apart from Y., 
though never really distinct from him* Cf. E. Jacob, Theology 
of the Old Testametit, p.121*
2 Op.clt*. p*36. 3 Op.clt.. p,33.
4 A*B. Davidson, Theology of the Old Testament, p.193.
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'"e turn now to the use of Q11 to denote the 
principle of life in both human beings and animals, usually 
in association with neshamah or nephesh.* The words HI! and 
nou)j(ls*42:5, 57:16, Job 4:9, 33*4, 34:14) and {?« and V V l  
(Is*26:9, Job 7:11, 12:10) are parallel and practically 
equivalent* As tP?QJiou/Jis used at len* 2:7 to denote the 
vital breath of living beings, so is t3,;,n n-H used at len*6:
17,7:16 (P), Num* 16:22 etc* for the breath of life in men
2and animals* In the idols, which are dead, there is no
(Ps* 136:17, Jer*10:14)* The Anointed of the Lord, under
whose shadow Israel lives, is called the "breath of our
nostrils", Q-ll (Lam*4:20) i.e. the very means of
existence* Life lasts only as long as the breath (ruaoh or
neshamah) remains in the living being: when it is withdrawn,
death ensues*
Thou hidest thy face, they are dismayed;
Thou gatherest their ruaoh* they expire and 
unto their dust they return*
Thou sendest thy rug-ch and they are created
And Thou renewest tfte face of the ground* Ps.104:29*
Yahweh both gives and takes away "breath" and is thus the
source of life to all creatures, just as in Egyptian, Baby*
1 TT.-'. Robinson, op*cit** p*74 reckons that there are 39 
such occurrences*
2 0en.7:22(J) combines n-n and oyj • W  reads tr?0 0*1
but LXX omits n i l  reading two^ $u>ijs • Most scholars clai 
that rj-71 is not original, being interpolated from 7:16* A*
R* Johnson (The Vitality of the Individual p.31) does not 
share this opinion. The expression n il JlovJj is found in 
the ancient poetical passage 2 3am* 22:16 (VPs.l8:16) and it 
is not impossible that the MT has preserved the authentic 
J reading*
lonian, Canaanlte and Phoenieian thought, the god gives
life by communicating the vital breath or his own breath. 
Yahweh is God of the "spirits" (or "vital breath") of all 
flesh (Num.16:22, 27:16). To Him, at death, the ruach 
returns (Eccles. 12:7^ and cf, Ps.31:6)« The vital character 
of ruach is further witnessed to in Ezek.37 which proclaims 
the restoration or resurrection of the nation by the coming 
of the breath of God ( n il ) from the four winds or compass 
points ( <nn-n ). *’e find intermingled here the idess of 0*11
as "wind", as the "principle of life" and as the "agent of 
moral renewal" (cf. 36:22ff) but it would be unwise to press 
out of the symbolism support for the Greek (Orphic) nbtlon 
that vivifying spirit was borne through the universe by 
the wind.
There is some similarity between the ideas of 
Eze!?»37 ***d those expressed in Gen.l:2(P), which may be the 
only place in the OT ’♦.here the spirit is brought into 
association with cosmological activity: J1907 0 D’ rfb.x 0171
• Great diversity of opinion exists among 
interpreters of this verse, and it is impossible to treat 
it in detail here. That there is present some suggestion 
of the babylonian cosmogony and the triumph of Mardulr over 
Tlamat se^ms certain, but even that admission does not
1 Cf. J7 Hehn, "3um Problem des Gelstes im Alten Orient und 
im AT", ZAW, XLI11, (1925) pp. 210-25.
2 The reference ia to "vital breath", not disembodied souls.
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necessarily mean that the P writer did not have hia own 
content for the words used. For that reason. we think that 
the translation "a mighty wind (wind of godlike propor­
tions. tJ’nbx) swept over the face of the deep"* - an inter­
pretation which leans heavily on the faot that Karduk 
clothed himself in the winds to conquer Tlamat - is rather 
improbable. In the first place, would the author, who used 
t3 ’ n’bxfor the creating God. have employed the same word 
to describe violence, when other unambiguous words were 
available?2 Secondly, the verb J19mo suggests a slow.
fluttering movement, like "hovering" (of. Deut.32ill) rather
3  /  4than a violent pressure. Tiat then is meant by X n-n here?
It seems to us that more than one idea Is present. In 0-71
here we may see an allusion to the "spirit of God", the
1 So von had. Eissfeldt, Goodspeed and others. The question 
we raise Is this* "Is that cosmological idea what the author
■vishad to communicate?"
2 E. Jacob, op.clt., p.144.
3 'lhe meaning ’cover" does not seem adequate in view of the 
image of Deut. 32*11 where the word is also used. The Syr. 
use of the root suggests "brood over" and recalls the idea 
of the fertilised egg in the Phoenician primordial myth.
4 H.M. Orlinsky. "The New Jewish Version of the Torah". JBL. 
LXXXII. (1963) pp.254ff. defends the translation "a wind 
from God. or of God", mainly on the basis of Jewish under­
standing p of the verse and the Mesopotamian creation 
stories, no claims that it was because of the lnfluenoe
of Philo1 s tendency to allegorise 0-71 as "spirit" that the 
interpretation "wind" was lo?t. fhile doubting this claim, 
we would that ^no translation advocated may be
correct, but we suggest that further overtones may be 
present in the meaning of the term in the usage of the P 
author •
purposeful power of the Divine, but, at the same time, the 
0-n is the "breath of God" (like the wind), creative and 
vivifying# "oy the word of the Lord the heavens were made, 
and all their host by the breath ( 0*11 ) of hia mouth", Ps#33i 
6# The divine word and the divine breath are not rigidly 
distinguished* both are active, efficacious entities, in­
volved in the Creation process# Consequently, although 
there is no further mention of n-7 7 in the narrative of Gen. 
1, it is fair to claim that the action of the life-giving 
breath and of the powerful spirit is given order and dir­
ection by the divine word#1 The creative "breath", which is 
also the mighty power of the spirit, hovers, waiting • • , 
at the command of God, it enters into action constructively# 
heturning to the use of Q-77 in oonneetion with 
the life of human beings, we must point out that, whereas 
in the event of the ruach as temporary endowment beir^ , ?*h- 
drawn, the individual returned to normality, remaining 
entirely alive, when the ruach. as vital breath or the 
prlnolple of existence, is withdrawn, the result is a loss 
of strength and consciousness, and ultimately death. For 
example, because of hunger and thirst, there was no more 
ruach in Samson, but after he had eaten, hia ruaoh returned 
and he revived (Jud# 15:19). Likewise, the Susen of Sheba,
1 rf# kehn»op.clt#» p.218f# cites a number of texts which 
prove that among the Babylonians and Egyptians the breath 
and the word from the mouth of a god were Identical entitles, 
both producing life#
on seeing the wealth of Solomon, had no more ruach in her 
(1 Kings 10:5) i the ruach of Jacob revived when he heard 
that Joseph was still alive. The absenoe of n-n will cause 
some kind cf diminished vitality: its presence or return
increases strength and well-being* Consequently, we may 
say that n il means not only the principle of existence, 
that which makes the difference between death and life, but 
denotes also the principle of full vitality, that which 
makes the difference between half*life (caused by hunger, 
grief or fainting) and real living* in both oases* the 
activity of breathing (observed as present or not present, 
as strong or weak) may provide the key to the understanding 
of the riebrew usage9
now pass to the fourth main group of the uses 
of 0*11 , where the word is used psychically, "as the. per­
manent substratum and entity of manfs own consciousness,
1with varied psychical predicates * In other words, ruaoh
(like nephesh and lob) is considered as the seat of the
affections, emotions and passions9 of the will, and of the
Intellectual and moral lifet This usage develops naturally
from the close association observed between ruach as
respir***on snd various feelings and emotions: in anger the
breath ( Q H  ) i& "hot" (bzek*3:14): in impatience it becomes
"short" (Mic*2:7, Kx*6:9, Job 21:4); in terror it is excited
1 H•tf* Robins on, "Hebrew Psychology", The People and the 
Dook, p*360*
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or troubled (Gen*41*8. Dan* 2*1.3)* Given this usage. It Is 
not surprising that the step was taken to the use of n i l  
to denote the dominant impulse or disposition of an individual 
For Instance, the Hittite wives of Esau were "bitter­
ness of ruach11 to Isaac and Rebekah (Gen* 26*35 P). which 
means that the parents were affected with strong feelings 
of bitterness when they thought of the marriage* The ruach 
of jealousy which comes over a man who suspects his wifefs 
unfaithfulness is a feeling of almost Irresistible strength. 
In this way. confusion, impatience, obstinacy and sadness 
are termed the ruach of trouble (Gen.4l*8). of shortness 
(Ex*6:9). of hardness (Deut*2s30) and of grief (1 3am*1*15)* 
The "humble" person is the man "of contrite spirit" (
Q*71 ). Is.66*2. and "sorrow of heart" is equivalent to the 
"breaking of the ruach" (Is* 65*14)*
The ruach may also be the seat of thought. Ideas 
rise up in the ruach (£sek*20*32. 11*5) and. together 
with the heart, the ruaoh is the controlling power of the 
moral and religious life, that through whioh the will finds 
expression* "Take heed . says Malaohl. "to your spirits 
( Q •)") ) that ye deal not treacherously with the wives of 
your youth" (2*15). tieatoration of character involves the 
renewal and regeneration of the spirit and the heart (Esek. 
11*19. 18*31 etc*),that is. a complete change of inner life 
and attitudes. A man in whose spirit ( Q -11 ) there is no
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guile (?s. 32:2) ia one whose whole disposition towards 
living is upright# In this use, the meaning of ruach over­
laps with the meaning of leb: but, as ft#H# Snaith haa 
pointed out,1 this does not mean that "heart" and "spirit" 
were equivalent in nebrew thinking: both words, like
nephesh as well, had smaller and larger olroles of meaning, 
end in the case of all three, these circles of meaning over­
lap in the one common area of meaning where eaoh connotes 
the controlling power in man, the seat of desire, will 
and emotion#
This leads to our final point# 'The usage (which 
is mostly late) of n-77 which we have Just discussed 
suggests that "spirit" is part of man himaelf, the con­
trolling element within him, whereas the more usual idea la 
of the controlling "spirit" being other than man, aa acting 
urvm him from outside# How is this "inner ruach" related 
to the concept of nephesht Did the Hebrews admit a dicho­
tomy in their understanding of man - soul and spirit? They 
did not# In this particular sense of "inner controlling 
element", ruach denotes (as we have said) the same thing aa 
nephosh when it means the directing element in man1 a 
energies, attitudes and emotions# Moreover, the nephesh la 
not opposed to the ruach in scriptural statements, but is 
parallel to it (Is. 26:9, Job 7:11, 12:10) and both terms are 
I snaith, op.clt#, pp. 148-49#
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frequently related to the idea of vitality* It may be that* 
as H*\% Kobinson suggests*' even when ruaoh became "natur­
alised" in human nature* as a synonym of lab or nephesh. 
it still suggested a reference to the continued use of the 
word for a supernatural Influence* and so supplied a point 
of contact between man and Ood* 'hile not wishing to be 
dogmatic* we are inclined to doubt this* There is no 
passage to suggest that the ruach Yahweh acts only on the 
ruach of man or that there is any substantial likeness 
between them* The two differing uses of the word seem to 
stem from two different strands of meaning which had 
attached themselves to the word in the course of its hist­
orical development* one relating to human psychology* the 
other to divine power endowed* The Hebrews never failed to 
distinguish between Ood and Man* The use of a word* whioh 
itself bore many senses* in two ways which suggest the 
minimising of that distinction is an insufficient basis 
for Kobinson1s statement*
This sketch of the use and meaning of n-11 in the OT may 
be concluded by restating the four main senses in which it is 
founds (1) as the description of the "wind"* especially as 
createa *nu controlled by Godf (ii) in the "charismatic’1 
sense* the Spirit of Ood being an endowment of men with 
1 Inspiration and Kevelation, p* 76*
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special powers, in the form of a temporary phenomenon or 
as a permanent gift to fulfil certain functions# nithin 
this usage, it becomes a sign of God’s renewing and regen­
erating activity in the Coming Age# The special usage 
"holy spirit" refers to the direoting presence of God, the 
awareness of the demand of God’s holy will both in the 
community (through the prophetic ministry) and in the 
individual, in whose experience this awareness Inspires to 
righteousness of life# (ill) it is used of the principle of 
existence and vitality, the vivifying breath communicated to 
men and animate* and, as the powerful divine breath, it ia 
occasionally related to the action of creation: (lv) it la 
used to denote aspects of, or Impulses within, the 
psychloal life of man#
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Armended Note# The OT speaks also of "evil spirits": 1 Sam. 
16:14, "an evil spirit from the Lord came on Saul", cf# Jud# 
9:23 and 1 Kings 22:21 (ths Q*n who proposed to be s lying 
spirit in the mouth of all Ahab’s prophets)# In accordance 
with the exclusiveness of the OT faith in God, it was God 
who created these spirits: they were employed in the service
of his anger, related to his will# Later these spirits were 
personalised in "Satan", but behind this idea lies a strong 
ethlclslng and "transcendents11sing" of the being Cf God 
which refused to believe that God could be in any way 
responsible for evil, even when it was demonstrably under 
his control# A #K# Johnson (The One and the Many* p#16) 
thinks of these evil spirits in terms of his thesis of Y ’s 
extended ~ r lity# He claims that we must be prepared to 
think of *• acting not only through the instrumentality of 
his own O il but also through the agency of some subord­
inate 0*17 who, as a member of his immediate entourage, may be 
thought of as an Individualisation within the corporate 0*77 
of Y ’s extended personality# In this way, the "evil spirits" 
would be related to the idea of the Heavenly court, as were 
elohlm and mal’akim (Ps# 29:1, 82:1, 89: 7-8)#
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XX* Classical Oraek Usage 
‘The word w v c jy u c * .  (derived from t w s i V  Mto blow .  "to breathe" 
la not found in Homer. Hesiod or Pindar, but first appears 
in Aeschylus. The meanings attached to it may be cla*9 ified 
as follows.
1. lnd. whether gentle breeze or violent blast. This is the 
most frequent use of the word, being found in all the main 
writers of the Classical period, though is more
corrmon in the poets, and is used always by Homer for "wind".
A few examples will suffice. Aesoh. Pars. 110 
TToXf^ lVojufcVpCS -TTv/£Oyu<*Tt I H6r0 j • 7*16.1. ###
A  / .    / » /  >  /  ,
&o<\o<.<r<rc<'/ . .  o^vcyu-cov <yLamrTo>/Toc (cf. Aesoh. Prom.
1086)* Plato Phaedr. 229b. ("moderate breeze")
Arist. rroblemata. 940b7. 6 < ttc  y ^ o  k i p  os k ! ^ ( T \ s
("wind is the motion of the air")* Polyb. Hist. 1.44.4. u t t o
t-J 's  fbtC<s T o o  ‘ir*<LOfJLotTos  ("by the force of the wind").
The word is also used metaphorically for a force
affecting the mind, what LS calls "genial breeze or
t* i / \ / / /Influence • Aesoh. Prom. 884.^oyu*4 Aoo-o^ s TTvcoyuocn
"I am drivm by a furious wind of madness"* Aesch. Theb. 708.
^<*1yLuw ... S./ cAGoc 6*.Xcy>uyrTv6oyu<?cTi . # fortune
might oo* with fresher breeze"* Soph. O.C. 612 irv^ Gyu^
T sCo t o V O oTTo t ) .  # # c v  cJn ^ O ocoV  4> i\ o i s  the wind
I The occurrence of the word in Xenophanes and Anaximenes 
(both 6th cent. B.C.) is known from the testimony of later 
writers and will be described later in the study.
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18 constantly changing among friends"s Aeach* Supp* 30, 
r eceive this suppliant female train oti^ o/o Trveuya^ Tt "1
This last example might be rendered literally as ’with a 
respectful (i*e* favourable) breeze from the land*, but LS 
treats It as a figure of speeoh and translates "with 
air or spirit of respect on the part of the country",1 Even 
If we ohoose the latter interpretation, we must not be 
tempted by the known use of the English word "spirit" In 
the sense of "disposition" to attribute such a meaning to 
7TV£s3y^o6 here* The Instances quoted show that was
used In figurative expressions referring to relationship, 
destiny and attitude, but not that the word Itself had 
acquired this seoondary meaning*
2* Air breathed (In or out), breath of a living being, man
or animal. This usage la frequent in all the major writers
2 / / from . uehylus onwards* Aeach* Bum* 566,fcXtfiy£ OTOOO
/  /  itT\Z€oyLA^ ros ’a trumpet filled with mortal breath t
in Eur* Phoen* 787, the breath breathed through a tube Is 
called \cotoo -nv*oyu*rr<* (c # Bacch* 128,*3\J!w iMeoj>xocTx )# in 
Plato Tim* 78a-b irvc3yu.«c Is thought of as taken Into the body 
by respiration (cf* Arlst* de Kespir* 473a, 3-4)* Scarcely
1 ’1st fast ni t su unterscheiden ob dem diohterischen Blld 
vom Pel a t und der Atmosphare religioser hechtlichkeit und 
Soheu meRr die phys 1 Wallsche Ansohauung und Realit&t "ind 
(des Landes) Oder mehr die physiologischen Atem (seiner 
Bewohner) zugrunde liegt", TVWT, VI, pp*334-S (H* Kleinknecht)
2 hether "breath" or "wind" is the first sense cannot be 
decided on the basis of occurrences both are present as 
early as Aeschylus*
distinguishable from the idea of "breath" Is that of "air" 
aa available for breathing: Eur* Hel* 867, u)s irvcoyu* ic*0o^ ov 
oo^voG oyuic0*< "That we may receive the pure air of
heaven"* Polyb.Hist.24.8d may belong here:on^ yu*. c^cT^ y&ov/ 
ootc tt'/zo^cc ootc c£u)s "® subterranean chamber
receiving neither air nor light". The word denotes "air" 
as necessary to life (yet not precisely "the breath of life") 
in Plato Tim* 77a, e>/ ttl^oc mvcoyuotri $ovc^><*»>/c\/
"life depends on fire and air". At 84d-e in the same dia­
logue TTVcGyu.* seems to refer to the air in the various parts 
of the body whioh is furnished to these parts by the lungs, 
themselves oalled o nov Trvcuyu.*Tu3V to ,
3* In some passages (scattered over a considerable period of 
time) TTvcoyu.* baa the meaning "breath of life", "life” and 
even more generally "the baslo principle of life". i®
sometimes expressed by TVc<3yu>oc Diou (Aeseh*Pers*507, cutups 
ibi octis T<^ a^"Toc 'Trvcoyu-* ofir<zf>p*) |!)ioo ) although, in 
the same period, we find *rrvauyu* itself bearing this meanings 
Aeach* fheb* 981, (JuSc'is 'be Tveuyu*. iirvoXcrcv "he lost his
•   * ) J ^ ^  r* ^Ilfs" and f?ur*0rest*864, “rrvcoyu, royOy^ £o<i u^c >>«. "j must 
die" (of* Eur, Hec. 571 and Polyb. Hist. 13.1a.2).
Ox inter at are two fragments from Epieharmus, 
a contwSycrary of Sophoolea*
No. 126* kCotTT^VOcV O0CV *)X0c>/
y£ ^ .cv/ ci’s y*v , iw &jjucc Vecvo : joined it 
was, is now severed and is gone again whenoe it came; 
earth to earth, and "spirit above*
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PO. ^ 146* VOU3 TTC^ OKwJS ou TUSois K'oobo/
koCvCOV UoCTaC 0o<V<-J>/ * TO WC^ UflC "bletyuCVCv K oC T *
oCyivov i If with pious mind thou ahouldest live, 
thou wouldest suffer no ill at deaths above the 
spirit will continue to exist in heaven* (Quot* 
from Diels, Die Frag, der Vorsok. 3 Auf* I, p.122).
It is difficult to know exactly the meaning of iweoyu*. in 
these two passages* Possibly the reference is to the "breath 
of life" (rather than the "spirit") being re-absorbed in the 
universal irvoGyu.*. i.e. the air or soul-aubstanoe. A state­
ment similar to that of Epieharraus appears at Kur* Suppl* 
532-4, o8<V VcvCoCO’TOV €s TO o<^ fK€*ro / CvTWO©* <SnT^ \0e,
TTv/^Gyucc jxeyj t^ >os co&epc( J  to *8 c s yyv * ditors a gree
in not ascribing these lines to Euripides, and Stobaeus 
Florileg* 123*3 attributes them to Moschion, 2nd cent* A.D., 
but their meaning la clears everything returns to its origin 
the body to the earth and the "spirit" to the air, the 
’spirit" itself being the breath of life, the air by which 
men live*
Xenophanes (6th oent* B.C.) is said by Diogenes
Laertius (IX, Xen* 3) to have been the first to declare that
the soul is vtv€o^oc i irpCz-nDs V  qtc iriv to
yivcyuevoV <£>Oc*y0Tov ' e m  , tfoa #j ypu}()j ttv^ o^ ucc • ~*he context
leads one to suspect that by this statement Xenophanes did
not mean that the soul is "spirit", but rather that (as 
against the views of his predecessors who maintained that
the vpox^ lives after death as a shade) everything Whioh
comes into being is also subject to extinotlon, and that,
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under this general law, the soul also is merely 'air” or 
’breath” • Plutaroh (Plac# Phil# 1*3) ascribes to Anaximenes# 
a contemporary of Xenophanes, the statement so5ov ^ V/'°XT7 > 
ftjct t ij /tj^u.£T£y0oC oOffct <J\jyl^0e(TC i *j/j.eCS % K*i O X O V  T<CW KOtfyuOV
uvcoyL^  i^ yo “rc/iic^ di t Rai our soul, being air, con­
trols (or holds together) us, so wind (?) and air encompass 
the whole world” • "hile c is not here predicated of
^ ^ UK.V 9 yet 6V*d9nt that TTvcoyuoc and Jajyo are almost
synonymous terms# Aristotle uses the expression <TVjL^>otoV 
frv€ou.#c to denote "air” that belongs in, or is born in the 
body, as distinguished from that which is inhaled (de Part. 
Anim. 659b, 17-19).1
It appears then that from the 6th century B.C# 
irv/coyuot was predicated of the soul, meaning a substance 
identical with or akin to ”air”, and that, from the time of 
Sophocles at least, the idea of life was associated with the 
term# In Epichsrmus, it denotes ”soul substance”, and by 
the time of Pseudo-Aristotle, the notion has so expanded 
that “rw€vjyjL#c comes te signify the basis of all life# In 
none of the passages cited, however, is the term Individualise* 
so as to denote the ”soul” of a person, or the ”human
2spirit - Ived of as the seat or organ of psychic life*
1 Fr^u^V ^ist# Mund# 394b uses ttvcGyu*t to denote a substance 
in both plants and animals, which permeates all living things, 
i.e# as a universal principle of life or existence# The 
passage is probably much later than Aristotle*• work.
2 This the connotation of •
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TTvcG/xoc remains a tern of substance, meaning spirit in a 
non-individrjr Used sense, a substance constituting (accord­
ing to some writers) the soul, and (according to others) 
a sort of reservoir of soul stuff or life-princlple#
In the late Greek authors the word ttvojjuoc 
retains the meanings "wind", "breath of life, life" and
"air”. Dionysius of Halicarnassus witnesses to Its use, by
metonymy, to mean "energy or foroefulnesa" in apeeeh: "biJc-
\  /  /  . , -XtKTOS . . #7TVOJyuc<f©S ... CXoCyjGTvj  ^ Cyp U<ToC yjiOiyOo<V . 10 also
r» \  a  /uses the ord to mean a spirit j y  yov*ct*oc o*»yuovio
7rvcv^uuXTt KocT^ryjnTov yevoyxcv^ yv (Antlq.1.31). This usage 
is attested by the LXX (1 Sam.l8:23f 1 Kings 22:21) for a 
period earlier than Dion.Hal., but this appears to be the 
first example of ita use in this sense in non-Jewlsh Greek 
literature#
Stoics made much use of the term Trvco^ «< # The
early representatives of that school still employed the word
to mean "wind". Stobaeus (Eel# 1*17) says that Chrysippue 
defined the ultimate reality as irvcoy^ oc , or air endowed 
with the power of self-motion, 1 not simply "air In motion’ 
as in the earlier writer*• Aa predicated of the ,
,i . iirvcoy**c ot the "perishable breath as in Xenophanes,
nor "Inner matter", but "soul-stuff" which, while material,
1 "The self-existent is v>/e£y*.c moving itself to itself and 
from itself, or T>/coym#c moving Itself to and fro (snwc to ©v
TTV COyxoC KiVOOv CoCOTO TT^ OS £*<oT© K^Cv. 4f 0C0TOO y +J “TTvCoyU<
6<rfoTo VCwoo\/ TT/JoO'co wCtfd oTTi <Tto ) # ’ *
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activity ' ithin (asTveop.*, cu^ otov 4jyu.?v , so Chrysippus) is
the extension of itself from the governing soul to the
organs of sente-percerticn tTveoyuL*cToc v o ), as a vital
nervous fluid#
So far as we know Posidonius was the first
among the 0reek* to say that. Ood was TTvcoy^ #c , to which char-
aoterisation he added Vo^aov kA  to/x o o c s  , the latter adj*
suggesting that the notion of material still adhered to the 
1term* Two hundred years before Posidonius, Henander (frag*
) uses the phrase TvsCyuoc 0e?ov of T u ^  *n *uob a way 
as to suggest that some of his contemporaries employed the 
term to designate the power controlling human affairs, but 
how far it was individualised or personalised is far from 
clear* In the Pseudo-Platonic Axioohus 370c we read that 
there is in the soul some divine breath ( Serov ... 4v*jv 
uvojyuoc T y  ) through whioh it possesses intelligence
and knowledge* The context makes it obvious that the notion
o  . tis of 'divine inspiration” residing in the y u x ? }  • Again, 
there is no evidence of the personalising of TvcCyuoc , and, 
in fact, it would seem that TV6oyu.cc remains, till the end of
1 Stokens ^ 0 *1 *1 . "Ood is air, intelligent, fiery, not 
having form, but changing into what it will and assimilating 
itself to all things (rveuyuvoc^ov k*! iroyou/b^ s ,ob*c £xpv
yiA-ev , u^.€T<*y6cic\\ov b e  6 « s  o ^ oo\cT<tt k « u  dov e£oyu.o»oO —
yU.€VO\/ “KVicO'lV ) "  •
2 This use is known from other passagest see LS, TvcCyu.ee III. 
for references*
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is also, by virtue of its permeation by \oyos , aotive: its
the first Christian century, a name of the substance, 
refined, ethereal, penetrating the whole cosmos (anlma
mundl) but not yet immaterial, the substanoe of whioh Ood
%
and the human soul1 are composed! it denotes neither the 
human spirit nor personal divine spirit,
III* The Usage of the Septuagint 
Hie Septuagint translators reveal a strong tendency to 
render the Hebrew word n i l  by 8 and this in spite
of the fact that the Hebrew term had a wider range of 
meanings than the Oreek, The survey of Oreek usage has 
shown that iweoyu* covered the meanings "wind”, "breath of 
life” and "air” but did not denote "spirit”, either human 
or divine: in Biblical Oreek the use of the term was
widened to lnelude this meaning,
1. The use of for "wind” and ”breath".
In many of the instances where fi ll clearly denotes "wind"
■*/the translators chose to render it by ocve^os rather than
by TTV€oyuL«c (-%x*10il3,19| 14121, 2 Kings 22tll etc). This 
occurs about fifty times, more than one-third of the total 
number cf times that Q-ll means "wind". There seems, how­
ever to be no real distinction in the meanings of oCvtyuo* and tv.
1 Piut• de prim# fug, 2,51 ol kb W'^oi to irv^ oyu^ c
XiyooSW TbiS Gcjyumd’i TwuV ioe</>u>v T+j TT^ i \^»o T^oyu.outf Qact
itc cos y/yv£<T6<?u v/ajX/’7v i#e# ••• is
hardened by cooling and being changed by the process of 
generation becomes soul, A
2 Baumgartel (TUT, VI, tvsv^ oc in LXX) reckons that of the 
378 occurrences of Q-n , 277 a w  rendered in the LXX by
•416*
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v/hen applied to "wind" (ol. unu 11:31, Ezek. 13:11, Amos 4: 
13; * II the terms are not identical, they are at least 
closely synonymous. On a few occasions whan n i l  means 
"wind" the translators have either paraphrased the original 
or misunderstood it (Jer. 10:13, 51sl6 LXX 28:16) and 
neither ^ vcyu.os nor wveoyuu*. appears in their text, t szek.13; 
13 0-n ( " ' is rendered by ttv/o^ ,
hen n H  denotes "breath" it la almost always 
translated by irvcoyu-c . The ruaeh of the nostrils of Yahweh 
appears aa irveuyu* In Ex.l5:8, 2 Sam. 22:16, Ps.l8 :l6, and 
Ps. 104(3):29-30 reads;
oCVT*cV£\€lS T© To/£Oyu*C <korCoV t Cvc\ClTToO<T»V . . .
C^ T^ToCTTcXeiS To 7T\J&jj*koc (Too KTi G (To V T«ti
The phrase tr ;n  Qli'Jiiou/J at Gen.7i22 appears a a ttvo^
In view of the fact that D ’fn Q 11 at Gen.6:17, 7:15 is tran
la ted by irvcGyu^ c , it is possible that ttvo^  {<0^5 ini
1 . to a reading O ^ G  • Occasionally, even H O W J
("breath") la rendered by Tv^ Gyucc (3 Kings 17:17, Job 34:14,
/Dan. 5:23 where Theod. has tvo^ , and Dan.l0;17 ^iere Theod. 
haa W 0 7 )i this Is a sign of the extent to which the
meaning "breath" was identified with the use of Trvaoyu* ,
2. The use of m eZ j+oc for "spirit".
The Greeks possessed nothing that corresponded to the 
Hebrew conception of the spirit of God, and it Is not strange 
1 But see p. note 2, above.
therefore that they lacked a means of expressing it* The LXX 
translator: *imply extended the use of irvcuymoc to cover this 
meaning of nil as well, and they did so quite consistently* 
charismatic mil7 nil , as experienced (temporarily) 
by warrior and prophet, and as the permanent endowment 
of the prophets, the Messianic king and as the regenerating, 
recreating po,.er ir* the future community, is consistently 
rendered by To tmgCj+ol Too 0€oo *^  It will be remembered that 
when discussing the OT idea of the Spirit of Ood, we 
pointed out that the "spirit” is not really distinct from 
Xahv.eh, 1? not an agent with its own existence and action, 
but rather the divine power entering into action* Now it is 
Impossible to discover on the basis of usage alone whether 
the word TTvcoyutcc (rendering 0-1! in this sense) preserves 
the Hebrew idea or whether it suggests some kind of power 
or personality separable from God* Ordinary Greek usage, as 
we have set nears to have consistently understood vvc3yw.ec 
as denoting substance* Did something of this conception 
pass over into the term "spirit of God" as it was inter­
preted from the Greek Bible by Greek speakers? In other 
words, did the possibility of regarding the Spirit as 
indepen:' f 'o& enter because of the connotation ttvcG/a*c 
possessed for the Greek mind? Some passages suggest that 
this may be so* The important verse in Pa*51 "take not from
1 len* 1 %2 reads, beoO 67rc<£«^ cTo £nwvco t&u u%*tos 
not To TTv^u^cC Too BeoCt *
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me thy holy spirit ( ^ 7 ^ .  Q H  )" lit. tho spirit of thy
he- . , 'omes T& HV£o^ x«c To o^vyioV ffovj ( a rendering
whioh may imply a degree of dlstlnotlon between "spirit” 
and the source of the gift whioh the Hebrew would not 
support. At Is. 63*10-11 the same ohange is at work. In 1 
sas. 16i14 ("an evil spirit i roa the Lord* TwcGyu-oc tkov^ov 
irvyic KoyO»ou ' in,_;s 22*2lf. ("the lying spirit, TTV€xJu.«c
v/>«oVes ") there is present in the Oreek a suggestion of 
sepai to identity, ewen of many spirits under the control 
of Ood. "hat may hawe been lmpllolt in the Hebrew becomes 
explicit in the Oreek version. Further evidence for the idea 
of "spirits” with separate existence is found in the trans­
lation of Num. 16*22, 27*16. The Hebrew reads "od of the
spirits of all flesh", i.e. Ood of the vital breath or life
\ t \ / fof all men* the Oreek has o c o *  vcov irvojyu.o<Tu)v K«a ir«r*js Ovokos
where the irvcoyu.ot'ft*. are probably "spirits" aotlng as Oed's
messengers.* On discovering renderings of this kind, one
wonders if we have here (in the Oreek translation) the
beginnings of the conception of possession by spirits and
the source of the later use of to describe beings
surrounding Ood, akin to the elohlm and angels In the 0T.S
1 V,'. Li - ;r ( '• ~KT) suggests that the LXX rendering of Num. 16* 
22 shows how Ideas associated with the Creation iarrative
have affected the translation, in bringing to expression the 
separateness of earthly material from the heavenly world.
2 The 'elohlm and angels of the OT were not called "spirits" 
there. A " J o h n s o n  tThe One and the frany) p.16) thinks that 
the "evil spirits", like the elohlm end angels, should be
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3# lien n il is used in the "psychical” sens©, aa tha aaat 
of the affections, passions and will etc#, there Is con- 
slderable variation in the translation# Only about half of 
the passages in which this sen of Q-11 occurs are rendered 
by TrveO^cc # This is hardly surprising in view of the faot 
that in Oreek a psychological use of the word TrvaCymoc does 
not occur# xo obviate this difficulty the translators 
resorted to several expedients# They sometimes used 
("soul"), as at Gen#41:8, Ex# 35:21, or some form of that 
word, o\»yo^oxjoc (Ex# 6:9), oX»yo^oxps (Is# 5416, 57*15f 
Prov# 14:29, 18tl4)# Wore often they used 0uyu.os (Job 15:13, 
Prov# 18:14, 29:11, fech# 6:8, Is# 59:19, sek# 39:29) or some 
for of th&t word, e#g# j^ ock^ q 0oyu.os , — i#c , 7y>#<<j0o/u.os , 0v^/u.ooV
Several terms appear once to render Q H  in this sense: 
*j<ro)(jos is# 66:2 ("contrite in spirit"), , Prov#
, KotKoc^ yoodov^  , Prov# 16118,4/00^0-1$ , Jos#5il and Vous*. 
Is#40:13 ( ho has directed the spirit of the Lord* becomes 
jis &yvo Voo\/ Koyoioo } )# Occasionally a different expres­
sion was substituted for the Hebrew (Ps# 32:2, Prov# 15:13) 
thus avoiding a direct translation of the word# so consist­
ently did the translator of the book of Proverbs use these 
expedierr only once, 15:4, does w«Gyuu>c appear where Q-n
regardcT"if individualisations within the oorporate n il of 
Yfs# extended personality# This idea preserves the notion 
of personality to these extensions, but may increase the 
measure of their separability from Y# On the Heavenly Court, 
see 0#E# bright, The Old Testament against its Environment. 
(London, 1950) pp# 5 6 ff• - *
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stands In the Hebrew - anc there he has misunderstood the 
meaning of the passage! But it is well-known that the trans­
lator of Proverbs (and of Job) was more alive to Oreek usage 
and ideas1 and therefore it is rot surprising to find 
variety and a measure of precision in the psychologies! 
terms he employs*
IV* ±he Apocrypha and Pseudepi graphs 
In general, the usage of ttvcu^ oc in these writings is the 
same as that in the Oreek translations of the canonical 
books, but some developments make a survey of the literature 
valuable*
r\ , M1. irv^ oyAoC is used for wind in the translated books, Sir* 
39:28, 43:17, Song of Three 27,43 (Dsn* 3:50, 66)} and in the 
Oreek works, isdom 6:11, 23|7:20(?), ll:20(t), 13:2, 17:18 
and &p*Jer*6l* The writers still emphasise the power e* the 
wind, especially its destructive force, and affirm that it 
is under the control of Ood (Sir* 43:17)*
2* Illustrations of the use ef vvsCyuuc for "breath" and "the
breath of llfeM may be found in almost all the borv* of this
literatures Sir* 38:23 (ov Tvsoyuc©cros means "death"),
rob* 3:6 (Heb* 7V/9J), Jud* 14:6, 10:13 (wvcoy-^ c means
"a life ), bar* 2:17} Wisd. 2:3, 16*11,16, 16:14: -n.Jer.24,
2 ktiL . .,23 (irveo^c k«4 §***) ® Mae* 6:24, 4 Mao*11:11,12:
T See’ll. Oerleman, Studies in the ^optuagint* Proverbs (Lund, 
1966).
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'lion the breath departs* the man dies (Sir# 38*23* ^lsd#2*3* 
Jud* 14*16)t the "breath” is borrowed from Ood during life 
( 'lad* 15*11*16) and Ood can call it away at any time (Tob# 
3*6)# After death Ood oan restore it to man so that he m y  
live again (2 Mao# 7*23* 14*46)# i.n none of these passages 
is there any clear evidence that the personality of man 
himself was identified with the breath or spirit (Tveo^oc )#
At Jud# 16*14 (of# Knoeh 14*2) the iw^o /ul*. (of Ood) is equl. 
valent to the Ford of Ood in the action of Creation* "Thou 
didst speak and they were made* thou didst send forth thy
^ r\spirit (Trv€u^ e* ) and it builded them"# Onee* Trvcoyu.* la used* 
by metonymy, for the "living person"* Dan* 3*86 (Song of 
Three* 64)* "Bless the Lord* ye spirits ( i r v e u y ) and souls 
of the righteous"* This is one of a series of invocations 
appealing to various classes of living men* therefore it 
refers to the living righteous* not to departed spirit**
3# The phrase "spirit of God" is not frequent in the Inter, 
testaments1 literature# Apart from Jud# 16*14* where the 
tcvsojjl* of God is equated with the power of the .rord in 
Creation* the divine Spirit is always assooiated with 
"wisdom" in these writings*
ho ever gained knowledge of thy counsel* except 
thou _ wisdom ) and sentest thv holy
spirit from on high ( ua Jcy,<w rou vvcG/ioc , Wi 9*17#
I prayed and understanding ( ) was given
to me* I called on Ood and there came to me a 
spirit of wisdom# Wiad# 7*7#
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risdom is a holy spirit of discipline or instruction (*y<oV
) whioh fleea daoolt (1:5): it la a spirit 
that loTsth man (lt6)f and a snirit of understanding (Sir* 
39:6)* Yet, according to led* 7i22ff *in wisdom there is 
a spirit, quick of understanding, holy, subtle etc*, pene­
trating all things", where "spirit" appears to be used in 
a descriptive, qualitative way*
In so far as there was a hypostatlsatlon of 
"wisdom* in the sapiential literature, the same tendency 
appears to have affected irvco^ ec 0eou ; it is drawn towards 
the idea of substance in tho Alexandrian theology* The
spirit of the Lord has filled the inhabited world, that
\ / \ / whioh holdeth all things together (To dovaxpv T* )
hath knowledge of every voice" (Wisd. 1:7), and at 12:1,
"Thine incorruptible spirit is in all things (o<4®°V°ToV
7Tvc<jyu.«c ) , and for this reason God spares life* These
passages suggest some formless, all-penetrating being or
material substance, pervading the whole universe (cf* the
Stoic world-apirit)• On the other hand, "spirit", like
'wisdom , may denote divine power, active particularly (so
the Wisdom writers say) in the sphere of the intellect, the
power whioh enables the righteous to know and to • '^ 'wnplisfc
the will of God, l*e* a divine activity in morality and
knowledge* This is the function of the spirit* The good man
experiences it or shares in it (Teat*Sim*4:4, Benj*8:2)* The
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Vesslah was expected to possess the spirit in fulness:
God will ^auae him to be mighty in holy spirit 
(ev irvcoyuLotTi o<y,'o ) and wise in the counsel of 
understanding with strength and righteousness Ps. Sol. 
17:37. cf. 18:7. !
There is no reference here to a personal being. The Psalms
of Solomon stand in the main stream of Jewish thinking and
reveal the of endowment by the power of Ood for a
special task (of. Sir. 48:12,24.).
4. The use of TTVeoym*. for "personal spirits" is almost 
entirely confined to the book of Knoch, Jubilees and the 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.
(a) The angelic beings who had their home in heaven and 
left it to oonsort with mortal women are called 1 spirits"
( TivtsjFaeroe ) 9 Kn.16:4-8: they are capable of assuming many
different forms, and sane of them are said to have sinned
. 2"In soirit"• In the Ethiopic portion of Enoch the pHirrre 
"Lord of soirits" (found 104 times# of whioh 28 are in 
interpolated passages) seems to take the place of the older 
"i-ord oi hosts” and the two titles may reflect a kinship of 
ideas concerning the powers under the control of >od.
1 ITTT .•. . ,.evi 18:7 ’the spirit of understanding and sanct« 
ifioation shall rest upon him # i.e. the Messiah: also ~n. 
49:3*2 "In him (the Elect One) dwells the spirit of
wisdom .
2 Cf. Chapter 20:6.
3 The title niiT was frequently translated in the J
by Kv^ios Tujv , hlch may suggest the idea of
lordship over divine agencies: see C.H. Dodd, The Bible and
the Greeks, pp.16-17. In 2 Mac.3:24 God is calle3 o tuW
TTVdOyuttfCTuW k«Cc Sov<jcTT^S .
(b) ihc * v?ho wore bo. n V  the union of angels with
human kind* are ’evil spirits %  and from them* at their
death* go forth evil spirits (En. 15*8-12; 16*1). These
spirits are demons* living on t '*h without restraint,
and tormenting living persons until the day of consummation*
the great Judgment. This demonology is found in the Book of
Jubilees* in hich a well organised Satanie kingdom ruled
over by the prince Maetema stands over against the angello
kingdom. As in Enoch* the demons are the spirits which
went forth from the slain children of the angels (""atchera")
and th& daughters of men. There is a vast demonoloTy in
the Testaments of the ‘Twelve Patriarchs. Acting under the
rule of beliar or the Devil* the "spirits of deceit" (the
moat co^on designation) are concerned primarily with the
temptation of men. Test.Heub.2*1.2 and 3*3.6 mentions
"seven spirits of deceit* (fornloation* Insatiableness*
fighting etc.) which appear to be the inclinations to
various sins* located in the various organs of the body.
T.Jud.20:l claims that two spirits wait upon man* the
spirit of truth and the spirit of deceit* and the works of
both are written upon the hearts of men and eaoh one of them
is kne n t~j the Lord. T.Asher l:3ff varies the same theme*
and 'nstead of "spirits" speaks of "inclinations":
If the soul takes pleasure in the good (inclination) 
all its actions are in righteousness* If it inclines 
to the evil* all its actions are in wickedness and •• 
it is ruled by Beliar. (cf. T. Benj. 6*1).
The Messiah will make war on cellar and will take from 
him the captive souls (T* tan*6s10) and Bellar will be 
bound and cast Into the fire. T.neub.2:3-3:2 is a late 
Oreek interpolation concerning *-he seven bodily senses* The 
word TTvcoyu.tftT*c is used here (in a sense strange to Qll ) 
to denote the sense organs or appetites* This use of 
is found in ^woic * iilosophy, in which the five senses, 
plus the power of reproduction and speech, discharge them* 
selves Into the body in the form of immaterial currents,
(Plut*de Plac* 4*21, Philo Opif* 40). Once in Tobit 
. 7 ,  a dAtnon inhabiting a human being is oalled TT. Tov^ov
(c) A new meaning for TVdo^- "a human spirit after death" - 
is found in Enooh 9*3, 10*20*3. With this seiur the term 
seems to be used as a synonym of , and in eh.2° the
two words are used interchangeably. In using the word irvtGyux 
in this way the author may have been influenced by his own 
application of it to the spirits" which proceeded from the 
dead giants* However, these "spirits" of dead men were not 
free to roam about like the "spirits" of the giants: instead 
they were confined to underground plaoes to await the final 
judgment* The abode of the "spirits" of the righteous was a 
place with li. ht and water in it, while that of evil men was 
made for torture and pain* hile it is clear that in the 
Book of Enoch irve^ u.*t is thus used as a synonym of $
designating the disembodied personality of man after death,
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yet it does not seem that tiie innovation of usage was 
followed by any other writer of the period.
6. The use of wvcGyUot in the "psychical" sense (denoting 
the seat of affections and emotions) is not common in the 
Interteotamental literature and is almost non-existent in 
the books composed in Greek. This is further evidence that 
among Greek-spaa Icing people there was no such meaning in 
use. There are* however* several instances in the books 
whie^ • nslate a Hebrew original. The "spirit" (irveCyul*. ) 
i.e. courage* of the people revived when they selected 
Simeon their leader* 1 fcac. 13*7* God ch^ngtd the spirit 
of Ah&suerus into mildness towards Esther (Gk. addition to 
Esther 15:10)t the Lord stirred up the spirit of C-rua to 
make a ’omation (1 Kadr. 2*2) and the spirit of the priest 
and Levitec to build the temple at Jerusalem (2:8). The 
"spirit" ( cc ) it the seat of excitement and lftpulte
(Sir.9:9)* of anxiety (Bar.3:1)* of humility (song of Three* 
16) and of fear (Jud. 7:19). These examples of the use of 
“nvcuyuLod are Interpretable only in the light of the 
*psychical" use of Q-ll in the Old Testament.
V. Philo Judaeus 
In the voluminous writings of Philo* the Alexanc ki:n Jewf 
the word ntvcZ/jl*. Is not so frequent as one would expeot* 
appearing about 110 times* whereas occurs about seven*
teen times as often. Despite the faot that W€o/nc is not a
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leading term with Philo# it ia important in itaelf# as well 
as throwing valuable light on the use of the word in the 
Alexandrian philosophy at a time coincident with the period 
of the writing of some of the New Testament document*.
Philo uses the word Hrvdoyu.cc (sing, and pi.) for
"wind" over forty times. It is applied both to violent 
blasts and ^*ntle breezes# though more often to the former.
‘The old Jewish idea of the wind as under the direct control 
of God seems to be entirely abandoned# presumably because 
Philo had adopted the Greek conceptions of physical nature* 
this suggestion is borne out by his use of irvco^ ot to denote 
one of the elemental substances. Associated with heaven" 
"earth" and "water" (Ebr. 106f Sac.97) means "air",
the air we breathe which is life-giving (Opif. 29*30) and is 
equivalent to oCyp (Gig.10# Cher.111 and of. Leg. All, 1.91).T 
denote "breath" (both human and animal) Philo employs t 
eleven times. ’ Breath"# being part of the air outside# is 
inhaled through the nostrils and mouth (Legat.18) and travels 
through the -ind-pipe (Immut.84). The activity of breathing# 
inhalation# is oXkos 7Tvcoyuo<Tos(if;o8.1*93): ^his may be spaa* 
modlc# because of Intense emotion (Legat.188# 243) and may 
be cut off Tveo^ uocros $ : pec# Leg. 1.3L8).
In harmony with Stoic thought and expression,
Philo uses 7rvd.oyu.oc occasionally of the permeating and build*
it * / _ ,ing force within physical bodies: Isaout. 36 Cohesion ( s-grs )
•428*
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In stones and wood is a breath or current ( TrveSyu.* ) ever 
retornin^ to itself1’ s Opif* 131 - the earth is bound together 
by the power of* or by virtue off the life-breath(?) that 
wakes it one (TrveoyueCTos cvcjtucou ‘bovc^ u.ei) and by moisturet 
Fug* 1821 the dominant faculty in the soul "waters the faoet 
which is the dominant part of the bodyf extending to the 
eyes the spirit (or current) of vision* that of hearing to 
the ears ( t o  yuev oyxxxivcov Trveoyu.oc teivovtos oyu-yuacT*,
\ C % > / * „To c^ koo<tthcov os oos ) and so on# v^ i;* the vi cious 
senses which are faculties of the irrational soul*1 It is 
impossible to find any satisfactory English equivalent for 
the Sto5c TweZ/uioc * that immaterial force* akin to the ele­
ment of air* and associated with the principle of cohesion 
in the body *nd with the power of sense-peroeption*
As well as to denote the activity of the senses* 
ttvco^ oc is used sometimes by Philo as equivalent to reason 
or mind ( voos )*g Fug* 134 speaks of VoGs as ovScyoyuov *c<>a,
/ r\7T£7royOU)yu6vov Trv^ oyuoc t more important is Deter*83* To that
1 r 1 e noted earlier* in connection with T*Beub*£:3-3:2* the 
use in Stoic philosophy of Trveo>u.ocToc. to describe the sense 
and the powers of reproduction and speech*
xhls use of,TWfcoyu.cc, links it to one aspect of On th
one hand* * when applied to man* possesses the vital
energy* the principle of life in matter* irrational and 
common to men and animals: the essence of this vital prin-
cip* la blood (Lev* 17:11) and life according to it ia/ 
opposed to the life of reason* On the other hand* v^ov7 
possesses a rational capacity* the impress of the divine 
reaaon* and* being described a a "breathed into man by $odM* 
it la called TrveoxxK : it may alao be named voos or Xoyos 
since it la an undivided part of the divine Beaton.
faculty which we ahare with irrational things (t£c JtVoy*. ) 
blood was assigned aa its substance, but that flowing from 
ihe fountain of reason has T er its substance breath (ttvco^ c*. ) { 
not air set in motion (i.e* not Just "air" or "wind") but a 
sort of stamp and impress of the divine power* • * the cwcov t 
showing that Ood is the archetype of rational nature and man 
It. copy.. iiiat Is to a.y (in the word* of J» tiruannond),
"the Spirit whioh fonts the essence of n*n's rational soul
it 2is the ? ^ press of the Logoa •" , The scriptural proof-text
for this idea is 0en*2;7, And the Lord Ood breathed into
3his face a breath of life"* We hare already mentioned 
Philo1 s application of irvcoyu.** ("breath") to the irrational
4soul, but here we have it applied to the rational soul,
e
the ismST' or impress of the Divine reason# It is the
1 Cf* TTv/cGyuL-c \oyitcov at Spec*Leg* 1*171, 277#
2 Drummond, Philo Judaeus* Vol. 2 p*215*
3 The LXX u. irvo^  here* In quoting the verse Philo usee *^>7 
5 times and 'ttv<lu/u-«c twice, as if the words were interchange­
able* Yet in Leg*All*l*42 he diatinguiehea between themt
he says, Grilles to the rational mind when conceived aa 
something created "after the image and idea", l#e* after the 
idea of mind, without reference^ to ita connection with the 
Irrational soul* The term *ttv©«j refers to the rational mind, 
when conceived as connected with the Irrational soul 
created of matter*
4 Opif* distributes the "breathlike substance*1 (wcu-
oCxs-i'oc ) to the faculties of the/irrat’ 11 soul, 
namely the nutritive and the sensitive (8/>€TTi«ov,<*?<r0«;-n»<©v )#
This is an Aristotelian division* Cf# Frag* on 0en*9i4, "in 
real truth, the breath ( w v ) rather than the blood is
the essence of the soul", i.e. the irrational soul* See H*
A# Wolfson, Philo* vol*l, pp*385ff•
5 Wolfson, op.clt.. p.394: "In its application to the irrat­
ional soul,"the term "breath" Is of Stolo origin and it
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essence of the "governing ' ?^mentn in human nature and is 
HLed with Xoyi^yuos ("reason") at Heres 65«*67, where 
Philo contrasts men who live by reason, the divine in­
breathing ( ©elov Trv^ oyuoc ) ax* * ♦‘bone who live by the blood 
and the pleasure of the flesh. In Plant, 18 Philo speaks, 
in notable teras, of the "rational soul (Xoyi<^ )" of
nan as "the v^nuine coinage (voyuioyxoc ) of that divine and 
invisible spirit ( irvaoyuc* ), marked and stamped by the seal 
of Ocd, Whose Impress is the eternal Logos", In this quot* 
ation, we observe that the term Trv<EUyuoc Se?cw (as well as 
) ean be used to describe the lnoorpore? 1 and 
rational soul breathed into man# The same use is found at 
Opif• 136 where it is said that men were made ^rom y^wbous 
ooCi^ ts K*c 7N<so^ u*tos 0e»ou , sad at Spec#Leg#4,123,Ctf*»Cys
i ^  \  ^  ^ \ • / e c\ d
( 1 # $ #  y O X ^ S  X o y i K ^ S  ) Y °^ ° OU(TlcC 7TV€Uyu#o6 CteiOV #
There is another use of TVeo^ot 0<£?ov *n rnixo.
In order to understand its place in his scheme we must
recall that man*s rational soul (the \oyi«^ v/ajx*? whose
 ^  ^ jC\ \substanoe is ttvco^coc or vweu^c tfoov ) is not conceived bi
Philo as having any knowledge of its owns it has only a
capacity for knowledge, and that eapaclty nay be fulfilled
in on** eye? the soul ray take data of the external
world suoplled to it by the senses and transform them, by
its native power, into rational concepts, or, by freeing
means aoraething corporeal! in its application to mind It is 
of scriptural origin and it means something inoorporeal" •
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itself from the bodily influence and from ita own rational 
concepts based on senae-peroeption* the inoorporeal soul 
may beoome filled with "divine spirit" (or prophetic spirit) 
and through this receive a new vind of knowledge* a know­
ledge of things inoorporeal* l*e* a supernatural order of 
rational knowledge*
Ihe mina is indeed buoyant and raised to the 
utmost height by the native force of the divine 
Spirit overcoming in boundless might all povrers 
here below (t^  be t o o  ©e'oo 7rveuyu.rf.ros ttoo/t*.
‘b o v o t T o u  T o c  v i « i 2 w t o s  ' # ’'ant* •
According to one usage* the air that flows up from 
the land is oallad iweoyu-c 9e«ov (0en*l:2)* • • • 
hut according to another* it means that pure 
knowledge (eUr^ocros <£tt, ) in which every
wise man fully shares* ^ig* 22f*
In this use of 'rrveGyu* Se?ov in connection *nspiratioi
there are echoes of both Stolo and Pl&tonio ideas and term­
inology* but Philo Is also sensitive to the OT idea of the 
’ spirit* as a divine equipment* a divine endowment whioh le 
not identifiable with the natural endowment* also eal led 
the inbreathing of the Tweu/*<* ** This aspect of the 
"divine spirit" is illustrated by the special equipment of 
wisdom and understanding bestowed on Besaleel for the con­
struction of the Tabernacle* and by the imparting to the
T T T 7 T  : aaays In Biblical Qrook. p. 127, "The
conception of this special form of ttvco/u* seems t required 
on the on© hand by philosophy* in order to account for the 
fact that sane men have a knowledge and lnholleotual power 
which others have not* and* on the other hand* by theology* 
since the Pentateuch speaks of men being filled* in some 
special sense* by a divine Spirit".
**4o2°
Seventy elders of the spirit of Moses* This spirit is 
wise, divine, excellent ••• not severed or divided, dif­
fused in fulness through all things: the spirit whioh helps 
( w<fc\o3v ) but suffers no hu* •" ioh, though shared with 
others or added to others, suffers no diminution in under­
standing, wisdom and knowledge , Glg*24ff, It le like a 
fire which, though many other fires be kindled from it, 
remains itself alive# This spirit leads the mind to truth 
(Mos*f.P$6): it is the author of inspiration (Somn* 2*252, 
hos# 1*178,297) and takes over from reason the control of 
m* n (- poc#Leg*4#49, Heres 265)* It is not, howev* r, a per­
manent gift* The Biblical statement "My spirit shall not 
dwell with man for ever, because they are flesh { )%
Gen*6: , is interpreted of the divine inspiring power whioh
remains only temporarily with men, because men (as flesh)
»/
do not always desire or reoeive a notion (twoi* ) 0f the 
highest* "nothing" says Philo (Immut«2) 'is harder than that 
it should abide for ever in the soul with its manifold 
divisions and forms, the soul whioh has fastened on it the 
grievous burden of this fleshly ooil"* Nevertheless, the 
divine spirit may be encouraged to remain* "Let us keep 
from v.rexxg-doing in order that the divine spirit of wisdom 
may not cosily remove and depart, but may abide with us a 
long time, as with Moses" (Gig*47), Only with one type of 
man does the divine spirit dwell, namely, he who has
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stripped off all that belongs to the world of becoming,
„ .. 1 and with unrestricted and open mind reaohea Ood (0ig,53),
At this point an important question may be 
raised, That is the relation t m  irvcOyuLot as the
essence of the rational (incorporeal) soul of man and 
8e?ov in the sense of prophetio spirit? Ho clear solution 
of this problem appears in Philo's writings, but it seems 
that the connection must be sought in their relation to the 
i>ogos. the TTvcuyucc Ooov which forms the essence of the 
rational soul is the Impress of the Logos* it is the com­
municated divine idea, the imitation or the share whioh 
each man enjoys of the universal heasonf in short, the 
TTvejyuLot 0€?ov , as rational soul, is the Logos - rent in 
man* s the inspiring endowment of man, itvcZ/jloc 0<s?ov is 
identified with Visdan in its heighest sense (f that pure
knowledge in whioh every wise man shares'*) and is therefore
indistinguiah&Ve from the ^ogos, whioh, by this endowment 
of itself, is manifested in varying degrees in individual 
men. In uniting philosophical thought with Jewish teaching, 
Philo sets forth the idea that the souroe of tho poi sib- 
lllty of the life of reason is essentially the same as the 
divine er. ^ nt whioh inspires and equips for noble living,
1 See Kennedy, Philo's Contribution to Kellalon.
(London, 1919) pp,l86ff,
2 On this see H,A, ffolfaoa, op,olt,.vcl« a p,30, J. orurnmond 
op,olt«,vol«2, p#214-16, and iHTTTr Kennedy, op,clt.. p,188.
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Xn short* Philo suggests that rational living and spirit- 
insplrod living are two ways of expressing the actualiz­
ation of the one reality*
By way of summary* we may jot that in the work® 
of Philo 7rvaoyM.ec la used ox wind* the element "air and 
"human breath"; of the cohesive force in physical bodies 
and of the povfer of senso-perception (both Stoic ideas); 
as the Inbreathing of God In creation* it Is the essence of 
the rational soul of man* the stamp of the Logos; this soul 
is also called Twcoyuoc 8oov * a tens whioh also denotes the 
source of inspired* prophetic knowledge* identifiable with 
*i adorn and Logos*
VI* The habbinic Literature 
As the introduction to the survey of the Habbinic usage - 
whioh will be concerned mainly with pTI n il  "Holy It* - 
we may draw attention to the Targumic interpretation of 
some of the important texts dealt with in the OT section 
of this work*
her discussing Gen* 1*2* "the D ‘,n ‘b x  n il hovered 
over the face of the deep"* we suggested that n il connoted 
something more profound than simply "wind"* namely* the 
vitalising energy of God directed in its aotlvity by the 
divine word* In the opinion of I* Onkelos the phrase is to
be understood as "a wind from before God blew upon the face
of the utars. X.’D  ’3 X  bil XIU/JD'” Clip Xfl711 , and
"T  ** —  — T  :  — ■ J - r  1 T I T  T  J
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•tIbn Ears consider* that the text makes the wind belong to 
God, because it was a messenger of his will to dry up the 
waters"* Ps**Jonathan 1 and 2 on the Terse apeak of nil 
tr fl bx t3~]p ]|0 j’lom i.e* "the spirit of mercy from
before God" and ao discern in the passage the thought that
1
God created the world with mercy* The attribution of 
cosmic fune*,^« to n i l  is wery infrequent in the OT (Gen* 
1:2, Ps*35t6; 10413>) and in the Intertestam*ntal books 
(Jud* 16114 and occasionally in association with the action 
of iadom): likewise, among the Kabbis, the spirit is not 
conceived as the life-giving creative power of God* "in
early habblnic literature, the •cosmic1 function of the
2Spirit does not appear to be mentioned at all." There are,
however, passages In whioh the Spirit is spoken of as the
re-creating, re-vivifying power of the Messlanlo age. Hx.R*
48 (102d) distinguishes the functions of the Spirit in this
age and in the Age to oome:
God said to Israel, 'In this world my Spirit has 
put wisdom in you, hut in the future my Spirit 
will , ke you to live again, as it is said (Keek*
37i14) #I will put my Spirit in you that you may livet"
The e&me idea is based on the same text at Gen*n*96 (60d)*
The spirit of God was to be the creative power of life in
the Age to cooio, though active, mainly, in the raising up
of those who were to share in the Messianic blessings*
1 cB, fi pp.48-9 and G.F. Moore, Judaism, vol.l p.389.
2 Em Schweizer, The Spirit of God (London 1960) p*14*
The use of nil foi ind" is retained in the 
iargttBlm tc those passages in whioh this is the OT meaning, 
The same is true of the use of the word to denote "breath" 
and in the various psychologic*.! -^nressions of "spirit".
The dependence of mankind upon Ood for vital breath, 
expressed in Num#27tl6 ("Gtod of the spirits of all flesh") 
is explained as "The Memra of Ood Who rules over the breath 
of man and from whom is given the spirit of breath to all
flea*., n n  im ’Jio n»Joi wj'ii sikmii  TO’bwi'm .od’o
Mlw '1  bob X'nOY/J(P# Jon# num. 27:16)# In this cennect5.on we 
may mtion the strange interpretation of G*n,2:7 lod 
breathed into man's nostrils the breath of life and man 
became a living being, FI^Q uiSDJ s T# Onkeloa say - "the 
breath o f life ( XJipu/J) became in Adam a "discoursing
spirit' ( xbbiqp n-n ) %  This interpretation bears witness 
to the close connection that was thought to exist between 
"breath * and "word, or speech"•
hen we turn to the frequent use of nil and 
illil1 nil to denote charismatic endowment, we discover 
that, in habblnio interpretation, the character of the gift 
ia predominantly the opirit of prophesy. There are occasions 
when the endowment Is regarded as "power" or "strength" (of# 
Tar ♦Onk# Jud, 13i28 and 1 Sam# 11*6) but the idea of pro­
phetic spirit is unexpectedly common# The gift of the Spirit 
to the Seventy elders probably means divine inspiration to
govern well* but according to Targ*?a*-Jon* it refers to 
the apirit of prophecy mi)* The spirit upon samuel
(1 3arrul0*6# 16:13 etc*) is the "spirit of prophecy’* as is 
the endowment of Balaam (Bum* f':?) • In the record of the 
comprehensive spiritual enrichment of the Messianic ruler 
(Is*ll:2)* in which the ’spirit" assumes varied forms to 
meet varied autis* Tar.Onk# placed first and equivalent to 
"spirit of the Lord the phrase "the spirit of piophooy 
from Ood"#1 A further example of the association between 
the divine apirit and prophecy la to he found at Is* 63:lo­
ll vhere "spirit of holiness” ( QH) is rendered by
"the words of his holy prophets” ( “ID’D
rpWTlP)* an interpretation whioh accords the
itabbln'c inclusion of the pctriarohs of Genesis in the cate­
gory of God1a prophets and which makes explicit what we 
8Uo^eated was impllolt in the OT passages* Xhis ri&bbinic 
emphasis on the spirit of prophecy requires a widening of 
the meaning of the word "prophecy"* Ihe term is not 
restricted to the special inspiration to foretell the future 
and proclaim the divine judgments: it comprises,in this 
generalised connotation* the possession of deeper insight 
into the I"! of God* the infusion into man of a more than 
ordinary power* knowledge and discernment * enabling him to 
perform what is right and good more effectually than the
1 T. ont* to 18*42:1 doos not reinterpret the gift of the 
Spirit in terma of pro^hetlo endowment*
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peraon who lacks the gift. Thus the "spirit of prophecy’’ 
may be attributed to warrior and craftsman, king and 
ressi&nic ruler, men whose activities would not all be 
included within the narrow definition of prophecy.
In addition to being essentially ’‘prophetic
spirit*' the Holy spirit was, according to the Kabbis , the
inspirer, even the composer of the books of the OT. The
Spirit influenced the authors, so that In their writing,
they ;/ >ref to some extent, the passive tools of that Spirit,
In such measure is the OT tioly writ one of the great
visible results of the Holy Spirit,s activity that the
two are regarded as equivalent i a saying from the OT can be
quoted either as a saying of Torah or as a saying of the
Holy Spirit. However, within this general framework of
scriptural inspiration, the Holy Spirit may have a special
function in the dramatisation of Biblical versos and
passage®. Israel or a biblical character recites part of
a verse and Holy Spirit responds by quoting the remainder
1of the same verse or a neighbouring verse. For example*
’Under the apple tree I awakened thee* there thy mother
was in travail with thee.”: thus far the U/~!7pil nil speaks,
and then the congregation of Israel continues, ’Set me as
a seel unon thy heart, as a seal upon thy arm”, and the
dentlle nations conclude ”For love is strong as death,
T 'Jr. H. Parzen, "The Kuah rlakodesh in Tannaitic Literature”, 
JCn. XX, (1929-30) pp.5u-60, and J. A be Is on, The Iatman^noe 
of dod in habblnie^l Literature. (London, 19l£)pr.225ff.
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jealousy ia cruel as the grave" (Cant. 8*5-6, Tosef. Sotah 
9.9). hat ia arresting in thia usage ia the extent to 
which "oly Spirit is personified. Hot only does the Spirit 
quote verses of Scripture: It ''Iso cries, laments, weeps,
rejoices, comforts, but always effects these actions by 
introducing Scriptural quotations. ‘Ifce explanation seems 
to be that in all this we have a graphic attempt to express 
the presence and involvement of Ood in the affairs of his 
people. The Holy Spirit is the representative of Ood, end 
ray even be used as s synonym for Ood speaking in Holy 
Scripture (Kid.Kx. 15*3, Sif.Peut. 335 on 33*26). Probably 
the reason for this metonymy, as for the many other 
Kabbinie substitutes for the actual name of Ood, is the 
desire to avoid desecrating the Tetragrammaton, regarded 
reverently as the proper name of Ood.
:he sanctity of the divine name sove rise to 
the frequent use of tks term "Sheld-nab" ( 71 JOiLin ), the
Tivine presence, end this is often employed interchangeably 
with "Holy spirit"• Hiat is said in one place about the 
shekinah may be said in another place about the "Holy 
Spirit". Similar phraseology clusters round them both* the 
sins that drive away the Spirit also drive away the 
Sheklnaht the virtues which qualify one to oossess whe Holy 
Spirit also qualify for the Shekinah. That the two terms, 
having so much in corr^ on, were often used indiscriminately
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ls true* but the term "Holy Spirit" is used far more 
sparingly in the Kabbinio literature* and where the two 
ere pare lie 1 ic ie found mostly in the later* rather than 
in the early writings.1 The e^aet relation of the two is 
difficult to determine* but it does not seem right to regard 
them as identical* VGiile the idea of the abiding presence 
of God is common to both* there is not attributed to 
Shekinah the function of revelation or inspiration whioh la
cso central to the activity of the Spirit in Jewish thought*
In contrast to the teaching of the OT writers* 
the >abbia unlversalised the gift of the Spirit* In the 
former it is the endowment only of recognised prophets* of 
specially prominent individuals and of the Hebrew nation 
at certain points of ita career* but in the thought of the 
babble and in succeeding Jewish theology* the Holy Spirit 
may be acquired by anyone who orders his life in aecoi : nco
awith the fear of God#" It is not given by Heaven mirac­
ulously* l#e# without any sufficiently evident reason; ita 
existence in any individual la the effect of a clear cause# 
Thus we r^adt "hoever studies Torah with Intent to nractise 
it will merit tha gift of tha Holy Spirit, JllO bv lOlbil 
"n T  b’ipnb nDJT Jllu;yb(i*»T.K.3e.7 on P6:3)» and H.
1 < belson* op*olt** Appendix* p#379#
2 G#r# Loore* Judaism* vol.l, p#437 and HTK* XV* (192P) p#68*
3 The idea of the possession of the "spirit of holiness" in 
Psalm 51 may be moving in this direction#
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behemiah (140-65 A*D*) says, " hoever submits to a comnand
in faith is worthy that the Holy Spirit should rest upon
him’ (Rtsn* K.15*20 on 11:6). In other words, the Holy Soirit
is a reward which any man may *in for perseverance in the
life of obedience. Naturally, once that spirit is given, it
inspires m n to even greater holiness of life*1 "’hatever
the Points uo, * do by t h e power of the Spirit (Ye lit Jen*
49). The perfectibility of man towards the possession of
the Spirit aa an ideal state is well brought out in the
celebrated dictum of ^*?hinehas b.Jair (2nd cent. A.B.):
Torah leads to carefulness, carefulness to 
diligence, diligence to cleanliness (ritual 
purity), cleanliness to self-control, self­
control to purity, purity to piety, piety to 
humility, humility to fear of sin, fear or sin 
to holiness, holiness to the Holy Spirit, and 
Holy Spirit to the resurrection of the dead*
(Mish*Sotah 9*15, b* fAbodah Zarah, 20b)*
The possession of the Holy Spirit is the culmination of
hat the religious life should mean in tlie ease of each
individual living it#
lot enlv is holiness of soul a condition for the
gift of the Spirit, so also ia wholeness of the body. The
1 In connection with the idea of the Spirit as the power for 
righteous living, it is of interest to note that Jer. Targ. 
on ^en.013 ("My Spirit shall not always strive with man") 
interpr ts th^ verse theologically, "Have I not set my H*s# 
in them in order that they may perform good worvs, but they 
have done evil* Therefore did I give thorn a respite of 120 
years in order that they should repent: but they would not”.
Tar.Onk* interprets in terms of simple vitality: “This 
wicked generation shall not stand before me for ever, seeing 
they are flesh and their works corrupt"*
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Roly Spirit rests upon a joyful heart” (jer. Sukkah 5.1. 55a 
63) because happiness is healthy. Sorrow is a bodily imper­
fection and consequently Jacob, while sorrowing for Joseph, 
was denied the Holy Spirit (Gen. fl.91.6): when he received
the tidings of his sonfs safety the Holy Spirit returned
1to him (Ab. K. Nathan, 30). Every physical imperfection or
derangement of the organism of the body acted as a barrier
to the accession of the Spirit.
The Kabbinic interest in a pure environment as
a condition of the Spiritfs presence led them to deny that
it could be effeotual in unclean material surroundings.
hen a devout man sins the Holy Spirit departs (Oen. R.80.3
on 32 * 14) but the same happens when he approaches a place
which is under the power of sin. Yalk. Esther 5:2 says cf
Esther, "hen she approached the abode of idolatry (i.e. the
palace of Ahasuerus) the Kcly Spirit departed from her and
she exclaimed fMy God, my God why hast thou forsaken mef".
As a development of this idea, the diminution of prophecy
or the cessation of the Spirit was traced to the sinfulness
of Israel. Sif. Deut. 173 on 18:12 reeords that R. Elieser
(80-120 A.D.) asks " hy is the H.S. so little in evidence in
Israel?” and answers, "But your sins have separated betw^*n
you and your God” (Ia. 59:2). A 3inful nation is no longer a
suitable environment for the Holy Spirit. Even outstanding
T fhe OT refers at this point to the n il of Jacob 
reviving. Gen. 46:26-7.
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Rabbi 8 who were personally worthy of the Holy Spirit were
debarred from its enjoyment because of the sinful age# Thus
we find s Haggadah* " Tien the sages entered the house of
Guryo at Jericho* they heard the Bath Qol (the Heavenly
Voice) announce fOne man is present here who is worthy of
the ruah ha-kodeah, but hie generation is not worthy of it"
(Tos#Sotah 13.3). In short* a favourable religious milieu
must exist in addition to saintly men before the Holy Spirit
will appear# The attitude enables us to understand the
passages in which the geographical location of the Spiritfa
activities la discussed# According to some Rabbis* Palestine
alone was sanctified and the only place* outside the Holy
Land* on which the Spirit could be experienced waa on the
seas which were considered pure# Other teachers suggested
that* while God reveals himself everywhere* it was only in
Palestine that the Spirit remained constantly: and even
within Palestine* it was Jerusalem* the Holy City* which
was regarded as the speolal seat of the Spirit9s working#
"In order to understand the issue involved in this difference
of opinion", says Parzen* "we must bear in mind that Palestine
la the Holy Land# Therefore it is the proper place for
Revelation# Foreign lands are* from the Kabbinic viewpoint*
9impure9* consequently* not suitable for Divine Revelation#"1
1 H# Parzen* op#clt#* p#53# See also on this matter J#Abelso 
OP*clt# * pp# 270-77.
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From discussion of th© persons and places In 
which the Spirit Is operative, we turn to the times or 
epochs of its functioning*1 In Jewish thought, as repre­
sented by the Intertestamental literature, the great 
figures of the OT period were regarded as inspired by the 
Holy Spirit: both prophets and patriarchs, and even women
like Rebekah (Jub. 25*14) shared in the gift* With their 
larger view of the nature of prophecy, the Rabbis could 
claim that the Spirit rested on all the devout and righteous 
of earlier generations* Moses, David, Solomon, priests, 
patriarchs and their wives were all equipped and inspired 
by the power of the Spirit. The past* the remote past, was 
Indeed the great era of the Spirit* What of the present?
In the Apocrypha and Pseudeplgrapha it is assumed that, 
although the groat period of prophetic activity has passed, 
the Spirit may still be granted to men (Wisd* 7*7* 9*17, Sir* 
39*6). The Kabbis, on the other hand, clearly state that, 
after the last prophets, the Spirit departed from Israel*
When the last prophets, Haggai, Zeoharlah and 
Malaohl died, the Holy Spirit ceased out of Israel* 
but nevertheless It was granted them to hear (the 
communications from God) by means. of a Bath-Qol* 
b.Yoma 9b, b.Sotah 48, b*3anh*lla, Mis.Sotah 9*12 
Tos.Sotah 13*2*
Some Rabbis even denied that the Spirit had ever been present
in the Second Temple (b.Yoma 21b, Num*R*15*10)* Despite this
1 'For this and other aspects of the Jewish dootrine see W* 
Foerster, "Die Heilige Geist im Spat jiidentum" NTS. VIII, 
(1961-62) pp. 117ff•
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some scholars (e*g* I.Abrahams1 and A* Mamorstein2 ) have
suggested that it was still often experienced in life* It
is not our purpose to review these arguments here} instead,
the reader is referred to the careful statement and consld-
eration of them by V?*D* Davies in Paul and Rabbinic Judaism,
(2nd ed*) pp* 209-215. His conclusion seems essentially
correct, especially in drawing the distinction between the
general drift of Rabbinic statement and theory and the
experience of devout individuals*
The evidence, both direct and indirect, of belief 
in the frequent activity of the Holy Spirit in 
Rabbinic Judaism is unconvincing* The weight of 
the evidence suggests that the activity was 
regarded as a past phenomenon in Israel9s history, 
a phenomenon whioh had indeed given to Israel its 
Torah, its prophets and the whole of its Scriptures, 
but which had ceased when the prophetic office 
ended* This, however, does not mean that we are to 
regard Rabbinic Judaism as an arid desert scorched 
to barrenness by its belief in a transcendent God, 
who no longer revealed himself to his people* On 
the contrary, the phenomena ••• are eloquent of 
the awareness of the near presence of God, and we 
need not deny that there may have been Individ* 
uals who were conscious of the Holy Spirit as 
active in their lives* (p*215)
1 Studies In Pharisaism and the Gospels. (Cambridge 1917-24) 
Second Series, p*166ff.
2 Studies In Jewish Theology* (Oxford U*P* 1950) "The Holy 
Spirit in abbinic" Legend”, pp* 122-44*
5 It may be to suggest such a distinction that Abelson (op*
olt * * p*260) differentiates between three senses in which
the H*S* is employed in Rabbinic writings, vis. the Spirit
as inspirer of classical propheoy and of the OT books, ss
the giver of a secondary prophetio endowment to various 
lesser OT characters and others, and, thirdly as an
testimony to the cessation of the action of the Spirit,
If Judaism tended to relegate the activity of 
the Spirit to the past* it nevertheless sustained a strong 
hope for the outpouring of the Spirit in the future. The
* iMessiah was expeoted to possess the Spirit of Ood. Rooted 
in such passages as Is. 11:2* this conception was firmly 
held throughout Jewish history and finds expression in Ps. 
Sol. 17:37* 18f71 T. Levi 18:7; T.Jud. 24:2. The Targum to Ii 
11:2 reiterates the theme and Targ. Ia. 42:Iff interprets 
the Servant as the Messiah and makes Ood say concerning 
him, "I will make my Spirit reat upon him”• The righteous 
also will receive the Spirit in the Last Age aa the agent 
of moral regeneration. In the Intertestamental hooka the
connection between final renewal and the gift of the Spirit
2la not often expressed* but it is clear in the Rabbinic
writings. The two passages, Esek. 36:26-7 ("a new heart will
I give unto you and a new spirit") and 37:14 ("I will put
my spirit in you and ye shall live") were the foundation
texts for the expectation of national revival through the
Spirit. In the Age to come the evil Impulse would he taken
out of Israel9a heart and the Spirit would reat upon them
(Pealk. 165a). By such a declaration* the notion of the
Spirit as s power for moral renewal is strengthened: but the
enrichment to the life of any man of achievement in morality 
and devotion: this last is not a thing of the past.
1 See Foerater* op.cit..p.119.
2 Jub. 1:23, 4 Ead. 6:26 state that renewal will be given by 
Ood. Cf. T. Jud. 24:3 and T. Levi 18:11.
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prophetio-inspirational aspect of the Spirit remains
important, and for this Joel 2i28ff ia the decisive passage.
Thus we find in Mum. K.15.26
The Holy One, blessed be He, said: In this world
individuals were given prophetic power, but in 
the world to come, all Israel will be made 
prophets, as It is said (Joel 2t28) X will pour 
out my spirit on all flesh"• (H. Tanhuma).
Before we leave the discussion of the Rabbinio
material, we may mention two points. (1) It is a striking
fact in the Rabbinic writings that the Spirit is often
conceived in material terms. Abelson has drawn together the
evidence for this, and Instances passages in whioh it is
viewed under the form of light, fire, sound or some other
1
material objeot, e.g. water or a dove. Conceptions such 
as these, Abelson suggests, are understandable as the 
attempts to give expression to mystical, visionary exper­
iences, and should therefore be treated as metaphorical
descriptions: the Rabbis did not think of the Spirit as a
©material objeot in actuality, (ii) In Rabbinic literature, 
the Spirit is frequently spoken of in personal categories. 
The Spirit speaks, weeps, laments and addresses Ood. Does 
this mean that in Judaism the Spirit is regarded as a 
hypostasis, or as a personal angelic being? That would be
1 TargV Cant. 2:12 "the voice of the turtle-dove" is para­
phrased as "the voice of the Holy Spirit concerning 
redemption".
2 Abelson, op.clt..pp. 212ff.
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to bring in categories strange to Jewish thought.1 Rather, 
in the words of K. Sohwelzers
'hat is intended by using personal categories to 
describe the activity of the Holy Spirit is not 
to represent it as a particular heavenly being, 
but rather as an objective divine reality which 
enoounters a man and lays olaim to him • . • a 
reality which to some extent represents the 2
presence of Ood and yet is not identical with him.
In similar vein, Abelson denies that the personification
of the Spirit suggests any metaphysical divisions in the
Godheads as well as being a circumlocution for the Divine
Name, it is primarily a means of expressing the action of
God in the life of man.
The Holy Spirit is 0odfa Holy Spirit. It is not 
itself Godi it is a property of God, it is an 
emanation of God, a visible, or rather percept­
ible trace of His workings in the world and in the 
heart of man. It is the Rabbinic portrayal of 
God in action, it is the emphatic declaration of 
the nearneaa of God, his direct concern in the 
affairs of men, the ever possible accessibility 
of man to his grace. 3
Note on the Bath-Qol. Bath-Qol (lit. daughter of the 
voice”) was, in a sense, an agent of revelation. It often 
recited Scripture for the guidance of men and gave advice 
on matters of Halakah (A. Mamorstein, Studies in Jewish 
Theology, p. 135ff) Its authority was not equivalent to that 
of the Holy Spirit, because, on occasion, its guidance 
could be set aside, b.Bab.Met».59b.
1 THypostasiaation” might be applied to the Philonic idea 
of the Spirit. Cf. P. Volz, Der Gelst Gottea. (Tubingen, 
1910) pp. 159-65.
2 Schwelser, The Spirit of God, p. 15.
3 Abelson, op.clt.. p. 205-206.
VII * The Dead Sea Scrolls 
In the Scrolls discovered at .umran the word nn(and Its 
plural) occurs frequently and In a variety of senses.1 Once 
It refers to the breath of animals: the horses to be used
In the great battle are to be "light of foot and long of 
breath ( fin ’o n x 2)"* 6:12. On a few occasions both
singular and plural forms connote "wind(s)": CD 8:13, 19.25 
(cf. Mlc. 2:11), IQS 1:10 fji* •ninDmeans "strong winds" or 
"mighty spirits")f 1QH 7:23 (the enemies of the Psalmist 
are as 'chaff before the wind"), and possibly 1QH 6.23 and 
7.5, although there the word may be used metaphorically.
1QM 10.12 calls the heavens "the support or elevation of 
Jl?mi"i.e. "winds",or possibly "spirits"• ’e may add here 
that f i n  (In the pi.) is used at 1QM 9.13, as occasionally 
in Eaekiel,to mean "compass points” or "directions”:
tTJDl J l im i Jli^lbwblit. ’in the three directions of the 
face", that is, to the front, to both sides, but not behind.
At 1C H 7.29 nil appears to mean 'emptiness, vacuity, vanity 
vapour", a sense associated with "wind” and "air" and found 
in the book of Ecclesiastes.
The use of m i  in the psychological sense to
denote disposition, mood or attitude is very common and a
few examples must suffice. An upright and humble spirit
T See A .A. Anderson. "The Use of fituahf in 1Q3, 1QH and 
1QM", JSS, VII (1962) pp. 293-303.
2 Probably not in the OT figurative s*>nse of "patient".
( HI JV1 1UJV nil ) la required If a SMk*f aln ia to be
atoned, IQS 3.8# The three priests In the Counell of the
Community are to be men "who maintain faithfulness on earth
with unahakeable purpose and with a contrite spirit ( m i
il 1 1 W 2 ) $ IQS 8*3* The ability to "respond with a contrite
spirit ( ni^VL/J nil )" to those in authority eomes from Ood,
IQS 11*2* Those who are oontrite in spirit ( m i  iqi
111*10, and those who are humble in spirit ( nil ), 1QJ
14*7 will be strengthened to fight and conquer in the great
battle* All those who volunteer for the great battle (1QM
7*5) must be 1W3-1 H11 1t01D SI lit* p * or blameless
1 The interpretation of m i  n Jil li i matter of some 
importance. ?:*Beat (NTS,VII, 1960-61, pp255-58) interprets 11 
as "the poor or impaired in courage”. Following Caster, he 
assumes that nil is parallel to the possession of
"the melting heart, slack hands, tottering knees, the bowed 
shoulder", a series in whioh eaoh has the preposition b 
attached* In fact, nil sf^ms to be the first of a new
series of whioh each commences with the prep.l : nil 
and, after the long lacuna, “| H  *07DJi:i. In this new series, 
the contrast is not between force and weakness, courage and 
timidity, but between moral qualities and impious cruelty*
It Carmlgnae, Ijel K&ple de la Ouerre* (Paris, 1958) p*204 . 
renders the Y/ords, 1 par ies Humbles esprit [sera humilie 
tout le •••] du coeur de dureti, par les consommes (en) 
conduite seront conaommees toutes les nations dfimpiete".
B* Jongeling. Le rtouleau de la Ouerre, (Assen, 1962) p.321 
renders it, "sV par les pauvrea en esprit (lfonnemi) au 
coeur endurcl [est humili6] et par ceux qui sont parfalts 
de conduite prendront fin toutes les nations impies'* He 
oomments (pp. 312-13) "Les jgauvres en esprit sont, en effet, 
peuvres^quant aux blens materials, mala la cause de leur 
pauvrete est qu9lls merchant dans la crainte de Yahweh, et 
cfest pourquol ils sont opprimes dans ce monde"• The likeness 
of the phrase (and also 11*10) to Is* 66*2 is significant*
The relevance of this discussion will be evident when we 
treat the first Beatitude* Cf. also s* Legasse, "Les Pauvrea 
en Esprit et les *Volontairesf de Qumran", NTS. VIII, (1961­
62) pp. 336-345.
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In spirit and body (flash).1 The nn is the '•eat of fear,
IQS 7.181 a proud, spiteful attitude may be oalled a 
"wicked spirit", IQS 5.261 behaviour which contravenes the 
miles of the Community is wa spirit of rebellion", IPS 8,12! 
a "spirit of wickedness" { n y v i  n il)  causes envy, IQS 10.18< 
On a few occasions, the n n  of a ran connot his willingnesi 
or ability to endure affliction! it is almost equal to 
'’courage” ! 1QH 1.32 "Thou hast established the spirit of 
man against affliction"? 4.36 "my spirit holdeth fast to 
the place of standing against affliction? 5.36 "suffering 
and shame enter r*y bones to make the spirit to fail".
'ithin the Manual of Discipline, the ter*. nil 
several times bears a wider connotation, On entering the 
Covenant, a man's spirit was examined, and this is further 
described as testing his understanding and works in the 
law (5,21)?" they shall examine their spirits and deeds year 
by year to promote each according to his understanding and 
the perfection of his ways, or retard them”, (5.24). A neo­
phyte did not share the Terumah of the Great Ones (Rablm) 
until he was further examined concerning his spirit and 
deeds (6.17), Among the duties of the enlightened Instructor 
( b’DWD) of the sect was the task of "weighing or discerning
T It is noticeable that, though 1QH emphasises the sinful­
ness of the flesh, there is no contrast between "flesh" and 
"spirit", the former being evil and the latter good. The 
phrase expresses the totality of a man. It is possible that 
the phrase here means something like" sound in wind and 
limb , stressing the adult vitality required.
the Son* of Zadok according to their spirits ( J11H7T )", 
whloh means ''to judge eaoh man according to his spirit 
and to let eaoh man approach according to the cleanness of 
his hands (i.e* his deeds) and accept him according to his 
understanding ( 103U/)" 9. 14-16. In these instanees "eplril
( n n  ) appears to denote "a man's general disposition", 
his underlying attitude and devotion to the ways of the 
Sect, which is revealed In hla behaviour. hile the emphasis 
here on the religious aspect of men's life may permit us to 
interpret nn as "spirituality", we cannot agree with D, 
Flusser In assoeiating It with the degree to which a member 
of the Sect possessed the gifts of the Holy Spirit.1 It 
seems that we have here an extension of the OT use of Q-1*) 
to desorlbe the controlling Impulse or attitude.
The use of nil ^ to denot ',irit" or
supernatural power was found in some of the later Jewish
writings of the Intertestamental literature. ‘That use is
evidenced frequently in the Qumran material. All the
spirits are either good or bad according to their function
or nature, but all are Inferior to Ood, who oreated them
1 Aspects of the Dead Sea Scrolls. (Scripts Hieroeolymltana, 
vol. 4," Jerusalem, 1958) pp. 246-8. Sehwelzer, op.olt..p.17 
says "the word is on the way to meaning the existence of a 
man specifically as he lives before Ood, i.e. the self 
whioh is set over his soul and body". See also W.D. Pavlas, 
"Paul and the DSSi Flesh and Spirit" in The Scrolls and the 
Hew Testament, p.177 and E. schwelser, iegenwart des delates 
und Esehatologlsehe Hoffnung bel zarathustra, spatjudlschen 
Oruppen, Onoatlkern und den Zeugen des MT" in The Background 
of the Hew Testament and its Esohatology. (Cambridge.1384) pp7 158-865, especially pp. 483-5.
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and who ia the Lord of every spirit (1QH 10*8). As in the 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, so In 1QM, the ohlef 
of the wicked spirits is Belial* The spirits of his party 
i b n x ’n n d Q M  13.2,4,11) are "spiritr of perdition" 
ibi(n) ’fin (14.10) and a person may be under their domln* 
ation (CD 12,2), but God haa hia apirlta also,” Tho 
mighty one in battle ( n n n b o n  “n:iXcf,Pi,24:8) ia in our 
community, the army of hia spirits ( | Tt H  XUS) is with oui
soldiers” 1QM 12,9, These are the "spirits of truth" ( "mi 
Jitox) under the leadership of the Prince of Light, 1QM 13»10< 
There is a special seotion of IQS (3.13 - 4.26) 
devoted to the origin and function of the spirits• The 
substance of the passage la aa follows. The God of all 
knowledge, the source of all that ia or will be, "created 
man to rule the world, and assigned him two spirits in 
whioh to walk” till the time of the final visitation. These 
are the spirits of truth and of wickedness. The former 
originated in the abode of light and la identical with the 
Prince or Spirit of Light and the Angel of truth! the 
spirit of perversion ( n il)  had its source in darkness
and la equivalent to the Angel of darkness, God oreated 
both apirlta and on them founded all conduct. The ways or 
counsels of the spirit of truth Include humility, slowness 
to anger, compassion, goodness, understanding, wisdom, 
knowledge, zeal for righteousness, integrity, mercy, purity
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greed, slackness, wrong-doing, pride, deceit and cruelty*
TJnder these two spirits are the generations of 
all the sons of men, and all their hosts***** 
have an inheritance in their divisions! and in 
their ways do they walk, and in either of them 
(lies) all their action and conduct, according 
to the inheritance of each, whether great or 
little (in the two spirits) in equal parts 
until the last period* 3*15-16* 2
At the season of Godfs visitation (pecuddah) t wickedness
will be destroyed! the 'truth of the world” will emerge
victorious (probably a synonym for the "spirit of truth")*
Then God will oleanse by his truth all the deeds 
of a man (men), and will refine Him some of the 
children of men in order to abolish every wioked 
spirit out of the midst of their fleshI and to 
oleanse them by a holy spirit from all evil deeds f 
and He will sprinkle upon him a spirit of truth 
like purifying water to oleanse him from all 
lying abominations and from defilement by the 
s^lri* of impurity* Thus He will give the upright 
insight into the knowledge of the Most High and 
the wisdom of the eons of heaven* 3120-21.
The section ends with a restatement of the present posltlonf 
"Until now the spirits of truth and wickedness strive 
within the heart of man! men walk in wisdom and in folly"* 
Because of the sharp opposition between the two 
spirits described in this section, many scholars have inter­
preted It in terms of the cosmic dualism and determinism of 
Zoroastricnism or of a pre-Christian Jewish Gnosticism* This
T Both Plusser, op.clt*.p.262 n*157 and M* Black, The Scrolls 
and Chris***?_Orl^ins* p* 13g* n*l have drawn attention to 
the similarities between the "ways" of the good spirit and 
"the fruits of the spirit" in Gal*6il8ff*
1and prudence! the way® of the spirit of error include
2 Translation taken from Black, op*clt**p*133*
unit in the manual and to forget that (by virtue of its
preservation and incorporation in the document) it waa
accepted Qumran teaching, and therefore is best interpreted
in terras of the general drift of Qumran thougit, whioh is
rooted in the OT* Neither the ultimate origins of the "two*
spirits1* theme nor parallels to it need determine the
1meaning of the doctrine for the Sect. rhile the "two soiriti
may have eoemic functions, the emnhaais in the passage
under discussion is not on their transoendent oharaoter
T V o t I l careful treatment (with bibliographical details) of 
the various interpretations of 1Q3 3*13ff. see P. Vernberg- 
Mailer, "The Two Spirits in IQS 3*13-4*26% ^vue de 
Qumran, III, (1961) pp*413-41* The following statement la 
on p*<*18i "••* there is a difference between saying that 
the notion of the two 1 spirits1 (as we find it in the Test­
aments, IQS, the NT etc) is ultimate!^ Persian, and main­
taining that the idea -in IQfl-"Is identical with what we 
have in the O&thas* The difference between the two views is 
that the former allows for the possibility that the idea, 
when it was adopted in Jewish and Christian elrolea, was 
transformed and reinterpreted and thus fitted into an 
entirely different eontext, whereat according to the latter, 
the idea waa adopted - by the Qumran community - in 
basically the same form in whloh it waa taken over from 
the Oathas, except that the Jewish monotheistic faith waa 
preserved by regarding the two (cosmie) "spirits" ss created 
by, and thus subservient to, Ood (cf* IQS 3*25)* The result 
of the applieation of the latter point of view has been the 
introduction into Qumran studies of what seems to me to be 
a false note, due to the emphasis placed upon the supposedly 
direct Zoroastrlan influence* It has thus been maintained 
that the Qumran community held striotly "dualistie" deter­
ministic views. . . if. however, one examinee the text (l*e* 
the two spirits section) In its Immediate context, and 
eompares the use of certain key words as used In our text, 
with their applloation elsewhere in the Judaean manuscripts, 
it will be seen that IQS 3-4 is capable of a different 
interpretation"•
explanation seams to overemphasise the uniqueness of the
but on their persistent involvement with the life and 
behaviour of men, 1 Consequently their funetlon must have 
a psychological aspect. This is confirmed by the statement 
that the spirits struggle in the hearts of men until now, 
4,23, This aspeet of the "two-spirits" doctrine suggests 
that its background and Inspiration may be Jewish and may 
lie in the idea of the two opposed spirits from the Lord 
expressed in 1 Sam* 16:14, Fcclea. 16:13-14 and in the Teat, 
Jud*20*lff "Know therefore, my children, that two apirlta 
wait upon man, the spirit of truth and the spirit of error 
(to T7S tVccv^ s ) ” 2 where tha function of the spirit
1 Cf1* S. Sohweizer, op*clt*. pp.460-93, H,G, May, "Cosmolog­
ical Reference in the Qumran doctrine of the Two Spirits
and in the OT Imagery", JBL, LXXXII, (1963) pp. 1-14 holds 
together the cosmologies! settings and expression of the 
docrine and its present psychological reality.
2 The question of the dating of the Testaments is disputed. 
The earlier opinions of M. de Yonge that the document waa 
written by a Christian author using Jewish material (The
9f. tha. 19®3) havaTeanmodiried, to aor extent, by the study of the DSS (see 
Christian Influence in the Testaments of the Twelve 
Patriarchs", NT, IV, (1960) pp. 182-236) but he still posits 
extensive Christian influence. A.S. van der Woude, Pie 
?gg£j*l£achen dap Oamalnda von Qumran.~TTaaan.VWVT 13cusses parallels between the Testaments and the 
Scrolls and suggests that the former was originally a 
Jewish document, but that the Qrundachrlft la impossible to 
reconstruct because the book has been rewritten and abbrev­
iated and aubjeoted to/some interpolation. M. Phllonenko,
Lea Interpolations chretlennea dee Testaments Pouze 
PatriarcKeV eVles Manuscrlta Je_Qumraiu (Paris a 1965^ sug­
gests a very close link between bn e two writings and 
reduces Christian influence on the XXI to an almost 
negligible minimumt the passages which have been called 
Christian are the work of an Eaaene Interpolator: the sim­
ilarity between the XII and the Qumran literature la such 
aa to suggest a common origin. The matter will continue
of truth ia "to witness to all things and to condemn all 
things*"*’ To TTvcjyuot t^ s itXkv^s would correspond to fin 
J l i y J l  , and, although this exact phrase has not been 
found in the Qumran textsf we read (IQS 3.21) that the 
spirit of wickedness leads astray all the sons of right* 
ecus ness, and that these are the people whose spirits have 
gene astray, n j'2  n il  '•VJJKU.l). How if the Qumran 
doctrine of the "two~apiritat1 can be paralleled in the 
teaching of the Jewish apocalyptic books, then it is also 
akin to the Rabbinic doctrine of the good and evil inclin­
ations? the "spirits" that wait upon man are powerful 
influences, with perhaps even cosmio dimension?, but 
they are inwardly experienced and they affect conduct* The 
"two spirits" passage In the Manual is not ooncerned with 
a metaphysical theory of dualism, but with psychological 
insights and the realities of life* The "spirits” are the 
foroea whioh drive a man to act in a certain way, the 
influenoea which condition or bring about behaviour? they
to he Setated* Although it seema oertaln that a Jewiah 
Vorlage underlies the present form of the Teatamenta (as 
"uxnran suggests), the dlffioulty in deciding the extent and 
form of this is So great that we must be very cautious in 
our use of the Testaments in interpreting the NT* In the 
matter of the "two spirits", the similarity of the Oumran 
view with that expressed in the Teat* Jud* suggests that the 
doctrines may have had a common origin in Jewiah thought*
1 Cf. Jn. 14117, 15126, 16*8, 13.
2 Cf* A .A, Anderson, op.clt*. p*299, "V’e are not told of the 
way in whioh theae influenoea of the spirits etc. are exercise 
upon man, but It la possible that the author of IQS 3*4
may have thought of something approximating to the Rabbinio
create, and to some extent become equivalent to, attitudes 
and dominant depositions* If these forces are born of 
error and wickedness, the resulting conduct is evil and 
perverse* if they have their source in light and truth, 
conduct is righteous and good.
A few further points may be made concerning the 
passage. First, the rather remarkable fact that in the 
literature of a Sect which was oonsclous of the nearness of 
the End, this la the only place where a strictly eschato- 
logical significance is ascribed to the Spirit (4*20)* 
Secondly, the function of the Spirit in the End-time is 
both purificatory and illuminative* the spirit of truth is 
sprinkled upon the faithful to give knowledge and to cleanse* 
Thirdly, the spirit of truth and "holy spirit" appear to 
be identical* If our understanding of the"two spirits" 
is correct, this must mean that 0odfs holiness or truth, 
when known and acknowledged, is Itself a powerful Impetus 
towards the fulfilment of righteousness in conduct* ss that 
"spirit" operates on man, it exerts a cleansing influence 
and leads to knowledge and righteousness* This is closely 
related to what we found it possible to say in explanation 
of ’the spirit of holiness" in Ps*51*
doctrine of the good and evil inclinetions"• ?*D* Davies, op.
cit*, p*173 considers that the spirits are "two constant 
currents of good and evil forces in conflict"* The emphasis 
in the DSS seems to be on describing how these currents 
are experienced by roan*
1 On the Spirit and Kschatology in Qumran see Foerster, op* 
cit* pp* 122ff*
\
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It would be difficult to classify the many uses 
of f in  in the Thanksgiving Hymns, and the very fact of sueh 
variety may lend weight to the suggestion made by Davies 
that the Psalms reflect a later stage in the com:nunityfs 
history than that of the other writings, when weater 
Hellenistic influence had taken place*1 We mention first 
examples of nil used to denote man as a whole. The author 
of 1QH 1*22 refers to himself as "a structure of sin*.* a 
spirit of error ( n^lJin mi) perverted without insight", 
and in 3*21 the writer alludes to himself, or to the com­
munity in general, as "a perverted spirit (ni^j m i) who is 
oleansed from transgr ^ ion and made fit to share in the 
fellowship with eternal spirits"* The phrase n?VJ nil appear* 
to parallel to v&/*x in 3*22 and therefore both phrases 
probably refer to a man in the entirety of hie being* At 
1QH 13*13 and 17*25 we find the expression 1 W 1  m i  , a 
spirit of flesh. It would seem that this phrase is parallel 
to "one born of woman" in 13*14 and therefore "spirit of 
flesh means "a human being", "a man" • The expression does 
not i ply anything derogatory of "spirit"* There is no rigid 
contrast between "flesh" and "spirit", the one being evil 
and the other goods it is the whole man which is sinful, 
the whole personality which is perverted* The same doctrine 
of "two spirits" seems to underlie 1QH, although it may not 
1 Op.clt*,p»165* ,
be so explicitly expressed as in IQS 3-4. Te find reference 
to the "spirits of badness, n ^ 9 X  Tin" (1QH 3.18), the 
"spirits of wickedness (nvwi J1 inn)” and of "perversion" in 
Frag. 5. "A perverted spirit" (n 1VJ nn) rules In man, 
according to 13.15, but the fragmentary atate of the passage 
does not permit ua to be explicit: it seems to refer to
a man's corrupted spirit or disposition (of. 1.22). On the 
other hand, there are ‘holy spirits" or "spirits of 
holiness" and "spirits of knowledi^" ( Jlimi) who appear
H asto belong to the same class as the ucno of heaven and the 
host of holy ones" (3*22). The use of "holy spirit" or 
"spirit of holiness" ( W l l p  1111) is important in the Hymns.
It la the agent of cleansing (16.11-12)) It brings know­
ledge (12, 11,12? 13.19? 14.25) and gladness (9.32). By this 
spirit a man is strengthened In the way of righteousness 
(7.6-7 and cf* 4.31-32). That w# said concerning the "holy
spirit" In IQS is true here:1 the Influence on a man of the
acknowledged holiness and will of God has a cleansing and 
stabilising power#
In the Damascus Document the phraae "holy spirit" 
occurs three times. Twice (5.11? 7.4) the reference is to 
the "holy spirit" within people which may be polluted or 
defiled by denying the truth of the principles of the com-
TTTToorster, op.oit..p.l29ff has oompared what was said 
about the "spirit of truth" in IQS and what is said by the 
writers of the hymns "through the holy spirit", and he
posits the essential similarity of the two expressions.
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munity of Ood* The disposition towards holiness and ~ight- 
eousness may be overcome by disobedience*^ At CD 2*12 we 
read "God made known his holy spirit unto them (the Remnant)
through his anointed one", l*e* either prophet(a) or
2priest(s)* In other words, Ood revealed, through the eus*
todlan of his truth, his power and presence as & holy Ood
who requires his people to be holy (ef* Is* 63:10-11)*
The Manual of Discipline has three references to
"holy spirit"* It is through the "spirit of God's true
counsel ( S>£ Jltox nna) concerning the ways of man
that all his iniquities will be atoned, so that he may look
upon the life-giving light; united through the holy spirit
( n v/np flll^ .) to his txmth, man shall bo cleansed of all
his iniquities: because of an upright and humble spirit his
T Terence may be to the belief that a "spirit of holin<
was given to man at creation* The late Heb* additions to 
Test.wapth* declare "blessed is he who dees not defile 
the holy spirit of God put upon him and breathed into him: 
and blessed is he that returns it to his creator pure as 
on the day he Inherited It"* In the Shepherd of Hermas, 
this spirit becomes God's 0*7*07 Which may be given
back to him, either "deoeitful and useless" or "unspotted"*
2 For the problems and various interpretations of this 
passage, see Davies, op,cit*. p*175 and p.280 n*60* it la 
dotibtful that "anointed one" should be uwlerstood of the 
Messiah(s)* The idea that the Messiah Impart* Holy Spirit 
is possibly suggested by the Messianic reading of Is*52tl4f 
in the Qumran Isaiah scroll, but not by CD 2*12 (see Y?.h . 
Brownlee , The Scrolla and the Hew Testament, pp. 43-44)*
Teat• Jud*24*te-ii toils us that the itesslah pours down the 
spirit of graoe* De Yong© (op*clt*) anc r'.A. Chevallier, 
(L'Esprlt et le Mesale dans Te has-Judaism© et le NT,
Paris, 1958) think the passage is Christian, with material 
from the Qumran sect or a related group incorporated* The 
reconstruction of the pre-Christian text of the passage
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sin shall be atoned*.* (IQS 3*6ff)* Here we are in toueh
again with the thought of the OT* • The powerful influence
on man1a life of Ood,a truth and righteousness creates the
desire for and will to achieve holiness through obedience
and righteous conduct (cf* Ps*61). At 8*16 the revelations
through the prophets are made through the holy spirtt (flHl
1 ^ 1  I p ) • as in Judaism the spirit is the source and
inspiration of the prophetic proclamation* Finally at 9*3.
lien these things shall come to pass in Israel (i*e* 
the institution of the community), according to these 
rules, for a foundation of holy spirit ( fin H & ’b 
ubiVJioxb U/i7p) for eternal truth to make atone* 
ment for the guilt of the offence and for the sin, 
an* for divine favour to the land, without ( |0)
i*e* rather than, the flesh of burnt-offerings. • •
At that time the men rf the community shall be set 
apart, a house of holiness for Aaron.
The interpretation of the passage is difficult. Does it mean
that the possession of the holy spirit is preparatory to the
End, or that the discipline of the sect is the foundation
on which the spirit will be given in the Age to come?1 Since
the section refers to the creation of the covenant-community
it seems that the phrase in question means f4an institution
of spiritual holiness* a community whose life is ordered
by the search for righteousness and truth, through aoknow-
wouid be very difficult, and probably it is wise to lay 
little emphasis on the passage as declaring the ?fessiahfs 
role in giving the Spirit* "ithin Judaism, it is always 
Ood, never the Messiah, who bestows the Spirit*
1 See Davies, op.clt*. p*176 for the discussion of the views. 
He concludes his comment by mentioning as "possible" the 
interpretation here suggested as likely*
lodgment of tho holiness of God and obedience to hia will.
"Holy Spirit" la essentially a description of the character 
and direction of the sectarians' total life and piety.
VIII. The New Testament 
Part 1. The Synoptic Gospels: Mark, Q, Special M and L.
tit begin this survey of the use of ttvco a^*. in the Synoptic 
Gospels with a brief mention of the application of the 
term to the "spirits" or demons of evil and illness. We find
that the word bears this connotation 14 times In Mark,
•> /. 1usually with the adjective ***& «/ot©v . Where the Matthean 
and Lucan parallels do not use the same expression, the
j j /
words or some part of the verb
X /generally appear. Once, at 8:16, Matthew reads T* t
without any qualifying adjective, where Mark has r^fiyuovi*.
(Mk. 1:34). Both Matthew (12:43) and Luke (11:24 use 
oiW9oy>To\/ TTv&oyuot in a paaaage for whioh there ia no Markan 
parallel, vis. the sequel to the Beelaetouh controversy.
This use of wv6oyuL< is already familiar to us from our dis­
cussion of the Interteatamental literature, where nvcG/**
Is used frequently in the demonologies of 1 Enoch, Jubilees 
and Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. It r*y have Its
I'*V. Tf23,2o,2’7; 3:11,J 5:2,8,13; 6:7; 7:25; 9:25; 9:17,
25 ( x  SOeAov , Ko<j>o« ) and 9:20 ( -nveu^ oc ).
2 These passages and Mk. 3:30 will be disoussed later when 
the contexts of tho sayings are investigated.
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origin in such a passage as 1 Sam*16:14ff and its LXX trans­
lation* The later Rabbinical literature, and especially the 
Babylonian Talmud, reveals a wealth of allusions to "spirits" 
(Jlinn J ’fin) and their harmful activities among men! the 
same is true of the literary and non-literary texts of 
Hellenism*
The psychological5 use of 7TV€o^ x*c is attested 
three times in Mark* At Mk* 2*8 Jesus knows To ibej/JLom oAjibG 
(dative of sphere) the thoughts of others, where TTv/tu^ oc 
('spirit") connotes the seat of knowledge and sensitivity 
(cf. Fsek. II16, 20:32). There is no reference to the Holy 
Spirit, nor is the knowledge necessarily supernatural in 
character (cf. 5io0, "Jesus knew iv LoiurZ>") p although, if 
the events took place as recorded, the impression given 
might easily have been of supra-normal insight* Th® state­
ment that "Jesus groaned in his spirit (To o^ utoo )"
Mk* 8:12, accords with the OT use of O H  (lxx TN£oyuL*t ) to 
denote the seat of deep emotion* The third instance of 
-nveoyuoc meaning "human spirit" is Mk* 14:38 (with parallel 
Matt*26:41) where the contrast is drawn between Tiveoyu^ c 
TT^ oQoyLcov ("willing spirit") and ("weak flesh" )•
The contrast immediately directs the mind to
Paul, but the Apostlefs meaning is not that of the Gospel. 1
T grange, Saint Marc (6th ed. Paris, 1942, p.390) suggests
that there may be some foundation for the Pauline dootrine 
in this saying of Jesus* This may be true, if we accept
the saying as a genuine utterance*
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In Mark 'flesh1 does not mean ’ life in opposition to God 
and the Spirit” I it is the frailty of the body, which may 
hinder the highest desires of the will from being fulfilled.
The disciples wanted to watch with the Master, but bodily 
weakness checked them. E# Schweizer presents a quite different 
interpretation. He claims that Trveoymoc is not "some better 
part of man#a nature”, but is f1the Spirit of God which is 
temporarily imparted to a man and fights against human 
weakness”. In support of this exegesis, Schweizer states 
that the phrase "willing spirit” is derived from the Hebrew
g
text of Ps. 51i14 (Eng.vers.12) where it is identical with 
the ’’Spirit of God”. To this argument we may reply that, 
while it is possible that the phrase in the Psalm nxnj xi
t ’ :
(IAX ^yGyuoviK<w) could be understood in the sense of 7W<£oyu.®c 
•tyoSuyuoV , it is not identical with ”holy spirit” s the 
nature and sequence of the parallelism of vs. 12*14 (MT) 
suggests that it is closer in meaning to the experience of 
Joy in Godfs salvation, and connotes a ’tractable spirit”, 
i.e. a spirit responsive to God and capable of meeting the 
demands of the new situation. The logic of the narrative 
in "ar> req^ it the distinction between and
be understood, not in terms of the difference between God
1 Tfae Spirit of God. (Bible Key Words, London, 1960) pp.24-25.
2 R.G. Bratcher, Interpretation. XVI (1962) pp.490ff. criti­
cises Schweizer1s view as i f  it were based on v.12 of the 
MT, instead of 14 (MT), i.e. 12 in Eng. versions. See also 
Schweizerfs reply in vol. XVII no. 1 wan. 1963) of the same 
Journal.
and mni but, aa we have suggested, between the will of man 
and his physical weakness#1 At Matt# 27:50 is used
of the "life-breath" i o he foos ### i(f)tjKC\/ To TTVCoyuLoC f 
where Mark and Luke use the verb £^ 6Trvcu<r<£v § "expired".
All the Evangelists declare that at tho Baptism 
of Jesus the Spirit desoended upon him, like a dove, the
2dove being a symbol in late Judaism for the Holy Spirit, 
as well as for the community of Israel# The nature of the 
Baptism narrative marks off the event as something different 
from the call of a prophet and his endowment with the Spirit# 
The significance of the Baptism is its Messianic character#
The utterance of the voice (the Bath-qol, l#e# the substitute, 
in Jewish thinking, for the lost guidance of the Spirit) 
echoes Ps# 2:7 and Is# 42:1 and Indicates that Jesus is both 
"Son of God" and "Elect Servant"# Now the declaration that 
Jesus is the Servant makes necessary his endowment with the 
Spirit# Is#42:1 says "Behold my servant whom I uphold, my 
chosen, in whom my soul delights: I have put my spirit
upon him", and Is# 61:1 The Spirit of the Lord God is upon 
me*# Likewise, since the use of Ps# 2:7 suggests that, at 
his baptism, "Jesus becomes or is revealed as Son of God, not 
as the result of a divine begetting, but because he is then
1 The *nuer/Arndt and Gingrich lexicon classifies this use 
under "human spirit" and most commentators do likewise#
2 The Targum to Cant#2:12 explains "the voice of the turtle­
dove" as "the voice of the Holy Spirit concerning 
redemption"#
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installed aa King Messiah* the true successor of David*"1
the Spirit becomes an indispensable gift* because* in
Jewish thinking* an endowment of Spirit was to be part of
the equipment of the Anointed One. 1 Enoch 49:3 (of uncertain
date) olaims* "In Him (the Elect One) dwells the spirit of
wisdom and the spirit whioh gives insight" and Ps. Sol. 17:
37 (1st cent. B.C.) declares "God will make him (the Messiah)
mighty by means of holy spirit* and wise by means of under*
standing with strength and righteousness". Moreover* the
Messianlo hymn in Test. Levi 18:6ff asserts:
The heavens shall be opened and from the temple of 
glory shall oome upon him sanctification,
With the Father9s voice* as from Abraham to Isaao:
And the glory of the Most High shall be uttered over him, 
And the spirit of understanding and sanctification 
shall rest upon him (in the water). 2
The descent of the Spirit at Jesus9 baptism is to be under*
stood then as the endowing of the Messiah with strength*
1 tf.ST. Barrett. Ihe Holy Spirit and the Gospel Tradition. 
(London 1947) P.4TT''Tlfcr& T jtTKffl ofTltla ffSW).------
2 The words "in the water" are generally considered to be a
post*Christian interpolation. As mentioned earlier in this
work* there is no unanimity on the dating of the Testaments.
De Yonge regards the work as extensively influenced by
Christian thinking* but many scholars consider that It was 
originally a Jewish text which later underwent rewriting.
Caution musu be raised in the use of the Testaments and 
sometimes C.K. Barrett (op.clt.) is too ready to accept its
evidence. In the matter oeFore us* however* the Ps. Sol. 
provide reliable evidence for the endowment of the Messiah
with Spirit. If the aeotlon quoted from Test. Levi were 
post*Chrlstian and reflected the Baptism of Jesus* the words 
"with the Father9s voice.•" would be diffieult to understand, 
in From Babylon to oethlehem (ed. L.K. Browne, 2nd r-v.«d. 
Cambridge* 1951* pp. 95*96) M. Black has Interpreted this 
expression from Abraham9s only reoorded word to Isaao* "God
wisdom and holiness, in short, his endowment with the power 
of Ood for the fulfilment of the Messianio ministry. There 
is nothing new here in the oonoeption of the Spirit: it is
rooted firmly in the use of the term with a oharismatio 
sense in the OT and Jewish writings. However, when we 
remember that Judaism denied the activity of the Spirit in 
the present and expected it to be renewed only in the Last 
Age, we see a deep significance in the narrative. There is 
no new doctrine of the Spirit, but the very fact that the 
Spirit la regarded as having been given suggests that the 
event (the Baptism) is being pin-pointed as the beginning 
of the New Age, the Age of the Messiah. This is indeed as 
far as Mark takes baok the question of Messianic origins. 
Matthew and Luke, on the other hand, press the matter 
further back, to the birth of the Messiah as a human being.
To those narratives we shall devote attention later.
At this point we may investigate the saying of
John the Baptist concerning the baptism with whloh the
"Stronger One" will baptise his people. The logion has been
preserved in two forms* the shorter Markan form at 1*8 "He
will baptise you (£vj "f and the Q version (Mt.
will provide himself a laxnb", Gen. 22*8. On this view, the 
theme of sactifico 13 inherent in the Messiah1* election 
and ordination. The words olos <ky*T4fTos recall the descrip­
tion of Isase at Gen.22*2,12 (LXX) Ttfv uVov ffoo tov
Tov , For the view that Test. Levi 18 is dependent on 
the New Testament, see M.A. Chevallier, L^sprlt et le Messle 
dans le bas-Judalsme et le NT (Paris, 19SST ppT T28-3tt.
3! 11 and Luke *16) which reads "He will baptise you €v/
y * / x / „
i n * *71^  ukk. -iroyau , and which continues whose fan 
is in his hand, thoroughly to cleanse hia threshing-floor 
and to gather the wheat into his garner? but the chaff he 
will burn with unquenchable fire" • Many distinguished 
commentators have decided that, in the Q version, the words 
kv ^ cojjlccti iy^are a Christian interpretation and 
insertion, and that the original form of the saying was "He 
will baptise you with fire" • Not least among the reasons 
for this view is the unsuitability to the context of a 
reference to the Spirit* the theme of the prophecy is the 
purification or Judgment of Israel, and the introduction of 
a reference to the gracious gift of the Spirit (or Holy 
Spirit) is therefore scarcely consistent* The same assumption 
; "lie the suggestion that the original form included
the word T\/6vjyu<>m , but with the meaning "wind" 1 the laptiam
»  «  1 was to be by wind and fire • Though this interpretation
implies that the meaning of the prophecy was recast
Qunder the influence of Pentecost, it has the merit of 
providing an understanding of mveuyuoc which is in harmony 
with the ver^q* following* the wind winnows the grain and 
the fire burns the chaff* We may summarise the position on 
the Q version in this wayt the theme of the prophecy is
1 A few witnesses to Iuke 3*16 omit *
2 Cf* E. Best, "Spirit-Baptism" NT# IV, (I960) pp* 236-43.
purification and Judgment: the agents or instruments of
* . 4 ^  « 'this cleansing are (<*y«ov) and : the Judgement-
theme has created difficulty for the interpretation of 
i?\te0yx*6 as "the pirit"• Most commentators are of the 
opinion that the Markan version of the saying must have been 
understood by its readers, and probably by Mark himself, as 
a reference to the outpouring of the Spirit on the Church 
(which is its interpretation at Acts 1:5 and 11:16) and that 
the fora was influenced by Christian baptismal*praetice 
after the pattern of Acts 2:38 and 19:Iff, in whioh "water • 
baptism" conveyed the gift of the Spirit# Recently J,E# Yates 
has challenged this view,1 He claims (i) that Acts 1:5 is 
an editorial comment which shows that Luke intended the 
Baptistfs words to be understood as fulfilled in the Pente* 
costal outpouring: (11)that the Markan and Q versions of 
the saying preserve an earlier and correct understanding, 
according to which the promise was fulfilled in the ministry 
of Jesus, from his Baptism to his death) that is to say, the 
Baptism with the spirit is the "visitation’’ and ’ over­
whelming" of all Israel (not Just believers within the Hew 
Israel) by the presence and power of God active in the pro* 
clamation of the Kingdom by Christ: the Spirit (as in 1) is 
the agent or Instrument of oleanslng and Judgment) it is not
1 Originally in an article "The Form of Mark 1:8b", KTS. IV,
(1957*58) pp# 334*36, and In extended form in The SpTrTt 
and the Kingdom» (London, 1963) *
an endowment, a gift of something statio and imperaonali
moreover, the theme of Judgement is important throughout
Mark,even if the promise of the Spirit is not specifically
related to it, as in the Q context: (ill) that if, as is
possible, mark1s form has been influenced by the Christian
practice of baptism, thn influence was not according to the
pattern of Acts 2:38 and 19:lff, but the earlier pattern In
Acts 10-11, in which the spirit is the means or agent of
the divine action#
This interpretation of tesrk 1:8 certainly brings
the verse into harmony with the Q version by taking the
dative case (with or without £v) as instrumental, and by
suggesting that in both places the "holy Spirit" is the
agent of reification. There is, however, a difficulty In
the explanation of ’baptise" as metaphorical and as meaning
"overwhelm"• This sense of "baptise” is found in Mark 10:38
and Luke 12:50 and appears in Judaism, but never (so far as
we can find) of a visitation of the spirit of God to men in
judgment and cleansing# Furthermore, Yates smears to find
it impossible to hold together the conceptions of the Spirit
as agent or means of spiritual purification and as gifted
endowment. Now we agree that we have been all too ^ady to
imagine that hark himself (irrespective of how he v as later
interpreted) must have been referring to the Pentecost
1 •’itS Lohmeyer, Pas vnn^ellum des rarkus# (Gottingen, 1937) 
P# 19. ~ '
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outpouring. I8 there no other Idea of apirit-endowment? Let 
us remember that the saying ia a prophecy of the Baptist, 
whose message was essentially one of eschatological judgment. 
The hour of God1 a visitation hud struck: cleansing and
judgment would be its content: la not the agent of both in
some sense also an endowment of the people who experience the 
aotlont
At this point we wish to introduce evidence from
the read Sea Scrolls. We do not enter into the question of
the relation of John to the wumran sect,1 but it is very
reasonable to see a language-parallel to the Johannine
promise in IQS 4.20-21. The section describes the visitation
of God (the pequddah) when a portion of mankind will be
refined and purged.
Then God will clo&nae by his truth all the deeds of 
a man (or men)2 
And will refine him some of the children of men,
In order to abolish :?vary kicked spirit out of the 
midst of their flesh*
And to cleanse them by a holy spirit (U/l]p (1113.)
from all evil deedsf 
And He will sprinkle5 upon him a soirit of truth 
like purifying water....
Thus he will give the upright insight into the know­
ledge of the Most High and the wisdom of the 
sons of heaven. •
1 See JtA.T. Robinson, "The Baptism of John and the Cumran
Community", HTfi. L, (1957) pp. 175-91, especially pp, 183ff, 
where the importance of the passage we refer to is stressed.
2 The "man" may bo a special individual (a prophet-Measiah) 
or each member of the community. See ^.H. Brownlee. BASOR, 
CXXV (1954) pp. 36-8 and Y. Yadin, J3L, LXXIV (1955) p"p74!5ff.
3 It is possible that the Spirit was expected to come in
connection with the Sect1a lustra1 rites, for the gift of 
the spirit is associated with a sprinkling of clean water
in Ezek. 36:25.
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Here in an esch&tologlcal context,1 with reference to 
"refining" and to "fire , the Spirit is both agent of 
cleansing and an endowment* VThat does "holy spirit" or 
"spirit of truth" mean here? e suggest that it is close to 
what we discovered to be the meaning of "holy spirit’ in Pa* 
51* It is that inward sense of Godfs holiness, that know­
ledge of his presence (of* v*22) which both purifies man
2and directs him in the way of holiness* As pointed out 
earlier, we have been too ready to think of eiy/o
in stark and Q solely in terms of the Holy Spirit of Pente­
cost: we would submit that the expression originally
referred to a sprinkling by God of his people in the time
of His visitation, a giving to them, through the presence
3and actio, of the btrongar wno (Jesus)* of an inward
awareness of the power of God to cleans ' and renew life*
One of the features common to the Synoptic accounts
of the Temptation of Jesas is the declaration that, at that
time, Jesus was under the influence of the Spirit* Mark 1:12
ha a To irveoyu.«c o6jtov , the verb indicating strong
propulsion and recalling the violent seisurea of men in the
T This is, in fact, the only place In the Scrolls, at which 
the Spirit has ascribed to it a strictly esehatologlcal 
significance*
2 This interpretation is consonant with the general context 
of the passage, the section of the Two Spirits* e suggested 
earlier that the beat understanding of these spirits is 
based on the use of rn") to mean "dominating disposition": 
the "spirits" are influences directing character*
3 ihe Scrolls have provided no exact parallel fcr the idea 
that it is through the "earning on*" thaw God would baptise
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> /Old Testament* This phrase is modified by Matthew:
un-o Toy irvfey^^T os ( 4 . '  o nd U iV et - n X ^ p - j s  ttv s -u ^ ^ tos  i y i o u  . . .
•^ ysro «v T«i Tftfco^ iaiTt (4 :1 ). iiie matthean ao count retain*
the auggeatlon that the Spirit exercised a controlling
Influence upon Jesus, but, according to Sehwelser, this la
changed in the Lucan version*
Luke avoids giving the impression that the Spirit 
is an agent set over Josut. He is not satisfied 
with the OT idea of the power of God falling on a 
man* Instead, Jesus becomes the agent - "in the 
Holy Spirit"* He Is no longer e Han of the Spirit 
(Pneumatiker), but is now Lord of the spirit*
however true this last statement may be for the Lucan con­
ception of the relation of the Spirit and Jesus, it is 
doubtful if it can be drav/n out of the verse in question*
The inward possession of the Spirit Is suggested by the 
characteristic '.uean addition "full of holy spirit", but 
subjection of the Spirit to Jesus is not evident in the 
phrase, ^/ito ev t£> 'nvevjyu**ri # 'rhe verb is pessiv© and 
the words tv tu> ttv^ ukoiti can only be interpreted as either 
(i) denoting agency, "by the Spirit" or (11) as descriptive 
of Jesus, and equivalent to "in the power of who Spirit"*
but even this view does not support the idea of Jesus1
3control over the Spirit* It seems that all three Evangelists
His people with Holy Spirit* It Is extremely unlikely that 
CD 2*10 should be made to bear this meaning*
1 Cf. 2 Kings 2:16. 2 On*cit., p.37,
3 In Interpretatjon "VII, (1963) p.123 Schweiaer cornea near 
to accepting ftie explanation of ev t<l Trved>um in
terms of status.
regard the Spirit, at this point, as a power leading Jesus 
to and (as Uxite emphasises) equipping him to meet, the 
Messianic temptations* e are in touch still with essen­
tially OT ideas of the bpirit's action*
Th* conception of the Spirit as the divine power 
which makes possible certain actions is again evident at 
Mark 3 529, the logion on blasphemy whioh occurs in the con­
text of the Beelzebub controversy. The Markan version of the 
. * straight for*, ard. os t>'£v r^yu^cr^ os To Ts/cC^
To iyiov Ou*C olijxcCis/ £‘S Ton/ *Clu3V«C «, Tfte following
verse and the general context make the interpretation clear* 
The blasphemy means the attributing of the works of Jesus 
to the power of evil, the assertion that He cast out demons 
by being in league with the prince of demons. The "holy 
spirit'* is the divine presence and power which inspires the
works of Jesus: to say that Jesus has an unclean spirit
<\ » /(-rweuy^ oc o<hCocSoc^'Tos/ ) is to attribute the inspiration of his 
actions to a diabolical power* The form of the saying in 
Metthew and Luke is less easy to interpret* At Matt* 12*31,
*j Too TTVfeuyuxTos corresponds to the V^rkan logion
end causes no difficulty. In the following verses, however, 
Matthew has a Q form of the saying, which Luke also gives, 
but in a different context which it does not easily fit, at 
12:10* In this version, the contrast is not between blas­
phemy and all other sins, but between "blasphemy” (Luke) or
"speaklng against the Holy Spirit” (Matt*) which is not 
forgiven, and speaking against the Son of Man which Is 
forgiven* If we adopt the view that a genuine dominical 
utterance is preserved here, then we may claim that the 
saying means that, while speaking against the person of the 
Son of Man (Jesus) is forgiveable, speaking against the 
power by which He works (i*e* the divine endowment) is not* 
On this Interpretation, To To t^ y.ov means, as it
does in Mark, the gift of God for the healing works of the 
Messianic ministry**1, *he difficulty with this view is that 
It makes a distinction between the person of the son of Han 
and his power: to speak against the one surely involves
speaking against the other! Consequently many scholars 
regard the saying as coming out of the Churchfs conscious* 
ness of itself ae the spirlt-filled community* The Holy 
Spirit Is the constitutive factor in the Church’s life, and 
to speak against it would be tantamount to apostasy, a 
denia of the very root and spring of the community’s 
existence* lasphemy of, or speaking against, the Son of 
Han would then be the attitude of a person outside the 
Church who fails to recognise who Jesuc is: his sin is for­
given, because he might later be brought to repentance and 
faith* out there is no excuse for the denial of Christ’s
1 6ne might add that the context In which Luke places the 
saying suggests that the ’spirit” is the inspiration to 
confess Christ: to deny Christ means deliberately and
totc.1 j to reject this inspiration*
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power by anyone in the po9t-?entecost community* In other
words, blasphemy against the Koly Spirit is a sin committed
within the Church, blasphemy against the Son of Man ia a
1sin committed outside the Christian fellowship* fhus we 
either regard the logion as authentic, in which case ~r©
- T W £ u ^ o c  t o  <*y.ov is «  ine i aspiring -  v  -  by which
Jesus acts, or we regard it as a church tradition (perhaps 
reinterpreting the Karkan saying) and understand the Holy 
Spirit as the endowment of power experienced within the 
Church*
The Matthean account of the Beelzebub controversy 
provides the context for another occurrence of the word 
TTveOyu-c . "If I, by tho fir it of Sod (£v Trv6<jytA<*-ri ,
cast out devils, then the kingdom of Cod has come upon you" 
12:28* Luke 11:20 reads "by the finger of Cod (i>j j
Qs.ou)" and the arguments in favour of the priority of thie
Qform seem better* However, there is no real difference of 
meaning, since both phrases are ways of expressing the 
mighty power of Cod which inspires Jesus in his exorcisms*
1 A e  essence of this view is found in the Fathers and has 
a long history of acceptance: see Barrett, HSCT* pof 106-7*
2 fould Luke, with his interest in the Holy Spirit, have 
changed the reference to ^ k t u \ u  ? The Matt* version may wel! 
be an explanation of the sense of the other reading, giving 
Matthew a convenient Introduction to the saying about blas­
phemy against the Holy Spirit* Yates (Phe Spirit and the 
Kingdom, p*90ff) considers that Luke made tHe substitution 
because he did not wish to connect ’’the spirit’' with action? 
his predilections associated it with inspiration* Here, as 
elsewhere in his work, Yates distinguishes too rigidly 
between the Spirit as agent and as a possessed endowment*
These, like the healing miracles, are Messianic actions and
1signs of the Kingdom1s reality and presence.
*e come now to Mark lf*36 and its parallels at 
Matt.22:43 and Luke 2:42. According to Mark, Jesus Intro­
duces the quotation of Ps. 110:1 {LXX) with the words,
"David spake in the Holy Spirit (tv t£) Trvev^^Tt T o  <*y«<o ,
Matthew reproduces the thought and recasts the sentence, 
omitting the word "holy". Luke has "David say$ in the book 
of Psalms”. No other Biblical quotation in the Gospels is 
Introduced with the words found here in Mark and Matthew.
The allusion to "holy Spirit" appears to be concerned less 
to emphasise the Inspired state of David (the assumed 
author) than to declare that the quotation as in the 0Tf 
the inspired book. The common Rabbinic "Identification" of 
the OT scriptures with the prophetic Holy Spirit (the 
agent of their inspiration) was referred to earlier, but 
this is the only c Ion (with Matt. 22:43) when the idea 
occurs In the Gospels, and it is introduced because the
2argument require  ^ the citation of an acknowledged authority. 
We might have expected the oynoptlsts to speak more often
of the Holy spirit (of prophecy) in reference to the OT, 
which they frequently quote: presumably, its authority was
1 K e  meaning of c4>Q*<r&s/ is disputed: the miracles evc. are
signs that the Kingdom has arrived or that it is irrl^rt.
2 The fact that Jesus1 words accord with a conventional 
Jewish usage may be taken as evidence for the historicity 
of the keying in the Marcaxv'Matthean fora.
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sufficiently recognised without adducing any reference to 
the source of its inspiration#
In the course of his teaching ministry, Jesus 
promised that divine help would come to His followers when 
they v/ere nut on trial before human authorities# The tra­
dition to this effect Is strongly attested and is probably 
authentic. At Mark 13ill (In the Apocalyptic discourse) we 
read, ‘‘And when they bring you to trial and deliver you up, 
do not be anxious beforehand what you are to say, but say 
whatever is given you in that hour, for it is not you who
\ a \ <■* „; , tat To T i v w  To c<y.ov . 10; _  ((ft the :.;ia3ion
charge) says "It is not you who speak, but the Spirit of 
; ther ( To TTvtC^ uo<. toO twTaos u^cjv/) speaketh in
your • Tbe Lucan passages are 21 *14-15 (appearing in a con­
text similar to that of the Markan saying) which speaks, not 
of the Holy Spirit, but "I (*esus) will give you mouth and 
wisdom", and 12tl2 (referring to arraignment before the 
author‘0 • 'The holy Spirit (To C^yiov TTv*CyuL#c ) • ii: t ach
you in that hour what you must say”# It may be significant 
that the occasion of the divine assistance and inspiration 
is, In all the contexts, a time of persecution, betrayal, 
accusation, 'hen we attempt to discover which form of the 
saying is the original, Luke 21:15 appears to invite con­
fidence. It comes from a primitive source and, in view of 
Luke1 s special interest in the doctrine of the Spirit, It
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1s d if f ic u lt  to think that he would have replaced a re fer­
ence to the Spirit vith  I w ill give you mouth and wisdom” # 
Eevertheless, there ia good reason for doubting the origin ­
a lity  of this form# As Vincent Taylor says, "I t  has a
distinctly Johannlne ring and appears to re fle c t  the doctrine
1of the Exalted Christ • It represents Jesus as speaking
In a manner reminiscent of God speaking to the prophets# The
' 1  combined testimony of Mark and Q (reflected  in Matthew and
probably in uike 12:12) is  hard to set aside; and a l l  these
versions of the saying speak of the ’Holy S pirit" (or the
’sp ir it  o f your Father")# Luke seem? to heighten the d ire ct ,
. . ..
almost personal, action o f the Spirit (the sp ir it  teaches), 
whereas Matthew and Mark ascribe to the Spirit the function 
of inspiration (the Spirit speaks in or for the d iscip les)#
It ought to be observed, however, that this Is not a uni­
versal outpouring of the Spirit, but, as we said before, an 
endowment of power for a sp ecific  kind of situation . For 
faithful witness to the Gospel -  which w ill involve suffering 
end a ff l ic t io n  - the divine aid will be given#
VT# have now completed the references to  "sp ir it ” 
in  r.r' and in the Q tradition# Of those who are thao- 
lo g ica lly  sign ifican t, only Mark 13:11 end para lle ls , and 
possibly Mark 3 :2 ^ can be attributed with any degree o f  
certainty to Jesus, and these two references are in harmony 
1 fke Gospel according to St»Mark# p#509#
with the OT idea of the sp ir it  as a charismatic endowment 
of power. In the one case, this power, signifying Ood^ 
presence, marks the action of Jesus, and in the other, is 
available for his fa ith fu l d iscip les in times of extreme 
need, rost of the references in the early tradition  are 
associated with the Messianic Interpretation of the ministry 
of Jesus, within which the "s p ir it ” Is regarded (again 
following the OT and Judaism) as the special equipment in 
wisdom and strength which enables him to f u l f i l  the tasks 
of ' esciahship.
Special M. Of the passages peculiar to Matthew in which the 
term wvcOyuot aj ara, we take f ir s t  Hatt. 5t3, "Blessed are 
the poor in sp ir it  ( ol ittu>xpl ff'teuyuoc-ri ) f or theirs Is
u  /the Kingdom of heaven • (Ilote that Luke 6:20 has ol ) #
This cannot mean "poor in the holy S p ir it" , The reference 
is  to human sp irit , and the native ( ■nv£oM.©cTt ) one Qf  
reference or respect,* cf, 5 :8 . It seems probable that the 
Mitthear. version is  drawing cut the essential meaning of the 
Lucan and more original form. The "poor" are not those who
merely possess l i t t l e  material wealth, but those who, in
addition to their poverty, and even because of It, have a 
firm trust in the faithfulness of Ood, They are the  ^ Eb,
the "people o f the land” , the ’ ’ JLl { MJ /^ ) o f P s .3 7 :l l f f#
-  /Now, the explanatory addition, 7<-o nv€oyu<*‘Tu # refer. to
i  A Breek Grammar o f the NT, (trans. it .-. Funk) para.197.
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human spirit, reflects a Semitic period of transmission of 
th^ text, rather than a H ellen istic, since in common Oreek 
US' . .•, - o f human sp ir it  1. onseauently,
i t  seems certain that we should posit for the ivatthean 
saying an original Hebrew (Aramaic) form n il  . This 
phrase actually appears in 1QM 14*7 and in an earlier 
section o f this study we discussed its  meaning, and rejected 
bestfs interpretation ( ’’ poor or impaired in courage” ) in 
favour o f ’’the humble poor who trust in uod*s h e lp 1. I f  this 
interpretation is correct, then the single discoverable 
example of n i l  (B tttlo^oI tco irvtuyaetTt) confirms our 
understanding of the Lucan version and at the same time 
demonstrates the accuracy with which Matthew expanded and 
explained i t .  The ’’poor1 and ’’ the poor in s p ir it ” are the 
oppressed poor ft o maintain a humble trust in the mercy and 
power of God; and such indeed are blessed.
As an explanation of the silence required by Jesus 
from those whom he had healed, catthew quotes I s . 421Iff* 
’’Behold my servant whom I uphold, my chosen, in whom my soul
, \  A  /deligh ts: I w ill put my spirit (to tts/cu^ *. /aoo) upon him; he
shell not strive nor c r y . . . ” (Matt. 12:18ff) -  this last 
sentence providing the testimonium for secrecy. It  is  clear 
that the endowment of Jesus as the Servant with the Spirit is 
regarded as the explanation o f his power to work miracles o f 
healing. Once again we are in touch with the charismatic
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understanding of "spirit” in the OT. The spirit is not only 
a general endowment of the Messiah: it manifests itself
specifically in the ability to work cures.
The apostolic commission at Matt. 28:18ff contains 
' :•' '• - ■ ^ . (the nations) os T o  oV cyuo*
TOO Tfo^ TyOOS lO<u TOO UiOvJ kotc 7t>U c-cyiOU WCV^ uu^ TOS* 1
possible, but not likely, that the triple formulation ia an 
ancient insertion. Nevertheless, in assuming that it belongs 
to the correct text of the Gospel, we are not assuming the 
historicity of the saying. Luke, John and Paul, and even 
Mark 16:16ff, have no knowledge of it: the primitive Church
seems to have baptised in the name of the Lord Jesus only 
(Acts 2:38, 8:16), and, in fact, appears to have engaged in 
long controversy before undertaking any mission to the 
Gentiles. The saying reflects the situation of the Church 
and its thinking at least a generation after the death of 
Jesus. Triadic formulae appear occasionally in Paul and in 
other NT writers (2 Cor.1:21, 13:13; 1 Pet.1:2; Jude 20f. and 
hev. 1:4-6). These passages are doxological or liturgical 
formulae, and some scholars would include the M&tthean text 
in the latter category, since it does not advance any 
particular Trinitarian doctrine.. But, in view of the fact 
that it is a very precise formulation, seme writers regard
1 P*or ^ he arguments see Barrett, HSGT. pp. 102-3.
2 Cf Schweiser, op.olt..p.31.
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it reflects, not simply a liturgical form, hut a settled
1and familiar creedal statement# This view would require 
us to posit a much later date for the formula# Whatever be 
the date of its origin, this passage uses irvojyu* in a sense 
distinct from any other in Matthew# "Holy Spirit” do^s not 
here refer to an endowment with divine powers it is 
personalised and elevated into relationship with the Father 
and the Son#
The Matthean account of the birth of Jesus refers 
twice to his conception by the Holy Spirit: 1:18, of Mary,
£\jf>eO+l £V s/eLO"TyOl <ToC cvc ttmsjja*tos <*y,o\j, and 1:20, the
words of the angel to Joseph, t o  y&p iv '/cW'tfOcv/ <l«c
/ /  t  e /irvcoyLA^ CTos *<ttc <^ y«ou • Many lines of interpretation have
been advanced, many parallels adduced, to elucidate the
meaning of conception by the Holy Spirit# These are reviewed
and evaluated by C#E# barrett in his book The Holy spirit and
Qospel Tradition and followed by his own explanation# He
draws attention to OT passages in which the Spirit acts
creatively in relation to the primal birth of the world and
of man (Oen# 1:2, 2:7; Ps. 33:6, 104:30; Jb. 27:3, 32:8, 33:4;
Prov# 8:22) and in the redemption or recreation of the people
of God (Is. 44:3f and Esek# 37: 1-14)# This creative aspect of
1 CfY 0. Cullmann, The Earliest Christian Confessions# (trans# 
J#K#S# Held, London, 1S49) p#5S note 1, for tke distinction 
between liturgical formulae and creeds#
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it aa the product of theological fixation, and suggest that
the Spirit’s activity Is found in some of the Inter- 
testamental books ( fis* 7:22, 15:llj Jud* 16:14: 2 Bar. 21:4) 
but it was not retained in Palestinian (ftabbinie) Judaism*
It finds expression (in a philosophically reinterpreted 
fashion) in Pnilo and in Judaism as it came under the 
influence of Hellenistic thought (Op* Mund* 29ff*) In 
Kabblnic Judaism there lingered, however, the notion of the 
Spirit’s activity as the recreating, revivifying power of the 
Messianic era (Ex* R*48*102d, and 96*60d*)*~ v:ith this back­
ground of thought, the Christians appear to have believed 
that "Just as the Spirit of Ood was active at the foundation 
of the world, so that Spirit was to be expected also at its 
renewal”* Now the renewal of the world was intimately 
bound up with Messlanism and esehatologlcal hopes, and 
consequently the entry of the Messiah upon the stage of 
history was regarded as the work of the Spirit: thus the
activity of the Spirit - as divine creating power, creating 
the life of the Messianic child - was introduced into the 
birth narratives* Since this aspect of the Spirit’s work was 
more prominent in the thought of Hellenistic rather than 
of Palestinian Judaism, ”it seems probable that the elucid­
ation of the birth of Jesus in terms of the creative work of
1 These passages are discussed in the relevant section of 
this work* Not all of them are patent of Barrett’s inter­
pretation, but the theme is present, if not prominent, in
Judaism* See p.436 above.
2 Barrett, HSOT, p*23*
the Spirit took place on the basis of Hellenistic rather 
than Palestinian interpretation of the Old Testament"^* • 
and in Hellenistic thought there was already a prepared ground 
for ideas of miraculous conception which encouraged theories 
of virgin-blrth. In short, the Spirit here is the creating 
power and activity of Ood inaugurating the New Creation 
by the conception of the Messianic redeemer. In accepting 
this interpretation, we would add one further point. On 
this view of the Birth narratives, Jesus9 birth becomes 
the type of what Paul calls the New Creation and John the 
New Birth (cf. Jn. 1*13, 3*5ff).
Special Luke. turn now to the Special Lucan tradition 
and we find that, in its Birth narratives, the conception 
of Jesus is again attributed to the action of the Holy Spirit* 
TTva.oyu.#t styiov €/tt( (Mary) too
fkoo (1*35). The "Spirit" is equated with the power of Ood, 
while the verb em<Tk » (cf. the "overshadowing” of the 
cloud at the Trans figuration) recalls, in thought and sound, 
the "Shekinah", the name for the presence of Ood#2 This 
power and presence of Ood in the Spirit Is the life-giving 
agent In the birth of the New Man who inaugurates the New 
Age. The belief that the New Age has come is strikingly 
demonstrated by Luke9s account of all the circumstances 
T Barrett, HSOT, p.23.
2 Cf. D. Daube, The New Testament and Kabblnlc Judaism, p.33.
surrounding Jesus1 birth# This was a period characterised 
by a mighty outpouring of the Spirit of prophecy# John is 
to be filled with "holy spirit" even from his mother1 s 
womb (1:15); he is to ^alk in the spirit ( ) an(j
power of Elijah (1;17J# Elizabeth, his mother, becomes a 
prophetess, filled with the holy Spirit (1:41) and blesses 
Mary under the inspiration of the Spirit# Zacharias too is 
filled with the holy Spirit and prophesies (1:67). The 
Spirit rests on Simeon (2:25): he receives a divine oracle
"in the spirit" (26) and enters the Temple under the inspir­
ation of the Spirit (27)# It will be remembered that in our 
survey of Jewish thinking about the spirit (where it was 
considered predominantly as the Spirit of prophecy) we 
pointed out that, while the action of the spirit in the 
present not affirmed, there was a lively expectation of 
its coming in the future Age, the Messianic era# Now we see 
this hope fulfilled: we find the Spirit in the full vigour
of its operation at the beginning of the Gospel story# The 
new dawn has broken (+\ t©^ uv^oos )* the new age
has arrived: the signs of its presence are experienced#
The persistence of the connection between the 
gift and work of the Spirit and the coming of the Messianic 
age is evidenced by the Maroionite reading of the Lordfs 
Prayer (Lk# 11:2): cV©eru> Tt> «2y<ov (Too
k#u 16*0^1 <t*tco # This text may represent a variant used
1 -4S9«*
at Baptiaw or lake's own interpretation of the olause "Thy
it 2Kingdom oome whioh he found in his source* It is completely 
in harmony with lake's view that the supreme objeot of 
prayer is the gift of the Holy Spirit*5 At 11113 in his 
Oospel we read, How much more shall the Hoavenly Father
a </ v Mgive the Holy Spirit ( "rrvsoyA*. ^,ov) to them that ask him ,
where Matthew has "good things"• At this point, the text of
Luke is somewhat unoertain and the Matthean version la
probably the original. lake appears to be reading into the
saying his own thought and reading back the possibility of
the gift of the Spirit to a time before that in which he
generally states that the Spirit will be given, namely after
the death and resurrection of Jesus (Lk. 24:49, Acts 2:33)*
One of the distinctive features of Luke's work
is the importance he gives to the Spirit in relation to the
4life of Jesus. He alone emphasises the completeness of 
Jesus' possession by the Spirit Trveuyu^ ros) at the
Temptation (4:1)* Jesus returns to Galilee, according to the
1 flie reading states the meaning inferred from Acts 11, where 
the Holy Spirit "comes upon" the audience while Peter is 
still speaking and water-baptlsm follows*
2 On the Lucan text of the Lord's Prayer see A#r .C. Leaney, 
NT, X, (1966) pp* 103-11.
3 Throughout his writings Luke emphasises the Spirit as 
gift, something inwardly possessed.
4 On this theme cf* G*W.H* Lampe, "The Holy Spirit In the
writings of St*Luke", Studies in the Gospels, (ed. D.E, 
Nineham, Oxford, 1955) pp. 159-250* .
Lucan account, 1 the power of the Spirit (cv tCj
- - ~ 1 knToo ) 4 ti4# i#e# filled and inspired by the
Spirit (as a prophet) rather than "one who possesses the power 
of the Spirit”.1 In the synagogue at Nasareth he proclaims 
himself to be the Spirit-anointed prophet of Is. 61il whose 
mission is to bring in the age of salvation. This important 
passage stands like a prologue or frontispiece to Lukefs 
work: it is the charter of the ministry, the Messianic pro­
gramme. "The Spirit of the Lord (’tT'i&jjaoc ku^ iou } 1 $ upon me
for he has anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor..*
2(Luke 4il8). At 10*21 Luke declares that Jesus rejoiced in 
the Holy Spirit ( ^ Y*XXi*<r.iTo t<Z ^<Lu^cLrc tco ) where
Watt. Hi25 has simply "Jesus answered and said”. Some mss. 
omit Tu> <£yuo , but it seems likely that the words are 
original and that, by the expression, Luke wished to draw 
attention to the important saying whioh follows and which he
1 ScKweiser, op.olt.. p.37.
2 The quotation, which is composite in character, may reflect 
an oral tradition which recited these passages as hawing 
been spoken by Jesus at this point. It is possible that 
Jesus did make such a claim, though the Lucan setting may
not be the actual or only occasion. E.F. Scott. The Spirit in 
the New Testament. (London, 1923) makes no referencTToTTiI7~ 
verse in his chepter on the Synoptic Gospels, yet he states 
(p*77), "it may be confidently be inferred that the Holy 
Spirit was not a primary conception with Jesus". For the 
importance of this and other texts which proclaim the gift 
of the Spirit to Jesus, see W.C. van Unnlk, "Jesus the 
Christ", NTS, VIII (1961-2) pp. 101-16. ‘The author claims 
that the essential element in the Messiahship of Jesus for 
the early Christians was, not the outward activity of a 
king, but the person possessed by the Spirit. He believes 
that this was not invented by the Church, but rested upon 
the life and actions of Jesus, (p. 115).
may have thought to be an inspired or even ecstatic
prophecy.1 It is, at any rate, another instance of Lukefs
tendency to heighten the spirit-filled character of Jesus#
It is possible that a suggestion concerning the
presence of the Spirit in Jesus underlies Luke 2:40# His
growth and advance in wisdom (T©Sd TToobiov K<i
* «  v /  * /  .CkyoocT^ iooTo "TrX^ ouyu.evov (T opics ) are described in terns 
parallel to those oonoeming Johnfs development
axpoLTtftiooTo Ttv6UyM.ecTi 1:80), but the absence 
of irvt^u^n in the description of Jesus may be significant#
Is its omission meant to suggest that Jesus did not require
to grow "in the spirit" since he already possessed it fully
2from his conception? This argument invites two comments:
(i) if Luke had meant to describe Johnfs growth in the 
Spirit (l.e# in the holy Spirit) we should expect to find 
€ v  Tu> T W fiu /u o rrt,  # it therefore seema more likely that we 
are dealing with the psychological use of TWeu/uoc to denote 
the deeper-than-phjttical level of a manfs being, the inner 
personality, the spring of feeling and emotion, and not with
a reference to the Spirit of God or the power of God Imparted
3 , % ,temporarily to man# (ii) There is some evidence (A © Koine
Peahitta Syr#) for TNtuyu* ti at 2:40# If this is original,
1 Cf:'T:F# Scott, op.clt#. p#69.
2 Cf# Lampe op.clt## p#168 and Schweizer, op.clt#« pp. 37-8#
3#The Bauer/Arndt and Gingrich Lexicon Includes Luke 1:80 
among the references to "human spirit"•
we must claim that it was misunderstood of "the Spirit" and 
omitted in order to avoid the suggestion that Jesus required 
to ^ow in the Spirit after his birth and baptism * most 
probably, however, it was introduced from 1*80. In the Mag­
nificat (1:47) To yuoo is parallel to and is
obviously used in a psychological sense to connote the seat
1of spiritual awareness. At 9:55 some mss. (D 0 Mare.) give 
as part of the content of Jesus1 rebuke to his disciples 
the words outc o/b*T£ Tokxj z<s t <z. . Here
connotes "disposition or dominant attitude", but if the 
connection with Elijah is to be stressed, there may be a 
suggestion of the contrast between the spirit-inspiration of 
the prophet which could result in destructive action and the 
Spirit of the new dispensation. The first explanation is 
certainly to referred: the second would involve a strange
use of for the "spirit of a period or time".
In addition to 12 Instances of TTveCyu* referring to
the evil "spirits" of Illness etc. the word is used by Luke
, /in quotation from the LXX of Ps. 51:5, €»* X€!/°^ s (5o° Tr*y><*-
T&cyueu to irvcu^ .4 jjloo (23:46) here (OT n-n) means
"essential life-force’ or simply life". The same meaning
1 on fckis verse, Schweizer, op.clt. p.38 n.l says "Luke
wishes to emphasise that it is not simply a human faculty
which is the agent^here, but the self which ultimately _cannot oe separated from <Joafe Spirit and is bestowed on man •
However far we may agr^e that the spirit of man is dependent
on and inspired by Ood, Shhweizerfa Interpretation here
looks l^ike the forcing of the plain meaning of an occurrence
of ifvatjipoc into c theological strait-jacket•
appears at Luke 8:56* In 24:37,39 *rrvcuy^ #c means "a spirit" 
in the sense of "ghost”, visible, material in some sense, 
but ^eclsely the opposite of kyi* <*otos(v.39)#
Before we leave the disoussion of the Synoptic Gospels 
it seems fitting to draw attention once again to the paucity 
of reference to the Spirit found in them# Only on a very 
few occasions can we, with any degree of certainty, find it 
in Jesus1 actual teaching (Mark# 13111 and parallels and 3*
29 and parallels), and there is only one certain declaration 
that anyone other than Jesus shared in the gift of the 
Spirit (Mk# 13ill)# In the portrait drawn of Jesus by the 
evangelists, the traits and descriptions of Ma man of the 
spirit" (though present) are ncfct given the prominence one 
might have expected# In fact the references to the Spirit 
in relation to Jesus are strictly subordinated to the theme 
of Kls Messiahshipi the action of the Spirit is the proof 
that the Messianic Age has dawned# All the mighty works done 
in the power of the Spirit flow from His Messiahship# In 
other words, the Gospel writers were more concerned to pre­
sent Jesus as Messiah than as a "pneumatic1 man# There were 
plenty of these in the t ^ient world! The Messiah, however, 
was expected to be the bearer of the apirit i why then is that 
characteristic not more prominent? The answer, aocording to 
C#K# Barrett, is that aorlng the ministry the Messiahship was 
kept secret and therefore there could be no direct emphasis
to the gift of the Spirit to Jesus* disciples and suggests
thu the reason for this is as follows!
The Spirit was the possession of Jesus, as Messiah, 
alono, and in him It was veiled: and therefore,
atriotly speaking, there was no Church before the 
death of Jesus# The general gift of the Spirit 
belongs to the time of the vindication and manl- \
festatlon of the Messiah and of the Messianic kingdom#
Moreover, this vindication and consummation was not, in the
thought of Jesus, the emergence of the Church#
Jesus did not prophesy the existence of a Spirit- 
filled community, because he did not foresee an 
interval between the period of humllation and that 
of complete and final glorification# He did not 
distinguish his resurrection and parous la, and, 
accordingly, there was no room for the intermediate 
event, Pentecost# 2
And consequently no expectation of the life of the Church#
Here ore I* faced with very difficult problems 
concerning Jesus* esohatologioal thinking# Tiether or not 
he foresaw the life of the Church in its post-Resurreetion 
form cannot be known with certainty# But surely that 
uncertainty is of secondary importance to the known fact that 
Jesus gathered about himself a company of dlsolples who had 
answered his call, "Follow me"• That society of men who 
were being transformed through their association with Jesus 
was, in some sense, the Church# By them, and by their suc­
cessors, the ministry of the Messiah was and is continued#
The Spirit which equipped Jesus for his ministry is upon those 
1” TfW ; P. 159 2 Op.clt. .P.160.
on tha Spirit# Barrett deals with the absence of reference
whose task and privilege it is to continue that ministry# 
Scarcely anything is said about it in the Gospels# but is 
this not a tribute to the integrity of the early tradition? 
During the ministry, the inspired events took place, while 
the explanations of their source came later# Jesus said little 
about the power by which he actedt he was content to act, 
and the definitions of his power followed# Is Pentecost 
simply the community becoming conscious of the power it pos­
sesses for carrying on the Messianic ministry? - a power 
which Jesus assumed for it and therefore scarcely needed to 
declare as the inspiration of its work, both i mediate and 
future#1 Have we perhaps taken too much at face value the 
records of the mighty awareness of the Spirit in the early 
chapters of Acts, with result that we assume that circum­
stances so rauiUi.: able must have been foretold and promised 
by Jesus? Is it not possible that there is a magnifying of 
the sense of the Spirit1s presence and power there, Just as 
there la a magnifying of the degree of unity the Christians 
then possessed? In short, is there not a good deal of theo-i
logy as well as history in the opening chapter* of Acts? By
saying all this, we wou 1 wish to suggest a greater degree
of continuity between Jeaua and the life of the Church than
Barrett appears to admit# Re overemphasises the death (and
1 it Ts significant t'vit the only trustworthy statement about 
the action of the spirit among the disciples is that which 
promises its help to them In any time of extreme need in the 
carrying out of their ministry of witness#
resurrection) of Jesus as the prerequisite of the Churchfs 
existence, and therefore does less than Listice to what lies 
bei the death, namely, the Ministry# He regards this as, 
at most, prelude to the real Messiahship, a veiled shadow 
of it, whereas the Ministry seems to us to be in fact the 
very content Jesus gave to the conception of Messiahship#
For activities of this Messianic ministry Jesus possessed 
the Spirit,1 but talked little about it as the source of his 
power and inspiration# Likewise, those who have been brought 
into association with Him and whose activities are taken up 
into the continuation of His activity, these ..Iso share in 
the same power as the Master, and it is assured to them in 
times of crisis# **** -his general view, Pentecost becomes, 
not the birthday of the Church, but the occasion on which the 
faithful disex^l * realised the nature of the power that was 
to support them and inspire their life and action; and it 
was a realisation so dramatic and a power so great and so 
available that the records of these times do seem to suggest 
that it was the beginning of everything, that a new era had 
come, an era of the Spirit#
l~'"Ve think it more, than probable that Jesus applied to 
himself the word of Is# 61:Iff, as Luke 4:18 records#
•496*
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Part 2# Tho Acts of tho Apostles# 
e have already seen that IiUkefs Gospel not only emphasises 
the relation of the Spirit to Jesus, but also stresses its 
availability to the faithful in Jesus^hurch (Luke 11:13 
and the variant to 11:2). This latter concern with the Age 
of the Church is constantly evident in the Book of Acts# 
Statistics of usage reveal that of the 53 occasions on which 
the word Trv^ oyu^  appears in Acts meaning "Holy spirit”, 45 are 
in some way related to the life of the Church: thirteen
times in connection with individuals in the Church (Peter, 
Stephen, Paul etc#) , thirty-two times as promised to and 
endowed upon the community, experienced within it, guiding 
and expanding its mission, and bestowed also on the Gentiles#
Of the eight remaining occasions, three refer to the Spirit 
as the inspirer of Holy Scripture (1:16, 4:25, 28:25), two 
to the Spirit restingon or guiding Jesus (1*2, 10|38), two 
to sinning against the Holy Spirit (5:3,9) and one to Israel 
resisting the Spirit (7:51, cf# Is# 63:10)#
Before looking at these passages in detail, we may 
mention that i8 used eight times in Acts to denote
"evil spirits" of uncleanness or disease (5:16, 8:7, 16:16 and 
18; 19:12, 13, 15 and 16#) e are already familiar with this 
usage from the Synoptic Gospels, the Jewish Inter-testamental 
literature and the writings of both Judaism and Hellenism. A
afew instances of the use of ttvco^ oc to denote the human
1spirit" are also found, according to 7:59, Stephen dies 
with words reminiscent of Jesus1 utterance at Lk. 23*46 on
is the essential life-forc© or spirit given by God and 
returned to him at death. At 17:16 tn«C^ .oc refers to the seat 
of emotionaidisturbance, and at 19:21 to the seat of the 
will, although it is possible that the latter occurrence 
connotes the directing influence of the Spirit of God.
A polios is described at 18:26 as no ttvc^ uo<ti : most
scholars regard this phrase as descriptive of temperament, 
i.e. '’fervent in spirit'', but some wish to interpret it as 
"fervent in the Spirit". Row could Apollos be fervent in 
the spirit, if he knew only the baptism of John which was 
not a baptism in Spirit? The first view seems more satis­
factory. At 20:22 we read that Paul went to Jerusalem Tcj
%
7N£ou<*ti 'bel£j*e>Jos • This might represent an attempt to 
describe a sense of inward compulsion deriving from Paulfs 
own will, but it seems much more likely that the referenoe 
is to a supernatural influence (i.e. the Holy Spirit) which 
controls and guides his movements, even on a journey which 
would lead to persecution and death. Consequently 20:22 
really belongs to the "Roly Spirit" passages. Twice, at 23: 
8:9, we find the word TTveu^t^ used to mean a spirit”.
enjoying some kind of existence subsequent to the death of 
the body (cf. Luke 24:39).
e turn now to the use of IT^cZ^oc for the "Holy
Spirit” and, first of all, to the three passages in which
it is regarded as the inspirer of Scripture. "The Holy 
Spirit spoke through the xaouth of David" in Ps. 41 concerning 
the death of,fcnd the succession to Judas (Acts 1:16). God, 
through the mouth of David, spoke by the Holy Spirit (4:?6)t 
and the Holy Spirit spoke through Isaiah the prophet (28:25).
In these verses, the (prophetic) Holy Spirit is regarded as 
the real source of the inspiration and the authority of 
Scripture in expressing the divine will and purpose. This 
theme, so common in the writings of Judaism, has its 
ultimate origin in the OT understanding of "spirit" as 
charisma•
Ananias and Saphira are acoused of trying to 
deceive To T\/£u^ oc To oCyiov (5:3) and of agreeing to tempt or
/ \ A /test the Spirit of the Lord, TrcjooWoa To irvcuyuoc igjy><ou (5:9). 
hatever be the correct background for the understanding of 
this story - interpreted as a Christianising of the Achan 
story,1 as an explanation of the incidence of death in the
pChristian community, as based on the tradition that the 
surrender of private property was the condition of progressing 
from a novitiate to full membership of the community (as in
1 Lampe. New Feake. ad loc. p.892. ivo<rd>nvrfT© recalls
Joshua 7:1 (LXX).
2 *H. ruenoud, La^&ort dfAnanias et de Saphira” Aux Sources 
de la Tradition Chretienne; Melanges offerts £l :ioflaxel,
(P: ris • 1950) pp.
umran)1 - it is clear that it assumes that tha Spirit 
supports and guides tha Church* s life to such an extent that 
failure to abide by the Commnnity* s rules is tantamount to 
transgression against the Holy Spirit# We may hare here an 
illustration o f  LiuVe1 a understanding of the "sin against 
the Spirit" (bk# 12*10) via# speech or action against the 
constitutive factor of the Church1s life# K. Huenchen2 
suggests that the story illustrates the belief of primitive 
Christianity (cf# 1 Cor. 14*l4ff) that the spirit-filled man 
could predict and -eveal the secrets of a man*s being* in 
which case the original narrative may have concluded with 
the Judgment, later tradition heightening the drama by 
introducing the death of the two sinners# According to this 
interpretation To TTyiCvjj.#. to o<y«ov and To c Kc^ oioo must
refer to the spirit of prophecy and insight present in the 
Church, and particularly in Peter. In this connection we may 
recall that the "vexing of the Holy Spirit” in Is# 63*10 
means rejection of the prophets1 witness# ‘l*he speech of 
Stephen alludes to this verse from Isaiah* 7:51 "Ye do 
always resist the Holy Spirit To < * <£*ti
and this is explained in the following verse, " Tiioh of the 
prophets have not your fathers p e r s e c u t e d # • The Juxta-
1 ’r.. Trocme, be biyre des Actes et l>hi-toire (Paris, 1957) nn.
196ff, and J.kchmlfcfc. Las Banuscrlts 5e Is Her Morte (Paris, 
1957) pp# 93*109# Are ike vc<JoT«/a©i tHe novices or
simply "youths”?
2 Die Apostelseschichte (Meyers Kommentar. 12 Auf • Tottinaen- 
195$)' --------
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position of the verses reveals that the Holy Spirit is 
almost identified with the prophetic message of which it 
was the inspiration. Holy Spirit and prophetic activity 
are equivalent means of expressing the active, directing 
presence of God in the nation9s life*
The two references to the Holy Spirit in relation 
to Jesus are 1*2 and 10*38. 'The former passage may be inter* 
preted in two ways, either that Jesus gave his commandment 
”by the Holy Spirit” ( ) or that he
chose his disciples "by the Holy Spirit”, In either case, 
the phrase reaffirms the Spirit9s guidance and inspiration 
in the ministry of Jesus, The kerygmatic summary of the
vministry (10*38) declares that ”0od anointed ( £XJ°,C£v ) 
Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power ( ttvc^ - 
u*m o(.y(u) m l  e see here a reference to. the
Spirit as the specific endowment or possession of the 
Messiah, the Anointed One • a theme we have discerned in 
our treatment of the Synoptic Gospels and which is char* 
acteristic of Luke9a Christology,
The story of the strange, revolutionary event of 
Pentecost presents many problems, both theological and 
historical*1 ith thesd we are not directly concerned here, 
save to say that, even if some dramatic awareness of the
T SeelTvenohen op.oit* and C,S,C* illiams, The Acts of the
Apostles (London 1957)* Valuable background material is 
assessed by W*L* Knox, * Acts of the Apostlds. (Cambridge, 
1948) pp* 8Iff*
pwwer of the Spirit was reported in the original source, 
and even if a written or oral tradition concerning it l l nm 
behind Acts 2, the narrative, as it now stands* is based 
upon, and intended to create in others, the conviction that 
the gift of the Spirit to the Churoh at Pentecost inaugur* 
ated a New Age, a new order of existence, a new Creation.
hat we are concerned to discover Is the nature of the gift 
described, in the hope that this may help towards the 
solution of some of the problems 6f the story.
The opening verses of Acts 1 take the reader back 
to the closing verses of Luke^ gospel, especially to 24:49,
where Jesus declares to his disciples, "Behold I send the
. "> * /g  omlae ( £Tr<*yy*\i*. ) of my Father upon you: but stay in the
city until you are clothed with power from on high (bJvo^iv 
u\f/oos )". The idea of aplrlt-endesrment which the word
c /buvo^is suggests la made explicit in Acta 1:4*5: ait for
the promise of the Father, which, he said, you have heard
of me: for John baptised with water, but before many days
» /you shall be baptised with the Holy Spirit ( ^
< / _ /two terms oov<^ uis and are brought
together in v.8, where the Kisen Chriat is made to say, "You
shall receive power after that the Holy Spirit has come upon
you, and ye shall be my witnesses, in Jerusalem, in all
Judaea • • and unto the uttermost parts of the earth". The
power of the promised Spirit will enable the Apostles to
witness# lien the outpouring of Pentecost actually takes 
place the result is consistent with the expectation formed 
in chapter 1. "They were all filled with the Holy Spirit 
and began to speak in other tongues ( i r e p o n s y\sov<r*is )9 as 
the Spirit ga^e them utterance" (2*4)# representatives from 
every part of the then known world who were gathered at 
Jerusalem heard the mighty deeds of Ood, each in his own 
dialect (t^  fct*t ). *hatever interpretation we put
upon this yXcod-tfoXocXi*. , whatever allusions we find in the 
narrative (e#g# to the giving of the Law at Sinai), one thing 
ia clear* the gift of the Spirit is regarded as an endowment 
which enables the ApoBtlea and other Christians to 
communicate with all people* it makes possible and effective 
the preaching of the word and works of Ood# As it had 
endowed the Messianic ministry, so it endows those who con. 
tinue and extend that ministry# That the declaration of 
0odfa acts is the central and decisive activity which the 
Spirit produces is shown by the quotation from Joel 2, con* 
concerning the eachatological outpouring* the endowment will 
result in prophesying (2*17, 18)#
This understanding of the Spirit reappears ot 4*31 
(a verse which Harnack thought was the historical account of 
Pentecost)* ".hen they (the Church) had prayed, the place 
was shaken#•• and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit 
and spoke the word of Ood with boldness” • As 0# 7#H# Lampe puts
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it, "The Spirits as always* Inspires and empowers the
H  1missionary enterprise • At this point, the experience of
the spirit is renewed in the face of Jewiah opposition, and
\ • < fthe word is proclaimed per* . Tuff*j<rtoLS i.e. with freedom
and conviction.  hen Peter declared Oodfs actions in Christ
before the Sanhedrin, he is described as being filled with 
the Holy Spirit (ir\y<rQ<zxi* «*/.oo) 4:8 - a fulfil­
ment of Luke 12:11-12. Again the wisdom and Spirit with 
which Stephen spoke to his disputants (6:10) could not be 
withstood, where ttvc^uoc denotes Inspired prophetic power 
rather than 'spiritedness of utterance". Paul - "a chosen 
instrument to bear ay name before the Oentllea, kings and 
the sons of Israel" - is filled with Holy Spirit to fulfil 
his task of proclamation (9:17). Furthermore, after the 
essential facts of the life of Jesus and of the Oospel have 
been declared to the Connell, the apostles affirm that "we 
are witnesses to these things, and so is the Holy Spirit 
which Ood has given to those who obey hlm?t (5:32). The wit­
ness or testimony of the Spirit, like that of the Apostles, 
ia essentially concerned with the proclamation of the Oood 
News.
The second Pentecostal endowment, that of the 
Gentiles, is recorded at 10:44ff, and la of the same char­
acter as the first. liile Peter was speaking "the Holy 
1 Lamps, The Acts of the Apostles, Hew Peake, p. 892.
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Spirit fell on all who icard the word”. The Jewish Christiana 
were amased that the gift had been poured out on the 
Gentiles, "for they heard them speaking in tongues (yXwo«-<r«us) 
and ertoiling God”. Presumably this waa the proof of their 
having received the Spirit,and baptism followed. That Luke 
is so oareful to record the same signs of spirit-poasession 
on these two great occasions demonstrates clearly that for 
him, the’*prophetic" character of the gift is central. It 
is the equipment for Gospel proclamation (of. 11:15, 16* 15:8). 
The same understanding of the Spirij is found at 19:6. The 
disciples at Ephesus (who had known only Johnfs baptism, and 
not the promised Spirit-b&ptism) received the Spirit and 
after baptism, "They spoke with tongues and prophesied.”^
The traditional idea of prophetic spirit appears 
on a few occasions. Agabus foretold ( ) by the
Spirit ( Too irvcoyu^Tos ) that there would be a famine, 
11828. Paul, filled with Holy Spirit, penetrated the hidden 
thoughts of ^lymas and declared to him his own heart - a 
prophetic function (1389 and of# 589). The same character of 
the Spirit is found in those passasos whore Its action pro­
vides a vision or forecast of the future (20:23, 21:4, ll.)2
1 The difference in the order of Spirit-endowment and baptism 
in 10:44 and 19:6 will be discussed later.
2 Ch. 7:55 records that Stephen, "full of the Holy Spirit” 
had a vision of heaven before his death. This may be an 
instance of Luke’s desire to draw a parallel between Jesus and 
Stephen in their deaths. r,he vision has the character of 
prophetic insight given to the witness ( ^ otos ).
Several passages in Acts heighten the prophetic and 
missionary character of the Spirit by presenting it as 
equivalent to Godfs will for the missionary enterprise aa 
this as experienced and interpreted by the Apostles* the 
Spirit provide direct instructions for concrete action in 
the expansion of the mission# * or instance, it is the Spirit 
which tells Philip (8:29) to go and Join himaelf to the 
chariot of the Kthiopi&n, a direction which brings him the 
opportunity of declaring the Gospel and winning a convert#1 
The spirit creates the opening for missionary service# The 
same is true at 10:19 where the Spirit reveals to Peter 
that the men who will conduct him to Cornelius have come 
and urgea him to accompany them# This Instruction marks the 
first stage in the extension to Gentiles of membership in 
the Church, a significant step in the evangelistic cause (cf# 
11*12). The Holy Spirit gave direction for Paul and 3arnabaa 
to be set apart for special work, and they "being sent out 
by the Holy Spirit" ( £KTTtyu.<{>8£vTGS UTTO ToC/ oiytoO TTv/tvjyu. oiTOS ) f
undertook the mission in Cyprus (13*2,4)# Again the Holy
Spirit is regarded aa tho guiding agent in the missionary
expansion# An interesting example of this theme is found at
i T'ttie Spirit of the Lord snatched away («y»wv£.?o ) Philip" 
(8*39) is a strange statement# It resembles 2 Kings 2*16 
where the possibility of the Spirit having snatched away 
Klijah is mentioned# The estcrn text - "'The H.S# fell on 
the eunuch and the angel of the Lord snatched away P#" * seems 
to be an attempt to c-aar away the difficulty# Perhaps the 
verse is no more than an attempt to show that the -’missionary" 
Spirit had other preaching engagements for Philip dsewhere#
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16:6-7 where it is recorded that the Spirit forbade the 
entry into Asia and Bithynia. This may imply some vision or 
prophetic message* but it is possible that it is really an 
attempt to explain an unsuccessful venture. Missionary 
action was cor*-rolled by the Spirit: if* in any area* the 
enterprise was not received and lorwarded* it was a sign
M .. 1that the Spirit forbade the proclamation there.
Thus far we have been concerned to draw forth 
what seems to be the primary emphasis in Luke9s conception
of the Spirit* namely, its essentially prophetic character*
2both as endowment and in its action. Just as Jesus9 claim
to the spirit9s endowment for his ministry stands at the
beginning of the Oospel record of the Messianic ministry
(Luke 4:18)* so the event of the Penteoostal endowment of
the Church for its ministry of proclamation stands at the
beginning of Acts. And that which is given is essentially
the Spirit of prophecy* symbolised by the gift of tongues*
for the inspired declaration of the mighty acts of the
Oospel. Prophets no longer appear singly: all the Lord9s
people are prophets* preaching the word. In short* the
gift of the Spirit is the power for Oospel preaohing. Since
T T T T T s  some think* missionary work was already in progress 
in Asia* the Spirit as directing agent would not lead to 
territory which was being evangelised.
2 Thus Luke does not regard the Spirit as the direct source 
of gifts of healing* nor as the secret of the Church9s com­
munity life. The gift of the Spirit is scarcely related to 
miraculous acts or moral renewal* but only to missionary 
enterprise.
this activity is suoh an integral part of the expansion of 
the Church’s mission, it naturally follows that the Spirit 
is regarded (in a personalised way, of* 13:2) as the con­
troller of that mission, directing men to opportunities, 
selecting them for special tasks# They, as they continue 
the Messianic ministry, are Spirit-endowed, and the whole 
enterprise is Spirit-guided# When the Apostles say "it 
seemed good to the Holy Ohost and to us#.” (15:28), they mean 
that the course of action chosen either had been or was 
expected to be successful in forwarding the missionary 
purpose#
The close association, even identification, of 
the gift of the Spirit with the power for missionary service, 
and in particular for the proclamation of the Gospel, m y  
illumine the relation between the Spirit and Baptism* The 
pattern and meaning of Jesus’ baptism is of importance here# 
The Synoptic theology (including Luke) interprets the 
Baptism of Jesus as his entry upon his Messianic ministry! 
as equipment to fulfil this vocation, the Spirit comes upon 
him# Baptism - the act of self-surrender - and the gift of 
the Spirit - the accession of power - form the prelude to 
that ministry# The book of Acts takes over this connection 
and applies it in the Church’s life* Baptism is not merely 
a cleansing rite, but the symbol and the occasion of a man’s 
willing self-identification with the community of believers,
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to which, and to whose members individually, is given the 
missionary task of witness, the continuation of Christf8
ministry# The equipment to fulfil this witness in speech and
in life is the same as that given to Jesus, the power of
Godfs Spirit# Consequently it is normal to find baptism, as
the sign of conversion, preceding the endowment with Spirit.
On the day of Pentecost, Peter declares to the peoples 
"Kepent and be baptised in the name of Jesus , # and ye shall 
receive the gift", 2:38# In the case of the Ephesian 
disciples, who had experienced only Johnfs baptism of repent­
ance, there was no experience of the Spirit until they 
were baptised into the name of the Lord Jesus, until they 
were incorporated into Him and into His Church, and so 
were concerned in its mission (19t6)« At 10*44-48 the endow, 
ment with the Spirit precedes baptism# But as G.W.H# Lampe 
says, ’’this episode is in no way typical* it ia a major 
turning point in Luke^ narrative, a second purely Gentile
Pentecost"1 and, as such, is described as parallel to the
2events of Acts 2# The coming of the Spirit is direct and
1 The^Seal of the Spirit. (London, 1951) p.66#
2 For the view that Acts 10*44ff preserves the original order 
of Spirit-endowment and baptism - an order truer to the 
Gospel principle of God approaching sinners while they are 
yet sinners - see T#W* Manson, "T'ntry into Membership of the 
Early Church", JTS, XLVIII, (1947) pp# 25-33# J#E. Yates,
The Spirit and EKe Kingdom» takes over Manson'a view of the 
originality of Acts lo:44 and uses it in drawing his dis­
tinction between the Spirit as agent and as gift# It is 
possible that Manson has done less than justice to the 
desire of Luke to make this second Pentecost in all points 
parallel to the first#
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unmediated. This does not make baptism superfluous, but 
indicates that those whom Ood has chosen must be forthwith 
received into the Christian community* 'The Spirit has 
freedom and is not bound to or by institutional practice*
The power for missionary service is the gift of Ood alone 
and He may give it to whom he will. This fact is emphasised 
by Luke in these accounts of the Jewish and Oentile Pente- 
costs, the key moments in the Church1 s expansion.
One question remains. Is there not evidence in 
8*14ff that the gift of the Spirit is dependent upon a 
"laying on of hands1’ by the Apostles? Is the Spirit given 
only by the Apostolic ministry? Some writers have claimed 
that this is the case* supporting their position by suggest­
ing that prayer and laying on of hands is the ritual of 
ordination and of confirmation. It would appear* however* 
that when we remember the dominance of the missionary motive 
throughout Acts and the missionary character of the Spiritfs 
endowment* we shall see in the "laying on of hands’1 simply 
the symbol of the Church9s incorporation of the IndlvlduaKs) 
into the missionary task* and that for special office and 
humble service alike* since all believers are witnesses 
Luke is concerned to delineate the progress of a missionary. 
not an institutionalised* V h u rch , and therefore it is fair
1 cfVTaxnpe* op.clt.. pp.69ff and 306ff* also C.S.C. Williams* 
op.clt.* pp. 691-93.
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and reasonable to Interpret what appears to be a statement 
on order and ritual from within that context# "Laying on 
of hands" does not mean the implanting of the Spirit) it 
symbolises incorporation into the community, and, on 
occasion, also the imparting of the right to undertake a 
special task# The Spirit is the gift of God’s power to 
fulfil the duty and privilege of witnessing) it is not a 
substance controlled and imparted by the Apostles alone#
Prom this survey it is clear that for Luke the 
Spirit is the power which makes possible and guides the 
missionary expansion of the Church# The prophetic Spirit 
(so well-known in Jewish thought) is the means by whloh the 
Kerygaa is communicated, and the mighty works of God made 
known in the world# It is the motive force to witness to the 
action of God in Jesus of Nazareth# Accordingly, the Spirit 
may be regarded as the controlling power of the whole 
missionary enternriee, through whose inspiration oppor­
tunities are given and events take shape# In all this, there 
is a real Indebtedness to the Old Testament and to Jewish 
traditions the Spirit gives power to fulfil a task or 
express faith# In the new dispensation, however, it Is not 
a few individuals, but the entire Church, which is the 
bearer of the endowment, and the taak la the prophetic 
proclamation of the Goapel of Christ# The experience of the
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CIS
Spirit of 1.^ Erectly connected with tho extension of
9
the work of the Messiah Jesus*
Vhere is very little reference in Luke to the 
presence of the Spirit as the inner principle of the 
believerfs life or as an abiding gift within the Churchfs 
life* It is used to describe the Christian character of the 
deacons (in association with "wisdom”) at 6t3* of Barnabas 
at Ils24 and of Stephen at 6sCx its presence within the 
community is declared at 13*52 and 9*31. But the quality 
kolnonla within the Church is nowhere actually stated to be 
the ereation of the Spirit* the inward bond of unity* In 
Luke!s view* the gift of the Spirit is the power to missionary 
enterprise* not church cohesion or a quality of Christian 
living* Nevertheless* it is probably legitimate to assume 
that the vitality of Christian experience and the unity 
manifested in the early days of the Church were* in fact* ^ue 
to this experience and understanding of the Spirit* In 
declaring and spreading the Good News* in its involvement 
in missionary service* the Community was made one in purpose 
and action* and the faith of each member strengthened and 
enriched*
Part 3* The Writings of Paul*
In the writings of Paul* unlike the Synoptic Gospels and 
Aots* the w o r d i s  never used to denote the demons or 
spirits Which cause disease or mental derangement. There is 
one instance of the word used to mean "breath": "The Lord
Jesus will slay the lawless one with the breath of his
* / / > « mouth (Tio TTMdo^Tt Too (Ttoj*.oitos «Sjtou )*» (g Thess. 2 *6 ) ,  a
quotation from LXX Is# 11)4* The two main uses of the word 
In Paul are (i) with reference to the Spirit, the Holy 
Spirit, and (ii) with reference to the human spirit# Almost 
all the occurrence! of the word in his letters belong to 
one or other of these two classes#
It is difficult to systematise Paul’s use of TvcCyutoc 
when it means "the Spirit (of God)” or "Holy Spirit”* A 
beginning nay be and#,however, frcm 1 Cor* 12-14 In whioh 
the Apostle criticise* popular conceptions of the Spirit and 
attempts to bring some order into the Corinthians’ confused 
Understanding of Ita inspirational activity* Among the 
Corinthians the ability to apeak in tongues ( y \ i o < r < r o ) 
was regarded as the suprdme, if not the only, endowment of 
the Spirit# Here we are in touch with an aspeet of Hellen­
istic religious thought, within which the "speaking in 
tongues" was considered as a sign of Intense spirituality 
and of possession by the god who inspired the utteranee#^
Now Paul rates this psychological gift below the moral gifts
1 Some interpreters try to find a relation between the 
yViotftfoWViit, at Corinth and the Pentecostal "speaking in tongues 
e have already suggested, however, that Luke’s narrative 
of Pentecost is governed by a theological motif - the Spirit 
as the power which makes possible the proclamation of the 
Gospel and the spread of the missionary movement* Therefore 
His statements on vXotftfoXot \«Sc should not be taken too 
literally* The Corinthian yXu>^ro X*\/oc is one instance of 
a phenomenon common at all times, vis* the gift or ability 
to utter nolsea, when under deep emotional stress, or under 
the influence of hypnosis*
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of the Spirit. He does not deny that it is a gift of the 
Spirit* but he wants it kept in its rightful place. Pro­
phecy or preaching is the spiritual rift to be desired ntoajt. ^ 
A person who speaks with tongues may be at one with the god 
himself: he may enjoy a secret communion* but he eommunieates
nothing (except by an interpreter) to his audience: but any­
one who prophesies (under the inspiration of the Spirit) 
builds up the Church by his preaching and strengthens his 
hearers (14:2ff). Prophecy* therefore* is not mere prediction 
but the delivery of God's message to men* and the Spirit* 
which is its source* Is, as in Acts* the power for Gospel 
proclamation. Thus we see Paul evaluating the endowment! of 
the Spirit according to the principle - Ia thia gift con­
structive "rc^os t+jv o)k,o<bo^ .<Yv “rf* ? According to
this criterion* not all are equally valuable: glossol&lia*
though highly esteemed* is less important than the gift 
which enables a man to declare the truth of the Gospel, and 
the supreme gift of all is <<yoCTT+j #
From these chapters another important point 
emerges. The Corinthians probably believed in many spirits*
giving many varied gifts: for Paul* there are many gifts*
^  ^ / •» / \ but only one Spirit: oioOyOccreis cc yo^ i<r^ otTu>v <£i$w j To
r \ 7 \ ^ .Ifc <*jto irueyjjjLoc (12:4). To each is given the manifestation 
of the Spirit («j <|**v<y)uaris ToO Trvg^^Tos ) for the common 
good (12:7) and the manifestation of spiritual endowment ia
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seen in the functions of the various members within the 
Body# The gift may be a word of wisdom (moral teaching?) or 
a word of knowledge, or a deep faith, or a gift of ability 
to heal or work miracles, to preach, to discern spirits, or 
(last in the list) to speak in tongues or interpret them#
But all these are inspired by one and the same Spirit, the 
single origin of the various gifts among the members# "There 
is one Body and one Spirit" (Eph# 4J41) and fellowship or 
participation in that Spirit (koivvovi*. wveu/u*Tos )  ^
should contribute to unity,^ which will reveal Itself in 
common purpose and concern for others#
A little may be said about the various gifts whioh 
are the Spiritfs endowments (1 Cor# 1218-10). Account has 
already been taken of the gift of tongues# It is possible 
that Paul again alludes to it at 1 These# 5f 19-20 - To irvco^ ec 
fkvj ff^vvoTet TTjocxf+jTetCcs ^  ^ou0«vaiTe - if this passage 
draws attention to two manifestations of the Spirit (glos- 
solalia and prophecy) rather than refers to the single gift 
of prophecy under two forms# The ability to work cures
1 Even if Eph# was not written by Paul, its theology is 
Pauline#
2 Thile, in some modern thinking, the Spirit stands for indi­
vidual freedom against institutionalism, for Paul, the 
experience of the Spirit is essentially meaningless apart 
from the Church# The Corinthians believed that personal pos­
session of the Spirit set men apart and Justified individual­
ism# Paul rejected this and Insisted that the Spirit is one, 
and that all manlfestations of it build up the Churoh#
3 Sehweizer, op.olt#. p#65 suggests that prophecy is one form 
under which the exceptional character of *nveo^ #c is revealed#
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and miracles (eve^tf y-ijjp..*-r«t 'bov«£yu*u>v ) is Included among the 
glfta of fche spirit (1 Cor. 12:9-10). That th® charismatic 
activity of th® Spirit attests Itself In %av«4U«is Is Implied 
at Oel. 3J5,1 and the working of signs and wonders forms part 
of Paul’s ministry In th® power of the spirit ( tv 
"Tive.0 .^d tos ) Korn. 16:19. Jhl lnoluslon of TTiffris In the list 
of the Spirit's gifts probably means that the word Is to be 
understood as "trust" In the miraculous power of Ood to 
perform signs through human agents, rather than as the oer- 
sonal relationship of faith In Christ (cf. 1 Cor. 13:2), _.i
gifts to whioh Paul gives priority In his list are \oyos 
vofiM S and Xoyos yvui«*u>sU Cor. 12:8). v*hlie this particular 
passage suggests that the emphasis lies on Voyos , as the 
Spirit-Inspired word or message of wisdom and knowledge 
declared within the Church, other passages In Paul ma-a It
clear that the possession of and yvua’is depends on2
the spirit. But this "wisdom" and 'knowledge" are both of 
Ood and of the way of salvation, not worldly olevemeas. For 
Instance, Paul tells the Corinthians that he cam® to them, 
not with the wisdom of the world, but In demonstration of 
the Spirit and power (ev a'iTo'be{^i )
1 Cor. 2:4. Nevertheless, he goes on to deolare, there Is a
1 cr, ?.D. Burton, delations. (ICC) p. 151,
2 The association of wisdom with the Spirit Is found In the 
Intertestamental literature, while the relation cf divine 
Spirit to Inspired knowledge Is expressed by Philo (Olg. 22ff) 
and In the Old Testament, Ex. 31:2ff.
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ually mature { TaXeioi ) receive, a wisdom idileh enables the 
Christian to know the purpose of Oo^ in the victory of 
Christ over all hostile powers** This ia revealed through 
the Spirit, which alone can know the things of Ood (v*ll), 
and is communicated only to those who possess the Spirit*
The TTv<&oyuu*TiKot here are not "ecstatics"2 but those who are 
illumined by the revealing Spirit, and so understood the 
Oospel of the Crosst they are mature, full-grown Christ4'
tfho can perceive spiritual truths and who have "the mind
M 3of Christ • The cogent of the Spirit-endowed knowledge is, 
however, not restricted to the meaning of the victory of 
the Cross, it includes the apprehension of our Sonship. The 
Spirit enables the believer to aa*, "Abba, Father"! it bears 
witness that he is a son of Cod (Rom* 8i15-16). Moreover, the 
presence and the testimony of the Spirit reveal that the
1 'dhe tnowledge ia of t* toG 0eoG(2«lO)i the expression
la Cnostio, 1 n-ul uses it with Christian meaning to refer 
to the spiritual truths about the purpose of Cod in Christ*
2 For a discussion and criticism of Reltsenstein's theory 
that this term and almost all Paul's uses of w c O/la-c are 
developed from Hellenistic mysticism, see H*A*A* Kennedy, 
St*Paul and the : ystery Religions* (London, 1913) and Davies,
V ft ill a no aVb 1 nl c J xci a l am, pp* 191-200*
3 In 1 Cor* 2il6 Paul quotes Is* 40tl3 ("Who tea directed / 
the Spirit of the Lord") in the LXX version-ris cy** vbG^i Ko/aioo |
He apparently equates -nweC^ ot and voo» # The Spirit tfhich 
reveals the mind of Cod is essentially related to Christ* The 
mature Christian is united to Cod through Christ and to that 
extent knows Cod's mind* On the non-Stolo oharaoter of this 
verse, see Davies, op.clt*. p*182 note 6*
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wisdom of Ood ( Seoo <Sv yuutf’T^/o ) whloh the spirit­
believers know Ood, or rather are \710wn by Ood (yvco^ SevTds 
into 0coO), i#e# are acknowledged by Ood aa hia own. Oal. 4*8f.
Paul*a conception of the Spirit aa the source and 
inspiration of special gifts - tongues, prophecy, miracles, 
wisdom snd knowledge - is essentially in harmony with 0? 
and Jewish ideas of charismatic endowment from Ood# There 
may be some Hellenistic influence at work in Paul's general 
idea of the revelation by the Spirit as consisting in 
higher truth and understanding hidden from sense and rerson, 
but in the main he avails himself of that view of the Spirit 
whioh was an inheritance from Hebrew thought# It is a view 
characteristic alike of the Oospels and Acts, but in the 
writings of the Apostle an extension of reference and 
emphasis can be discovered# In Ac * the supernatural endow­
ment is pre-eminently the power to declare the Oospel 
message in missionary enterprise, but in Paul many other 
actions and abilities are regarded as Spirit-inspired# More­
over, there is a greater awareness of the Spirit's action 
within the life of the individual believer# To this we now 
turn as we consider the function of the Spirit in the 
Christian life#
(a) The Spirit in relation to initiation into Christian life#
It will be remembered that we suggested that the 
baptism with water and spirit in Acts reflected the pattern 
and meaning of Jesus' baptism, and symbolised, not only
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clearning, but self-identification 'dLth the community which 
accepts the way of Jesus , and the equipment with power to 
carry on His ministry# Now Paul expresses the same basic 
idea in his own characteristic terminology# 1 Cor# 12*13 
were all baptised by (In) one spirit ( c v  e v l  TTvecy*#<Ti ) 
into one Body, and all were made to drink of one Spirit”# 
Incorporation into the Body of Christ - the Instrument of 
Christ1s continuing ministry - Is ascribed to the power of 
the Spirit, communicated in baptism# Since inclusion i~ the 
Body by baptism and lnolusion in the sawing events of the 
Cross and Resurrecticr (l#e# Justification) are ultimately 
the same thing, the latter can also be asoribed to the 
action of the Spirit* 1 Cor# 6*11, iwc\ou<rxo-0<s, ^y^Q^Tc,
To TVcojuLom Too 0coo 9 'where may ^ntain
 ^ 1 the suggestion of being attached to the Body of Christ#
The receiving of the Spirit, as the mark of the beginning
of the Christian life, is referred to in Cal# 3*2*3* "Did
ye receive the Spirit by works of law or by a hearing with
faith* i + \  y«-^ v vo^aou to i w &ojjloc e \ o tfb&tc ^  Tncrcosj)*
Are ye eo foolish? having he gun (cv«y> ) with the
Spirit, are ye now ending with the tieah?" Here Paul la
alluding to the Jewish belief that the Spirit le a reward
aoquired by an effort of perseverance In the law. According
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to the Apostle, the Galatians did not receive the gift of 
the Spirit thus, but by accepting the Gospel and committing 
themselves to Christ in faith* That he has in mind especially, 
though not necessarily exclusively, the charismatic manifest­
ations of Spirit-endwnnent, evidenced by outward signs, is 
suggested by the referenoe to V> vJcjj^cxs in v*5, which In 
effect repeats the question of v*2t o ofiv emxyyytov Gjuuv -ro
77V€Ojli.o£ KrfX CveyO ycoV <b 'J\ /o^ L t€ i$  UjSwJ ^ # y c o V  VcyuOU ij <zf^
* 0  /o(^ oys -mo-Tecosi Again, Oal* 3t 14 apeak* of the receiving
of the promise of the Spirit (Tyv t©G *rrv€oyu.o<T©s ;
21*6* the promised Spirit, through faith* In connection with 
these verses two Important points may be noted* First, Paul, 
in declaring that the endowment of the Spirit can be and la 
a reality of experience, is affirming that the era of the 
Spirit, the Messianic era, has come* The motive presence 
of the Spirit in power was to be a sign of the ;:ndzelt» and 
therefore the advent of the power of the Age to come lent 
reality to the Messianic claims of Christ* Seoondly, the 
experience of the Spirit's power is dependent on "faith", 
which, for Paul, meant submission to Christ, the acknow­
ledgement of the legltlmaoy of his elalms, and a total self­
committal to Christ in his death and resurrected life* This
1 E.D. Burton, op*clt*.p*147*
2 In the phrase the promise of the Spirit" Paul may be 
referring to Joel 2, or, through knowledge of a tradition 
behind Acts Ii5, to a promise of Jesust he uses the expres­
sion here as explanatory of "the blessing of /’Uanam"*
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surrender mean* tha and of the ole life! tha Spirit creates 
new life and sustains it#
(b) Tha Spirit in relation to tha ehai'acter of Christian
living#
For Paul tha whole of tha Christian lifa in its athleal 
aspects is tha expression of tha activity of tha H0I7 Spirit# 
This is an emphasis which is not prominent in Actsf where 
tha Spirit is understood mainly in terms of endowment for 
mission, although that experience and understanding of the 
Spirit must have created a certain quality of Christian 
living, and so m y  he regarded as having some moral sig­
nificance# Consequently, when Paul directly insists upon the 
Spirit as the source of Christian morality, he is not 
necessarily at variance with the conception of the Spirit in
the primitive Church, 1 nor is he reversing the thought of
2Rabbinic Judaism# Te admit that in Judaism the Spirit was 
considered chiefly as the reward for achievement in works of 
obedience, rather than as the source of good works, but this 
surely cannot be taken to mean that the Rabbis would have 
denied that the Spirit itself was conducive to morality#
That this thought finds scarcely any expression in their 
writings is probably due to the faet that they denied the
1 k. Ctankel, Die . lrkungen dee helllgwQelatra. (Oottlngen, 
1888) pp. 72 ff. "■’garde <5 tho Pauline t ■’aching as a trans­
formation of the idea of the spirit in the early Churoh.
2 This was the opinion of la grange, Le Judalame avant Jeaua- 
Chrlst, (Parla, 1931) p.443.
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presence and action of the Spirit in their generation.* If 
there waa only a faint awareness of the activity of the 
Spirit in the age, then morality could hardly be considered 
as inspired by it* Paul, on the other hand, was dominated 
by the conviction that the Age of the Spirit had come* Life 
”in the spirit” was both a possibility and a necessity for 
Christian believers: Christianity was essentially ’’pneumatic”
and therefore the ethical aspect of the Spirit#s activity 
was given great significance* Furthermore, the Spirit had 
already acquired ethical character in OT thought: the Spirit
would create in the revived Israel of "zakftel's vision a 
new heart, and the heart waa the centre of decision and 
motive: it was the Spirit which would endow the 1 essianic
ruler with wisdom, counsel and righteousness* Paul was not 
declaring anything radically new in ethlcising the Spirit* 
he was emphasising what had been present in the OT, and what 
was Implicit, if only rarely expresdfed*ln Jewish thinking*
The clearest expressionof the Spiritfs relation 
to ChristianAiviog Oal* 6*22* Paul has affirmed the
mutual contrariety of life under the leading of the Spirit 
and life in obedience to the Impulses of the fleah* He goea 
on to contrast the characters of life which each principle 
produces* ’’The fruit of the Spirit (o ko^ ttos Too 7r>/<soyu«.*T©s) 
Is love, Joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness,
1 Cf* bevies, op.clt** pp* 219-20*
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faith (or faithfulness), meekness, self-control,"1 whereas 
"the works of the flesh are fornication, uncleanness etc"* 
Udder the term "fruit of the Spirit" are included the 
ethical qualities and spiritual experiences which were not 
popularly thought of as evidence of the Spirit's presence, 
but which, to Paul's mind, were of as great, and probably
greater, value than the spectacular icr^u<*T*c of tonguea,
2
healing etc* whioh won popular acclaim* The Christian can 
produce these fruits of the Spirit beoause he has died to 
the flesh, having shared in Christ's crucifixion (Oal* 2*20), 
and thereby entered a new, risen life* That the body is the 
"temple of the Indwelling Spirit (vwos Too ev uyAfV *yt©u 
TTv<suy-c*T©s ), 1 Cor* 6fl9, is the ground on which Paul ean 
demand ethical purity and holiness* The whole matter is 
succinctly stated in Oal* 5*25* el ttv<£v^ u*cti , ctw
k«cI (Profxp^cv , whloh means that, since we have entered a 
new life in the Spirit and by its power, we must behave 
accordingly* we must eonduot ourselves according to the
1 in our discussion of the Dead Sea Scrolls we mentioned the 
affinity between this list and the list of characteristics
of the spirit of truth In IQS 4*2ff* The eontexts also are 
similar, in that Paul (like the Manual) is discussing the 
principle or power on which life may be founded. To "walk 
£v " is to have life controlled from within by
the Spirit of Christ*
2 In the list of the manifestations of the Spirit (1 Cor. 12) 
and this list of the fruits of the Spirit, -iri<ms alone
is common, and it is used with a different sense in the 
two places* here it means faithfulness and fidelity (to 
another), and in 1 Cor* specific trust in Ood to work 
miracles*
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Spirit (at norm), whioh it, at the same time, the
1source of power for Christian behaviour# These verses 
from Galatians leave no doubt that Paul considered the 
"spirit” to be a power working within men, influencing 
the will and producing conduct of a moral kind in which 
personal relationships are of crucial Importance (5*26)#
But the power is not an impersonal forces nor, as the norm 
of life and conduct, is it an Impersonal ideal# Both the
pstandard and the power are grounded in something real and 
something personal, beoauae they are essentially related to 
Jesus Christ and men9a continuing experience# Of this we 
shall say more when we discuss the Spirit and Christ#
(c) The Spirit as the "earnest" of final salvation#
The view of the Spirit as "the antieipation of 
the end in the present"3 seems to have been introduced by 
Paul at 2 Cor# ls22# He and his converts (he says) were made 
over to Ood through Christ, consecrated, marked with His 
seal (in baptism) and given ToV i b o  t w c o /l* p< t o s
This word means "down-payment or deposit", given as a guar-
1 cf. F. Bonnard. LfEpltre de st#Paul aux Galates. (Com­
ments ire du NT, Par i s 7 T g g n ~  Tig#-------------
2 In this two-fold understanding of the Spirit as standard 
and as power, there is a certain likeness to what we found
to be the content of the phrase "holy Spirit" (lit# "Spirit 
of holiness") in Ps# 51#
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3 0# Cullmann, Christ and Time. (3#T# London, 1951) p#72#
4 The genitive Too irvco^ot-ros is epexegetlo, not partitives 
so Herr~ * *
(Paris
ing, La Seoonde ^pitre de St.Paul aux Corlnthlens. 
iris, 1958) p#£&#
antee that the remainder would be delivered later* The 
Spirit, then, is the first instalment of something to be 
consummated, an assurance that Godfs promises (v*20) will 
be fulfilled* Later in the same letter (5*5) the term ia 
used again and the context makes it clear that the presence 
of the Spirit is regarded aa the guarantee of the resur­
rection state, the security that our longing for the 
"heavenly covering’* will be satisfied* Again at Kom* 8*23 
the Spirit is declared to be ctnoip\*) 9 - the first-fruite of 
the harvest which assures the delivery of the whole - and the 
reference is to the present anticipation of final salvation, 
the final aoeeptanoe into Oodfa family and the redemption 
of the body in the Hew Creation of the future Age* The 
letter to the Eoheaiana reiterates this themes Having be­
lieved in Christ, the Ephesian Christians "were sealed by 
the holy Spirit of the promise (perhaps "the promised Holy 
Spirit"), which is the earnest of our inheritance Unto the 
redemption of the possession ( ^ ^ a w  icV^ovo^ks 
£lS ^ToXoTyOtoCW -rf* 7T£/)| TToi^ tffcOS )wf 1*13-14* The gift of 
the Spirit is the assurance of our inheritance in the 
esehatologlcal redemption, when Ood shall claim his own* The 
present possession of the Spirit means that part of the 
future bliss is already attained, and equally that part 
still remains future, still unpossessed*^
1 cjf'* fiarrett, HSOT, p*153 and H* Ounkel, op*olt*.p*63*
Also %T • Behm,  ^• HT> I, p*474*
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Having discovered the significance of the terms
5 A / * /d p p d fib tV and otiioiji\ , we must go on to ask what it means
to declare that the Spirit la a down-payment, and shat under­
standing of the spirit ( ) and its functions makes it
possible to apply to it such terms? Does Paul mean that the 
fact of the Spirit's presence and action is itself a guarantee 
of something fuller? Or is it possible to be more explicit? 
Sanday and Headlam have suggested that the possession of the 
gifts of the Spirit (the moral and spiritual gifts as well
as the oharlsmata) serve to quioken the sense of yet
1greater gifts to come* We would submit the hypothesis that 
tbs conception of the Spirit as "guarantee" originates from 
the oharaoter of Christian living and from the Christian's 
experience of the spirit's action in certain areas of his 
faith and hope* The life of man, even within the fellowship 
of Christian faith, la marked by its incompleteness, or 
rather, its unfulfilled character* Evidence of thli unful­
filledness appears at the levels of knowledge, of communion 
with Cod, of power and freedom in Christian living, and of 
the desire for eternal life* It is, however, on these four 
levels that the experience of the Spirit creates the expect­
ation of completeness and fulness*
(1) Knowledge is partial* "Mow we see through a glass darkly" 
(1 Cor* 13*6,12)) but knowledge will one day be complete* That 
1 Commentary on Romans (ICC) p*209 on nom* 8*23*
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whioh is present and that whioh is future are both given by 
the Spirit* Paul praya that Ood will beatow upon the 
Ephesians the Spirit of wisdom and revelation (wvcoyuL* 66<j>ias 
iokl dit^tc^Xuyf/^s ) in the knowledge of him ( €V emyvJocei 
c^ utoo )# wthe eyes of your understanding being enli -htened 
that ye may know ( €ls t ©  ef*ey/*\. ) what is the hope of
your calling and the riohes of the glory of his inheritance 
in the saints" (1*17-18)•* Knowledge of eschatologlcal 
realities is the gift of the Spirit* The Spirit alone reveals 
the mystery of the victory of Christfs cross* and the reve­
lation is discerned only by those who have received the 
Spirit (1 Cor* 2*7)* In short* man oannot know the things of 
Godi the first stages of insight into his will and purpose 
depend solely on the illumination of the Spirit* Which is 
also the ground of the fuller revelation and understanding 
in the future*
(ii) The Spiritfs inspiration is the pledge of a reaper
communion with God. "We do not know how to pray as we ought*
but the Spirit Itself (o^ oto 7Tv<srCyu.*c ) intercedes for us
with wordless utterances"* Horn* 8*26ff. In other words* the
Spirit* giving shape and value to our aspirations* leads to
communion with $o<i« It is the source of aoeess to God in
1 Cf.P* Masson* l^Spttro de at .Paul aux Epheiilens. (Paris* 
1953) p. 153 says of the Spirit tiere*^ !! sfagit blen sans 
doute d*un don que les oroyants ont a recevolr* mais d9un 
don divln destine a les rendre capables dfune oonnalssanoe 
spirltuelle* qui * * est plus partioullerement d*ordre 
esohatologique"•
prayer (of* Eph*6:18) and the inspirer of worship (Phil*3:
3,1 Eph* 5tie)* This activity of the Spirit points beyond 
Itself to fuller and more immediate communion with Ood*
(ill) We have already mentioned the Importance for Paul of 
the ethloal aspect of the Spirit as the source and r>ower of
2  it mChristian living* Love, Joy, peace and every victory won 
in the moral sphere are the fruits of the Spirit* But the 
Christian’s achievement, in the power of the Spirit, has 
only begun* Righteousness is incomplete, but "through the 
Spirit * by faith, we wait for the hope of righteousness
VVCvjyuu*Tl TTi V T C O S  CX*rr/b<st IX o ^o tfo V ^S  oCTTCt< -
l<z)CPfA6&<) Oal* 5i5, where Sik<xio0ov*7 refers to ethloal
oharaoter as well aa to forensic standing* It la by the 
Spirit*a power that we await and expeot to attain righteousness 
and final justification (of* Phil* 3:9)*
(iv) At Oal* 618 the harvest of the Spirit is "life eternal”, 
and at 2 Cor*5:5 its presence is the guarantee of the eternal 
heavenly dwelling of the future state* The life of man, when 
the Spirit of Ood la active and present in it. is the first
instalment of the life that ie eternal* The gift of the
Spirit here and now la, in faot, the substance of Paul9s 
"inaugurated esohatology”* Just as in the Synoptic Gospels,
1 leading ot TN6oyu*Tv 9&oC) X ^ y t o o v Instead of 0e^*
2 Rom* 8t28 would also belong to this theme, if the verse 
is interpreted "with those who love God, the Spirit co­
operates for good" | for whioh see M* Black, "The Interpre­
tation of Rom*8i28” in Neotestamentloa et *atristlca« 
(Festschrift 0* Cullmann, Leiden, 1^62J pp* ifo-Vfi*
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tha Kingdom of 'Jod break* into the present in the life and 
ministry of Jesusf sof in Paul, the future age breaks into
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We turn now to the disoussion of Paul’s expressions 
"being in the Spirit” and "walking in the Spirit”* It has 
been olaimed that these phrases reveal the influence of 
Stole ideas upon the Apostle’s thought* According to this 
view, Paul developed his conception of the Spirit in harmony 
with the Stole idea of the world-soul (anlma round 1), the 
cohesive principle of power In the universe, the spirit 
which permeates the whole world and Infuses Itself into the 
souls of men* In terms of this background, the Spirit would 
require to be interpreted in materialistic terms, and J*
Weiss actually described it as ”a fluid which surrounds us 
and also penetrates us”,2 an idea which he naturally traced 
to Stoicism* w*D* Davies has sought to show that the physical 
6r material cone ption of the Spirit, which he thinks may be 
occasionally found in Paul (e*g* 1 Cor* 15144), need not 
necessarily be due to Stoic influence: within Rabbinic
Judaism, he maintains, the Spirit is often ooncelved in
j
material terms. However, it seems doubtful whether this can
the present In the aotlon of the Spirit.1
5 Paul and habblnle Judalem. pp. 182ff.
be considered as parallel to tha materialistic conception 
of tha Spirit attributed to Paul, since the materialistic 
terms used by the babble are only attempts to describe, in 
metaphors, the Spirit's action, not definitions of its 
substance* In any ease, a prior question must be raised*
Xs there, in fact, any traoe of a material conception of the 
Spirit in Paul? As we have Just mentioned, the expressions 
often regarded as suggesting such a conception are "being 
in the Spirit", "walking in the Spirit" and "the indwelling 
Spirit"t the first two (it is claimed) requiring us to 
think of the Spirit in terms of an atmosphere in whioh we 
live, and the third in terms of a penetrating fluid* Is this 
the most likely explanation? In interpreting these phrases 
we would recall the OT and Jewish view of the Spirit of Ood 
as power, the personal and present action of Ood within the 
lives of individuals and in the community, creating right­
eousness and oausing renewal* Now for Paul, the greatest 
manifestation of Ood's presence and action in history was the 
life, death, and especially the resurrection of Jesus. The 
Messianic ministry was the scene of the aotlvity of Ood's 
Spirit, and through the Resurrection Christ himself had 
become "life-giving Spirit" (1 Cor* 16t45), that ia, the power 
acting upon men which leads to true life, and which we might 
oonslder as the "presentness" (through effective remembranoe) 
of the person and work of Christ, which exerts a recreating
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influence upon man’s total life* ffe shall ha ire more to say 
on thia when we consider the relation of the Spirit to 
Christ, hut already the direction in whioh we must seek the 
explanation of the phrases £v wv^ Ojuorn, , -nveo^ oc is 
heooming apparent* Hve*y*«c does not mean a rarified atmos­
phere or pervasive fluids it is the present, continuing and 
powerful impact on man of the total Christ-ev*nt, a trans­
forming power which, when acknowledged and allowed to mould 
life, will produce the fruits of righteousness and moral 
renewal,1 It is not a material substance, nor an Impersonal 
forces it is intensely personal, because it is the power or 
influence of a life lived acting upon the lives of men and 
women, "To live in or by the Spirit" means to reoognise that 
the Spirit - the power of Christ9 s life in the here and now - 
is the only means of achieving full llfes to aot accordingly
is to walk Ttveoyu*c , allowing the impact of Christ9s
2life to be determinative of all oonduot*
Probably the most significant single passage in 
which these and related themes find expression is Horn* 8:1-11* 
"Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who are 
in Christ Jesus (t©?s 4v tyi<rTvo ’Ujtfou ). For the law of the
1 dur disoussion of the DS3 material brought us to a similar 
conclusion concerning the character and function of the 
"spirit of truth"* For Paul, however,the delineation of the 
Spirit was governed by the person of Jesus Christ*
2 Cf* Schweiser, op*clt*. p*76 "talking in the Spirit is man9s 
’Yes* to the power of 5od whioh he cannot control, and 
which, instead of his own power, must now determine his 
life*
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spirit of life in Christ Jesus (o y*.p v<y*ot Too tnoj^-wtos
"*7* S***7* >ej V 4" ^  '■'7<ro^  ) has made ms free from the law of
„ / sin and death* Here the word Vo^os does not mean a code of
rules, tout rather the determining Influence of the Spirit 
which produces regulated action*1 To live with this author­
ity as the norm and guide for all life is to "walk according 
to the Spirit (ir^ <>nrwTft?v Kw-ri xveO^*c )", a«4. To walk thus 
Is "to have one's mind set on the Spirit" and that will 
result in life and peace. In other words, to here one's 
whole life determined, not toy the Immediate and the physical 
( ), but toy the Spirit, the power of Christ's life, 
brings life and peace, the latter not only as a subjective 
experience, tout also as i \noh Votive relationship with Ood*
The Apostle goes on to affirm»
You are in the Spirit ( irvau/A*rn ) ± f t afl is^the 
ease, the Spirit of Ood dwells in you (<jnr«/>
6toO e* ), if anyone has not tne Spirit
of Christ ( nwlu*c Xfii«"toO ) he does not belong to 
Him) tout if Christ is in you.*, the spirit Is life 
itself toeoause you have been Justified*
That is to say, to toe "in the spirit" is to have the Spirit 
dwelling within, to have the influence of Christ's life as 
the inward controlling power in all oonduet* Zf the Spirit's 
power is not present, there is no Christian life whatsoevert 
where it is present, there is life because of a right relat­
ionship to Ood* The vistas of life in the Spirit extend 
1 Sanday and Headlam, op.cit *, p.190. .
beyond this mortal life* "If the Spirit of him who raised 
up Jesus from the dead c ells in you, then he who raised up 
Christ Jesus from the dead will quioken ( ) your
mortal bodies, *31^  Too cvoi^oo^tos oioToO *JN£uyuL*Tos cv C/yu?>/ ” i
v.ll. The genitive ease after ‘di* is the commonly accepted 
reading and stresses tho ctive function of the Spirit, in 
virtue of whioh man will be revivified* The accusative case, 
however, is well attested1 and would imply the general state 
of the believer*s life (life according to the Spirit) in 
consideration of which Ood will give life to mortal bodies. 
The second alternative seems to be in harmony with the 
general content of the passage and may be correct. Both 
readings, however, lead to the same conclusion, namely, that 
the Spirit is of decisive importance for the coming into
existence and sustaining of the future life.
/ /The phrases woivcovi^ c 7W<s«^ /u*t©s at Phil. 2*1 and 
too k\j/oo 7r^ £up.ocros at 2 Cor.l3*13 are subject to 
more than one interpretation. It is very doubtful that they 
mean "fellowship with or in the Spirit". The choice lies 
between "sharing or participation in the Spirit" and "fellow­
ship created by the Holy Spirit" among those united in the 
2One Body, In either ease, the idea of a material substance
1 See Sanday and Keadlam, op.clt.. pp. 198-99 for details.
2 See Davies, op.clt.. p.178 and J. Hering, op.clt.. p.105. 
The first interpreiation la chosen by J.Y. Cc^pFeTT, JBL,
LI, (1932) p. 378-80.
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1s incorrect * 'ttvcu^  ^ connotes the power which may be 
experienced within by men and women, and which creates 
unity and fellowship among those who submit to and are 
guided by it*
By way of introduction to the dlsousslon of the 
relation of the Spirit to Christ, we may consider some 
further points from the passage Rom* 8 *1-1 1* Paul’s use of 
the various expressions describing the Christian life 
suggests that the Spirit within ("nv^ Gyuu* 0€06 ev uyw v.9) is 
equated with "Christ within" (v.10), that the "Spirit of 
Ood" and the "Spirit of Christ" have no difference in meaning
* «t , ♦ / .and that to be in the Spirit ( ev ttvcu^*tc v#9 ) equi­
valent to being "in Christ”* Despite the interchangeability 
of these expressions, we cannot olalm that Paul is identi­
fying Christ and the Spirit, the very phrase "Spirit of 
Christ" (v*9) would contradict such a view* What Paul Is 
trying to express is the relation of Christ to the Spirit 
in experience* The experience of the Spirit as the inner 
power moulding and controlling life is virtually the same as 
the experience of the indwelling Christ, of having Christ at 
the very centre of the personality* This means the making 
present and effective to the life of the believer of the 
power and influence of the whole Christ-event* If that is 
indeed the function of the Spirit, then to live under the 
control of the Spirit is certainly equivalent to having
"Chrict within'1 a» a living, guiding presence. The importance 
of this virtual identification of the experience of the 
Spirit with the experience of the indwelling Christ has been 
accurately stated by C.H. Dodd*
It saved Christian thought from falling into a 
non-moral, haIf-magical conception of the super­
natural in human experience, and it brought all 
•spiritual1 experience to the test of the 
historical revelation of Cod in Christ# 1
We turn now to those passages which directly relate the
Spirit to Christ, and first we look at dal. 4J6, "Ood has
sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying fAbba,
i n c  t  c  » * .Father* (to TNeou«c too oiou wutoo ). By means of the use of 
<*ito<f"TcV\o Paul suggests a elose parallel between the 
action of Cod In sending Christ (v.4) and In sending the Spirit 
Into the hearts of men (v.6). The objective, once-for-all 
coming of Christ la experienced within as the power of the 
Spirit, whloh enables the believer to share the same attitude 
of sonshlp to Ood as did Christ himself. Christ's Spirit Is 
Christ active, operative within man In the here-and-now.
At Phil. It10 Paul assures his readers that, through 
their prayers and the equipment of the Spirit of Christ (^ >m. 
erriY p f ' i Too -nvsoyuotTos Ltfovj X^ >kttoC ) t imprisonment and
the prospect of martyrdom will not break his relationship 
with Christ. Although the reference may be to the Spirit of 
power possessed by Jesus, It seems more likely that Paul has 
1 The'ttplstle to the Homans. (MKTC) p.124.
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In mind the impact upon him, in hie situation, of the 
remembrance of the life of Christ, who, without flinching, 
faced and endured martyrdom# "For me", says Paul, "to live is 
Christ"* "my life is formed by the pattern and the power 
of the living Christ"# Therefore, to be equipped with an 
immediate, dynamic sense of Christ's presence will assist 
him in maintaining courage and faithfulness#1
We turn now to the muoh-dlscussed statement at 
2 Cor# SilYa,©^ iCv^ios To context assists
our interpretation here# The meaning of in v#17 must
be sought for in its antithesis to in v.3 and yp^x^ec
in v#6# The epistle of Christ - which is the Corinthian 
church - has been written, not "with ink", but "with the 
Spirit of the living Cod", i.e. their Christian life has 
been created by, and at the same time demonstrates, the 
power of the spirit! and that suggests that the Spirit is 
the means by which Cod is active in his Church# Moreover, 
the epistle of Christ is written by the Spirit in the hearts 
of men! the Spirit is experienced as a power operative with­
in a man, in his heart, Paul declares that his ministry is 
concerned with this new Covenant of the Spirit which gives 
life (v#6), and not with the old written code which kills#
1 cf# Hamilton, op.clt## p.15, "The Spirit mediates the 
presence of the LorJTT In connection with this idea of the 
Spirit's function, the place of memory, knowledge of the 
tradition concerning Jesus, and even of imagination, would 
make an interesting topic for investigation.
The verses which follow expound the superiority of the new 
over the old, by comparing the splendour or glory (b©|x.) 
which they can promise, and they explain how the transfer 
from the old to the new may take place* The splendour of 
the old Covenant was a fading one (v.7) and in fact has 
faded away, but the splendour of the dispensation of the 
Spirit is such as will transform its beholders into ever- 
increasing glory (18)* It is the conviction of present and
1 1  N  ' i  /future glory that gives Paul boldness1 ( ^ )# This 
freedom is contrasted with the "veil” ) of &oses
(12-15), the symbol of the partial understanding and the 
partial revelation of the Law. To be freed from bondage to 
what is only partial, one must turn to the Lord (v.16, 
quoting fix. 34134). Now the "Lord", in this oontext, must, 
for Paul, refer to Christ, since v.14 clearly states that 
"only in Christ is it (the veil) removed". Verse 17 goes on
x ^ Mto declare, Now the Lord is the Spirit (  t ©  ) " f that
is, the Lord to idiom we can turn for illumination and for 
understanding is the Spirit, that Spirit whioh is experienced 
as life-giving, liberating power within, and whioh is the 
means by whioh Christ is operative in the Church. " herever 
the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom*' (17b). The 
passage ends with the declaration that the process of illum­
ination and transformation into the likeness of the Lord is 
brought about *2x0 Uoyo*ou , i.e. as from,
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or as by, the Lord who it experienced as Spirit (not, "by 
the Lord of the Spirit")#
By reason of the fact that "turning to the Lord" 
achieves what only Christ can do, v#17a presents ua with a 
virtual identification of Christ and the Spirit: but it is
not an identification of eaaenoe or nature, but of funotion, 
in terms of Christian experience# The means by whioh we 
encounter or experience Chriat here and now is through the 
Spirit, and to experience the Spirit ia to be in effective 
relationship with Christ# In other words, the Spirit ia 
Christ as he ia active in the present in the lives of men 
and women: it ia not an impersonal force, but a personal
power drawing that character from Him whom it makes 
present with all His benefits# The Spirit is the ever­
present power and influence of the Christ-event, the impact 
on men of Chriat freed frcm the confines of past history#1
T since this study was first composed, there hae come into 
our hands the important monograph by Ingo Hermann, Kyrlos 
und Pneumas Studien aur Chrlstologie der paulinisohen Haupt- 
briefe, (kunioh, 1961). The author studies 2 Cor# 3tl7 and 
his conclusions agree with the understanding we have here 
suggested. w,Der Herr ist der Oeist1 ist also cine exist- 
entielle Ausaage# Bie redet uber das Verhaltnia von Kyrlos 
und Pneuma nloht in der Art elner spekulatlven Wesenssohau, 
sondem gibt eine Erfahrung wieder: fur mich, auf mich hin 
1st der Herr daa Pneuma, er atellt tlch fur mich als Pneuma 
dar# •• •Pneuma* der Name fur jene peraoneigene Po^tenz des 
Erhohten ist, mit der er auf den Mensohen hin wirkaam wird" 
(50)# Other phraaes Hermann uses are "Christua wird erfahr- 
bar ala Pneuma" (49) and Pnemma "als dvnamlache Prasenz dee
yrios11 ISljV
‘This la not an entirely new understanding of the passage, 
although Hermann* a theological application of the Kyrioa- 
Pneuma identity Aa fresh and stimulating# M#Q. Hamilton, op#
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relation of the Spirit to the resurrection of Christ* Two
passages are of importance in this connection* At horn* 1:3-4
Paul makes use of what may he an early Christologieal
formula describing the Son, "born of the seed of Bavid
<r*fK.oL 9 appointed Son of ucd in power k*<t* ttv^ ju-c <^ y«wo<Jov^ s 
* 0 /ej (XVotct*<j<£o s  veu^»/,l# Paul is not here contrasting two 
evaluations of the person of Christ, a fleshly (human) judg­
ment and a spiritual judgment* The phrases <*»£*< and
\  ^ < /
Ts/<£ufx* o^ yiui(Tuv*js denote two spheres of existence:
in the realm denoted by "flesh" Jesus was a descendant of
cit** P>6 (on 2 Cor*3:17) says "The Spirit brings the ascended 
lord to earth again* The Spirit bridges the gap between 
transcendence and immanence* The identity here posited is 
not ontological, an identity of being, but dynamic, an iden­
tity which occurs in redemptive action"* E. Schwelser. op* 
cit*. also provides a similar explanation of 2 Cor. 3:17/ 
Hermann reviews and rejects the other principal interpret­
ations of the passage* The hypostatlo-Trlnitarian view is 
found defective because it introduces terms and concepts 
which are posterior to Paul* The explanation of the identity 
of the Lord and the Spirit in terms of the revealing of the 
hidden meaning of Scripture (a view adopted by A, Richardson,turanKM* av.W, Schmithals (Kvanxellsche Theologle. XVIII, 1958, pp.552f) 
claims that 3tl7a is a &nostic gloss: the statement is too
closely integrated with and necessary to the context to 
make this view likely*
Hermann,s monograph was discussed by B* Schneider, Blblloa. 
XUV, (1963) pp* 358-69* The criticisms offered there are not 
concerned with details of exegesis, but with the functional 
interpretation of Paulfs doctrine of the Spirit* Schneider's 
desire to extract from Paul hints on the essence or nature 
of the Spirit are not likely to be met by honest exegesis*
Paul was describing experience, not engaging in metaphysical 
discussion* Cf* Hamilton, op.clt*. p.3| Oullmann. Christ and 
Time, p*26| F* Biichsel, Per &cisE Pottos im «T. (Quteraloh. 
1^?) p*396*
This leads naturally to the consideration of the
Davidi In the sphere danotad by TTveu^c 1 ^e ^ g
appointedg Son of God In power since (or on the ground of)
3 .the resurrection of the dead* It is probable that CV "bvV^jxti
should be construed with ’’Son of God”: after the resurrect­
ion, Christ was appointed Son of God in po^or* This would 
not exclude his having been previously Son of God, though 
without the manifestation of power whioh took place in the
AResurrection* Consequently we may say that both before,
1 jrtie descriptive gen* is probably of Semitic origin, and 
lends support to the claim that the formula is pre-Pauline*
2 The word cjoktGcvtos is sometimes rendered "defined" or 
"deolared to be” or "manifested • This translation avoids 
the oharge of adoptlonlsm which can be brought against 
"appointed"* The NT usage, however, favours "appointed" (cf* 
Acts 10|42, 17:31)* The parallelism with ’ycvoyu.cvoo sug­
gests that we should see in the second phase
of the career of the Son*
3 The likelihood that the formula is pre-Pauline may account 
for the use of rather than <kv*<rT*<ris
4 k  vck/»oov 9 to refer to the Resurrection* S*H* Hooke, "The 
Translation of nomans 1:4", NTS. IX. (1963) pp* 370-1 thinks 
that we should translate literally "the resurrection of 
dead persons” now made possible by the resurrection of 
Christ* This (in his opinion) is what marks Christ out as 
Son of God, vis* his Initiation of resurrection*
4 The may include a reference to
the earthly ministry of Christ and the power with whioh he was
endowed: see T * W # Manson, The Beginning of the Gospel. I,
(Oxford. 1950) o*110: J.a* ^aies. The drtrlt and the Kingdom, 
p* 47 and %C. van Unnik, "Jesus tEe l ^ T^ T  OTS, 7111,11581­
62) pp* 101-116* van Unnik makes much of the iTea of the 
possession of the Spirit as the essential element in the 
early Christian understanding of the Messlahship of Jesus* 
Manson claims that the Homans passage refers to three 
stages, the human side, the spiritual, divine side of Jesus9 
life m d  ministry, and his beoomlng Kyrlos after the Resur­
rection* This requires a comma after <*yiwotfov*js . it is
not necessary to adopt this expedient to keep alive in 
"spirit of holiness" some connection with the ministry of
the Lord*
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but supremely In power after the resurrection, Christ ia 
Son of Cod in relation to the apirit of holiness (
c  /irveo^ A* )# This accords with our understanding
of ’’Holy Spirit" up to this point# Divine spiritual power, 
with its source in Ood, was operative among men in the 
ministry: but after the Resurrection, that Spirit becomes
the mode or manner of Jeeus1 existence as Lord: the limit­
ations and infirmity of the flesh have given way to po er in 
the Spirit. By the Resurrection there has been brought into 
being the Age of the Spirit, the age of pover. In whioh the 
impact of the Christ becomes effective upon all believers# 
Commenting on thi** verse X# Hermann says:
Pneuma eraehelnt als die von Oott ausgehende und 
durch Christua hindureh wirlcende gottllche Kraft, 
elehe die lebendlge Verb indung zwiachen den 
wirkenden Oott und dem antwobtenden Mensohen- 
herzen begrundet und bewahrt# 1
The most Important passage connecting the Spirit 
and the Resurrection la 1 Cor# 16:44-45# Paul here states 
that the last Adam, meaning Christ, became "life-giving 
Spirit ( TTv*o^< jcooto.ouv ). The occasion of this beooming 
is not stated, but the context in Chapter 15 requires that 
it be referred to the time of the Resurrection# The resur­
rection of believers is grounded entirely upon the resur­
rection of Christ# As the first-fruits of them that sleep,
1 nermann, op.olt#. p#61# Cf# Hamilton, op.clt.. pp.12-13, 
C.K. Barrett. The Epistle to the Romans, pp. 18ff, P.J. L*en- 
hardt, The Epistle to the womans, pp. 56ff.
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Christ became equipped with Spirit, not for a temporary 
period, but In the same way as a man Is equipped with lifeJ 
It Is the wery essence of the post-.resurrectIon life, Here 
"Spirit" and the life of the Resurrected Lord are Identified. 
Moreover, this life Is communicable: It can make others
allwe, since, by the Resurrection, Christ became a "life- 
giving spirit". In all this we find expressed what we have 
been suggesting in this work concerning the relationship of 
the Spirit to Christ. We have attempted to understand the 
Spirit as the total lmpaet of the Chrlst-event (life, death 
and resurrection) upon man In the present, a power to 
guide and control conduct, This power or Influence means 
the transcending by Christ of the limits of time and plaoe, 
the i aking present of the meaning and power of a past event. 
Now we fltti Paul clearly relating this to the Resurrection 
as the "event" Which liberated the power of Christa life 
from historical confines to be active and operative upon all 
Who will acknowledge and obey him. The Resurreotion Is the 
occasion of the liberating of Christ to be life-giving Spirit. 
This, in very personal terms, means that Christ Is knewa to 
be alive because he is experienced today as a power Influen­
cing our lives, and this living and abiding Impact is the 
Spirit.1
1 ttiere Is no notion of materiality present here, no idea of 
a substance: what ia In view Is personal power originating
in Ood. Hermann op.clt.. admits that there are a few traces 
of Hellenistio ideas and expressions in Paul's teaching on
-842-
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having thus interpreted iCV*G/ut#c c^oo~rro<oo\/ f we
must now seek the meaning of sCy** w ^o^ cc-ti^oV | in the first 
place* it Is opposed to v^X,lCoVs life on the
physical plane, whioh is marked by weakness* corruption and die-
„ /honour: Just as ^ j x i k o v emphasises the unity of all
mankind in cam’s life* so tfuy** -mo/uM*TiKOV stresses the
unity of men in a new life* on a spiritual plane* character­
ised by incorruption* glory and power# Secondly* this new 
life is adde^ to eerthly life* by the act of Ood ("it is 
raised") not by the working out of immanent evolutionary 
processes# Therefore* in f the term
cannot be regarded as a substance in the Hellenistic sense* 
guaranteeing the continuance of life. For Paul* 1 ®
power coming directly from Ood through Christ: therefore a
GvGjul* is a body of irtiich the principle is divine
spirit* just as v|/ox^  is the natural life-principle of the
earthly body# The form of existence we share with Adam 
('p'JXsi ) gives **7 to a new mode of being* shared with
the risen Christ by those who are in him* a mode of being 
dependent on, and defined as "Spirit"* within which there is
1continuity of essential personality and individuality (<Tu^a#c)#
' TNisoM.*- (1 Cor# l*i And Korn# 5:5) but these have little 
bearing on his fundamental conception* whioh is firmly rooted 
in the OT and Kabbinic tradition (ch#12).
1 Paul’s use of for the solidarity of men as a whole
does not exclude its reference to the reality of individu­
ality# Cf# J#A.t # Robinson* The Body. (London* 1952) p#79 
note 1#
We conclude our study of Paul9a use of TTvcuyu*,
(referring to divine Spirit) with a brief mention of the 
other ooourrenoea of the adjeotlve Trveoyu.*Ti*os • In 1 Cor. 
2:13ff# Paul states that the natural nan ( v/'oxj*os ) ia 
blind to the meaning of God1 a aaving work, while the itvcu- 
|x*TiKos recognises it* It is olear that the tern denotes 
the nan who is illumined by the power of God9s Spirit (of.
Jude 19). The things of God can only be Interpreted Tfvcoy^ *- 
tikujs (v.lv), i.e. under the guidance of the Spirit. It 
follow* that ttvouju.*tik^ are "truth* given by, or relating 
to, the Spirit of God", namely, the Gospel (1 Cor. 2*13): 
these can be contrasted with <r#y>K*K* , things concerned with 
natural life (1 Cor# 9;11)# The description of food and drink 
as TTvcoi^ rfTiKov/ (1 Cor#10i3) connotes their divine origin 
and ability to communicate divine power# The foods are not 
"bearers of the Spirit": that interpretation ia excluded
by the presence of 7Tvco 4^.#cti*^ TrcTyo*. at 4b: the me nlng la
"of supernatural or divine origin"# At 1 Cor# 14:1 
connotes the totality of spiritual gifts, while at Rom. 7:14 
the law (o vo^o< ) is described as *nveuyuL^ -Tncos f in order 
to make clear that it la a law which was given by God, pos­
sessing divine authority, not Just the authority of man. At
\ N o / *ph. 6:12 *rw irveo^*TiKr^s u s are spiritual powers
of evil" (of# Eph. 2*2)#
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Xn attempting to summarise our study of Paul to 
this point, we may begin by saying that Paul broke the 
exclusive association of the Spirit with the abnormal. Xt 
Is not an agent of division or of showy Individualism.
Although there are many manifestations of Its power and 
presence, the spirit should be the souroe of unity In the 
Churoh, and all the gifts of the Spirit should be judged In 
terms of their ability to build up the Community. The endow­
ment with the Spirit (in baptism) marks the commencement of 
Christian living* All along the pathway of Christian life, 
the Spirit Is the source of moral virtue: It Is radically
ethical and the highest manifestation of Its presence Is
. in view of the unfulfilled and incomplete nature 
of life in this realm, the presence of the Spirit and the 
forward-looking awareness which It brings and inspires are 
regarded as the pledge of a fuller possession and salvation 
In the future* For Paul, the Spirit does not have Independent 
personality: It Is spoken of In personal terms, because it
is Ood's power In action, the means whereby Ood In Christ 
is operative In the life of the Church and In the hearts of 
Individuals* The relation between the Spirit and Christ Is 
described as an Identity In terms of function: the power of
the Spirit Is the controlling, guiding Impact on the lives of 
men of Christ, freed, by the resurrection, from the oonflnes 
of past history, to become an ever-present reality*
-646-
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Paul employe the word Trveo/u.*. to denote "human 
spirit" mueh leae frequently than to denote divine spirit”• 
hen It appears vlth this sense, It bears (as In other NT 
writings) a psychological connotation and refers to the 
seat of the will and of emotions, and to the disposition or 
general attitude of a person. This use Is In accord with the 
OT and Jewiah uae of d l l  /irvtC f-K as a psychological term*
At 2 Cor. Silo Paul claims that at Troaa he had no 
relief and reat ( *vc<rts ) In hla spirit (i£> irveoyw.^ Ti7 ) 
because he had not found Tltua t here TrvaOju connotes the 
seat of feeling and emotion, with acne hint of the involve­
ment of the will. That the Apostle means la not just that 
he had no physical reat (2 Cor. 7i5), but that he experienced 
mental and emotional strain. Hfccwiso, at 2 Cor. 7»13, the 
"spirit" of 'fltua was refreshed, Just as Paul waa restored, 
by the Corinthians' change of heart and attitude. Again
refers to the Inward depths of a man where emotions 
of anxiety, Joy and encouragement are felt (of. Phllem. 7,20), 
In the opening eeotlon of Homans (1*9) Paul deolares that 
he "serves Cod to ir*e.uf*.*cn uoo in the Oospel of his Son", 
Sohwelser claims that here irvcou.«c ia "the Spirit of Ood 
whioh la made available to the Apostle personally",1 but It 
seems that what Paul means la that hla service to Ood In the 
Oospel has become the dominating Impulse in hla llfet It 
1 Schweiser, op.clt.. p.88.
la no partial Involvement: the service of the Gospel has
taken hold of him at the very core of his being. ^ e n  the
Apostle encourages the Philippian Christiana to "stand fast
in one spirit" ( ev e v i  vvcu^otTt , 1:27), he means, not
unity In the Holy Spirit, but unity of will and purpose,
parallel to The 8ftme meaning - namely "disposition
or attitude - belongs to Trv6uyu.ec at 2 Cor. 12:18 and
1perhaps at Eph. 4:23.
In ?aulfs final salutation at Gal. 6:18, Phil. 4:23
and Philemon 25 - "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be
^with your spirit ()*6t«< too T7Vcoyux.T©s u^ .u>v ) - TTveuymoc means
the same aa "you" (cf. 1 Thess. 5:28). The phrase may have a 
liturgical origin: it reflects also the OT and Jewish use
of m i  as the equivalent of "a person1 s self". The 
psychological term denotes the whole person. At 1 Cor. 2*11 
ttv6uJu.«c connotes "human consciousness", the organ of self­
knowledge: as Bultmann cays, "pneuma approaches the modern Idea
2of consciousness". A similar use is evidenced at Horn 8*16, 
"The Spirit of God beareth witness to, or with, our spirit 
(tu 7rvcuyu.o<Ti *jyxtuv) that we are the children of God": the 
human yveCt^cc is considered as that part of man which receive 
spiritual knowledge. The greeting at 1 Thess. 5:23 suggests 
that Paul accepted the popular tripartite psychology: "May
1 pW  the contrary view, see C. Masson, op.cit.. p. 202.
2 Theology of the Mew Testament. Vol. 1, p.207.
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your whole spirit ( Trveo^ *c ), soul ( body (<roy^c )
he preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ”* The combination may be fortuitous (sinoe Paul’s
use of these terms is rather fluid), and, in any case,
the salutation may well be a traditional liturgieal expres-
1
sion telling us really nothing about Pauline anthropology*
Paul wishes to stress the completeness of the preservation 
deslred9 and draws upon a traditional means of expressing 
the totality of a person* The idea of the entirety of a 
person is conveyed at 1 Cor* 7:34 by t*c xocl h o  glj^ k T l %c*L 
Ho Trvcuyu^ Ti, where, perhaps, iiVeCyLcoc suggests the Inward 
aspect of a person, and the outward*
At Col* 2:6 and 1 Cor* 6:3 we find "absence In the 
body” contrasted with "presence in the spirit” ( tt*^ >o>/ tC> 
HV€oyu<*Ti ^ To TTv/^ o^ APCTt JOv ujov/ €c^ u )# Here TVeCyucoc seems to
suggest ”mind” or "wish and will”* Paul’s thoughts are with
the situation, though he is not physically present: his
”mlnd” on the question is known to his correspondents, and
his sympathies and Interest will support them in their
decision* It is possible that there are overtones of meaning
in the use of here: there may be included the idea ol
presence in the power of the Holy Spirit. The spirit or mind
of Paul is formed and dominated by the active influence of
T Buitmann, op.clt** pp* 206-6, ”The formulation is to be 
explained as eoming from liturgical-rhetorical (perhaps 
traditional) diction”*
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the Spirit* and so he brings to bear on the situation the 
mind or attitude of Christ (note v#4* "I Judge#• • in the 
name of the Lord Jesus" )• At v«5 of 1 Cor#6* and uveoyu*
are contrasted* the firat requiring destruction* the aeoond 
salvation# Here ttvcuju*. refers to the real self* the real 
person* perhaps even the spirit of the Corinthian member in 
so far as it has already been regenerated by the Spirit of 
God and contains in germ the body of the resurrection in 
the inner man. 1
/*\Once in Sph# 2*2* ttv£u^.c i* used of evil spirit * 
a use found frequently in the Synoptics* ’’the prince of the 
power of the air* the spirit ( irveGp*. )that workath in tha 
children of disobedience" (cf# Horn* llt8 )# A somewhat similar 
suggestion is implied in the words To Too (i Cor#
2 *1 2) "the spirit of the world" which has not been received 
by the Christian* he has received "the Spirit which is of 
God" ( T o  T T v e o y T o  it c  *7bo Oeoo ) # it would seem that tide 
idea expressed la of the temper of the world* the "spirit" 
of human life alienated from God* in which oase* irveo/**, 
is almost impersonal and the phraae ia practically identical 
with *iV*i doolie at v#13 (of# 2 Cor. 11*4)#
translated into iSnglioh by A.W.Heathoote and P.J.Alloook*
of Jt_. Paul to the Corinthians# (Epworth
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Part 4. The Gospel of John.
Then we turn to the Fourth Gospel we find that the use of 
the word to denote a "spirit" of uneleanness and
disease ia totally absent. The aeoounts of exorcisms, so 
charaoteristlo of the Synoptics, are wanting in John. We
H  ft >discover the word used once to denote wind t 3:8 t© ■nveuyu.-c
O Tfou S e l t f t  TTV€t t KXC T*j\/ o tO T oo  o £ K O U £ l S  y ©UK. o ’lb o C S
tto8c>/ ut* l Tfc>u uwocyei # Since the author immediately
passes to the use of the word 7W€uyuoc to denote the agent of 
regeneration, it aeons likely that he had in mind the 
Hebrew use of nil to refer to "wind” (the example of myster­
ious, superhuman power) and to "the Spirit of God". In the 
phrase describing the death of J e s u s , to  (1 9*
30) it is probable that tv/eGy^ * means the ”hus*n spirit" or
„ 1 "vital prlnolple whloh leaves a man at death. Twice in the
Gospel (11:33, jjiV/fTtATa rJ •nv/6oyu.wTt and 13i21, ct^ ok^O j^
Tto TTv^ oy^ r^t ) the word la used in the psychological sense,
the origins and use of whioh are already familiar. That the
phrase refers to disturbance of the human spirit of Jesus
(the seat of emotion), and not to a spasm brought on by the
Spirit, is clear from the former of the two passages where
Tco Trveo/uocTt is synonymous with cv e*or<£> #
T The phrase eould be Interpreted as "He bequeathed the^Spirit 
(to the world)": this la a common connotation of "Tro^^bouv^c . 
Probably John la intentionally suggesting both, since, in 
his view, it was precisely at this moment - the moment of 
glorification in death - that the gift of the Spirit became 
possible.
From our study of the Synoptio Gospels and Aets 
we found that the haslo outllhe of Christian belief and 
teaehing about the Spirit was as follows! John the Baptist 
had predloted a baptism cv ,rrvc©yu.*c*n i Jesus was
anointed to his Messianic ministry by the Holy Spirit! he 
promised the aid of the Holy Spirit to his disciples in 
times of need! the post-Resurreotion promise of the endow­
ment with the Spirit (Acts 1) was fulfilled in the experience 
of the Church* In his Gospel John has reproduced these 
basic articles of Christian teaching*
(i) Chapter l!32-3 records the lescent of the Spirit on
Jesus , the sign that he was the one who baptises ev wvcou.*m 
« ' 1 .* Jesus has the Spirit that he may confer it on 
others* Two points of interest may be observed here* Only 
when John is in immediate contact with the articles of the 
tradition, as here and at 20!22, does he use the common 
early Christian term ^.ov • Secondly, in the
Synoptics, the endowment with the Spirit In oaptism (together 
with, in Matthew and Luke, the conception by the Holy 
Spirit) means the inauguration of the Messiahship, inter­
preted in terms of Sonshlp and Servant hood) so too In 
John, the descent of the Spirit la a confirmation of the 
Messianic status*
(ii) JOhn 3J34! oo <*k r© # Since
1 For €he meaning of this phrase, see above pp* 4 6 9 - 7 4 .
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it is probably oorreot to assume that the subject of the 
verb is "Ood", the statement refers to the completeness of 
the gift of the Spirit (the prophetic Spirit) by reason of 
which Jesus speaks the words of God*
(ill) 7*39l otfiro yiyfl Trve3yu.cc t oTt ootto 8*7 # This
parenthetic statement does not mean that Johh denied the 
earlier existence of the Spirit and its activity (of# 1*32) t 
it means rather that "the Holy Spirit was not given in the 
characteristically Christian manner and measure till the 
close of the ministry”#1 The gift of the Spirit, in John1 a 
view, depended on the completion of Jesusf work in the 
glorious denou&m^rrt of the Cross#
(iv) John 14s16*17 and other passages record the promise of 
the Paraclete, ttvc3^ #c « \ ^ 6 c io c s  f to strengthen, guide 
and illumine believers#
(v) After his resurrection Jesus appeared to the eleven 
disciples and breathed upon them ( e v £ < £ u < r ^ ) and said
lu e o p * <£yi©v * This Johannlne "Pentecost" (20*22) 
haa no tongues of fire, no rushing mighty wind* Just aa Ood 
breathed into Adam ( LXX Gen# 2*7) the breath of
life and he became a living being, so the Risen, glorified 
Lord breathes his spirit upon the dlsolples and they beoome 
the ”new Creation"# The character and evidence of the 
bestowal is not Inspired utterance, but the endowment with 
T C#K# Barrett, The Oospel according to 3t#John# p#272#
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" Tiosesoever sins ye remitf they are remitted, whosesoever 
sins ye retain, they are retained”. As in Acts, the gift 
of the Spirit here signifies power and authority to declare 
the gospel of redemption* The parallel with the Acts tra­
dition is strengthened if we regard the Eleven disciples as
1representatives of believers in general* To all members of
the Church is given the gift of the Spirit by which the
2ministry of its Lord is perpetuated*
The author of the Fourth Gospel then has reproduced 
the framework of early Christian belief concerning the 
Spirit* The main points of the Synoptic and Acts tradition 
are retained, sometimes with their language (H33 and 20:22). 
For John, Jesus is endowed with the Spirit in his ministry! 
to a greater degree than in the Synoptics Jesus is repre­
sented as the bestower of the Spirit, but the gift to men is 
integrated into Johnfs general futuristic scheme! it is 
only in the future, after the death and resurrection, that 
the Spirit will be given* Indeed, except for the passages 
in which the Spirit is spoken of as resting on Jesus, all
1 Schweiser, op.clt*, p*95 and K.N. Flew, Jesus and His Church
(London, 1958) pp* S42f* For the view which sees the ffieven 1 
as recipients of the Spirit by virtue of a special office,
see J*K. Bernard, ^t.J ‘
676, and The Apostolic
pp* 108-9*
2 "The authority implied conveys an extension of the ministry 
of Jesus through that of the Holy Spirit”, C.K. Barrett, op. 
cit*. p*475*
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authority for the continuation of the ministry of Christ*
hn, licc,hainburgh, 19ZBJ pr. 672, 
Tnlstry, ed. K.E* Kirk, (London, 1946)
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the Johannin* statements about it relate to the period 
after Jeaua9 death. This is demonstrated by the use of the 
simple future tenses (as in ch. 14-16) or by their being 
associated with aspects of later Church life - baptism in 
oh. 3, worship in ch.4 and the Eucharist in 6i63.
In 4*23ff• we have a general reference to worship 
"in the Spirit". "Those who worship the Father must worship 
him cv  TTve^xotrt This phrase is frequently
interpreted as counselling sincerity and depth in worship, 
the avoidance of extemalism and ritual, but many recent 
c6mmentators consider that the meaning is more far-reaching. 
For one thing, the association ofiTv<?6yun* ic\^9<tioc recalls 
that one of the characteristic Johannlne titles of the Holy 
Spirit is lo -rfs £vj9£u*$. Secondly, the single iv
suggests that \cati are considered as one
entity. Thirdly, the meaning of the phrase weoj+m cri must 
depend on the force of TtVau^ oc in the next verset 
o 0€os# To translate this phrase as "God is a spirit" (AV) 
suggests that God is one of a class of "spirits" (Trveo^ -r^ : ) 
and that use of Trveo^ -t £# n0£ found anywhere in John. Verb­
ally, the phrase might seem to echo the Stoic definition of 
God as T o \ o u  Too koodoo , a very tenuous 
form of air suffused through the whole universe and appearing 
in living beings as the soul. The materialism of this defi­
nition was never completely transcended even by the writers
who tried to maintain, by using TT\j<soy*#c # a non-material 
Platonic oonoeptlon of deity* It 1* difficult to imagine 
that John is giving support to some form of semi-materialistic 
idea of God, especially when we recall that his regular 
use of I* grounded firmly in Hebraio thinking*
!Ivoj|a-c o 0<os f nice the expressions, "God is light* and 
"God is love", is not a definition of the being of God, but 
an attempt to describe the nature of his relation to the 
world and his activity within it* "Spirit" is to be under­
stood here, as in the OT, of the personal power of the 
Divine manifested purposefully in the world and in the lives 
of men* Vhen John says that God is twigojjloc # he is asserting 
his nature as creative life-giving power in relation to his 
people* Now that creative, life-giving activity was revealed 
supremely In Christ* Therefore "worship €>/ ic«1
n ij worship that takes place in and through 
Christ (of* 2:19-22) because Christ is, at one and the same 
time, "life-giving power" and "truth"* Indeed the phrase c j  
iTveo^ ocTt oi\*jQetoc means the same as Paulfs ev
Not on Gerlslm, nor in Zion, but in Christ, the manifestation 
of truth and power, is the place and sphere of true worship* 
In John*s 'lospol the Spirit is closely connected 
with the Sacraments* The statement, "Unless a man is
1 fif* R* bultmann, Das svangellum des Johannes. (2 Abt*
16 Auf* Gottingen, 1§5§) p* 140 note 3*
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, v K / born of water and spirit ( fcf u&*tos kxc, irv^ uyu^ Tos ) he
cannot enter the kingdom of God" (3*5) is a definition Of
Christian regeneration, equivalent to "the begetting
It is baptismal regeneration through the Spirit# The
importance of "spirit" in Johnfs teaching here is demonstrated
by its repetition at v#6 and v#8ff#: it was the addition of
"spirit" which transformed John the Baptists baptism into
Christian baptism (Acts 19*1-7)# In discussing the Matthean
and Lucan stories about the miraculous conception Ck
oiyiou , we suggested that the Spirit should be understood
as the creating power and activity of Ood inaugurating the
Hew Creation in the birth of the Messlanio redeemer# Is there I
not a parallel theme in Johnfs doctrine of regeneration? The
Spirit is brought into relation to re-birth or birth from
above* it is the originator, or begetter, not of phrsical
life, but of new life (v#6)# The Spirit is the life-giving
power Vhioh makes men and women anew. "Birth from above, or
from the Spirit" hardly differs in substance from Paul’s
conception of "new Creation"# By understanding John’s
reference to the Spirit in baptism as implying something more
than an endowment or eonfen&ent, we do justice to the
emphasis which John lays upon it in this chapter, and we
give a greater unity to the whole passage# The Spirit brings
about the Hew Creation* it creates the new life* baptism
la the symbol and the occasion of the event#
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The life-creating power of the Spirit is again 
emphasised at 6*63, a ▼arse whloh explains the discourse on 
the Bread of life! "Tiat then. If you should behold the 
Son of Man ascending where he was before? to irveZu* cjti to
u^JOTToioOV . y  S elf £ OOK. CO^ ieXil Oo'kC'/ ■ T«i ^^ u-ocTeC £ . feycO
XfcW\»7not uyu?v trveo^* ed'ri kwl ^ y  6<rnv . "All of Jesus' 
teaching about the Bread of Life must be viewed In the light 
of two facts which John can Introduce from his own later 
standpoint! they are the Asoension and the work of the Spirit 
which the Ascension makes possible (of. 7*39). Life, which is 
for John the content of salvation. Is conveyed, not by 
"flesh", but by "spirit"« To e im  to £ooir=noCv • Slnoe
the discourse was oomposec with reference to the Eucharist, 
it seems likely that John Intends to Imply a connection 
between that rite and the Spirit, The sacramental meal,,If 
it Is to give life, muifb be a vehiels of the Spirit, and 
such Indeed it is, not in Itself, but In Its witness to the 
hlstorlo act of revelation and redemption in Jesus.1 But 
the Eucharist is not the only life-giving agency. The words
of Jesus are "spirit and life". If the standpoint of John is
<■ /correctly taken to be that of the age of the Church,
need not refer exclusively to the preoeding discourses all
I In a context concerned with the Kuoharist, +) have
a reference to the symbols or elements of the Sacrament* Th* 
material symbols of Jesus9 body and blood in themselves do 
not convey lifes they have value and significance solely 
as vehicles of the life-giving Spirit*
the teaching of the Incarnate Christ is productive 6f life,
because it Is "Spirit"# Just as the sacramental rite brings
out of the past into the present the redeeming act of
Christ, so knowledge of his words keeps alive and effectual
the historical teaohlngs in doing so, Saorament and
Scripture convey life by bringing men into vital touch with
the historic Christ#1 If this is what is implied in John’s
doctrine, then his characteristic understanding of the
Spirit is close to what we discovered in Paul# Moreover, the
fact that, for John, the activity of the Spirit could only
follow the glorification of Christ in resurrection and
ascension is parallel to Paul’s teaching on the Spirit as
the post-Resurrection power of Chrlat’s life#
At 7:38ff# the Holy Spirit is likened to "living
water" (&>u>yo )• There is difficulty in the punctuation
of these verses, but in order to retain the parallelism and
in view of the context, it seems best to Interpret thus*
He that thifsts, let him come) he that believeth on 
me, let him drinks as the Scripture says, "Out of 
the midst of Him (i#e# out of the midst of me, the 
Christ) shall flow rivers of living water"# This
he said about the Spirit which those who believed
on him were to receive, for as yet Spirit had 
not been given, because Jesus hac; not yet been 
glorified# 2
lien considered in this way, the passage is consistent in
1 cr. fl.H# Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Oospel.
p# 342 note 3#
2 On this verse, see above pp# 382-4•
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its declaration: living water, the gift whioh creates and
maintains life, comes from Christ: the living water is the
Spirit: the Spirit comes from the glorified Christ* Now
"living water" is used in the OT as a metaphor for the 
divine activity in quickening men to life (Jer* 2:13, Zech* 
14:8, Esek* 47:9) and appears in Judaism as a symbol for 
the Holy Spirit* So John declares that that which qulokens 
men to life is the Spirit (cf* 6:63), the power and presenee 
of the exalted Christ aotive in the hearts of believers to 
create and sustain new life*
ihe phrase To TN€u^*c tvjs ocours three
times in John: 14:17, the Paraclete ( o m*^*c<V^T©s ) i* the
Spirit of truth whom the world cannot receive, but who dwells 
with the disciples and will be in them; 15:26, the Paraclete 
is the Spirit of truth who proceeds from God and who will 
bear witness (as the disciples do also) to Jesus; 16:13, "The 
Spirit of truth will guide you into all truth: he will not
a | c e
speak on his 0wa authority (*<f> €*otoo )f whatsoever he 
will hear he will speak and he will declare the things that 
are to come* He will glorify me: he will take what is mine
and declare it to you". (Cf* 14:26, the Paraclete, tho Holy 
Spirit, *nvco^ *c to otyov f will teaoh the disciples all
things and bring to their remembrance all that Jesus said*)
/ \ ^From these verses it is clear *\*jtos , “fo TNe
To <*y«ov and To t^s are synonymous
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expressions* The coming of the Spirit or Paraoleto depends 
on the completion of Christ9s work and his departure from 
earth (16s7)s it proceeds from the Father in the name of 
Christ, i*e* to act in relation to Christ, in Christ9s place 
and with his authority! it brings no independent revelation, 
but teaches concerning the revelation in Christs it declares 
to the world the truth of the mission and being of Christ 
(16sl4)s it operates on the consciences of men to convict 
of sin (in themselves), righteousness (in Christ) and of 
Judgment (lesQff*)*1 it is not received by the world, but 
dwells with andln the disciples, therefore presumably is 
experienced in and mediated through the Church*
Bearing in mind this summary of the functions of 
the Spirit, we proceed to the discussion of the meaning of 
To TTW6oyu-6 Tvys 9 it is doubtful if T^ i {*$ is
siAply a defining genitive (equivalent to <0^9iv*J ) . Already 
in the chapter (v*6) Jesus is declared to be "the truth" (^
) so that the expression may mean "the Spirit of 
the Truth, l*e* Jesus"• Barrett prefers to explain it as
_  O ' m m"the Spirit who eonmunieates truth , but even there truth
must refer to Christ himself and to the revelation in him*
It seems best to understand the phrase as "the Spirit whloh 
mediates the truth as it is in Jesus". The faot that its 
activity is to witness to Jesus and to oonvlot of sin etc.
1 3nrrett, op.olt.. PP. 406-6. 2 Op.olt.. p. 386.
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auggasta that the Johannlne understanding of the funotion 
of the Spirit is essentially the same as the Pauline! the 
spirit is the powerful impact of the person, v ork and 
teaching of Jesus upon the hearts and lives of believers 
in every generation#1 The exaltation of Christ and his 
resurrected life means his living presence with, and trans­
forming power in, all who believe! to experience this power 
and presence is to experience the Spirit#
If this is a true understanding of the funotion
/of the Spirit, the word may mean advocate or
Vindicator”! the Spirit, as the continuing power of Christfs
life, vindicates the character of his historical existence.
/  vBarrett thinks that Ir^aexVfres is the Spirit of the
Christian paraclesis. the Spirit who is operative in the
2Christian proclamation of the redemption effected by Jesus* 
That this aspect of meaning is present also is quite possible! 
the influence of Christ's life in the present (the Spirit) 
ia certainly r<5latpa to the proclamation of the teerygma in 
the Churoh*
1 In our discussion of the Dead Sea Scrolls, we interpreted 
the spirit of truth in the Manual (which is parallel to
the "holy •pirit" in 1QH) in terms of a power or force, with 
perhaps some oosmio dimension, vrtiich is inwardly experienced 
and brings about right conduct. At Test. Jud. 80 "the Spirit 
of truth^ ( To rtjs * ) has the same functions aa 
the Johannlne Faracists, but in John the actions are 
governed by their reference to Christ. In Test. Jud. the 
spirit is equivalent to the good inclination, the Inward 
disposition towards righteousness.
2 Op.clt.. p.386-86, and JTS (n.s),I, (1950) pp. 1-15 and 
especially pp. Vff.
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In all this, let It be observed, we ere In touch 
with the oentral Hebraic Idea of the Spirit of Ood as power . 
and activity entering into the world to recreate and Inspire 
men* The power Is the power of Ood's revelation in Christ
j |y
and therefore personal.
John's characteristic teaching on the Spirit, then, 
relates its activity to the life of the Church and particu­
larly to Christian worship. In baptism the power of the 
Spirit In recreating life Is symbolisedt both tire Kuoharlst 
and Scripture are vehicles of the life-giving Spirit. The 
activity of the Spirit Is the making present to the lives 
of men of the power and lnfluenoe of the historical life of 
Jesus, the bridging of the gap between the events in Oalilee 
and Jerusalem nearly two thousand years ago and the life 
of believers in every new generation. The power of the 3pirit 
is the present power of the living Lord.
<BST
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The Findings of the Word • Studies 564
The Word • Studies in relation to the Issues 
raised by Professor Barr
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this final ohapter is two-foldI to present 
briefly the findings of the individual word-studles, and 
to relate these eoneluslcns and, by implication, the 
principles of investigation by which they have been reached, 
to the main Issues raised for Biblical Theology by 
Professor Barrfs recent work*
V?e begin with the findings of the five studies*
vv /  «. /1* The word-group, and especially *
Our examination of the contexts in which 1 2 0  
and its regular translation etc# appear
revealed that they almost always expressed or Implied the 
holy wrath of Yahweh against sin# This suggests that the 
idea of propitiation lingers to some extent in the words, 
as part of the vocabulary of saorlfioe# The action which 
expiated sin was propitiatory in its total effect in that 
it conciliated the divine hostility and opened the way to 
the restoration of the divine favour# tfhen considered in 
its own right, the Greek of the LXX suggests that occasion­
ally the idea of propitiating divine wrath was kept alive 
by the use of e£/\o<Vic€<r&*t where another word could have 
been expected# Moreover, Ps# 106130 and probably also Num# 
25113 use the Greek word in a clearly propitiatory sense, 
as do Zech# 7:2, 8:22, Mai* 1:9 (pace Dodd)# In discussing 
183as the common Hebrew background of our word-group,
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Dodd1s distinction between a religious and a non-religious 
use was found inadequate and was replaced by a distinction 
between the earlier non-cultic use, in ^hich the idea of 
propitiation is clearly present, and the (probably) later 
cultic application, in which the term has become convent­
ionalised and should be Interpreted broadly in terms of 
atonement (as at Qumran) which includes both the idea of 
expiating sin and appeasing or conciliating the divine 
wrath whioh prevented communion* We cannot say that all 
ideas of propitiation are absent from the LXX use of 
kec’&xi and, in our opinion, they are present in the NT 
usage, wherever the "wrath of God" is implied or expressed 
in the context* I t  is expressed in ans 3 and therefore 
the conciliation of that hostile attitude to sin lies within 
the total purpose of the sacrifice for sin in the atoning 
death of Christ* This aspect of atoning sacrifice we brought 
into association with the old Jewish martyr theology, and 
especially ccabees 17 (in which the words
fl\os (WrfTos appear) where the suffering and propitiatory 
death of righteous men purified and atoned for the sins 
of a nation*
2* The Xorpov' word-group*
In LXX Greek the XoTyooV words regularly render 
the Hebrew roots b x X  and H I D  , and their derived forms* The 
words formed from these two roots were used in the Law codes
of the Old Testament for the prooess of ransoming by pay­
ment of a price, but were also technical terms for the 
action of Yahweh in delivering Israel end individual saints, 
where there is no clear conception of a ransom-price paid 
for freedom. It seems likely that the connotation "emanci­
pation" (without precise definition of the way in whioh it 
was brought about) attached itself to the words XoTyoo'lo etc# 
through their association in Biblical Greek with Hebraic 
meanings and thought# The classical Greek use of the terms 
always denotes ransoming by the payment of price, and the 
price is almost Invariably stated#
It would appear that It is only if we interpret 
the \oT/>ov •words In the NT in terms of classical Greek 
usage alone that we shall insist on the presence of the idea 
of ransoming by payment of a price# Biblical Greek usage 
suggests that their interpretation should be in terms of 
"emancipation", except when the context expresses or Implies 
a payment ma^e to ~*In freedom (cf# 1 Pet# Iil8)« By applying 
the Vor^ov -words to the death of Christ, the NT authors 
emphasise the idea of freedom and deliverance (after the 
pattern of the great deliverances of Israel) and of restor­
ation to rightful ownership which had been brought about 
by Christ# ‘They do not set forth in the word-group a 
particular theory concerning the process by which this eman­
cipation was aohleved# A possible exception to this may be
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Mark 10»45, but the surrounding complex of words su^tests 
that VoVyoov' should be interpreted in terms of the idea of 
substitutionary sacrifice and the Jewish theme 6? atone­
ment by the death of the righteous* The use of j m k m o o i  
in esehatologieal contexts retains no suggestion of "ransom­
ing by payment"t the meaning is "deliveranoe" into the full 
enjoyment of the divine fellowship*
c /3* The oikooos -roup of words*
Behind these words stands the Hebrew root p~7X 
whose original significance was associated with the notion 
of conformity to a norm whioh required to be defined in 
each case* Biblical Hebrew gave to the root a characteristic 
content by drawing it into the Covenant theme* The "right­
eousness of Yahweh" meant his being "in the right" by 
reason of his faithfulness to the Covenant relationship, a 
faithfulness which resulted in victory for Israel over her 
enemies, anc which was so constant, even to those who did 
not deserve It, that "righteousness" for Deutero-Isalah 
became almost synonymous with "salvation"* Community and 
personal H jD lX  connoted "in the right-neas" with regard to 
the Covenant and therefore obedience to the obligation* 
and lawa of the Covenant which provided the basis for the 
right ordering of the nationis life, both in its manward 
and Oodward aapeots. Throughout the Old Testament the word 
"righteousness" la essentially a legal or relational term*
C  /Although the verb oik*<o o  in classical Greek le 
not used In any M U M  corresponding to in Hebrew, the
adjective \iK.<*tos end the noun e  associated
with the idea of conformity to a standard; but. In contrast 
to the Old Testament view, the norm was not a divine demand 
within a special relationship, but the mutual obligations 
of men in human society, a reasonable fairness or justice 
within the social group* Moreover, in Greek thought there 
was nothing lastingly comparable to the Hebrew idea of the 
"righteousness of God", and no development towards the 
meanings "victory" and "salvation"* Through being consis­
tently used in Biblical Greek to render the Hebrew root p l X
c /the bitc<*ios words underwent considerable expansion and 
change of meaning* The meanings of the adjective and noun 
became associated with "conformity to divine requirement", 
rather than with "justice* and "citizen-duties"• The ^ning o 
the verb in Biblical Greek ia governed by the Hebrew
root which li >a behind it* Ihe forenalo reference la almost
r  /always presents the active of represents the
Hiph,il p ‘l1^77"to cause or declare to be in the right"| and
the middle and passive correspond to the Qal p i  X , "to be
in the right"*1 The Dead Sea Scrolls reveal the continuation
1 The verb is used in the Psalms of Solomon with the meaning 
"to recognise as just or righteous", l*e* manfs recognition 
of God9s righteousness in judgment* This usage is present 
occasionally in the Gospels, Matt* 111 19 and possibly 
Luke 7:29*
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of the OT usage, but, in addition, they witness to the 
eeet9s profound trust in God for righteousness,1 an attitude 
which contrasts radically with the legalistic renderings of 
the Rabbis concerning merit ( Jl'lDT ) as the means of 
achieving salvation.
It la against this Judalstlo understanding of 
"righteousnest" that Paul makes his proteat. He atanda 
within the Biblical tradition and bullda upon the OT under­
standing of "righteousness" ao a forenale notion, a term of 
relationship. The basis on whioh a man will be deolared Min 
the right" by God is not his works in obcdienoe to the law, 
but solely his faith in Christ, This means a total identi­
fication with and surrender to Christ in his death and 
resurreotlon. The man who la thus found "In Him" ia "in the 
rlgditn, slnee Christ himself was the supremely righteous One, 
The verdict does not depend on the final judgment, but will 
be consul*ted at the End. The "righteousness of Godn is 
manifested in Christ and oonnotes primarily God9a aotlon 
(in faithfulness to the Covenant) in establishing right.
eousmess by declaring "righteous" those who have faith In
2 c /Christ. Paul uses ciKoood’ov^ to describe the oharaoter of
1 Tfie‘“a 11-import ant difference between this piety and Paul9* 
doctrine lies in the latter9* Chriatooentrlo understanding
of faith,
2 Paul uses OT scripture (Gen. 15:6 and Hab. 2:4) to validate 
his doctrine in the eyes of Jews* but his doctrine dictates 
the meaning he assigns to the "righteousness" words there.
The semantic change provides an index to theological devel­
opment •
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the Christian Ilf®, but he does not rest oontent with the
olassloal Greek idea of this "righteousness" as soolal
virtue and upright oltlsenships these are included among
the directly ethical aspects of the total obedience to the
will of God and the law of Christ*
In the Synoptic Gospels* the oi*©o©s words are
consistently used with an essentially OT-Hebralo meaning*
The forensic reference is present and the baslo idea of
"righteousness" as true obedience to the will of God expressed
in the Law and embodied and established in C rist is in
agreement with the fundamental tenets of OT faith (of* Deut*
6x25)* At Luke 18x14 it seems likely that the verb
is used in the sense of "to be Justified" by faith in God,
1by confession and the plea for mercy* At a few points in
our discussion of the Gospels we suggested that the adjective
'bu<<*ios may (in the early Church) have become a technical
term to describe the Christian teacher*
4* The ter.: ^ ujvios *
Our investigation of the background of led us
to the OT term t3 ™rt « This word denotes physical life tfhlol
according to Hebrew thought, was a gift derived from God*
Life in its fulness lies in obedienoe to God's will, here
OT teaching provides hints of a life beyond death, it con-
1 'this is again an antleipation of the Pauline teaching, but 
(like Qumran and the Psalms) it lacks Paul's essential 
Chri s t-referenoe•
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ceives of that life at being rooted in the experience of
unbreakable fellowship with God* or at dependent on the
Might of hit resurrecting power. The pregnant tense of 
with the meaning 11 to really live"* "to live in the fullest 
tense" is found occasionally in late Greek authors. The 
only occurrence of §-ov; <*t\i>vios in the LXX is Dan. 12 s2* 
tfhere it renders the Hebrew tDblh/ ’T.Q and suggests "life
of indefinite duration" in the gift of God. The idea of esehat«
ological life is carried forward in the Inter-testamental 
literature* notably in the Psalms of Solomon* the books 
of Maccabees and in the Ethiopian Knoch. 1 In the Dead Sea 
Serolla the common uses of the word E V n  reappears both thi 
texts and the layout of the graves suggest that the Qumran 
sect believed in a doctrine of immortality.
Hie content of the term * kovioS in the NT is
Indebted to the Jewish idea of the "life of the Age to come"
( K a n  nbl^n *M n) which could bear a temporal as well as
a qualitative reference. In the letters of Paul £0*7 and
o<i’Jov«os are used of the Christian life which is both
presently p^ssec^ed and the objeot of future hope. At Mark
9143-47 ^0-17 i* equivalent to the "kingdom of God" which la
present* but still to be consummated. In ohooslng the term
"eternal life" to describe the content of salvation* John
1 In Sib. Enoch there are a few pre-Christian passages which 
attest the belief that righteous men will live eternally 
in a "Paradise" situated in the north"•
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la in touoh with tha Jewish-Synoptio-Pauline tradition. Hla 
emphasis on the present-ness of the Life of the Age to oome 
in the experience of the believer is explicable with 
reference to the vertical (rather than horizontal) dualism 
with whloh he works! the life of the realm above (i.e. real 
life) overlaps and penetrates this world. It is essentially 
the life of Christ mediated to those who, in obedience and 
faith, submit to his judgment on their lives and are thereby 
renewed and revived. This eternal life is maintained also 
by the Sacraments whloh are the vehicle of the life-giving 
Spirit to bring men into communion tith Christ.
5. The term ttv -c .
Behind this term lies the Hebrew word n-n p the
original significance of whloh (like that of itself)
appears to have been "wind" or "breath". Examples of this
meaning are found in all the literature investigated. \*foen
considered as an element in human nature, nil refers to
actuating emotion or dominant dispositions it reveals
Itself in animation or agitation. The most Important use
of ITH is in the supernatural sense, the nil of Yahweh.
This is the power through whioh Cod acts in the world,
purposefully and creatively!1 it also describes the active
and inspiring presence of Cod to men and events. The Holy
I WBS use of n?7T nil is Infrequent in connection withthe Creation in the OT and Rabbinio sources. Both, howefer,
speak of the niTI*1 nil as acting powerfully in
re-oreatlon in the New Age.
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Spirit (lit. "the spirit of Bis holiness") in Is. 63 refers 
to the prophetic witness, the organ of Ood's revelation, 
within the community. In Ps. 51 the "spirit of Ood's holiness" 
denotes the individual's inner awareness of the Divine 
demand (moral consciousness) and also, in a positive sense, 
the power which inspires to obedience in holy and righteous 
living. The classical Oreek unage of Trv<sC/u.«t reveals 
nothing comparable to the Hebrew use of for the "hunmn
spirit" and for the powerful, active presence of Oodi ttvcJm.*. 
is essentially a substance, fluidum. refined and ethereal, 
penetrating the entire cosmos (the Stoic anlma mundl1. the 
substance of which Ood and the human soul are composed. 
Nevertheless, the LXX renders n-71 by Tvccyji*. consistently 
when it is used of Yahweh, and even occasionally when it 
appears with the "psyehleal" sense. By so doing, the LXX 
clearly extends the application and connotation of the 
Oreek tens. The Znter^testamental literature adds to the 
slolxcul uses of the term a use of *«t for personal
spirits" (predominantly evil ones) and for a "human spirit" 
after death (in the book of Enoch), habblnioal Judaism 
related the Holy Spirit almost exclusively to prophecy and 
the composition of Scripture. Though tending to relegate 
the activity of the Spirit to the past, Judaism also 
carried forward the OT hope for the outpouring of the Spirit 
in the future age, and upon the Messiah (cf. Ps. Sol. and
perhaps Test. XII Patriarchs). The very dose association 
which exists in Rabbinio thought between the Holy Spirit 
and the Shekinah testifies to the conception of the Spirit 
as the active presence of Ood with his people. The word 
n il appears in all the traditional Hebrew senses in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls. The "two spirits" (of truth and of error) 
are the constant currents of *ood and evil influences 
which compete for domination over man. In the Scrolls the 
esehatologlcal significance of the spirit is not emphasised; 
a connection is not explicitly made between the Messiah and 
the Spirit, and there is no awareness of any essential 
tension between life under the law and life governed by the 
spirit.
»
There can be no doubt that the NT teaching concerning 
the Spirit stands, in all its essentials, in the main 
stream of the Old Testament and of Judaism. Hille the 
idea of the new, creative activity of the Spirit, inaugurating 
a n*w age, underlies the Lukan and Matthean birth 
narratives, the Synoptic understanding of the Spirit is 
primarily as the speolal equipment given to ehosen individ­
uals (the Messiah, or disciple witnesses) for the carrying 
out of an appointed mission (Messianic ministry or its 
continuation). The book of Acts continues this views the 
Spirit is considered as the power for missionary services it 
is, in fact, the controlling power of the whole missionary 
movement.
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Although Paul uses the word TTveo^* to denote 
"disposition", "human spirit" etc# the predominance of 
the reference in his work is to the Spirit of Cod, the 
Holy Spirit. The Synoptic-Acts tradition is continued in 
Paul's teaching concerning the equipment of eaoh member of 
the Church by the Spirit with various gifts to fulfil his 
appointed task. This is but one witness to the supreme 
Pauline conviction that the promised Age of the spirit has 
already been Inaugurated. The power, the gifts and the 
fruit of the Spirit are now experienced in the life of the 
believer, but they are not present in fulness! the com­
pletion of the Spirit's work belongs to the futurei but 
the reality of that future is guaranteed by the reality of 
the present activity of the Spirit. ‘The meaning of "Spirit" 
here is essentially the same as the Spirit previously at 
work in the OT, but Paul does not stress the continuity. He
is concerned to emphasise the "newness" of the gift, and 
he does so by relating it to the person of Christ. The 
"Spirit" is still the active presence and power of Cod, but 
that presence and power are specifically related to. Indeed 
identified with, the experience of the risen Christ. The 
function of the Spirit is to make powerful and present to 
personal experience the events of Christ's life, death and 
new life. In the Resurrection Christ has become life-giving 
Spirit! "the Spirit" is the very mode or manner of his
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Oreek of tho New Testament, and neither these words nor the 
surreys of their background and usage in Hebrew and extra- 
Biblieal material proride eridenee from which we may argue 
to general modes of thinking! at most they rereal a 
difference in ways of understanding and expressing particular 
themes, and they disclose the essentially "theological” 
character of Biblical thought* Ihua, we do not deny that 
the relation between language and thought may be Illumined 
at the lerel of semantic studies, but we consider it 
dangerous to generalise from insufficient data* It is also 
possible that the difference between Hebrew and Oreek 
thought may be reflected in the vocabulary stocks of the 
two languages,1 but the attempt to base the contrast on 
grammatical, morphological and syntactical differences must 
remain a very precarious undertaking,2 especially when 
these differences are Interpreted without proper consider­
ation of general llnguistio theory and without systematic 
"tudy of the relevant languages in their entirety*
Next, we consider again the charges which Professor 
Barr brings against the Theolo^i^ches orterbuoh sum neuen 
Testament* It is Barrfs opinion that this work not only
1 Barr’s renunciation of all psychological and sociological 
aspects in the science of language would require him to 
deny even this*
2 For a cautious acceptance of the view, see M* Hadas, 
Hellenistic Culture (New York and Oxford University Press, 
19&9)$ Chap. V, "Language and Ethos", especially pp. 51-59*
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life In the here end now. The total Christ-event, lifted 
from the past, and made effective upon man to-day Is the 
power of the living Spirit* To "walk In the Spirit1 Is to 
live with the total meaning of the Chrlst-event as the 
determining Influence on oonduot*
John** doctrine Is In harmony with that of Paul.
The Paraclete - the Advocate or comforter • Is the 
continuing and effective presenoe of the Lord himself In 
the life and witness of his faithful followers* The Fourth 
Oospel relates the Spirit to worship, word and sacrament, 
those very spheres and actions within which Christ Is made 
dynamically and vitally present*
From the statement of the findings of our word- 
studles, we turn to the consideration of their relation 
to the Issues raised for Biblical Theology by James 
Barr*s work*
The work presented has little to say to the con­
troversy of Barr and Th* Boman on the theory that the 
nature of Hebrew thought Is revealed In the Hebrew verb- 
system* There are two reasons for thlsi first, we have not 
been concerned to oonstruct a picture of Hebrew thinking and 
oulture and to distinguish this from Creek and Hellenistic 
thought! and secondly, we have not concentrated attention 
on the verb, to the exoluslon of other parts of speeoh* v?e 
have sought to discover the meanings of oertaln words In the
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contains methodological errors - many of which are obvious 
to common sense - but also has, as the basis of its 
construction, a totally wrong idea of the relation between 
concept and word. Contributors (he maintains) constantly 
confuse "concept" and "linguistic entity" and so waver 
between discussing words and disousslng the theological 
realities signified by the words. Now the vexed problem of 
the relation between "word" and "concept" belongs to the 
philosophy of language, and Barr does not disclose what 
standpoint he takes on that subject. However, his rejection 
of Idealist thought and of psychological factors in 
linguistic solenoe must cause him to depart from, if not 
to deny altogether, the theory of meaning whloh proceeds 
from the interpretation of language as a form of symbolio 
expression, in whioh the word symbolises the thought or 
referenoe, which in its turn refers to the feature or event 
about which we are speaking. According to this commonly- 
held view, the meaning of a word, as a socially accepted 
symbol, cannot be gauged by investigating its relation to 
other words (i.e. by rules of usage) or solely on the basis 
of context! it can be arrived at only as the reality (of 
event, experience, perception etc.) which the word 
symbolises is penetrated and understood. ?hile it is true 
that words are almost always found embedded in specific 
contexts, it is also true that a term, standing entirely
by Itself, apart from any oontext, may still have a 
meaning whieh is generally accepted and understood.1 "There 
is no getting away from the fact”, writes 9* Stern, an 
eminent semantiolst, "that single words have more or less 
permanent meanings, that they actually do refer to oertain 
referents, and not to others, and that this characteristic
gis the Indispensable basis of all communication.” The 
single word, therefore, does express, in some sense, the 
concept, and the search for the meaning of a word requires 
penetration of the concept. The role of context (both the 
verbal context and the wider 9context of situation9) is to 
provide preolslon or determinateness to the meaning of 
the word.
from the standpoint of this approach to the study 
of language m d meaning, barr9s criticism of the basic 
conception of TWKT is invalid, although many of his 
strictures on the individual articles are justified. The 
dictionary, and, above all, the dictionary whioh is 
confessedly theological, must be a word-study and a oonoept- 
study. Since eadh word Is a semantic marker or symbol, its
1 uStatements like 9le mot n9est que par le oontexte et 
n9est rien par lui-meme9 (A. Kosetti, Le t^ ot: ^saulsae d9une 
theorle geh^rale. 2me ed. Copenhagen, 194^, p.i5&f which are 
frequentlyTiVarJ nowadays, are neither aocurate nor 
realistic”, S. Ullmann, Semanticst An Introduction to
the Solenoe of leaning. p.4&.
2 Meaning and Change of Meaning. (Gothenburg, 1931) p.35.
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meaning can be understood only aa the field of meaning for 
which it la a marker la penetrated t and the field of 
meaning adhering to and around theological terms willf of 
necessity, be theologically oriented, being concerned with 
the realities of religious experience or with the perception 
of truth to which the words point* It would seem that 
Barr has failed to distinguish between the alms anu 
Intention of the T^MT and the use made of it by writers 
of Biblical Theology* The Worterbuch provides a guide to 
the material and a synthesis of main themes ) it lists the 
semantic variations which accompany the appearance of words 
in different contexts and situations of thoughti but it is 
not right to assume (and the editors never meant us to 
assume) that every occurrence of a particular word carries 
all the associations worked out in the relevant article*
The possibilities for Interpretation are listed, but this 
does not relieve the Interpreter of making the deolslon as 
to whioh precise meaning is required by the context with 
which he la dealing* By way of summary on this matters 
Barr9s criticism of the basic conception of the T tTWT 
cannot be sustained) words (which ordinarily are the basic 
tool of the lexicographer) do express general oohcepts) 
Barr’s calling attention to errors of method in various 
articles is dsefol and instructive) the maximum of care 
must be exercised by scholars in the use they make of and
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the authority they give to the orterbuch leat they try 
to make it perform a function for whioh it was not designed.
Having established the fact that the individual 
word is entitled to consideration in its own right because 
it symbolises a generally accepted content, we proceed now 
to investigate Barr's elei that the impress of the 0T- 
Jewish tradition on NT language and meanings is borne by 
the things said (i.e. by the sentences and word-combinations) 
and not by the words used, since these often retained the 
semantic value which they normally had in the usage of 
Hellenistic speakers. Of many word© this may be true: but
of others it is certainly not true, and our studies prove 
it. The word has a dimension of reference with
relation to the OT idea of deliverance (channelled to the 
word through the LXX translation) which it does not possess 
in classical or Hellenistic Oreek. To this argument Barr 
would reply that such a case is covered by his declaration 
that the extent of fresh eontent is related to the degree 
in which the words beoame technical. But surely, then, 
almost all the NT words normally investigated, all the 
words which are significant theologically, will have to be 
regarded aa "technical" • e do not Investigate tfect , £yod $ 
iroXis f  ^ l^ T,oV : we do investigate , Warns f
< o<Tov*7 # TfcXos  ^ c(.TToVjTyauitf’ is  # “TWcujjloC etc. Is Barr 
not admitting that every theologically significant wo-d (being
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technical) has in fact a special contentf Now this 
special content in the Greek terms of the Mew Testament 
comes to them, we think, out of the biblical tradition, 
and is related espeelally to the language of the Septuagint 
which is the locus of that extension of meaning and 
reference whioh is due to their Hebrew background. Each of 
our studies bears witness to the importance of this fact.
The discussion of a special Blblloal oontent for NT 
meanings leads to the question of the impact of Christ* 
lenity Itself on language, Barr dismisses as Tfromanticism” 
the contention that Christianity had a creative and trans* 
forming influence on the language used in the New Testament, 
It is certainly true that too much has been made of the 
" language -moulding pover” of Christianity, but it seems 
that Barr has overstated his position. The Christian faith 
and the essential Christ*reference of theological words
has influenced the total meaning of NT terms. The Pauline
/■>use of TH eopot is indebted to the OT*Jewlsh understanding 
of "spirit”, but the relation to Christ which the term bears 
in Paulfs writing and thought is surely an added dimension 
within the total meaning of the word in the Apostle^ 
usage. In this case, and also in the case of \0 7 0 v f we 
may say that the Impact of Christian faith upon the terms 
was to give an extension of reference which is Important 
for the understanding of the total meaning. Even more th&&
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this can perhaps be said c o n c e r n in g tha tan %>ik<*io<tov^  # 
here Paul's distinctive understanding of tha word (as 
"justification”) is related to an aspect of the OT meaning 
(viz. the divine "righteousness" which works salvation)f 
this was channelled to tha Oreek word through the LXX, but, 
in taking up the word, tha Apostle so relates its meaning 
and significance to the work of Christ that, in his hands, 
it has a content radioally different from any it possessed 
in Hellenistic thought and usage and linked only with one 
strand of the OT~Jewlsh tradition.
The final topic to «hich we relate our methods and 
findings is that of the whole activity of writing Biblical 
Theology. ought to be remembered that Barr's book is 
not an attack on Biblical Theology Itself, but on the 
linguistic methods on which many of the statements of recent 
Biblical theologians have been content to rest. Now the 
studies which form the bulk of this thesis are not designed 
to be essays in Biblical theologyt they investigate words 
and seek to understand their meanings as they were used by 
various authors. This type of work is a preliminary, but a 
necessary preliminary, to any attempt to construct Biblical 
theology, and it must be carried out thoroughly and care* 
fully. The development and variations in the use and 
meaning of Biblical terms must be presented and weighed 
before any synthesising theological statement is made. At
•583*
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thia point wo could oomment on the relevance of our studio* 
to certain aspects of aoterlologloal doctrine: for
instance, to suggeat that the ransom theory of Atonement 
appears to be based on a one-alded Interpretation of the 
\o-ryjov -words in term* of ola**ioal Oreek usage: but rath*r
than prooeed thua, we would point to our eenelueion on thi* 
matters detailed historical and exogetloal study, based 
on the most scrupulous linguistic methods,must precede 
the construction of any Biblloal Theology.
The work here presented la a series of studies in 
Biblical Semantics. Let the final word of the thesis then 
be thiss if there ia one faot whioh stands out more than 
any ether in our work, it ia the significance whloh muat 
he attaohed to the language and usage of the Septuagint 
any attempt to discover the semantic development and value 
of terms in the Oreek of the Mew Testament*
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